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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
From the time of the conquest of Assyria and Urartu by 
the Medes to the fall of the Sasanian Empire to the Muslim 
Arabs some thirteen centuries later, Armenian culture devel­
oped under the religious, political and linguistic influence 
of various Iranian empires. For most of this period the 
dominant religion of the Iranians was Zoroastrianism, and 
there exists abundant evidence to show that this religion 
was practised also by the Armenians from the time of the 
Achaemenians. The religion waned in Armenia following the 
conversion of the Armenian Arsacid king Tiridates III to 
Christianity early in the fourth century, and most informa­
tion on the earlier faith must be culled from hostile Ar­
menian Christian texts of the fifth century and later.
Like the Zoroastrians of Iran, the ancient Armenians 
believed in a supreme God, Ahura Mazda (Arm. Aramazd), the 
Creator of all that is good, who is assisted by supernatural 
beings of His own creation, by good men and by His good 
creatures against the separate, uncreated Evil Spirit (Av. 
Angra Mainyu, Arm. Arhmn, Haramani) and its demonic hosts and 
destructive assaults. Armenian texts contain names, theologi­
cal terms and references to rituals and usages, most often 
loan-words from Middle Iranian, which enable us to recon­
struct a picture of pre-Christian Armenian religious life and 
thought similar to that provided by Zoroastrian sources in 
Iran. Non-Zoroastrian customs and divinities from ancient 
Urartu, Asia Minor and the Semitic world may also be found in 
Armenia, but frequently such elements were also incorporated 
into Iranian Zoroastrianism. It is argued that the prevail­
ing view of Armenian religion before Christianity as merely 
syncretistic is therefore inaccurate, and that the Armenians 
practised a form of Zoroastrianism that differed from that 
of Pars or other Iranian lands, only in as much as the various 
national Churches of Christianity today maintain divers local 
traditions.
The Armenians opposed the iconoclastic and other re­
forms instituted by ArdeSir I and his successors? and the 
Armenian Zoroastrians, isolated from the great mass of their 
co-religionists, suffered further setbacks with the conver­
sion of their countrymen to Christianity. Yet the ancient 
religion survived in folk custom, in certain celebrations of 
the Armenian Church, and through the sect of the Children of 
the Sun, down to recent times.
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INTRODUCTION:
THE LAND OF ARMENIA
The rugged volcanic highland called the Armenian 
plateau occupies an area of some 300,000 square kilometreVy ' 
at a median elevation of 1500-1800 metres, on the same lati­
tude as the Balkan peninsula; in its widest extent, Greater 
Armenia (Arm. Mec Haykc) stretched from 37°-40°E. Long, and 
from 37.5°-41.5°N. Lat. The Plateau forms part of a moun­
tain system including the Anatolian plateau to the west and 
the Iranian plateau to the east; both are lower than Armenia. 
The country's soils vary from desert and semi-desert to for­
est and mountain meadow. In sub-Alpine regions, the soil 
on the north side of a mountain may be rich chernozem, while 
the soil on the southern side may be rocky and poor for lack 
of precipitation. Wind and water erosion and centuries of 
invasion, pillage and neglect have denuded many mountains 
once rich in forests. But Armenian orchards still provide 
the apricot, praised in Rome as the prunus Armeniacus, and 
the Armenian words for plum, apple and mulberry (salor, 
xnjor, tcutc) are found in Assyrian, attesting to the culti­
vation and trade of Armenian agricultural produce in ancient 
times. Xenophon, who passed the winter in an Armenian vil­
lage during the retreat of his mercenary army, described 
in the Anabasis the varied and abundant Armenian fare, much 
of it dried or pickled for the winter, as today; he and his
2men enjoyed Armenian beer. Armenia has a continental cli­
mate, being cut off by high mountains from large bodies of 
water, and winter is long and severe, with an average tem­
perature of -15°C. in January; temperatures of -43.5°C. have 
been recorded in Kars. Summer is brief and hot, with tem­
peratures of 26-28°C. (but only 20°C. on the high plateaux). 
Spring and autumn are the gentlest seasons of the year in 
Armenia.^
Armenia may be viewed as the centre of a great cross
2defined by the Black Sea on the northwest, the Caspian on 
the northeast, the Mediterranean in the southwest, and the 
Persian Gulf in the southeast: at the strategic crossroads 
of the ancient world and lying athwart crucial trade routes, 
in proximity to important maritime centres.^ The Euphrates, 
Tigris, Kura, Araxes, Chorokh and many lesser rivers rise 
in Armenia, and three great lakes form a triangle to the 
left of centre of the cross: Van, Sevan and Urmia, in the
southwest, northeast and southeast of the country. Most of 
the centres of early Armenian civilization are clustered 
in the valleys of the great rivers, particularly the Araxes 
in the east and the Euphrates and its tributary the Aracani 
(Tk. Murat Su) in the west, and in the plains of Ala^kert, 
Manazkert and MuX in the west and Ararat in the east, or 
on the shores of the great lakes, particularly Van.
Armenia is traversed by numerous mountain chains, most 
of which run in an east-west direction. On the north are 
the mountains of the lesser Caucasus; on the south are the
3mountains of Gordyene; on the northwest are the peaks of 
the Pontic and Antitaurus ranges; the Ararat-Haykakan Par- 
Aycptkunkc-Anahtakan chains stretch across the interior.
The highest mountain on the plateau is Greater Ararat (Arm. 
Azat Masikc), 5165m. Most of the country is soft volcanic 
rock, mainly lava, so the valleys and mountains of Armenia 
are deeply cut and the topography of the land is super­
human in scale and grandeur.
Armenia is a land of contradiction. It is at the 
centre of the ancient world, yet its fierce winters, high 
mountains, deep valleys and lofty elevation make it a land 
of isolated cantons marked by ferocious regionalism and 
cultural and religious conservatism. The archaism and 
conscientiously preserved integrity of Armenian language 
and custom are a boon to the student of Zoroastrianism, for 
forms and practices overcome and eradicated in other lands 
remain a living part of the Armenian heritage. Armenia lay 
at the threshold of great empires: in the west were the
empires of Alexander, then the Romans, then the Byzantines; 
in the south, mighty Assyria once held sway; to the south­
east were the Median, Achaemenian, Parthian, and then Sa- 
sanian kingdoms of Iran. It was the Iranians, as we shall 
see, whose ties to the Armenians were closest and whose cul­
ture influenced the Armenian nation profoundly over the en­
tire period when Zoroastrianism was the chief religion of 
Iran: from the Median conquest of Assyria in 612 B.C. to
the fall of the Sasanians in A.D. 651. Throughout that
4entire span of twelve centuries, whose beginning coincides 
with the emergence of the Armenians as a nation in the an­
nals of civilisation, Armenia was ruled either directly by 
Iran or by kings and satraps of Iranian descent.
Yet Armenia never lost its sense of separateness;
the Armenians were always a distinct people. The character
of the country tended to foster the development of a social
system based upon local dynastic units, each virtually
self-sufficient in its own easily defended territory; while
the local kinglets or dynasts, called in Armenian by the
4
Mir. loan-word naxarars, could only rarely be relied upon 
to come together and form an effective army, throughout 
most of history it has been as difficult to hold Armenia 
in complete subjugation as it would be to crush a sack of 
pebbles with a hammer. Thus one might explain the apparent 
contradiction of a country frequently subdivided by con-
5querors, its borders maddeningly fluid if defined at all, 
yet preserving throughout a definite sense of its own 
identity.
Until recent times, Armenian toponyms remained re­
markably consistent for an area which has been subjected to 
waves of Arab, Byzantine, Seljuk, Mameluke, Ottoman and 
Safavid invasion since the fall of the Sasanians. Names 
such as Erevan (Urartean Erebuni), Van-Tosp (Urartean Biaina- 
Tu¥pa) , Aljnik1"' (Urartean Alzini) et al. preserve the Hur- 
rian-Urartean substratum; Semitic forms are attested in
5place-names such as Tcil (meaning 'hill1, comp, the name
of the Arm. city Duin, a Mir. loan-word with the same mean-
6 Ving); and Iranian forms are particularly abundant. Al­
though the Zoroastrian vision of the world 'made wonderful' 
at the end of days with the destruction of evil specifies 
that the earth will be perfectly flat, the Armenians none­
theless named mountains after Zoroastrian divinities, and
there is evidence to suggest that some mountains were con-
8sidered sacred. For although mountains impede communica­
tion and agriculture, one recalls Herodotus' description 
of the religion of the Persians, who, he reports, wor­
shipped in high places? besides, the grandeur and majesty 
of the brilliant white snow cap of Ararat, seeming to float 
in Heaven, must have inspired religious awe in the ancient 
Armenians as it continues to do to this day.
Armenia has been the apple of contention of empires, 
but it has also been a refuge for many: the Assyrian kings
complained of criminals and other riff-raff who escaped to 
the relative freedom of Arme-Supria in the Armenian high­
lands; Mu¥ki immigrants from distant Thrace found their 
home there; and Greek dissidents of pagan and Christian 
eras alike settled in Armenian towns to write poetry or ex­
pound philosophy. A legend credits Hannibal, in flight 
after the defeat of Carthage, with the foundation of the 
Armenian capital of Roman times, Artaxata; the story is 
probably fiction, but it fairly reflects the Romans'
6irritation at a country which provided a safe haven for
their enemies and which was impossible entirely to subdue.
Tacitus wrote of the Armenians, ’An inconstant nation this
from old; from the genius of the people, as well as from
the situation of their country, which borders with a large
frontier on our provinces, and stretches thence quite to
Media, and lying between the two empires, was often at
variance with them; with the Romans from hatred, with the
9Parthians from jealousy.' As N. G. Garsoian has noted, 
however, Armenian disputes with Iran in various periods 
are of a different quality from those with other conquer­
ors, being more in the nature of violent family feuds than 
confrontations between nations with different social sys­
tems and attitudes;"^ until the late 3rd century A.D., we 
might add, Armenia and Iran shared also a common religion.
That religion, Zoroastrianism, is the object of our 
present investigation, and constant references will be made 
to its various aspects below. A brief description of its 
essential tenets and peculiarities, together with the major 
sources, will be given in our Chapter on Armenia from the 
Median conquest to the rise of the Artaxiads, in the course 
of our discussion of the period when the faith was probably 
first introduced into the country. The very considerable 
enmity that erupted into open war between Christian Armenia 
and Zoroastrian Iran in A.D. 451 has coloured subsequent 
perceptions of Armenia's ties to the outside world, leading
7many to view the people of the highland as embattled on all 
sides, resisting all foreign influence. As we shall see, 
Armenia's relationship to Iran does not support such a view; 
rather, the Armenians seem to have been influenced at an 
early stage by Iran, whose social customs did not conflict 
with their own. Certain of these varied aspects of culture 
were retained long after their disappearance in Iran itself. 
In recognising certain institutions, art forms and the like 
which were similar but of separate origin in Armenia and 
Iran, or indeed were the common heritage of many different 
civilisations of the area, a few recent scholars such as 
B. N. Airak elyan have minimised the impact of distinctly 
Iranian borrowings, as we shall see below. Armenian reli­
gion would then be seen as primarily a native development, 
for to admit otherwise would be to concede that Armenia was 
permeated by Iranian traditions which it adopted as its own. 
Authors of some studies have sought to isolate specifically 
Armenian phenomena, inspired perhaps by the legitimate wish 
to demonstrate that Armenian culture is neither an amalgam 
without a native core, nor indeed a provincial offshoot of 
Iran. As we shall see, the basis of Armenian culture is a 
fusion of native and Iranian elements which has been retained 
faithfully over the ages, with slight accretions from other 
peoples. Armenia was neither the miraculous child of cul­
tural parthenogenesis nor a mere stepson of the Persians.
When one examines the treasures of mediaeval Armenian 
painting, so profoundly influenced by the traditions of
8Byzantium, or reads the verses imbued with the imagery of 
Islamic poetry, or considers the impact of Turkish syntac­
tical forms upon the rich modern Armenian spoken language, 
the image of an insular Armenia loses much of its poignancy. 
As in past ages, the Armenians merely adopted whatever they 
found pleasing in other cultures, turning their new acqui­
sitions to their own use; the Persian rose and nightingale 
represent the Virgin Mary and Gabriel in the songs of Ar­
menian minstrels. Armenian Christianity itself, as we shall 
see, preserves much Zoroastrian vocabulary, ritual and ima­
gery, while the rugged mountains and isolated cantons of
the country allowed the Zoroastrian community of the Children
12of the Sun to flourish down to modern times.
Nonetheless, there is much truth in the remark of the ~
late 19th-century traveller H.F.B. Lynch, that 'there is
nothing needed but less perversity on the part of the human
animal to convert Armenia into an almost ideal nursery of
his race . . . one feels that for various reasons outside
inherent qualities, this land has never enjoyed at any period
13of history the fullness of opportunity.1
The limitations of the present study testify to the 
grim truth of Lynch's observation, at least as far as present 
day Armenia is concerned. The modern Armenian republic, the 
smallest and southernmost of the constituent republics of 
the Soviet Union, occupies approximately one-tenth of the 
area of historical Armenia. The other nine-tenths, where 
most ancient Armenian religious sites are located (Ani, Kamax
9AXti¥at, Tcil, Eriz, Bagayaric, Tcordan, Bagaran, Bagawan,
Van, Angl, Satala et al.), is in the Republic of Turkey, and 
archaeological investigation of ancient Armenian sites is 
not permitted. Access to standing monuments of the Chris­
tian period in the above-mentioned towns is extremely lim­
ited; yet even these monuments are of interest, and M. 
Thierry’s recent studies of the Armenian monasteries of 
Vaspurakan provide some insights into the culture of the an­
cient period. The monuments of Nemrut Dag studied by Goell 
and Dorner, erected by an Orontid monarch kin to the rulers 
of Armenia, provide some indication of what one might hope 
to find, were the ancient baginkc 'image shrines' to be ex­
cavated. On the territory of the Armenian republic, important 
finds at ValarXapat, Pcarakcar, Zod, ArtaXat, Armawir, Duin
and Garni over the last three decades have greatly enriched
14our knowledge of pre-Christian Armenia. Archaeological 
discoveries in Iran during this century have expanded im­
measurably our knowledge of Ancient and Middle Iranian lan­
guage, culture and religion, and these findings are of con-
15siderable value to Armenian studies, casting new light on 
the Armenian primary sources.
These sources will be discussed individually as they 
are encountered; preliminary general remarks on them may be 
of use at this stage. The two most important texts for the 
study of pre-Christian Armenian religion are the Histories 
of Armenia of Agathangelos and Movses Xorenacci. The latter 
is an account of the history of the Armenians from earliest
10
times to the mid-5th century A.D., and the precise identity 
of the author is unknown, as is the date of composition; 
scholars have proposed dates ranging from the 5th to the 8th 
centuries.^ Agathangelos, whose name is a Greek word 
meaning ’bringer of good tidings1 and whose identity is like­
wise obscure, covers a much more limited period: the years
of the conversion of the Armenians to Christianity (i.e., 
the late 3rd-early 4th century). The text contains much 
valuable information on the shrines of various Zoroastrian 
divinities and acts of public worship and statements of be­
lief by King Tiridates III. The text in Armenian probably
17belongs to the 5th century. The material on pre-Christian 
Armenian religion in both texts appears to be based upon 
sources of great antiquity; Xorenacci includes numerous 
fragments of orally transmitted epic which he describes 
having heard with his own ears, and he claims to have con­
sulted pagan temple records. The latter claim has been dis­
puted, but not the former. Some of Xorenacci's statements, 
such as the erection of boundary markers by Arta¥es, have
18been verified by archaeological discoveries of recent years.
Other important primary sources are the 5th century 
text Elc alandocc 'The Refutation of Sects,' by Eznik Koibacci, 
which contains much valuable material on Armenian pre-Chris­
tian religion as well as a polemic against Zurvanism, which
is apparently regarded by the author as a sect of the Persians
19which did not affect the Armenians particularly; and 
another 5th-century text, Vasn Vardanay ew Hayocc paterazmin
11
'On Vardan and the Armenian War,1 by Elile, who was appar­
ently an eyewitness to the Armeno-Sasanian war of A . D. 451.
The background of the war, the disposition of the Armenians 
toward Iran and the exchange of theological arguments between
the Christians and Zurvanite Sasanians are described in use- 
20ful detail. The surviving portions of the History of
Armenia of Pcawstos Biwzand, a mysterious personage who
probably wrote in the 5th century, deal with events of the
214th century and contain many legendary and epic elements.
Much of the information supplied by these early writers, 
most of whom lived within a century of the invention of the 
Armenian script by St. Mesrop MaMtocc (360-440), ^  has been 
supplemented or corroborated by ethnographic* studies con­
ducted in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, beginning 
with the works of the clergyman and scholar Pr. Garegin 
Sruanjteancc (1840-1892). The latter first recorded reci­
tations of the Armenian national epic of the heroes of Sasun, 
one of whom, Mher, is the yazata Mihr, Av. Mithra; the deeds 
of the hero Mher, as sung by Armenians in some villages to
this very day, shed invaluable light on our understanding
23of the cult of the yazata. Another example of the way in
which recently recorded traditions can add to our knowledge
of Armenian Zoroastrianism is the legendry of modern MuM
concerning a supernatural creature called the ¥vod or ¥vaz,
which is identical with the ^ahapet alluded to by Agathan- 
24gelos. Modern Armenian folk rituals on the holidays of 
Ascension and the Presentation of the Lord to the Temple
12
(Hambar jum and Teafn 3nd arap) reveal aspects of the cult
of the am^sa sp^ntas Haurvatat and Am^rStat and of the an-
- 25cient celebration of the Zoroastrian feast of Athrakana.
The first studies of pre-Christian Armenian religion 
were published in the late 18th century. 55camccean demoted V f
a chapter to Armenian idolatry in his Hayoc0 Patmutciwn/
’History of the Armenians.1 Half a century later, in 1835,
Incicean in his study Hnaxosutciwn Hayastaneaycc , 'Armenian 
Antiquity', devoted separate chapters to sun worship, fire 
worship, pagan gods and other subjects. GatcrJ?ean in his 
Tiezerakan patmutciwn, 'Universal History', included a chap­
ter on ancient Armenian religion.
In the years preceding the first World War, numerous 
studies were published on Armenian ethnography and ancient
religion. In 1871, M. Emin published in Constantinople his
• c c —Uruagic Hayoc het anosakan kroni 'Profile of the heathen
religion of the Armenians'; in 1879, K. Kostaneancc pub­
lished a booklet entitled Hayocc hetcanosakan kron , 'The 
heathen religion of the Armenians'; in Venice, 1895, Fr. L.
AliSan published his Hin hawatkc kam hetcanosakan kronkc 
Hayocc 'The ancient faith or heathen religion of the Ar­
menians'; and in the same year, H. Gelzer published his 
Zur armenischen Gotterlehre; in 1899, Manuk Abelyan published of
in Leipzig a work establishing important connections be­
tween modern Armenian folk belief and ancient religion,
Per armenische Volksglaube (repr. in M. Abeiyan, Erker, VII,
Erevan, 1975); the Armenian doctor and intellectual N. Talawarean
1
13
C " •published a pamphlet, Hayoc hin kronner 'The ancient re­
ligions of the Armenians', in Constantinople, 19 09; and in 
1913 the Armenian writer and public activist Avetis Aharonian 
presented to the University of Lausanne for the doctoral
degree a thesis of remarkable brevity entitled Les anciennes 
/
croyances armeniennes (repr. Librairie Orientale H. Samuelian,
26Paris, 1980). A work of equal brevity but greater sub­
stance is Hayoc0 hin kronfl kam haykakan diccabanutciwn, by 
E±i¥e Durean, Armenian Patriarch of Jerusalem (Jerusalem,"
1933) . Articles on the subject of ancient Armenian religion 
and modern folk beliefs were published in a number of Armenian 
and foreign journals, particularly the Azgagrakan Handes 
'Ethnographic Journal1, which commenced publication in 1895 
and appeared sporadically until the Russian Revolution. Re­
search into the ancient Armenian past was encouraged by the
i, ‘ ^
linguistic researches of de Lagarde and Hubschmann, and by ti­
the archaeological and ethnographic studies of the Caucasus
sponsored by the Russian government and directed by N. Ya.
Marr and others.
Much of this research was severely disrupted by the 
systematic massacre and deportation of the Christian popu­
lations of eastern Turkey by the Ottoman Government and its 
successors in 1895-1922. Some Armenian scholars resided in 
the safety of Tiflis, Moscow or St. Petersburg, but many 
others perished. Talawarean, for instance, whose work we 
have cited above, was arrested with over two hundred other 
Armenian intellectuals at Constantinople on the night of
14
24 April 1915, and was murdered by the Turkish authorities.
Some Armenian scholars survived the attempted genocide or 
escaped from Turkey before or during it. Martiros Y. Ananikean, 
born at Sebastia (Tk. Sivas) in 1875, typifies the fate of 
many Armenian scholars of this period. Educated at the Cen­
tral College of Turkey in Aintab, an institution run by Ameri­
can missionaries, Ananikean was sent after the massacres of 
1895 to Springfield, Connecticut, where he earned an M.A. in 
theology and was appointed to teach Oriental languages at 
Hartford Seminary. In 19 23 Prof. Ananikean died in Syria
during a trip to acquire rare manuscripts for the Seminary 
27library.
Ananikean perceived clearly that the Armenians had 
practised Zoroastrianism before their conversion to Chris­
tianity. An early article on the subject, 'Armenia (Zoro­
astrian) ,1 in the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, New 
York, 1913, I, 794, was later developed into an extensive 
study, Armenian Mythology (J. A. MacCulloch, ed. The Mythol­
ogy of All Races, Vol. 7, N.Y., 19 25, repr. Cooper Square 
Publishers, N.Y., 1964), which was published posthumously. 
Despite serious deficiencies, Ananikean1s work contains much 
of value and is the only study of its kind in English.
At the time of Ananikean's writing, it was generally 
considered that the only 'pure1 Zoroastrianism was that of 
the iconoclastic Sasanians (their depiction of Ahura Mazda 
as a human figure on bas-reliefs is conveniently forgotten), 
with their cult purged of foreign influences (the worship of
15
Anahita notwithstanding) and their theology true to the 
teachings of 2arathustra (despite evidence to the effect 
that the Zurvanite heresy was professed by the higher offi­
cials of the state and the name of the Prophet Zarathustra 
is not mentioned in any Sasanian inscription). On the basis 
of this spurious understanding, fostered partly by the 
Sasanians themselves (who accorded credit, however, for the 
compilation of the texts of the Avesta to a Parthian predeces 
sor, Valax^^) and partly also by Zoroastrians and Westerners 
of the 19th century who sought to purge the Good Religion of 
what they perceived as barbaric and polytheistic accretions, 
the religion of the Parthians was dismissed as a form of Hel­
lenistic syncretism rather than authentic Zoroastrianism, 
and the religion of the Armenians, which shows close similari 
ties to the Parthian type, was likewise denigrated.
The influence of such prevailing attitudes prevented 
Ananikean from considering the pre-Christian religion of Ar­
menia as a form of Zoroastrianism whose assiimLlation- o f  non- 
Zoroastrian aspects, both Iranian and non-Iranian, illuminate 
the character of the Faith as it was anciently practised, par 
ticularly by the Parthians, rather than obscure it. He is 
thus led to this awkward formulation: ’It [the Hellenistic
period] was a time of conciliations, identifications, one 
might say of vandalistic syncretism that was tending to make 
of Armenian religion an outlandish motley. Their only excuse 
was that all their neighbours were following a similar course 
It is, therefore, ~no~ wonder that the Sasanians during their
16
short possession of Armenia in the middle of the third
century seriously undertook to convert the land to the purer
29worshxp of the sacred fire,' According to this view, the 
Armenians practised a form of ancient Thraco-Phrygian paganism 
which had assimilated certain features of the religion of the 
Hurrian-Urartean autochthons. To this was added an admixture 
of Iranian beliefs over the centuries of Median, Persian and 
Parthian influence. These were inundated by a flood of Hel­
lenic religious oddments as the hapless Armenians watched 
passively or built temples where— without system or convic­
tion— they solemnised their 'conciliations’ and 'vandalistic 
syncretism1 until the Sasanians with their 'purer worship' 
arrived to save the day, Ananikean adds that the Armenians 
preserved a coherent group of traditions based upon a fusion 
of native and Iranian elements which endured through the 
periods of Hellenism, Sasanian proselytism and even seventeen 
centuries of Christianity.
Armenia, as we have seen, is a land which is well suited 
geographically to conserving archaisms, and which has done so. 
Yet even so, it could not have sustained such a consistent and 
tenacious tradition had there not been an underlying thread 
of unifying belief, namely, that of Zoroastrianism. As we
shall see, it is likely that the religion was introduced into
30the country by the Medes or Achaemenxans, assimxlatxng many 
non-Zoroastrian aspects, and that it was practised under the 
Artaxiads and Arsacids. In this study, we shall seek to de­
scribe the Good Religion in Armenia in the detail that
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examination of the wealth of linguistic, literary, archaeo­
logical, iconographic, theological and ethnographic evidence 
allows? to show, further, that the forms of Armenian worship 
were consistent and rooted in centuries of piety, and to 
demonstrate that these forms are neither haphazard nor con­
trary to Zoroastrian practice elsewhere. Indeed we shall see 
that Christian Armenian writers perceived the Parthian and 
Persian forms of the faith to differ in certain respects, 
and took care to distinguish the rites of their own ances­
tors ' Aramazd from those of the Ormizd of their Zurvanite 
Persian opponents. Yet their traditional Zoroastrianism had 
clearly absorbed a number of local elements. Simiiarly, Zoro­
astrian settlers in India have been strongly influenced by 
many of the usages of that land and have assimilated certain 
Hindu practices (including, for example, invocation of the 
goddess Laksmi during the marriage ceremony) which distinguish 
them from their co-religionists in Iran. Instances of such 
national diversity are a commonplace in most of the great re­
ligions; even the Jews, perceived by many to be one of the 
most ethnically distinct of peoples, recognise considerable 
differences in ritual, practice and custom between the Ashke­
nazi c and Sephardic communities (these categories themselves 
conceal a bewildering variety of groups), not to mention the 
Karaites and Samaritans.
Recognition of Zoroastrian diversity is fundamental to 
a study of the religion in Armenia, yet prejudice against such 
a concept remains strong; little doubt of the orthodoxy of the
Vi
c
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Parthians can remain, in view of the evidence assembled since 
the beginning of this century, yet statements such as the 
following are still made by serious writers: 'Once established
the [Parthian] Arsacids never adopted full Zoroastrianism.'
The same author goes on to list a number of Parthian practices 
which are clearly an indication, when taken together, of Zoro­
astrian piety: respect for the Magi, worship of Ahura Mazda,
observance of the cult of the fravasis, royal names beginning 
with Arta- or Mithra-, maintenance of an eternally burning 
sacred fire, and the compilation of the Avesta, referred to 
above. What, then, is the proof of the above writer's claim?
It is threefold: the names of Greek deities are found on
Parthian coins, the Arsacids were buried in tombs, and they 
do not seem to have persecuted other religions. To cite the
same author, 'The Sasanians would not recognise them as true 
3 2believers.' But the Sasanians also practised inhumation, 
as had the Achemenians in Persis before them. They certainly 
continued to employ Hellenic art forms, although they did not 
style themselves 'philhellene' or use Greek translations of 
the names of their divinities. But the latter practice would 
prove nothing, in any case, for peoples all over the Hellenis­
tic Near East called their gods by Greek names such as Zeus 
Keraunios or Jupiter Dolichenus without abandoning their 
native Semitic or Asianic religions. One notes besides that 
the ostraca found at Nisa, and (as we shall see below) the 
religious names and vocabulary borrowed from Parthian and 
preserved in Armenian, are thoroughly Zoroastrian. The sole
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objection we are left with is that the Parthians did not 
persecute unbelievers, as the Sasanians did on a few occasions. 
Neither were the Parthians confronted by the powerful, aggres­
sive Christian Byzantine state, which used religion as an 
important instrument of its foreign policy, and which wooed 
the newly-Christianised, strategically crucial nation of the 
Armenians. It would seem that judgements concerning the 
religion of the Parthians have tended to rest upon conviction 
rather than evidence. As we have noted, such attitudes have 
affected adversely studies of A^enian religion.
In the years following the Armenian genocide, scholar­
ship was resumed. In Paris, the journal Revue des Etudes 
Armeniennes was founded in 1920, and scholars such as Dumezil, 
Benveniste, Bailey, Henning, Junker and others made valuable 
contributions to Armenian studies from the Iranian field. In 
the Soviet Armenian Republic, scholarship was pursued, under 
extremely difficult conditions at first, for the fledgling 
state, only a few years before a forgotten backwater of the 
Russian Empire, had now become the refuge of hundreds of 
thousands of sick and starving refugees from the terror that 
had engulfed nine-tenths of the Armenian land. Before the 
establishment of Soviet power, Armenia had also to fight off 
invasion from three sides: Georgia, Azerbaijan and Turkey.
Yet in 1926 the newly-founded Erevan State University began 
publication of the seven-volume Hayeren armatakan bararan
V •'Armenian Etymological Dictionary1 of H. Acairean, a pupil of
fW.
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34A. Meillet. This work, with ca. 11,000 root entries, repre­
sents an important advance on the etymological researches of
35Heinrich Hhbschmann, adding greatly to our knowledge of 
Iranian in Armenian. The historical and mythological studies 
of M. Abelyan are also of great importance in this area, and
n r
we shall have occasion to refer to them often in this study.
Despite this increasing volume of information, certain
scholars in the Armenian republic have tended to regard many
Iranian phenomena as either native Armenian (they indeed came
to be regarded as such in time by the Armenians of the ancient
37period, but were not in origin) or of common origin. Other
scholars, such as Anahit Perikhanyan, have tended to study
3 8ancient Armenia within the framework of Iranian culture, 
but no major work has appeared in Armenian or abroad in 
recent years proposing to treat of the entire subject of 
Zoroastrian religion per se in Armenia.
The difficulties which attend such a study arise from 
both a wealth and a paucity of material. On the one hand, 
there exists a great mass of research on ancient Iran and the 
other Near Eastern civilisations under whose aegis Armenian 
culture grew. On the other, the inaccessibility of much of 
historical Armenia, the absence of archaeological material, 
and the destruction of the ancient Armenian communities and 
consequent scarcity of modern, scientifically presented ethno­
graphic evidence creates gaps which cannot be filled. We have 
attempted to glean information from memorial volumes published
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by compatriotic anions of various towns and provinces in the
Armenian Diaspora, and have received some oral testimony of
39value from Armenians born in the homeland; some ethnographic
40studies of great value have appeared in Soviet Armenia.
Our study consists of two parts: the first is a histori­
cal survey of the development of Armenian religious beliefs 
and institutions, including the priesthood, temples, et al. 
until the conversion of the nation to Christianity, and a 
consideration of Armeno-Sasanian relations in regard to Zoro­
astrianism; the second part consists of an investigation of 
the cults of each Zoroastrian yazata whose worship is attested 
in Armenia, of certain elements such as fire and plants, of 
the attestation of certain specific Zoroastrian vestments or 
instruments in Armenian sources, of evil spirits and powers, 
and finally of the survival of the Good Religion amongst the 
Children of the Sun in Christian times.
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Notes - Introduction
1. On physical geography and climate see the chapter 
'Hayastani bna¥xarh' in HZP, I, Erevan, 1971, 7-56;
A. M. Oskanyan, Haykakan lernasxarh ev harevan erkrner, 
Erevan, 1976, and Haykakan SS:fc-i Atlas, Erevan/Moscow, 
1961; an older source is £. Alihan, Topographie de la 
Grande Arm^nie (translated by Dulaurier in JA 186 9).
On xnjor, salor and tcutc see N. Adoncc, Hayastani 
patmutcyun, Erevan, 1972, 382-6.
2. The Greek name of this sea, Pontos Euxeinos, 'the 
hospitable sea1, is a euphemism for an original Axeinos, 
taken by popular etymology to mean 'inhospitable', but 
more likely the transcription of an OP form *ax¥aina,- 
Phi. axsen 'blue' (^ . w. Bailey, Dictionary of Khotan 
Saka, Cambridge, 1979, 26, s.v. a^seiua) or xaMgn ' dark 
blue* (D. N. Mackenzie, A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary, 
London, 1971, 94), with the Armenian loan-word and proper 
name Asxen (Hubschmann, Arm. Gr., 20; a derivation of 
this name from Av. x¥oiQni- was favoured, however, by
E. Benveniste, Titres et noms propres en iranien ancien, 
Paris, 1966, 21). If the derivation of the name of the 
sea from Iranian is correct, it suggests that Iranians 
navigated it often, or lived on its shores.
3. On these routes, see H, Manandyan, 0 torgovle i gorodakh 
Armenii v sviazi s mirovoi torgovlei drevnikh vremen, 
Erevan, 1930 (2nd ed., Erevan, 1954; English trans. by 
N. G. Garsoian, The Trade and Cities of Armenia in 
Connexion with Ancient World Trade, Lisbon, 1965). The 
importance of Armenian routes in the ancient world is 
underscored by the careful attention paid to the geog­
raphy of the country by Strabo, Ptolemy and others; see 
H. Manandian, 'Les anciens itineraires d'Armenie. 
Artaxata-Satala et Artaxata Tigranocerta, d'apres la 
carte de Peutinger,' REA, 10, 19 30,
4. Arm. naxarar is to be derived from a Mir. form *naxwadar 
attested in a Parthian inscription, probably of the mid- 
3rd century A.D., from Kal-i Jangal, the inscription 
mentions_the nhwdr W h¥trp '*naxwadar and satrap' of 
Gar-Arda¥lr. The word is also attested as Nohodares, 
the name of a Persian general under Sabuhr II mentioned 
by Ammianus Marcellinus, and as nwhdr* in Syriac, trans­
lated into Arabic as 'army chief' by Bar Bahlul (W.- B. 
Henning, *A new Parthian inscription,' JRAS, 195 3,
132-6). The name of a Manichaean presbyter, NwyS*r, is 
attested in Sogdian, and various possible Greek*"forms
of the name occur in the works of Agathias and other 
writers (see A. Christensen, L'Iran sous les Sassanides,
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Copenhagen, 1936, 19 n.3). On the use of the Iranian 
prefix naxa-, naha- 'first' in Armenian, see H. W. Bailey, 
op. cit. n. 2, 19 0 s.v. nuha-. The classical work on the 
development of the naxarar system in Armenia is N. G. 
Garsoian/N. Adontz, Armenia in the Period of Justinian:
The Political Conditions Based on the Naxarar System, 
Lisbon, 19 70. In the course of this study, we shall have 
numerous occasions to refer to specific aspects of this 
social institution as it affected ancient religious 
practices.
5. On the historical geography of Armenia in ancient times, 
see R. H. Hewsen, 'Introduction to Armenian Historical 
Geography,1 REArm, 13, 1978-79, 77-97; S. T. Eremyan, 
Hayastan flst 1 A&xarhaccoycCl -i_, Erevan, 1963; and Tc. X. 
Hakobyan, Hayastani patmakan asxarhagrutcyun, Erevan,
196 8. The AMxarhac^oyc^ 'Geography1 attributed in the 
past to Movses Xorenacci, but more likely compiled by 
the 7th century scholar Anania Sirakacci , is translated 
into Modern Armenian and annotated in G. B. Petrosyan, 
Anania Sirakacci, Matenagrutcyun, Erevan, 1979.
c .___________________________________
6. On T ll, see our Ch. on Anahit and Nane; on the deriva­
tion of Duin, Gk. Duvios (Procopius 11.24), see
V. Minorsky, 'Sur le nom de Dvin,' in his Iranica,
Tehran, 19 64, 1.
7. The major work on Armenian toponyms is H. Hubschmann,
Die altarmenischen Qrtsnamen, Strassburg, 1904 ("Indo­
ge rman is che Forschungen, Bd. XVI, 1904, 19 7-490; repr. 
Oriental Press,. Amsterdam, 1969; Arm. ed. by H. B. 
PilezikSean, Hin Hayocc telwoy anunnerj, Vienna, 1907) ;
Garsoian/Adontz, op. cit. n. 4, provide additional 
valuable information, including the modern Tk. names of 
many ancient sites.
8. See our Ch. on Aramazd, our discussion of the tomb at
Alcc in our Ch. on Tir, and our discussion of Mt.
Sabalan in our Ch. on Vahagn.
9. Tacitus, Annales, II, 56 (Oxford, 1839, 77).
10. See N. G. Garsoian, 'Prolegomena to a Study of the 
Iranian Aspects in Arsacid Armenia,' HA, 19 76, 177-8.
11. See our Ch. on Tir.
12. See our Ch. on the Children of the Sun (Arewordik0).
13. H. F. B. Lynch, Armenia: Travels and Studies, London,
1901, vol. II, 405, cited by W. L. Williams, Armenia 
Past and Present, London, 1916, 6.
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14. On the excavations of Nemrut Dag, see T. Goell, 'The 
Excavation of the "Hierothesion" of Antiochus I of 
Commagene on Nemrud Dagh (1953-1956) ,'^fcBASOR, No. 147,
Oct. 1957, 4-22 and 'Throne Above the Euphrates,'
National Geographic, Vol.(119, No. 3, Mar. 1961, 390- 
405,* T. Goell and F. K. Dorner, Arsameia am Nymphaios,
Berlin, 19 63; and F. J. Dorner, 'Kontmagene,' Antike Welt,
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B. N. A±akcelyan, Aknarkner hin Hayastani arvesti 
patmutcyan, Erevan, 19 76.
15. For the scope and importance of these discoveries in the
linguistic field, see the survey by P. Considine, 'A
Semantic Approach to the Identification of Iranian Loan­
words in Armenian,' in B. Brogyanyi, ed., Festschrift 
Oswald Szemerenyi, Amsterdam, 1979, esp. 213-15. Some 
indication of the extent of the archaeological discoveries 
in the Iranian field is provided by T. N. Zadneprovskaya, 
whose bibliography of recent Soviet research on the 
Parthians alone— the Iranian group most important to a 
study of Armenian Zoroastrianism, runs to nearly twenty 
closely-printed pages (T. N. Zadreprovskaya, 'Bibliographie 
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Vol. 4, 1975, fasc. 2, Leiden, 243-60).
16. See R. W. Thomson, Moses Khorenatsci, History of the 
Armenians, Cambridge, Mass., 1978, 1-61. A critical 
edition of the text has not yet been published; we have 
used the Venice text of 1827 (repr. 1955). V. Langlois, 
ed., Collection des historians anciens et modernes de
1* Armenie, Paris, 1869 , is a convenient translation of 
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and more recent translations are to be preferred.
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Armenians, Albany, N. Y., 19 76,_xxi-xcvii^ We use the 
critical edition edited by G. Ter-MkrtXcean and St. 
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(repr. Classical Armenian Text Reprint Series, Caravan 
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Hellenistakan dara^rYani Hayastani ev Movses Xorenac in, 
Erevan, 1966.
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L. Marias and Ch. Mercier, Eznik de Kolb 1De Deo' 
(Patrologia Orientalis, Tome XXVIII', fasc. 3, 4, Paris, 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE ARMENIAN ETHNOGENESIS
In the third millennium B.C., two racial types, the 
Mediterranean and the Caucasian, inhabited the lands of the 
Armenian plateau.^ The Caucasian Hurrians, whose language 
probably belonged to the same group as the speech of various 
modern peoples of the northeastern Caucasus, have left us 
cuneiform inscriptions dating from the second half of that 
millennium. They were in contact with the Semitic peoples 
to the south of the plateau, and assimilated certain Semitic 
art forms into their rich native culture. It is thought 
that the Hurrians were autochthonous inhabitants of the plat­
eau, descendants of the people of the Kuro-Araxes culture, 
remains of which have been excavated at sites such as 
¥engavitc , near Erevan.^
Amongst the descendants of the early Hurrians are a 
people whose presence on the southeastern shore of Lake Van 
is attested from the end of the second millennium B.C. They 
called their land Biainili (whence Arm. Van), and their capi­
tal Tuspa (cf. Arm. Tosp, Vantosp, Gk. Thospia). Assyrian 
sources call the lands to the north Uruatri, Urartu or Nairi. 
The archives of the palace at A¥¥ur record a war fought by 
Assyria against 43 ’kings of Nairi'; Salmaneser I (1266- 
1243 B.C.) mentions the enemy state Uruatri in his inscrip­
tions. N. Adontz connected this name with Gk. Eretreis and
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Arm. Aytruankc.  ^ The Assyrian Urartu, Babylonian Ura¥tu (on 
which cf. infra) and Heb. Ararat (Dead Sea scrolls 1wrrt, 
*Urarat) have been connected with Arm. Ayrarat and the Ala-
4
rodioi of Herodotus 3.94 and 7.79. It is worth noting 
that the fountains of Ararat1 upon which Noah's ark rested
were probably thought to be in Gordyene, to the south of
V V • cthe present-day Mt. Ararat (Tk. Agrj dag; Arm. Azat Masik ,
Masis), for the 5th century Armenian historian Pcawstos
Biwzand writes that the Syrian St. Jacob of Nisibis climbed
Mt. Sararad in Gordyene to search for pieces of wood from 
5the Ark. The tradition connecting the Biblical Mt. Ararat 
with Gordyene is attributed by Alexander Polyhistor (1st
cent. B.C.) to Berosus (3rd cent-. B.C.) , ^ and it is likely
that it was forgotten in Armenia only gradually, as the
V v * <Christian See of Valarsapat (Ejmiacm) eclipsed m  import­
ance and authority the first See of the Armenian Church,
at AMtiXat.^ Mt. Ararat (i.e., Azat Masikc) was believed
c v cby the Armenians to be the abode of the legendary k ajk and
the prison of King Artawazd, much as the Iranians regarded
Mt. Demavand as the place where Thraetaona had bound Azi 
—  8Dahaka; it is also the highest mountain in Armenia, and
9 v •must have been regarded as sacred. When Valarsapat m  the
province of Ayrarat came to be the Mother See of the Church,
the Biblical legend must have attached to the noble peak in
whose shadow the great Cathedral of E^miacin stands, the
mountain having been re-named after the province (the acc. pi.
of the original name survives as Arm. Masis).
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In the second millennium B.C. in the northwest and 
southeast of Anatolia we find two Indo-European peoples, 
the Hittites and the Luwians, who were probably invaders 
from the Balkans.^ Hurrian gods are found in the Hittite 
pantheon, along with Indo-European divinities such as
Tarhunda, a weather-god whom the Armenians were to worship
c • ■ 11as Tork , two millennia later. The mining of precious
metals had been a significant feature of the economy of
the Armenian Plateau since the third millennium B.C. and
early in the second millennium the Assyrians established
trading colonies in the south and west of the plateau, mainly
along the upper Euphrates, in order to obtain the copper
and tin needed to make bronze weapons. In the 11th-9th
12centuries B.C. iron began to be mined as well.
The age of certain Semitic loan-words in Armenian is
uncertain, and it has been proposed that Arm. kcurm, 1(pagan)
priest', is to be derived from Assyrian kumru rather than
13later Aramaic kumra. A number of villages in Armenia bore 
c •the name T ll until recent times; the word derives from a
Semitic form meaning 'hill' (compare Duin, Middle Persian
14'hill1, the capital of the last Armenian Arsacids ). Ar­
menia abounds in hills, of course, and a hill is both easily 
defended and economical, leaving the low-lying lands free 
for farming. Hills are also the high places at which
Zoroastrian yazatas may be worshipped, and the temple of
— c lNane was located at one town named T il on the upper Euphrates.
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Certain names of trees and fruits in Armenian may be derived
16from Assyrian forms, however, so it is not impossible that 
the above terms of importance to our study of ancient Arme­
nian religion^ may have entered the language at an early 
stage. A striking example of possible continuity of linguis­
tic and cultural tradition from earliest times to the recent 
past may be illustrated here. N. Adontz proposed that Arm. 
kot ol 'obelisk1 be derived from the ancient Mesopotamian 
kudurru, an administrative stele or boundary marker. Such 
boundary markers with inscriptions in Aramaic were erected 
by king Artases (Artaxias) I of Armenia early in the second 
century B.C. and were described by Movses Xorenacci in his
17History of Armenia, perhaps as much as a millennium later.
In the *8th century B.C., the Urartean king Argi^ti I erected 
a similar stele with a cuneiform inscription; Christian 
Armenian villagers carved a Cross into the stone, transform­
ing the ancient kudurru into a mediaeval kotcoi of the kind 
most common in Armenia: a xa^ckCar, 'Cross-stone1. Only
one Semitic god, BarSamin (Bacal Samln, 'Lord of Heaven1),
seems to have been adopted in Armenia, however; this probably
19occurred late m  the first millennium B.C.
In the 13th-12th centuries B.C., the Anatolian penin­
sula was invaded by warlike tribes called 'sea peoples' by 
contemporary Egyptian records. It has been hypothesised
that they were the Achaeans and Danaeans of Homeric epic 
20literature. Thraco-Phrygian tribes from the Balkan
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peninsula may have invaded Asia Minor at the same time,
while the Philistines conquered coastal lands of the eastern 
21Mediterranean. The former destroyed the great Hittite 
Empire in central Anatolia early in the 12th century B.C., 
and records of the Egyptian pharaoh Ramses III mention the 
settlement in northern Syria of Anatolian tribes displaced 
by them. Assyrian and Hurrian records continued to refer to 
the Anatolian peoples west of the Euphrates as Hittites, but 
called the Thraco-Phrygians Mu¥ki. Early in the 12th cen­
tury, Assyrian records mention the appearance of certain 
Muski tribes in the valleys of the upper Euphrates and its 
tributary, the Aracani (Tk. Murat Su); this area was called 
by the Assyrians and Urarteans the country of Urumu, Urme
or Arme, and this may be the Homeric 'land of the Arimoi,
22where Typhoeus lies prostrate.' Markwart proposed that 
the ethnic name OP. armina- 'Armenian' (the Babylonian ver­
sion of the text renders 'Armenia' as Urastu) in the inscrip­
tion of Darius I at Behistun was formed of arme- with the 
Hurrian adjectival ending -ini-, comp. mu¥kini- 'Mu¥ki, a 
Moschyean1; he analysed the name of Armawir (the Orontid 
capital of Armenia, built in the Araxes valley on the site 
of the Urartean city of Argi¥tihinili) as formed from the
base arme-/arma- with toponymical suffix -vir, the latter
2 3found m  the name of the Cappadocian city Gazioura 
(attested in Greek of the 4th century B.C. and explained as 
'place of the treasury' .
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It has been noted that for most of the period under 
discussion, the Armenian highlands were ruled by a number of 
local dynasts, the kings of Nairi, and in the Introduction 
it was proposed that the geographical division of the country 
into many cantons difficult of access has precluded the 
establishment of a strong, centralised power over all Armenia. 
Regional rulers retained considerable sovereignty, both as 
kings of Nairi and as naxarars in later centuries. In the 
9th century B.C., a number of kingdoms of Nairi united into 
a single state with its capital at TuSpa, on the southeastern 
shore of Lake Van (cf. supra),, and in an inscription in the 
Assyrian language ca. 83 3 B.C. Sarduri I styled himself 'king 
of kings'. The united provinces of Urartu posed a serious 
threat to Salmaneser III of Assyria (859-24), and for over 
a century we find Assyrian records full of the news of vic­
tories and defeats in wars with Urartu, and the gods are 
questioned anxiously about the future of relations between 
the two states.
Urartean culture was rooted in the local tradition of
the Hurrian population, yet many artistic forms appear to
have been borrowed from Mesopotamia to the south and the
25Indo-European Anatolian peoples to the west. The Urartean 
kings iSpuini and Menua have left us the names of some eighty 
Hurrian gods worshipped in Urartu, but the chief triad, 
equated in Urartean inscriptions with Assyrian As¥ur, Adad 
and Sama¥, included Haldi, the father of the gods; TeiSeba,
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2 6the god of storms; and Ardini, the sun god. In the 9th-8th
centuries, the Urarteans built the temple city of Ardini
(Assyr. Musasir) to Haldi, who as patron divinity of the
royal house periodically received sacrifices of six horses,
27seventeen oxen, and thirty-four sheep. Urartean dedica­
tory inscriptions at temple sites always list the number and
kind of sacrifices to be performed regularly in honour of a 
2 8god. Large temple estates such as those founded in Asia 
Minor by the Hittites were established on the Armenian 
plateau; such estates were held in later centuries by Zoro­
astrian temples and later still by hierarchical families and 
monasteries of the mediaeval Armenian Church. The institu­
tion of regular sacrifices of animals in religious observances 
by the Urarteans must have been important as occasions for 
social gatherings, and as a source of charity for the poor.
In a country where the physical conditions of life changed 
little until recent times, these ancient practices may be 
regarded as providing a basis for Armenian observance of 
Zoroastrian gahambars and for the matal sacrifices offered 
by Armenian Christians.
Other aspects of Urartean religion seem to have sur­
vived in later Armenian culture. The Zoroastrian yazata 
Verethraghna, called Vahagn by the Armenians, bears many of 
the attributes of the weather god TeiSeba. Vahagn1s consort, 
Astiik, whose name means 'little star* and is apparently an 
Armenian caique of ancient Syrian Kaukabta, Astarte, may be
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29compared to the Hurrian goddess Hebat/Hepit. The cult of
Nane, who was worshipped in Uruk as Inanna, the Lady of
Heaven, may have been introduced into Armenia in Urartean
times, but this is by no means certain. ^  The Urarteans
sacrificed before blind portals called ‘gates of God’, and
one of these, carven on the rock-face at the fortress of
Tu^pa (modern Van), is called by Armenians the 'gate of
Mher1, i.e., Mithra.^
The Urartean king Menua (810-786) built fortresses in
32the area of Manazkert, Karin (Tk. Erzurum) and Basen, and
the Urartean expansion to the northeast continued under his
successor, ArgiSti I (786-64), who conquered the provinces
of Diauxi (Arm. Taykc), Tariuni (Arm. DaroynkC), Zabaxa
(Arm. Jawaxkc) and other areas, including the plain of
• vArarat. In 782, Argisti conquered the lands around Lake
Sevan, and built a fortress at Giarniani (Arm. Garni) on the
river Azat to guard the route from Sevan to the plain of
Ararat, where he founded two cities, Erebuni (Arm. Erevan)
. v .and Argistihmili (cf. supra) . Both sites became later 
Armenian cities, and at Garni king Tiridates I built a temple
Vm  the first century A.D. Argisti colonised Erebuni with
33settlers from the upper Euphrates valley, and excavations
have shown that the Babylonian god Marduk and the Luwian god 
vIvarsa were worshipped there; this mixed population pre-
• v 34sumably included Muski as well.
In the 8th century B.C. the TransCaucasus was invaded
by the Cimmerians, a people probably of Thracian origin who
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lived on the northern shores of the Black Sea. Archaeologi­
cal evidence indicates that they had maintained peaceful 
trading contacts with Urartu before Iranian-speaking tribes, 
the Scythians, forced them south en masse; many settled in
Cappadocia, and their name is preserved in the Armenian
3 5toponym Gamirkc. The Cimmerians were followed in the early
decades of the 7th century B.C. by the Scythians, who settled
in the district later called Sakacene (Arm. §akasen) after 
3 6them, near Ganzaca. The Scythians are referred to in the
inscriptions of the early 7th century Assyrian king
Esarhaddon as A¥guzai, hence Biblical Heb. A^kenaz (Arm.
Askcanaz, a name by which Armenians sometimes refer to them- 
3 7selves). Scythian artifacts have been found at Tei¥ebaini,
a city founded by the Urartean king Rusas II early in the 7th
century near Erebuni (at Karmir Blur, on the outskirts of
modern Erevan), and classical Armenian historians trace the
descent of the native Armenian kings, sons of the eponymous
ancestor Hayk, numbering amongst them one Paroyr, son of 
3 8S’kayordi. Paroyr is to be identified with the Scythian
chieftain known from cuneiform sources as Partatua and by
39Herodotus as Protothyes. The name Skayordi has been
40analysed as skay-ordi 'son (of) the Scythian1. The word
skay alone in Armenian came to mean 'powerful, a strong man';
with the prefix h- from Iranian hu- 'good', it means 
41'giant'. This development may be compared to that of NP. 
pahlavan 'hero, strong man' from a word whose original meaning
was 'Parthian'.
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By the early seventh century B.C. there was already a
large Iranian population in the countries to the south and
42east of Urartu and on the Armenian plateau itself, and
from the genealogical tradition and lexical development
cited above, it would seem that the contacts between the
Scythians and the ancestors of the Armenians were close and
friendly in many cases. Cimmerian and Scythian invasion
weakened Urartu in its struggle with Assyria, and the state
ultimately fell to the new power of the Medes, who despoiled
TuSpa early in the 6th century.
The Muski on the Armenian plateau seem to have lived
mainly in two districts: Melid-Kammanu in the upper
Euphrates valley (in the region of the later cities of Comana
and Melitene, Tk. Malatya) and Arme-Supria (the mountainous
43region now known as Sasun), The latter province, then as 
now, was a refuge for fugitives of various nationalities, 
rebellious and difficult to conquer; Salmaneser III failed 
to secure it in 854 B.C., nor were the Urarteans able to sub­
due it for long,and it fell to Assyria only in 673 B.C., in 
the reign of Esarhaddon.^ There were Mu¥ki also in Suxmu, 
on the upper Euphrates, and it seems that they were variously 
referred to in neighbouring countries, according to the names 
of the provinces in which they lived and upon which those 
states bordered. When the Urartean kingdom fell to the
Medes, the Muski country appears to have become an unbroken
c carea comprising most of Cop k and Tarawn, i.e., from the
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bend of the Euphrates near Melitene to the region north and
northwest of Lake Van. In Tarawn was the district of Rarkc,
where, according to Movses Xorenac i, the first Armenians 
45lived. The Georgians to the north must have called the 
Muski by the name of Suxmu, hence Georgian somexi 'Armenian1, 
while nations to the south and west would have called them, 
after the region of Arme-Supria (and cf. Gk. arimoi above), 
Armenians.
The name of the MuSki survived down to the second 
century A.D., when Claudius Ptolemeus described in his Geog­
raphy (V.12) the Moschyean range of mountains in Kotarzene, 
north of the Euphrates; memory of them may survive also in
the curious translation of a Greek passage by a fifth-
46century Armenian scholar. In their own literature, the
Armenians refer to themselves mainly as hay-kc , a word which
has been interpreted as 'Hittite1; intervocalic -t- becomes
in common Armenian words of pure Indo-European origin,
such as hayr, 'father1 and mayr 'mother1 (comp. Gk. pater,
- - 47meter) . It was proposed by P. Jensen in 189 8 that Arm.
hay is to be derived from *hati-yos ' H i t t i t e ' t h e  Muski
would have thereby adopted for themselves the name of the
proud empire whose lands they had crossed in their eastward
migration. Some Soviet scholars, most recently G. Jahukyan,
have suggested that hay comes from the toponym Hayasa, and
49links have been sought between Armenian and Luwian.
Classical Greek writers perceived a genetic connection 
between Armenians and Phrygians: Herodotus called the
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50Armenians ’Phrygian colonists'; and Stephen the Byzantine 
(5th century A.D.) quoted the claim of Eudoxus (ca. 370 B.C.) 
that 'the Armenians in origin are from Phrygia and in lan­
guage they Phrygianise a great deal (tei phonei polla 
51phrygizousi).1 Certain Armeno-Phrygian affinities have 
been noted, although the evidence is not plentiful. Hesychius 
provides a gloss of an Athamanian word which has been read 
as many, the gloss being reconstructed through emendation as 
Gk. mikron 'small'. The Athamanians lived to the west of 
Thessaly and their language presumably belonged to the Thraco- 
Phrygian group; the word many was compared to Arm. manr,
manu- 'small'. An Epirotic word, lyrtos, has been connected
c vto Arm. lurt , 'greenish-grey, blue' and lurj, 'joyful,
serious'; and an Illyrian word, sybina 'hunting javelin', is
52presented as a cognate of Arm. suin 'spear, bayonet'.
53Armenian forms bear certain important resemblances to Greek,
and Jahukyan's most recent studies associate Armenian with
54proto-Greek.
Contacts between the various peoples of the plateau: 
Muski, Hurrian, Iranian and Semitic- are attested in personal 
names. We find the name of an Assyrian agent or vassal ruler 
on the Assyro-Urartean border, Bag-Tesup/b, containing the
Iranian element baga- 'god' and the name of the Hurrian
55weather god; the name of the official is attested from the 
latter half of the 8th century. In the late 6th century, we 
find mention in the inscription of Darius at Behistun of an
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Armenian named Arxa, son of Haldita, who led a rebellion
56against Darius m  Babylon. The name clearly contains the 
appellation of the supreme god of the Urartean pantheon, 
Haldi. The leader of such a rebellion was probably a noble­
man who opposed what he considered the usurpation of power 
by Darius (a feeling which was widely shared, for provinces 
across the Achaemenian Empire revolted), and his father, a 
member of an Armenian noble family, might well have received 
a name containing the name of the god who had been the 
special protector of the Urartean royal house.
As seen above, Armenian preserves faithfully a number 
of Urartean place-names, and many sites have been inhabited 
continuously since Urartean times. We have noted also the 
continuity of the institution of periodic sacrifice of 
animals. Traditional Armenian reverence for the white poplar 
(Arm. "sawsp 17 Urartean ¥urathu)5  ^may well go back to Urartean
... v
practices: the Urartean king Rusa planted a grove of white
poplars, and there is an Urartean bas-relief of a man stand­
ing in the attitude of a supplicant before a tree, with a
5 8vessel (probably for a libation) on the ground at his feet. 
The cult of the Tree of Life was a common feature of many of 
the religions of the ancient Near East, and we find traces 
of it in mediaeval Armenian folk songs. In the latter, the 
first stanzas describe the 'incomparable1 branches and 
fruits of the Tree of Life (earn kenacc), while the final 
section compares the various parts of the Tree to the Holy
40
59Family, Saints and Patriarchs of Christianity. A mediae­
val manuscript shows two men in festive dress holding a
stylised Tree of Life between them; the free hand of each 
60holds a taper. It is likely that the song and depiction
of the Tree of Life are related to wedding customs, for
another song of the same type mentions the 'king1 (tCagawor),
61i.e., the bridegroom, and the festive dress of the two men
in the miniature would be most appropriate at a wedding
*. 62 party.
This tradition would have been easily absorbed into
Zoroastrianism, with its reverence for plants, the creations
— 6 3 vof Haurvatat, just as many of the attributes of Tesub or
Teisfeba were ascribed to Vahagn and the ancient goddess Nane 
was declared the daughter of Aramazd, Such developments may 
be compared to the conscription of ancient local divinities 
of Western Europe into the ranks of the Saints of the Catho­
lic Church, and to the survival of ceremonies of remote
antiquity in other Christian cultures. Yet, as Prof. 33. N.
• cArak elyan has justly observed, the formative stages of
64Armenian culture coincided with periods of Iranian rule.
In Xenophon's partly fictional Cyropaedia a servant 
named Cyrus of the Median king Cyaxares has been sent to 
deal with a rebellious Armenian king. The Armenians are 
represented as chafing under foreign rule, yet the king's 
son already bears an Iranian name, Tigranes. Xenophon's 
use of this name may be anachronistic, but the case may be
41
taken to illustrate the early impact of Iranian culture upon 
the Armenians.. It was probably under the successors of the 
Medes, the Persians, that Zoroastrianism first gained a 
foot-hold in Armenia, as we shall see in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
ARMENIA FROM THE MEDIAN CONQUEST TO THE RISE OF 
THE ARTAXIADS (585-190 B.C.)
By 585 B.C., the power of the Medes extended as far as
the Halys R i v e r t h e y  were thus in possession of the entire
Armenian plateau and the former territories of Urartu.
Median colonists probably settled in Armenia at that time,
for the districts of Mardali and Mardastan attested in the
AMxarhaccgycC 'Geography1 of the 7th century A.D. bear their 
2
name. As we have seen, later Armenian writers considered 
Paroyr son of Skayordi 'son of the Scythian' one of their an­
cestors, and he is said to have received a crown from Varbakes
3of Media m  return for his services in battle. The Armenians 
as we have seen, appear to have settled in the area of Van and 
in the northeast, in the region of Ararat. Numerous other 
peoples also inhabited the plateau: Herodotus mentions the
Suspyrians, Alarodians and Matieni; and Xenophon met on 
his march the iChaldaeans, Chalybians, Mardi, Hesperites,
4
Phasians and Taochi. The Armenians appear to have been most 
favoured by the Medes, and later by the Persians, however, 
and Xenophon mentions two sons of the Armenian king, both of
5
whom have Iranian names.
Little is known of the religion of the Armenians in the 
Median period, but it seems reasonable to suppose that it
48
absorbed elements of the cults of the dominant Medes, as well 
as of the other peoples of the plateau. A small architec­
tural model found in Soviet Armenia presents more problems 
than it solves, yet the paucity of material evidence in this 
period may nonetheless justify some discussion of it here.
In 196 6, excavations were carried out at the cyclopean for­
tress of Astii-blur 'Hill of the Star' on the northeastern 
edge of the village of Enokcavan, about five km. northwest of 
I^evan, a provincial town in the valley of the river Aistev 
(Joraget or Joroy get ) northeast of Lake Sevan in the Ar­
menian SSR. The region is mountainous and heavily wooded;
the Caucasian brown bear and wild boar still roam its for- 
7ests. The finds at the site have been dated to the 9th-8th 
and 6th-5th centuries B.C., and include twenty-five graves 
containing various objects of adornment and everyday use, 
from both periods. A large number of ceramic cups with wide 
lips and narrow stems were found, also of both periods and 
showing little difference in type, and B. B. Piotrovskii sug­
gested that these might have been intended to contain sacri-
o
ficial offerings. Two small bronze statuettes of men were
9
also discovered. Esayan dated to the 6th-5th century B.C. 
an architectural model of dark-black fired clay found at the 
site.^  The object is a round, slightly concave disk with a 
crenelated wall around the edge. The wall has the outline of 
a gate cut into it. Slightly off center and opposite the 
'gate1 inside the wall is a building of two stories with a
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pitched roof. The ground story is square ( 6 x 6  cm. and
4 cm. high), with two thick side walls. The front of the
chamber thus formed is entirely open? the back is partly open,
too, but the aperture is narrower. The second story is
3 x 6  cm., i.e., the dimensions of the chamber below, and has
arched openings to the front and back. The diameter of the
whole is 18 cm., there is a hole in the plate, and the outer
walls overlap, as though the model were meant to fit securely
over something else.
Esayan suggested that the model might have been put
over a burner, whose light would have come through the hole
in the disc and illuminated the building.^ Professor
Theodore Gaster of Columbia University suggested that the '
object might have been carried on a pole, like the aediculum
12of the cult of Attis; this would explain the hole. It is
noteworthy that Xorenacci connects Anu¥awan son of Ara with
the oracular cult of the plane trees (Arm. saws) of Armawir
in this period. The legend of Ara in its essence is identi-
13cal to that of Attis, and the mythical creatures called
— c .aralezk which revived Ara were remembered and believed m  by
14Christian Armenians of the 4th century; the cult of Ara/ 
Attis was clearly of importance in Armenian belief, so there 
is a possibility that the model from Ast±i-blur may have been 
an instrument of it.
The shape of the model suggests the possibility that it 
may have represented a temenos, or sacred enclosure, and a
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temple. The plan of the whole suggests that of Taxt-i 
Suleiman, a Zoroastrian site 160 km. southeast of Lake Urmia 
at which there burned continuously the sacred fire of the
— -- y
Medes, Adur 1 Gusnasp, one of the three great fires of ancient
Iran. The site is a flat, round hill with a complex of
15temples and palaces within, and a lake. The buildings of
Taxt-i Suleiman date from the Sasanian period, however.
c- - 16Mas udi wrote that idols had once stood there. The latter
assertion, if it has any basis in reality, could mean either
that a pagan temple once stood there, or else that there had
been an image-shrine as well (probably adjacent to the sacred
fire) before the iconoclastic reforms of the Sasanians.
Classical writers of the Parthian period mention an eternally-
burning fire in Atropatene, and refer to a city called
17Phraaspa or Phraat. In Armenian sources, the latter site
is called Hratn or Hratn mec ('great'), where the fire of
Vsnasp burned. Although these terms are attested only in
texts of the 7th century and later, the forms are obviously
loans from pre-Sasanian Mir., indicating that the Armenians
had been familiar with the temple before Sasanian additions
or enlargements were made, and probably before the conversion
18of the Armenians to Christianity. The site of Taxt-i 
Suleiman is unique in plan and awesome in grandeur; it was 
fit indeed to house the regnal fire of the Medes, and could 
have been the original of our model.
This suggestion must be tentative at best, however, in 
view of the late date of the buildings excavated at Taxt-i
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Suleiman, the uncertain date of the model and the location of
its discovery, for it was found in an area which would have
been at the extreme edge of Armenian settlement even at the
period of the greatest expansion of Armenia under Tigran II
in the first century B.C. A circular wall enclosing a square
building could be found nearly anywhere, and one would have
hoped for unmistakable details to draw a wholly convincing
parallel. Although small architectural models held by
princely donors are a common feature of the bas-relief decora-
19tion of mediaeval Armenian churches, we have no such models
from the ancient period and can only speculate therefore
about the function the object from Ast4i-blur may have served.
In 550 B.C., the Persian vassal-king Cyrus rebelled
20successfully against his Median overlord, Astyages, son of
21Cyaxares, having married Astyages1 daughter, Mandana.
Despite their earlier friendly relations with the Medes, 
many Armenians appear subsequently to have joined Cyrus, for
Xenophon notes that Armenian armies participated in the Per-
22 csian attack on Babylon m  539 B.C., and Xorenac i relates
the increasing alarm of 'A^dahak1 at the Armenian Tigran's
23friendship for Cyrus.
A^dahak is the Mir. form of the name of the demon found 
in the Avesta as Azi Dahaka (Av. azi- means 'serpent1, Phi. 
and NP. a?), a three-headed, three-mouthed, six-eyed monster
made by Angra Mainyu for the destruction of the material
24 -world. The evil creature sacrifices to Anahita in the land
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» ■ 25 ' Vof Bawn, later identified with Babylon. In the Bundahisn,
Dahag ke Bewarasp xwanend 1(a ¥) Dahag whom they call "(he who
has) ten thousand horses’11 is imprisoned in Mt. Damawand
after being smitten by Fredon (Av. Thraetaona-), but will
rise again, becoming unfettered, and will be slain by Sam.
The basic elements of this epic narrative recur in the Ar-
2 6menian legend of the imprisonment of king Artawazd.
In the Mah-name of FerdousI, Azi Dahaka appears in the 
arabicised form Zohhak as a Babylonian tyrant who overthrows 
the Iranian king Jamsid (Av. Yima-) with popular support and 
then is perverted by Iblis (i.e., Satan), after which snakes
spring from his shoulders. He is eventually vanquished and
- - - 27imprisoned m  Mt. Damavand by Feridun (i.e., Thraetaona).
Xorenacci repeats the latter tale in its essentials, in a
form apparently of local origin, for the name Thraetaona
appears in the northwestern Mir. form Hruden; he attributes
it to the Persians in an appendix to the first book of his 
2 8 cHistory. Xorenac i adds a significant detail to the story,
however. He proposes to describe the anbari arajfnoy . . .
c v 2 9barerarut ean 'first bad beneficence1 of Biwraspi Azdahak,
the details of which are as follows: ... ew hasarakac
zkencGals kamer cGuc°anel ameneccun, ew aser: o^c inffc iwr
■ C C VCaran]in uruk part linel, ayl hasarakac , ew amenayn inc
yaytni ew ban ew gore: ew i cacuk incG ocC xorher, ayl
c —zamenayn yandiman artak s berer lezuov zcacuks srtm: ew
zel ew zmut barekamacCn orpes i tuQn^ean noynpes ew giseri
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sahmaner. ’And he wished to show to all the common life, and 
said that no one must possess anything as his "own, but it 
must be in common, and all things, both word and deed, be 
visible. And he considered nothing in secret, but brought 
out into the open with his tongue the secrets of the heart, 
and he ordained that his friends go out and come in by night 
even as by day.1^  The entire tale bears scant resemblance 
to the narrative concerning Tigran and A^dahak which immedi­
ately precedes it at the end of Book I of the History, and 
indeed Stackelberg and Akinean argued that the demon-tyrant 
is identified in the tale recorded by MX in his Appendix with 
Mazdak, the Sasanian heresiarch of the late 5th and early 6th 
century whose communistic teachings horrified pious Zoro- 
astrians.^
The suggestion can be made therefore that A?i Dahaka 
was regarded as the incarnation of the demonic par excellence; 
the tyrant or heretic of the day might be cast in the epic 
mold of the monster let loose on the world. In an anonymous 
Armenian chronicle dated to the llth-12th century, we are in­
formed that Mahamat elew diwahar ew molegner i diwen awr 3st
— — — v c  c *awre ew and^gneal l diwe xzer r sit aysn ew zkapans erkat is
— — Q
ew varer l diwen x yanapats, i lerins ew i k aranjaws 
'Mohammed was one possessed and was driven crazy by the demon 
day by day, and, emboldened by the demon, he broke out of his 
chains and bonds of iron and was led by the demon into des­
erts, mountains and caves.1 We are also told that he was born
c c • -near Rayy (1 k aiak n Reoy) and that he was an idolater and
“ * v 32 c cmagus (ew Mahmetn er krapast hawatov ew mog). The K art lis
Tzxovreba ’Life of Georgia’, a collection of tales and his­
tories first compiled and edited by Leonti Mroveli in the
11th century, and translated into Armenian shortly thereafter,
C C V crecords that Abriton ... kapeac alandovk zisxann awjic
C V C  cyerkat s, zkoc ec ealn Biwraspi, yanbnak lerinn Rayisay, 
orpes ew greal e i mateans ParsicC (Arm. trans.) 'Abriton 
[i.e., Thraetaona] ... bound the prince of snakes in irons, 
the one called Biwraspi, by means of spells [alandovk , read
Calandiwk ], m  an uninhabited mountain of Rayis [i.e., Rayy],
, 33as is written in the books of the Persians.’
It would seem that Mohammed was regarded in the popular 
imagination of the Armenians as a latter-day incarnation of 
A?i Dahaka: born in the Median district of Rayy, possessed
by a demon, and bound in chains from which he broke loose to 
bring evil to the world. Mazdak had undoubtedly been regarded
in a similar manner by the 2oroastrians whose version of the
c 34 v —1 v —epic cliche Xorenac i recorded. Azi Dahaka/Azdahak/Zohhak
is always a foreign tyrant— either a Mede or a Mesopotamian—
35to Persian and Armenian writers, but never a Turanian. It 
is likely that the form of the myth was elaborated in western 
Iran, for the enemy lands are not those we should find in 
eastern Iranian traditions. The depiction of Zohhak with 
snakes springing from his shoulders in an iconographic detail 
whose origin should be sought in the West, also, and we find
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Nergal, the lord of the underworld, shown thus in a bas-
3 6relief from Hatra. The Iranians must have appropriated
this image of a chthonian deity, perhaps for the depiction of
Yima, the ruler of the dead. A baleful little figurine from
Sogdia, probably of post-Sasanian date, reproduces the image 
37m  detail, and it is unlikely that the object was a statue 
of an epic monster rather than of a supernatural figure. One 
would suggest therefore that the statuette was of apotropaic 
function. It is well known that Zoroastrian tradition pre­
serves two separate narratives concerning Yima; in one he 
dies and goes down to live in a happy underground abode, while 
in the other version, he commits sin, wanders unhappy, and 
dies. It is the latter version which we find in the ¥ah-name,
and the former, it has been suggested, in certain details
3 8shows the influence of Mesopotamian traditions. Perhaps
Azi Dahaka in the epic is contaminated by an image of Yima
appropriated from Nergal (it is recalled that the former is
the suggessor of Sam¥id in the §ah-name), for he is not shown CC
39three-headed etc. like a true dragon.
MX 1:24-31 relates the battle of Tigran son of Eruand, 
kind of Armenia, in alliance with Cyrus the Persian against 
A^dahak (Gk. Astyages) ^  the Mede. While Xorenacci in the 
Appendix to Book I discussed above provides a basically unre­
touched version of the Iranian epic, albeit interspersed with 
his own sarcastic comments about its stupidity, in the body 
of his History he attempts to rationalise as history the
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Armenian folk traditions he has collected. It is possible 
that the superficial similarity of the names Astyages and 
A^dahak may have contributed to their equation, but in view 
of the wide range of applications of the literary theme to 
historical personages from the Median to Islamic periods, as 
discussed above, such an explanation is unnecessary. The 
similarity of the names of historical tyrant and mythological 
monster may merely have served to strengthen a parallel al­
ready drawn. Xorenacci omits any mention of A^dahak as
possessing the attributes of a dragon or monster, but notes
c 41 v —that the Armenians of Golt n chant songs zArtasise ew
zordwocC nora, yiselov aylabanabar ew zzarmiccn Asdahakay,
. v , vc . . V - , , , - , .  . - . vvisapazuns znosa koc elov: zx Azdahakd 1 mer lezus e vrsap.
V  V  . v .Ayl ew cas asen gorcel Argawanay 1 patrw Artasrsi, ew
xardawanak leal nmin i tacarin visapacc 1 about Artases and
his sons, recalling in allegory also the progeny of A^dahak,^2
calling them descendants of the dragon, for that [word]
A¥dahak is "dragon" in our language.^2 And they say Argawan^
made a feast in honour of ArtaSes, and there was a plot against
45the latter in the hall of the dragons.1 (MX 1.30)
The Armenians probably in the course of time cast the 
history of their struggle in alliance with Cyrus against the 
Medes in the form of the old Western Iranian epic of 
Thraitaona and Azi Dahaka. The legend appears to have been 
elaborated at least five centuries after the events it 
destribes, though, for the hero Tigran seems to have acquired
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the added features of the Artaxiad king Tigran II (9S-56____
B.C.)/ whose short-lived conquests included large areas of
• 4 6 .  cMedia Atropatene. Tigran is called by Xorenac i the son of
Eruand sakawakeacc 'the short-lived'; we shall discuss
shortly the origins of the Orontid or Eruandid dynasty, the
first royal house of the Armenians.
In 521-520 the Armenians revolted against Darius I
(521-4 86) together with nearly all the other provinces of the
Achaemenian empire established by Cyrus. Struve suggested
that the verb used in the Behistun inscription to describe
the assembling of the 'rebels' against Darius, hagmata,
refers normally to the scattered forces of a defeated army;
47he concludes that the fighters against Darius were Sakas.
It seems more likely, however, that many Armenians would have 
regarded Darius as a usurper, as did the peoples of other 
provinces, and the revolt would not have been confined to one 
particular ethnic group. Armenia was divided into two satra­
pies, the 13th and 18th, by the; Persians, and several sites 
mentioned in the inscriptions at Behistun have been identi­
fied in the south and west of the Armenian plateau, in the
c v c 4 8provinces of Aljnik and Korcayk . The latter region was
the 13th satrapy, inhabited by a people Herodotus calls
polyprobatoi 'rich in flocks' who brought twenty thousand
colts to the court of Achaemenian Great King every year for
the feast o f*Mi thrakana,^ saving others to sacrifice to the 
50Sun. The 18th satrapy included the regions around Ararat;
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we shall discuss below the principal sites of the Achaemenian
period from that region: Arin-berd (Urartean Erebuni) and
Armawir (Urartean Argi^tihinili).
The Armenians of the 13th satrapy traded with Babylonia,
sending their wares down the Euphrates in round boats made of 
51hides. Their land was traversed by the royal Achaemenian
road that linked Sardis with Susa; according to Herodotus,
the road ran some 350 km. through Armenia, with fifteen sta-
52tions along the way. In 480 B.C. the Armenians fought
under Xerxes in Greece, armed, we are told by Herodotus, like 
53the Phrygians, although in the bas-relief of subject
peoples at Persepolis the Armenians are attired more in the
54style of the Medes.
In 401-400 B.C., Xenophon (430-355) and the ten thousand 
Greek mercenaries who had taken service with Cyrus the Younger 
against his brother Artaxerxes II Mnemon (404-358) retreated 
after their defeat at the battle of Cunaxa, north across Ar­
menia to the Black Sea. Several itineraries have been sug­
gested on the basis of Xenophon's description in the 
55Anabasis. The Armenians spoke Persian; the Greeks con­
versed with village chiefs (Gk. komarkhoi) and lowly women 
alike through a Persian-speaking interpreter. One village
headman refused to partake of food together with the Greeks,
5 6but ate only with his own countrymen, perhaps in adherence
57to the Zoroastnan injunction not to dine with infidels.
At the time of Xenophon's journey, Armenia was ruled by a
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5 8satrap, Orontas, Arm. Eruand. According to Strabo, the
Orontids traced their descent from Aroandes, whose ancestor
was Hydarnes, one of the companions of Darius I and the head
59of one of the seven great noble clans of the Persians.
This claim to Persian descent, presumably made by the Orontids
themselves, is the most important evidence we possess for
Iranian influence in Armenia in the Achaemenian^ period., .....in. a
country where family and lineage are the foundation of all
social relations. According to Xenophon and Plutarch, the
Orontids had a blood-tie with the Achaemenids themselves
through the marriage of the daughter of Artaxerxes II,
Rhodogune, to Orontes (=Orontas), the satrap of Armenia at
the time of Xenophon's campaign. Xorenacci (11.37) mentions
'a certain Eruand, son of an'Arsacid woman' (Eruand omn, ordi
kno^ Ariakunwoy); the Arsacids by the time of his writing had
supplanted the Achaemenians as the dynasty which conferred
hereditary power and prestige; Arsacid descent was considered
a sufficient claim to legitimacy in Armenia through Christian
times, hence perhaps the anachronism. It is to be noted that
the Iranian Arsacids themselves claimed Achaemenian descent,
although it is apparent they did not press this claim as
vigorously as did the Sasanians after them (who were Persians
6 0and could therefore justify it better). It is possible
that the Orontids came in fact from the Oroandes tribe east
c cof Gaugamela, which Manandyan connects with Aruant unik in 
Vaspurakan (Arvanthunikh, east of Van, on the Map in AON),---
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the claim to Achaemenian descent being then a purely ficti-
61tious one of propaganda value. A Greek inscription found
near Pergamon in western Asia Minor mentions that one Orontes
de Artasy[rou] / to genos baktrios, apostas apo Artaxer[xou
tou/ per]son basileos ekratesen ton perga[menon ... *Orontes
(son of) Artasyrasr/ a Bactrian, having revolted against
Artaxer/xes king of the Persians, ruled (the city of the
62 cpeople) of Pergamon...1 Tirac yan proposed the following
chronology of events: in 386-84, Orontes and Tiribazus, the
6 3hyparchos of western Armenia (who presumably administered
other areas than Orontes but was subordinate to him in rank),
fought king Euagoras of Cyprus; in 362, an Orontes became
satrap of Mysia; and in 360 he became satrap of Armenia again
64in 354, Demosthenes mentioned him in an oration.
The forces of the Armenians who fought Alexander under
Darius III Codomannus (337-330) at Gaugamela were led, accord
—  “ 65
ing to Arrian, by Orontes and Mithraustes, and it has been
suggested that they led the armies of Greater and Lesser Ar­
menia respectively.66 These areas would have corresponded to 
the 18th and 13th satrapies. With the collapse of the 
Achaemenian empire and its division amongst the generals of 
Alexander, Armenia seems to have remained largely free of
Macedonian Greek rule. Alexander sent a satrap, Mithrines,
6 7apparently a Persian of Asia Minor, to Armenia (probably
6 8Lesser Armenia), but in historical lists of the regions of 
Alexander's realm Armenia is not mentioned, and Justin in his
61
Epitome of Pompeius Trogus cites the boast of Mithridates
Eupator of Pontus that Armenia was not conquered either by
69Alexander or by any of his successors. A Greek general,
Menon, was hanged by the local inhabitants of Hyspiratis
70(Arm. Sper), in the northeast of Armenia, and in 317 Armenia
was under the control of a ‘satrap1 Orontes, according to
71 -Diodorus Siculus and Polyaenus. It was this Orontes or
Ardoates who placed his forces at the disposal of king
Ariarathes of Cappadocia when that land was conquered by the
72Macedonian general Eumenes, and who sent Eumenes a letter
‘written in Syrian characters' (Gk. syriois gegrammene 
73grammasin)—  i.e., in the chancellery Aramaic of the
Achaemenian administration. In 30 3-2, Seleucus pledged to 
respect the sovereignty of Ariarathes II of Cappadocia, and
it is likely that Armenia under Orontes was 1soumise de plein
*  74gre1, in the words of Markwart. The country may have been
regarded by the Seleucids as a vassal state, but there is no 
evidence that they made any further attempts to place Greeks 
in positions of power, nor were Hellenistic poleis founded in 
Armenia on the model of other provinces of the defeated Per­
sian Empire. Outside Armenia, Orontes was called 'satrap',
but in his own country he was Ebronte(s) basile(us) 'Ebrontes 
75the king'. The latter appellation is found in a Greek in­
scription from Armawir; the contents of the seven inscriptions 
found there will be discussed below. It is interesting to 
note here, however, that the form of the king's name,
Bbrontes, is closer to the Armenian form of the name, Eruand, 
than any other spelling attested.
It is evident that a single Orontes did not reign over 
the entire period from the retreat of Xenophon to the reign 
of Seleucus; such a feat of longevity would be impossible, 
even in a region which produced such long-lived monarchs as 
Mithridates Eupator of Pontus (ca. 131-63 B.C.) or the 
Sasanian Sabuhr II (reigned A.D. 309-79) . It is probable 
that we are dealing with a dynastic name applied to successive 
rulers of the Orontid house, much as various Arsacid kings 
were called Arsaces, after the eponymous founder of the royal 
clan, in later centuries. The tradition of the Achaemenian 
foundations of the Orontids is unverifiable as a historical 
fact, but is important as it characterises the Iranian orien­
tation of the dynasty. In the first century B.C., Antiochus I 
of Commagene (69-34) traced his Orontid descent on the 
paternal line to the Achaemenians, and on the maternal side 
to the Macedonians, claiming a double prestige and legitimacy 
thereby. Various Armenian noble families also claimed Orontid 
descent, well into the Christian period. Although historical 
material for the Orontid period is scanty, Toumanoff proposed 
a king-list for Armenia from 401-95 B.C. of Orontid rulers in 
Greater Armenia and Sophene in his study 'The Orontids of 
Armenia1.^
The Orontids, claiming Achaemenian descent, seem to 
have embraced also the religion of the Persian rulers, and it
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may be useful here to review some of the evidence we possess
about the faith of the Persians in the 5th century B.C. It
has been proposed that Zoroastrianism gradually came to the
Medes from the east, where it was already an old and well-
77established faith among the eastern Iranian peoples. Al­
though Zoroastrianism presumably encountered at first opposi­
tion from the Western Iranian Magi, the Persians adopted the
religion and suppressed opposition to it. Darius worshipped
—  78Ahura Mazda and opposed drauga, the Lie; Xerxes (486-65)
v - 79invoked Arta (Av. Asa-, ‘cosmic order1) and condemned the
— 80 — daivas (Av. daeva- ‘demon’), again calling upon ‘Ahuramazda
M mm  ^^
with the gods1 (OP. Auramazda ... hada bagaibis ). The
ancient word baga- ‘god1, used instead of the word yazata- 
‘a being worthy of worship1 preferred in the Avesta, is found 
often in Armenian usage; the temple of Aramazd stood at
Bagawan, which Agathangelos interpreted as Parthian for Arm.
c 82Die -awan, ‘town of the gods’. In an inscription at Susa,
Darius praised ’the great god Ahura Mazda, who makes wonder­
ful this earth1 (OP. baga vazraka Auramazda hya frasam ahyaya
bumiya kunautiy); in this case, the reference is clearly to
v .the world at present, but frasa- is used also in Zoroastrian
texts in connection with the concept of renewal or of making
wonderful the world, an idea central to Zoroastrian escha-
tology, and a derivative of fra¥a- is found in this sense in
8 3Armenian usage. Herodotus describes Persian rituals, which
84included reverence for the elements, presumably a reference
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to the cult of the Am3:Ia Spantas, the supernatural Bounteous
Immortals who preside over the various good creations of 
- 85Ahura Mazda. The cult of fire is not mentioned by Herodo­
tus, but the pyraithoi founded by the Achaemenians in Asia
8 6Minor are well attested from Classical sources.
Zoroaster himself is not mentioned on Achaemenian monu­
ments, nor indeed is his name to be found in the inscriptions 
of the Sasanians, who were undoubtedly Zoroastrians. The 
earliest reference in Western literature to Zoroaster is to 
be found in Plato, Alcibiades I, 122, ca. 390 B.C., and other
citations of still earlier writers mention the name of the 
8 7Prophet. These attestations of his name must have come to
Greece from the Achaemenian Empire. A tradition preserved by
Diodorus Siculus, Eusebius and Arnobius presents Zoroaster as
8 8the king of Bactria fighting Semiramis; the accurate tradi­
tion of the eastern Iranian origin of Zarathustra has appar­
ently been contaminated by an epic of Iranian struggle 
against Assyria, to which we may compare the Armenian legend 
of Ara and Samiram (Semiramis) preserved by Xorenacci, or the
tale of Vahagn and Barsam preserved by Anania of Sirak.^
c . 90 vXorenac i , quoting various sources, speaks of Zradast mog
arkCay BaktriacCwocC or e MakacC 1ZradaSt [i.e., Zara- 
91thustra] the magus, king of the Bactrians, that is, of the
c 92 
Makk '. (MX 1.6)
There exists also a tradition according to which Er,
the Armenian in Plato, Republic, X, is to be identified with
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Zoroaster; this claim can be traced back to the third century 
B.C. and would indicate that Armenia was considered a Zoro­
astrian land, even as Media had come— mistakenly— to be
regarded as the birthplace of the Prophet as the Zoroastrian
9 3religion took root there. According to Arnobius, this Ar­
menian Zoroaster was the grandson of Hosthanes or Zostrianos-,
94a Median magus. The equation.could have been made because
9 5of the prophetic role of Er (or Ara, in MX ) as a mortal who 
visits the next world and returns to tell of it; such a feat 
would be worthy indeed of a great spiritual leader. Both Ara 
and Zoroaster king of the Bactrians are represented as foes 
of Semiramis, and this coincidence may have led to the equa­
tion of the two. It is a coincidence because the conflict of 
Ara and ^amiram is not merely the tale of a war between two 
nations, as seems to be the case with Zoroaster and Semiramis;
it seems rather to present beneath Xorenacci's historical
9 6colouration the myth of the passion of Cybele and Attis.
Certain Armenian terms of religious significance aside
from elements such as arta- and baga-, discussed above, may
derive from Old Iranian, probably Old Persian, rather than
from northwestern Middle Iranian (Parthian.and middle.Atro-
patenian), the source of most Armenian loan-words from
Iranian. The name of the first month of the Armenian calen- .
9 7dar, Nawasard, may be traced to OP. Navasarda; less likely
is Acarean's derivation of the name of the 11th month,
c -9 8Margac , from OP. *Markazana. His etymology of Mareri,
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the name of the 10th month, from a Mir. form of YAv. 
MaiSyairya, the fifth gahambar of the Zoroastrian calendar 
of feasts, is more convincing, for that obligatory feast was 
celebrated in the 10th month of the Zoroastrian calendar,
99Dadvah {Phi. Dai), which would coincide thus with Mareri.
The seasonal festivals are held to predate Zoroastrianism,
and the naming of a month after one of them in Armenia may be
archaic. As we shall see below, the Armenians, like the 
101Iranians, also used the Seleucid calendar. The name of
the yazata SpSnta Armaiti is attested in Armenian in two
forms, Spandaramet, probably from NW Mir., and the common
noun sandaramet 'the underworld1, which appears to derive
10 2from a SW (possibly Old) Iranian form with initial sw-.
Other archaeological and literary evidence suggests the
presence of Zoroastrians in Armenia in the Orontid period. A
chalcedony or crystal gem found at the village of Vardak ar
in the Art ik region of Soviet Armenia depicts a crowned man
with a knife fighting a lion which stands on its hind legs
facing him, the same height as he. The scene recalls the
Achaemenian bas-relief at the 'hall of a hundred columns' of
Persepolis and the later carvings of the Parthian king fight-
103m g  a lion m  hand-to-hand combat at Tang-i Sarvak. The
Achaemenian relief, of monumental size and fine workmanship, 
shows not a lion, but a leonine monster, and it has been pro­
posed that the scene is of mythic or religious signifi- 
104 .cance; it may represent the king as a powerful hero, or
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as a champion against the forces of evil. An everpresent 
symbol on the seals and bas-reliefs of the Achaemenian kings 
is the figure of a man encircled at the waist by a winged
10 5circle. The precise meaning of the sign is still disputed,
but we find a version of it on a silver coin of Tiribazus (see
above). The man whose torso is seen above a winged disk is
not a stiff, clothed Oriental monarch, though, but a naked,
muscular Hellene, perhaps Tiribazus himself— an Iranian ruler
in Greek Asia Minor whose image would be recognisable as
regal and heroic to Greek and Iranian alike.
Silver rhytons and shallow silver lotus-pattern bowls
of Achaemenian style, have been found at Erznka (Erzincan) and
10 6Arin-berd (Urartean Erebuni), and an 1apadana' seems to
have been added to an Urartean structure at the latter site,
indicating the adoption of Persian architectural conventions.
An Urartean temple there has traces of ashes dated to the
Achaemenian period, leading archaeologists to suggest that it
107had been used as a fire-temple.
Throughout most of the reign of the Orontids, the capi-
108tal of Armenia was Armawir, a city lying on the road from
VGanzaca through Naxijewan (Gk. Naxouana) to Colchis, on the 
109river Araxes. The foundation of the city was attributed
Q
by Xorenac i to Aramayis, one of the descendants of the 
eponymous ancestor of the Armenians, Hayk?^^^ it may be in­
ferred from this legend that the Armenians traditionally 
regarded the city as very ancient. There was a grove of
Illplane or poplar trees at Armawir (Arm. saws(i) ) named
after Armenak, the father of Aramayis. Ara, who died fight-
X X 2ing Semiramis, had a son, AnuSawan, surnamed Saws or
- 113 cSawsanuer ('dedicated to the saws') k anzi jawneal er gst
pailtamancc i sawsisn Aramanekay, or yArmawir: zorocC
C C V VCzsalart uc n sawsawiwn, Qst handart ew kam sastik snc eloy
odoyn ewetc ostocc sarzumn, sovoreccan i hmays asxarhis 
C Vhaykazanc : ew ays bazum zamanaks 1 for he was dedicated to
the (religious) services at the plane trees of Aramaneak at
Armawir; they studied the sough of the foliage according to
the gentle or powerful blowing of the wind, and the movement
114of the branches, for divination for this country of the
Armenians, and for a long time yet.' (MX 1.20)
Such divination, as we have seen, was practised by the 
115Urarteans, and various cults connected with trees and
116plants have survived in Armenia down to recent times. The
Eastern Plane tree, according to an Armenian writer, can live 
up to 2000-3000 years, and a few of the trees in the village 
of Melri, Arm. SSR, are 700-800 years old. The only grove 
of them in the country is in a nature preserve near Cav in 
the district of Bap°an. The tree was plarjed in churchyards, 
but the custom died out in the 10th-13th centuries, at about 
the same time as Mxitcar Gos composed a fable against the 
plane tree (sosi) in which its opponent, the useful but humble 
cotton plant (bambakeni) argues: 'You have no fruit, your
wood is bad for building and even for burning, nor is your
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117shade comfortable for men to rest in.' There exists an
Armenian tradition according to which the sosi is sacred
because it sheltered Jesus when his enemies were pursuing 
118him; this legend justifies the pre-Christian tradition of
the sanctity of the tree.
Xorenac i provides a great deal of information about 
the temples founded at Armawir, although his chronology is 
faulty; he attributes these to Valarsak (Pth. Valax¥; Latin 
Vologaesus), the Parthian Arsacid king of the 1st century
A.D. whose brother was crowned Tiridates I of Armenia.
Va±ar¥ak mehean ¥ineal yArmawir, andris hastate aregakan ew
c c 119lusni ew iwroc naxneac 'built a temple at Armawir to the
sun and moon and his ancestors' (MX II.8). The deification
of kings was common in the Hellenistic age throughout the
Near East; the Parthian kings called themselves theopator
'whose father is (a) god', and through the Sasanian period
the King of Kings was regarded as yazdan cihr '(of) the seed
120of the yazatas'. The cult of the royal ancestors (Av.
vfravasi, Arm. *hro(r)t) is well attested m  both Iran and
A r m e n i a . X o r e n a c ci attributes to Artases (Artaxias I,
early 2nd cent. B.C.) the establishment in Armenia of images
brought from the Greek cities of Asia Minor, of the gods
Artemis, Herakles and Apollon, which were used in the shrines
122of yazatas with whom the foreign divinities were equated.
The use of images in Zoroastrian worship had been established
123by Artaxerxes II Mnemon, and was suppressed by the
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Sasanians, both for theological reasons and perhaps in an
effort to centralise the religious hierarchy. According
C 125to Xorenac i, Eruand (probably Eruand IV, ca. 212-200 B.C. )
moved the royal capital from Armawir to his newly-founded
city of Eruandasat, 'Joy of Eruand1, which had better access
to water supplies and was more easily defended than the hill
X 2 6and fortress of Armawir. The sacred images were removed
from Armawir and taken to a site forty stadia to the north
above the river Axurean, which was named Bagaran. Xorenacci
explains that Eruand feared that Eruandasat could not be
securely guarded, were the images to be transferred there,
what with i gain ew i zohel and asxarhi 1 the whole country
127coming to sacrifice there.' (MX 11.40) Eruand appointed 
his brother Eruaz kCrmapet'*’^ ^ 'high priest' of the temples 
at Bagaran. [The word k rmapet is formed of the Aramaic or
C — —
Akkadian loan-word k urm 'priest* (by metathesis from kumra 
129or kumru ), with Mir. suffix -pet (cf. OIr. -pati) 'lord, 
ruler'. The Semitic word may be derived from the triliteral 
root KMR 'to be sombre, to be prostrated in adoration'. In 
Hebrew, komer means 'pagan priest', in opposition to the 
Jewish kohen 'member of the Levite tribe, priest' (cf. Chris­
tian Arm. kcahanay 1 p r i e s t . The priests of the pagan 
Semites north of Israel— and south of Armenia— were called 
kumra: the Christian Acts of Sharbil and Barsamiya mention
the kmr** rb^ 'great priest' of Hatra; and Sharbil is called 
the r¥3 w pgwd? dklhwn kwmr3 'chief and leader of all the
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131priests' of Edessa. ] When Artases took power, the images
at Eruandasat and Bagaran were moved yet again, to the new 
vcity of Artasat (Artaxata), but the statue of 'Apollo' was
132set up on the road outside the city. Eruaz was murdered,
and a new high-priest, a friend of Artases named Mogpaste, 
was appointed; it was thought, perhaps, that Eruaz would have 
harmed the new dynasty that had just overthrown and killed 
his brother.
It appears that entombment of corpses was practised by
the Orontids, even as it was by the Achaemenians and their
successors, for reference is made by Xorenacci to a royal
134 v—necropolis at Angl, and Artases is said to have buried the 
murdered Eruand with funerary monuments (maharj anawkc) , show­
ing the proper honour due one of 'Arsacid' blood (xarnuac
ar¥akunwoy, lit. 'mixture of the Arsacid', cf. Arm. diwcCaxarn
135'mixed with the gods', i.e., of their nature, divine).
The name 'Arsacid' is obviously an anachronism; in the fol­
lowing chapter we shall see that Arta¥es was to refer to him­
self in his inscriptions as an Orontid, and we shall see 
elsewhere that under successive Armenian dynasties the king, 
even if opposed, received the respect due his hereditary 
position, which was defined by the sacrosanct dynastic struc­
ture of Armenian society.
Although Armawir's statues were removed, one assumes 
the grove of plane trees there was left in place. Oracles 
would still have been sought and recorded there even after
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the foundation of Eruanda^at and Bagaran. Seven Greek in­
scriptions were found at Armawir, whose contents and purpose 
remain uncertain, although attempts have been made somehow 
to link them with the oracular temple which presumably was 
located at the site. On the basis of palaeographic evidence, 
the inscriptions have been dated to the early second century
B.C. or later. Three were found on one stone 1.5 x 2.9 m. in 
size, in 1911. The top of the stone has numerous cup-shaped 
depressions and little staircases cut into the rock; the con­
tours suggest that the whole may have been a model of Armawir 
itself. The second stone, with four inscriptions, was found 
nearby in 1927.^^
The first inscription, possibly a quotation from Hesiod 
or an oracular prediction based on an event of the Greek 
poet's life, has been interpreted to read as follows:
’Hesiod, famed once, after he lost his land and paternal
inheritance, himself encouraged Perses as befits younger 
137brothers.1 The second inscription appears to contain
verses of Euripides, and has been compared to the inscrip­
tions in Greek metric verse found at Susa from the first half
13 8of the first century B.C. The text refers to a warlike
goddess, it seems, who threatens evil to unjust men.
Boltunova identified the goddess as Anahita, while Manandyan 
professed to see in the lines the goddess Artemis ruling that 
land be divided fairly. A number of identical gold pendants 
found at Armawir and elsewhere in Armenia may depict Anahita
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(Arm. Anahit). At the end of the inscription Trever reads
the words phora theelaton, which she interprets to mean 1 (an
139oracle) sent by the god through the blowing of the wind.1 
The third inscription, which, according to the excavators in 
1911 had the words phora theelaton near it, is five lines in 
length and seems to read: ’The four horses, the yoke of
Euthycharmides, one (?) pinakion of Pelamys.1 A bronze 
plaque (Gk. pinakion) was found at Dodona which shows a 
chariot and four horses, and a slot-like niche was cut into 
the stone just below Armavir inscription 3 which is the right 
size for such a plaque. The Greeks believed that Apollon
140ro^de in a four-horsed chariot; he also dispensed oracles.
Tir, with whom the Armenians identified Apollon, was a solar 
divinity, and the Armenians, according to Xenophon (see 
above), sacrificed horses to the Sun, yet the names in the 
inscription leave no doubt that it was made by a Greek.
What is notable about the first three inscriptions is 
their belonging to an exclusively Hellenic cultural sphere: 
the first mentions Hesiod; the second seems to be a fragment 
of Greek verse, probably Euripides; and the third has two 
Greek names. Inscriptions 4-7, from the stone found in 1927, 
differ significantly, in that nearly every one (with the 
possible exception of 6) has some identifiably Oriental as­
pect: 4 contains the names Mithras and Ebronte(s); 5 contains
the name Pharnake; and 7 mentions Armenia twice (a certain 
Noumenois mentioned in 7 appears also in 6). If the first
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three inscriptions may be interpreted as having some oracular 
significance, then the last four appear more like copies of 
documents: 5 is a list of the months of the Seleucid calen­
dar; 4 and 6 are in the style of the Greek formula valetudinis; 
and 7 seems to be a report on the violent death of a king of 
Armenia, although it is in verse and may therefore just as 
likely be a funerary inscription. There does not appear to 
be any necessary connection between inscriptions 1-3 and 4-7, 
unless one considers that the temple of Tir as described by
Agathangelos was a place both of interpretation of dreams and
141 cof priestly instruction. One notes that Xorenac i makes
reference to Uliwp k urm (h)Anwoy, grawl mehenakan 
c cpatmut eanc *Olympius, priest of Ani, writer of temple
142 143histories’, a figure of doubtful historicity perhaps
invented by Xorenacci to explain the presence of such inscrip­
tions as those found at Armawir. The inscriptions of Armawir 
could be oracles (1-3) and significant documents of an archive 
(4-7) copied in stone to ensure their preservation. Trever 
noted that the style of the writing has the appearance of
rapid handwriting rather than of the formal epigraphic type 
144of the time. If her supposition is correct, it would rein­
force the suggestion that inscriptions 4-7 are select copies 
from a larger original store of documents.
Inscription 4 reads: OBASILEUS AR/ MADOEIRON/
MITHRASEBRONTE/ BASILEI KHAIKEIN/ IERROSEUANEKHOI/HYGIAINEIN
DEKA ITA EG/ GONAAUTOUHYGIAI/ NON TEN BASILEI/AN DEATELESEIS/
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TE SIBIOU/ A which Boltunova interprets as follows 'King 
Ar(taxias) Madoeiron Mithras to King Ebrontes sends greetings. 
If you are well it would be good, that his descendants might 
be well. Buying healthy you will complete the reign. 1 Trever 
suggested that AR in the first line might be connected di­
rectly to the second line, producing ARMADOEIRON 'of the
145 -people of Armawir (?)'. Ebronte(s) is probably Eruand,
but it is not known whether Mithras is an epithet of the king
(cf. HELIOS TIRIDATES in the Greek inscription of the mid-lst
146century A.D. from Garni ) or another king, but the use of 
the word BASILEUS 'king' twice, once in the nominative and 
once in the dative, indicates that there are two kings, and 
since Mithras is in the nominative, it probably refers to the 
king who is MADOEIRON rather than to Eruand. The meaning of 
MADOEIRON is not clear. One might suggest tentatively that 
the word comes from *Mados 'Mede' and haireo 'I seize' and 
means 'conqueror of the Medes'; the use of such a title could 
be justified by the Armenian epic tradition of the battle of 
Tigran and A^dahak, as we have seen above, the heroic deeds 
of one member of a dynasty were the inheritance of his 
descendants.
Inscription 5 is a list of the Macedonian months used 
by the Seleucids and by native dynasties of the Near East in 
the Hellenistic period: DIOS / LA /APELIOS- AYA/- PERITIOS
DNI/ DYSSTROS OS/ XANDIKQS/ ARTEMEISIOS/ DAISIOS/ PANEMOS / 
LOIOS/ GORPIAIOS / HYPERBERETAIOS / FHARNAKE HYGIENEUANEKHOU.
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It is interesting to note that the name of the month of
Xanthikos is written with a delta, as though at the time the
list was compiled that letter had already come to be pro-
147nounced as a fricative, dh, as in Modern Greek. Trever,
objecting to the suggestion that PHARNAKE in the last line
referred to King Pharnaces of Pontus (190-69 B.C.), pointed
out sensibly that the formula 1(to) Pharnakes, might he be
healthy!' seems somehow inappropriate at the end of a list of
months unless the name is to be read as Pharnakes, the Moon-
148god of Cappadocia and Mysia referred to by Strabo (hieron
- 149Menos Pharnakou 'temple of Men Pharnakes' ) , who might be
considered the guardian of the lunar months. Xorenac i men­
tions the name Pcarnak once, as a descendant of Ara (1.19).
The 24th day of the month in the Armenian calendar is called
150lusn-ak ('little moon'), and the Zoroastrian religion en­
joins its adherents to recite at least thrice a month during 
their night prayers the Mah niyayes in honour of the moon.'^ '** 
One recalls that statues of the sun and moon were placed in 
the temples of Armawir (MX II.8). In mediaeval Armenian 
calendrical texts, the first phase of the moon is called
mahik or naxa-mahik, from MIr. mah, 'moon', with Arm. diminu-
152tive - x k  (see above); we have noted above the influence 
of Iranian upon Armenian astrological terminology.
The sixth inscription from Armawir is a short formula
of greeting addressed to one 'Noumenios the Greek' (NOUMENIOI
- 153 -HELLENI), and the same Noumenios addresses to Philadelpho
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(inscription 7) what appears to be an epitaph on the violent
death of the king of Armenia— Eruand IV, according to 
154Trever. The inscription mentions [KAj LON ARMENIE[N]
KHORON 'the beautiful land of Armenia1 and a city there
called Kainapoli(s), i.e., the 'new city', which Trever ex-
155plains as Artaxata, the capital built by Artaxias. If 
these suppositions are correct, the inscriptions may be dated 
to ca. 190 B.C. or later. The presence of Greeks at Armawir 
during this period may be explained by the military successes 
of the Seleucid king Antiochus III against the Armenian
*i r ^
Orontid Xerxes (after 228-ca. 212). Orontes IV (ca.212-
ca. 200) apparently regained control of the kingdom, but a
Greek presence seems to have remained, for the two local
dynasts who rebelled against him ca. 200 B.C., Artaxias (Arm.
ArtaXis) in north-eastern or Greater Armenia, and Zariadres 
157(Arm. Zareh ) in the south-western regions of Sophene and
Acilisene, are described by Strabo as strategoi 'generals'
15 8of Antiochus III. Greeks might well have remained in
Armenia following the conquests of Antiochus III, and they 
would have been present also to report the murder of Eruand IV. 
Sophene, it is remembered, had under Acl^menian administration 
been part of a separate satrapy of Armenia, and in the mid-3rd 
century B.C. Sophene and Commagene had taken their independ­
ence of Greater Armenia. Following the reign of Arsames 
(after 22 8) Sophene separated from Commagene; the latter 
province continued to be ruled by its mixed Macedonian-Orontid
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dynasty, and in the mid-lst century B.C. Antiochus I of 
Commagene erected the great temple complex of Nemrut Dag in 
honour of his ancestors and the Persian gods he worshipped. 
One supposes that the two strategoi administered areas cor­
responding to the Achaemenian satrapies, owing allegiance to 
the Armenian king (who would have re-established his sover­
eignty over both regions of the country), who was himself a 
vassal of the Seleucids.
After the defeat of the Seleucid power by Rome at 
Magnesia in 190 B.C., Artaxias and Zariadres assumed full 
powers over their respective regions. The Roman Senate ac­
knowledged the independent status of the two at the Peace of 
Apamea in 188, but, as we shall see, Artaxias was to rein­
force his claim to legitimacy within Armenia by boasting of 
his Orontid forebears.
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21. Herodotus, 1.96 et seq., see G. Tiraccyan, 'Ervanduninera 
Hayastanum,' Telekagir, 1958, 6, 56-7. One notes that 
the Classical account of the accession of Cyrus to the 
throne may bear certain resemblance to the Sasanian 
romance of Arda¥lr I Papakan, in which the first king of 
the Sasanian dynasty leaves the court of Ardawan with a 
girl— albeit not the daughter of the doomed Arsacid 
monarch— and rebels against him.
22. Tiraccyan, op. cit., 59.
23. See MX 1.24-31 and below.
24. Yt. 9.8, Yt. 15.19 etc.; see AirWb., 266.
25. (Indian or Lesser) Bdh., 29.9, trans. by West, SBE,
Vol. 5, 119. On the motif of an epic figure who is im­
prisoned in a mountain until he rises anew at the end 
of time, see our discussion of Artawazd in the Ch. Cap­
tive Powers.
26. See Ch. 13.
27. B. 2cugaszyan, 'Biwraspi Azdahaki araspela 3st Movses 
Xorenaccu,1 Telekagir, 1958, 1, 70.
28. See Thomson, MX, 126-8, for a translation of the text.
c • c29. MX I, I Parsic araspelac ’From the fables of the
Persians'. In his translation, Thomson leaves out 
anbari 'bad' without explanation.
30. Loc. cit.
31. See H. N. Akinean, ’Biwraspi A^dahak ew hamaynavarn 
Mazdak hay awandavepi me^ 3st Movses Xorenac^woy,1 HA, 
1936, 1-3, 1-22.__ For a comparison between the narra­
tives of Ferdousi and MX, see A. Saruxan, 'Firdusi ew 
M. Xorenacci,’ HA, 19 35, 1-2, 1-24.
32. M. H. Darbinyan-Melikcyan, Arm. text ed. & Russian trans., 
Patmutciwn Ananun Zruc^agri karcecceal ^apuh Bagratuni, 
Erevan, 1971, 40-3.
33. Cited by 2cugaszyan, op. cit., 75.
34. This would be a clear argument, of course, against the 
5th century date of MX generally accepted by Soviet 
scholars. See also the Introduction to Thomson, MX, and
C. Toumanoff,- 'On the date of Pseudo-Moses of Chorene,1 
HA, 1961, 467.
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35. 2cugaszyan, op. cit., 71, suggested that the name of 
the father of Zohhlk in the §ah-name, Mardas, preserves 
a recollection of the tyrant's Median origin (cf. Gk. 
Mard-oi), although he is born in Arabistan (i.e., 
Mesopotamia).
Q
36. See our Ch. on Tork Angeieay. The curious depiction 
of the Arm. king Pap by the 5th-century historian 
Pcawstos Biwzand as having snakes spring from his breast 
is probably an adaptation of the image, for Pap was 
accused of demonolatry and may have been a Christian 
heretic— a follower of the Arian teaching (see ibid. and 
our Ch. 4). He would thus share the stigma of the later 
Mazdak and of the still later Mohammed. Of the latter, 
one recalls that Christians of the mediaeval period fre­
quently regarded Islam as a heresy of Christianity 
rather than a separate religion.
37. See our Ch. on Evil Spirits and Creatures.
38. See Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 95 and n. 69.
39. It is interesting to note that the ^ah-name contains the
NP. generic form a^daha ‘serpent, dragon1 from MP. 
A?dahag, with various compounds (azdaha-fas ‘dragon- 
formed1 , etc.), as well as the arabicised name Zohhak 
(see 2cugaszyan, op. cit., 70). NP, a%daha is the’name 
given by the Kurds to the viMap (1 dragon1)-steles in 
Armenia (see our Ch. on Vahagn).
40. MX was familiar with the Chronicle of Eusebius, a Gk. 
text which was translated into Arm. in the 5th century. 
The history of Cyrus and Astyagesand a Median king- 
list containing the name of Astyages are found there 
(see Thomson, MX, 110 n. 4 and 114 n. 11; Tiraccyan, op. 
cit., 55-7) .
41. Arm. tcueleacc ergkc, 'rhythmic1 or ‘counting* songs; 
these could have been parts of an epic, with the sense 
of ‘chronological1 (see Thomson, MX, 120 n. 14).
42. The spellings A^dahak and A?dahak are used inter­
changeably. The former could be a scribal error or a
rendering of the unvoiced -st- of the name Astyages.
43. On Arm. vi^ap ‘dragon1 see n. 39 above and our Ch. on
Vahagn. For the suggestion that the Arms, may have
linked the Medes (Arm. mar-kc , see above) with dragons 
through a popular etymology from Mir. mar ‘snake1, see 
MA I, 132-3.
44. See MX 11.51.
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45. Arm. t^?ar in this case must mean '(banqueting) hall'
(cf. PCB II1.9 taHar arkcuni 'royal hall, palace') and 
not 'temple', as Thomson renders it (MX, 121). The 
latter meaning probably developed from the former (cf. 
the Christian terms basilica and ecclesia, both of which 
had original secular meanings) ; see Arm. Gr., 251. For 
the use of taffar as a non-Christian temple, see Ch. 4.
46. The description of Tigran in MX 1.24 can apply only to 
Tigran II the Artaxiad (95-56 B.C.); see G. M. Sargsyan, 
Hellenistakan daralfrjani HayastanS ev Movses Xorenac in, 
Erevan, 19 66, 53. On Tigran II, see the following Ch.
47. OP. inscription DB 11.32: see R. G. Kent, Old Persian,
New Haven, 195 0, 183 and V. V. Struve, 'Novye dannye 
istorii Armenii, zasvidetel'stvovannye Bekhistunskoi 
nadpis'yu,' Teiekagir, 1946, 8, 32-5.
48. On the two satrapies, see Tiraccyan, op. cit., 62. Zuza, 
mentioned in DB 11.33, has been identified by Justi with 
the Kurdish village of Zozan, near Jezire; Tigra (DB
11.39) is connected with Till, on the Tigris (this equa­
tion seems doubtful, in view of the large number of 
toponyms in Arm. with the Semitic element tel or til 
'hill'; see the preceding Ch. and our Ch. on Anahit and 
Nane); F, Justi, Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie,
II, 5, 429, placed Autiyara (DB II.58-9) in the Tiyari
region of Kurdistan, in the valley of the Great Zab,
although H. Manandyan, op. cit. n. 1, 52-53, cites the 
suggestion of J. Sandaljian (Histoire documentaire 
d1Armenie, II, Rome, 1917) that Autiyara was the 
Aytruanku of MX, in Kor^aykc.
49. Herodotus, III.93, V. 49; Strabo, XI.14.9.
50. Xenophon, Anab., IV.5.35. See also our discussion of 
the Gk. inscriptions of Armawir below.
51. Herodotus, 1.194.
52. Ibid., V.52. The Arm. word for a roadside inn, aspin^,
is a loan-word from MIr. (cf. Sgd. ?spnc, Phi. aspinjf, 
see W. B. Henning, 'A Sogdian Fragment of the Manichaean 
Cosmogony,' BSOAS, 1948, 307 line 37), Syr. *spyzkn*
(Arm. Gr., 109 s.v. aspnjakan). Arm. Aramazd (- Ahura 
Mazda) was regarded as the '"hospitable one' (vanatur) ; 
see our Ch. on Aramazd,
53. Herodotus, VII.73.
54. See S. KrkyaSaryan, trans., Xenophon, Anabasis, Erevan,
19 70, pi. opp. 92.
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55. See H. Manandyan, Hin Hayastani glxavor canaparhner#, 
Erevan, 1936, 37-40.
56. Xenophon, Anab., IV.5.30-34.
57. In a mediaeval Zoroastrian responsum in B . N. Dhabhar, 
The Persian Rivayats of Hormazyar Framarz and Others, 
Bombay, 19 32, 26 7, Nariman Hoshang asks, 'Can one sit 
with the juddins [non-Zoroastrians] and the unworthy and 
eat with them, or not?' The answer is: 'Sitting with 
them and eating food in any way and of any kind is not 
proper; it is a sin.3
58. Justi, Ir. Nam., 2 35 and Hubschmann, Arm. Gr., 39, 
derive Arm. Eruand from Av. aurvant- 'mighty'; an ety­
mology was proposed also from OIr. *rayavanta- 'possess­
ing riches* (H%P, I, 437) on the basis of the form 
Aroandes.
59. Strabo, XI. 14.15; on Hydames, OP. Vidarna, see Y. G. 
ElHcibekyan, ’Ervandunineri cagman harcci ¥urTs,’ P-bH, 
1971, 2, 111.
60. See Toumanoff, op. cit., 279; Sargsyan, op. cit., 30;
H?P, I, 504; Xenophon, Anab., III.14.13; Plutarch, Vita 
Artax., 33; on the legendary prestige of the Arsacids, 
see Ch. 4.
61. H%P, I, 439; Pliny, Nat. Hist., VI.1.18.
62. See ElXcibekyan, op. cit., 108, and B. Ya. Staviskii,
Kushanskaya Baktriya: problemy istorii i kul'tury, Mos­
cow, 1977, 8 n. 11.
63. Xenophon, Anab., IV.4.4.
Q
64. Tirac yan, op. cit., 62.
65. Arrian, III.8. On Mithraustes and the Arm. Vahe, see 
our Ch. on Vahagn.
66. H. Manandyan, Erker, I, Erevan, 19 77, 95.
67. Arrian, 1.17, III.16.
68. Manandyan, op. cit. n. 66, 96.
69. Ibid., 97; Justin, 3 8.7.
70. Strabo, XI.14.9.
71. Manandyan, op. cit. n. 66, 100.
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1 2 ' Ibid*, 101.
73. Diod. Sic. XIX.23, cited by K. Trever, Ocherki po
istorii kul'tury drevnei Armenii (II v. do n.e. - IV
v.n.e.), Moscow-Leningrad, 19 53, 104.
74. J, Markwart, 'Le berceau des Armeniens,1 RDEA, 8, 19 28, 
229.
75. Trever, op. cit., 135.
76. See Toumanoff, op. cit., 277-354, esp. 293-4, and 108-9
n. 16 8; L. Jalabert, R. Mouterde, Inscriptions grecgues 
et latines de la Syrie, I: Commagene et Cyrrhestique,
Paris, 1929, 15-16; see also our Ch. on Tir.
77. See Boyce, Zoroastrians, 48-77 on the adoption of Zoro­
astrianism in Media and Persia in the Achaemenian period.
78. Cf. the Arm, loan-words dr%em 'I betray1 and dru¥an 
(with Ir. present participial ending -an), from MIr.
(Arm. Gr., 146).
79. Arm. names in Arta- such as Artawazd (see our Ch.
Captive Powers), Artases (Gk. Artaxias, see Ch. 3), 
Artawan (see Ch. 4) et al. are loans from Western Old 
and Middle Iranian, see Arm. Gr., 28-30 and Ir. Nam., 
31-40; on OP. arta- (~Av. a&a, Skt. rta-), see Boyce, 
Zoroastrians, 55.
80. On the Arm. loan-word dew 'demon1 from MIr., see Arm.
Gr., 140; on Arm. demonology, witchcraft, daevic termi­
nology and xrafstaran 'evil creatures', see our Ch.
Evil Spirits and Creatures.
81. See inscription XPb in Kent, op. cit.
82. Agath. 817; dicc~ gen. pi. of dikc 'gods'. On Bagawan,
see our Ch. on Aramazd. The etymology from Pth. may be 
anachronistic, as references in Classical Arm. litera­
ture to the Arsacids frequently are. On BagayariX, see 
our Ch. on Mihr. On Bagan (AON, 345) see our Ch. on 
the Fire-cult. Baga-, Vedic Skt. Bhaga-, was originally 
a distinct divinity connected with the marriage contract, 
a close companion of Mithra, who was the guardian of 
contracts. In the Sogdian documents from Mu/ we find 
the priestly titles mw/pt and Pj^npt, to be compared with 
&rm< mogpet and bagnapet, the latter from Arm. bagin 
'altar', apparently a Pth. loan-word with the element 
bag- 'god' (see M. Boyce, 'Iconoclasm amongst the Zoro­
astrians,' Studies for Morton Smith at Sixty, IV,
Leiden, 19 75, 99). On the Arm. priesthood, temples and
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image-cult, see our Chs. 3, 4 and 15. It is noted here 
that the foundation of Bagaran is attributed to an 
Orontid by MX, implying that baga- came into Arm. before 
Pth. times. One recalls also the proper name Bag-Te¥ub 
cited in Ch. 1, which testifies to contacts between an­
cient western Iranians and the Hurrians of the Arm. area. 
In Sogdia, as probably in Armenia, baga- came to be a 
general word meaning 'god', particularly amongst Chris­
tian missionaries in the former country (see W. B. 
Henning, ’A Sogdian God,1 BSOAS, 1965, 623-5). In 
Manichaean MP. texts are to be found the names Ohrmizdbag 
and Ohrmizdbai (the latter a variant of the former)
(W. B. Henning, 'The Murder of the Magi,' JRAS , 19 44, 
133-44) .
83. Bailey notes the essential characteristic of fra¥a- as a 
quality which is physically visible, in keeping with the 
non-mystical attitude of Zoroastrian theology (Zor.
Probs., 1971 ed., vii-xvi). The Arm. loan-word from 
MIr., hra¥-kc 'wonder1, reflects this sense (see also 
Arm. Gr., 183). Arm. hra¥akert is a direct borrowing 
from the Zoroastrian theological term fra¥o.kar^ti-, 
which describes the final, purifying event in the life 
of the world, ending its present state of mixture of the 
forces of good and evil (loc. cit.; Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 
2 32 & n. 17). Gershevitch renders fra¥am in Y. 55.6 as 
'extraordinary' (AHM, 224 & n.).
84. Herodotus, 1.131.
85. See Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 202 et seq.
86. See A. Perikhanyan, Khramovye ob'edineniya Maloi Azii i
Armenii, Moscow, 19 59.
87. A. V. W. Jackson, Zoroaster, the Prophet of Ancient
Iran, New York, 1899, repr. New York, 1965, 9; E. Ben-
veniste, The Persian Religion according to the Chief 
Greek Texts, Paris, 1929, 16.
88. See Jackson, op. cit., 15, 156, 187-8.
89. On the latter, see our Ch. on Vahagn; on Ara and
¥amiram, see the Chs. on Anahit and Nani and Captive 
Powers.
90. See Thomson, MX, 7 8 & n. 4-6.
91. Another Arm. form of the name, Zrau$¥t, is found in the
5th cent. Arm. translation of Eusebius, see Jackson, 
op. cit., 12 n. 5 and Ir. Nam., 380.
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92. The index to the Venice, 1955 text of MX; SMalxasyancc 
(mod. Arm. trans., MX, Erevan, 1961, 92); and Thomson 
(MX, 78) explain Makkc as theMedes. In MX 1.17 Zoro­
aster is called Zrada^t mog ew nahapet Maracc 'ZradaSt, 
the magus and patriarch of the Medes1. H. W. Bailey, 
Dictionary of Khotan Saka, Cambridge, 1979, 181 s.v.
- *naha- , proposes an etymology of Arm. nahapet from MIr. 
naf 'relatives1 with suffix -pet 'ruler1, see also HAB, 
III, 42 3; but it may also be analysed with Arm. nax- 
'before' (see ibid., 419) .
93. On Er as Zoroaster, see Clement of Alexandria,
Stromateis, V. 14.10 3 and Proclus (citing Coloes, 3rd 
cent. B.C.), cited by E. Durean, Hayocc hin krona, 
Jerusalem, 19 33, 2 8 and n.
94. Arnobius, Adv. ad Gentes, VII.2; on Hosthanes, see Ir. 
Nam., 52, s.n. Austanes and MX 1.30, where the region 
Ostan is mentioned, see AON, 460-1. Arm. ostan means 
'capital1, and is a loan-word from MIr. (Arm. Gr.,
215). Yovhannes Erznkacci, writing in A.D. 1293, cited 
the division by the 8th-century writer Stepcanos 
Siwnecci of the Arm. language into eight dialects: 
ostanik 'court' or 'capital' Armenian (also called 
mi5erkreay 'mesogeian', for it was spoken in the 'cen­
tral' province of Ayrarat) and seven ezerakan 'periph­
eral' dialects (Meknutciwn kerakanutcean, cited by E. B. 
Aiayan, Hay lezvabanutcyan patmut^yun, I, Erevan, 19 58, 
291) .
95. See our Ch. Captive Powers.
96. See our Ch. on Anahit and Nane.
97. HAB, III, 435-6; Arm. Gr., 202. Navasarda was origi­
nally an autumn feast (Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 174) and 
in the Armenian calendar of the Christian era fixed in 
the mid-6th century the month of Nawasard was fixed in 
August-September, apparently preserving thereby tradi­
tional custom.
9 8. HAB, III, 27 8. It is more likely that the word is the 
gen. pi. of Arm. marg, 'meadow1, and refers to agricul­
ture; compare Kcal-occ, from kcal-em 'I reap' (cf.
Vahagn vi¥apa-kL;al ' dragon-reaper1) , i.e., 'the month 
of reaping'. For the use of the genitive, cf. Ar-acc , 
Hrot-icc (the month of the fravaMis; see our Ch. on 
Spandaramet-sandaramet) and Areg (the gen. of arew 'sun'; 
see our discussion of arew-ordikc 'Children of the Sun' 
in Ch. 16). The names of the months and of the thirty 
days of the month are found in the works of Anania 
§irakacci, op. cit., 256-7.
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99. HAB, III, 2 81; M. Boyce, 'On the calendar of Zoro­
astrian feasts,' BSOAS, 19 70, 3, 524.
100. Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 174.
101. Boyce, op. cit. n. 99, 516-17.
102. See our Ch. on Spandaramet-sandaramet.
10 3. B. N. Arakcelyan, Aknarkner hin Hayastani arvesti
patmutcyan, Erevan, 1976, 32 and pi. 49.7; F. Justi, 
Geschichte des alten Persiens, Berlin, 1878, pi. opp.
10 8; W. B. Henning, 'The monuments and inscriptions of 
Tang-i Sarvak,1 Asia Major, i952, 151-78, repr. in AI, 
15, pis. 20, 27.
104. See for example J. R. Hinnells, Persian Mythology, New 
York, 1973, 106-7 and R. Ghirshman, Iran, Penguin Books 
1978, 172 & pi. 21-b.
10 5. See our Ch. on Tir. The coin is shown in X. A. 
Mu¥e±yan, 'Hin Hayastani dramayin ¥r:fanarutcyan 
patmutcyunicc,' P-bH, 19 70, 3, 6 8. The figure holds 
what appears to be an arrow in his right hand and a 
dove in his left; he looks to the left. This detail, 
which is found elsewhere in Near Eastern art but not 
on depictions of the winged figure, may represent a 
preference for peace over war (cf. the American eagle, 
which holds a bunch of arrows and an olive branch, and 
faces the latter).
* c106. Arak elyan, op. cit., pis. 53-60, 64.
107. K. L, Oganesyan, Arin-berd, arkhitektura Erebuni, 
Erevan, 1961, 88-9, pi. 46.
108. Toumanoff, op. cit., 75 n. 83. On the etymology of 
the name of the city, see the preceding chapter.
109. See S. T. Eremyan, 1Osnovnye cherty obshchestvennogo 
stroya Armenii v ellinisticheskuyu epokhu,1 Telekagir, 
1948, 11, 60.
110. MX 1.12.
111. Bailey suggests that the word saws(i) means 'stately' , 
citing s5s erivar 'high-mettled, prancing horse', and 
is a loan-word from Iranian (Dictionary of Khotan Saka, 
op. cit., 428, s.v. susta).
112. The name Anu¥awan contains the Iranian loan-word anoyM 
'immortal' (Arm. Gr., 19, 99-100); the ending -a-wan 
could be the Iranian suffix -van 'possessing', or the 
name could be a form of *Anusarwan, a common MIr, name 
and epithet meaning 'of immortal soul*. Since Arajthe
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father of Anu¥awan, was believed to have gained immor­
tality, the name of his son may be related to the myth.
113. MX 1.20, or Saws anuaniwr 'who was named Saws'; Thomson 
has Sawsanuer, 'dedicated to the saws (tree)' (MX, 107
& n. 1) .
114. On Arm. hmay-kc 'charms, divination' see our Ch. on 
Evil Spirits and Creatures.
115. See the preceding Ch. and F. HanXar, 1Der heilige Baum 
der Urartaer in vorarmenischer Zeit,1 Festschrift 
Handes Amsorya, Vienna, 1961, Heft 10-12.
116. See our Ch. Hawrot-Mawrot.
c c117. See Levon Harut yunyan, 'Arevelyan sosi,' Hayrenik i
jayn, Erevan, 2 8 June 1978, 8. One ancient plane tree 
from Ordubad (in the Naxi^evan ASSR, Azeri SSR, east 
of Julfa on the Iranian frontier, in the ancient Ar­
menian province of Go4tcn) with a diameter of 15-20 
feet is shown in a pre-Revolutionary drawing reproduced 
in S. Lisitsyan, Starinnye plyaski i teatral'nye 
predstavleniya armyanskogo naroda, II, Erevan, 1972, 
pi. 55.
118. Avandapatum, lv and 321.
119. On Arm. mehean 'temple' see our Ch. on Mihr.
c120. See Sargsyan, op. c i t . , 23-6. Xorenac l insists that 
offc, orpes kcert<Jo3:krrn asen, merjazawakkc ew mawtaserkc 
gol ew noynasermankc astuacoc0 i&xanku 'The princes are 
not the children or close relatives or of the same seed 
as the gods, as the poets say they are' (MX III.65).
121. See our Ch. on Spandaramet-sandaramet.
122. MX 11.12. The various gods are discussed below in our
Chs. on the yazatas.
12 3. See our Ch. on the Fire-cult.
124. See the Intro, and Ch. 4.
125. Toumanoff, op. cit., 293.
126. See MX 11.39 and Thomson, MX, 182 n. 1. On the name 
of Eruanda¥at, compare Artalfat (in the following Ch.).
127. On Arm. zoh 'sacrifice', a loan-word from MIr. zohr,
Av- zao9ra-, see our Ch. on the Fire-cult.
12 8. MX 11.40. For a proposed Iranian etymology of Eruaz, 
see Ir. Nam., 89.
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129. G. B. Dzhaukyan (Sahukyan) , f0b akkadskikh 
zaimstvovaniyakh v armyanskom yazyke,' P-bH, 19 80,
3, 117.
130. Arm. Gr., 318.
131. M.-L. Chaumont, Recherches sur l'histoire d'Armenie de 
l'avenement des Sassanides A: la conversion du royaume, 
Paris, 1969, 78.
132. MX 11.49; on the shrine of Apollo (i.e., Tir), see our 
Ch. on Tir.
133. On Mogpa¥te (MX 11.4 8), see ibid.
134. See our Ch. on Torkc Angeieay.
135. MX 11.46. On the word arjan as the proper name of a 
k°rmapet, see our Ch. on Vahagn.
136. See K. V. Trever, op. cit. n. 73, 104-9, 113-19. Read­
ings and interpretations of the Armawir inscriptions 
were proposed earlier by A. I. Boltunova, *Grecheskie 
nadpisi Armavira,1 Izvestiya Armfan-a SSSR, 1942, 1-2 
and H. Manandyan, Armaviri hunaren arjanagrutcyunner3 
nor lusabanutcyamb, Erevan, 19 46 . Photographs and 
drawings of the inscriptions, together with the various 
reconstructions of the Greek texts and their interpre­
tation, are provided by Trever.
137. Trever, 121, fig. 25, pi. 69.
138. See C, Habicht, 'Uber eine armenische Inschrift mit
Versen des Euripides,* Hermes, 81, 1953 and L. A. 
El'nitskii, *0 maloizuchennykh ili utrachennykh 
grecheskikh i latinskikh nadpisyakh Zakavkaz1ya,* VDX,
2(88), 1964, 137.
139. Trever, 112-13, 123, fig. 26, pis. 70, 71. On the gold 
pendants, see B. N. Arakcelyan, op. cit. n. 10 3, pis. 
17, 22 and our Ch. on Anahit and Nane.
140. Trever, 107.
141. See our Ch. on Tir.
142. MX 11.4 8; on Ani (Kamax), see our Ch. on Aramazd.
143. See Thomson, MX, 189, 212.
144. Trever, op. cit., 119.
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145. Ibid., 134-5, fig. 28, pi. 74.
146. See our Ch. on Mihr.
147. On the equation_of Xanthikos with the Arm. month of 
Ahekan (= OP. *Athrakana-), see our Ch. on the Fire- 
cult. .It is noteworthy that the Arm. month-name, al­
though probably a MIr. loan-word, appears to preserve 
the name of the ancient Persian festival (the corres­
ponding Av. month-name is simply Atar- 'fire’).
148. Trever, op. cit., 138.
149. Cited by Justi, Ir. Nam., 93.
150. Anania i“>irakacci, op. cit. , 257. On the application
of diminutives to objects of reverence, see our discus­
sion of arewik, lusik 'little sun, little light1 in 
Ch. 16.
151. Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 2 71.
152. AHH, 106, 113.
153. Trever, op. cit., 141, fig. 30.
154. Ibid., 142.
155. Ibid., 147.
156. Toumanoff, op. cit., 73, 293.
157. The name is found in the Aramaic inscriptions from Lake
Sevan; see the following Ch.
15 8. Toumanoff, 73; Strabo XI.14.5; Polybius XXV.2.12.
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CHAPTER 3 
ARTAXIAD ARMENIA
In 190 B.C., Armenia was a patchwork of 120 dynastic
states, referred to by Pliny as regna 'kingdoms'.1 These
were the domains of the naxarars, and their 'barbaric names'
are presumably the Armenian forms of toponyms dating back to
Urartean times, and preserving the names of the ancient
2
peoples of the plateau. Many of these peoples still spoke 
their various native tongues, for it was only after the con­
quests of Artaxias, according to Strabo, that the Armenians
3
became 'of one language'.
Certain of the regna may have been temple estates 
rather than naxarardoms, for Pliny equates with Acilisene 
(Arm. Eke±eacc), an entire province in its own right, the 
Ana'itica regio. Cassius Dio includes among the conquests of 
Pompey 'the country of Ana'itis, belonging to Armenia and 
dedicated to a goddess of the same name.' Such temple es­
tates existed throughout Asia Minor, and most of them were 
dedicated to the worship of the ancient Anatolian Magna 
Mater. In certain areas the cult underwent Hellenisation, 
and the deity was equated with Artemis, but in other areas 
it would appear that temple estates became Zoroastrian founda­
tions during the Achaemenian period, the goddess being equated 
with the yazata Anahita: the Attalid kings of Pergamon made
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grants to the sanctuary of the ’Persian Goddess' at Hiera 
Kome (lit. 'Sacred Village') in Lydia, and a great temple 
estate at Zela in Pontus was dedicated to Anaitis and 1 the 
Persian deities'. The temple of the Great Mother at Pessinus 
on the border of Phrygia and Galatia, was regarded throughout 
the Hellenistic and Roman periods as an independent, theo­
cratic principality, and in eastern Asia Minor, where helleni
sation was slight, such ancient forms of administration must
5have survived to an equal or greater degree.
Zela, in the province of Zelitis, is a short distance 
to the west of Gaziura. We noted above in our discussion of 
the derivation of the toponym Armawir (Gk. Armaouira) that 
the ending -wir may be an old toponymical suffix; the name of 
the Pontic city would therefore contain the OIr. element 
ga(n)z- 'treasure*. The site may have been the satrapal 
treasury of the Achaemenians, situated close to an important 
temple estate. The administrative divisions of Armenia at 
the close of the Orontid period would appear to be archaic: 
a loose-knit patchwork of small principalities and temple- 
states, following the ancient social patterns of Anatolia, 
yet bearing the cultural and religious stamp of Iran.
The influence of Greek culture and Seleucid power was 
also evident in Armenia, as we have seen in the preceding 
chapter, and Antiochus the Great (22 3-187) sought to expand 
his power in Armenia by instigating a revolt amongst the 
naxarars against the ruling Orontes (Arm. Eruand). Such a
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tactic probably could not have succeeded without the active 
connivance of the naxarars themselves, who to the very last 
days of the sovereignty of Greater Armenia were to seek alli­
ances with foreign powers against their own king: the de­
throning of the last Armenian Arsacid, Artaxias IV, by Bahram 
V of Iran in 428 was urged upon the Sasanians by the Armenian 
naxarars, who received privileges afterwards, and in neigh­
boring Georgia the Iberian princes in 580 similarly urged 
upon Hormizd IV the overthrow of their royal Mihranid 
dynasty.^
In Greater Armenia, a dynast named Artaxias (Am.
Arta¥es) was installed as strategos; the Armenian king of
Sophene, Xerxes, was besieged in his capital, Arsamosata,
and subsequently assassinated. An Armenian Orontid, Zariadres,
was named strategos of Sophene. In 191 B.C., Antiochus was
defeated in battle by the Romans, who shattered his power at
Magnesia and confirmed their control over Asia Minor by the
peace treaty of Apamea, three years later. The two Armenian
strategoi, rebelling against Antiochus, 'joined the Romans
7and were ranked as autonomous, with the title of king.'
The Artaxiad dynasty of Greater Armenia was to last until the 
first decade of the Christian era; in 95 B.C., at the begin­
ning of the brief period of the imperial expansion of Greater 
Armenia under Tigran II, Sophene was annexed and ceased to be 
a kingdom, the Orontid royal family continuing as a naxarar-
g
dom, however, into the Christian era.
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— cMovses Xorenac i describes in accurate detail the stone
boundary-steles that Artaxias caused to be erected on the
• c 9lands belonging to towns and estates (Arm. agarak-k ). It
has been suggested that the Hellenistic period was marked by
perpetual boundary litigation motivated by an everpresent
fear of crop failure and starvation, and that such litigation
-i 1 0and arbitration m  many cases replaced actual fighting. A
number of these steles have been found from the reign of
Artaxias I (189-160 B.C.), and since to date none has been
unearthed of earlier date, it is assumed that he instituted
11the practice of erecting such markers. The later Arsacid 
king Tiridates I erected an inscription of Aparan, apparently 
recording the grant of the town of Nig to the GntCuni naxarar 
house. The inscription is in Greek, and the stone does not 
have the serrated top characteristic of the steles of 
Artaxias— as described by Xorenacci— which are inscribed in 
Aramaic. But the legal intent of the later monument is 
clearly the same: to establish a property claim in the name
of the king.^
On the various steles of Artaxias, the name of the king 
is found in the forms *RTH^S, [*]RTH§"[SY] and [*R]TH§SY. cor-* 4 t f
responding to the Aramaic form of the name of the Achaemenian 
king Artaxerxes, ^RTH^SY, in an inscription of the first half 
of the 3rd century B.C. from Naq¥-i Rustam.^3 The king de­
scribes himself as an 1apportioner of land’ (Aram. MHLQ SRQ, 
in Spitak 4-5), an Orontid king (MLK RWNDKN, MLK SRWND[KN] in
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Spitak 2 and Zangezur 4; MLK 'king* appears alone in Sevan B,
2), and son of Zariadres (Arm. Zareh, presumably not the same
as the strategos and king of Sophene: BR ZRYTR, BR ZY
[ZR]YTR, BR ZRYHR, in Spitak 3-4, Sevan B 2-3, and Zangezur 
145-6). Although Artaxias had overthrown Orontes, his claim 
to legitimacy was based on his presumed Orontid lineage; such 
an attitude would accord at once with Iranian and Armenian 
conceptions, as we have seen above. The same patronymical 
formula was followed later by the Armenian Arsacids; an Ara­
maic inscription from Garni, probably of the 2nd cent. A.D., 
reads: (1) ... (2) MLK RB ZY *RM[YN (3) BRH ZY WLGS (4) MLK:
1(1) ... (2) Great King of Armenia (3) Son of Vologases
(4) the King'.15
In the inscriptions from Zangezur and Spitak, the king 
bears the epithet TB, TB* . The same Aramaic word was as an
ideogram rendered by Mir. nev ’brave’, a common royal attri-
16bute of Iranian kings. In Armenian, the word for brave is 
c vk aj, which may be of Iranian origin, and is also the name 
of a race of supernatural creatures who are said to dwell 
within Mt. Ararat. In the Armenian epic fragments preserved
— Q
by Movses Xorenac i, Artaxias curses his son Artawazd, who 
is taken captive by the kcay-kc . ^  Pcawstos Buzand refers to 
pcarkc tcagaworacCn ew baxtkcn ew kca:futciwn 'the glory of 
kings and their fortune and bravery1 (IV. 2 4). Glory and for-
0 w c
rune (p ar-k and baxt, both Ir. loan-words) are constantly 
paired in Iranian and Armenian usage and are probably
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represented on the Armenian tiara depicted on the coins of
• 9 1 3 c  v cthe Artaxiad kings as eagle(s) and star. K a]-ut iwn in
the passage cited is likely to correspond to Mir. nev-agih 
19'bravery’, as a 2oroastrian attribute of the king, who is 
blessed with x ar^nah- so that he may be a brave fighter for 
the Good Religion against evil in its various manifestations. 
In an Aramaic boundary inscription from Tceiut in Soviet Ar­
menia, Artaxias, who is called ^RTRKSRKSS— an apparently 
Hellenised form not found in the other inscriptions— bears 
two additional epithets: QTRBR and H^HRSRT, which are found
in the inscription from Zangezur. The first word is read by 
Perikhanyan as an Aramaic heterogram of Mir. taga-bar 'crown- 
bearer' lit. 'king1, QTRbr; the second is interpreted as 
'Allied with x¥a9ra', i.e., with the Zoroastrian AmSSa Sp^nta
xladra Vairya, 'the Desirable Kingdom', who represents the
. . 20spiritual archetype of righteous government. In the word
WNQPR Perikhanyan proposes to see Mir. *vanakapar, from OIr. 
*vanat.akapara- 'who vanquishes all which Evil engenders/"V%'
21encourages'. The erection of boundary steles was appar­
ently a Hellenistic administrative practice, as were certain 
other reforms introduced by the Artaxiads which we shall have 
occasion shortly to consider. But the various attributes of 
the king in these inscriptions accord admirably with Iranian 
religious beliefs. Perikhanyan's suggested etymologies for 
H§HRSRT and WNQPR are necessarily hypothetical, but even with­
out them the epithet TB is of great significance, and there
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seems little doubt that QTRBR is an Aramaic heterogram of the 
Iranian word which we find as Arm. tcagawor. The ending -KN 
in ^RWNDKN 'Orontid' is also an Iranian adjectival ending 
-akan which is attested as a loaned form in Arm. -akan. The 
inscriptions are not long enough for us to tell whether the 
language of the inscriptions is in fact Aramaic or a form of 
Middle Iranian or Armenian written with Aramaic ideograms.
It is beyond dispute, however, that several Iranian 
terms— or Armenian terms of Iranian derivation— are found in 
the boundary inscriptions. We have noted also a probable 
heterogram: TB for Arm. kca^. It is likely that the kca^kc
of Mt. Ararat represented in fact the royal ancestral spirits,
who received reverence from Artaxias, as we shall see, as the
v 22fravasis of Zoroastrianism. A number of mediaeval and
modern Armenian tales exist about the Kcajancc tun 'House of
the Brave', and the family of the epic heroes of Sasun is
V calso called by the latter name or else Jojanc tun 'House of
the Giants'. S. Kanayean constructed family trees of the 
C V cK ajanc tun of Armenian legend, and sought to link the vari­
ous characters with the Arsacid kings, queens and noblmen of 
Armenia in the 4th cent. A.D., starting with Xosrov II Kotak. 
In the legends, polygamy, next-of-kin marriage and marriage 
of first cousins is frequent; such customs were praised by
the Zoroastrians and condemned by the Christians, as we shall 
23see.
The reign of Artaxias appears to have been a period in 
which energetic measures were taken to regulate Armenia's
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economy and administration. Artaxias secured control over 
Caspiane, Phaunitis and Basoropeda towards Media; he con­
quered Chorzene, Gogarene and the Paryadres foothills, which 
had been in the hands of the Iberians; Carenitis and Derxene, 
with their populations of Chalybians and Mossynoeci, were 
placed firmly under the control of the king of Greater Ar­
menia; Acilisene was wrested from the Cataonians; and in the
. . 24
southwest Taronitis was taken from the Syrians. The expan­
sion of the Armenian state meant that cities were to be built 
and coins were to be struck; Armenia became a power to be 
reckoned with in international politics, and we find frequent 
mention of various noblemen and warriors in the works of 
Roman writers. The artefacts found in cities, the symbols 
on coins, and onomastic and other evidence from literary 
sources provide important information about the religious
beliefs of the Armenians in the period.
vArtaxata, Arm. Artasat, a city whose Iranian name means
’Joy of Arta¥es*,^ was probably founded only a few years
after Artaxias came to the throne, although according to some
sources it was built only six years before the death of the
2! 6king in 160 B.C. According to several Classical sources, 
the defeated Carthaginian general Hannibal had taken refuge 
with Antiochus III. After the battle of Magnesia, Hannibal 
apparently fled to Armenia and helped to build Artaxata, but 
one of the conditions of the peace of Apamea was that he be 
handed over to the Romans. Artaxias was pro-Roman, for the
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Romans, as we have seen, recognised his legitimacy, so Hanni­
bal would have fled Armenia soon after the treaty which broke 
the Seleucid power in Asia Minor; according to Cornelius 
Nepos, he was at Gortyn on the island of Crete after the 
peace of Apamea. It is not impossible that Hannibal assisted
Artaxias in the planning of Artaxata, but it would have to
27have been done ca. 189-188 B.C. Whatever the truth of 
events may have been, the story occupies a prominent place 
in Classical descriptions of Artaxata, all of which were 
written long after the days when Rome and Armenia were
2 8friendly. Plutarch called Artaxata 'the Armenian Carthage': 
the capital of a powerful enemy whose way of life was neither 
Roman nor Greek.
Artaxata was built on nine hills along the river Araxes 
near the modern Soviet Armenian village of PcokGr Vedi. The 
northeasternmost hill appears to have been the oldest quarter. 
Water was drawn from the Araxes, and channelled down from the 
Geiam mountains towards Lake Sevan; the approaches to Ar­
taxata from the Sevan area were guarded by the ancient for­
tress of Garni, which had been founded by the Urarteans (the
2 9Arm. name derives from Urartean Giarniani). Armawir, the 
Orontid capital, stood but a short distance away from Ar­
taxata, the former itself a city built on Urartean founda­
tions, and it is likely that Artaxias chose the site for his 
capital in the area because it was populous and its defences 
were already well developed; such conditions would have
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facilitated the rapid growth of the city. Artaxata was 
heavily fortified; its walls, which narrowed into passages 
between hills, had towers and armories. More than 3000 
arrowheads of iron of the 2nd-lst cent. B.C. have been found 
at the site.
Buildings were made of local limestone, grey marble or 
pink tufa, and colonnades and bath-houses were constructed 
in Hellenistic style. Of the 12 colours of paint found, a 
brownish-red pigment is most common. This paint, called 
sandix, was exported to Rome, where it was used extensively 
at Pompeii and other cities, and the raised frame of the Ara­
maic inscription from Garni mentioned above also bears traces 
of the pigment. The buildings of the city were built very 
close together; every precious inch of space within the strong 
walls was utilised, and no remains of gardens have been found. 
The craftsmen of Artaxata produced fine glazed ceramic and 
glass wares, and it is likely therefore that the objects of 
cultic importance to be discussed presently were of local 
manufacture. Fine jewellery from Artaxata seems also to have 
been made in Armenia, for the gold mined at Zod, an area near
the southeastern shores of Lake Van where pre-Christian cul-
30tic bas-reliefs have been found, contains tell-tale amounts
of bismuth and tellurium. Life at Artaxata was rich:
flagons, oinochoes and fish dishes have been excavated, and
a gilded hippocampus of silver which once served as a vase
31handle has been unearthed. Another handle of silver was 
modelled in the form of a young Eros.
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All of these objects display Hellenistic workmanship
of exquisite quality, and may have been made locally or im- 
32ported. They testify to a sophisticated and luxurious way
of life, and indeed the 'Armenian Carthage' was a city whose
loose morals are referred to by Juvenal as a matter of common
knowledge: Sic praetextatos referunt Artaxata mores (Satires,
II, 170). It was a centre of Hellenistic culture with many
foreign inhabitants; the poet lamblichus, who composed his
romance in 35 books, the Babylonica (now lost), is reputed to
33have lived there.
Artaxata was a centre also of industry and commerce,
and according to Xorenacci, Artaxias caused to settle there
34numerous Jews who had resided at nearby Armawir. Some of 
these Jews may have formed the nucleus of the early Christian 
Church in Armenia— as they did in other countries— before it 
became a national institution closely linked to the ancient 
dynastic order, as we shall see in the following chapter. No 
material evidence of the Jewish presence at Artaxata has been 
uncovered, but much of the Armenian vocabulary for business 
activities is Semitic in origin, e.g., Arm. sukay 'market',
xanutc 'shop1, ha¥iw 'account' (cf. Syr. suga, hanuta,
, .Vt n 35 htfsiw).
From the foregoing it would seem that the Armenians, 
like the Iranians of the same period, maintained control over 
cities as centres of trade, but did not live in them as a 
rule, preferring to leave the arts of commerce and fine
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craftsmanship to foreign residents. Most Armenians lived and 
worked in their widely scattered rural districts. Yet the 
royal household and members of the priesthood at the very 
least must also have resided at Artaxata, for XorenacGi re­
lates that Artaxias kangne i nma mehean, ew pcoxe i Bagarane
* czpatkern Artemiday ew zamenayn kurs hayrenis: bayc zApoloni
c c c — . vpatkern artak oy k alak in kangne hup 1 canaparhn ' raised m
36 3 "7it a mehean [temple 3 and transferred from Bagaran the
38 39 40image of Artemis and all the statues of his fathers.
But the image of Apollon he set up outside the city, by the 
41roadside.’ (MX 11.49) No temple has been discovered to 
date at Artaxata; presumably, it was one of the first build­
ings to be converted to a church in the 4th century after the
conversion of Tiridates. Reference is made by Agathangelos
42to the 'Sun-gate1 of the city (Arm. Areg durn); this prob­
ably faced south, for where the Arm. text of para. 206 reads
3nd durn harawoy ’by the south gate’, the Gk. version has
_ _ _ _ 43
tes heliakes pyles '(by) the Sun-gate'. The Sun is an
important object of veneration for Zoroastrians as the 
greatest of the luminaries of heaven, and Armenian Zoroas­
trians of later centuries were to be identified as 1 Children
of the Sun', perhaps because of their conspicuous worship of 
44it, so it is likely that the name of the gate was intended 
to reflect the Zoroastrian piety of the king, as well as the 
radiance of his glory.
Although no temples have been found, a number of arte­
facts of religious significance have come1to light. Bronze
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figurines of eagles may represent xVar8nah, and similar
statuettes have been discovered in neighboring Cappadocia and
45m  other regions of Armenia. A number of terra-cotta
figurines depict a woman with a draped headdress who is
seated on a throne nursing at her breast a young, naked boy
who stands with his back to the viewer. This scene, which
is attested^also in stone to the west in Armenia, near 
vc c vC nk us, is undoubtedly the ancient Asianic Great Mother,
Cybele, with the infant Attis, probably equated by the Ar-
— 46menians with Nane or Anahit and Ara. A small bas-relief
depicts a young woman resembling Aphrodite undressing beneath 
a rounded arch supported on either side by pillars. The man­
ner of portrayal of the woman is Greek, although the archi­
tectural details are Oriental, and the Armenians tended to 
identify in texts their own goddess Astiik with Aphrodite.
The composition of the scene and the style of the pillars, 
arch, and drapery— though/ to be certain, not the activity 
of the lady— are strikingly similar in a stone bas-relief of 
the Virgin Mary as Intercessor, a fragment of a 14th-century
Deiosis from the Church of the Mother of God of the Monastery 
47of Spitakawor.
Twenty-eight terra-cotta bas-reliefs have been found in 
Artaxata which depict a rider in Parthian dress on horseback, 
in side or three-quarter view. Nearly identical figurines 
have been found in large numbers in Iran from the Parthian 
period, and in parts of Syria and Mesopotamia which became
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part of the Arsacid empire late in the second century B.C.
» « V CStaviskn, Xac atryan and others have suggested that these
4 8objects were of religious significance. The figure may 
represent the yazata Mithra, it is suggested, for this most 
prominent god represented the Sun, and there is abundant evi­
dence to link horses to the cult of the Sun, either as sacri­
fices or as symbols, in both Iran and Armenia from Achaemenian 
49times. Such an explanation would be supported also by the
Armenian epic of Sasun, in which Mher sits on horseback in
50his cave at Van. The image of a rider god is not unusual 
for the period or area. A number of iconographic concepts, 
such as the eagles and star mentioned above, or the demonic 
figure with snakes at his shoulders discussed in the preced­
ing chapter, seem to have come to Armenia and western Iran 
from Syria and northern Mesopotamia. In Palmyrene bas- 
reliefs, a number of gods are shown mounted on horses or
51camels, frequently carrying the paraphernalia of battle.
Mithra (Clas. Arm. Mihr, Mediaeval Arm. Mher) was identified 
by Arm. writers with the Greek god of fire, Hephaistos, and 
had been associated since earliest times secondarily with the 
Sun, the greatest visible fire of all. The importance of his 
cult in Armenia is eloquently attested in the very fact that 
the generic Armenian word for a non-Christian place of wor­
ship, mehean, contains his name. The cult of Mihr was appar­
ently eclipsed in the Arsacid period by that of Vahagn, as
52we shall see subsequently, but it is plausible that the
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figure on horseback may represent him. One example from the
period in which horses most likely represent the Sun may be
cited here. The reverse of a silver tetradrachm of the
Artaxiad king Artawazd II (56-34 B.C.) depicts a crowned
charioteer driving a four-horse chariot left, and holding the
53reins with his left hand. One recalls the dedicatory in­
scription in Greek at Armawir discussed in the preceding 
chapter, which refers to a four-horse chariot and near which 
there was cut a slot in which a bronze pinakion was to be 
inserted. It was also noted that a plague with such a
chariot was found at Dodona. Although Mithra may not be the 
54driver, the Sun in the Avesta is described as aurvat.aspa-
A
55'having swift horses'.
Having mentioned above one coin of Artawazd, we may 
continue with a discussion of the coinage of the Artaxiad 
dynasty. The Orontid kings of Armenia minted very few coins, 
and the Armenian Arsacids appear not to have struck any 
issues at all; the latter used Roman and Parthian coins, and 
no convincing explanation has yet been presented for their 
failure to mint their own, for there were long periods during 
their nearly 40 0-year reign when Armenia enjoyed such sover­
eignty as would have justified their doing so. The issue of 
coins is attested, however, for the entire period of the 
Artaxiad dynasty, and attests to the wealth, commercial 
development, and administrative organisation of the Armenian 
state. The coins of the Artaxiad kings are important for our
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purpose as a source of information on religion, for they 
depict various mountains, trees, animals, symbols and human 
figures (the latter presumably representations of gods) which 
are probably of religious significance. Unlike the later 
Ku¥ans in Bactria, the Armenians unfortunately did not pro­
vide on their coins the names of the gods shown, so explana­
tions of the significance of a scene, or identifications of
figures, cannot be offered with complete certainty.
* cArak elyan published and dated to 183 B.C. a coin or
medal with the inscription ARTAXIS(A)TON M(E)TR(O)P(Q)L(EOS)
56'of the capital of (the people of) Artaxata'. There is 
shown a winged Nike who holds a wreath in her upraised right 
hand. The figure appears on Armenian coins throughout the 
period. The depiction is Hellenistic in style? if it repre­
sents a female yazata, it is impossible to tell which is in­
tended. A copper coin with a head of Zariadres (labelled in 
Gk. ZADRI-ADQU) has a thunderbolt on the reverse and the in­
scription BASILEQS BASILEQN '(of the) king of kings'.^ 
Neither Zariadres the father of Artaxias nor Zariadres the 
strategos of Sophene would have been likely to use such a 
title, so Bedoukian dismisses the coin as a forgery. The 
title was used only by Tigran II and his successors, a cen­
tury later, so the forgery may have been done then. The sym­
bol of the thunderbolt may be associated with Aramazd, who is 
referred to by Xorenacci with the epithet ampropayin 'of the
thunder'; elsewhere in Asia Minor we find the cult of Zeus
5 8keraunios 'Zeus of the thunder'.
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A copper coin of Artaxias I (189-6 3 B.C.) shows an
eagle on the reverse turned left and perched on the summit
of a mountain. A similar coin struck late in the first cen-
59tury B.C. has been found from Cappadocia; the mountain on
the latter is undoubtedly Argaeus, near Mazaca, which was
6 0worshipped as. sacred. The eagle recalls the figurines from
Arta^at and elsewhere, which show an eagle atop a cone or
stepped pyramid. In this case, the mountain shown is probably
Ararat, which towers magnificently over Artaxata. The eagle,
which must represent either a divinity or the glory of the
61king, is also found alone on later coins? a small copper
coin, attributed by Bedoukian to Tigran II although possibly
a jugate issue (two profiles are clearly visible on the
obverse), shows on the reverse two mountain peaks, this time
without an eagle, the mountain on the left the lower of the
two. Above the peaks is the trace of a legend with the
letters -ISAR visible. Bedoukian identified the mountain
6 2peaks as those of Argaeus, but it is more likely that they 
are Great and Little Ararat. The fragmentary legend may con­
tain the Armenian word sar ’head, mountain1, probably a Mir.
6 3loan-word, often suffixed to the name of a mountain.
A copper coin of Tigran I (123-96 B.C.) shows a male 
figure on the reverse seated to left on a throne and resting
his left hand on a sceptre. The figure in Hellenistic issues
. - 64 .represents Zeus Nikephoros, and may have been identified by
the Armenians with Aramazd. Modern Armenian scholars have
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suggested that the Hellenistic figure of Tyche— the personifi
cation of Fortune— on the reverse of the coins of Tigran II
(95-56 B.C.) represents the yazata Anahit, here depicted as
6 5the goddess of the river Araxes. But this identification, 
too, is pure conjecture, for the Tyche is found in Hellenis­
tic iconography elsewhere.
On copper coins of Tigran II and Tigran IV (8-5 B.C.) 
the figure of the Greek god Herakles is clearly shown. The
muscular, naked divinity leans on a club or spear, and holds 
6 6a lion skin. There seems little reason to doubt that this 
is meant to represent Vahagn, the yazata of strength and vic­
tory, for the depiction of the god is precise, and the cult
of the yazata was of enormous importance to the Armenian 
6 7royal family.
The cypress tree was and remains sacred to Zoroastrians
and such a tree appears to be depicted on a coin of Tigran 
6 8IV. Tigran II and his successors issued coins with a pic-
69ture of an elephant on the reverse; Hannibal had used these
in fighting Rome, with well-known and disastrous results, and
the Sasanians were to employ elephants at the battle of
Avarayr against the Christian Armenian forces of Vardan
70Mamikonean m  A.D. 451. It is probably from the east 
rather than the Carthaginian west that the Armenians learned 
of the creatures, for Arm. p il 'elephant' is a loan-word 
from Mir.^
Although Artaxias himself erected boundary steles with 
inscriptions in the Aramaic alphabet, all the coins of the
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dynasty are in Greek only. The coins of the predecessors of
Tigran II have the title BASILEOS MEGALOU 1(of the) great
king1, a title we shall see in Sasanian epigraphy as wuzurg
sah, an office lesser than that of the sahan sah 'king of
kings', Gk. basileus basileon, which title Tigran II and his
72successor Artawazd II (56-34 B.C.) used on their coins. 
Following a custom widespread in both the Hellenistic and 
Iranian worlds, the Artaxiad kings deified themselves: 
Artawazd II and Tigran III (20-8 B.C.) bear the epithets 
THEIOU ' (of the) divine1 or THEOU 1 (of the) god1 . ^  A more 
modest, but equally widespread appellation, PHILHELLENOS, is 
found on the coins of Tigran I (123-9 6 B.C.) and his 
successors.
The need felt by an independent monarch of the east to 
declare himself a lover of Greek culture is an indication of 
the profound influence of Hellenism upon a country which, as 
we have seen, generally escaped conquest and colonisa-y.on by 
the successors of Alexander. The advance of commerce, the 
centralisation of government, and the evidence of Greek style 
in coinage all are part of the cosmopolitanism of the Hellen­
istic world. As the word implies, a man's polis was now the 
cosmos, the whole world. The direct democracy that had 
sufficed to govern the relatively intimate, compact community 
of the old Greek polis was replaced by vast bureaucracies; 
the local agora became a web of international trade routes, 
and the koine, the common language of this new world was
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Greek. It was only natural that the Artaxiad monarchs should 
declare themselves philhellenes, yet it must not be thought 
that their religious beliefs ceased to be what they had been 
of old: staunchly Zoroastrian. For religion was perhaps
the most unsatisfactory facet of the otherwise shining jewel 
of Hellenic culture. We have seen how Plato had looked 
towards Armenia and Iran in his metaphysical quest, and 
Alexander himself had paid homage to the gods of the various 
ancient Oriental nations he conquered. Greek religion 
offered no cosmological, eschatological or theological vision 
comparable to the faith of the Iranians. Its gods were petty, 
capricious and often local; the souls of good and bad men 
alike went down to a dreary world of shades; and no redemp­
tion or perfection might be hoped for. It is unlikely indeed 
that the Armenians, so zealous in other respects in defence 
of their national traditions, should have succumbed to such 
a dispiriting and primitive religion, even if they had been 
asked to. There is no evidence of Greek proselytism, and if 
anything the direction of religious influence was from east 
to west, culminating in the victory of an Oriental mystery 
cult, Christianity.
Thus, the presence of various aspects of Hellenistic
culture in Armenia neither contradict nor challenge the
assertion of Strabo, who lived in the last years of the
Artaxiad dynasty, that the Armenians and Medes performed all
74the religious rituals of the Persians. And the political
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ties between Armenia and Iran that had been shattered at
Gaugamela were soon to be restored.
Since the mid-3rd century B.C., the Arsacid dynasty of
Parthia had been gradually advancing westwards across Iran,
reconquering the provinces which had been ruled since the
time of Alexander by the descendants of Seleucus. Mithra-
dates I (171-138 B.C.) extended his domains to Media, and
Mithradates II (123-87) advanced to the Euphrates, taking
hostage the young prince Tigran, who was to become king of
75Armenia m  96 B.C. To the northwest of Armenia was the 
kingdom of Pontus, a fertile strip of land between the Black 
Sea on the north and the rugged chain of the Paryadres on 
the south. This land early in the 3rd century B.C. had be­
come independent of Seleucid rule, and its kings, all of whom 
bore Iranian names, had embarked upon a policy of conquest: 
Pharnaces I ca. 185 invaded Cappadocia, and Mithradates VI
of Pontus ca. 120 B.C. seized Lesser Armenia, a region to
7 6the west and north of the upper Euphrates. In 9 6 B.C.,
the Parthian Arsacids installed Tigran on the throne of his 
ancestors.
In the administration of Tigran II, there appear to
have been four executive officials or sub-kings called 
v cbdeasx-k . The institution, it is suggested, was probably
77 78Seleucid, but- the word is a loan from Mir., and it is
recalled that Mithradates II of Parthia (d. 87 B.C.) is shown
in a bas-relief at Behistun with his four principal officials,
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of whom the chief was called satrap of satraps, and the other
79three simply satraps. This aspect of government may have 
been introduced by Tigran from Parthia. He inherited a rich, 
well-organised state, which, through astute political ma­
noeuvres and audacious military campaigns he proceeded to 
transform into an empire.^
Tigran's first acts as king were to annex Sophene, 
bringing to an end the Zariadrid dynasty. At the same time, 
presumably to avoid hostility from Pontus, he concluded an 
alliance with Mithradates VI (111-63) and married the latter's 
daughter, Cleopatra. Tigran went on to conquer north Syria
and Cilicia; in 91, the Armenian generals Mithraas and Bagoas
81attacked Cappadocia; by 83, Tigran had conquered the great
Syrian city-of Antioch; and in the 70's his forces advanced
8 2as far as Ptolemais in Phoenicia, Ca. 82-81 B.C. Tigran
8 3founded a new capital, Tigranocerta (Arm. Tigranakert ) on 
the river Nikephorion (Tk. Parkin Su). The king deported 
people of the various conquered territories to the new city, 
and Plutarch in his Life of Lucullus notes that when the 
Romans conquered the city scarcely ten years after its 
foundation, the Greeks there revolted against the 'bar­
barians' who remained. Not all the inhabitants of Tigrano­
certa were so hostile; one Metrodoros, surnamed misoromaios
84'the Roman-hater', wrote a history of Tigran's reign.
The Armenian empire was short-lived. Tigran's rapid 
military advances alarmed the Romans, and Pompey in 6 6 B.C.
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forced Tigran to cede most of the territories he had seized, 
but left him king of Armenia.85 Although three of Tigran’s 
six children had been wedded to members of the Parthian royal 
family, Tigran had not hesitated to seize a large area of 
disputed territory in Atropatene and to assume the title 
'king of kings1 (which he was forced to relinquish by Pompey) 
His son, also named Tigran, who had married the daughter of 
the Parthian Arsacid king Phraates III, was persuaded by the 
Parthians to attempt to seize power from his father, and 
mounted an unsuccessful attack on Artaxata. Although Tigran1 s 
successor, Artawazd II (5 6-34 B.C.), was to mend and strength 
en relations with Parthia, Rome had realised the strategic 
importance of Armenia and was to play an active role in the 
affairs of the country for centuries to come.
With the advent of Tigran, Armenia became a major bone 
of contention in international politics, and the names of a 
number of Armenian noblemen and generals were recorded by 
Classical historians and other writers. Certain of these 
names deserve our attention, as they bear testimony to as­
pects of Armenian religion in the period. The name Tigran 
itself is Iranian, and the epic exploits of an ancient Tigran 
were blended with the deeds of the Artaxiad king, as we have 
seen in the last chapter. The memory of Tigran as an epic 
hero survived long into the Christian period. An Armenian 
Christian philosopher, called David the Invincible or Thrice- 
Great (Gk. aniketos, trismegistos; Arm. anyaltc, eramec), who
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was born in the late 5th century and belonged to the School 
of Alexandria, wrote a work in Greek called 'Definitions of 
Philosophy1 which was translated into Classical Armenian, 
probably not long afterwards. In the Armenian text, there 
are explanatory interpolations, as well as substitutions for 
certain Greek proper names of Armenian ones more likely to 
be familiar to the reader. At one point, for instance, the
Q  —  Q  —     ’
translation mentions zAt enaye, t e i glxoyn Aramazday cnaw
'Athena, who was born from the head of Aramazd*; Aramazd has
8 6been substituted for Zeus. At another point the text reads 
Isk ¥arunak kcanakn occ kare an¥pcotcabar zanazan tesaks
Qndunel, vasn zi mom, or e sarunak kcanak, c— c —et e ok steicane
zna 9st Tigranay kerparanin., occ kare ayl kerparan sndunel,
,c- vc . v et e oc yarajagoyn l bacc eicani: apa etc- vc v c ,c e oc sp ot umn
lini. 'But a continuous quantity cannot receive without con­
fusion various shapes, for i^one makes a wax candle, which 
is a continuous quantity, in the form of Tigran, it cannot
take on another form unless the previous one is effaced. If
8 7it is not, confusion results.' In the Greek original is
8 8found not Tigran, but the Homeric hero Hector, the doomed 
defender of Troy against the Achaeans. The learned Armenian 
translator would certainly have known at least that Hector 
was a great hero whose country went to its doom with his 
defeat; perhaps he had this in mind when he substituted 
Tigran, or else he merely replaced the Trojan warrior with a 
figure of comparable fame in the epic traditions of his own 
nation.
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We find mentioned by Lucullus the name of Tigran’s 
89brother, Guras. An Armenian prince of the Marzpetuni
naxarar family named Gor lived during the reign of the
Bagratid king A§ot III the Merciful in the 10th century,^
and both Justi and A2?arean connect the two names with Arm.
gor, goroz 'proud'. It is possible, however, that the name
is Iranian, and to be connected with Mir. gor 'onager, wild
ass', cf. Bahram V, called Gor', a Sasanian king of the 5th 
91century. The hunt was central to the lives of Iranian and 
Armenian kings, and the wild boar (Arm. kin^ ? or Mir. loan­
word varaz, symbol of the yazata Vahagn and of the Armenian
92 vArsacid house ) and onager (Arm. isavayri, lit. 'wild ass')
are the two animals mentioned in a pre-Christian Armenian
legend cited by Xorenacci on Artawazd, who meets his perdi-
93tion while hunting.
In 1913, the British Museum acquired three parchment 
documents found at Avroman, in Persian Kurdistan. The first 
two are in Greek and the third is in Parthian; all three re­
late to a deed of sale of a plot of land with a vineyard, and
9 4apparently were written m  the 1st century B.C. According 
to the first document, in Greek, Tigran had a wife and daugh­
ter named Ariazate, who married Arsakes Epiphanes, i.e., 
probably the Parthian Mithradates II here called by the name
of the eponymous founder of the dynasty with an epithet mean-
95ing 'manifest (divinity)', ca. 88 B.C. The deification of 
kings is familiar from the inscriptions on Artaxiad coins,
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discussed above; we shall have occasion shortly to discuss 
the institution of next-of-kin marriage attested here. The 
name Ariazate is clearly composed of two Iranian elements,
OIr. arya- 'Iranian1 and the suffix -zat 'born, i.e., son or 
daughter of'. A proper name of similar form from the same 
period is found in an inscription on a silver bowl found at
a burial site in Sisian (in the southeastern Arm. SSR; called
. c . 96Siwnik or Sisakan m  the period under discussion ). The
site is an enclosure made of blocks of stone, containing a
sarcophagus of clay; the construction is of a type that would
have prevented corpse matter from polluting the earth of
Sp^nta Armaiti, and it is possible therefore that it is a
97Zoroastnan site. Coins of the 2nd-lst century B.C. were 
found, the latest of the Parthian king Orodes II (57-37 B.C.); 
this provides a terminus ante quern for the date of the in­
humation. The inscription on the bowl, which is 6.3 cm.
high, with an upper diameter of 16 cm., reads, rmbk znh
9 8rhszt mtql ksp m[*h] z [wzyn] 'This *bowl belongs to 
v
Arakhszat, silver weight 100 drachmas.1 Inscriptions in Ara­
maic on other luxurious objects such as a glass, spoon",’ and
lazurite tray have been found from the 1st century B.C. at 
99Artaxata, so the practice of incising such inscriptions
must have been fairly common in Armenia at the time. It is
likely also that the owner of the bowl was an Armenian, for 
the first part of the name, Jrhs *Arakhs, appears to be a
™  V
form of the name of the river Araxes, attested with metathesis
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of the last consonants in 5th-century Arm. as Erasx. The 
name would mean 'Born of the Araxes'.
The name Ariazate would mean, similarly, 'Daughter of 
an Iranian'. Iranians— and Zoroastrians particularly— divided 
the world into seven ke¥vars or 'climes'. In the central 
ke¥var of Xwanirah, the one inhabited by men, people could be 
either arya- or an-arya- ’Iranian' or 'non-Iranian'. In the 
Sasanian period, the king of kings ruled subjects of both
» C V “"groups, and m  the works of Xorenac i, Elise and other Classi­
cal Armenian historians, his was the court Areacc ew Anareacc
c c('of the Iranians and non-Iranians', nom. Arik ew Anarik ).
The Armenian Christians clearly regarded themselves as non-
, c cIranians, for to P awstos Biwzand the gund Areac 'army of
the Iranians' was a troop of foreign invaders, and for Eznik 
the azgn ariakan 'Iranian nation' was an alien people.100
But the distinction between Eran and Aneran is a com­
plex matter. Akopov and Grantovskii have argued that in the 
works of Strabo and Pliny certain tribes of speakers of 
Iranian languages are called non-Iranian, whilst other 
peoples who were not speakers of Iranian languages are in­
cluded as Iranians. D*yakonov suggested that the term may 
have meant 1Zoroastrian', having a religious rather than an 
ethnic sense.101 The Parthian Arsacid king Gotarzes II 
(ca. A.D. 40-51), who ruled an empire inhabited by the multi­
farious peoples who were later to be subjects of the 
Sasanians, refers to himself in a Greek inscription simply 
as Goterzes basileus basileon Areanon hyos Geo (ke)kaloumenos
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Artabanou 1Gotarzes king of kings of the Iranians, son of Gew
10 2called Artabanos1, It seems doubtful that all the sub­
jects of the Arsacid king were considered Areanoi, though, 
and it is not known who was, and who was not.
The Sasanians divided the known world into four parts: 
the land of the Turks; the area between Rome and the Copts 
and Berbers; the lands of the blacks, from the Berbers to 
India; and Persia— according to the Letter of Tansar, a docu­
ment attributed to the chief herbad of Ardeslr I (A.D. 22 6-41) 
which has come down to us, however, in a late translation in 
which many additions or changes were probably made. In the 
Letter, Persia is defined as stretching 'from the river- of 
Balkh up to the furthermost borders of the land of 
A.Sarbaigan and of Persarmenia, and from the Euphrates and
the land of the Arabs up to 5man and Makran and thence to
- 103Kabul and Toxanstan. ’ Although Persian Armenia here is
104included m  Iran, the reference does not necessarily indi­
cate that the Armenians were considered Iranian, for Arab 
territories, also, are part of the kingdom as described above.
Sasanian epigraphic material offers little help. The 
inscription of Sabuhr I on the KaCaba-yi Zardu^t records his 
conquest of Armenia, which became part of Eransahr; his sons 
Hormizd-Ardasir and Narseh both ruled Armenia subsequently 
with the title of 'great king1 (familiar to us from the
BASILEOS MEGALOU of Artaxiad coinage, see above), each before
105his accession to the throne of the king of kings itself.
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In his contemporary inscription at the same site, the high
priest Kartir declared that he had set in order the fire
temples of Armenia, Georgia, Caucasian Albania and Balasagan,
10 6and had appointed Magi to administer them. We shall see
that Arsacid Armenia was to be regarded as the second domain 
of the Arsacid house after Iran itself, a position of privi­
lege which may indicate that Armenia was indeed regarded as 
an Iranian land. Kartir*s testimony shows that in the 3rd 
century there were also Zoroastrians there. Yet in the in­
scription of Narseh at Paikuli, A.D. 29 3, reference is made 
twice to departing from Armenia to Eransahr; the obvious 
inference is that Armenia was considered a separate country.
The Christian Armenians naturally wished to be con- 
sidered anarik , for it seems that the Sasanian authorities 
treated non-Iranians who were not Zoroastrians, such as the 
Jews of Mesopotamia, with considerably more tolerance than 
they did Iranians who converted to Christianity. In the 
Syriac martyrologies of the Sasanian period, most cases in­
volve converts to Christianity with Persian names. As Gray 
noted, ’Christianity has always been a proselytising religion, 
Zoroastrianism, in the Sasanian period and subsequently, has 
not been; and although the Mazdeans were, on the whole, rather 
indifferent to other religions so long as these did not inter­
fere with their own, they could scarcely remain unconcerned
10 8by proselytising directed against themselves.1 In the
Armenian martyrologies of the naxarars Atom Gnuni and
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v * vManacihr Rstuni, who were executed during the reign of
Yazdagird II (438-57), the two are not accused by reason of
their own beliefs, but because they came from Armenia to
109Ctesiphon to convert others. According to the Chronicle
of Arbela, the Jews and Manichaeans stirred up agitation 
against the Christians by informing king ^abuhr II (309-79) 
that Catholicos Simon had converted prominent Magians to his 
faith, undoubtedly well aware that this was a charge to 
which the Zoroastrians would react with particular sensitivity.
Although the Sasanians made repeated attempts to con­
vert the Armenian Christians to Zoroastrianism, most notably 
in the proselytising campaign which culminated in the war of 
451 chronicled by Eiise, adherents of other faiths were also 
persecuted. Kartir recorded with satisfaction that he had 
suppressed a number of different faiths, including Chris­
tianity and Buddhism, in Iran, and the Jews received with
trepidation the news of the overthrow of the Arsacids in 
111226. The fears of the latter were justified: Yazdagird II
forbade observance of the Sabbath, and his successor Peroz, 
according to Hamza Isfahani, massacred half the Jews of 
Spahan on the pretext of a rumour that they had flayed two 
herbads; their children were impressed into the service of 
the fire temple of Sros Aduran in the nearby village of 
Harvan.112
It is probably no coincidence that the above instances 
of persecution coincided with the period of the most virulent
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campaign in Armenia. In Elise’s account/ the stated purpose 
of the Sasanians is not so much to return Armenian backsliders 
to their old religion as to convert all the peoples of the
Empire to the Mazdean faith; the Magi address Yazdagird II
- C C V c crn the following speech: Ark ay k a], astuack n etun k ez
— c C C VC VCzterut iwnd ew zyalt ut iwn: ew oc m e  karawt en marmnawor
C C c— — qmecut ean, bayc et e i mi awrens darjuc anes zamenayn azgs
*" C C V V cew azins, or en 1 terut ean k um: yaynzam ew asxarhn Yunac
hnazandeal mtcce Ond awrinawkc kcovkc. 1 Brave king, the gods
gave you your dominion and victory, nor have they any want of
corporeal greatness, except that you turn to one law all the
nations and races that are in your dominion; then the country
113of the Greeks also will submit to your law.1 By ’law1
— c
(Arm.. awren-k ) is meant here the Zoroastrian religion?
c 'P awstos uses the word to mean Christianity in another con- 
114text. Although the campaign of the Sasanians against the
Armenians is the most important and vigorously prosecuted 
episode of their policy, this is so most probably because 
Armenia was the most influential of the various countries in 
the Sasanian orbit, and because Christianity was the only 
minority religion of the Empire which was also the official 
cult of a militant and hostile power. It cannot be suggested 
with certainty, therefore, that the Sasanians perceived the 
Armenians as part of Eran, or that they were particularly 
anxious to reconvert the Armenians because of this.
After this rather lengthy excursus, we return to the 
name Ariazate. It is unlikely that Tigran was ignorant of
124
the meaning of the name he bestowed upon his daughter. In
neighboring Cappadocia, a country where Zoroastrianism sur-
115vived at least down to the 4th century A.D., and whose
116language bears the influence of Zoroastrian vocabulary,
the Iranised kings bore names such as Ariaratha, Ari(ar)amnes,
and Ariobarzanes, which contain the element arya-? Diodorus
117Siculus mentions two Armenian kings named Ariamnes. It is
reasonable to suppose that the similarly Iranised Tigran, who
was, one recalls, raised in Parthia, considered himself an
arya- by faith and heritage, for his ancestor Artaxias, as we
have been, claimed to be an Orontid, and the Orontids of
Commagene in the time of Tigran still boasted of their
Achaemenian forbears. If this supposition is correct, then
the name he gave to his daughter is the only evidence we have
that the Armenians once regarded themselves as ari-kc.
Outside the immediate family of Tigran, the names of
several of his commanders are noteworthy. An Armenian
cavalry commander named Naimanes or Nemanes fought under
Mithradates VI of Pontus; the same man is also referred to 
119as Menophanes. Justi explained the name as Iranian, con-
_ ]_20 taining the elements nev 'brave' and man 'mind, spirit'.
It is also possible that the name is a form of the Iranian
-  -  121 name Nariman, with the element nairya- 'manly'. The names
of Mithraas and Bagoas have already been mentioned; the name
122of the latter is found also in the form Magoas, and the 
name of the Armenian governor of Cilicia and northern Syria
125
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is variously attested as Magadates and Bagadates. The
latter form is interesting in that it appears to predate the
introduction into Armenian of the northwestern Mir. form
Bagarat with the change of original intervocalic -d- to -r-
124that is so abundantly common in Arm. loan-words from Mir.
It may be that this form of the name is a survival of OP.; 
other possible such survivals were noted in the preceding 
chapter.
In 56 B.C., Tigran died and was succeeded by his son,
Artawazd II. Like his father, the new king was a philhellene,
an accomplished Greek poet whose works were still read at the
125time of Plutarch, m  the 2nd century A.D. His Hellenistic
culture notwithstanding, Artawazd's policies were generally
pro-Parthian and anti-Roman; we shall discuss in a later
chapter the famous episode in which the head of the defeated
Crassus was brought in to the marriage feast of Artawazd's
daughter and the Parthian crown prince Pacorus during a reci-
12 6tation of the Bacchae of Euripides. Parthian-Armenian
relations suffered with the death of Pacorus I in 38 B.C. and 
the coronation of the other son of Orodes II, Phraates IV 
(ca. 3 8-2 B.C.). The Armenians, alarmed by the murderous 
policies of the latter towards his own family and the Par­
thian nobility, were reluctantly forced to side with Rome, 
for the exiled Parthian leader of the nobles, Monaeses, hoped 
to rid the kingdom of Phraates with the help of Mark Antony. 
When the Roman campaign met with failure, Artawazd renounced
12 6
the alliance; he was subsequently seized by Mark Antony and
taken to Alexandria in 34 B.C. There he was paraded in the
Roman general's triumph, imprisoned, and finally murdered
three years later. The Romans ravaged Armenia, sacking the
temple of Anahit in Acilisene. Artawazd1s son, Artaxias,
who had fled to Parthia, was enabled to return to Armenia in
30 B.C.; he was murdered ten years later by his brother
Tigran III, who had been raised in Rome and was supported by
a pro-Roman faction in Armenia. In 8 B.C., the latter died
127and hrs son Tigran IV assumed the throne.
From 2 B.C. to A.D. 1, Tigran IV reigned jointly with
his sister and queen, Erato, and jugate coins depicting the
12 8regnal couple were struck. One coin in the Hermitage at
Leningrad bears the legend BASILEUS BASILE5N TIGRANES on one
side, with a portrait of the king; and ERATO BASILEQS
TIGRANQU ADELPHE, with the likeness of his queen, on the 
12 9other. The practice of next-of-kin marriage, called in
Avestan xVaetvadaOa-, was important in the Zoroastrian faith
in historical times, and is mentioned in the last section of
130the doxology, Yasna 12.9. This practice, which is first
attested in Iran with the marriage of Cambyses in the 6th 
century B.C. to two of his full sisters, is mentioned as 
characteristically Magian by a Greek writer, Xanthos of 
Lydia, who was a contemporary of Herodotus. The practice 
therefore goes back to the early Achaemenian period, and 
would have featured in Zoroastrianism by the time the teachings
12 7
of the faith reached Armenia. It is possible that the west­
ern Iranians adopted next-of-kin marriage from Elam or Ana­
tolia; the practice of consanguineous marriages is well known
131m  both places. But it seems possible also that the cus­
tom may have developed amongst eastern Iranians far removed 
from these foreign cultures, for, as we have seen, it has an 
Avestan name. The possibility exists, therefore, that the 
Armenians adopted the practice from their neighbours in Asia 
Minor, and not as part of Zoroastrianism, but by the time of 
Tigran IV the Armenians were so steeped in Iranian cultural 
and religious tradition that his marriage must have been re­
garded as a fulfillment of the pious obligation of 
xvaetvada9a-, and wholly Zoroastrian in character, regardless
of its origin for the Armenians. The marriage is recorded in
132A.D. 2 of the Parthian king Phraataces to his mother Musa,
and Tacitus wrote that neither Tigran nor his children reigned
long, 'though, according to the custom of foreign nations,
they took partners of the throne and marriage bed from among 
133themselves.' The historian does not tell us which foreign
nations are meant, but there was before him the example of 
the Parthians at nearly the same time.
The practice of xVaetvada9a- must have survived for a 
long time to come amongst the Armenians, if one is to judge 
from the frequency and vehemence of the condemnations of it 
that issue from the pens of historians and clerics. St.
Nerses I the Great in A.D. 365 at the ecclesiastical council
12 8
of Astisat established for the Armenians canons governing
marriage which forbade the practice of xvaetvada9a-. These
canons are allotted detailed treatment by both Pcawstos and 
c 134Xorenac i , and Garso'ian has suggested that such attention
135indicates how seriously the issue was regarded. Although
the council of Astisat di.d not prescribe any penalty for 
those who persisted in the practice of xvaetvada9a-, perhaps 
because it was in no position to dictate to the powerful 
naxarars it implicated (they maintained the practice, it is
136.
explained, to preserve property within the family), later 
canons are more severe. One recommends, Or kin arne zmayr
Q  —  Q
kam zdustr, i hur ayrec ek znosa 'He who takes to wife his
137mother or daughter— burn ye them in a fire.1 We shall
have occasion to note that the very St Basil who consecrated
St Nerses as bishop shortly before the council of A^tisat^
attacked the 'nation of the Magousaioi' in Cappadocia for
138their 'illegal marriages'. It appears that the Church
failed to eradicate consanguineous marriage in Armenia, for
we find the practice condemned in the Datastanagirkc 'Law
Book' of Mxitcar Go¥ (d. A.D. 1 2 1 3 ) . Remarkably, 
v —x aetvada9a- persisted down to the eve of the Russian Revolu­
tion amongst the Armenian meliks of the Caucasus, dynasts who 
perserved something of the ancient naxarar system in their
remote mountain domains. In the village of Alighamar of the
. . c —district of Surmalu, the melik Vrt anes married two women.
By the first he had a daughter, Arpcenik; by the second he
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140had a son, Garegin. The boy and girl were later married.
Marriages between first cousins were common in Surmalu, and
even in cosmopolitan Tiflis a case was recorded in which two
141brothers married their two sisters.
With the death of Tigran IV, the royal line of the
c\
Artaxiads ended. Erato was apparently allowed by Rome to re­
main on the throne for a time, perhaps to placate the Ar­
menians, who rebelled against the various candidates the
Romans placed on the throne, even though all were of local
origin, coming from the royal stock of neighboring countries. 
From ca. A.D. 11-16 the Parthian prince Vonones held the 
Armenian throne. Although he was regarded by the Parthians 
as a Roman puppet, his Arsacid lineage seems to have induced, 
the Armenians to accept him, for a time. In A.D. 16, they
rebelled, and he was forced to flee.
In A.D. 18, Rome installed Zeno, son of Polemon, king 
of Pontus. It is recorded of the young man that he had ’imi­
tated the manners and customs of the Armenians, and by hunting
and banquets and all else in which barbarians indulge had won
142the attachment of nobles and commoners alike.1 Zeno
assumed the dynastic name Artaxias, and gained acceptance.
At his death, the Parthian king Artabanus III declared his 
intention to expand the borders of the Arsacid Empire to 
rival the ancient states of Cyrus and Alexander. He was fore­
stalled by the Romans, however, from making Armenia an appa­
nage of the Iranian crown; the Romans had formed an alliance
130
with the Iberians, the neighbours of Armenia to the north,
and their king, Pharasmanes, sent his brother Mithradates to
become king of Armenia. The Armenians rebelled against
143Mithradates; the uprising was led by one Demonax.
Although Rome was to pursue for centuries to come its 
policy of interference in Armenian affairs, the sympathies 
of the Armenians lay with Iran, a country whose religion and 
way of life were familiar to them. In A.D. 51, Vologases 
assumed the throne of the Arsacids. The younger of his two 
brothers, Tiridates, was made king of Armenia, although it 
was Nero, the Roman emperor, who was to give him the crown. 
The Arsacid house in Armenia, indeed, would outlast the 
dynasty in Iran itself by two centuries, but it was to face 
a challenge ultimately far more serious than the glittering 
cohorts of the Roman legions: the humble apostles of Jesus
Christ.
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Notes - 3
1. Pliny, Nat. Hist., VI. 9. Strabo calls the various Arm. 
provinces with the ending -ene eparkhiai, and W. W. Tarn 
suggested that this was a translation of an Arm. term 
rather than a relic of Seleucid administration (Seleucid- 
Parthian Studies, Proceedings of the British Academy,
Vol. 16, London, 1930, 30); the same may probably be 
said of the Latin term regna. Both words may translate 
Arm. a¥xarh, a Mir. loan-word, cf. OIr. x¥a9ra-. The 
meaning of MP. Mahr has the range of world, empire, 
kingdom, country and province (W. B. Henning, 'The Great 
Inscription of sapur I,' BSQS, 1939, 606). The word 
comes from the OIr. base x¥ay- 'rule1, and can apply 
thus to the whole and the parts of a domain.
2. Examples include Painatun and Balahovit, containing the 
ethnic name of the Pala (on tun 'house', see Angel Tun, 
Ch. 11; hovit means 'valley', see AON, 384-5); Mananaii, 
containing Mana (the meaning of -ali here is uncertain; 
see AON, 379) ; Mok-kc and Muk-ankc, with the name of 
the Mu¥ki, or Mycians (see Ch. 1); and Tay-kc, with the 
name of the Taochi, see R. H. Hewsen, 'Introduction to 
Armenian Historical Geography,' REArm, N.S. 13, 1978-79,
82.
3. Strabo, Geog., XI.14.5.
4. Pliny, Nat. Hist., V. 83; C. Toumanoff, Studies in
Christian Caucasian History, Georgetown Univ. Press,
Washington, D. C., 1963, 78; D. Magie, Roman Rule in 
Asia Minor (2 vols.), Princeton, N. J., 1950, II, 1222; 
on the cult of Anahit, see Ch. 7.
5. Magie, op. cit., I, 139-40, 182.
6. Toumanoff, op. cit., 15 3.
7. Strabo, Geog., XI.14.15; see also P. Z. Bedoukian,
Coinage of the Artaxiads of Armenia (Royal Numismatic 
Society Special Publication No. 10), London, 1978, 1-3.
8. See Toumanoff, op. cit., 292-4, who sees in the name of
Artanes, the last Zariadrid king of Sophene (Strabo,
Geog. L XI.14.15), a contraction of the name Eruand/ 
Orontes. More likely it is to be compared to 
Commagenian Gk. Artagnes, the name of an Iranian yazata 
equated with Herakles, from a Mir. form of the name
V yO9raYna- (see our Ch. on Vahagn) . According to 
Markwarr and Andreas, the Arm. proper name Vahan is to 
be derived from Vahagn, the name of the yazata, with
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loss of -g- (HAnjB, V, 9; Hubschmann suggests also a 
possible derivation of the name from Arm. vahan ‘shield’, 
Arm. Gr., 509, but the common noun may have the same 
root as the name of the god, for Av. v?rpera-gan- means 
literally 'to smite an attack/resistance1, which corres­
ponds to the function of a shield; see HAS, IV, 296); 
the form Artanes would attest to such elision in 
another variant of the same name. For a complete king- 
list of the Artaxiad dynasty, see Bedoukian, op. cit.,
2, and H. Manandyan, Erker, I, Erevan, 19 77, 298; for a 
chronology of the major political events of the period 
in Armenia, see H?P, I, 922-4.
9. MX 11.56; for photographs of these, see H?P, I, pi. opp.
5 32, and the separate articles by Perikhanyan et al. 
cited below.
10. W. W. Tarn, Hellenistic Civilisation, London, 1941, 72.
11. The Arm. word for a stele, kotco3:, was derived by Adontz 
from Akkadian kudurru ‘stele, boundary marker1 (see
G. B. Dzhaukyan, 'Ob akkadskikh zaimstvovaniyakh v 
armyanskom yazyke,' P-bH, 1980, 3, 119); this etymology 
is accepted by A. M. Danielyan, !Arta¥es I-i hastatvac 
sahmanakcareri iravakan n¥anakutcyuny,' P-bH, 1977, 3. 
Should the derivation be accurate, it would indicate 
that the institution of boundary markers in Armenia 
predated Artaxias by a millennium. There is no material 
evidence for this, and the steles, taken together with 
other institutions and administrative measures attested 
as innovations of Artanes, must be regarded as Hellenis­
tic. The etymology is poor? in Arm., -rr- or -rn- in 
loan-words is represented as -r-, not as a dark .L, 
whether the original language from which the words are 
adopted by Iranian or Semitic. For instance, the name 
of the north Syrian city of Harran, LXX Gen. XI.32 
Kharran, is found in the 5th century translation of the 
Bible in Arm. as Xaran (see G. Bolognesi, Le fonti 
dialettali degli imprestiti iranici in Armeno, Milan, 
1960, 2 8). The word may be related to Arm. kotc 'handle, 
stem' in the sense of something elongated and upraised, 
cf. Georgian loan-word godol-i 'tower', godl-oba 'to 
rise' (see HAB, II, 614-5) . If a Semitic root is to be 
sought, a form of GPL, cf. Heb. migdal 'tower', is more 
likely than Akkadian kudurru.
12. See M. Rostovtsev, 'Aparanskaya grecheskaya nadpis* 
tsarya Tiridata,' Aniiskaya seriya No. 6, St. Petersburg, 
1911. Nig was a populous region on the river Kcasa±, 
and it has been suggested that the early Arm. Christian 
basilica there was built on the site of a former heathen 
temple (A. Sahinyan, Kcasali bazilikayi ^artarapetutcyun,
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Erevan, 1955). The later name of the place, Aparan (cf. 
0^* apadana-) 'palace' indicates that it must have been 
an administrative centre as well, warranting a royal 
inscription in view of its importance.
13. G. Tiraccyan, 1ArtaSes I-i evs mek noragyut arameakan
arjanagrutcyun,1 P-bH, 1977, 4, 257 line 1 (Spitak);
A. G._Perikhanyan, 1Une Inscription Arameene du Roi 
Artases Trouvee a Zanguezour (Siwnikc),' REArm, N.S. 3, 
1966, 18 line 3 (Zangezur); A. M. Danielyan, op. cit.,
2 41 line 1 (Sevan B).
14. Perikhanyan, op. cit., 19, derives the name Zariadres
from Ir. *zari.aOra- 'golden fire*. Strabo refers to
an Armenian named Ador who commanded the fortress of 
Artagera and was killed by Gaius Caesar (the Arsacid 
queen Pcaranjem would hold the same fortress against 
the Sasanians after the imprisonment of her husband, 
Ar¥ak II, in the 4th century); these events would have 
taken place at the end of the Artaxiad period, ca A.D. 
2-3. The name of the Armenian may be a form of Mir. 
adur 'fire', attested also in Arm. atruS.an 'fire altar1, 
a loan-word from Pth. (see Ir. Nam., 5; Magie, op. cit., 
I, 485; and Ch. 15). The name Zariadres is of Iranian 
origin, for Athenaeus, citing Chares of Mytilene, 
refers to Zariadres, the brother of Hystaspes of Media, 
in recounting the epic romance of Zariadres and Odatis, 
apparently a Median legend. The tale reappears in a 
somewhat altered form in the §ah-name, where the hero
is called Zarer (see M. Boyce'J * Zariadres and Zarer, ' 
BSOAS, 17, 1955, 463-70). Both forms of the name are 
attested in the inscriptions of ArtaXes, and the latter, 
with loss of final -r, is found as Arm. Zareh (cf. the 
toponym Zareh-awan; an earlier form survives in 
Zarerita-kert, Zareri-kert. The place-name Zari-Xat 
'Joy of Zareh (?)' is parallel in form to Arta-Xat 'Joy 
of ArtaXes' to be discussed below, see AON 427-8). A
satisfactory derivation of the name in 1ST: has not been
found (cf. Boyce, above; Arm. Gr., 40, 506; Ir. Nam., 
381-3; and Toumanoff, op. cit., 293 n. 69).
15. A. G. Perikhanyan, 'Arameiskaya nadpis* iz Garni,' P-bH, 
1964, 3, 123-4.
16. W. B. Henning, 'Mani's Last Journey,1 BSOAS, 19 42, 911
n. 2 and BSOS, 9, 848 n. 3.
17. See Chs. 13 and 14 for discussions of Artawazd and the
kca^ fkc.
18. See Ch. 9. This iconographical problem was discussed by 
us in a paper enti-Jrled 'The Eagle of Tigran the Great,1 
delivered at a Symposium- of Arm. Art and Architecture
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held at Columbia University, 2 7 April 19 81. Three 
points of interest to our discussion were made which 
are worth mention here. The concept of xvargnah- as 
represented by two eagles protectively flanking the 
king may be reflected in the design of a Sasanian 
throne with an eagle supporting either side (see A. S. 
Melikian-Chirvani, ’Studies in Sassanian Metalwork, V: 
A_Sassanian Eagle in the Round,1 JRAS, 1969, 1, 2-9). 
Niwagih is presumably seen to inhere in the king himself; 
one notes the decoration on a Roman helmet found at Nawa, 
Syria, which shows a soldier confronted by two eagles, 
their bodies turned away from him, their heads facing 
him (as on Artaxiad tiaras in Armenia), above and behind 
him a winged youth, and above the latter a vastly larger 
youthful bust with rays about the head. The winged youth 
is probably the personification of Victory; the nimbus- 
crowned figure is Helios (corresponding to the Arm. star, 
representing baxt ’fortune’ and the yazata Tir; on the 
pairing of Hermes, the messenger-god like Tir, with 
Helios in Commagene, see our note on Nairyo. sar^ha below). 
The soldier is thus being awarded glory and_fortune for 
his valour (in Arm., kcajutciwn; in Mir., newagih).
Such an interpretation would be reasonable for a helmet 
dedicated to a deceased officer whom his comrades wished 
to honour, and the iconography is attested elsewhere in 
Syria, at Palmyra and Hatra (see Ch. 9). The helmet was 
published by S. Abdul-Hak, 'Les objets decouverts a 
Nawa,' Les annales arch^ologiques de Syrie, 4-5, 1954-55, 
16 8-74 St pi. 4, cited by E. R. Goodenough, Jewish 
Symbols in the Greco-Roman Period, XI { - Bollingen 
Series, Vol. 37), New York, 1964, fig. 141. The symbol 
of the bird and star is still used by the Armenians. An 
embroidered fillet trimmed with a row of coins (worn by 
a woman on her forehead), from Zangezur, 19th-2Oth 
century, shows two birds in side view, to either side 
of a star, which they face (reproduced in S. Lisitsyan, 
Starinnye plyaski i teatral*nye predstavleniya 
armyanskogo naroda, I, Erevan, 1958, pi. 93).
19. This parallel is suggested by Bailey, Zor. Probs., 1971 
ed., xvii.
20. A. Perikhanian, 'Les inscriptions aramlenes du roi 
Artaches,' REArm, N.S. 8, 1971, 171-2.
21. Ibid., 173.
22. On the fravasi-cult, see Ch. 10.
23. See S. Kanayean, ’Amusnakan artakarg erewoytcner,1 
Ararat, Eymiacin, June-July 1917, 518-9, citing genea­
logical tables reconstructed from the legends by
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S. Haykanun, 'Sirin sah u bahr, ' Eminean azgagrakan 
Xolovacu, II, Moscow-ValarSapat, 1901 and 'Bar ak Sah 
ew anu¥ sah,1 Ararat, 1901, and by E. Lalayean, 'Xosrov 
tcagawor,' AH, 14, 1906.
24. H. A. Manandyan, The Trade and Cities of Armenia in 
Relation to Ancient World Trade, Lisbon, 1965, 44.
25. Arm. Gr., 28.
26. AON, 40 8.
27. I. Shifman, 'Gannibal v Armenii,1 P-bH, 19 80, 4, 257-60.
28. Plutarch, Lucullus, 32.
29. On the Arsacid temple and Greek inscription at Garni, 
see Ch. 8.
30. See Ch. 6.
31. See B. N. Arakelyan, 'Osnovnye rezul*taty raskopok 
drevnego Artashata v 19 70-73 godakh,' P-bH, 19 74, 4, 44, 
and J. R. Russell,'Eastern vs. Western Influences in 
Armenian Antiquity,1 The Armenian Mirror-Spectator, 
Boston, Mass., 21 March 1981, 7 (incorporating a report 
delivered by Prof. Arakelyan at Columbia University on
6 March 19 81 on recent finds at the site, some of which 
have not yet been published elsewhere).
• C i32. B. N. Arak elyan, Aknarkner hin Hayastani arvesti 
patmutcyan, Erevan, 1976, pi. 97 (Eros-handle), 98 
(hippocampus).
33. T. Mommsen, Romischen Geschichte, V, Berlin, 1886, 407, 
citing Photius, Epit., X.
34. MX 11.49.
35. Arm. Gr., 304, 308-9, 314.
36. On this word, which probably meant originally 'a place
of Mithra', see Ch. 8.
37. Lit. 'place of the gods', a sacred city founded by the
Orontids; see the preceding Ch.
38. Arm. patker 'image' (from Mir. patkar; the Arm. is used
to translate LXX Gk. eikon in Gen. XXVI.27: Arm. Gr., 7
224) , cf. Sgd. ptkr^y 'image' , as in *bt* *rwr*n mwck* /
pwty ptkr*y wn9y 'He should make seven images of the
Bhaisajyaguru Buddha' (E. Benveniste, Textes Sogdiens,• ■ " ■ ■ ■'
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89, P. 6.135-7, cited by H. W. Bailey, 'The word Bwt in 
Iranian,* BSOS, 6, 2, 1931, 279). G. X. Sargsyan, 
Hellenistakan dara^rjfani Hayastang ev Movses Xorenac in, 
Erevan, 1966, 44, in discussing the passage from MX, 
suggests that patker meant a statue in the round, while 
kur-kc meant bas-relief, and cites the example of the 
hierothesion at Nemrut Da§ in Commagene, where there are 
both statues and bas-reliefs, the latter depicting the 
royal ancestors, according to Sargsyan, and the former 
the images of the gods. But in fact one of the statues 
represents Antiochus himself, who was considered neither 
more nor less a deity than his ancestors (on the deifi­
cation of kings in this period, the 1st century B.C., 
see below). ,Furthermore, the bas-reliefs at Arsameia on 
the Nymphaios nearby clearly depict the yazata Mithra, 
so the distinction Sargsyan proposes to see is of no 
validity as an iconographic convention. From Sasanian 
Iran, indeed, we have bas-reliefs of both gods and 
kings, but only one statue^ in the round of monumental
size has come to light:__a. great stone image of Sabuhr
II found in a cave above Bishapur (see T. Talbot Rice, 
Ancient Arts of Central Asia, New York, 1965, 85 & 
pi. 70}. From the kingdom of the Ku¥ans to the east in { 
the same period comes the well-known statue of the c
monarch Kaniska, found in a temple (B. Staviskii, 
Kushanskaya Baktriya, Moscow, 19 77, 2 0 pi. 2). The 
latter, but probably not the former, may have received 
reverence as part of the cult of the royal ancestors.
As we shall see, the Sasanians were to destroy such 
images in Armenia. In the Parthian period, images in 
the round, both monumental, such as the statue of 
Sanatruk from Hatra or the great representation of a 
Parthian prince unearthed at Shami, or in miniature, 
such as the crude figures from Susa,-were probably used 
in the frava¥i-cult (see Talbot Rice, op. cit., pi. 71 
for the statue from Shami; see V. G. Lukonin, Persia II,
New York, 19 67, pi. 8, 9 for Sanatruk; and R. Ghirshman, 
Iran, Penguin Books, 19 78, pi. 39 b for the figurines 
from Susa). In Armenia, a number of crudely executed 
heads of stone have been found at Artaxata and elsewhere 
which may likewise have represented ancestors whose 
spirits received honour and offerings (see Arakcelyan, 
op. cit. n. 32, pis. 1-20, 31, 32). The Arm. word 
kuir-k^"1 idol, image, statue' comes from the verb kr-em 
'I carve, sculpt1 and is found in a fragment of epic 
preserved by Xorenacci on Vardges (for names with the 
Ir. loan-word yard 'rose1, see Ch. 12; the name seems 
to mean 'rosy-haired', and the Ir. loan-word ges is 
found also in the name Gisane, an epithet or cult name 
of the fiery red-haired Vahagn, see Ch. 6), who settled 
on the Kcasa± river (on this region, see the discussion 
of Nig/Aparan above): krel kopcel zdufnn Eruanday
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arkcayi 'to cut and hew the gate of Eruand the king'
(MX 11.65) . The basic meaning of the verb seems to be 
'to make hard by striking’ (HAS, II, 662), so the origi­
nal meaning of kurkc may have been an image of beaten 
metal. The word translates LXX Gk. eidolon, Gen. XXXI.19, 
and in Arm. Christian literature kra-pa¥tutciwn is a 
caique upon Gk. eidolo-latreia 'idolatry1. Ku±kc meant 
'idol', while patker retained the meaning 'image' as a 
neutral word free of necessarily religious connotation.
The variation in usage of the words by Xorenacci thus 
would seem to be a matter of differentiation for the 
sake of style rather than an intentional distinction 
between two kinds of images; if anything, the word kurk 
by the time of his writing would have meant a statue in 
the round, while patker would be more appropriate for 
'bas-relief, meaning basically any kind of picture.
39. Presumably Anahit is meant here; see below and Ch. 7,
40. This is a reference to the frava¥i-cult; see n. 38 above 
and Ch. 10.
41. This was the temple of Tir, referred to also by 
Agathangelos as an archive or academy of priestly learn­
ing; see below and Ch. 9.
42. Agath. 192.
43. See R, W. Thomson, Agathangelos, History of the Ar­
menians , Albany, New York, 19 76, 4 73 n. 192.1.
44. See Ch. 16.
45. See Arakcelyan, op. cit. n. 32, pis, 9 3-95; and Ch. 9.
46. Ibid., pis. 84-86; see also Ch. 7. It is recalled that 
a medallion of earlier date from Armawir depicts the 
same scene, attesting to the continuity of religious 
observances. Xorenacci alludes to such preservation of 
tradition in describing how the images of the yazatas 
and royal ancestors were transferred from Bagaran to 
Artaxata by Artaxias.
47. The plaque from Artaxata is unpublished and was described 
orally by Airakcelyan, with a slide (see Russell, op. cit.); 
the Christian relief is published in N. Stepanyan, ed., 
Dekorativnoe iskusstvo srednevekovoi Armenii, Leningrad, 
1971, pi. 139.
v vc c48. See Z. Xac atryan, 1Irana-haykakan die abanakan
alersneri harc^i ¥ur5,1 Lraber, 1981, 2, 54-72, pis. 1,
2. For Pth. examples, see M. Colledge, The Parthians,
New York, 196 7, pi. 20 a, b. The most recent example
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cunearthed at Artaxata was published by B. N. Arak elyan, 
'Pelumner Arta^atum,' Hayrenikci jayn, Erevan, 28 Nov.
19 79, 4.
49. See, e.g., Xenophon, cited in the preceding Ch.
50. This detail is not mentioned by the above writers; see
Ch. 8.
51. M. Colledge, The Art of Palmyra, Boulder, Colorado,
1976, 43-5, fig. 26 and pi. 43.
52. See Chs. 6 and 8.
53. Bedoukian, op. cit., 69 and pi. 129; see also Xaccatryan
op. cit. n. 48, 56.
54. See AHM, 38-40, where Gershevitch argues against the 
identification of Mithra as driver of the chariot of 
the Sun in Avestan texts.
55. Yt. 10.13. In the Xwarsed niyayes, the Litany to the 
Sun, which is recited daily together with the Litany to 
Mithra, the Sun is continually addressed as 'swift- 
horsed1 (in the NP. translation, tez asp); see M. N. 
Dhalla, The Nyaishes or Zoroastrian Litanies, New York, 
1908, repr. 1965, 2-65, and Boyce, op. cit. n. 31, 45.
56. See Arakcelyan, op. cit. n. 32, pi. 10 7 and op. cit. 
n. 31, 45.
57. Bedoukian, op. cit., 7 .
58. See Ch. 5.
59. Bedoukian, 7-8.
60. See Ch. 5 on Argaeus and the religious importance of 
mountains in Armenia.
61. On coins of Tigran III (20-8 B.C.), an eagle or dove is 
shown with an olive branch in its beak; on coins of 
Tigran IV (8-5 B.C.), an eagle is shown facing a serpent 
see Bedoukian, 71, 74.
62. Bedoukian, 24, 68.
63. Arm. Gr., 2 36, 4 89; for -sar as a suffix in toponyms, 
see AON, 387, Both Hubschmann and Acarean, HAB, IV, 
182-3, trace sar 'mountain1 to *IE and sar 'head, 
leader' to Phi., but such a semantic division seems 
unnecessary.
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64. Bedoukian, 46 .
65. Ibid., 14.
6 6. Ibid,, 19, 35, 63, 74.
67. On Vahagn, see Ch. 6.
68. Bedoukian, 75? see Ch.
cypress and other plants of religious significance.
69. Bedoukian, 67, 72, 73.
70. There were 3000 hoplites for every elephant in the
Sasanian army at Avarayr according to E£i¥e, Vasn
Vardanay ew Hayocc paterazmin (5th century), ed. by
E. Ter-Minasean, Erevan, 195 7, 114-5. The Arms, in 
later centuries whenever the battle was depicted in MS. 
paintings showed the Persians as 'seated upon elephants, 
e.g., in a Saraknocc 'Hymnal1 of A.D. 1482,^Erevan 
Matenadaran MS. 162 0, in L. A. Durnovo and R. G.
Drambyan, ed., Haykakan manrankar¥cutcyun, Erevan, 196 9, 
pi. 71. The Sasanians also hunted with elephants; such 
a scene is shown in bas-relief at Taq-i Bostan from the 
6th century A.D. (see Lukonin, op. cit., pi. 130) .
71. See Arm. Gr., 255, In a Phi, work on the game_of chess,
Wizari^n I ¥atrang, we learn that pll o pustibanan salar
homanag 'the (piece called the) elephant is like the 
chief of the bodyguards' (cf. Arm. pcu¥tipan and an 
earlier loan, pastpan, Arm. Gr., 221, 255; the latter 
form, from Pth.”/ wi'th the generalised meaning 'defender1, 
is the only one of the two which came into general use
in Arm.), J. M. Jamasp-Asana, Pahlavi Texts, Bombay,
1913, 116.10. Both animal and game came to Iran from 
India.
72. Bedoukian, 46 et seq.
73. X. A. Mu¥elyan, 'Hin Hayastani dramayin ¥r5fanarutcyan 
patmutcyunicc,' P~bH, 1970, 3, 74-5.
74. Strabo, Geog., XI.14.16: Hapanta men oun ta ton Person
hiera kai Medoi kai Armenioi tetimekasi.
75. H^P, I, 552; N. C. Debevoise, A Political History of 
Parthia, Chicago, 1938, 41-2.
76. Magie, op. cit. n. 4, I, 189-92.
77. Toumanoff, op. cit., 124, 156.
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78. Hiibschmann, Arm. Gr. , 120, suggested that the word 
bdea¥x was Iranian, but did not offer an etymology.
H. W. Bailey derived it from an Ir. base axs- 'observe, 
watch over', cf. Av. aiwiaxsaya, Old Indian adhyakga- 
'superintendent' (A Kharostri inscription of Senavarma, 
king of Odi,1 JRAS, 19 80, 1, 27, n. 2 to line 9).
79. Debevoise, op. cit., xxxix.
80. The political history of Tigran's reign has been amply 
studied on the basis of Gk. and Latin documents, which 
naturally reflect a Roman viewpoint. Y .cManandean1s
study, Tigran II ev Hroma, nor lusabanut yamb 3st 
skzbnalbyurneri (repr. in H. Manandyan, Erker, I,
Erevan, 1977, 407-602, tr. by H. Thorossian, Tigrane II 
et Rome, nouveaux eclaircissements a la lumiere des
sources originales, Lisbon, 1963), is a revisionist
treatment of the sources from the Armenian point of 
view. In his study, the author seeks to demonstrate, 
among other things, that hostile attitudes towards 
Tigran II and Mithridates VI in the works of Classical 
historians were accepted uncritically by later scholars 
as objective evidence.
81. Both these names are Iranian: on the first, a theo-
phoric form with the name of Mithra, see Ch. 8; on the
second, with Mir. bag- 'god1, see our discussion of 
Bagaran, Bagawan et al. in the preceding Ch.
82. See Appian, Syr. War, VIII, 48-9.
83. On the form with MIr. suffix -kert 'made', see AON, 384,
474-5. It is now generally accepted that Tigranakert
is to be identified with Gk. Martyropolis, Arabic 
Maiyafariqin, Arm. Np kert in the region of Aijnik 
(see J. Markwart, Sudarmenien und die Tigrisguellen, 
Vienna, 19 30 , 86 et seq. and N. Adontz/N. Gl Garso’ian,
Armenia, in the Period of Justinian, Louvain, 19 70, 376
n. 10; a study of the history of the city was written 
by G. X. Sargsyan, Tigranakert, Moscow, 19 60).
84. Plutarch, Lucullus, 22; Strabo, Geog., XIII.1.55,
XVI.4.16; Pliny, Nat. Hist., XXXIV.16; C. Muller, ed., 
Frag. Hist. Graecorum, Paris, 1849, 204.
85. Magie, op. cit., I, 344-9.
v * c86. S. S. Arevsatyan, ed. and trans. into Russian, Dawit
Anyaltc, Sahmankc imastasirutcean, Erevan, 1960, 114 
line 10.
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87. Ibid., 130,32-132.2. Arevsatyan translates Arm. etce
yara^agoyn i bacc elcani as Rus. esli emu zavedomo 
byla pridana drugaya forma 1 if another form was given 
it (the candle) deliberately1, which does not corres­
pond to the Arm., even if one accepts the MS. variant 
elani 'becomes1 for elcani 'if refused, effaced1, which 
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CHAPTER 4
ARMENIA UNDER THE PARTHIANS AND SASANIANS
At the close of the Artaxiad monarchy, the Armenian 
nation found itself at the meeting point of the two great 
empires of Parthia and Rome, and of two great intellectual 
currents of the time: Hellenism and its philosophical
schools to the West; and the mystery cults of gnosis, com­
munion with God, salvation and life after death to the East, 
which incorporated many of the teachings of Zoroastrianism, 
Judaism, and pagan Semitic faiths. The latter religions, 
too, exercised profound influence individually in the various 
lands of their transmission. Neither Rome nor Parthia made 
its religious teachings or hierarchy an instrument of foreign 
policy, and the conflicts that erupted between the two states 
did not involve differences of ideology. The polytheistic 
paganism of Greco-Roman culture was inherently pluralistic 
in its view of human affairs. There was no book of divinely 
given law to which reference might be made as the guide to a 
single and universal way of right conduct and belief; the 
numerous descriptions of the Olympians provided by Classical 
literature make the gods known, but they hardly seem worth 
knowing. Their behaviour is as fractious, varied and illogi­
cal as that of man, and only their immortality separates them 
from us. The Greeks and Romans could experience none of the
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emotion of the love of God; their only resource of spiritual 
and ethical magnificence was themselves, and their vehicle 
was the brilliance of the philosophical mind. Philosophy 
could establish truths by argument, yet there was no strength 
of prophetic revelation to inspire the Romans to impose their 
religion on others. For although the Classical world did in­
deed have its mystery cults, such as Orphism, the religious 
mainstream of Rome was the simple worship of family and 
national divinities; and the works of Homer alone held a 
place comparable to that of the Bible in Christian society.
In Iran, the Parthian Arsacid dynasty practised a very 
different faith: one which presented divine commandments of
a single, true world order. These commandments were vouch­
safed to the prophet Zarathustra by a single God whose power 
and wisdom were universal, and who promised men ultimate jus­
tice based upon ethical merit. Zoroastrianism is a religion 
which orders the faithful to fight against evil. It might 
have been expected that the Parthians would be fanatical 
proselytisers, sparing no effort to convert the world, their 
strength fueled by the singular fervour of those who believe 
that their way alone is right and that there is but a limited 
time to turn all to that way before the end of the world.
The orthodoxy of the Parthians is questioned precisely because 
they did not act thus. Although the Arsacids of the first and 
second centuries A.D. changed Greek for Parthian on their 
coins, depicted fire-altars thereon, and compiled and edited
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the texts of the Avesta, there is no evidence of proselytism 
or persecution in this period; Buddhists, Jews, and followers 
of various pagan faiths were allowed to live at peace. Per­
haps part of the reason for the leniency of the Arsacids 
toward infidels is to be sought in their social organisation, 
which was very similar to that of the Armenians. The Arsacid 
kings commanded the respect and allegiance of a number of 
local dynasts; religious persecution requires a well-organised 
bureaucracy, and there is no evidence that a centralised sys­
tem of secular or priestly administration existed. Indeed, 
there is no clear distinction that can be drawn between throne 
and altar, for, as we shall see, Tiridates I was both king 
and magus (Ch. 8). Religious persecution would also have 
created dissent amongst adherents of other religions, and it 
is noteworthy that the Achaemenians, who did have a strong 
bureaucracy, were also tolerant of other faiths. Facing no 
threat from the West in matters of religion, the Parthians 
may have seen no reason to marshal their own resources for a 
religious campaign which could easily wreck the delicate but 
successful structure of their society.
There is yet another reason for Parthian inaction which 
may be suggested. Like the Jews, whose religion shared cer­
tain aspects of Zoroastrianism noted above, the Zoroastrians, 
it seems, had come to regard their universalist message as 
the peculiar inheritance of their nation alone. Like Judaism, 
Zoroastrianism imposes a number of very exacting rules upon
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the believer which govern his attire, culinary habits, sexual 
behaviour, personal hygiene, and, indeed, every aspect of his 
life, both private and public. Such regulations, which per­
meated the traditions of the Hebrew and Iranian peoples 
respectively, set the two communities apart from— and, in 
their own eyes, above— the pagans who surrounded them. After 
initial episodes of proselytism, both established religions 
seem to have accommodated themselves to the prevailing spirit 
of national and religious pluralism and tolerance of the 
Hellenistic era, provided their own members did not aposta- 
sise the faith. At times, the Zoroastrian and Jewish communi­
ties even suffered inroads of paganism; the Hasmonean revolt 
against the Seleucids in Palestine, ca. 165 B.C., was a reac­
tion to Hellenisation amongst Jews as much as a rebellion 
against a foreign power. No such incident is recorded in 
Iran— although the general absence of Iranian historiography 
in this period may have condemned such an event to oblivion. 
Yet the rapid expansion of the Arsacids across the Iranian 
plateau, and the defeat of the Seleucids, could not have been 
accomplished by the small, warlike tribe of the Parni alone, 
even when they had secured power over all the province of 
Parthia, and must have been assisted by Zoroastrian rebellions 
against the Seleucids and their local allies throughout the 
various lands of Iran.
In the period before the conversion of the Roman em­
perors to Christianity and the overthrow of the Arsacid
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dynasty by the Sasanians, Rome did not seek to turn the Ar­
menians from their Iranised religion, and even acquiesced in 
the establishment of a branch of the Arsacid house in Armenia, 
provided candidates to the throne upheld Roman policies. 
Parthia, whilst regarding Armenia as the second kingdom of 
its empire, made no attempt to deprive the naxarars— as we 
have seen, the very word is NW Mir.— of their traditional 
domains and powers, nor did they apparently seek to impose 
upon the Armenians any religious belief or institution which 
the latter did not readily accept.
The ancient and settled order which the two empires up­
held was in the midst of a profound spiritual crisis which 
would shake both to their foundations. Since the times of 
Alexander and before, the learned and curious of the Hellenic 
world had applied themselves to the study of Oriental wisdom; 
by the first century A.D., the influence of Eastern religious 
thought was expressed in mystery cults whose devotees came 
from lower classes of society: legionaries, free men of the
cities, foreigners and slaves. These cults offered the 
promise of release from earthly suffering through inspired 
wisdom, of recompense beyond the grave guided by a heavenly 
compassion and justice, and, in some cases, of magical power 
conferred upon the worshipper. The principal feature of all 
the various teachings was the attainment of power or status 
by those who could achieve neither at the traditional price.
In the Hellenistic world, it is no accident that the word for
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study was the same as that for leisure, skhole; the study of 
philosophy was for those wealthy enough to have free time for 
it. Insights touted as profounder than those of Aristotle 
were generally available without the hard intellectual rigour 
or free time required to comprehend the old philosophers; in­
spiration through the ritual of initiation was the path to a 
wisdom more emotional than discursive. Initiation also con­
ferred membership in a highly privileged group, one which was 
favoured by God and promised salvation; this was more than 
the real privileged classes of society had, and few could 
hope for membership in the ranks of the patricians in any 
case. The attraction of lower and marginal populations to 
cultic groups is obvious, and the danger they posed to the 
social order was often great. If anyone could produce augurs 
and omens, the official ones lost credibility in the sight of 
the people. A prophecy of natural disaster or the death of 
the Emperor could cause chaos amongst credulous townspeople, 
and the latter prediction had a way of being self-fulfilling; 
it is small wonder that in the second and third centuries Rome 
imposed draconian punishments for the possession of magical 
texts and the practice of witchcraft. Indeed, the word 
'magic1 suggests that many of these practices were the ille­
gitimate offspring of cults which propounded 'Magian1 teach­
ings. The reasons for the proliferation of mystery religions 
are many, and we may note here only a few which seem of the 
greatest significance to our study.
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The rapid territorial and economic expansion of the 
Roman Empire created a multinational and centralised state 
comparable in the ancient world of the West only to the 
Achaemenian Empire. Yet the volume of trade, urbanisation 
and the extension of literacy were far greater in the lands 
around the Mediterranean than they had been in the domains 
of the Great King, half a millennium earlier; consequently, 
the servile and mercantile populations were much larger in 
Rome— classes with no place in the framework of Classical 
society. In the Homeric poems which occupied a place in 
Greco-Roman tradition similar to that of the Bible in later 
Christendom, slaves were barely human, barred from the 
Elysian fields at death and condemned to utter subjugation on 
earth; and Odysseus reacted with explosive and uncharacteris­
tic anger to the suggestion of a young Phaeacian nobleman 
that he was a merchant. The Oriental cults gave meaning to 
the lives of the people of the growing marginal classes of 
Roman society, who were, it is remembered, in contact with 
non-Roman peoples of the Empire who had never shared the 
Classical values at all. And if the relatively intimate 
scale of the Greek polis of the 5th century B.C. had made the 
philosophical principle of man as the measure of things seem 
workable, the impersonal hugeness of the Empire invalidated 
it. The concept of arete, personal excellence, withered in 
a new world where man had ceased to be a political animal in 
the Aristotelian sense.
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Upon this scene of spiritual and political alienation 
and searching there emerged the powerful message of Chris­
tianity, which was to transform the Roman Empire and wrench 
Armenia from the religious orbit of Iran forever. For all 
the brilliant and unique power of. the person of Christ Him­
self, Christianity came to be an ingenious marriage of Roman 
organisational structure with an other-worldly teaching, of 
Platonic trans-national thought with the Jewish concept of a 
chosen people. Christianity offered more than initiation 
into a mystery; the Christian became a citizen of a nation 
chosen by God— in later centuries the Church would uphold the 
structure of Roman society when ,the Imperial administration 
faltered. The Christians offered not only the solace of an 
attainable wisdom which transcended history and released the 
adept from it, but introduced the idea— common to Judaism and 
Zoroastrianism alike— of God working in history, towards a 
desired end. There had been a steady trickle of converts to 
Judaism for several centuries before Christianity, mainly in 
Diaspora communities? but conversion to Christianity became 
a flood as teachers of the new faith gradually stripped their 
cult of the concept of Hebrew exclusivism and of the require­
ments of Mosaic law governing diet, circumcision, and similar 
matters. This divorce from normative Judaism occurred over 
several centuries, and at first it was in Jewish communities 
that Christianity took root and began to spread; the process 
was quickened by the growth of the Diaspora after the
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Palestinian revolts of A.D. 70 and 131. In Apostolic times, 
Christian communities seem to have been concentrated in the 
Roman provinces of Asia Minor and Syria, to the immediate west 
and south of Armenia, and as we shall see, the Apostles 
Thaddeus and Bartholomew are reputed to have preached the 
Gospel in Armenia itself, perhaps in the large Jewish communi­
ties of Tigranakert, ArtaMat, and other trading cities. Rome, 
plagued by barbarian invasion and internal political upheaval, 
was ultimately to seek stability and order by embracing the 
very Church it had brutally persecuted, and Armenia, too, 
would become a Christian state at about the same time (and 
perhaps before the Edict of Milan, thus becoming the first 
Christian state).
In Iran, the Parthian Arsacid house was rent by internal 
conflict. Bloody battles over the succession to the throne 
in the 1st-3rd centuries weakened the country by dividing it 
into warring factions at the same time that Rome was pressing 
unrelentingly at its populous western territories and attempt­
ing to foment anti-Parthian feeling amongst the Hellenised 
and other non-Iranian populations of the large cities of Meso­
potamia, the administrative centre of the kingdom. In the 
second decade of the third century, one of the contestants 
for the throne, Vologases V, secured the support of the Roman 
emperor Caracalla against his brother, Artabanus V, who seems 
to have been aided in turn by the Armenian Arsacids and the 
bulk of the Iranian nobility.^ At this moment of civil
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discord, a local dynast of Pars, Ardesir I, rebelled and over­
threw the Arsacid dynasty, which had- reigned in Iran nearly
2 -five hundred years. Pars was a semi-independent domain of 
the Parthian Empire, enjoying the right to mint silver coins; 
the province was administered by several kings; numismatic 
evidence indicates that they were pious Zoroastrians. The 
new Sasanian dynasty embarked upon a campaign to subjugate 
the various peoples of the Parthian Empire, as well as those 
lands once ruled by their Achaemenian forebears, to a cen­
tralised monarchy. This policy went hand in hand with a 
policy of reforming the Zoroastrian religion under a parallel 
administration closely tied to that of the state. These acts 
were violently opposed by the Armenians, as well as others in 
the Parthian Empire, whose cherished image-shrines and fire-
temples, staffed by priests of local noble families, were
3placed m  immediate peril. In the mid-3rd century, Armenia
4
was invaded by the Sasanians and made an appanage of the 
Empire, much as it had been under the Parthians, although it 
remains to be demonstrated conclusively whether the country 
was conquered during or after the reign of Arde¥ir I. Less 
than a century after the fall of the Iranian Arsacids, the 
Armenian Arsacids were converted to Christianity.
As we shall see presently, the new faith served as a 
rallying point against the encroachments of the Sasanian 
state and church, from the restoration of the Arsacid house 
in the late 3rd century after a brief period of Sasanian
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hegemony, until the end of the dynasty in 428. Thereafter, 
the Church remained as the sole unifying factor in Armenian 
national life, against Byzantine Greek and Persian alike.
The Battle of Avarayr in 451, in which the Christian forces 
of Vardan Mamikonean resisted unto death the superior armies 
of Yazdagird II and his A m. naxarar allies, who had sought 
unsuccessfully to turn the Armenians back to Zoroastrianism, 
sealed the destiny of the Good Religion in that land, although 
isolated followers of the faith held out down to the first 
World War.
We are informed by Tacitus that the Parthian Arsacid
king Artabanus III (ca. A.D. 16) wished to re-establish the
ancient borders of the Achaemenian Empire, and crowned his son
Arsaces king of Armenia at the death of Artaxias, whose brief
5reign we have discussed m  the previous chapter. The Romans, 
anxious to forestall Parthian expansion, made allies of the 
Iberian king, Pharasmanes, whose brother, Mithradates, was 
installed on the Armenian throne during a struggle for the 
succession in Parthia between Artabanus and Tiridates III, 
the latter receiving Roman support. Ca. 52, Vologases (Pth. 
Valax^) I: came to power in Parthia and determined to place 
his brother Tiridates on the throne of Armenia, 'which his 
ancestors had ruled* (Tacitus, Annales, XII.52). Rome, with 
her Iberian allies, repulsed the Parthians during several 
campaigns over a period of ten years, but in 66 the Emperor 
Nero finally crowned Tiridates king of Armenia in a notable
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7ceremony at Rome. Vologases I may have been the king who 
first portrayed fire-altars on Pth. coins and who ordered the 
compilation and redaction of the Avesta, but there were two 
other kings of the same name before A.D. 192. It is note­
worthy that the Parthian monarch believed his house had a 
hereditary right to Armenia, however, and that he pursued his 
policy of conquest with singleminded vigour? perhaps the 
religious prestige and political success of Vologases com­
bined to produce the Arm. historical anachronism whereby one 
VaiarXak was held to be the first Arsacid king of Armenia,
and younger brother of the eponymous king Ar^ak of Parthia
8himself, ca, 250 B.C. In 72, the Caucasian tribes of the 
Alans invaded the new kingdom of Tiridates I, probably with 
the support of the Iberian king Pharasmanes I, an ally of 
Rome. The Roman emperor Vespasian (6 9-79), who during his 
reign increased from four to seven the number of legions on
9
his eastern frontiers, annexed the Orontid kingdom of
Commagene in the same year.^*0
It seems that Tiridates was succeeded by Sanatruk, but
the dates of his reign have been disputed. The name of this
king is attested several times in various lands which came
under Arsacid rule around the time of Ch r i s t . According
to Armenian tradition, the Apostles Thaddeus and Bartholomew
12arrived m  Armenia during the reign of this king; such a 
legend is of obvious value as evidence to support the claim 
of the Armenian Church to autocephalous status as an Apostolic
15 8
foundation. As we shall see presently, the structure and cus­
tom of Arsacid society in Armenia required a second founder, 
from a native and princely house, in the person of St Gregory 
the Illuminator; in later literature, artificial links between 
the two traditions were to be forged. The Apostolic tradition 
itself bears suspicious resemblance to the mission of Thaddeus 
to cure king Abgar Ukkama of Edessa (cf. the cure attributed 
to St Bartholomew noted above, in an Arm. tradition of Aibak); 
this Syriac tale is probably a fiction modelled upon the his­
torical conversion ca. A.D. 36 of king Ezad of Adiabene to 
13Judaism. It seems, however, that Abgar IX of Edessa did 
embrace Christianity late in the 2nd century; the legend at­
tributing the conversion to his predecessor, Abgar V, would, 
like the Arm. tradition, endow the Church at Edessa with 
Apostolic foundations. It has been suggested that the fate 
of the 3rd century Arm. Sanatruk (mentioned in Classical 
sources) was interwoven with that of Abgar IX in reality;
this facilitated the chronological shift to the time of
14Christ m  the Arm. Apostolic tradition. There is attested
from the region of Sophene an Arm. bishop of the mid-3rd
century named Meruzanes, apparently a native Arm. of the
princely Arcruni family; this indicates that Christianity had
come to Armenia around the time of Abgar IX, from the Syrian
15communities contiguous to Sophene. As we shall see, the
Arsacids suppressed this tradition of a pre-Gregorian church
cin the country. According'to P awstos Biwzand (IV.24),
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Sanatruk was interred in a tomb of stone at Ani, the centre
of the cult of Aramazd and royal necropolis of the Arm.
16 vArsacids; in the mid-4th century, the traitor Meruzan
Arcruni led the Sasanian ^abuhr II to the place. The latter
ransacked the tombs and kidnapped and held for ransom the
bones of the Arm. kings, but was unable to break into the
strong sepulchre of Sanatruk. It is noteworthy that the
Roman emperor Caracalla had behaved similarly ca. 216 when
17at Arbela he broke into the royal tombs there. Like the 
Achaemenians before them, the Parthian and Arm. Arsacids are 
seen to have practiced entombment and burial, presumably with 
appropriate precautions to prevent the pollution of the 
sacred earth of the Zoroastrian yazata Sp^nta Armaiti by 3
corpse-matter.
The dethronement of one Tiridates, king of Arm., is 
recorded ca. 109-110. It is doubtful whether Tiridates I is 
meant; the coup was accomplished by the Pth. Pacorus II, who 
installed his son Axidares on the Arm. throne. It is possible 
that the deposed king was Sanatruk, but the chronology cannot 
be established with certainty. It has been suggested that
this Axidares, Arm. A^xadar, is to be connected with the
v 18wicked Sidar of Arm. legend. Axidares reigned three years;
in 113, the successor of Pacorus II, Osroes, deposed the king
of Armenia and enthroned the brother of the latter,
Parthamasiris, without, however, consulting Trajan (98-117).
In 114, Trajan advanced upon Armenia, and had Parthamisiris
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treacherously murdered at Elegeia, where he had been lured to 
19an interview. Axidares was restored by the Romans to the 
throne, and Trajan continued his campaign against the Pths. 
in Syria and Mesopotamia, but the native population revolted—  
Trajan was unable to capture Hatra— and the Romans were forced 
to withdraw.
Parthamaspates, crowned by Trajan at Ctesiphon ca.
116-7, ruled but a year, and at the same time Vologases (Arm. 
Va±ar¥), son of Sanatruk, reconquered Armenia and ruled until 
140-14 3, with the consent of Hadrian (117-38). The new king 
founded a city in the plain of Ararat, Va±ar¥apat ('built by 
Vaiar¥'), called in Gk. Kainepolis ('the New City1) T h e  
city became the administrative capital of Armenia, and was in 
close proximity to Arta¥at and to the holy city of Bagawan; 
there may have been temples at Vaiarlapat, for stone founda­
tions in Hellenistic style of an earlier building have been
• Cfound beneath the great church of St Hrip sime in the city,
and it is hypothesised that the shrine of a pagan goddess had
21stood on the site. The town is now called Ejmiacin 'the 
Only-Begotten (of God) Descended', after a vision in which 
St Gregory is said to have beheld Christ descending and order­
ing him to found a church at the spot, Valar¥ I resisted suc­
cessfully a second Alan incursion into Armenia in 134, which 
was probably encouraged by the Iberian Pharasmanes II, an 
ally of Rome. It may be assumed that the Romans had consented 
to the coronation of the Arsacid simply because they could not
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do otherwise, but upon his death in 140-143 they installed
Sohaemus, a member of the royal house of Emesa (modern Horns),
Syria^related to the Orontid line of Commagene. Sohaemus, a
member of the Roman Senate, was intolerable to the Parthians,
22and was deposed in 161,
The Parthian king Vologases III (148-92) installed his 
son Pacorus on the throne of Armenia, but the latter was de­
posed scarcely three years later by the invading Romans, who 
restored the crown to Sohaemus. Pacorus appears to have been 
taken as a hostage to Rome, for he dedicated there a funerary 
altar to his brother Mithradates, calling himself Aurelios
Pakoros Basileus Megales Armenias and invoking 1 the gods
23beneath the earth', Sohaemus died in 186, and the Arms, 
took advantage of 'internal troubles at Rome to enthrone 
Vaiarl II (186-98).
At Garni, where Tiridates I had built a temple and left 
an inscription in Gk. (see Ch. 8), there has been found also
an inscription in Aramaic, The text reads: (1) ... (2) MLK
3 24RB ZY RK[YN3 (3) BRH ZY WLGS (4) MLK; it is translated:
'(2) Great King of Armenia (3) son of Vologases (4) the king.1
A. Perikhanyan, who published the inscription, ascribes it
tentatively to the Arm. king Xosrov I, son of Va±ar¥ II; the
former reigned to 216 and was succeeded by his son, Trdat II.
The script resembles that of the Armazi bilingual inscription
and of other Aramaic inscriptions from Georgia of the lst-3rd
centuries, or of inscriptions from northern Mesopotamia, but
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the style varies considerably from that of the Artaxiad
boundary steles, which are closer to the chancellery Aramaic
25script of the Achaemenians. It is curious, too, that the 
spelling of the name of the king’s royal father, WLGS, cor­
responds more closely to the Gk. rendering of the Pth. name 
than to the Ir, form preserved in the Arm. language, Valars; 
the transcription of the name of Artaxias (Arm. ArtaSes) in 
the Artaxiad Aramaic inscriptions is often similarly Hel- 
lenised to a form of Artaxerxes. This case may indicate the 
continuity of a Greek scribal tradition in Armenia parallel 
to an Iranian oral tradition reflected in the pronunciation 
of the same names in Armenian.
Valar¥ II steered a cautious policy of friendship with 
Septimius Severus (19 3-211), who invaded Armenia and northern
Mesopotamia in 19 4-5 and was welcomed by the Arsacid monarch
2 fiin the plain of Xarberd with gifts. Like his predecessors, 
however, Valar¥ II died at the hands of the northern bar­
barians, in 19 8. His son, we are told by Xorenacci, led a
victorious campaign of retribution and arjan hastate 
c •hellenac i grov 'erected a monument in Greek script1 (11.65)
to commemorate his victory. The same Xosrov I appears to
have accompanied Severus to Alexandria, ca. 20 2, and at
Thebes made a Greek inscription: Khosroes Armenios idon
ethaumasa 'I, Khosroes the Armenian, beheld and was aston- 
27ished.1 It is not unlikely that a king with such a liking 
for graffiti should have been the author also of the inscrip­
tion at Garni.
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In 211, Caracalla became emperor. As we have noted 
above, the Parthian empire at this time was rent by internal 
conflict. Vologases V, virtually a puppet o^-Rome, was 
opposed by Artabanus V, his own brother, and the Arms, prob­
ably supported the latter. When Ardesir the Persian, son of
—  2 8 —  —Papak and grandson of Sasan, came to the throne, Armenia
was a kingdom faithful to the Arsacid line and implacably
opposed to the upstart from Pars. In the lst-2nd century,
two Arm. kings were Great Kings of Parthia, five were sons of
Great Kings, one was a nephew and another a grand-nephew of
29Great Kings, and one an Arsacid of unknown parentage. The
naxarars, who enjoyed semi-autonomous rule in their domains,
occupied hereditary posts in the service of the Arsacid king;
respect for his position ensured the maintenance of their own,
and rebellions by individual naxarars were crushed ruthlessly,
with the slaughter of whole families and the re-apportionment
30of land amongst those who had loyally fought for the king.
The terms 'king' and 'Arsacid' were to be regarded by Arm.
writers of the 5th century and later as synonymous; none but
an Arsacid could wear the crown, nor could the sins of an
31Arsacid deprive him of it. The Arsacid king was the bnak 
tern a¥xarhis 'the natural lord of this country' (PCB III.11), 
In religious affairs as in political matters, Armenia 
was completely integrated into Parthian Iran. The vast 
majority of the Iranian loan-words in Armenian, which comprise 
most of the vocabulary of the language, are from Northwest
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Middle Iranian dialects, that is, from the speech of the Par­
thians and Atropatenians of the Arsacid period. Nearly all 
the names of the gods of pre-Christian Armenia are Pth. forms, 
as are nearly all the terms associated with religious belief, 
ritual and institutions. In cases where both Parthian and 
Middle Persian (Sasanian) forms of the same word are attested 
in Armenian, it is the Parthian word, in almost all cases, 
which has become part of common Arm. usage. There is no indi­
cation of discontinuity in the transition from Artaxiad to 
Parthian rule; we have seen instances of close ties between 
the two houses in the 1st century B.C., and, indeed, Arm. his­
torians ascribe to the 'Arsacids1 the deeds of the Artaxiads 
and of the Orontids before them. The constant Roman incur­
sions into Armenia, and their interference in political life 
in the country, never were intended to change the religious 
or-cultural orientation of Armenia, nor did Armenian alliances 
with Rome ever touch such matters; as was seen, the Parthian 
Arsacids themselves did not hesitate to form such alliances 
in the course of their internecine feuds.
All the temples of the yazatas to be discussed in the 
following chapters existed throughout the Arsacid period, and 
most had been built before it, yet there is a striking absence 
of material evidence, attributable more to the changing politi­
cal fortunes of the land than to a paucity of cultural activity, 
for the Armenian writers of the 5th century drew upon a rich 
tradition of oral literature, including lyric poetry and
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music. Yet not a single coin minted by the Armenian 
Arsacids, from Tiridates I to the end of the dynasty in 42 8, 
has been found, in stark contrast to the abundant numismatic 
evidence of the Artaxiads discussed in the preceding chapter. 
Despite the severe conditions of foreign invasion, political 
instability and, as seems likely, economic hardship, the 
Arsacids became firmly established in a country which welcomed 
them as its own.
In the third century, Armenia became the scene of the 
confrontation of two philosophies and ways of life which 
threatened to change its very nature as neither Zoroastrian 
Parthia nor pagan Rome had ever done. In ca. 226, Arde^Ir 
defeated his Pth. overlords and set about a radical reforma­
tion of Iranian life. Throne and altar had never been entirely
separate under Arsacid rule— Tiridates I of Armenia impressed
3 3the Romans as both monarch and Magus — but Arde^Ir trans­
formed the Zoroastrian Church into a militant, highly cen­
tralised bureaucracy at the service of a similarly centralised 
34state. Local cults were subordinated to the state religious 
hierarchy, and non-Zoroastrian religious minorities were sub­
jected to persecution.^
Various teachings came to Armenia from the south and 
west also. Large communities of Jews had resided in the
cities of the country since the time of Tigran II's conquests
3 6in the 1st century B.C., and many Jews must have been early 
converts to Christianity, as elsewhere in Asia Minor, assisting
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the spread of the new religion. For many Christians must
have fled eastwards under the pressure of increasingly severe
persecution by Home. As we have seen, Christians also came
to Armenia from Syria, to the south. In the first century,
the pagan religious leader Apollonius of Tyana visited Ar- 
37menia; early m  the 3rd century, the Edessan Christian
heresiarch Bardaisan fled to Armenia to escape persecution
«
under Caracalla, and wrote a History of Armenia during his 
3 8stay. In the third century, Manichaeism spread to Armenia 
39as well. Of the various teachings noted above, Christianity 
alone would pursue a militant policy comparable to that of the 
Sasanians, and, indeed, force another wave of refugees to flee 
to the East: the Monophysites, branded as heretics, whose
learning assisted the development of the Hellenophilic school 
in Arm. literature, and the pagan philosophers, who came to 
Iran when Justinian ordered their school at Athens closed in 
529.40
The events preceding the establishment of Christianity 
by St Gregory the Illuminator are linked closely to the cam­
paigns of the Sasanians and their equally militant Zoroastrian 
church. In 244, the Homan emperor Gordian was killed in 
battle by Sabuhr I (241-72); the former's successor, Philip
the Arab (244-9), signed a peace treaty with the Sasanians
41m  245, ceding Armenia to them. It is unlikely that Iran 
had actually seized the country yet, for Sabuhr attacked the 
Arm. Arsacid king Trdat II, in 252-3; the defeat of Valerian
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by Iran in 260 strengthened the Persian position in Armenia
further. In the Arm. sources, Trdat II is referred to as 
42Xosrov, and the defeat of Armenia is ascribed to treachery: 
'Xosrov' was murdered by one ’Anak', of the princely Suren
. V"“Pahlaw family, acting as a Persian agent. Elise recalls a
tradition that ’Xosrov1 was murdered by his brothers, and it
4 3has been suggested that ’Anak’ was one of them. But Anak
is nothing more than Pth. anak 'evil1, and it is inconceivable
that anyone, base or noble, bore the name. The implication
of the legend is that Armenia could not have been defeated on
the battlefield. The Armenian nobles, according to Agathan-
gelos and later historians, caught Anak, murdered him, and
then exterminated his family, except for one son, who was
spirited off to Caesarea in Cappadocia by a noble Persian
named Burdar (i.e., burdar, 'carrier') and his wife Sophia
44(i.e., 'Wisdom' ). The details concerning Burdar and Sophia
are supplied by Movses Xorenacci, and probably represent a
further development of the myth. The son of the murdered
'Xosrov' was saved similarly, we are told, and spirited off
by his dayeak 'nurse', the naxarar Artawazd Mandakuni, to 
45Rome. The son of the murderer was to return to Armenia as
Gregory, the Christian who would convert Tiridates, son of
46the murdered king, to the new faith. In both cases, a baby 
destined for greatness in shielded from violence by being 
rescued, taken away, and raised in obscurity until the day of 
destiny arrives; one recalls the legend of the early childhood
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of the first Achaemenian king, Cyrus, as related by Herodotus, 
or the legend of the escape of Ardesir, a young man of humble 
origins, from the court of Ardawan, in the Karnamag i Ardesir 
i Papakan. In Armenian tradition, legends of escape from the 
massacre of a clan are often found: the escape of Artases
from the general slaughter by Eruand of the sons of Sanatruk 
(MX 11.37)? or the escape of Xesa, son of the bde¥x Bakur, 
after the family of the latter is put to the sword for their 
insurrection against the Arsacid king of Armenia in the 4th 
century (PCB III.9).47
There seems little doubt that the missionary activities 
in Armenia ascribed by Xorenacci to Ardesir: the establish­
ment of ormzdakan and vramakan fires and the destruction of 
image-shrines4 —^ were in fact undertaken by Sabuhr I, his son. 
In a letter ascribed to Gordian III (ca. 242) , the Roman 
emperor addresses the Senate, declaring: ‘We freed the necks
of the Antiochians from the yoke of the [kings] of the Per-
49sians and the Persian laws.1 Persian law at this period 
was inseparable from the canons of Zoroastrianism, and if 
there is any doubt that proselytism of the religion of Ahura 
Mazda is meant as the fate from which the ill-fated Gordian 
delivered the Syrian townsmen, then it is removed by the 
testimony of the Sasanian inscriptions of the 3rd century 
themselves. In describing the campaign of isabuhr I against 
the Romans in Syria and Asia Minor in 260, the high-priest 
Kirder mentions Armenia amongst the countries where Magi and
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sacred fires were installed; he notes in the following passage 
that Magi who were ahlamog ’heretics' were punished and set 
straight. The other countries mentioned in the list are 
Syria, Cilicia (with Tarsus), Cappadocia (with Caesarea), 
Galatia, *Iberia (wlwcJn) and Balasagan as far as the Daryal 
Pass (Alanan dar, Arm. durn Alanacc). ^
The Persians were not content merely to impose their
laws upon the Arms.; in ca. 25 2, Sabuhr I installed his son,
v— 51Ormizd-Ardesir, on the throne as Great King of Armenia, un­
doubtedly hoping to establish a pattern of relationship and 
succession in the country similar to that which had existed 
under the Parthians. Ormizd-Ardesir succeeded to the throne 
of the King of Kings upon the death of his father, ca. 273, 
and in 279-80,.his brother Narseh assumed the throne of Ar­
menia. The latter ruled in Armenia until 29 3, when he himself 
became King of Kings. It is suggested by Toumanoff that 
Arsacid rule was restored to Roman-controlled areas of Ar­
menia ca. 280 under Xosrov II, son of Trdat II. In ca. 287, 
he was murdered by his brothers; this event may have served 
as the basis for the anachronistic legend of Gregory discussed 
above. Then, Tiridates, son of Xosrov II, escaped to Rome, 
and returned to Armenia eleven years later, under Roman aus­
pices. The murder of Xosrov occurred in the 4th year of the 
reign of Diocletian (2 84-305), according to the Arm. historian 
Sebeos (7th century); Tiridates became king in the 15th year 
of Diocletian, and Constantine was crowned emperor in the 9th
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52year of Tiridates. According to the chronology of Sebeos, 
Tiridates would have come to power in 29 8, and St Gregory the 
Illuminator would have been consecrated a bishop at Caesarea 
in 314, i.e., in the 17th year of his reign. In his inscrip­
tion at Paikuli, Narseh refers to one Trdat, king of Armenia. 
Since the inscription was made in 29 3-4, it cannot refer to 
a Tiridates who was not yet king. Toumanoff therefore sug­
gests that Xosrov was killed by Tiridates III, his brother, 
the Anak of the legend, who was made king of Armenia by the 
Sasanians; Xosrov's son, Tiridates IV, escaped to Rome and 
returned to take the throne in 29 8,
The Iranians cannot have wanted Tiridates IV, but the
balance of power had shifted by that time in favor of Rome:
in 29 7, Galerius defeated Narseh and in the following year
signed the Peace of Nisibis, according to which the Syrian
and Arab marches of Armenia to the southwest were ceded to 
53Rome. It is possible that Narseh was forced to accept the 
overthrow of Tiridates III in favour of the pro-Roman Tiri­
dates IV because of the military reversals suffered by Iran; 
he may even have sought Roman support against his nephew, 
Varahran III, whom he had deposed to become King of Kings, 
and towards this end had acquiesced in their demands concern­
ing Armenia.
According to Agathangelos, Tiridates was proud of his 
Parthian ancestry, and offered sacrifices and prayer to the 
various yazatas of Zoroastrianism, as we shall see in
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subsequent chapters. Indeed, the earliest and most abundant
literary evidence of the cults of the yazatas at the various
shrines of the country comes from Agathangelos, and forms
part of the account of the Conversion of Armenia, The date
of the Conversion traditionally accepted by the Armenians is
301-3 A.D., i.e., six years before the edict of toleration of
Christianity issued by Galerius and re-affirmed by the Edict
of Milan of Constantine in 313; this would make Armenia the
first Christian state in the world. In support of the early
date, the testimony of Eusebius is cited that Maximianus in
55311 fought the Armenians because they were Christian, but 
it is more likely that the Roman emperor fought the Christians 
in Armenia with the aid of the Arm. king himself. It would 
have been sheer folly for the Armenian king to have accepted 
a religion severely condemned by the very empire that kept 
him in power. According to Agathangelos, Tiridates (IV accord­
ing to Toumanoff; III according to the chronologies proposed 
by others) imprisoned Gregory for fifteen years. If Gregory 
arrived in Armenia at about the same time as the Roman in­
stallation of Tiridates on the throne, he would have been
released— and the king converted— ca. 314, after the Edict of
56Milan.
In Agathangelos, the very narrative of the conversion 
of the king is presented in Iranian epic terms: Tiridates,
in punishment for his murder of Christian missionaries, is 
transformed by God into a boar (Arm. varaz), the symbol of
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Verethraghna depicted on the Arsacid royal seal, and the ani-
57mal of the royal hunt. , His conversion at the hands of 
Gregory is the price of his cure. But it may be assumed, 
myths aside, that conversion to Christianity was an act of 
friendship towards Rome; Armenia had suffered greatly already 
from Sasanian invasion and persecution, and it may have been 
feared that the country would be absorbed entirely into Per­
sia, were Zoroastrianism allowed to remain as a potential 
instrument of control by a foreign priestly hierarchy. Nor 
were the Sasanians in a position to counter effectively 
Gregory's coup d'autel. S'abuhr II (309-79) was still a boy, 
brought into power after a violent struggle within Iranian 
ruling circles, and there seems to have been no renewal of
5 8persecution against the Christians of Iran itself until 339.
The Armenians did not accept the new religion of Chris­
tianity with enthusiasm. As we shall see in the chapters to 
follow, the shrines of the yazatas were defended by main 
force, and armies fought over the temple complex of Astisat. 
Yet St. Gregory took measures to assimilate the Church into 
the structure of naxarar and Arsacid society: patriarchs of
the Church were buried at T ordan, near the Arsacid necropolis 
of Ani, and the main centres of the faith were built on.the 
sites of old holy places of the yazatas; major festivals of 
the Church were established to coincide with old Zoroastrian 
feasts, and particular saints seem to have corresponded 
closely in their character and functions to Zoroastrian
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yazatas. Gregory himself came to be regarded by tradition 
as a naxarar, the son of Anak Suren Pahlaw— and in Parthian 
society, the Suren family was second only to the Arsacid house 
itself.
The priesthood of the Armenian Church was drawn, not 
from the Judaeo-Christians, nor from the ranks of the humble 
and the outcast for whose sake Christ had come, but from the
privileged class of the old order: Tayr hraman Trdat...
c cbazmut iwn mata-b manktwoy acel yaruest dprut ean, ew kargel
i veray hawatarim vardapets: arawel zazgs picagorc kcrmaccn
ew zmankuns nocca i noyn zolovel...ew znosa yerkus bazaneal,
zomans yAsori dprut°iwn kargeal, ew zomans i Hellen 'Trdat
commanded...that a multitude of young boys be brought for
6 0education in the scribal art, and that trustworthy teachers
be appointed over them: particularly [he ordered] that the
c 61families of the k urms of filthy deeds and their children
be gathered, and that they be divided in two, some to study
Syriac and some to study Greek1 (Agath. 840). St. Gregory
lived to see his son Aristakes attend the Council of Nicaea
in 325, yet his other son and successor, Vrtcanis, was to
face continued opposition from adherents of the old faith.
Pcawstos reports (III.3) that the Queen of Xosrov Kotak
(332-8), son of Tiridates IV, stirred up a mob to attack
Vrtcanes as he was offering the Divine Liturgy at Asti^at,
the centre of the 4th-century Church. Xosrov1s successor,
Tiran, murdered the righteous Patriarch Yusik, who had
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condemned his sinful and unjust way of life. P awstos says
* v c cof the Armenians (III.13): Yaynm zamanaki zt agaworn iwreanc
awrinak ccari arnein, ew novin awrinakaw jewel sksan, ew
“ V C  “ cnoynpes gorcel. Zi i valnjuc , yorme hete arin nok a zanun
c — c ck ristoneut eann, lok miayn ibrew zkrawns imn mardkut ean
. . .  c VC V VC c
y a n j m s  iwreanc , e w  oc j e r merandn m e  h a w a t o v k  ^ n k a l a n ,
C 0 VC c-ayl ibrew zmolorut iwn imn mardkut ean i harke. Qc et e
orpes partn er, gitutceamb yusov kam hawatov, baycc miayn
vc c — — c csakaw inc ork zhangamans gitein hellen kam asori dprut eanc ,
orkc ein hasu incc aynm pokcr i sate. Isk orkc artakcoy kcan
zgitutciwn aruestin ein ayl xarnalanc bazmutciwn mardkan
zolovrdocc naxararaccn ew kam Sinakanutcean...mitkc iwreancc
c —, v—.3nd anpitans gnd anawguts ewet zbawseal e m .. .degereal masem
c c vc c c cyanu£3:ay krt ut iwn Qnd c k oti mtac n i hnut iwn
c c c c c V Vhet anosut eanc sovorut eanc , barbaros xuzaduz mits unelov.
c • c c c cEw ziwreanc ergs araspelac zvipasanut eann sirec ealk i
pGoytc krtcutceanccn , ew nmin hawataccealkc, ew i noyn 
hanapazordealkc... Ew zdiccn hnutcean pastamuns i nmanutciwn 
pornkutcean gorcoyn 3nd xawar katarein. ’At that time [after
the murder of Yusik] they made their king the example of evil 
and by his example they began to appear, and to act as well.
For since earlier times, when they had taken the name of
Christianity, they only accepted it in their souls as some 
human religion but did not adopt it with fervent faith; (they 
accepted it) rather as a confusion of humanity, and by compul­
sion. (They did not accept it) as was necessary, through
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knowledge, hope or faith, but only a few knew the particulars 
of the Syrian and Greek writings; those competent in the lat­
ter were few out of many. And those who were not privy to 
the wisdom of art were the- motley crowd of the peoples of 
the naxarars or the peasantry...they occupied their minds 
only with useless and unprofitable matters... they erred and 
spent (their powers) in mistaken study and trivial thought of 
the antiquity of (their) heathen customs, having barbarous 
and crude minds. They loved and studied with care the songs 
of their legendary epics and believed in these and spent every
day with them.,.And they fulfilled the worship of the ancient
6 2gods in the dark, as though performing the act of prostitution.
Later in the fourth century, according to Pcawstos, the 
naxarars Meru¥an Arcruni, whom he calls a kaxard ’witch'
(V.43), and Vahan Mamikonean, apstambealkc ein yuxte
c castuacapastut eann, ew zanastuacn Mazdezanc alandn yanjn
areal pa¥tein: sksan aynuhetew yerkrin Hayocc awerel zekeleccis,
ztelis alawtcicc kcristoneicc yamenayn kolmans Hayocc, gawaracc
gawaracc ew kolmancc kolmanc0. Ew nelein zbazum mardik zor i
burn arkanein, tcolul zastuacpastutciwn ew i pastawn darnal
Mazdezanc n ’had rebelled against the covenant of the worship
of God and had accepted the godless cult of the Mazda-
worshippers, which they served. After that they began to
destroy the churches in the land of Armenia, the places of
Christian worship in all the regions of Armenia, province by
province and region by region. And they persecuted many men,
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whom they forced to renounce the worship of God and to turn 
to the service of the Mazda-worshippers.’
P awstos speaks of specific practices well known from
the pre-Christian period, as well. MeruXan consults magical
• V - — q q — 0 — vc
d ice: l e a n e r  i hmays k a l d e u t  ean, zk ues hare aner: ew oc
V * c c
goyr n m a  y a j o l a k  y u r u t  k a x a r d a k a n a c  n yor y u s a y r n  'he stooped
to Chaldean spells and questioned dice, and there came not to
him success in the witches' talisman which he hoped in'
(V. 43)— this practice recalls the legend of Ara and ^amiram.
The Christian relatives of the dead Mu¥e± Mamikonean placed
his body on a tower in the hope that he would be resurrected
by dog-like supernatural creatures which revive heroes slain
in battle; this belief, too, recalls the legend of Ara and
v 6 3Samiram and is a survival of very ancient practices.
Reverence for dogs is noted by Yovhannes of Awjun, also. In 
the fifth century, many Armenians returned to their pre- 
Christian ways during the campaign of Yazdagird II; as we 
shall see presently, the Christian general Vardan Mamikonean 
destroyed fire-temples in a score of Armenian cities, and at 
least ten naxarars opposed him and fought alongside the 
Sasanian forces. Their leader, Vasak Siwni, encouraged Ar­
menians to renounce Christianity by entertaining them with
• — Q
their epics, of which the fragment cited by Movses Xorenac i 
on the yazata Vahagn is presumably a part.^4
Despite their nominal Christianity, the Arsacid kings 
of the 4th century are almost all condemned by the Church;
Arl>ak II (345-6 8) and his son Pap (36 8-73) both seem to have
65been Arianising heretics, but not outright pagans. In Arm.
literature, however, they are cast as villains or heroes in
an Iranian context: Pap is described as having snakes which
spring from his breast; the account of the death of ArSak II
seems to have been cast as an epic using Iranian forms.
Arlak, who assisted Julian the Apostate (361-3) against
Iran, was captured by S^abuhr II, Julian's successor Jovian
(363-4) agreeing not to intervene in Armenia, provided Iran
67 vprotected its neutrality. Arsak was invited to an inter­
view in a tent with the King of Kings, who had had half the 
floor of the tent covered with soil brought from Armenia— the 
other half was Iranian soil. Sabuhr led ArXak around the tent 
as they talked, asking him whether Ar^ak would refrain from 
attacking Iran, if he were allowed to return home and regain 
the throne. When he stood on Iranian soil, Pcawstos tells 
us (IV.54), Ar¥ak agreed with deference to all the king's 
suggestions, but as soon as his feet touched the soil brought 
from his native land, he became haughty and angry and promised 
to raise a rebellion against Persia as soon as he arrived home. 
In various cultures, the earth is regarded as conferring 
strength or security. The giant Antaeus, whose mother is Gaea
and whose father is Poseidon, is defeated only when Heraklis
6 8holds him in the air. In the Welsh epis, The Mabinogion, 
Macsen Wledig (i.e., Magnus Maximus, who served with Theo­
dosius in the British wars of the 4th century) married a
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maiden in Eryri and lived at Arfon, 'and soil from Rome was
brought there so that it might be healthier for the emperor
69to sleep and sit and move about,* According to an Iranian 
tradition recorded by Marco Polo, Kermanis are peaceable by 
nature, while people from Fars are contentious: soil was
once brought to Kerman from Isfahan in Fars, and when
- - 70
Kermanis trod upon it, they became quarrelsome.
Procopius (Persian Wars, 1.5) repeats the legend of
Ar¥ak's interrogation, and cites his source as a 'History of
Armenia1, probably that of Pcawstos. But in the Greek text,
the story is used to illustrate a legal precedent: Arlak's
71faithful chamberlain, Drastamat, was allowed to visit his
72lord m  the Fortress of Oblivion, and to entertain him 
there with gusans and feasting, after Drastamat had rendered 
valiant service to Iran. This was an exception to the rule 
according to which prisoners confined to the place were to be 
forever isolated from the rest of the world— Ar¥ak had been 
thrown into the dungeon after the fateful interview noted 
above. It is probable that the transgression of a royal com­
mand in Iran in the favour of a worthy individual was itself 
a subject in epic: in the Biblical romance of Esther, a text
permeated with Iranian names, vocabulary and themes, the Per­
sian king Ahasuerus cannot revoke an order that the Jews be 
massacred— the king's order is law and irreversible as such—  
but issues a second order allowing the Jews to defend them­
selves. The visit of Drastamat and the encounter between
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ArSak and Sabuhr both are cast, it seems, in Iranian epic
themes— of the various legends cited above about the power of
the earth, the Iranian tale of the soil of Fars seems closest
to the narrative of PCawstos. It is seen that the Armenians
73continued after the Conversion to weave epics of the kind 
cthat P awstos condemns as survivals of the old religion.
During his campaigns in Armenia, Sabuhr desecrated the 
necropoli of the Arsacid kings and stole their bones; the Ar­
menians ransomed them and re-interred them at Alcc. The epi­
sode is reminiscent of the behaviour of Caracalla at Arbela,
74described above. An inscription in Greek was found by
C. F. Lehmann-Haupt in 1899 on the walls of the ruined town 
of Tigranakert/Martyropolis/Maiyafariqin which may have been 
made at the order of Sabuhr, for it refers to TON THEON
BASILEA TON BASILEON 'the god, the King of Kings', a Persian
75 -title, and an invocation is made PRONOIAi TON THEON KAI TEi
TYKHEi TEi HEMETERAi 'by the providence of the gods and by 
our Fortune1. It has been suggested that the Arm. king Pap 
(36 8-73) was the author of the inscription, but it seems in­
conceivable that it is the work of a monarch who was nominally 
76Christian.
ArSak II's son, Pap, apparently pursued a pro-Iranian 
policy which disturbed Rome; he was murdered in a plot and an 
Arsacid named Varazdat was placed by Rome on the Arm. throne 
(374-8). A decade later, Rome and Iran re-established the 
balance of power in the region by partitioning Greater Armenia
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between themselves. In the larger, eastern part, Persarmenia,
the Arsacid kings continued to rule until 42 8. As was noted
above, Christian teachings in Armenia were transmitted in
Syriac and Greek, and were thus inaccessible to the bulk of
the population, who continued to recite their epics and hymns
of the old gods in Armenian. As we have seen, both Aramaic
and Greek were used in pre-Christian Armenia in inscriptions.
Xorenac i (11.48) mentions temple histories composed by
Olympios, a priest at Ani, site of the shrine of Aramazd, and
compares them to the books of the Persians and the epic songs 
c c(ergk vipasanac— see n. 73, above) of the Armenians; accord­
ing to Movses, Bardaisan consulted these histories and trans- 
lated them into Syriac (11.66). Thomson demonstrated that 
Xorenac i was citing in fact the works of various Greek and
Syriac writers such as Josephus and Labubna whose works are 
7 7known. We have seen that the legends of Gregory and ArSak 
follow Iranian modes of epic composition, however; in Ch. 2, 
Gk. inscriptions were cited from the Arm. Orontid cult centre 
of Armawir, so it is not improbable that a priest named 
Olympios may have resided at another cult centre, Ani. Al- 
though Xorenac i's citations are undoubtedly forgeries 
designed to impress his patrons as examples of an ancestral 
literary tradition (to be contrasted with the illiteracy of 
the Arms, of his own time, which he scorns and laments), 
there is no reason to suppose that he did not hear of Olympios 
of Ani. It is recalled also that other antique historical
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works were composed in Armenia and are now lost: the Baby-
lonica of Iamblichus is one example. In Ch. 9, we shall 
examine the testimony of Agathangelos that there was a 
priestly scriptorium at the temple of Tir, near ArtaSat.
There is also preserved in the anonymous 'Primary History' at 
the beginning of the History of Sebeos a reference to inscrip­
tions in Greek on a stele at the palace of Sanatruk in Mcurn 
on the Euphrates giving the dates of the Parthian and Armenian 
kings; the Syrian historian Mar Abas Katina is said to have 
consulted these.^
In addition to the epigraphic evidence in Aramaic and 
Greek from Armenia which we actually possess, there is a 
brief but interesting notice of pre-Christian Armenian script 
in a Classical source. It was noted above that the charis­
matic pagan teacher Apollonius of Tyana came to Armenia. The 
biography of the philosopher, who died ca. A.D. 96-8, was 
completed by Philostratus ca. A.D. 220. According to Philo- 
stratus, Apollonius was accompanied on his journey to the 
East by an Assyrian of Nineveh named Damis, who boasted knowl­
edge of the Armenian tongue, and of that of the Medes and the 
Persians (1.19). In Pamphylia, the travellers came upon a 
leopard with a golden collar on which there was written in 
Armenian letters 'King Arsaces to the Nysian God1 (i.e., to 
Dionysos). Arsaces, Philostratus informs us, was king of Ar­
menia at that time, and had dedicated the beast to Dionysos 
on account of its size. The leopard, a female, was tame, and
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79had wandered down from the mountain in search of males.
Presumably, Damis was able to distinguish between (spoken)
Armenian and Persian, but it is likely that the engraving on
the beast’s torque was in the Aramaic language and script of
the inscriptions discovered in this century.
During the reign of king VramSapuh (388-414), a scribe
v cof the royal court named Mastoc (361-440) was assigned the 
task of creating a script suitable for Armenian; the nature 
of the undertaking suggests that the Aramaic inscriptions, 
although they might contain individual Armenian names or com­
mon nouns, were still regarded as written in a foreign lan­
guage. The need for Armenian Christian texts to counteract
the influence of the Armenian orally recited epics is obvious,
■ v cand must have impressed Mastoc with particular urgency, as
he himself led a Christian mission to the Armenian province
of Goitcn. That region, according to the disciple and biog- 
v crapher of Mastoc , Konwn, had resisted Christianity, but 
Ma§tocc gereal zamenesean i hayreneacG awandelocc , ew i 
satanayakan diwapa¥t spasaworutGenen i hnazandutciwn Kcristosi
Q _
matuc aner 'captured all from the traditions of their fathers, 
and from the demonolatrous service of Satan, and delivered 
them into submission to Christ.’8  ^ Mastocc learned that an
Assyrian bishop named Daniel had discovered letters which had
c c c c  c c c  cbeen yayloc dprut eanc t alealk ew yaruc ealk dipec an
81'found buried and resurrected from other writing systems’;
V c cDaniel's alphabet (Arm. nsanagirs alp abetac ) was found
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inadequate to express the sounds of the Armenian language, 
v cand Mastoc devised a new script, consulting scribes and 
scholars in the Syrian cities of Amida and Edessa; he then 
worked with a Greek calligrapher, Ruphanos, at Samosata.
The Armenian letters finally devised reflect the dual 
influence of the Northern Mesopotamian Aramaic and Greek 
scripts, the latter supplying the seven vowels and various 
diphthongs, the former serving as a basis for the invention 
of letters to represent certain consonants, such as the affri­
cates, for which no Greek equivalents existed- Several of
the letters may have been borrowed also from the form of Ara-
8 2maic used to write Middle Persian. The first work to be
written in Arm. was a translation of the Biblical Book of 
8 3Proverbs; the rest of the Bible was rendered into Arm. 
shortly thereafter, and Koriwn exulted: Yaynm zamanaki
eraneli ew ccankali asxarhs Hayocc anpayman sk°ancCeli liner: 
yorum' yankarc uremn awrensusoycC Movses margareakan dasun, ew
yarajademn Pawlos bovandak arakcelakan gndovn, handerj
v c c casxarhakec oyc awetaranawn K ristosi, miangamayn ekeal
• c c c chaseal i jern erkuc hawasareloc n hayabarbark hayerenaxawsk
gtan ’At that time this country of Armenia became blessed and 
desirable, and infinitely wonderful, for suddenly then Moses, 
teacher of the Law with the ranks of the Prophets, and ener­
getic Paul with all the army of the Apostles and the Gospel 
of Christ that gives life to the world, in an instant at the 
hands of the two colleagues^ became Armenian-speaking.’. ^
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The vision of Koriwn is significant. Heretofore, the gods 
alone had spoken to the Armenians in their native tongue; now 
their message was drowned in the stridor of an army of foreign 
prophets who had stolen from the yazatas their language. 
Christianity had the crucial technical advantage of a written
O f?
Awetaran over the spoken Avesta. The Zoroastrian scriptures 
did exist in written copies, but pre-Islamic Iranian culture 
was largely pre-literate, writing being employed mainly for 
commercial and administrative purposes. The written Christian 
Bible was even more critical an advance over Armenian oral 
tradition than the Christian codex had been over the cumber­
some pagan scroll in the Classical West scarcely two centuries
, . 87earlxer.
Amongst the Biblical heroes who became suddenly Armeno- 
phones at the hands of Ma¥tocc and his disciples were 
Mattathias and his sons. In the decisive battle against 
Sasanian Iran that was to erupt a decade after the death of 
Ma¥tocc, the sparapet Vardan Mamikonean was to be shown to 
the nation through the powerful lens of Holy Writ as a latter- 
day Yehuda ha-Makkabi (Juday 1 the Hammer', i.e., Judas 
Maccabeus, son of Mattathias the Hasmonean) striking the 
impious attacker of the children of the New Covenant. In 428, 
Bahram V in one stroke dethroned the Arm. king Artases V and 
the leader of the Church, Bishop Sahak Partcew ('the Par­
thian'). Ctesiphon installed a inarzpan 'governor* directly 
responsible to the King of Kings: Vasak, head of the great
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naxarardom of SiwnikC. A Nestorian Syrian named Bar Kiso 
took the place of Sahak— the Nestorian sect, which was to be 
anathematised at the Council of Ephesus in 431, was considered 
less of a potential threat than those Churches which main­
tained ties with the Orthodox hierarchy of the hostile Roman 
Empire. The Church in Armenia rejected Bar KiSo and his suc­
cessor, Smuel, and ratified the provisions of the Council of 
Ephesus, but the naxarars appear to have acquiesced in the 
overthrow of the Arsacid line, since they retained their an­
cestral domains and military units.
The Sasanians under Yazdagird IX (438-57) decided to 
impose Zoroastrianism on the Armenians, apparently as part 
of a general proselytising campaign which was undertaken once
Yazdagird had defeated the nomadic Hephthalites on the north-
88eastern frontier of the empire. This victory allowed the
King of Kings to concentrate his attention on the western
parts of the empire; the war had also provided an excuse to
keep far from home the Armenian forces conscripted to serve,
89should military action be called for. The Prime Minister
of the empire, Mihrnerseh, despatched to the Armenians a
letter directing them to accept the deni mazdezn 'the religion 
- 90of Mazda-worship1, in which the basic tenets of the faith 
are outlined. Mihihi^rseh's description is of the Zurvanite eP
heresy, rather than of pure Mazdean dualism. It corresponds 
in all particulars to the description of Zurvanism refuted 
by Eznik of Kolb in his Elc Alandocc ('Refutation of Sects',
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5th century), and it is likely that Elise vardapet, our 
source for the letter, may have consulted the work of Eznik, 
his contemporary. Elise was an eye-witness and participant 
in events leading up to the Armeno-Sasanian War of 451 and in 
the battle itself, but it is likely that the letters and 
speeches in his work Vasn Vardanay ew Hayocc Paterazmin ('On 
Vardan and the Armenian War1), the most detailed account of 
the war, are literary compositions in the manner of Thucydides.
Elise reports also that the sparapet 1 commander-in- 
chief of the Armenians, Vardan Mamikonean, and the marzpan 
Vasak Siwni were detained at Ctesiphon on their way home from 
the Hephthalite war and were forced to convert to Zoroas­
trianism. The king had accused them: zkrak spananekC ew
v — c c — czjurs plcek , ew zmereals i hoi t alelov zerkir spananek , ew
C VC m V Ck rpikar c arnelov oyz tayk Haramanoy 'You kill the fire,
pollute the water, and kill the earth by burying the dead in
91the soil, and by not performing good deeds you give strength 
92 93to Ahriman .' The accusations are couched in Zoroastrian
9 4theological terms: to 'kill' a fire means to extinguish it;
95water is a sacred creation which must not be polluted; and 
corpses must be exposed or securely entombed. Whilst the two 
leaders of the people were at Ctesiphon, Magi were sent to 
Armenia to enforce the observance of Zoroastrian rituals by 
the people.^
Vasak and Vardan returned to Armenia; the latter in­
stantly repudiated his conversion, whilst the former took it
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seriously. The Bishops of Armenia had roused the people to 
violent resistance against the Magi, and the latter, who had, 
apparently, expected instead to be welcomed, were ready to 
abandon their mission, Vasak, seeing that their Sasanian 
cult seemed foreign and undesirable to his countrymen, took
the matter in hand: Sksaw aysuhetew patrel zomans karaseaw
c c cew zomans olok akan baniwk : zramikn amenayn ahel baniwk
srtatcapc arner. Hanapazord arataccoycc zrociks tacarin: ew
C V C • V cyerkarer znuagsn uraxut ean, maselov zerkaynut xwn giserac n
yergs arbeccutcean ew i kakcaws lktutcean, kcalccraccuccaner
c vv comanc zkargs erazstakans ew zergs het anosakans 'Then he be­
gan to deceive some with property and others with flattery.
97He dismayed all the masses with frightful words. He daily
9 8made more bounteous the offerings to the temple, and length­
ened the melodies of joy, whiling away the long nights in
99drunken songs and lewd dances, and for some he sweetened 
the musical orders'^0 and the heathen songs.'
It is implicit from this passage that the ancient cus­
toms of the Arms, differed from those which the Magi now 
sought to impose upon them, but whether doctrinal differences 
between Arm. and Persian Zoroastrians still existed in 450, 
two centuries after the first iconoclastic campaigns of the 
Sasanians in Armenia, is not stated. There is an indication 
that regional zands 'interpretations' of the Avesta still 
existed, though; at a later point, Elile mentions that one 
Zoroastrian priest sent to Armenia was called Hamakden, i.e.,
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1(Knower) of all the Religion1 (Phi, hamag-den), because he 
knew the Ampartkcas, Bozpayit, Pahlavik and Parskaden.
These, Elise explains, are the five kestkc ' s c h o o l s ' o f  
Zoroastrianism, but there is also a sixth (he apparently in­
cludes hamakden in the first five) called Petmog. Benveniste
« C Vexplained Ampartk as as 'a treatise on penalties', from OIr.
*h amp art a- (t)kaisa-; Bozpayit appears to relate to penitence,
104and Petmog remains a mystery. Zaehner suggested that the
Pahlavik and Parskaden were the 'Parthian and Persian reli­
gions', and notes that in the Manichaean texts from Turfan,
the supreme deity is called Zurvan in Persian, but not in 
105Parthian. We have noted the frequent use of bag- in Ar­
menian toponyms, but the word, in the form bai, is used with 
frequency also in Sasanian Middle Persian. Zurvanism, how­
ever, is treated as distinctly Persian by Eznik, who distin­
guishes it from Arm. 'heathen' beliefs, so the distinction 
drawn by Zaehner may indeed be valid.
Soon after Vasak began his campaign of luring the Arms, 
back to their old cults, Vardan and other naxarars loyal to 
Christianity threatened to kill him. He made a show of 
repentance, and participated in a plan to mount a three­
pronged attack on the Persians in Armenia. The Arm. forces 
surprised the Persians in a score of cities and fortresses,
and in all of them ayrein kizuin ztuns pa¥taman kraki 'burned
106and incinerated the houses of the worship of fire'. Vasak,
who commanded the central armies, suddenly turned to the
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Persian side, but Vardan quickly counter-attacked; Vasak and
his allies amongst the naxarars fled to the safety of his
c 10 7domain of Siwnik at the end of the summer of 450. In May,
451, the Sasanian forces under general Mu^kan Niwsalawurd
attacked Armenia in force. On 2 6 May, the two sides clashed
on the plain of Avarayr, on the banks of the river Tlmut, to
the west of modern Maku. The Armenian forces under Vardan
were defeated, and Vardan himself was killed, but it was a
Pyrrhic victory? rebellions erupted throughout Armenia
against Persia, and Yazdagird II abandoned his plan to return
Armenia to the faith. Over the next few decades, the Sasan-
ians renewed their campaign, but' a successful guerrilla war
led by the Mamikonean naxarardom forced king Peroz to sign a
treaty of religious tolerance with Vahan Mamikonean at
Nuarsak, near Xoy, in 484. Armenia was recognised officially
10 8as a Christian land.
The Armenians sought equally to free themselves from 
Byzantine domination. The refusal of the Synkletos to grant 
aid to the beleaguered forces of Vardan in 451 had embittered 
Arm. opinion, and may have been one cause of the refusal of 
the Arm. Church to recognise the Christological definitions 
of the Council of Chalcedon convened in the same year— Arm. 
clerics had not been in attendance. Legislation in the 
Byzantine-held part of Armenia tended to break up the domains 
of the naxarars and to deprive them of their hereditary 
powers; such acts were regarded with profound suspicion by
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the nobility on the Iranian side of the border, and their 
support must have emboldened the Church further to dissociate 
itself from Byzantium. Such a policy was profitable also 
from the point of view of relations with the Sasanians, who 
wished to maintain good relations with the land they still 
regarded as the second kingdom of Iran, and, according to 
Stepcanos Asoiik, Xosrow II Parvez (591-628) ordered the
10 9Christians of the empire to follow the ’Armenian1 faith.
Even under a new and alien religion, then, Armenia still main­
tained close relations with Iran, down to the end of the 
Sasanian dynasty.
The Zoroastrian faith lived on in Armenia after the 
Battle of Avarayr and the Treaty of Nuarsak; we shall see 
numerous instances of its survival in the following chapters. 
It is recalled that even in the times of Justinian I (527-65), 
under whose intolerant rule Monophysites and philosophers fled 
the Byzantine Empire for the comparative safety of Iran, John 
of Ephesus still found 80,000 pagans to convert in Asia
M i n o r . W h e n  the Arabs entered Duin in the mid-7th century,
111they were to find ’Magians’ amongst the inhabitants; most, 
undoubtedly, were Persians, but others may have been Ar­
menians, who, like the informants of Movses Xorenacci perhaps
112a century later still, whiled away the long nights with 
the songs of Vahagn, of Artawazd, and of all the yazatas and 
heroes of their religion, the Good Religion.
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Notes - 4
1. S. T. Eremyan, 1Hayastanfl ev vermin Partcew Arsakunineri 
paykcar? Hromi dem,1 P-bH, 1977, 4, 59-72, suggests that 
the Arm. tradition found in Agathangelos of the raids 
carried out by the Arm. king Xosrov against Ardesir I in 
support of Ardavan V refers more likely to campaigns by 
the Arm. Trdat II against Valax¥ V and the Roman backers 
of the latter. According to Agathangelos 19-22, Xosrov 
raided Ctesiphon, massacred numerous Persians, and then 
made vows (uxt-awor linel) to the seven bagins of Armenia 
(i.e., the cult centres of Artasat, Tcordan, Ani, Eriz, 
Tcil, BagayariH and A¥ti¥at— at some of these sites there 
were several bagins; see Chs. 5-9). He honoured his 
Arsacid ancestors (see Ch. 10 on Arm. ancestor-worship) 
with offerings of oxen, rams, horses and mules, all of 
them white (cf. the Av. stipulation that offerings be 
hamo.gaona- ’of one colour1, Yt. 8.58; on the Ir. 
terminology of sacrifice in Arm., see Ch. 15), as well
as offerings of gold, silver, and other costly stuff.
2. For a chronology of the Arsacids of Iran from ca. 250- 
248 B.C. to the fall of the dynasty, ca. A.D. 227-9, see 
E. J. Bickerman, Chronology of the Ancient World, London, 
1980, 270 and D. Sellwood, An Introduction to the Coinage 
of Parthia, London, 1971, 13 (the two authors vary con­
siderably) . For a comparative chronology of Sasanian 
Iran and the principal events in Central Asia and the 
Roman and Byzantine West, see P. Harper, The Royal 
Hunter, New York, 19 76. V. G. Lukonin, Kul1tura 
Sasanidskogo Irana, Moscow, 1969, offers a chronology 
based upon numismatic evidence, the identifying feature 
of each king being the particular style of crown he wore.
3. On aspects of this policy, see Ch. 15.
4. Opinions as to when the Sasanians first conquered Armenia
vary. S. H. Taqizadeh, ’The Early Sasanians, Some 
Chronological Points which Possibly Call for Revision,1 
BSOAS^ 11, 1943-6,_6, 22 n. 1, notes that according to 
Tabari and the Nihayat al-arab, Ardesir was crowned 
after his conquest of Armenia and other countries; the 
’Letter of Tansar’, a document purported to have been 
written at the time of Ardesir, refers to ’Persarmenia’ 
(see Ch. 3); and Movses Xorenacci reports that the 
Sasanian king ArtaSir established a fire-temple at 
Bagawan in Armenia after destroying the image-shrines 
there (see Ch. 5). According to C. Toumanoff, ’The 
third-century Armenian Arsacids: a chronological and
genealogical commentary,’ KEArm, N.S. 6, 19 69, 251-2, 
Armenia became a vassal state of the Sasanians after the
19 2
defeat of the Roman emperor Gordian by Iran in 244— the 
Arm. king Trdat II having sought the aid of the Romans 
in assisting the sonsvof Ardavan V (who were his first 
cousins) against Ardesir. Armenia was actually invaded 
by Sabuhr I only in 252, and the sons of the latter, 
Ormizd-ArdeXir and Narseh, became Great Kings of Armenia 
before attaining in turn to the throne of the King of 
Kings.
5. Tacitus, Annales, VI.31.
6. N. C. Debevoise, A Political History of Parthia, Chicago, 
1938, 158.
7. See Ch. 8 on the Zoroastrian aspects of the ceremony.
q
8. See MX 1.8; Xorenac i generally attributes the deeds of 
all kings after the remote eponymous ancestor Hayk him­
self to the Ar¥akuni ’Arsacid1 house— an indication that 
the Armenians perceived the religious and administrative 
forms of the earlier, Artaxiad dynasty as unchanged and 
uninterrupted by Pth. rule; we shall return to this sug­
gestion presently.
9. Two of the legions were stationed in Melitene and 
Satala, in the west of Armenia; on evidence from Satala, 
which is considered to have been the site of a temple of 
Anahit, see Ch. 7.
10. H. Manandyan, Erker, II, Erevan, 19 78, 14-15.
11. Ibid., 18 & n. 3; according to Greco-Roman sources, 
Sanatruk would have reigned from 215-7. The free­
standing statue of one Sanatruk, king of Hatra, has been 
excavated (see H. Ingholt, Parthian Sculptures from 
Hatra, New Haven, 1954, 6), and there was a king of 
Parthia, Sinatruces, who reigned ca. 7 8-6 8 B.C. The 
name may mean 'one who triumphs over enemies', from OIr. 
*sana-taruka- (see M. van Esbroeck, 1Le roi Sanatrouk et 
1'apStre Thaddle,' REArm, N.S. 9, 1972, 242 & n. 8). 
According to Debevoise, op. cit., 237, Sanatruces was a 
king of Armenia who succeeded to the throne of Parthia, 
early in the 3rd century A.D. Owing to the apparent 
popularity of the name in the Arsacid period, there may 
have been several kings bearing the name of Sanatruk in 
Armenia, but Arm. tradition is unanimous in placing the 
reign of Sanatruk at the time of the mission of the 
Apostle Thaddeus to Armenia, i.e., in the second half
of the first century.
12. According to a local tradition, the Apostle Bartholomew 
cured 'king Sanatruk or the son of king Trdat1 of
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leprosy at a spring of milk (Arm. kat nalbiwr), and the 
church of St Bartholomew at Aibak was built to commemo­
rate the event; according to another tradition, a pagan 
temple had stood on the site (see M. Thierry, 1 Monast^res
arm^niens du Vaspurakan, III,* REArm, N.S. 6, 1969, 163).
The popular tradition appears to support Manandyan's 
chronology, noted above.
13. J. B. Segal, Edessa, the Blessed City, Oxford, 1970, 63-5.
14. See N. Adontz/N. G. Garsoian, Armenia in the Period of 
Justinian, Louvain, 19 70, 2 71-4 et seq. on the Apostolic 
traditions of Edessa and Armenia, and on the attempts by 
Arm. Christian writers subsequently to harmonise the 
traditions of Apostles and Illuminator.
15. Loc. cit.; Meruzanes, Arm. MeruXan, is a Mir. name (see
Ch. 8) .
16. On Aramazd, see the following Ch.; on interment, see 
Ch. 10.
17. Debevoise, op. cit., 26 3.
18. Manandyan, op. ci't. , 23; see Ch. 13.
19. Debevoise, 221; on the location of Elegeia in Armenia, 
see Ptolemy, cit. by Garsolan/Adontz, 113*.
20. ValarXapat may also be the city of Azara, 76°101-40°501 ,
referred to by Ptolemy (see S. T. Eremyan, fVaiarX Il-i
kca±akcakan haraberut^yunner Hromi ev Partcevneri het,' 
P-bH, 1976, 4, 38).
21. See Ch. 7 n. 62.
22. A. A. Barrett, 'Sohaemus, King of Emesa and Sophene,1 
American Journal of Philology, 98, 1977, 153-9.
23. Corpus inscriptionum graecorum, 6559, cit. by Manandyan,
49. The 'gods1 referred to may be Greco-Roman, but more 
likely the yazata Sp^nta Armaiti is meant, with other 
chthonic divinities. It is known that the Arm. Orontids 
buried their dead at Angl, site of the shrine of Torkc,
equated with the Mesopotamian Nergal, lord of the under­
world. A possible derivation of the name Sanatruk was 
cited above which contains the element *taruka-
1 vanquishing'; the OIr. base is etymologically related 
to Asianic tarh-, itself the base of the name of the 
powerful godattested in Arm. as Torkc (see Ch. 11).
It is unlikely that Sanatruk is to be regarded as a 
theophoric name with Torkc-, but it is quite possible 
that the Pth. rulers of Armenia, long familiar with the
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beliefs of Mesopotamia, accepted Torkc/Nergal as one of 
the ’gods beneath the earth1, perhaps equating him with 
the Iranian Yima. Such a formulation would not have 
been unique in the development of Western Iranian Zoro­
astrianism; cf. Mesopotamian Nabu and Iranian Tlri (Ch. 9) 
The Pths. buried their dead, as we have seen, and evi­
dence from the burial ground of ¥ahr~i Qumis (probably 
to be identified with ancient Hecatompylos) suggests 
other funerary practices not attested in Zoroastrian 
texts, most notably the provision of a coin placed with 
the corpse, probably as ’Charon's obol1 (see J. Hansman,
D. Stronach, ’A Sasanian repository at Shahr-i Qumis,1 
JRAS, 1970, 2, 142-55, and appendix by A. D. H. Bivar on 
p. 15 7 with^a discussion of the Gk. loan-word from Per­
sian, danake, 'a coin used as Charon’s obol1}. The bones 
at the site were broken, as though the bodies had been 
exposed before burial, in accordance with Zoroastrian 
law, and torn by animals (cf. Herodotus I, 142, who 
reports that the Persians leave a body to be torn by a 
bird or dog, and then bury it). Despite the apparent 
practice of exposure before interment, the Parthian 
practices are^substantially different from those enjoined 
by the vldevdat, a late Avestan text apparently compiled 
in the Parthian period. If there were no sinners, there 
would be no sermons; and one may suppose that the work, 
most of which is a dreary treatise on purity and pollu­
tion, was published because practice had diverged so 
widely from the canons of the Good Religion.
24. A. G. Perikhanyan, ’Arameiskaya nadpis* iz Garni,' P-bH, 
1964, 3, 123.
25. Ibid., 127.
26. Eremyan, op. cit., 44.
27. Corp. inscr. graec. 4821, cit by ibid., 49.
28. Cf. the Arm. proper name Pap (Arm. Gr., 65; HAnjB, IV,
222-4), from the same Ir. base as Pap-ak.
29. Toumanoff, op. cit. n. 4, 243.
30. See S. M. Krkya¥aryan, 1Tcagavorakan isxanutcyun9 
Ar¥akuneacc Hayastanum,1 P-bH, 19 71, 1, 19 6-206 and 
Idem., 1Tcagavorakan isxanut^yun hin Hayastanum,'
Banber Erevani Hamalsarani, 1969, 3, 158-67. An example 
is S±uk, head of the Slkuni family, who was induced to
rebel against the Arm. king Trdat by the Persian king 
Sabuhr and took refuge in his fortress of Olakan. One 
Mamgon tricked S±uk by asking him to the hunt, where 
heathen killed him. The Arm. king gave Oiakan and all
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the property of the Slkuni house to Mamgon and his 
descendants, the Mamikoneans (MX 11.84).
31. Garso’ian, Prolegomena,' 180 & n. 22-27.
32. Poets recited historical and religious lays to the 
accompaniment of musical instruments, see e.g. the song 
of Vahagn, Ch. 6; the minstrels were called gusans, 
after a Pth. word *gosan (see M. Boyce, 'The Parthian 
gosan and Iranian Minstrel Tradition,1 JRAS, 1957) . For 
the strong connection of such literature to the pre- 
Christian religion, see below.
33. See Ch. 8.
34. On the organisation of the state in the reign of Ardesir, 
see R. N. Frye, 'Notes on the early Sasanian State and 
Church,1 in Studi orientalistici in onore di G. L. Della 
Vida, Vol. I, Rome, 1956.
35. The Sasanian persecution of the Jews was noted in the
previous Ch. ; in his inscription on the Kacaba-yi 
Zardu^t, the 3rd-century Sasanian high-priest Kirder 
records that he harried Jews, Christians, Buddhists and 
followers of other faiths. The 'Letter of Tansar1, a
mediaeval document based on a 6th-century redaction of a
letter attributed to a high-priest of the 3rd century, 
describes the suppression of Zoroastrian cult centres 
within Iran itself which lay outside the jurisdiction of 
the Sasanians (see Ch. 15).
36. See MX III.35, PCB IV.55. To the north of Armenia,
Jewish gravestones of the 5th-6th centuries have been
found at the ancient Georgian capital, Mcxetfa (G. V. 
Tsereteli, 'Epigrafieheskie nakhodki v Mtskhetadrevnei 
stolitse Gruzii,' VDI, 1948, 2, 50), attesting to the
existence of a community there; it exists to this day.
The above-mentioned Arm. historians report that the 
Sasanians in the 4th century deported the Jews of Ar­
menia en masse to Iran. Most of them probably settled 
in the large, well-established communities of Mesopo­
tamia, such as the great Talmudic centres of Sura and 
Pumbeditha; those who remained must have been assimilated 
into the Christian majority; there is no record, from the 
close of the Sasanian dynasty down to this day, of an in­
digenous, Armenian-speaking Jewish community.
37. Philostratus, Life of Apollonius, 1.20-6.
38. Segal, op. cit. n. 13, 35-7.
39. Eznik attacked the Manichaeans in his 5th-century 'Refu­
tation of Sects'; on Mani's Epistle to the Armenians, 
see Ch. 5.
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40. S. T. Eremyan, ed., Kul'tura rannefeodal1noi Armenii 
(IV-VII vv.), Erevan, 1980, 19-21.
41. Manandyan, II, 86.
42. Ibid., II, 92.
43. A. A. Martirosyan, ’Hayastan^ ev ara^in Sasanyanner#,' 
P-bH, 1975, 3, 152.
44. This name seems as important symbolically as the two 
Iranian epithet-names Anak and Burdar, for Wisdom was 
regarded with particular esteem by Christians and Zoro- 
astrians alike (on Arm. imast-utciwn ’wisdom', see Ch. 5) .
45. Martirosyan, op. cit. n. 43, 153.
46. On the legend, see N. Adontz, ’Gr^goire 1’Illuminateur 
et Anak le Parthe,' RDEA, 8, fasc. 1, 1928, 233-45.
47. Although the Iranian vocabulary of the myth of Gregory 
and the general proximity of Arm. legend to Iranian 
forms (cf. the story of Ar¥ak II, below) seem to place 
the myth in Iranian tradition, the form is fairly wide­
spread in the oral literature of various cultures, and 
is called a Wandersage (see J. Vansina, Oral Tradition, 
London, 1961, 73). In modern Greek folklore, the-sur­
vivor of a holocaust is regarded as the mayia (NP. maya) 
'yeast1 which regenerates the Hellenes. According to 
Agathangelos, Anak was pursued and caught at the bridge 
called Tapcerakan which spans the Araxes at ArtaSat. He 
was killed by being thrown from the bridge; this detail 
recalls the death of Sidar at the hands of the evil 
spirits called ayskc in Arm. epic (see Ch. 13). The 
name Tapcerakan apparently contains the element tap 
’flat'; Minorsky connected the toponym Dhuj'-tab to Arm. 
on the basis of the second__part of the name; it is found 
in the works of the poet Xaqani, a native of Shirvan in 
Azerbaijan (12th century) whose mother is called ’of 
Mobadian origin’, i.e., a Zoroastrian. She seems to 
have been a Nestorian slave-girl converted to Islam, how­
ever (see V. Minorsky, ’Khaqani and Andronicus Comnenus,1 
BSOAS, 11, 1943-6, esp. 566 n. 1).
48. See Chs. 5 and 15.
49. Taqizadeh, op. cit. n. 4, 11.
50. KKZ, 12-14, in which Armenia is called ?lmnT ¥tr’ *Armen 
¥ahr. The non-conformist priests of the passage follow­
ing are called ^ lswmwk’ W gwmlc>k GBR* MNW BYN mgwstn
ahlomoy ud *gomarzag mard kg andar magust5n 'heretics
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and destroyed (p. part.) men amongst the Magi'. The 
reference seems to be to the priesthood generally, in­
cluding clergy in Armenia and Asia Minor, the kcurms and 
pyraithoi whom the Sasanians considered nominally Zoro- 
astrian, but unorthodox in their practices. The word 
gwmlc?k , translated by I. Gershevitch as 'pernicious1 
('ViSHpa,1 in N. Ya. Gabaraev, ed., Voprosy iranskoi i 
obshchei filologii, Tbilisi, 19 77 [= Festschrift for 
V. I. Abaev], 65), was connected by Henning with Sgd. 
and MMP. wimarz 'destroy' (BSOAS, 11, 1946, 713 n. 5 and 
BBB, 100), from the OXr. base marz-, cf. Phi. marz-Idan 
1coire1, NP. malldan 'rub'; with preverb vi-, it means 
lit. 'to rub out, i.e., destroy' (cf. Arm. marz-im 'I 
exercise', Mod. Arm. marz-aran 'sports stadium').
51. On this title, see the preceding Ch.
52. Manandyan, II, 10 7; Toumanoff, op. cit. n. 4, 256 et 
seg. The chronology of the period of the Sasanian Great 
Kings of Arm. and the Arsacid restoration is not certain, 
and the opinions of scholars differ widely (see I.Kh. 
Ter-Mkrtchyan, Armyanskie istochniki o Srednei Azii,
V-VII vv., Moscow, 1979, 14 n. 2, for a comparison of 
chronologies suggested by Soviet Armenian scholars).
53. Toumanoff, 264. The independent naxarars of these 
territories, which included the Arcrunid domain of 
Sophene, were thereafter outside the aegis of the rule 
of the Arsacid kings of greater Armenia, to the north­
east, through the fourth century. It is suggested that 
naxarars from this region who made treaties with the 
Sasanian kings and returned to the Zoroastrian faith, 
such as Meruzan Arcruni (see below), were exercising 
legitimate sovereign power from their own point of view; 
from the vantage point of the historians, who univer­
sally support the Arsacid position, they were apostates 
and traitors (see N. G. Garso’ian, 'Armenia in the fourth 
century. An attempt to re-define the concepts "Armenia" 
and "loyalty"', BEArm, N.S. 8, 1971, 341-52).
* c c54. A. A. Martirosyan, 'Sasanyannerd ev Hayastani k a±ak akan
Sr^adarja III darum,1 P-bH, 1979, 1, 47.
55. Ibid., 49.
56. See N. G. Garsolan, 'Politique ou orthodoxie? L'Arm^nie 
au Quatrieme siecle,' PEArm, N.S. 4, 1967, 299 & n. 14.
57. On the varaz, see Ch. 6; the importance of the onager
was discussed also in the preceding Ch.
58. Garsoian, op. cit. n. 53, 347.
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59. In the mid-4th century, the Council of Laodicea forbade 
certain exaggerated cults of angels of Christianity, 
because these angels were invoked, it was argued, for 
magical purposes (see A. Momigliano, ed. , The Conflict 
between Paganism and Christianity in the 4th Century, 
Oxford, 1963, 107).
60. Arm. vardapet, lit. 'teacher, doctor': this and many
other Mir. terms became titles in the Arm. Church hier­
archy, see Ch. 15.
61. The expression kcrmordi 'son of a kcurm' is found in the 
Book of Lamentations1 of the 10th-century mystical poet 
St Gregory of Narek (68.3): Aragunkc en xndrel zvre¥
stacco3:in arawel ar is, kcan erbemn zElisgin ar matal
mankuns betcelaccis kcrmordis 'They hasten against me
to exact vengeance the One who receives it, [a vengeance 
greater] than that of Elisha from the young boys of 
Bethel, the sons of the priests.'
62. On the concealment practiced in the performance of for­
bidden religious rites, compare the descriptions of 
Arewordi meetings, Ch. 16.
63. On the legend of Ara and Mamiram, see Chs. 7 and 13.
64. See Ch. 6.
65. See Garso’ian, op. cit. n. 56, 311.
66. See Chs. 11, 14.
67. Eremyan, op. cit. n. 40, 10.
68. New Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology, London, 1978,
133, 172.
69. G. & T. Jones, trans., The Mabinogion, London, 1963, 85.
70. Marco Polo, The Travels, Penguin Books, 1972, 63.
71. The name seems to be a MP. form meaning 'Welcome' (drust 
amad) .
72. On the Fortress, called in Arm. Anusn berd, Anyusn, 
Andm$¥n etc^ and identified by Hubschmann with Andimisk, 
modern Dizful, in Xuzistan (Arm. Gr., 19) , see A. 
Christensen, L'Iran sous les Sassanides, 2nd ed., 
Copenhagen, 1944, 30 7-8.
73. One may connect to the English word by etymology the Ir. 
loan-word in Arm. vep 'epic', cf. OIr. *v(a)ip- , Av.
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vifra- 'habile, expert1 (E. Benveniste, 'Etudes 
Iraniennes,' TPS, 1945, 74).
74. On the hypogemn at Alcc, see Ch. 10.
75. For photographs, transcription, translation and commen- 
tary on the inscription, see C. F. Lehmann-Haupt, 'Eine 
griechische Inschrift aus der Sp&tzeit Tigranokertas,'
Klio, 8, 1908, 497-521 (the Ir. title in Gk., 504). In
an Arm. text describing the martyrdom of St Atom Anuni,
his son, and Vars, Nerseh and Varjawor at the hands of 
Yazdagird II in the 5th century, the Sasanian king is 
called dicc-a-xarn 'mixed of the gods', i.e., of divine 
birth. In a scholion to the epithet isodaimon 'equal 
to a divinity' used of the Persian king by Aeschylus,
The Persians, line 6 32, it is explained that tous 
basileas theous kalousin hoi Persai 'the Persians call 
the kings gods' (L. H. Gray, 'Two Armenian Passions of 
Saints in the Sasanian Period,' Analecta Bollandiana, I
Vol. 67, Melanges Paul Peeters, I, Brussels, 19 49, 369;
the A m .  text of the martyrology is published in
Sopcerkc Haykakankc, Vol. 19, Venice, 1854, 69-82). In
MX III.65, the Armenian patriarch Sahak Partcew (388-7439) 
at the court of Bahram Gor (Bahram V, 420-38; Arm. Vram) 
criticises the belief of the poets (kcertcolkcn) that 
the princes are noynasermankc astuacocc 'of the same 
seed as the gods'. According to Thomson, MX, 345 n. 15, 
the refutation is drawn from Philo, but it is as_likely 
that the Am. expression is a caique on MP. yazdan ^ihr 
'of the seed of the gods'. In the History of Stepcanos 
Asoiik, Tiridates III calls himself diwccaxarn partcew 
'a Parthian, mixed of the gods' (trans.■Emin, Moscow,
1864, 292).
76. L. A. El'nitskii, 'K istorii antitserkovnykh i 
antikhristianskikh tendentsii v Armenii v IV v.n.e.,'
VDI, 92, 1965, 127, and '0 maloizuchennykh ili 
utrachennykh grecheskikh i latinskikh nadpisyakh 
Zakavkaz'ya,1 VDI, 88, 19 64, maintains that the inscrip­
tion belongs to Pap, but this suggestion seems unaccept­
able, in view of the title of King of Kings, which Pap 
would not have used, and the invocation of many gods, 
which Pap would not have made. The inscription seems
to contain a warning to the citizens against rebellion; 
such a warning by Sabuhr is, indeed,* preserved by MX 
(see our discussion of arya- and anarya- in Ch. 3).
G. X. Sargsyan, Hellenistakan dara^rYani Hayastan ev 
Movses Xorenac°in, Erevan, 1966, 66, compares the formula 
of the Greek invocation in the inscription to a passage 
in the Gk. version of Agathangelos: pronoia genetai apo 
tes ton theon boetheias 'providence comes from the help 
of the gods'. The crucial word in the inscription,
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though, is tykhe 'fortune1, Mir. baxt or xwarrah (see 
Ch. 9 on Arm. baxt and p ark ), which is not found in 
the passage from the Gk. Agath.
77. See Thomson, MX, 15-16 et seq.
78. See Ibid., 357; the Primary History apparently predates 
Xorenacci, and the tradition of the discovery of the 
stele at Mcurn may be authentic. But Xorenacci attrib­
utes to Mar Abas additional information, which, MX 
claims, come from the Parthian royal archives; much of 
it, however, comes from Gk. texts, and the attribution 
is spurious (Thomson, 5 3-6).
79. Philostratus, The Life of Apollonius of Tyana, I, Loeb
Classical Library, Cambridge, Mass., 19 69, II.2: kai
halonai pote phasin en tei Pamphyliai pardalin streptoi 
hama, hon peri tei derei ephere, khrysous de en kai 
epegegrapto Armeniois grammasi BASILEUS ARSAKES THEQi 
NYSIQi. basileus men de Armenias tote en Arsakes, kai 
autos, oimai, idon ten pardalin aneke toi Dionysoi dia 
megethos tou theriou.
80. VM, 5.
81. VM, 6; the Arm. word dprut iwn, from dpir 'scribe' can 
mean a book, records, literature in general, or writing.
The latter meaning, in the sense of foreign scripts, 
seems to be meant here.
82. This is the development proposed by A. Perikhanyan, 'K 
voprosu o proiskhozhdenii armyanskoi pis'mennosti,' 
Peredneaziatskii Sbornik, 2, Moscow, 1966, 103-133.
Al G. Abrahamyan, Hayoc^ gri ev grff^ut^yan patmutcyun, 
Erevan, 1969, and Hayoc^ gir ev grYcutcyun, Erevan,
19 73, derives the alphabet mainly from Greek. Like 
Greek, Arm. is written from left to right, and the early 
Arm. uncials, with their thick and thin lines, resemble
the Greek book hand of the 5th century.
83. On the significance of this choice, see Ch. 5.
84. I.e., Ma¥tocc and Bishop Sahak Partcew.
85. VM, 11.
86. The meaning of the word Avesta is not known with cer­
tainty; 'Authoritative Utterance1 is a likely interpreta­
tion, suggested by Boyce, Zoroastrians, 3. F. C. Andreas 
apud K. F. Geldner, Grundriss der iranischen Philologie, 
hrsg. von W. Geiger und E. Kuhn, Strassburg,_1895-1904,
II, 2, para. 1, traced the word to Av. upasta 'foundation1.
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A folk-etymology is provided in the Greater Bundahisn 
(177.7-8, cited by Dasturs K. M. Kutar and D. Pahlan, 
'Pahlavi Folk-Etymology and Etymological Curiosities,1 
in J. C. Cayagee et al., ed., Dinshah Irani Memorial 
Volume, Bombay, 1943, 173):
> pst* k MNw¥ wc*l¥n 'pyck^st^dIn_ZY vzdt 
Abastag ke-¥ wizariln abezag stayi^n r yazd 
'The Avesta, whose meaning is unblemished (abezag) 
praise of God.1
Another derivation cited by Kutar and Pahlan is from Av. 
a- + vista (pp. of vid- 'to know'), but the suggestion 
of Andreas corresponds more closely to the_Phl. form.
Arm. avet-aran, with a base from OIr. *a-vet- ('speak 
forth1), cf. Turfan Mir. nvydg 'tidings' (see H. W. 
Bailey, 'Iranica II,' JRAS, July 19 34, 508-9, on Arm. 
aweti-kc '(good) tidings'=Gk. euaggelion), looks super- 
ficially like Avesta, but probably is not related.
87. On the codex, see Peter Brown, The World of Late 
Antiquity, London, 19 71, 92-4 and pi. 66.
88. E±i§e, p. 9, refers anachronistically to the Hephthalites
as Kusans, i.e., a central Asian kingdom defeated ca. 270
by the Sasanians. According to the Arm. tradition of 
Agath. and others, the Arm. Arsacids considered the 
Ku¥ans their cousins and the only other branch of the 
Parthian royal house which actively resisted Ardesir 
after the death of Ardavan V, ca. 226.
89. MP. Wuzurg framadar, transcribed by Eiise, 24 as vzurk 
hramatar and trans. as Arm. hazarapet; on the latter 
title, see Ch. 16.
90. Elise, 24.
91. Arm. k rpikar, a transcription of Phi. kirbakkar(-Ih) 
'beneficence'.
92. On Arm. Haramani, see Ch. 14.
93. E4i¥e, 46.
94. See Ch. 15.
95. Tiridates I on his journey to Rome travelled overland to
avoid polluting the sea (Ch. 8)? on washing first with 
gomez and only afterwards with water, see Ch. 15.
96. On the particulars of these, which included the mainte­
nance of sacred fires, the killing of noxious animals,
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washing with gomez (bull's urine), and wearing a face- 
mask while baking, see Ch. 15.
97. Promises of hell fire in retribution for apostasy from 
the Good Religion are probably meant here. In Zoro- 
astrian communities to this day, simple believers find 
the fear of damnation in the world to come a powerful 
support of faith, as expressed in the Arday Wiraz Namag. 
The book describes in vivid detail the tortures of hell, 
and some copies are illustrated (see, e.g., Zoroas- 
trians, 21).
9 8. Arm. tai?ar can also mean 'palace'; on the Ir. loan-words 
ro^ik and patruSak, see Ch. 15.
99. The voluptuous dancing girls and performers depicted
in Sasanian and pre-Christian Arm. art (e.g., a player 
of pan-pipes on a silver rhyton of the Orontid period 
and a terracotta female lutanist, bare-breasted, from 
Artasat, in B. N. Arakcelyan, Aknarkner hin Hayastani 
arvesti patmutcyan, Erevan, 1976, pis. 59, 87-b) were 
condemned as heathen and demonic by Yovhannes Mandakuni 
in the 5th century Mihrn^rseh condemned the Christians q
as haters of human generation by reason of their celi­
bacy; Eznik countered by attacking Zoroastrians as 
kinemol- 'woman-crazy1, perhaps with reference to upper- 
class polygamy.
100. The reference here is probably to the dastgahs of 
Iranian music, attested from the Sasanian period. The 
system of modal scales corresponds to the Indian raga Z 
or Arab magam.
101. Elise, 64.
102. Ibid., 143-4.
c v10 3. A m . k est, hascbeen derived from the same Ir. base as
the loan-word k es 'teaching, religion', cf. Av. tkaesa- 
(Arm. Gr. , 258) ;*Vis attested also in the 5th-century 
Arm. trans. of Ephrem Syrus (HAB, IV, 576-7). More 
likely, it is to be connected with Phi. c?astag 'doctrine' 
(MacKenzie, 22). The initial k- in Arm. is to be ex­
plained as contamination by the better-known loan-word 
k°es, of closely similar meaning, rather than as dis­
similation^ for cf. Am. cist 'true', cf. Phi. 
nam-cist(-ik), cit. by Bailey, 'Iranica II,' op. cit.,
511, who defines the Phi. word as rknownvby name, par­
ticular, famous'). The base of Phi. -ci:st- is Av. 
kaes- 'teach1, from which both Av. tka§^a- and Phi. ^
&cl&t-ag are derived.
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104. HA, 1927, 763, cit. by R. C. Zaehner, Zurvan, A Zoro- 
astrian Dilemma, Oxford, 19 55, 29 n. 5; Christensen 
(loc. cit.), interpreting differently the first element 
hampart-, defined it as 'a complete collection of doc­
trines relating to the faith', and explained Bozpayit 
as Phi. *33 a zp a tit 'a confession of crimes committed'. 
Petmog, Zaehner notes, is not clear; it seems, indeed, 
to be a reversal of the Arm. form mogpet. Benveniste's 
explanation of part- as having to do with penalties 
accords with the meaning of the Arm. loan-word part-k 
ldebt, duty'; in the Lord's Prayer, z-parti-s (acc. pi.) 
renders Gk. opheilemata (on the etymology, see Arm. Gr., 
228) .
105. Zaehner, Zurvan, 29-30.
106. Elise, 69.
107. Ibid., 74-6.
10 8. Eremyan, op. cit., 18.
109. Cit. by Garsoian, op. cit. n. 53, 350 n. 31.
110. Momigliano, op. cit n. 59, 19.
111. See Ch. 16 on the edict of toleration granted the
various faiths in the city.
112. See C. Toumanoff, 'On the Date of Pseudo-Moses of 
Chorene,1 HA 75, 1961, 467-76, who supports a date in 
the 8th century.
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CHAPTER 5 
ARAMAZD
Having observed the historical development of Zoroas­
trianism in Armenia, we turn now to an examination of the 
cults of individual yazatas, in order of their apparent 
importance in Armenian sources. It is fitting that we begin 
with the discussion of Ahura Mazda, the Lord of Wisdom,"*" the 
most prominent divinity of Zoroastrianism and the one whose 
name is most frequently attested. It is not proposed here 
to enter into an exhaustive treatment of his cult in Iran, 
but only to elucidate those aspects which have a particular 
bearing on the Armenian evidence.
Our study of the cult of a supreme god in pre-Christian 
Armenia presents three major problems. The first concerns 
Ahura Mazda himself. There are attested in Armenian two 
forms of his name, Aramazd and Ormizd, and two forms of the 
name of his worship, or worshippers, mazdiacci-kc and (den i) 
mazdezn. In both cases, the latter form is Sasanian Middle 
Persian and is treated generally as foreign by Armenian 
writers, while the former term derives from an older Iranian 
form (although attested only in Armenian texts of the Sasanian 
period and later) and is regarded as native. Were Aramazd 
and Ormizd worshipped in the same way in Armenia?
The second problem is that of the two Semitic supreme 
gods, Bel and Ba°alsamin. Both are attested in Armenian
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literature, and the god Barsamin (i.e., Bacalsamln) was wor­
shipped in Armenia. Bel Marduk was the supreme god of Meso­
potamia in the Hellenistic period, and Bacalsamin was the 
supreme god of Syro-Phoenicia; it appears that Achaemenian 
Zoroastrianism influenced strongly the development of their 
cults. By the second century A.D., the Palmyrenians regarded 
them as virtually identical: two names for the creator and
lord of the Universe. The Semitic deity worshipped in Armenia 
would have been seen to occupy a position of supreme dominion 
similar to that of Aramazd. Were the cults of the two divini­
ties related?
The third problem is that of the name given in Armenia 
to the God of Christianity, Astuac. It appears to have been
Q *
preferred to di-k 'god', perhaps because the latter word 
occurs only in a plural form in texts; but by etymology 
Astuac may reflect ancient Armenian beliefs.
IRANIAN AHURA MAZDA
One of the most important aspects of Ahura Mazda in
Zoroastnan belief is that he is the Creator (Av. dadvah- , x
datar-; Phi. day, dadar), the maker of all good things. Zoro-
astrians have used various images to describe the manner of
his creation. Although essentially he willed the world into
2being through his mind (Av. manah-), he is called metaphori­
cally the ’father' of the Am^Xa Sp^ntas,3 an epithet we shall 
see was applied by the Armenians to Aramazd. Although he is 
entirely good, Ahura Mazda is not omnipotent, for he cannot
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prevent evil from invading his good creation. Consequently 
he is to be regarded as the commander in chief of the forces 
fighting the cosmic battle against evil, and images of him 
in Zoroastrian temples of the post-Alexandrine period pre­
sented him as a manly, warlike figure. St Acindynus destroyed 
in a fire temple the eidolon tou andriantos 1 image of the
manly (Zeus [- Ahura Mazda])'.^ At Mccxetca in Georgia, St
5N m o  beheld a great bronze image of ' Armaz 1 which was dressed 
in a cape and helmet with ear-flaps, and held a sharpened, 
rotating sword.®
We have noted in the preceding chapter the iconoclastic 
campaign of the Sasanians in Armenia, and shall have occasion 
to mention it again shortly. It may be noted here briefly 
that the Sasanians depicted Ahura Mazda in bas-relief, and a
Pahlavi text relates that Zarathustra was privileged to be-
- 7hold Ahura Mazda in the form of a man. Sasanian Zoroastrians
may therefore also have imagined the supreme god as a power­
ful, manly figure, but there is no suggestion that the bas- 
relief representation of the deity was an object of cult.
Fire, the most important symbol of the Zoroastrian 
faith, is referred to frequently in Zoroastrian texts as the 
son (Av. pu9ra-) of Ahura Mazda, and a Zoroastrian does pen- 
ance pes xwarsed ud mihr ud mah ud ataxs i Ohrmazd 'before
—  8the Sun and Mithra and the Moon and the fire of Ahura Mazda.1 
In Armenia, as we shall see later, the 'fire of Ahura Mazda' 
was referred to as ormzdakan hur.
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Ahura Mazda, Lord of all the Universe, is the particu­
lar guardian of kings, the temporal lords of the world.
Darius I boasts at Behistun vaSna. Auramazdaha adam xsayaQiya 
amiy *by the will of Ahura Mazda X am k i n g ' a n d ,  according 
to Arrian, Darius III prayed for aid to Zeus, i.e., Ahura 
Mazda, * to whom it is given to order the affairs of kings in
this world.1^  Under the Sasanian king Ormizd I (A.D. 272-3),
- . 11 Kirder received the title Ohrmazd mowbed. This title is to
be connected with the god, rather than the theophoric-named
king; yet it is possible that this particular rank of mowbed
was to be connected with the royal family, reflecting the
belief that the supreme god was the yazata most directly
associated with it. We shall have occasion to return to this
theme in connection with the Armenian cult of Aramazd at Ani
and elsewhere.
It is noteworthy that Ahura' Mazda came to be identified 
with the chief divinities of both the Semitic and Greek pan­
theons. In an Aramaic inscription from Arebsun, he is called
 ^2
Bel, the husband and brother of Den Mazdayasnis; and there 
is said to have been a votive inscription at the *Fratadara
temple at Persepolis in which three divinities are mentioned:
- - . - 13Zeus Megistos, Apollon-Helios, and Artemis Athena. Zeus
c v —Megistos, as we shall see, is also a Greek name for Ba alsamin.
ARMENIAN ARAMAZD
The fusion of the two words Ahura Mazda into one, as 
seen in the inscription of Darius cited above, is attested in
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14Old Persian from the 5th century B.C. The words continued
to be separated in Avestan texts, however, and there is a
possibility that in Armenia the two separate words were
recognised. There are attested in Assyrian cuneiform texts
a number of proper names which appear to contain the Iranian
element *ma¥ta, identified with Mazda-, and on this basis
V ca derivation of the Armenian proper Mastoc , gen. sg.
Mastocci, was proposed from Mazda- . ^  The word is first
found as the name of a bishop of Siwnik° consecrated by
Catholicos Nerses the Great in the third quarter of the 4th
century. At around the same time there was born in the
village of Haccekacc in Tarawn the blessed Mastocc, later
v ccalled also Mesrop Mastoc , who invented the Armenian script 
around the turn of the fifth century. His life and deeds are
recorded in the Life written in the 5th century by one of his
• ‘ V  c V  cdisciples, Konwn. Variants of the name as Mazdoc or Mastoc
17are found m  early texts, but they are rare. In Greek, the
forms Mastoubios, Mastentzes and Mastous are attested for the
18 c v cArmenian name. Mnac akanyan argued that Mastoc must be a
word of some religious significance apart from its use as a
proper name, for the service book of the Armenian Church is 
v ccalled the Mastoc . This suggestion seems farfetched, how­
ever. The Matean olbergutcean ’Book of Lamentations', a 
volume of ninety-five meditative and mystical poems by the 
10th c e n t u r y S t  Gregory of Narek, is regarded as sacred by f  
the Church and is usually called simply Narek after its
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author. St Mesrop wrote many of the hymns found in the 
v cMastoc , and it is most reasonable simply to assume that the
book bears his name. It is equally farfetched to propose an
v cetymology of the name Mastoc based upon the hypothetical 
reading of names of a remote language and time, all the more 
so since no similar form of the name of Ahura Mazda is found 
elsewhere in Armenian, or, indeed, in the Iranian languages 
from which loan-words are found in Armenian. Arm. mazd alone
means 'thick, compact1, and although it is probably an Iranian
19 — v cloan-word, it is not related to Mazda- 'Wisdom'. Mastoc
may be related to the Av. proper name Maxstay-, attested in
the Fravardin Yast (Yt. 13.116^), or it may be a derivative
of Arm. ma¥t-im 'I go bald'? G. Sahukyan derived the name
21from *IE.’ *mad- 'damp, wet' with the suffix *-to-.
It is perhaps more interesting to seek a form related
— V C
to Mazda in the writings of Mastoc themselves. According to 
Koriwn, the first words translated into Armenian from 
Scripture— the Bible being the first text written in the
newly-invented Armenian alphabet— were from the Book of
22 v vc cProverbs: Canac el zimastut lwn ew zxrat, imanal zbans
hancaroy = LXX gnonai sophian kai paideian, noesai te logous
phroneseos (Prov. 1.2). In the 5th century, few other
languages possessed terms which conveyed the power and
attraction of what was expressed by the Gk. word gnosis (cf.
gnonai) , - used of the goal of innumerable religious sects and
philosophical schools throughout the Mediterranean world, and
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Sophia, enthroned as divine in Byzantine Christianity. In
Iran, whose theological movements seem alternately to have
influenced and followed those of the West, Xrad 'Wisdom' (the
2 3Arm. loan-word above means wisdom, learning, and counsel )
• i 2 4 v cwas similarly personified and exalted. Mastoc cannot have
translated this particular passage first for any canonical
reason other than to exalt Christianity as the only true
source of wisdom, be it the Gnostic Sophia or the Zoroastrian
Xrat. For the Book of Proverbs does not come at the beginning
of either the New or Old Testament, it is not prophecy, nor
does it even bear particular witness to the actions of the
V cdivine in the world. But Mastoc was schooled in both Greek 
and Persian. He had worked as a missionary in regions of Ar­
menia where Christianity still had not taken hold, and it is 
likely that he translated Proverbs first because of its simi­
larity to religious genres of the East, such as the Wisdom of
25Ahiqar or the andarz literature of Iran, which would have 
been familiar and readily understandable to Armenians. The 
word used for Gk. sophia is the abstract noun imast-utciwn, 
from imast 'meaning', Arm. imanam 'I understand'. Lagarde 
connected the verb with Indo-Ir. man- 'think' and Emin con­
nected imast with Mazda. Such a suggestion is tenable only
if iman- is the base, with ending -am. Although Elise (5th
25century) uses a form iman-ol 'understanding', which would 
support such an analysis, the aorist imaccay would indicate 
an inchoative in -anam with base ima-. If the base does
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contain -man- (the conjugation then being explained as assimi­
lation of the form by Arm. grammar— an unprovable hypothesis), 
then the form imast could be regarded as parallel to Arm. 
hra¥ar-em 'renounce' and hraz-est 'renunciation'.^ If 1 -  
is taken as a preverb, we have an Ir. loan, i-mast, parallel 
with Av. Mazda-, Wisdom par excellence.
While the above examples are hypothetical, references 
to Aramazd in Classical Armenian texts are clear and abundant.
Tiridates III in Agath. invokes zmecn ew zarin Aramazd,
. vczaranc n erknr ew erkri 'the great and manly Aramazd, Creator 
of Heaven and Earth' (Agath. 68), in full accord with Zoro­
astrian conceptions of the Deity. He'requests liutciwn
Q
parartut ean yaroyn Aramazday 'fullness of abundance from
manly Aramazd' (Agath. 127). Arm. parart 'fat, rich1, appar-
27ently an Ir. loan-word, is used by a later Christian writer
to describe the foods eaten by the Children of the Sun, whose
enjoyment of earthly bounty he thought voluptuous. Although
Christians are bidden to ask only for their daily bread and
to live in poverty, the Zoroastrians do not regard wealth as
a barrier to spiritual awareness, nor do they consider
reasonable enjoyment of it as sinful; the invocation by the
Armenian king may reflect this conspicuously Mazdean attitude
2 8which Agathangelos reproduces in scorn.
Aramazd is hailed as creator not only of all physical 
substance, but of the lesser gods as well; at Ani, the Ar­
menian Arsacid necropolis, St Gregory and his cohorts
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c ckorcanec in zbaginn Zews die n Aramazday, hawrn anuaneal
• c * c 2 9die n amenayni 'destroyed the shrine of the god (die n )
Aramazd, named the father of all the gods (dicCn)' (Agath.
Q
785). The word di-k may be considered here the equivalent 
of either Ir. yazata or baga; Agathangelos explains 'Parthian1 
Bagawan as 'Armenian' Diccawan (Agath. 817) . Anahit is 
called the cnund . . . mecin arin Aramazday 1 child . . .  of 
the great, manly Aramazd' (Agath. 53), and at BagayariX, St 
Gregory destroys the Mrhakan meheann anuaneal ordwoyn 
Aramazday 'temple of Mihr, who is named the son of Aramazd' 
(Agath. 790). At Tcil, Gregory obliterates the Naneakan 
meheann dstern Aramazday 'temple of Nane, the daughter of 
Aramazd1 (Agath. 786).
In the Mediaeval Armenian History of the Hrip simean
• . v c • cVirgins is mentioned sastik yoyz bazmut lwn diwac , zor asein
Tun Aramazday ew Astikan, mehean erku, yanun yaXax paXtamanccn
— v V V Vtawn kardaym or e Pasat: zor ew ayzm mardik asxarhin viceal
c V c casen: t uis l Pasatay diwac n gal, anlur ew animac 'a great
crowd of demons which they called the House of Aramazd and
Astlik, two temples. Because of the frequency of religious
services they called the house^0 Pasat,^ and even now when
people of the country argue they say "You seem to come from
the demons of PaXat, senseless and m e a n i n g l e s s ^  It
appears, then, that in each temple in Armenia devoted to a
given yazata, the subservience of that yazata to the creator
Ahura Mazda was emphasised, as is only proper, for every
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major act of public and private Zoroastrian worship contains 
his invocation. As these prayers must be recited in Avestan, 
it is not surprising that local people remembered them as 
'senseless and meaningless'. In Zoroastrian communities itb- 
day, most worshippers have only a vague idea of the literal 
meaning of their prayers. The Muslims of non-Arab countries 
who memorise long passages from the Qur'an often have no idea 
what they mean, and similar examples may be adduced for many 
other religions. The entrenchment of Christianity in Armenia 
was no doubt greatly aided, at least after Mastocc, by the 
simple fact that the Bible and Divine Liturgy were read in 
Armenian. The pejorative attitude of the Christians is paral­
leled by the Muslim description of Zoroastrian prayers as 
zamzamat 'mumbling'. It was suggested in a -note that the 
explanation of Pasat sounds very much like that offered by 
Agathangelos for Astisat, the shrine of Vahagn and Astlik.
The description of Pasat may indeed by a corruption of the 
narrative in Agath., and the name of Aramazd mistakenly sub­
stituted for that of Vahagn, for, as we have seen, Aramazd 
was prominently invoked in all temples, and would have been 
remembered as the primary heathen god, while Astlik was
recalled as a female consort of the ari 'manly' deity.
cAccording to Xorenac i, Tigran II in the first century 
B.C. had kangneac zolompiakan patkern Diosi yamurn A m  
'erected the Olympian image of Zeus in the fortress of Ani'
(MX 11.14)— presumably at the temple which St Gregory was
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later to destroy. Tigran’s ancestor, Artaxias (Artases) I
v — c ckac^  zMazan karge k rmapet i yAni die n Aramazday 1 appointed
Mazan high priest of the god Aramazd at Ani' (MX 11.53).
V cMazan was the brother of the king. Xorenac i reports that
the naxarardom of the Vahunis supplied the hereditary high
priesthood of the cult centre of Vahagn, at Astisat,^ while
exercising temporal power over their local domain. Similarly,
the Artaxiad royal family supplied the high priests of
Aramazd, the supreme' Lord who ruled the other gods just as
they ruled all the provinces of Armenia.
v 34Mazan was entombed at Bagawan, and at that place,
c V V caccording to Xorenac i, Valars tawn asxarhaxumb kargeac
v35iskzban ami noroy, i mutn Nawasardi 'Valars instituted a 
celebration for the entire country at the start of the new 
year, at the beginning of Nawasard' (MX 11.66). Gregory the
Illuminator fixed the commemoration of the martyrs St John
• cthe Baptist and St Athenogenes at Bagawan on die n Amanoroy
c camenaber nor ptloc tawnin, Hiwr^nkal die n Vanatri, zor
yara^agoyn isk i nmin telwo^ pastein yuraxutcean Nawasard 
awur 'the festival of the first fruits, of the god of the New 
Year, the bringer of all good things, of the hospitable and 
sheltering god, which in earlier times they celebrated joy­
fully in the same place on the day of Nawasard1 (Agath. 836). 
These various epithets refer to Aramazd. In the Arm. version 
of the Chronicle of Eusebius, translated in the 5th century, 
reference is made to Aramazday awtarasirin '(of) Aramazd
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36 — cphiloxenios1, and Arm. hiwraser Qrmzdakan die n Vanatri
'the hospitable god Ormizd, the Shelterer' is used to trans­
late LXX Gk. Dios Xeniou (II Macc. VI.2); in the Arm., a MP. 
form of the name is used which we shall examine presently.
Grigor Arsaruni, writing in 690, stated that 1 Nawasard was
37the feast of Aramazd in Armenia. The first fruits are 
harvested in Armenia in mid-late August, so Nawasard must 
have been an autumn festival. Armenian writers regard 
Nawasard as a native word, and use it to translate a proper
- - 38
name, NP. Nawruz, i.e., MP. No Roz, the vernal New Year
whose celebration anticipates the resurrection of the dead 
vat Frasegird, even as nature in spring rises from the dead
days of winter. There is a tradition amongst the Armenians
of Naxi^ewan recorded by Zelinskii that they won a great
39battle on Nawasard; perhaps the legend is a shadowy recol­
lection of the Zoroastrian belief that the cosmic battle of
good and evil will end in final victory for Ahura Mazda.
C V C  c cXorenac i wrote, oc Aramazd ok , ayl i kamec olsn
vc c c c clinel Aramazd, c o n e  ews ayloc anuanec eloc Aramazd,
C "■yoroc mi e ew Kund omn Aramazd 'There is no such person as
Aramazd, but for those desiring that there be an Aramazd,
there are four others called Aramazd, of whom there is also
a certain Kund Aramazd' (MX 1.31). Ananikian explained kund 
40as 'brave', which would accord well with the epithet ari 
'manly' discussed above; yet it is also possible that the 
word is the common Arm. adjective kund 'bald' and refers to
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the statue of Zeus phalakros 'the Bald1 that is said to have
41existed at Argos. There is a Zoroastrian demon called 
42Kundag, but it is unlikely that the two have anything in
common, Xorenac i was perhaps attempting to impress his 
Bagratid patron with his recondite learning; a creator of the 
cosmos unable to preserve his own hair is a curiosity. For 
Zoroastrians, who regard baldness as a deformity caused by 
Ahriman, it is an impossibility. Certain MSS have instead 
of kund omn Aramazd the words katarumn Aramazd 'the perfec­
tion Aramazd*, which seem to hint at an eschatological concept 
of completion and fulfillment. The four Aramazds may be the 
tetrad of Ahura Mazda, Infinite Time, Endless Light and Wis­
dom, a Zoroastrian adaptation of a quaternlty~~orIginally____
conceived, it is suggested, by devotees of Zurvan, consisting^
___________________________________________ 4 -3 —
of Infinite Time and three hypostases of his cult-epithets^___
Ephraim Syrus, whose works were translated into Armenian in
cthe 5th century, wrote that Manasseh ulleac zpatkern
VC C Vc orek dimean i tacarin Tearn 1 straightened the four-faced
44image in the temple of- the Lord;1 the mediaeval Armenian
C C Vwriter Tiranun vardapet added, T oler zanirawut iwn zolovrdean
kGo, zor yanccean yortcn Yrovbovamu ew i Tcamuz, i patkern
VC c c V cc orek dimean, or kayr i yanc s ew i muts tacarin srbut ean,
c czor hayk Aramazd ew aylk Zews asen 'Thou has forgiven the
wickedness of thy people, who transgressed by the calf of
Jeroboam and by Tammuz, by the four-faced image which stood
in the passages and in the entrances of the temple of holiness
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44which the Armenians call Aramazd and the others call Zeus.1
It is most likely, however, that the four Aramazds are the
four days of the Zoroastrian month (the 1st, 8th, 15th and
23rd) named after the Creator, as stated in the third chapter
of the Greater Bundahisn: nam i xwes pad 4 gyag andar mahigan
passaxt Ohrmazd fhis own name was ordained by Ohrmazd in four
4 6places in the months.' In the Armenian month, each of the 
thirty days is named, as in the Zoroastrian calendar, and the 
names are attested in a table attributed to the 7th-century 
scholar Anania of §irak. In the Arm. calendar, the first day 
of the month is Areg 'of the Sun', which may or may not refer 
to Aramazd; the 6th day is Mazdel or Mazt el, which may con­
tain the element Mazda-; the 14th is Vanat[ur?], perhaps the
epithet 'Shelterer' often applied to Aramazd; and the 15th 
47is Aramazd.
As we have seen, Aramazd was regarded by the Armenians 
as the Creator of heaven and earth, father of the gods, pro­
vider of all bounty and sustenance, a manly and warlike 
divinity who was especially venerated by the royal family.
His cult was observed in all the temples, but particularly 
at Ani and Bagawan, the two royal shrines of the country.
Ani had been the principal shrine of the Or^tids, whose (
48necropolis was located at Angl, but as the political centre 
of Armenia shifted decisively towards the east in the Artaxiad 
period, a second royal shrine was established, Bagawan.
There, the royal family celebrated their sovereignty and
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affirmed the unity of the country at the New Year, in a festi­
val dedicated to Aramazd.
In the 5th-century translations of Classical literature 
into Armenian, Aramazd regularly renders Gk. Zeus. In the
Arm. translation of pseudo-Callisthenes, Alexander before his
49death invokes Aramazd; in the Arm. version of the life of
Helikonis of Thessalonike (2nd century A.D.), the saint
destroys zayl bagins Aramazday ew Asklepioni 'other shrines
50of Aramazd and Asklepios;' obviously, Aramazd has been used 
here to translate Zeus, while no native equivalent of 
Asklepios was found. A misreading of Gk. diakosmos as 
diokosmos resulted in the Hellenophilis Armenian caique 
aramazdasxarh. An Arm. commentary on Chrysostom explains
, C . VCPros, zor Hayk Aramazd asen . . . Zews, zor ew Dion koc en,
ew hayeren Aramazd 'Dios, whom the Armenians call Aramazd 
. . . Zeus, whom they also call Dion, and in Armenian, Ara­
mazd, ' thereby covering most of the declensions of the Greek 
word. In the Arm. translation of Eusebius, the definition is
widened to include Bel: Ew zBelayn asen or yunaren Dios
c —t argmani ew hayeren Aramazd 'And of Bel they say that it is
52translated into Greek as Dios and into Armenian as Aramazd.' 
The'Gk. Agathangelos has ton bomon Kronou tou patros
Dios pantodaimon.os where the Arm. text cited above (Agath.
c c •785) reads zbagmsn ews die n Aramazday hawrn die n amenayni,
and the Arm. Eusebius explains Krovn . . . zor hayr anuanen
Aramazday 'Kronos . . . whom they call the father of Aramazd
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53 c[i.e., of Zeus].1 Xorenac i calls the Biblical Shem Zruan,
-  54i.e., Mir. Zurvan, and makes Astlik his sister. It appears
that Zruan has taken the place of Aramazd (cf. the relation
of the latter to Astlik in the History of the Hripcsimean
Virgins cited above), although other references to Kronos are
to be explained within the context of Greek mythology. There
is in modern Arm. mythology an old man called ?uk or ?amanak
'Time* who sits upon a mountain and rolls down alternately
55black and white balls of thread. But there is scant evi­
dence to indicate that the teachings of Zurvanism were 
elaborated in Armenia to any great degree; as we shall see, 
Eznik in his attack on Zurvanism has in mind a cult prevalent 
amongst the Persians, not the Armenians.
Certain natural sites other than temples seem to have 
been dedicated to the cult of Aramazd: a mediaeval writer
refers to mairekan Aramazd 'Aramazd of the grove(s)1, and
there is abundant evidence that Armenians revered particular
56trees and groves and used them for divination. In a poem 
on the Cross-shaped Staff (Yalags xaccansan gawazanin) dedi­
cated to the Armenian Catholicos Petros on the birthday of 
the latter, the scholar and nobleman Grigor Magistros
VCPahlawuni (d. 105 8) wrote that the staff is oc kalnin
aramazdean, ayl Mambrein abrahamean 'not the oak of Aramazd,
but of Abraham at Mambre' (cf. Gen. XIII.18, XIV.13,
57XVIII.1). But Grigor boasted a Classical education, and 
may have been referring to the oak of Zeus at Dodona,
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substituting Aramazd for the Greek name in imitation of
ancient writers.
It was noted previously that, according to Herodotus,
the Achaemenians ascended to mountaintops to perform rituals.
In Yasna 1.14, Mount Usi.dar^na and the other mountains are
invoked as Mazda-created and glorious in sanctity; the great
fire of Burzin Mihr burned on Mount Revand in Xorasan; and on
two Parthian ostraca of 73 and 32 B.C. from Nisa is found the
proper name Grprn, interpreted as meaning 1 glory of the 
5 8mountain(s)1. A number of other mountains in Iran are
sacred: Zarathustra in Western Iranian tradition is reputed
to have conversed with SpSnta Armaiti on Mount Asnavad, where
the fire of Gusn%sp was enthroned;^ according to Qazvini,
the Prophet spoke with Ahura Mazda on Mount Sabalan, north-
6 0east of Lake Urmia. Further west, according to Maximus of
Tyre (late 2nd century A.D.), the Cappadocians 'consider a
mountain as a god, swear by it and bow to it as a sacred 
61creation’; this mountain was undoubtedly Mt. Argaeus, which
6 2towers over Kayseri, ancient Mazaca/Caesarea, and which has
6 3a lofty central peak and two lesser ones to either side.
Far to the east, in Sogdia, was the Rock of Ariamazes, i.e.,
64Ahura Mazda, which was captured by Alexander m  32 7 B.C.
In Armenia, coins depicting mountains were struck in
the Artaxiad period, portraying either a single peak with an
65eagle at its summit, or two peaks (probably Ararat); the 
eagle, also represented in figurines as perched upon a stepped
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pyramid probably representing a mountain, was used symboli­
cally by the Armenians to represent xVargnah- 'glory'.^ In
Cappadocia, also, coins were minted on which Mt. Argaeus is
6 7shown on the reverse with an eagle or other figure on it.
A complex web of legendry deeply permeated by Zoroastrian
6 8conceptions surrounds the awesome massif of Ararat, and a
day of the month is named after it; eight other mountains
69also are venerated thus. A mountain in the region of Sivas
70(Sebastia) is named after the goddess Astiik; in modern
Soviet Armenia, there are mountains which bear the names of
the legendary hero Ara and the fiendish monster Azdahak.^
The highest peak of the Bargusat chain, in the Zangezur
72region of Soviet Armenia, is Mount Aramazd (3392 m.); one 
may see in the name a parallel to the distant rock in Sogdia, 
likewise named after the supreme Lord.
ORMIZD
Anania of Sirak wrote: Belos yunaren Dios, hayeren
Aramazd, parskeren Ormizd. 'Bel is Dios in Greek, Aramazd
73in Armenian, and Ormizd in Persian.' In fact, the name
Ormizd is used also in an Armenian context: Tir is called
vc 7 4by Agathangelos diwan grc i Qrmzdi 'the scribe of Ormizd',
and the Arm. version of II Maccabees 6.2, cited above, con­
tains the form ormzdakan. The 7th-century writer Sebeos puts
c c cm  the mouth of a Sasanian king the boast es yalt ec ic
erdueal i mec astuacn Aramazd 'I shall triumph, having sworn
75by the great god Aramazd1, when he ought to be swearing by
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Ormizd. By the 5th century, the two forms, Aramazd and 
Ormizd, appear to have been almost interchangeable in use, 
but the distinction between them was remembered. Aramazd 
belonged to the pre-Sasanian, native cult. The use of the 
form Ormizd with reference to Tir may indicate that the 
temple was connected with Persian traditions, or else that 
the foundation of a scriptorium for religious learning was 
an innovation of comparatively late date; in Iran, writing 
had been reserved traditionally for matters such as commerce, 
law and administration. The ma@ra- 'sacred Word1 of the
— G -----
Religion had to be learnt orally.
c .According to Xorenac i, the Sasanian Great King of
Armenia, Arta¥ir, zhurn ormzdakan i veray bagnin or i Bagawan,
,76
ansejf hramaye luccanel 'ordered that'the fire of Ormizd on
the altar which is in Bagawan be kept burning continuously. 
This king was Ohrmizd-Ardasir, the figure Ormizd I and
wuzurgsah Arminan of the inscription of Jfabuhr at the
c v —Ka aba-yi Zardust, the same king during whose reign Kirder
77became Ohrmazd mowbed. Anania vardapet (after 10th cen­
tury) , in a 'Paean to the Cross', refers to the zQrmzdakan
■ V c cew zVramakan hrapastut eanc 'fire-worship of Ormizd and
7 8Vram', using the MP. form of the name of the yazata 
vgrJQra^ha-, who was worshipped in Armenia only under the NW 
Mir. name Vahagn. The term ormzdakan hur may refer merely 
to the common Zoroastrian practice, noted above, of hailing 
fire as the son of Ahura Mazda; vramakan hur is an Arm.
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translation of MP. ataxs i Wahram, the highest of the three 
grades of holy fires, which must indeed be kept burning con­
tinuously. It is not known whether the 'fire of Ormizd' 
represented a particular grade, such as a royal fire, for the 
term is obscure and did not survive the Sasanian period— nor, 
indeed, did the equally perplexing rank of Qhrmazd mowbed.
The 'fire of Wahram', too, was apparently a Sasanian innova­
tion. The Armenians had fire temples, called atrusan, from 
Pth. *atarosan, and there may have been various grades of the 
sacred fires before the Sasanian period: we have cited in a
note the testimony of Isidore of Charax that the Parthian 
Arsacid sacred fire at Asaak burned continuously, yet there 
are in Armenian also references to the heathen ancestors of 
the nation as moxrapa^t 'ash-worshipping'. This epithet 
indicates that some fires were buried for a time, the red 
embers carefully embedded in ash to keep them alive; infidels
may have ignorantly or maliciously assumed that the mound of
79ash upon the altar was an object of cult. Since the fire 
was not actually extinguished, one could pray before the 
mound of ash, knowing it to contain living fire. This grade 
of fire would have corresponded to the Adaran fire, a lesser 
grade than the kind kindled at Bagawan by Ohrmizd-Ardasir.
But the word atrusan was used for all sacred fires, regard­
less of grade.
The two Armenian writers of the 5th century who use the 
form Ormizd exclusively are Elise and Eznik. By neither is
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the form used with reference to Armenian beliefs. To Eiise,
chronicler of the Battle of Avarayr, Ormizd is the god of the
Sasanian Zurvanists who are seeking to impose upon the Ar-
80menians the deni mazdezn, a cult so unlike their own form 
of Zoroastrianism that the mowbeds must employ Armenians as 
intermediaries in their proselytising mission. To Eznik, the 
god Ormizd is son of Zruan, both part of the kces ' teaching1^  
of the Persians, again distinct from the pre-Christian Ar­
menian religion. Eznik attacks as a kCes related to that of 
the Persians also the teachings of Manichaeism. Although his 
source on the doctrines of the 'Persian* faith was probably 
the Syriac translation of the Peri tes en Persidi magikes of 
Theodore of Mopsuestia, it is likely that there were Mani-
chaeans in Armenia in the 5th century. The Fihrist of an-
— 82 Nadim mentions an epistle of Mani to the Armenians, and a
Sogdian Manichaean fragment mentions the same document:
. . . rt[y]/ rmyn (f) [rwrtyy npyst] 'And [he writes in the
8 3epistle] to Armenia1. A Parthian text on Mani's last
journey tells us he was accompanied by a certain nobleman 
84named Bat; there was an Armenian nobleman named Bat of the
• 85Saharuni family, but he lived a century after Mani1s
8 6death. It is perhaps .'.noteworthy that Mani 1 s mother came
from the Kamsarakan family, a branch of the great noble clan
of the Karen, which became one of the prominent naxarardoms
8 7of Arsacid Armenia. The Arm. Manichaeans seem to haveused 
the names Zruan and Ormizd, and Eznik could have heard these 
terms first-hand.
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In the 5th century, the Persian Densapuh, according to 
Step anos Asoiik (II.2), established an ormzdakan hur in 
R¥tunikC; TCovma Acruni (II.1) wrote that £?awasp Arcruni 
during the reign of Yazdagird II (5th century) founded an 
ormzdakan mehean in Duin, the Armenian capital, and estab­
lished a sacred fire there. In both cases, these are foreign 
institutions imposed by invaders or traitors, rather than 
survivals of the old customs of Zoroastrian Armenia.
MAZDEACCI-KC
The Arm. term deni mazdezn, describing the Zoroastrian 
religion, is simply a transcription of MP. It appears that 
there was also a native Arm. form, although the sole attesta­
tion of it we possess is from a text of the 17th century. 
According to an Arm. MS., the late 5th-century philosopher 
DawitC Anya±tC 'the Invincible1,^  arar girkc mi, or kocci
V C  C VC6000-eak, ew en yoyz xrt in ew k nnic amenayn bani 1made a
book called the Six Thousand, and it is very complex and
89scrutinises every thing1. Armenian folk tradition ascribes
90the work to King Solomon. The term 'Book of Six Thousand1
Q
(Arm. Vec Hazareak) appears to refer not to a single work, 
however, but to a wide variety of magical, angelological, 
astrological and mathematical texts of considerably varying 
length, composed or copied over nearly thirteen centuries.
The earliest text of the name we possess is a table of 
division based on the number 6000 by Anania of §irak. The 
table is arranged with the divisor in the left-hand column,
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the divident in the right, and the quotient in the centre,
91viz.: 14 428 6000. The base of 6000 seems to be derived 
from ancient Mesopotamian mathematics; Arm. sos '60 years1
and ner ’600 years1 are to be derived from Sumerian sus and
— — * ~ 9  2 vneru, via Gk. sosos and neros. Anania of Sirak was also
an astrologer, and it is recalled that in the Roman Empire 
practitioners of that art were called also mathematici be­
cause of their complex calculations, and Chaldaei because of
9 3their Eastern lore. It does not seem altogether unreason­
able, therefore, that Anania should have been cited as one 
of the early transmitters of the occult wisdom of the Vecc 
Hazareak, although his sole contribution to it was a simple 
arithmetical table. It is indisputable, however, that the 
number 6000 possessed further mystical significance, for many
and marvellous properties are ascribed by Armenians to the
94book, to this day. From the days of the Talmud on, through­
out virtually the entire Christian world, the belief was 
current that Christ had redeemed the world in its 6 00 0th 
year, and that 6000 years later the world would come to an 
end. Sometimes, the period of 6000 years in which we live
was divided into three parts: 2000 of emptiness, 2000 of the
95Law, and 2000 of the Messiah. What is most striking about 
these conceptions is the manner in which they seem to have 
been adapted to the 12,000-year Zoroastrian cosmology, which
seems to have been originally a period of 6000 years. In the
. v .developed cosmology of the Bundahisn, the assault of Ahnman
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upon the material world comes at noon on the 1st day of
-r 96Fravardm m  the year 6000. In a poem by the 14th-century
Ann. poet Yovhannes T°lkurancci, we find these lines: Sern
zAdam draxten ehan,/ Yerkir jgecc w arar s^iwar,/ Ew satani
C / VC VC c czna matneac ,/ Or c arc areac am vec hazar. ’Love removed
Adam from Paradise,/ Cast him into the world and made him
giddy,/ And betrayed him to Satan,/ Who tortured him six
9 7thousand years,1 The three periods mentioned above in the 
Christian scheme appear illogical and forced. Do they come 
before or after the advent of Christ? If they come before 
him, how is the present era to be divided? They make sense 
only in the Zoroastrian scheme, in which there are three ages 
spiritual creation, material creation, and the mixture of 
good and evil in material creation (two periods of 30 00 
years' duration each in the age of bundahi¥n 'creation', and 
one period of 6000 years called gumezisn 'mixture', in which 
we live now). The Armenians, as is seen from the mediaeval 
lyrics cited above, also knew the 6000-year (or 12,000-year) 
cosmology. It appears that there may indeed have been a 
Zoroastrian source for the concept. A short version of the
Q
Vec Hazareak, a treatise on spells involving angelology and 
astrology, is bound in an Armenian miscellany of astrological 
and magical manuscripts, Brit. Mus. Or. MS. 6471, fol. 233a-b 
The text is on paper, in a mixed notrgir and bolorgir hand, 
with 29 lines to a page. The text is very worn, and most of 
the title, as well as a number of words on the verso page,
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is illegible. The MS, is dated A.D. 1611, and in his colophon 
on Fol. 25 8, the scribe writes, 6000-eak marsvan ari ‘I ac­
quired the Book of the Six Thousand at Marsovan1. Although 
the colophon is written in two columns, the handwriting is 
nearly identical to that of the text on fol. 2 33a-b. Even 
if the scribe did not copy the Vecc Hazareak himself, the 
style of the script is late and probably contemporaneous with 
the author of the colophon. In the text there is a preamble 
tracing the transmission of the Vecc Hazareak which mentions 
first that it came i mec imastasiraccn ew mazdeacCwocc 1 from 
the great philosophers and *Mazdeacci-kC|. Dionysius the 
Areopagite, Abraham, Plato, Aristotle, Porphyry, Dawitc 
Anya±tC, Anania of Sirak and Sts Sahak and Mesrop come after.
— Q
The word *mazdeac i , here attested as a hapax legomenon in 
the abl. pi., appears to be a native Arm. word meaning 
'Mazdean', the only such word we possess for the pre-Christian 
faith.
BACAL§AMIN
c . . vXorenac i mentions a Scythian tyrant named Barsam whom
the Arm. hero Aram fought and killed in Assyria, ew zays
v c c c cBarsam vasn arut ean lwroy bazum gorcoc astuacac uc eal
v c. c Vpastec m  Asorik zamanaks yolovs. 'And the Assyrians wor­
shipped this Barham for many years, having deified him on
9 8account of his many manly deeds.' (MX 1.14) One notes the 
epithet ari 'manly' in the abstract noun aru-tciwn here; as 
we have seen above, it is one of the most frequent epithets
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of Arm. Aramazd. The same historian records that Tigran II
inkcn i^ane i Mi^agets, ew gteal and zBarsaminay ^ patkern, z.?
■ C | # — — Q —
zor r p loskroy ew 1 biwrele kazmeal er arcat ov, hramaye
• ctanel kangnel yawanin T ordan 'himself descended into Meso­
potamia and found there the statue of Bar¥amin, which was of 
ivory and crystal.set in silver, and he ordered that it be 
taken away and erected in the village of T ordan.' (MX 11.14)
Several centuries later St Gregory the Illuminator, according
— C ■to Agathangelos, hasaner l Daranaleac gawarn, zi ew and 
zanuaneloccn zsut astuacoccn zbaginsn korcanesccen, or er i 
geawln Tcordan, mehean anuaneal spitakapcar diccn Barlaminay: 
nax zna korcanein, ew Bgatker norin pc¥rein 'arrived in the ^
province of Daranali in order to destroy the altars of those 
falsely named gods, where in the village of T ordan there was 
a temple of the god Bar¥amin, named "of white glory". First 
they destroyed it and shattered his image1 (Agath. 784).
The god appears also in Armenian traditions on the ori­
gin of the Milky Way galaxy. Anania of Sirak wrote, Qmankc
• V c c c c™ *yarajnoc n hayoc asac in, t e i xist jmerayni, Vahagn naxnin
hayocc golaccaw zyardn Bariamay asorwocc naxnoyn, zor ew mekc
sovoreccakc bnaxawsutceamb Yardgoli het anuanel 'Certain of
the earliest men of the Armenians said that during a bitter
99winter, Vahagn, the ancestor of the Armenians, stole straw 
from Barsam, the ancestor of the Assyrians, which [straw] we 
have become wont in science to call the Trail of the Straw- 
Thief.1’*’^  A much later version of the tale, recorded by the
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19th-century Arm. ethnographer Garegin Sruanjteancc, has it 
the other way around, and the names are forgotten: ffamanakov
uris araracocc astuac iwr m¥akner£ irker, mer erkri astucoy
— Q  y
kalen golc er, u mer astucoy hrestaknerp net aielov zarker 
spanner en goierj, yard tcapcer erknicc eresn u mnaccer 
'Once upon a time a god of other creatures sent his plowmen 
to steal straw from the stores of the god of our land, and 
the angels of our god struck and killed the thieves with bow 
and arrow. The straw fell to the floor of Heaven and re­
mained there.
Bacal Samin, whose name means 'Lord of Heaven*, was the 
chief divinity of the Phoenician pantheon. His name is at­
tested as early as the 14th century B.C. in a treaty between
the Hittite king Suppiluliumas and king Niqmadu II of 
102Ugarit. He was not originally a Mesopotamian god. In
Arm. tradition, the eponymous ancestor of the nation, Hayk,
refused to submit to the Assyrian Bel and fought successfully
10 3for independence from his rule. The Arm. translator of
Eusebius, cited above, equated Bel with Arm. Aramazd. Ar­
menian writers seem to have preserved some memory of Mesopo­
tamian gods; why, then, do they identify Barsam(in) with 
Assyria?
In about the 4th century B.C., it seems that the 
religious tolerance and political stability of the Achaemenian 
Empire, and the influence of the. cult of a single, supreme god 
Ahura Mazda, encouraged the development in the northern
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Semitic world of a trans-national monotheism. The syncretis-
tic philosophies of the Hellenistic period, in which the
various gods of different nations were often regarded as the
104same divine personage possessing merely different names, 
can only have strengthened such a trend. In Phoenicia, the 
concept of a heaven inhabited by numerous gods in council, 
some of whom might be disobedient to the chief god, was re­
placed by the vision of a supreme Lord for whom the lesser
105gods were but angels and servants. Throughout most of the
first millennium B.C., BaCal Samin was primarily a weather 
god, like the north Syrian Hadad and the Anatolian Tesub.
Even after he became a supreme god, he retained this function; 
a bilingual inscription of A.D. 134 from Et-Tayyibe is dedi­
cated by one Agathangelos of Abila LBCL IsMN MR0 /  Dii
megistoi keraunioi 1 To BaCal S^ amin, Master of the World/ To
Zeus, the Greatest, the Thunderer.1 The same epithet of
c c’Thunderer1 was applied to Aramazd of Me xet a by Movses
CXorenac i, who reports that St Nune (Geor. Nino, see above)
c ■ •korcaneac zampropaym patkern Aramazday or kayr mekusi l
C C“ — y q  —k ajbak en getoyn hzawri 3nd mej anc anelov: zor sovor e m
c • c vc • —erkrapagel aygun aygun l taneac iwrak anc lwr, zi handep
c — c — c — cnoc a erewer: isk et e ok zohel kamer, anc eal 9nd getn
■ V C —•arapi mehenic n zoher 'destroyed the image of Aramazd the
Thunderer that stood alone outside the city; a powerful
10 7river flowed m  between. They were accustomed to do 
obeisance to it, each on his own rooftop every morning, for
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it faced them. And if anyone wanted to perform a sacrifice,
he crossed the river and sacrificed before the temple(s).1
(MX 11.86) One also notes an Armenian Artaxiad coin with the
10 8image of a thunderbolt on the reverse, identical to the
thunderbolts held by Adad, the Babylonian god of tempests,
in a bas-relief from a stele of ca^ 8th century B.C. found 
109at Arslan Tas. On another bas-relief from Commagene of
the first century B.C., Ahura Mazda is shown with a tiara and 
diadem decorated with winged thunderbolts.'*''*'^  The epithet 
megistos 'greatest1, applied to Bacal Samln in the bilingual 
inscription cited above, is found applied to Ahura Mazda in 
the *Fratadara Gk. inscription cited earlier, where he is 
called Zeus Megistos.'*''*''*'
c •The epithet spitakap ar may refer to the ivory of the 
statue at Tcordan, or to the brilliant lightning of the Thun­
derer, or to some other divine quality. White (Arm. spitak) 
dogs called 'gods' (Arm. astuac-kc) by Movses Xorenacci 
(II.7), probably the marvellous creatures called aralez-k , 
save lost children and resurrect the dead; perhaps their
whiteness bears some relation to the white glory of Barsamin
112 cin Armenia. The epithet spitakap ar may be echoed in the
description by Bazar of Pcarpi (5th century) of the vision
of St Sahak Partcew (387-439): . . . ew kangneal ereweccaw
. VC c — c *rnj yerkn bemb c orek kusi ampelen, oroy barjrut lwnn
hasaner min^cew yerkins, ew laynutciwnn taraceal lnoyr
zamenayn erkir. Ew i veray bembin erewer tetraskeB yoskwoy
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V csrboy, xoranard, £st arzani spasaworut ean Tearn, cackeal
v cyoyz barak ktawov spitakap ayl gunov. ’And-there stood re­
vealed to me on earth a four-sided tabernacle of cloud, whose
height reached Heaven, and whose breadth extended to fill all
_ X1 3
the earth. And atop the tabernacle was a tetraskeles of
pure gold, vaulted, according to the worthy service of the
Lord, covered with an exceeding fine linen of shining-white
colour,1 (£PC 1.17) The vision of St Gregory (Agath. 737)
also contains the image of a four-sided vault, supported by
pillars. The buildings described in both visions, it has
been suggested, derive their shape from the temples of pre-
114Christian Armenia. Much later Armenian church architecture
contains elements of the cahar tag and squinch, an architec­
tural form common in the Sasanian period which may have 
evolved under the Parthians; it is that form which is appar­
ently described in the above vision of St Sahak. The pillar- 
dome motif is a common decorative feature in Armenian, Syriac, 
and Byzantine illuminations of the canon-tables in manuscripts
of the Gospel; in Armenian, the structure is called by an
115Iranian name, however, xoran, derived from Pth. wxrn. In
St Sahak1s vision, the structure is called by a Gk, name by 
c cP arpec i, yet it seems sound to suggest that pre-Christian
imagery was used from the Zoroastrian past. The word 
cspitakap ayl ’shining-white’ used in the narrative is very 
c •like spitakap ar, and perhaps it echoes the ancient epithet 
of the pagan god. But the vision continues, and the true
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enlightenment of the saint comes only with the lifting of the
shining white veil; it is tempting to imaging here a warning
to the followers of the old dispensation that what once
seemed radiance is now outshone by the fulfillment of Christ,
and that the heathens hold not light but that which obscures
it and will be torn away, even as the holy curtain of the
116Temple at Jerusalem was rent at the Crucifixion. The
image of radiance is of such general importance in Zoroas­
trianism that it cannot be a property ascribed exclusively 
to one divinity or another, but one notes that the Arm. trans­
lator of Philo calls the shining rainbow gawti Aramazday 'the 
girdle of Aramazd', and the same expression is ascribed inde­
pendently by TCovma Arcruni (1.1) to the tarrapast-kc 'wor­
shippers of the elements'— a likely designation of Zoroas- 
trians, whose careful reverence for the holy elements of the
- , 117
Mazda-created world is a conspicuous feature of the faith.
The epithet 'of shining glory' may well have been applied to
the Supreme Lord, if he was regarded as girding himself in
113 c crainbows. In the writings of Dawit Anyait , the name of
119the planet Jupiter is translated as Aramazd.
It is seen that both Aramazd and Barsamin shared a num­
ber of characteristics. In Palmyra, by the 2nd century A.D., 
Bel and Bacal ?amin were both worshipped as identical deities, 
and their separate functions as creator and weather god re­
spectively, had coalesced entirely. Obviously, Bacal §amin 
could be regarded as equal to Aramazd and perhaps even
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identical to him. It is unlikely that Tigran II (according 
to MX) established purely by coincidence the temple of the
Q
former at T ordan, a village scarcely a few miles from Ani,
where the shrine of the latter stood. In the Christian
Arsacid kingdom of Armenia, the members of the royal family
were buried at Ani as of old, whilst the Catholicoi—
descendants of the Suren family, the second clan of Parthia
after the Arsacids themselves— were buried in TCordan.^^
Such an arrangement, which served to express the balance and
accord of throne and altar, indicates that Aramazd and
Barsamin before the Conversion must have been equated. The
Armenian legend of the origin of the Milky Way must go back
to a time when Bar¥am(in), occasionally confused with the
other Semitic divinity Bel, was regarded as a weather god
merely. Such a confusion is not implausible, for both names
contain the word bacal 'lord1. For Barsam(in) is pitted
against Vahagn, also a weather god; it will be seen in the
following chapter that he had assumed the functions of the
earlier Hurrian divinity Tesub. It is interesting to note
that Bacal Samin is called Kronos in an inscription of the
121Hellenistic period from Byblos, but, as seems to be the 
case with the Gk. translation of Agathangelos cited above 
where Aramazd is called Kronou . . . Dios, this would be a 
manner of stressing the primeval supremacy of the god, and 
need not imply the influence of Zurvanist doctrines.
The cult of BarSamin seems to have disappeared from Ar­
menia after the Conversion. The Synaxarion of Ter Israel
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records the martyrdom at Ctesiphon, probably in the 4th cen­
tum, of one Barbasmen 'Son of Bacal Earnin' at the hands of 
§abuhr (II),122 and the Arm. version of the Wisdom of Ahiqar 
mentions one Belsim.'*'22 Both references probably go back to 
Syriac sources.
ASTUAC
Aramazd, because of its obvious associations with the 
old religion, is besides a personal name, and could not there­
fore be used as a name for the Christian God. Arm. di-kc, a 
124native word, was obviously unacceptable, also, for although
it has been used with both singular and plural meaning, as we
have seen, the base form attested is a plural, implying poly-
V ctheism. By the 5th century, when Eznik wrote, astuacapastut iwn
'worship of Astuac' implied Christian piety, while a diwcCapast 
125was a heathen. Astuac, used in the singular or plural,
could refer, with or without the qualification of a proper
name, to non-Christian gods also: Sabuhr II accused Sts
. V vc V — cAbdisoy, Sahak and Simeon, saying, oc pastek zastuacs im
126'you do not worship my gods', and swore to the Arm. Arsacid
king Tiran i Mihr mec astuac 'by the great god Mihr,'
(MX III.17)127
Various etymologies of the word Astuac have been pro­
posed since the mediaeval p e r i o d . A c a r e a n  and Marr both
129support a derivation from the name of the god Sabazios, 
who was apparently worshipped on .the western border of Ar­
menia, in Cappadocia, as a talisman of his has been found
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130there. His worship was associated further to the west of
Asia Minor, in Lydia, with the cult of the 'Persian1 goddess,
Artemis Anaeitis; one inscription found there reads: Ekopsa
dendra theon Dios Sabaziou kai Artemidos Anaeitis 'I cut down
131trees of the gods Zeus Sabazios and Artemis Anaeitis.'
132Sabazios appears originally to have been a chthonian deity. 
There may be a reference to Sabazios in a late mediaeval Ar­
menian manuscript published by Macler which depicts crudely 
drawn demons and prescribes talismans against them. One dew
C V VC'demon' boasts, Mardoy xelk 3 tanem or sat xosi or lini oc 
cal occ nacal 'I take away a man's senses so he speaks so
much that he is neither well nor ill.' The spell one recites
, v . V - Vreads: Muxtakm sanan, azuni, sabazuz all say dil sati bi
isn acoy azay v^ay.^^ The form sabazuz may be a form of the
name Sabazios? the verse as a whole seems to be gibberish,
although several Arabic and Persian words and phrases may be 
134distinguished. But the etymology of Astuac has yet to be
explained with certainty.
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Windischmann, followed by Lagarde, considered the word 
a loan from Av. astvant-, 'corporeal1, but this seems 
semantically unsatisfactory. Tervisean in 1877 sug­
gested the Ir. base stu- 'to praise1. The Arm. version 
of the Martyrdom of St Eustathius explains, Astuac 
awcumn tcargmani, 3s t 3ndar jakutcean lezuin Gamracc 
'Astuac is translated as "unction" throughout the 
language of Cappadocia' (AHH, 17), and Bugge and Jensen 
also suggested etymologies from Asianic tongues: the
former cited the toponym Estwedios and the latter 
adduced a Hittite form O'stasos, meaning 'great god'
(see HAB, I, 279-82).
129. Ibid. and N, Ya. Marr, 'Bog Sabazios u armyan,' 
Izvestiya imperatorskoi Akademii Nauk, St Petersburg, 
1911.
130. Y. Hajjar, 'A propos d'une main de Sabazios au Louvre,1
Hommages Vermaseren, I, Leiden, 19 78, 455.
131. F. Cumont, TMMM, I, 235.
132. Hajjar, op. cit., 462.
133. Macler, op. cit. n. 49, pi. 68, 18th dew.
134. Muxtakin sarianmay mean 'ruler of the evil ones', cf. 
Arabic muhtakim 'governor, ruler', ¥arr 1 evil' (with 
NP. adj. ending_-i_ and pi. -an ?); ali ^ay dil ¥ati 
means^'King cAlI, delight of the heart' (NP. ^All &ah 
dil-sadi), and may be part of a Shica invocation.
Macler does not offer translations of the spells in the 
MS.
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CHAPTER 6 
VAHAGN
The name of the yazata VprPQrayna- is attested in Arm. 
as Vahagn. This form derives from a pre-Sasanian Mir. word, 
cf. Sgd. Vasa^n, Saka Varlaagn. The name of the last king of 
the Zariadrid dynasty of Sophene was Artanes,^* and in an in­
scription at Nemrut Dag, the contemporary Commagenian king 
Antiochus I equated the Gk. divinities Herakles and Ares with 
the Zoroastrian god, whose name appears as Artagnes, very 
like the form from Sophene, which is probably Arm. The Arm. 
Vahagn has been derived by Toporov from a hypothetical Pth. 
*V(a)rhragn.^  As the equation with Herakles and Ares would 
imply, the Iranian god is the personification of Victory; his 
name means 1 one who smites resistance1. Verethraghna is con­
sidered the ’standard-bearer1 of the yazatas in the struggle 
against evil; and in historical times, he came to be regarded
as a protector of travellers, the sick, and the demon- 
3afflicted. It is perhaps because of his identification with 
victory and the Zoroastrian belief that fire is a warrior 
against the darkness of the assault of evil against the good 
creations of Ahura Mazda, that temple fires of the highest
4
grade were dedicated to him by the Sasanians. As an up­
holder of righteousness, Verethraghna is closely allied to 
Mithra and Rashnu, especially to the former. In the Mihr
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Yast (Yt. 10), he appears as a powerful and raging boar (Av. 
varaza-) who destroys any man false to the sacred contract; 
this became by far the most important and popular of his 
numerous incarnations, as we shall see.^ It has been sug­
gested that the Bahram Yast (Yt. 14), which incorporates a 
number of archaic passages, was compiled in Arsacid times, 
when the pre&tige of the yazata enjoyed great popularity.^
In Hellenistic times, Iranian Verethraghna was equated by 
Classical writers with Herakles.
Two important centres of the cult of the divinity in 
Arsacid times appear to have flourished in close proximity 
to Armenia— one is indeed cited by an Arm. writer— and there­
fore deserve brief discussion here. Mount Sabalan, 4270 m. 
in height, rises at 38° N.Lat., 47°33f E.Long. According to 
Qazwini (ca. A.D. 1263), Zarathustra went to the mountain 
from §iz and brought a book called Basta (the Avesta?) from 
there. He adds that, according to the Prophet Muhammad, the 
mountain lies between Armenia and Azerbaijan. At its summit 
is a frozen pool and the grave of one of the prophets. On 
the mountainside are hot springs where the sick are cured—  
one recalls the curative powers ascribed to Verethraghna—  
and at its foot is a large tree at whose base there grows a
7
plant fatal to animals. The Armenian writer Grigor
vcMagistros (11th century) in one of his letters writes, Oc 
• c cmorac aye zSpandiarn i Sabalanin kalov lerin 'I will not 
forget Spandiar, who stands in Mount Sabalan,1 comparing this
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tradition to the Arm. belief that king Artawazd languishes
8 —  
in Mt Ararat. Later, he speaks of mayrn Sabalani, zorme
asen Partcewkc ericc kcalakcacc yostoccn kertacceal, isk
armat ew mi:focc nora i vem yeiapcoxeal, Spandiaray zna
kangneal arjan ’the cedar of Sabalan, about which the Par-
thians say that three cities were built of its branches,
whilst its root and trunk were transformed into rock:
9Spandiar erected it as a monument.' Spandiar is probably
an early form of NP. Isfandiyar, from OIr. spftnto*data-.
— cMovses Kaiankatuac i (7th century) in his ’History of the
Alans' refers to a great tree worshipped with sacrifices by
C G Cthe barbarian Hon-k , which they call T angrit xan (i.e.,
the Turkic sky-god Tengri) , and the Persians call Aspandiat. ^
11Although the Arms, revered certain trees, the reference 
here is most likely to Persian, and not Armenian, custom, 
for the common derivative of Av. sp^nto.data- in Arm, is 
Spandarat, a NW Mir. form, as distinguished from Spandiat;
the shift of -d- to in the latter is charasteristically
12 . . - - -  - . -
SW Ir. According to the Farhang-i anjoman-i arai N a s i n ,
s ‘v * Savalan, the mountain was an abode of religious hermits
even in pre-Islamic times; the Magi considered it so sacred
that they swore by it; and there is a frozen lake at the
summit, in the depths of which there lies an enormous statue
13of human shape. In the Arm. legend, Artawazd is a sinister 
14 .figure; m  the tradition of Mt Sabalan to which the tale is
compared, we find the epic figure Spandiat. In the Yadgar i
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Zareran, 'The Memorial of Zarer1, a Parthian epic preserved 
15in Pahlavi, Spandidad is an opponent of the hero Rustam. 
Perhaps because of this, Grigor Magistros regarded Spandiar 
as a villain; he cites a legend which is not found in the
■j ^
SSh -name, in which it is said that erbemn unreal kcnun
•
Rostom, i veray haseal patahmamb Spandiarn anuaneal, sparnayr
zDabawand i veray nora holovel. Zor zartcucceal r^stagesn
ayn sotCahern aysinkcn sarzeal zvarsn ibru erbemn Kronos
yaknarkeln zOlompios ew i cayrs kawskin artakiteal i ver^ 
v— 17nahanjer 'Once, while Rustam was sleeping, the one named
Spandiar happened upon him and threatened to roll Mount
Damavand over him. The Rgstagis, that is, the shaggy-haired 
18one, shook his locks, even as Kronos once leered at Olympius, 
19 .and, shaking it with a tap of the tip of his boot, re­
strained himself.1
It is probable that Spandiar came to be associated with 
the holy mountain in popular legend as an apocalyptic figure 
imprisoned and doomed to rise and fight a hero, even as A?i 
Dahaka is to leave Damavand at the end of days, when 
Thraetaona shall awaken from millennial slumber to fight him. 
The various references to a statue indicate that in Parthian 
times the mountain may have been the site of an image-shrine. 
There is only one certain reference to it in pre-Islamic 
literature: in the ^ahristaniha i Eran, a mountain is men­
tioned called swb*l*n*.^  In his Annals (XII.13),
Tacitus describes a campaign of the emperor Claudius (1st
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century A.D.) against the Parthians, during which the Parthian 
king Gotarzes went to Mount Sanbulos to offer sacrifices to 
the various gods of the place, 'and amongst these Hercules 
with especial solemnity, who, at stated times, warns the 
priests in a dream, "to prepare him horses equipped for hunt­
ing, and place them by the temple?" the horses, when furnished 
with quivers full of arrows, scour the forests, and return at 
night with empty quivers, and panting vehemently: again, the
god, in another vision of the night, describes the course he
took in traversing the woods; and beasts are found stretched
21upon the ground in all directions.* The god called Hercu­
les, Gk. Herakles, is undoubtedly Verethraghna? the divine 
hunt perhaps reflects the hallowed Iranian institution of 
the royal hunt; the favoured quarry was the wild boar (symbol 
of Verethraghna and heraldic animal of the Arm. Arsacids, as 
we shall see below) or the onager (cf. discussion of the name 
Guras in Ch. 3). It is likely that Sanbulos is the mountain 
now known as Sabalan, the site of an important temple of 
Verethraghna, probably an image-shrine, and a place of royal 
worship and pilgrimage.
Sir Mark Aurel Stein associated Sanbulos with another 
site, at a considerable distance to the south. This is a 
complex of over twenty caves, one of which is natural and of 
vast proportions, the others smaller and some of them man- 
made, in the cliff-face at Karafto, near Saqqiz, Iran. Al­
though the caves are at some elevation, it would be
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unreasonable to call the site a mountain; the identification, 
which, we think, is not accurate, was prompted rather by a 
Greek inscription, dated tentatively to ca. 300 B.C., over 
the lintel of the entrance to Room A. The inscription was 
read first by R, Ker-Porter, who published a fragmentary ver­
sion of it in his Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia and
22Ancient Babylonia, II, London, 1822. The inscription, a 
shortened form of a common Hellenistic apotropaic formula,
reads: Herakles enthade katoikei/ meden eiselthoi kakon
- 2 3'Herakles resides herein;/ might no evil enter.1 This in­
scription may or may not be associated with the Iranian cult 
of Verethraghna; its general Hellenistic character makes this 
virtually impossible to determine.
Armenian sources concerning Vahagn are numerous. In 
Agath. 12 7, king Tiridates invokes in an edict addressed to
the Arm. nation the aid of the triad of Aramazd, Anahit and
c V c c*~ c v—Vahagn: ew k a^ut iwn hasc e jez i k ajen Vahagne ' and may
bravery come to you from brave Vahagn1. Such a characterisa­
tion would stress the martial aspect of Verethraghna noted 
above. After the conversion of the Aim. king to Christianity, 
St Gregory proceeded to demolish the temple of Vahagn: Ew
Q  C— —
ibrew ekn ehas i sahmans Hayoc luaw Grigorios, t e Vahevanean 
c —meheann mnac eal e yerkrin Tarawnoy, meheann mecaganj, li 
oskwov ew arcatcov, ew bazum nuerkc mecamec tcagaworacc jawneal 
and: utcerord pastawn hfccakawor, anuanealn Visapakcaln
Vahagni, yasticc telikc tcagaworaccn HayocC MecacC, i snars
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lerinn Kcarkceay, i veray getoyn Epcratay, or handep hayi 
meci ierinn Tawrosi, or ew anuaneal $st- yacaxasat pastaman 
teleacCn Yastisat. Zi yaynzam der ews sen kayin erekc bagink0
i nma; arajin meheann Vahevanean, erkrordn Qskemawr Qskecin
c cdie , ew baginn isk yays anun anuaneal Oskehat Oskamawr die :
Q
ew arrord maheann anuaneal Astlkan die , Seneak Vahagni
c — q w . c
kardac eal, or e ^st yunakanin Ap rodites. Ard dimeac gal
c c—surbn Grigarios, zi k andesc e ew zays ews, zi takawin isk
*"* * c ™ ctget mardik xarnakut ean zohein yays bagins mnac eals. 1 And
when he reached the boundaries of Armenia, Gregory heard that
the Vahevanean temple had remained in the land of Tarawn, a
temple of great riches, full of gold and silver, and many
gifts of the greatest kings had been dedicated there. It was
the eighth renowned cult, named after Vahagn the Reaper of
Dragons, a place of prayers of the kings of Greater Armenia,
c c~on the summit of Mount K ark e, above the river Euphrates,
which looks across to the great Taurus mountain. It was also
v v . . .called Yastisat because of the frequency of religious services
in the place. For at that time three shrines still stood 
there. The first was the Vahevanean temple; the second was 
that of the Golden Mother, the goddess of Golden Birth, and 
the shrine was thus named the Golden-Built of the Golden 
Mother goddess; and the third was the shrine named after the 
goddess Astiik, addressed as the Chamber of Vahagn. Accord­
ing to the Greek, this is Aphrodite. Now, St Gregory set out 
to destroy this also, for even then ignorant men of confusion
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sacrificed at these remaining shrines.1 (Agath. 809) Agath- 
angelos then relates that St Gregory returned to the temples 
of Astisat with relics of St John the Baptist and St 
Athenogenes. He ordered that the shrines be smashed, but 
dewk 'demons' concealed the doors from his deputies (Agath. 
812), whereupon the saint prayed and a great wind from the 
holy Cross swept men and buildings from the mountain, leaving 
no trace. Gregory then ordered that the two Christian martyrs 
whose relics he deposited be commemorated at the place on
7 Sahmi. He then proceeded east to Bagawan, destroyed the
images of the gods there, and ordered that the same two saints
be honoured on 1 Nawasard, the ancient New Year's holiday.
* cThe location of the temple is corroborated by Xorenac i,
according to whom Tigran (II) zApcroditeay zpatkern, ibrew
c cHerakleay tarp awori, ar norin patkerin Herakleay hramayeac
v ckangnel yastic telisn 'commanded that the statue of Aphro­
dite, as the lover of Herakles, be erected next to the statue
v vof the latter in the places of prayers' (MX 11.14). Astisat
became the first Mother See of the Armenian Church. Accord­
ing to Pcawstos, Chorepiskopos Daniel was appointed at the
c cmonastery yawurs yorum korcaneac zbagins mehenic n Herakleay,
C V V cays ink n Vahagni, orum teloy Astisatn kardac eal: ur nax ed
C V "* czhimans ekelec woy srboy.... Ew yacax er yakn albern l nerk oy
sarabarjr mehenatelwoyn Herakleay, or kay dem yandiman lerinn
meci orum Cculn anuaneal kardan, i bagnin telwoje i baccagoyn
c — C c —ibrew k ar^ngec mi i nerk oy kuse, i doyzn corcorakm i
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* csakaw andarakin i hac ut purakin orum anun tedboyn isk
G C VCHac eac draxt koc en 'in the days when [St Gregory] de­
stroyed the altars of the temples of Herakles, that is, of
Vahagn, which place is called Astisat, where [St Gregory] 
first laid the foundations of the holy Church.... And often 
he [Daniel] was at the spring below the summit, the place of 
the temple of Herakles, which stands opposite a great moun­
tain which they call the Ox [i.e., the Taurus], about a 
stone's throw away on the side below the place of the shrine,
in a little, sparsely wooded valley, in a grove of ash trees
which they call the Grove of the Ash Trees.' (PCB III.14)
The various passages cited above raise a number of 
questions. The name Vahevanean is found in MSS. also as 
Vahevahean. The 10th-century historian Tcovma Arcruni men­
tions that a Vahevahean mehean was located in the village of 
cAhewakank on the eastern slopes of Mount Varag, a few miles
csouth of Van? the Christian Joroy vank 'monastery' was later
built on the site; TCovma adds that king Artaxias (I) had
commanded that meheans of Herakles and Dionysos be built in
24 -Lesser Albak, to the southeast. Vahe vahe is the chorus 
of a wedding song of Vaspurakan, the region where the two 
temples were located; the song was recorded by the ethnog­
rapher E, Lalayean at the beginning of the 20th century: Eg
— — c C . Vbarew, ay eg barew/ Egn arewun tank barew/ Ta t agaworin sat
arew/ Vahe Vahe 'Greetings, 0 greetings to the dawn./ Let us
greet the dawn of the Sun/ That is give the king [i.e., the
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- - 25bridegroom] much Sun [i.e., a long life]./ Vahe, vahe.1
Benveniste suggested a connection between Vahevahe and some
ancient orgiastic cry, citing the bakkhebakkhon a1sai of 
—  2 6Aristophanes. The word may come from a form of the name 
of the yazata, however, for the members of the naxarardom of 
the Vah(n)-uni considered themselves descendants of the 
divinity, and supplied the priesthood of the cult. Xorenacci 
writes that king Artaxias I found in Asia Minor gold-plated 
bronze statues of the Greek divinities Artemis, Herakles and 
Apollon; these were equated by the Armenians with Anahit,
Vahagn and Tir. Zor areal kcrmapetaccn, or ein yazge
c * cVahuneac , zApolomn ew zArtemidayn kangnec in yArmawir: isk
zHerakleayn zarnapatkern, zor arareal ir i Skiwleay ew
i~ DipTnos~e^i^tacGvroy, zVahagn "iwreanc^ varkaneTov
* c c c V Vn a x m , kangnec in a. Tarawn yiwreanc sep hakan gewjbn yAstisat,
yet mahuann Artasisi 'The high priests, who were of the Vahuni
family, took them. They erected [the statues] of Apollon and
Artemis at Armawir, but the manly image of Herakles, which
had been fashioned by Scyllos and by Dipinos the Cretan, they
\Ka if AHrti
set up in Tarawn in their own village of Astisatj, considering
him their ancestor Vahagn.' (MX 11.12) One of the Vahunis,
Vahe, is reputed to have died fighting on the Persian side
2 8against Alexander of Macedon. In view of the close connec­
tion of the family with Astisat and the similarity of the 
names Vahuni and Vahe to Vahevahean, it seems most probable 
that the latter term is merely an adjectival form of the name
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of the yazata. We shall see presently why Vahe, i.e.,
Vahagn, was to be invoked in a wedding song praising the 
dawn, some seventeen centuries after the obliteration of his 
cult.
V VThe name of the site of the temple, Astisat, is ex-
• cplained by Agathangelos and Xorenac i as composed of two Mir.
bases: ya¥t 'prayer1 and ¥at 'abundant1. The latter suffix
is encountered often in Arm. toponymy, as we have seen in the
cases of ArtaSat, EruandaSat et al.^ In early Chrisian
times, Astisat was called the teli alawtCicCn 'place of
prayers'— a rendering of the old epithet of the place without
3 0the specifically Zoroastrian term ya¥t. Eznik uses the
term yast arnel in describing the ritual performed by Zruan
(Zurvan) so that Ohrmazd might be born; the associated verb
yaz-em 'I sacrifice' is also used in texts without reference
31to specifically Persian practices. J. Markwart connected
with the Ir. base yaz- also the name of a place in Armenia
32attested m  Greek m  Strabo, Geog., XI.14.14, as Iasonia.
An Arm. proper name from Siwnikc, Yazd, is attested in the
t c cHistory of Bazar P arpec i (late 5th century); this would be
the sole attestation of a word for Av. yazata- in Arm., here
33a MIr. borrowing. The tradition of a temple complex in 
Tarawn with three idols survived down to the early years of 
this century amongst the Arms, of Naxi^ewan. They related 
that when St Gregory heard of the temple, he hastened there, 
and arrived on Nawasard. In order not to anger the crowd, he
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told them to proceed with their festivities, but he removed 
the three golden images of the gods and set up in their place
VCthe holy Cross. The feast was called Surb Xac ’Holy Cross'
34thereafter.
In the 5th-century Arm. translation of the Bible,
Vahagn is used to translate LXX Gk. Herakles (II Macc. IV.9), 
but he seems to have been regarded also as a sun god. In the
5th-century Arm. translation of Philo, we find the explana-
c VC c ction k anzi koc en omank ...zhur Hep estosn ew aregakn
3 5zVahagn 'for some call...fire Hephaistos and the sun Vahagn.'
In a Mediaeval tawnakan matean 'Book of Festivals' we are
C V C  VC c ctold Omank zaregakn pastec in ew Vahagn koc ec in: ew aylk
czlusin, ew Artemis jaynec in 'Some worshipped the Sun and
called it Vahagn, whilst others worshipped the moon and
called it Artemis.'^
A source of such an identification may be sought in
this citation by Xorenac i of an ancient epic: Sora ordi
Bab: Tiran:■ Vahagn, zorme asen araspelkc: Erkner erkin,
erkner erkir, erkner ew covn cirani: erkn i covun uner
c —zkarmrikn elegnik: 0nd eifcegan p ol cux elaner, and elegan
c c — c — V *p ol boc elaner: ew i boc oyn vazer xarteas patanekik: na
— q — VC c — c
hur her uner, boc uner mawrus ew ac kunk n ein aregakunk .
G • C V C  cZays ergelov omanc bambramb, luak isk akanjawk merovk .
V  C “ * cYet oroy ew gnd visapac asein yergn kruel nma ew yalt el:
c c —ew kari imn nmanagoyns zHerakleay nahatakut eanc n nma ergein.
— c V cAyl asein zsa ew astuacac eal: ew and yasxarhin Vrac zsora
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%capc hasaki kangneal patuein zohiwkc. Ew sora en zarmkc
Vahunik 'His son(s) [i.e., of the Eruandid Tigran] (were)
Bah, Tiran and Vahagn, about whom [i.e., Vahagn] the legends
say: "Heaven was in labour, earth was in labour, the purple
sea was in labour. The labour in the sea seized a red reed.
Along the reed stalk smoke ascended; along the reed stalk
fire ascended. And out of the fire leapt a golden-haired
boy. He had fiery hair and a fiery beard, and his eyes were
little suns." We have heard with our own ears how some sang
this to the accompaniment of the bambirn. After this in the
song they spoke of his fighting with and vanquishing dragons,
and they attributed to him in their songs much that was very
like the exploits of Herakles. They also said he was deified.
And in the land of the Georgians yonder they honoured with
sacrifices a full-scale statue of him. And the Vahunis are
of his line.1 (MX 1.31) The Arm. song quoted by Xorenacci
shows alliterative qualities, and may be divided into metric
37lines and hemistichs. Survivals of this image may be per­
ceived in mediaeval and modern Armenian poetry and folklore.
In the 19th century, the Arms, of Bukovina, a Romanian dis­
trict then part of the Russian Empire, told of a mythical 
creature, the covac ul 'sea bull', which gives birth to a son
by blowing fire through a reed. Out of the reed leaps a huge
3 8man with beard and hair of fire; two dogs accompany him.
The epithet 'Dragon Reaper' used of Vahagn by Agathangelos 
will be examined shortly; bulls and the sea will both be seen
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to play a significant part in the legend as we reconstruct it.
The distant image of Vahagn may be perceived also in these 
lines describing the four holy creatures of the heavenly 
Chariot by the 10th-11th-century Arm. poet, Vardan of Ani:
C C C * "" V  QEw boc p orjanac / Vareal i mej elegann ew akanc n:/ Ew
axtiw cerac eloy anceranali hogwoyn/ Manuk norogeal/ Ew
c c ct ewawk aregakann slac eal i ver 'And the flames of tribu­
lation/ Flared up in the reed and in the springs:/ By the
disease of age was renewed/ The child of ageless soul,/
39And on wings of the Sun he soared aloft.1
The bambirn was probably a stringed instrument 
similar to the lute. The 10th-century Catholicos Yovhannis 
of Drasxanakert wrote, Tigran cneal ordi zBab, zTiran,
zVahagn zor i ktntocCahar alebaxs ..£ELd- vi¥apacc hambawein &
. • c c V c ckruil nma ew yalt el, ew nd k a]in Herakleay nahatakut eanc n
— c— . . c -vzna hamematel. Asi ban zVahagne, t e i nahangm Vrac ^st j
VC C “ c •c ap hasaki nora andri kangneal patuein zohiwk . Ew i
c czarmic sora serin Vahunik . 'Tigran begat the sons Bab,
40Tiran and Vahagn. With strums of the plectrum they
celebrated his struggle against and victory over the dragons,
and likened his [deeds] to the exploits of brave Herakles.
The story about Vahagn says that in the province of Georgia
they erected a full-scale statue of him and honoured it with
41sacrifices. And the Vahunis are among his progeny.' It 
is seen that the above is virtually a literal citation of 
Xorenacci, except for the explanation of the bambirn.
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Fragments of terracotta bas-reliefs from Artasat depict long-
42necked stringed instruments similar to the lute, an instru­
ment which is played with a plectrum.
Before recounting the Herculean deeds of Vahagn, we may 
examine several other references to his sunlike, fiery appear­
ance and golden hair. The Arm. word hrat, which means 
'fiery1, is also the name of the planet Mars, called after 
Verethraghna by the Iranians, and the word may thus be an 
epithet of Vahagn, for it was also paired (as a planetary
name) by mediaeval Arm. astrologers with a star named Xoz 
43'Pig'? the boar, it is remembered, is the principal heral­
dic animal of Vahagn. The Arm. loan-word varaz 'boar' is
found alone or in compounds as a proper name, and it was used
44often by the Arsacid kings on their seals. According to
Agath. 72 7, king Tiridates was transformed into a pig (xoz)
during his persecution of St Gregory, and the word may have
been used with the meaning 'boar1, for St Nerses Snorhali
(d. 1173) wrote in a poem that the king became varazakerp 'the
45shape of a boar'. It is likely that Christian polemicists 
sought thus to turn the images and powers of the Zoroastrians 
against them; the king is brought low in the very form of the
yazata whose symbol had represented his erstwhile glory. The
c .word hrat, according to Malxaseanc , was also used m  the
46sense of a sacred fire; it is not certain whether m  this 
case the word was used with reference to Vahagn, although in 
Sasanian times the name of the yazata came to be associated
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with the highest grade of sacred temple fire, as we shall see 
presently.
The image of the fiery Vahagn appears in two texts on
the history of the province of Tarawn. The first is the 
cPatmut iwn Tarawnoy 'History of Tarawn1, whose author calls
himself Zenob, and is given the surname Glak, after the
monastery of St Karapet, which bore also that name. The
events of the text take place in the time of St Gregory, and
the local temples and their destruction are described in
minute detail. The second narrative, ascribed to Yovhan
Mamikonean, purports to be a continuation of the first to
the 7th century, but it is generally agreed that the two
histories were compiled at the same time, perhaps as late as
47the 8th century. The two texts contain much that is puz­
zling and perhaps spurious, yet we may glean from them infor­
mation no doubt derived from local tradition of great interest.
According to Zenob, St Gregory the Illuminator commanded 
him to teach Christianity at the monastery of Glak, in a place 
called Innaknean ('Nine Springs'), where the image-shrines of 
Gisane and Demetr had stood. The place is almost certainly 
the same site where in Agathangelos we learn that the shrines
of Vahagn, Anahit and Astlik had been established, and where
48the relics of St John the Baptist (Arm. surb Karapet ) and 
St Athenogenes were deposited. The Monastery of St Karapet 
founded there was a place of pilgrimage until the first World 
War. It stood at an elevation of about 6400 ft. over the
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Aracani river (Tk. Murat Su), a few miles from the town of
Mu¥ (see Pis. 4, 5), on Mt KCarkCe (cf. Agath. above), also
49called Innaknean. Zenob calls the Monastery of Glak kayean 
v cnsxarac srboy Karapetin 'the station of the relics of St
50John the Baptist'.
When Gregory determines to destroy the shrines of
Tarawn, the kGurms get wind of his plans and tell the priests
of Astisat to gather fighting men, zi mecn Gisanes i paterazm
elanelocc e and uracceal isxansn 'for great Gisane will go to
51war against the apostate princes.' Presumably, this place 
is the shrine of Gisane and Demetr, but the identification
is not stated. The kcurms make their battle plans at Kuarkc-
c c- 52perhaps a form of K ark e- and the high-priest Arjan goes
out to lead the forces, with his son Demetr second in command.
When the Christian naxarars attack, Arjan taunts them: Yarajf
c c c cmatik , ov denakoroysk , ew urac awlk zhayreni astuacsn, ew
,cv ., c , c •. «. —. vc . . —, C . “ ^. -t snamik barep a r m  Gisanen oc gitek zi aysawr Gisane
i paterazm eleal e frnd jez, ew matnelocc e zjez i jefs mer,
0 —  0 
ew harkaneloc e zjez kurut eamb ew mahuamb 'Come forward,
- 53you who have abandoned the den and apostasised the gods of
your fathers, who are enemies of Gisane of fair glory! Do
you not know that today Gisane has arisen to battle against
you, and will deliver you into our hands, and will strike you
54with blindness and death?' It will be seen presently why 
the foes of Gisane should be stricken specifically with 
blindness.
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The battle is then joined. The armies of the kcurms
are joined by the men of Visap kcalakc ’City of the Dragons'/
a city also referred to as Awj kcalakc 'City of the Serpents',
55an Arm. translation of the Mir. loan-word. The epithet of
Vahagn in Agath. 809, VisapakCa3: 'Dragon Reaper', is found in
one MS, as visapakcalakcn 'City of the Dragons'; such an
error may indicate that the copyist associated the legends of
Vahagn and of Gisane. Others came from Melti, a nearby town
56which was still inhabited in the 20th century, and from 
c cTirakatarn k alak , 'the City of the Summit of Tir', where
the Arm. Monastery of the Holy Apostles (ArakCelocC vankc)
5 7was later to be built, also near Mu¥, One of the kcurms
who fought was the kcrmapet of Astisat itself, Metakes or
— 5 8Mesakes (MSS. differ, and both names are attested in Ir.).
It is not implausible that Zoroastrian priests should have
fought for their temples. At the consecration of a sacred
fire, Zoroastrian priests carry swords, maces, shields and
daggers, which are hung on the walls of the fire temple and
may be used to defend it against infidel attackers; the
latest recorded instance of this was in India, in the 18th 
59century.
The heathen priests and their armies are defeated, of 
course, and the great statue of Gisane, fifteen cubits in 
height, shatters of its own accord into four pieces; the 
dews 'demons' of the place are seen to flee in the shapes of 
winged men, wasps and rain clouds. A Christian church is
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built on the site of the temple of Demetr— the tacar 'temple'
of Gisane stands but two cubits distant— and relics of St
John the Baptist and Athenogenes are deposited there. The 
csons of the k urms , 4 38 in all, are taken away to be trained
as Christian priests, and their long hair (Arm. ges) is
. 60 shorn,
Zenob then explains that Demetr and Gisane were two
Indian princes hounded out of their country by their king,
* cDmak si(s)v. They fled to Armenia and were given the province
of Tarawn by Valarsak (Vologases, i.e., the earliest of the
• V c cArsacid line). They built a city, Visap k alak , and erected
statues of their gods at Astisat. When they died, their own
images were erected by their sons, Kuar, Meites and Horean,
c c — —on Mount K ark e. The spring of Gisane on that mountain was
reputed to cure the sick, and the name of the god (or deified
61man) is explained as gisawor 'long-haired'.
The Mir. loan-word ges has been encountered before; the 
shaggy hero Rustam in the legend cited by Grigor Magistros 
drives off Spandiar by flailing his dense locks. To this
C C“ V Vday, Mount K ark e is called by the Arms, of Mus Mso-cam 'the 
v 62tresses of Mus', and Zenob notes that the local people kept
their children long-haired even after the Conversion, in mem- 
- 63 cory of Gisane. P awstos (V.4 3) describes the young son of
vc— — cVac e Mamikonean, Artawazd: ...er na i tioc tlay: ew ^st
c . c c — — —mankut eann a w n n i , ast krawnic Hayoc orpes awren er, zglux
manktoyn, soynpes i zamanakin gerceal er zglux mankann
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c c — C “Artawazday, ew c c uns er t oleal ew ges arjakeal 1 he was a 
boy in years, and according to the custom of childhood, 
according to the religion of the Armenianst as was fitting, 
so had the head of the child Artawazd been shaved at that 
time; one lock was left to grow long.' Apparently, children 
had been left entirely gisawor in earlier days.
The tradition of the origin of the cult presents some 
problems. The mention of India may refer to eastern Iran, 
perhaps to the Kusano-Bactrian culture; it is recalled that 
the legend of r£stages Rustam probably stems from the tradi­
tions of the Sakas, an eastern Iranian people. Demetr could 
be the yazata Sp£nta Armaiti, Arm. Spandaramet, the female 
divinity of the earth and of fecundity, here equated with
Demeter and perhaps to be identified with Astiik, the consort
64of Vahagn cited above. The names of the three sons sound 
suspiciously like the names of villages in the Mu¥ area, and 
the sons are probably fictional, eponymous figures from local 
tradition. It is not explained who the gods of Demetr and 
Gisane enthroned at A¥ti¥at were; probably Demetr and Gisane 
themselves were the gods. The derivation of the name Gisane 
from an Ir. word, suggested by Zenob himself, reinforces our 
supposition that the name is Iranian; other Arm. names con­
taining ges are attested in 5th-century Arm. texts, such as
65Gisak or Vard-ges; the latter, meaning 'rosy-haired', may 
indeed refer to the hur her 'fiery hair' of xartea¥ 'golden- 
haired' Vahagn. Long hair, one recalls, was a conspicuous
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feature of the pre-Islamic Iranian peoples of various epochs, 
which Classical writers often noted with contempt. Why did 
Gisane blind his enemies? For an explanation, we must exam­
ine the narrative of Yovhan Mamikonean.
The scene of Yovhan*s History is the early 7th century. 
By this time, the Monastery of St Karapet, Glakay vankC, is a 
well-established Christian shrine. Yet St Karapet seems to 
have assumed the aspects of Gisane. When a noblewoman,
Mariam of the Arcruni house, commits a sacrilege, she is set 
upon and slaughtered near the monastery by ayr mi gisawor
G  * G O O9nd amps orotac eal...ar na sur sreal ew t ac uc eal ew
yarean nerkeal 'a long-haired man thundering above the clouds
6 6...with a sharp sword drenched and bedaubed in blood.* It
is obvious that this is the image of warlike Verethraghna,
shaggy-haired (gisawor, Gisane) Vahagn, seen here also as a
weather-god, thundering above the clouds. Later, the Sasan-
ian Persians attack the monastery, but its entrance is
6 7miraculously hidden from them, even as the door to the 
mehean of Astisat was concealed from the minions of St 
Gregory, centuries before (cf. Agath. above). Later, Smbat, 
son of gayl Vahan (Vahan the Wolf), of the Mamikonean house,
advances on the Persians, loudly invoking St Karapet. Then,
c — cyankarcakr tesrn ayr mi gisawor, or loys p ayler x herac
vc cv c c c — C Vnora, ew zac s t snameac n kurac uc aner. Zor teseal k ajin
Smbatay, ase cczawrsn: Kcayalereccarukc, ordeakkc, ew mi
erknXcikC: zi surb Karapetn mez i tcikuns haseal kay, ew Snd
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mer ink n paterazmi. 'Suddenly they beheld a long-haired
man, and light shone from his hair, and blinded the eyes of
the enemy. When brave Smbat saw this, he said to the troops
"Take courage, little sons, and do not fear, for St Karapet
has arrived to stand behind us, and he himself fights along- 
6 8side us.' This supernatural figure cannot be other than 
Vahagn, whose eyes and hair are aflame, in whom Arjan must 
have hoped when he boasted to the Christian naxarars that 
blindness and death would be the recompense for their apos­
tasy from the den.
Armenians continued to invoke St Karapet, the ancient 
Vahagn/Gisane, down to recent days. Until the shrine was 
destroyed by the Turks in the Arm. Genocide of 1915, St 
Karapet of Mu¥ was a place of pilgrimage for Arms., second
“Vm  importance only to E]miacm, St Karapet was considered 
the patron of minstrelsy? the 14th-century bard Yovhannes of
Q
T lkuran invokes the saint in his poems, and in the 18th
v ccentury the Arm. asul 'minstrel' Sayat -Nova, court musician
of king Irakli at Tiflis, attributed his mastery of musical
instruments to the power of Karapet. Until recent times,
jugglers and other performers would gather outside the monas
tery gates on feast days of the Church, and poets would sing
70the praises of St Karapet for lovesick young men. In one
Armenian folk song, St Karapet— like Verethraghna— is re-
71ferred to as the protector of wayfarers.
Natives of Mus still relate how St Gregory the Illumi­
nator cast the heathen priests of Astisat, the kcurms, into
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a 'bottomless sea1 (Arm. an(y)atak cov) beneath a small domed
chapel in the monastery called the deveri kayang 'station of
the demons', dzoxkci dur 'gates of hell' or Diwtun ’House of
the Demon'. One of the old pagan priests, called the kal dew
'lame demon1, still is said to slouch unseen through the
monastery, taking dust from under it to build a hill beneath 
c cthe P re-bat man— the bridge over the Batman Su (Aracani).
This hopeless, Sisyphean labour is to end with the second
coming of Christ.^ One asul song of Taron relates:
VC V  c c c cLusaworic zoluec diwan lc ec zndan:/ Kal dewn ekaw asac :
Eaman,/ Zis mi dner zndan./ Es k^elim surb Karapetu pco!ehan...
'The Illuminator collected the demons and filled a prison with
them./ The lame demon came and said, "Alas!/ Do not put me in
73prison./ I will become the dustman of St Karapet...."'
Tl10 Diwtun is the Chapel of the Holy Resurrection (Surb
C ' . VCYarut iwn), in a southwestern part of the Monastery m  Xac
p ak, the Yard of the Cross (cf. the festival of the Holy
v 74Cross in the legend from Naxijewan cited above). The
chapel was opened for services only on Easter, hence perhaps
its name. Smbat Sahnazarean, who was raised st St Karapet, ^
wrote that the noise of mumbling, as of indistinct voices,
could be heard emanating from beneath the place where the
chapel stood. Once, on Eastern Sunday, the children of the
monastery school were leaving the chapel after the Divine
Liturgy. The priest warned them to step carefully near the
door, for there was a big, open hole there, with slits like
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handholds cut into its sides. When all the worshippers had 
left, young Smbat, who had remained behind, in hiding, took 
a lighted candle from the altar and climbed down. Up to this 
point, the details of the memoir are plausible. At Xor Virap, 
in Soviet Armenia, there is a chapel over the subterranean 
cavern where St Gregory is said to have languished in prison 
before the Conversion. There is an open hole, with handholds, 
to the right of the altar as one faces it, and there is indeed 
a cavern at the bottom, with another altar and yet more holes, 
in the sides of the ^avern. From these, we were informed by c,
an Arm. peasant woman, vi¥aps had emerged to torment the 
saint.
After the description of the place, however, Jahnazarean’s 
narrative assumes the character of fantasy. In the cave be­
low, he found a heap of brick tablets inscribed with unintelli­
gible characters. Then he beheld two huge bronze statues,
which, he claimed, were images of Demetr and Gisane, like huge
75pillars supporting the roof of the cave.
. v cWe now approach the questions of Vahagn the visapak al 
of vi¥aps, and of Astiik, of the sea and bulls, of the two 
festivals of St John the Baptist and St Athenogenes, and of 
iconographic portrayals of Vahagn. As for vi¥aps, Arm. 
legends abound on the variety of forms they take, the places 
they inhabit, and the mischief they perform. The prayers of 
holy men.are said to petrify them. Some live in mountain 
palaces; the 13th-century writer Vahram vardapet reported:
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C C V C V  cAsen teseal omanc k ajac ew visapac i lerins barjuns ew
bnakutciwns 'They say some have seen the temples and dwellings
of the kcajkc^  and visapk0 in the high mountains.1^  Every
v ctwo years, it is said, the visapk of Ararat fight those of 
Aragac; this tale is perhaps inspired by the traditional
rivalry thought to exist between the two volcanic peaks them-
78 vselves. There are two steles called visaps in the thickly
wooded district of Lori, near the Georgian border (these monu­
ments and their origin will be discussed shortly). Their 
presence is explained in two tales, in both of which the hero 
is the theologian Yovhannes of Awjun (8th century), In the 
first, Yovhannes was praying when two huge visaps attacked 
him. His servant cried out in alarm. The theologian paused, 
made the sign of the Cross, and the creatures were instantly 
petrified. Out of the navel of one of them sprang a rivulet
of water which to this day is reputed to cure people of snake- 
79bite. In the second tale, Yovhannes was celebrating the 
Divine Liturgy when he heard a hissing sound. He sent one of 
his seven deacons outside to find out what the matter was.
The deacon did not return; a second was sent, who also van­
ished, and so it was with all seven. Finally, Awjnecci left 
the church himself and saw a huge vi¥ap and a woman who was 
carrying bread to a ploughman in the fields. Yovhannes com­
manded that the vi¥ap vomit forth the seven deacons it had
eaten; they, the vi¥ap, and the hard-hearted woman were
80turned to stone. South of the village of Areni on the
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right bank of the Arp a river (Tk. Arpa cay) there is another 
vil^ ap stele. A villager of Areni told the Soviet Armenian 
scholar Sargis Harut yunyan in 1958 that a priest's daughter 
was once walking along the river-bank collecting herbs. A 
vilap sprang out of the water and was about to devour her; 
happily, her father saw the monster in time and said a prayer,
■ 8 T _ C  •and it was turned to stone. Sat o Ayvazyan of Garni told
the Soviet researcher Grigor Karaxanyan in 19 65 of the origin
of four visap steles near the fortress of Kaladip, in the
foothills of the Gelam Mts. of Soviet Armenia: according to
the tales of aged wise men, a visap came down out of the sky
82to destroy humanity, but God petrified it. One 19th-century
informant claimed that visaps have been 'pulled up out of the
8 3mountains into the sky,1 and Vahram vardapet, cited above,
. . . cwrote m  a letter to the Armenian Cilician king Het um that
v 84'many men have seen visaps ascend from earth to heaven. In
an early Arm. translation of Origen, we find this explanation:
v c c C V cEw vasn dzuaranc ic leranc zors visap anuanemk ew xaramanis
asemkc. Ew bazum kendaneacc i mecamecacc vi¥ap, i
Q Q 0 C C VCc amak aynoc asemk p li, awji, ew mardoy c arin bfnawori
C VC C V v .v cdnelov anuank t oc zbnut lwnn srjen. Visap asemk ew
C VG C -t *1 I C ■ • * Vri*anerewoyt c ar zawrut eann, or xndrelov zawrut lwn i Tearne,
ehar zardarn i ccaraccar haruacs occ miov masamb, ayl amenayn
c c c c cmasambk , artak novk ew nerk nawk ’...And about the moun­
tains difficult to traverse which we name visap and call
85 vxaramani. And we call visap many of the largest animals;
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of those on land, the elephant and serpent, and an evil and
violent man, but when the names are once applied, they do not
change their nature. We call vi^ap also the invisible evil
power, which, asking power of the Lord, struck the righteous
man with grievous blows, not in one part, but in all his
parts, outer and inner.1^
It would seem from the above citations that the term
visap must cover a fairly wide variety of monstrous or evil
creatures. In the Gk. version of Agath., the Arm. epithet 
v c •visapak al is translated as drakontopniktos? in the Arm. 
translation of the Bible, vi¥ap is used to translate LXX Gk. 
ketos, the big fish that swallowed Jonah on his unsuccessful 
escape to Tarsis (i.e., Tarsus, in Cilicia, in the vicinity 
of Armenia). As we have seen above, Classical Arm. writers 
explain visap as awj 'serpent1, but because the vi¥ap is no 
mere snake, we have preferred the English rendering 'dragon1. 
Two proposed derivations of the word from Ir. warrant atten­
tion. Arm. vdjsap, like Syriac vgsap and Georgian vesapCi,
has been held by Benveniste to come from a Pth. form of the 
. . —v—Av. adjective *visapa- 'with poisonous slaver', which, he pre­
sumed, had formed part of the name of a dragon, *Azi Visapa.^
vMore recently, Bailey connected Arm. visap with Khotanese Saka
•* vwguksapa 'large', from an older *visapa- in the sense of 'ex-
tended hugely', with the base vai-/vi- 'to extend'. It is
noted that Av. mazan 'huge* is used of demons, and that Arm.
v 8 8visap is used of anything monstrous. This second etymology
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is strongly corroborated by the translation of Origen cited 
above, and appears to explain better the wide variety of 
applications of the word than does the first. It is evident, 
however, that in the Classical Arm. sources the vilap is spe­
cifically a monstrous serpent (awj) or dragon.
In a letter addressed to T ornik Mamikonean, Grigor
Magistros relates the tale of a fish called Asdahak (i.e.,
Azi Dahaka ), which gave a concubine a huge pearl? she took
it to the king, who had it set in the crown called Ezdadovsdn,
a word which Magistros explains as meaning 'God-given'. It is
probably a transcription of MP. *yazdadad 'given by the
yazata1. The king then ordered that the gods be honoured
with rich offerings, and that the image of this fish be
carven, together with the effigies of the other divinities,
and that sacrifices be made on the banks of the fiver Phison,
90where it had appeared to the concubine.
The above legend is the first explanation we possess of 
the origin of the stone steles, three to four metres long, 
that are found scattered over the expanse of the Armenian 
Plateau, often near bodies of water. These are called visaps 
by the Arms. and azdahas by the Kurds and Turks; the latter 
word, originally the name of a demonic monster in the Avesta, 
came to be in NP. a generic word for serpent or dragon, and 
it is likely therefore that the tale related by Magistros was 
of local origin and recent date, despite the references to 
pre-Islamic polytheism; the river Phison, one of the four
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rivers of Paradise, is a specifically Christian feature that
91identifies the tradition as Armenian, rather than Iranian.
In 1909, N. Marr and Y. Smirnov studied a number of steles
at a place in the Gelam Mts. called Visapner by the Arms, 
vand Azdaha-yurt by the Kurds. Some of the steles have wavy
lines carven into them to represent water; others are in the
92shape of a fish. A number have carvings in relief of the 
9 3hide of an ox. Some have rude Christian crosses cut into
them, indicating that they had been sacred objects before the
94Conversion and remained so.
What have oxen to do with visaps? The answer is to be 
sought in the literary and archaeological monuments of an­
cient Anatolia, in the Elc Alandocc 'Refutation of Sects' of
Eznik of Kolb (5th century), and in modern Armenian folklore.
c . C VC t cEznik argues that Ews et e barnayc i, oc et^e ezambk
. VC c c cm e  anuanelovk ayl cacuk zawrut eamb iwik yAstucoy
— , V * VC c—hramane, zi mi sogm mardoy kam anasnoy meianc ic e 'And if
[a viXap] be raised up, it is not by so-called oxen, but by
some hidden power, by the command of God, lest its exhaia-
• 9 5 vtions harm man or beast.' Why visaps should be lifted up
is explained also in a folk belief recorded late in the 19th
century: visaps when they reach the age of 1000 years are
large enough to swallow the world. Gabriel and the other
angels find visaps of this age and drag them up to heaven,
fighting them with swords of lightning (cf. the thunder of
St Karapet in the apparition of Gisane in the narrative of
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Zenob Glak, above). This cosmic battle is perceived by men
as a storm. When the vi§ap is taken to heaven, it is cast
9 6into the Sun, which burns it to cinders. In another version
of this tradition, the visaps grow at the bottom of Lake Van.
When they are a thousand years old and become able to swallow
all the water of the lake, angels descend and drag the fully-
grown vi¥aps out of their lair; the water churns and a storm
rages. When the vilaps are cast into the Sun, their ashes
9 7descend as a mist. This belief appears to go back at least
to the 7th century, for Anania of Sirak explains the idiom
vi^ap hanel 'to extract a visap1, used in fables, as a
storm;^ in some'modern Arm. dialects, the word vilap or u¥ap
99alone means 'storm*.
The presence of oxen is perhaps explained by the scenes 
portrayed on a Hurrian golden bowl found at Hasanlu, in Ir­
anian Azerbaijan. The Hurrian weather-god, Te¥ub, is shown 
crossing the sky in his chariot, which is drawn by a bull. 
Water pours out of the mouth of the bull onto a monstrous 
creature whose upper half is human, but whose lower half is 
a mountain with three dog-headed snakes sprouting from it.
The creature appears to be submerged in water, for it is sur­
rounded by bubbles.'*’0  ^ It is known from Hittite literary 
sources that TeSub was the progeny of another god named 
Kumarbi, and that Telub had a consort, a goddess named Hebat 
or Hepit.^"" Tesub was a prominent divinity also of the 
Urarteans, and was called by them TeiXeba; the cities of
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TeiMebaini (Karmir Blur, near Erevan) and Tuspa (Arm. Van; 
the Urartean name survives in the Arm. name of the surround­
ing district, Tosp) were named after the god. Teiseba was
one of the members of the supreme triad of the Urartean gods, 
vHaldi, Teiseba and Ardini (corresponding to the Assyrian 
triad of Assur, Adad and M a m a s ) . T e M u b / T e i M e b a  was a 
weather-god, like Tarhunda, who was worshipped by the Luwians 
an Indo-European people, and by other Asianic peoples of Ana­
tolia; the Asianic god is attested in Arm. as Torkc, who ap­
pears, however, to have become a divinity of the netherworld. 
It is.as a weather god that Vahagn appears in the legend of 
the origin of the Milky Way, which relates his contest with 
the foreign weather-god Bel or Barsam(in), discussed above. 
Vahagn, and not Torkc, endured as a weather god.'*'^
One of the celebrated deeds of Tesub was the slaying of 
a dragon, Illuyankas, whose name is also a Hittite common
noun meaning 'serpent1, and the spawn of the monster; accord-
104m g  to some accounts, the battle took place at sea.
v cVahagn, it is recalled, bears the epithet visapak al; Toporov
following Abeiyan, takes the second part of the word from Arm
c 105 ck al-em 'I reap1. Xorenac i notes that Vahagn was the
vanquisher of many vi¥aps. He would pluck them selectively,
as they reached deadly maturity, much as one might reap a
crop when it is ripe, but leave the unripe plants to grow.
These viMaps were drawn up to heaven, presumably, on a
chariot pulled by oxen, as on the Hurrian bowl. It has been
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suggested that the half-man, half-mountain on the bowl is 
Ullikummi, about whom we shall speak in Ch. 8. But the three 
serpents may represent Illuyankas and his progeny, which the 
weather-god TeMub prepares to reap from the sea-bottom and 
drag heavenward on his ox-drawn chariot.
The same ancient legendry which seems thus to have in­
formed the cult of the Zoroastrian yazata Vahagn in Armenia, 
may have survived also in Iran. Qazvini relates that the
Persians believed the sea-dragon to be either a hurricane or
10 6a black serpent dwelling on the sea-bottom. The silver
Klimova Cup of the Hermitage, Leningrad, a piece in Sasanian 
style, shows a fully-clothed man carrying bow and arrow, who 
is standing in an archway which rests on a wheeled platform; 
two oxen at each side— four in all— pull at traces attached 
to the platform. Above each pair is a winged being who whips 
the animals. The being to the right seems to be pouring 
water onto the heads of the oxen (cf. the Hasanlu cup); the 
water is represented by two wavy, ^ivergdng lines. On the 
top of the arch of the wheeled platform (or chariot?) is a 
crescent moon. Within it is a beardless figure who sits 
cross-legged on a throne, with the two horns of another cres­
cent moon emerging from behind his (or her) shoulders. To
10 7 .the right of the figure stands an ax. Perhaps this is the
moon god (who is male in Iran), or else a goddess who is the
consort of the warlike, masculine figure below with his full
beard and typically Sasanian bunches of hair. The figure may
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be Verethraghna, but in the absence of a serpent in the scene
one cannot suggest with certainty that this cup portrays the
same legend we have sought above to link with Arm. Vahagn.
Iconographic depictions of Verethraghna in Armenia may
be found on the coins of Tigran II, where a bearded male nude
is shown frontally, standing; a lion's skin is draped over
10 8his right arm, and with his left hand he leans on a club.
This is the usual Greek rendering of Herakles, and is repro­
duced also in a statuette from Hatra, from about the same
period, and fairly close, both geographically and politically,
109to Arsacid Armenia.
Another piece, discovered recently, deserves discussion
here. In 19 79, a fragment of rose-coloured tufa was found in
the gold mines of Zod, ca. 12 km. east of Basargechar, near
the SE shore of Lake-Sevan and just south of the Mah-dag
range, in the Arm. SSR. Two human figures are carven in
high relief on two sides of the object. Suren Ayvazyan, who
published a brief description of the find (without, however,
providing dimensions and other archaeological details of im- 
111portance), together with a small photograph, identified 
the two figures as Vahagn and Astiik. Mr Ayvazyan kindly 
sent at our request two good photographs of the stone (see 
pis. 2 and 3, appended to this chapter), and his proposal 
seems justifiable, although the date he suggests, the 1st or 
2nd millennium B.C., seems to us too early.
The male figure holds what appears to be a giant snake, 
perhaps a visap; this and the musculature of his body suggest
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Vahagn. The naturalistic depiction of the human figure would
derive from Hellenistic forms, and the powerful torso recalls
the Artaxiad Arm. coins cited above, the relief of Herakles—
Artagnes from Commagene, or the naked male figures in bas-
112relief at the temple of Garni in Armenia. The snake, if
such it is, blends into the folds of the drapery of the woman.
Her figure is exaggeratedly and voluptuously feminine, and may
be compared to the figure of Aphrodite in bas-relief on a
terracotta piece from Artasat, in which the goddess is shown
113partially naked and in the act of undressing. This figure
bears little resemblance to the ceramic figurines of the
heavily draped and sedate mother goddess Anahit or Nane, also
14found at Artasat. For Anahit, although regarded as a god­
dess of fertility (Agath. 68), was also considered mayr
c camenayn zgastut eanc ’mother of all chastity’ (Agath. 53),
very different indeed from the bas-relief of Zod.
• cZod, Classical Arm. Cawdk , has gold mines which have
been in use since the 15th century B.C.; settlements and
graveyards of the 2nd-lst millennia have been unearthed; and
various bronze weapons, items of personal adornment, talismans
with depictions of the Tree of Life and other implements have
been found dating from the 12th century B.C. The place has
been continuously settled throughout historical times, with
the river Zod affording access from the east to Lake Sevan,
115and there is a 17th-century Arm. church there. ‘ The area
. — cwas known to Agathangelos, who refers to it as Cawdek , a
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region between Siwnikc and UtikC (Agath. 59 7). The purpose 
of the tufa carving itself is impossible to determine. Be­
cause it is carven on two sides, it may have served as part 
of a larger structure, perhaps as the corner of a shrine or 
other building, or of an altar. In all recorded periods,
Arm. reliefs are characterised by smooth, finely dressed 
stone and flat backgrounds; this piece is rough, and, it 
seems, unfinished.
The legend of Vahagn’s dragon-reaping appears to have 
its source in the ancient myths of the peoples who inhabited 
the Arm. Plateau in the 2nd and early 1st millennia B.C. 
Similarly non-Iranian, it seems, are the details of his 
origin and the presence of a consort, Astiik. Te^ub's birth 
is mentioned in Hittite texts, as is his female consort,
called Hebat or Hepit. The name Astiik is composed of Arm.
astl 'star' with the diminutive suffix -ik, probably used 
here also in an honorific sense; the closest parallel is 
found in a ’Manichaean’ prayer cited in the Oskip orik, a 
13th-century miscellany: 'The Manichaeans swear by the Sun
and say "Little light, sweet little Sun, you are full of the
c c — cheavens (lusik arewik k aic rik, li es tiezerok ) .1 ’ Accord­
ing to Yovhannes of Awjun, the 'Paulicians', also Sun-
worshippers, addressed it thus: Arewik, lusik 'Little sun,
116little light.' . As we shall see, the reference in both
ccases is probably to the Arewordik 'Children of the Sun', 
apparently a community of Arm. Zoroastrians who survived
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through the mediaeval period (see Ch. 16). Abeiyan and 
others have identified Astiik 'Little Star' with the Syrian 
goddess Kaukabta, of which her name would be a translation.
The 'little star1 is Venus, Gk. Aphrodite; in the Arm. trans­
lation of Philo, Ast±ik is identified with Aruseak 1(the
117planet) Venus'. A temple of the 1st century B.C.-A.D. 32
at Palmyra contains a bas-relief of Herakles accompanied by 
a goddess with a radiant nimbus. In other reliefs, she is 
replaced by a star in a crescent (cf. the crescent on the 
Klimova cup, discussed above). The cult of Hebat/Hepit sur­
vived in Maionia, in Asia Minor, long after the fall of the
Hittite empire; she is called meter Hipta in a Greek inscrip-
118tion found there.
. c — c cAccording to the 7th-century writer Vrt anes k ert ol
C C C VC'the poet', Astlik...zor mayr c ankut eanc koc en amenayn
c c c c c c chet anosk : ew bazum en arbec ut iwnk sora ew anarakut iwnk
'all the heathens call Astlik the mother of passions, and her
119drunken orgies and debaucheries are numerous.' In the 19th
Q
century, the Arm. priest and ethnographer Garegin Sruanjteanc
vrecorded this legend, told by the people of Mus: the place
where the Euphrates enters the plain of Mus from the mountains
of Kinc is called G(u)rgur(a), and there is a pool there
where Astiik bathes. Young men used to climb nearby Mt.
Dalon and light a fire in order to behold the beauty of the
naked goddess, and that is why the waters send up a mist
121there— to shield her from their eyes. It is perhaps
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noteworthy that king is a native Arm. word for the wild boar,
called also varaz, the animal symbolic of Vahagn (cf. above).
There is in the vicinity of Mus also an ancient fortress (Arm.
berd) referred to by Zenob as well as other writers, ancient
and modern, called Astikan berd 'Fortress of Astlik', Astin,
c 122Astaberd, or Astiawnk . This may have been the structure
Q
described by T ovma Arcruni (1.8), according to whom Artaxias
I i me^ erekcarmatean gogajew hovtin pcokcu...sine astarak
barjraberj pcoruacoy mijoccaw, ew i veray kangne zAstikan
patkern ew mawt nora ztun ganju pa¥tpanutcean kroccn 'built
in a three-cornered, concave little valley a lofty tower, at
the centre of the cavity, and on it he erected the statue of
Astlik, and nearby it [he built] a treasure-house for the pro-
123tection of the idols.1
We have noted the adjective vramakan 'of Verethraghna' 
applied to sacred fires, and the apparent identification of 
Verethraghna in Arm. also as Hrat 'fiery', the latter also 
an epithet applied to holy fires. In the preceding chapter, 
it was noted that there may have been varying grades of 
sacred fires in pre-Sasanian, Zoroastrian Arm., and in Zoro­
astrianism the 'fire of Verethraghna' is indeed the highest 
grade. The information we possess concerning the cult of 
fire in Arm. will be treated at greater length in Ch. 15; 
it is sufficient to remark here, however, that the forms Vrarn 
and Vahram, used as proper names alone or in compounds (e.g., 
Vramsapuh, AnuMvram'**^) appear to be Sasanian, and are
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clearly distinct from forms such as Artagnes, Artanes, Vahagn
and Vahan, discussed previously. As a yazata in Armenia,
Verethraghna is called invariably by the name Vahagn, never
by the later, Sasanian form, and the vramakan krak 'fire of
Vram' is mentioned generally as a foundation of the Sasanians
or their Arm. confederates. It is also important to note
that Arm. Hrat Mecn in one case at least is a rendering of a
toponym, Phraata, and need not refer to Verethraghna at all.
We cannot therefore agree with Benveniste's suggestion that
125the vramakan krak was an Arsacid institution.
It was observed that Verethraghna is a close companion
of Mithra in the struggle against evil; in Yt. 14, the two
appear together with Rasnu. In a Mithraic relief found at
Mannheim, Mithra is accompanied by Herakles, behind whom
12 6stands a wild boar rampant. In the Acts of St Acepsimas,
the saint refuses the demand of the Magian high priest that
he offer sacrifices to Helios and Ares, i.e. (in a Persian
12 7context), Mithra and Verethraghna. In Iran, Mithra, a god
of fire, came to be identified with the greatest of all physi 
cal fires, the Sun, but in Arm. he was equated rather with Gk 
Herphaistos— the god of fire— alone, and not with Helios (cf. 
MX 11.14). Tiridates in Armenia invoked Aramazd, Anahit and 
Vahagn, in striking contrast to the common Iranian triad of 
Ahura Mazda, Anahita and Mithra attested since the time of 
Artaxerxes II. We shall see in Ch. 8 how the cult of Mithra 
may have been eclipsed in Arm. by the cult of Vahagn.
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For the temple of the latter enjoyed vast prominence,
to the extent that it became the first See of the Arm. Church,
before the centre was shifted to Vaiarsapat, in the northeast,
cat or near the royal capital of the country. Xorenac i re­
fers to the cult of Vahagn in Georgia, but Georgian sources 
do not refer to the yazata. To this day, however, the
Georgians celebrate 'the great feast of summer', Atengenoba,
12 8 —  —  in honour of Atengena, i.e., St Athenogenes, whose relics,
it is recalled, were transferred to Astisat by St Gregory
when the cult of Vahagn had been eradicated there. The feast
of the martyr Athenogenes is celebrated in the Syrian Orthodox
129church on 24th July, while in Armenia it is celebrated on 
17 July'*'^ (Arm. 11 Hroticc^^) . All of these data affirm 
that it is indeed a summer feast. Why was Athenogenes, Arm.
C “At angines, so important? The Arm. Synaxarion relates that
he lived in Sebastia (Tk. Sivas), immediately contiguous to
. . . . . c . . .Armenia, Ew i mium awur etes patani mi pnkec eal i durn a y n
mi yorum buneal er visap: kcanzi bnakic£ckC telwoyn vasn ahi
visapin matuccanein nma patani mi, vasn zi spareal er
c —zamenayn anasuns telwoyn 'And on one day he (St At angines) 
beheld a youth who had been cast at the entrance to a cave 
where a vi¥ap had its nest. For the inhabitants of the place 
because of fear of the vi¥ap used to offer it a youth, as it 
had exhausted all the animals of the region.' The saint 
freed the youth and slew the dragon. In memory of this 
heroic act, the text continues, a hind comes down to the
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132church once a year on this day and is sacrificed to God.
It is easy to see how this legend might have been linked with 
the heroic, dragon-slaying exploits of Vahagn; it is recalled 
that legends of propitiatory sacrifices to visaps were still 
related until recent days. A relief from Bayazit published
• Vby Alisan and reproduced by Ananikian depicts two robed,
priestly figures in soft, 'Phrygian' headdresses; between
them is a walled-in portal, above which stands an animal
13 3which resembles a hind; perhaps the scene portrays an an­
cient sacrifice which survived as a ceremony of the Church.
St Gregory, according to Agath., ordained that the 
feast of St Athenogenes be celebrated on 7 Sahmi at Astisat, 
but on 1 Nawasard at Bagawan. Neither 7 Sahmi nor Nawasard 
corresponded in the 4th century, around the date of the Con­
version when these events are said to have taken place, to 
either of the two dates in July. Sahmi is the name of the
third mfinth, probably to be derived from Georgian sami 
134'three'; the word has no apparent religious significance
which might enlighten us about why Gregory chose that month.
The popular Arm. tradition of Naxi^ewan cited above has
v , vGregory arrive at Astisat on Nawasard, Agathangelos states
that king Tiridates waited a month (Agath. 817) for Gregory
to come to Bagawan from Astisat, so Gregory was at the latter
place in mid-late July, corresponding to the twelfth month of
c .the Arm. calendar, Hrotic , which immediately precedes the 
New Year. This is in accord with the evidence from the
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Synaxarion and Georgian and Syriac sources concerning the 
date of the feast of St Athenogenes, but not with the date 
of 7th Sahmi.
It is probable that Gregory arrived at Bagawan on 
Nawasard, and offered reverence to the same saints, at the 
royal centre of cult on the specifically kingly holiday of 
Nawasard, as he had done at Astisat a month before. It is 
recalled that the Artaxiad kings struggled to subject the 
cult of Vahagn, dominated by the Vahunis, to their own 
control— and their centre, like that of the newly-Christian 
Tiridates, was the temple of Aramazd, at Bagawan. Gregory's 
action, inexplicable otherwise— for why ought a saint to re­
ceive two separate days in his honour— may be viewed as a 
"gesture of altar to throne of both fealty and equilibrium.
The burial of kings and catholicoi at the neighbouring 
. . cnecropoli of Ani and T ordan, discussed in the previous chap­
ter, reflects the same delicate relationship.
Grigor Ar¥aruni, writing ca. 69 0, called 7th Sahmi the
festival of Vahevahean, whom he calls 'the golden mother
135demon', confusing Anahit with Vahagn. In the Arm. calen­
dar, the 7th day of the month is named after Astlik; the 19th,
13 6after Anahit; and the 2 7th, after Vahagn. Perhaps the
three dates we have, 11 Hrotic , 1 Nawasard, and 7 Sahmi, all 
reflect Zoroastrian festivals replaced by Christian observ­
ances. The first, which endured as the feast of Athenogenes, 
must have been dedicated to Vahagn; the second was consecrated
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to Aramazd; and the third, 7 Sahmi, belonged to a goddess, 
most likely Astlik rather than Anahit. It is not St 
Athenogenes, however, whom we encounter as the successor to 
Vahagn, but St John the Baptist, and the relics of both 
saints were deposited, as we have seen, at Astisat. St 
Karapet, is, of course, a figure of incomparably greater 
importance in Christianity than the obscure Athenogenes; he 
is no less than the forerunner of Christ, and better entitled 
thus to assume the mantle of Vahagn, who was second only to 
Aramazd in the pantheon of ancient Armenia.
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List of Plates, Chapter 6
Chapel of the Monastery of Surb Karapet, Mu¥.
Photo taken before 1913. The Arm. caption hand-
CJ
written on back of the original reads, K rmakan 
¥enkci mnaccord, s. Karapeti sr5apcakin me^ 
'Remnant of a building of the k urms, in the yard 
of St Karapet.' From the collection of the late 
Harutiun Hazarian of New York. We are indebted to 
Ruth Thomason, Project SAVE (an Armenian photo­
graphic and documentary archive), for a copy of 
the photograph (SAVE ref.: Hazarian 18-78).
3. The bas-relief excavated at Zod, Armenian S.S.R. 
Photographs courtesy of Mr Suren Ayvazyan, Erevan.
Map of the district of Mu]f, from Sargis and Misak
— c —Bdeean, Harazat patmut iwn Taronoy, Cairo, 19 62,
8-9. St Karapet and Astisat are in the upper 
left-hand corner.
The Monastery of St Karapet (the dome of the 
chapel of PI. 1 is visible to the fore), from 
Bdeean, ibid.
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CHAPTER 7 
ANAHIT AND NANE
The worship of the two goddesses Anahita (Phi. Anahld, 
Arm. Anahit) and Nana (or Nanai, Arm. Nane) is widely at­
tested in Iran and in countries to the west and east in pre- 
Islamic times, although Anahita alone of the two was recog­
nised as a yazata of Zoroastrianism. The cults of both 
goddesses are attested in Armenia, and they shared so many 
aspects, in Armenia as elsewhere, that it seems fitting to 
consider them together. For both seem to have derived many 
of their characteristics from the ancient Great Mother god­
dess of ancient Asia Minor, whose cult flourished in remote 
ages before the revelation of the Zoroastrian faith, and 
which survives still in the reverence paid by Armenian 
Christians to the Virgin Mary.
It is proposed to consider first this most ancient of 
cults and its connection with Nane in Armenia and other 
countries, and then to discuss Iranian Anahita and Arm. 
Anahit.
The name of the Great Mother goddess, known to the 
Romans as Magna Mater, is encountered most frequently in Asia 
Minor as Kubaba or Cybele. This and the name Nana are con­
sidered to be Lallworter (e.g., English Papa, Mama) meaning 
'mother1. ^ The cult of the mother goddess has been dated as
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far back as the Palaeolithic Age. The goddess is usually 
shown enthroned, with lions (or, sometimes, leopards) to 
either side of her, as on a terracotta figurine from Catal
** t 2Huyuk (ancient Phrygia), ca. 6000 B.C. Cybele was regarded 
as the Mother of all, the Queen married to the Sky-god, who 
was king. As the earth, she was both the source of life and 
the abode of all at its end. Another of her titles seems to 
have been Tthe Lady1, as attested in the North Syrian theo- 
phoric name Alli-Kubaba, meaning 'Kubaba is the Lady1 (17th-
3
16th centuries B.C.). Cybele was the ruler, not only of the 
land, but of the life-giving waters, also: in a hymn of the
2nd century A.D., probably from Pergamon on the western coast 
of Asia Minor, she is described as ruler of 'the rivers and
4
the entire sea1.
The mother goddess is referred to often together with 
her young son and lover, the dying and rising god best known 
as Attis. The legend of the divine pair is often related 
thus: The Great Mother made herself into a rock called Agdus,
with which Jupiter (i.e., the Sky-god, see above) desired to 
have sexual relations. He spilled his seed on the rock, and 
in the tenth month a bisexual being named Agdistis was born. 
The gods perceived the danger of such a being, for Agdistis 
could impregnate himself and give birth, and was not there­
fore subject to the natural order established by the divine 
powers. Bacchus stole up on the sleeping Agdistis and tied 
his virile parts to a tree. When Agdistis woke and tried to
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move, he was emasculated, and the blood that fell to the 
ground caused a tree to sprout (the pomegranate or almond, in 
most accounts). Nana, the daughter of the river Sangarius, 
took the fruit of the tree and put it in her lap as she sat 
(or, she sat beneath the tree and the fruit fell into her 
lap). The fruit vanished, and later a child was born, Attis. 
Sangarius, angered by the violation of his daughter's vir­
ginity, tried to kill her, but was unsuccessful. Attis was 
exposed to die, but the animals nourished him. The Great 
Mother then became the boy's lover, and numerous terracotta
figurines from Asia Minor and Syria show the Great Mother
5
seated, with the young Attis on her lap. These figurines 
show Attis as a naked babe; in other scenes he appears as an 
adolescent youth of great beauty, attired as a Phrygian 
shepherd.
Then, according to the legend, Attis became enamoured 
of a nymph named Sagaritis, daughter of the river Sangarius 
(like Nana, above), The Mother Goddess learnt of this, and 
in her rage and jealousy drove Attis insane. The distracted 
youth mutilated his genitals with a stone under a pine or fir 
tree (and that is why they are evergreens: his blood made
their leaves immortal). Attis, it was believed, rose from 
the dead, and the ceremonies of Roman devotees of his cult 
were held in March and divided into two parts: the tristia,
commemorating his passion and death; and the subsequent fes­
tivities called hilaria, celebrating the awakening of the god
7after his long winter slumber.
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Nana was often identified directly with the Mother
Goddess; such an equation is logically in keeping with the
legend related above, in which it is clearly implied that
the relationship of youth and goddess was an incestuous union
of mother and son. Just as the Great Mother was called by
various names, so also was Attis. In remote Sogdia, as we
shall see, the goddess Nanai was imagined as grieving for
the dead youth Siyavaxs, whilst in Armenia it was believed
that the jealous Assyrian queen Semiramis had killed her
young lover Ara the Beautiful, who rose from the dead with
the help of supernatural dog-like beings; belief in such
7beings persisted into Christian times.
The goddess Nana described above is probably to be 
identified with Nana, patron goddess of the Sumerian city of
Uruk, whose name in Sumerian, Innin or Inanna, means 'Lady
—  8 of Heaven'. Nana was principally a goddess of fertility,
and this role is in keeping with the various associations of 
earth, water, sex and motherhood referred to above in our dis­
cussion of the Great Mother. Her title, 'Lady', as we shall 
see, was applied later in Zoroastrian and Arm. texts to 
Anahita. In ca, 1700 B.C., the Elamite king Kuter-Nahhunte 
captured the statue of the goddess of Uruk and bore it off 
to Susa, where it remained until Assurbanipal recovered it
9
m  646 B.C. The cult of the goddess continued to flourish, 
of course, in Mesopotamia, and the Persians probably adopted 
it from the conquered Elamites; under the Achaemenians, army
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and administration must have spread the cult to eastern Iran, 
for in later centuries it is abundantly attested there.
According to II Maccabees 1.13, the Seleucid king 
Antiochus IV (mid-2nd century B.C.) sacked the temple of 
Nanaia in Persis (LXX Gk. Nanaias hieroi; Arm. tacar Naneay—  
Naneay is the gen. sg. of Nane): evidence that the cult of
the goddess persisted there. Theophoric names such as Bath- 
nania, Mekatnanaia and Baribonnaia are attested from Hellenis­
tic Mesopotamia. *^ In the 4th century A.D., the Sasanian king 
Sabuhr II commanded a general named Mucain, a recent convert 
to Christianity, to worship the Sun, Moon, fire, Zeus, Bel, 
Nebo and Nanai 'the great goddess of all the. world1. *^ The 
name of the general is not Iranian, so it is possible that 
Sabuhr was referring to the gods of pagan Mesopotamia rather 
than to Ir. yazatas, for Mucain may not have been a Zoroas­
trian. The Sasanians were not, in general, concerned by the 
conversion of a non-Iranian from one infidel religion to an­
other, however, and perhaps it was the important rank of the 
convert in this case that troubled the king. In the same 
century, reference is made to a •Mesopotamian settlement named
'Ninety1 after ninety families of the southern district of
12Mesene who had emigrated with their idol Nanai; about a
century later, in A.D. 484, a Nestorian Christian, Nanai of
\ 13Prrnt, presided over the Nestorian Council of Beth Lapat?
apparently, the fact that Nanai was a female divinity did
14not prevent men from bearing her name.
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In the Parthian period, Nana was widely venerated. An
image of Artemis in Greek dress from Palmyra is labelled NNY 
15*Nanai, and an inscription on an ostracon from Nisa, the 
heart of the Arsacid kingdom, reads: (1) ^NT 159 (2) MN
*yzny (3) Nnystnkn 1(1) Year 159 (2) from the temple
_ _  ^g
(3) *Nanaistanakan'. The last word of the inscription 
appears to mean 'of the place of Nanai'; the Pth. adjectival 
ending -akan borrowed by Arm. is used similarly with the name 
a yazata and the word mehean 'temple* to denote a temple 
of that yazata, as we have seen in our discussions of Aramazd 
and Vahagn; the toponymic suffix -stan, also borrowed by Arm., 
is used in that language to describe mainly large districts 
or countries (e.g., Hayastan 'Armenia'), but it can be used 
also to describe more limited aggregates (e.g., gerd-a-stan 
'household'). In Ir., -stan may refer to a country or a 
single locus, e.g., OP *Bagastana, modern Behistun. The Pth. 
adjective may refer, therefore, either to a temple estate or 
an entire province, cf. Anaetica in Armenia, below, or it may 
be the name of a temple alone. We are inclined to regard the 
word as descriptive of a temple estate at least, for the 
ostraca from Nisa are records mainly of the accounts of vine­
yards, some of which belonged to very large estates.
The cult of Nana is well attested farther east. A four­
armed goddess seated on a lion or lion-shaped throne is found
17portrayed at Usrushana, and on a silver dish from Chorasmia.
In Sogdian, the name of the goddess is found as nny *Nanai,
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and the theophoric names nny-pntk *Nanai-vandak 'servant of
Nanai', nny-S*t *Nanai- Sat 'given by (or, created by) Nanai' ,
and nny- r *Nanai-Svar 'gift of Nanai' are attested in a
group of documents called the 'Sogdian Ancient Letters',
dated to ca. A.D. 311? the authors of the letters seem to
have been worshippers of Nanai and to have believed in their
18native Old Iranian religion. Nanai was the city goddess of
Panjikant, and was called 'the Lady' (Sgd. NnSft*mbn 'Nan(a)
19the Lady'). In a fresco from that city is shown a scene
of mourning over a dead youth, probably Siyavax¥. The wall-
painting, much restored, has been dated to the 7th-8th cen-
20tunes A.D. In a Manichaean text, preserved, unfortunately,
only in very fragmentary form, a scene of terrible grief and
mourning is described: '...purifying...without delay...he
dismounts, and there take place spilling of blood, killing
of horses, laceration of faces, and taking (= cutting off?)
of ears (?). And the lady Nan(a), accompanied by her women,
walks on to the bridge, they smash the vessels, loud they
call out, they weep, tear (their garments), pull out (their
21hairs), and throw themselves to the ground.' There seems
little doubt that the fresco and the text refer to the same
event: the mourning of Nana over her dead son-lover. Henning
tentatively suggested that the latter be identified as a mys­
terious figure named Ku^une who appears just before the scene
in the Manichaean fragment, and is called also 'son of 
22Ahriman'; the Manichaeans would have frowned on the wild
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and destructive ceremonies described, and may have sought 
merely to calumniate Kujfune. In contrast to this vivid 
tristia is a terracotta statuette of a woman holding a pome­
granate, with a little boy standing to her left; the piece
is dated to the 2nd-4th centuries A.D. and comes from the
23territory of ancient Sogdia. Terracotta figurines of a
goddess standing alone are common in Sogdia, but this type
is rare, and it is therefore suggested that it was produced
2 4from a Parthian model, but it is clear at least that it
must represent Nana (cf. the pomegranate, above) and the
young Attis, before his tragic self-mutilation and death.
Nana is found also on coins of the Ku^ano-Bactrian
kings Kani^ka and Huvi^ka: she appears on the reverse, facing
forward and seated on a lion which is standing or walking to
the left. There is a crescent over her shoulders, with the
horns pointing upwards to either side. The inscription on
the coin reads NONA SAP in Bactrian Greek script; it has been
suggested that the letter S was written mistakenly in place
of the Bactrian letter san ( = s). The second word would
v 2 5then be reconstructed as sao 'king1 (or, in this case, 
'queen', presumably). The crescent probably represents the
planet Venus, with which the Mesopotamian goddesses Nana and
v 26Istar (Astarte) both were associated.
According to MX 11.14, Artaxias I established the statue
of the goddess Athena at Tcil, in the province of Eke±eacc
(Acilisene)— within a short distance from the shrine of
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_ 27Anahit at Erez (Eriza) , as we shall see below. In his
description of the campaign of Gregory to destroy the meheans
of Armenia, Agathangelos mentions the temples of Anahit and
— — c •Nane together: Ew apa yet aysorik anden i sahmanakic gawarn
c cEke-fceac elaner. Ew and ereweal diwac n i mec ew i bun
mehenaccn Hayocc tcagaworaccn , i teiis pastaman'ccn , yAnahtakan
t t Q .
mehenin, yErezn awani: ur 1 nmanut lwn vahanawor zawru
zoloveal diwaccn martnccein, ew mecagocc barbarov zlerins
hnXf ,eccuccanein. Orkc pcaxstakankc edealkc, ew gnd pcaxcceln
c . c c c cnoc a korcaneal barpraberj parispk n hart ec an. Ew ork
« — q c
dimeal haseal e m  zgastac eal zawrawk n, surbn Grigor
c cv — ct agaworawn handerj, p srein zoski patkern Anahtakan kanac i
c c “die n: ew amenewin ztelin k andeal vatnein, ew zoskin ew
c *zarcat n awar areal. Ew anti gnd getn Gayl yaynkoys
c — c — —
anc anein, ew k andein zNaneakan meheann dstern Aramazday i
C C C VT iln yawani. Ew zganjs erkoc un mehenac n awareal zoloveal 
i nuer spasuc° surb ekeleccwoyn Astucoy tco3:uin te-fceawkc 
handerj. 'And after that [i.e., the destruction of the 
temple of Aramazd at Ani in the neighbouring province of 
Daranaii] he crossed from there into the contiguous province 
of Ekeleac . And the demons emerged from the great and 
native temples of the kings of Armenia, in the places of 
worship, in the temple of Anahit at the village of Erez: 
there, the demons congregated in the likeness of a shield- 
bearing army, and with mighty shouts they made the mountains 
resound. They were put to flight, arid when they fled the
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lofty battlements collapsed and were flattened. St Grigor
and the king, who had come there with the forces of the meek,
shattered the golden image of Anahit, the feminine deity.
They destroyed and despoiled the place entirely, and pillaged
the gold and silver. And from there they crossed to the
2 8opposite bank of the Lycus river and destroyed the temple
of Nane, daughter of Aramazd, in the village of TCil. They
pillaged and gathered the treasures of both temples and left
them, together with the places, as a gift to the service of
the holy Church of God.' (Agath. 786)
In the Greek text of Agath., Nane is called Athena, as
in Xorenac i above. Armed resistance to Gregory and his
forces has been discussed in the previous chapter, and is seen
to have been in keeping with Zoroastrian principle. We have
seen also how Ani, Tcordan and Astisat became Christian holy
places; the same transformation was effected at Tcil.
Aristakes, the son of St Gregory, was buried there (MX 11.91?
PCB III.2) , as was St Nerses the Great in the mid-4th century
(MX III.38). The reference to Nane as 'daughter of Aramazd'
need not be taken literally, and may be compared to Yt. 17.16,
dedicated to the yazata As£i (Phi. Ard) , where the goddess is
addressed thus: pita te yo Ahuro Mazda 'thy father is Ahura a I
Mazda'. Although the hymn is late, A^i herself is mentioned
in the Ga©as; she seems to represent fortune, prosperity and
fecundity, like her Sanskrit counterpart (and cognate) Sri,
29who was at times identified with the earth. The two
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divinities, A^i and Nane, may share certain aspects, and per­
haps also the appellations cited. In both cases, the words 
'daughter' and 'father' would be allegorical in a Zoroastrian 
context. But in the legend of Cybele and Attis, the filial 
and maternal relationships are emphatically literal, and the 
Arm. worshippers of Nane, like the other peoples who wor­
shipped the Mother Goddess and her divine Child under various 
names, may have believed that Nane was daughter indeed of the 
supreme God.
As we shall see presently, there were numerous shrines 
in Armenia to Anahit, but the temple of Nane at TCil is the 
only centre of the cult of the goddess which is attested with 
certainty. At the foot of Mt. Arnos in Vaspurakan, however, 
Nanenicc jor 'Valley of *Nane-ankc*, and it has been sug­
gested that the valley was named after a temple of Nane which 
may once have stood there. A Christian church was built at 
the site,^ and, as we have seen, shrines of the new faith 
were commonly established in the holy places of the elder 
religion.
A large number of terracotta figurines have been dis­
covered at Artaxata which depict a lady enthroned. She is 
dressed in robes, and a veil suspended from the top of her 
high tiara falls evenly on both sides to the base of the 
pedestal of the statuette. To her left, with his back to
the viewer and his head at her left breast, stands a little 
31naked boy. There is no doubt that these figurines served
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as cult statues of the Great Mother and the child Attis. It 
is known that the tragic legend of the pair was told in Ar­
menia as the epic of Ara and i?amiram, referred to above, yet 
it is not known whether the Mother Goddess was called ^amiram; 
it is, indeed, unlikely that a lady portrayed in legend as the 
queen of a hostile foreign state would have been accorded 
reverence. It is more likely that the goddess was called by 
the name of Nane. For although it appears that the cult of 
Nana was widespread throughout the Iranian lands, we shall 
see that Anahita was the principal female divinity who ab­
sorbed such functions as Zoroastrian values would permit her 
to assimilate. The legend of the mutilated son and the wild 
rites of mourning performed at his death are, obviously, at 
variance with Zoroastrian ethical principles, which forbid 
self-mutilation and excessive grief; for a Zoroastrian, his 
body is part of the good creation of Ahura Mazda and must not 
be abused thus, and in bereavement one is bidden to be stead­
fast and calm, resolute as a good soldier in facing Ahriman- 
created death. Nana would therefore remain as the great 
Mother Goddess of the legend, worshipped in Armenia and 
Parthia, but ignored in Zoroastrian texts. Anahita, offi­
cially acknowledged by throne and priesthood alike, could not 
be regarded as the Great Mother entirely, for the reasons we 
have enumerated, although certain aspects of the divinity 
were absorbed into her cult.
It was seen above that Nana was often accompanied by a 
lion or other animal or pair of animals. A coin tentatively
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ascribed by Babelon to a king of Sophene or Commagene of the 
2nd century B.C., shows on the reverse a goddess seated fron­
tally above and between two winged, leonine creatures seated
32on their haunches and facing away from her. It is likely
that the figure represented is Nane. An inscription of one
Julia Ammia, who claims she is the daughter of king Tigranes
of Armenia, is found on an altar dedicated to the Magna Mater
at Falcrii, north of Rome, and is dated to the first half of
33the 1st century A.D.; it is possible that the Tigranes re­
ferred to was one of the Roman candidates placed on the Arm. 
throne.^
Nane and her young son may be depicted also in bas-
VC C Vrelief at C nk us, a village near the bend of the Euphrates 
south of Xarberd— at the other, southwestern edge of Armenia 
from Artaxata, where the mother-and-child figurines were un­
earthed. According to Garnik Georgean, a native of the town, 
there is a little bridge over a valley to the east of 3GnkCus
Bridge. Near the little bridge is a carving in stone (Arm.
q — c 3 5
k arelen kertuack m3 ) depicting a woman with a babe in
arms. The people of the Arm. villages of 2cnkcus and Atis 
explained that the child had defecated and its mother, wanting 
to wipe it clean and finding no rag, committed the unpardon­
able sin of using a piece of bread instead, whereupon she and
36the infant were turned to stone by God.
The goddess Nane may be remembered in an Arm. tale 
recorded by the ethnographer G. §erencG at Van in the 19th
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century. Love between Christian and Muslim is a common
theme in the region, providing numerous opportunities for
narrative complexity and often, also, a tragic denouement.
In the Arm. versions, the Christian boy is usually called
Yovhannes and the Muslim girl is Aysha. The love story is
attested in verse as early as the 14th century, attributed
variously to Yovhannes of TClkuran or Yovhannes of Erznka
3 8(Tk. Erzincan). In the prose version recorded at Van, 
Yovhannes falls in love with a huri called Salcum Pasa who 
has disguised herself as a Turkish girl. The couple, hounded 
by their respective communities, take refuge with an obliging 
hermit who resembles somewhat the Friar Laurence of Shakes­
peare. The girl, who has been poisoned by her mother, ap­
pears to the hermit as a fiery being, whom he addresses as 
'my Nane1; when he asks her to take a seat, she falls down 
dead. Later, she rises from the dead; the boy arrives, they 
both die, light shines over them, and the angel Gabriel bids 
the monk dig them a holy grave. The word nane in Armeno- 
Turkish dialect means the same as English 'mama' (as, indeed, 
did presumably the name Nana originally), so the hermit may 
not necessarily be calling the huri by the name of a divinity, 
although the supernatural nature of the huri and the circum­
stances of the story (love and death) might be seen to sup­
port such a contention.
We turn our attention now to Anahita (Arm. Anahit), a 
divinity who, as will be seen, shared many of the attributes
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of the Great Mother, Nana. It has been suggested that the
western Iranians early had learnt to sacrifice to an alien
goddess, presumably Assyro-Babylonian l¥tar, the Lady of the
planet Venus, and of love and war, whose cult, as we remarked
above, came to embrace that of various mother-goddesses. The
Persians, according to Herodotus (1.131), sacrificed to the
'Heavenly Goddess', whom later Greek writers called Aphrodite
Anaitis or simply Anaitis. The latter name was explained by
Bartholomae as OP. *ana-hiti-s 'undefiled', the name the few-
Persians gave to the planet Venus. This form, with long -i-,
would explain why the Phi. Anahid and NP. Nahid contain the
long vowel where Av. Anahita does not. The latter is the
fern, of an adjective meaning 'immaculate1, an epithet used
40 — — valso for the yazatas Miera and Haoma. *Anahitis was then 
apparently assimilated, through the epithet anahita, to the 
river-goddess *Harahvati Arddvi Sura, whose name may be com­
pared with Indo-Ir. and Skt. Sarasvati, a goddess of the 
waters. The name is preserved in the Av. toponym Haraxvaiti,
Gk. Arachosia, a region with many rivers and lakes in eastern 
Iran. The word ar£dvi, attested only here, probably is an 
adjective meaning 'moist, humid', and sura is a common epi­
thet meaning 'strong, mighty'. *Harahvati was identified 
with *Anahitis, it seems, because the former, as a river- 
goddess, was worshipped also for fertility. The name 
*Harahvati seems gradually to have been forgotten, and the 
goddess Ar^dvi Sura Anahita came to be accorded the place of
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*Vouruna Apam Napat 1Vouruna the Son of the Waters’ , the 
third Ahura 'Lord1 of the Zoroastrian pantheon (the other two 
being Ahura Mazda and MiSra) . Although Ap^ im Napat continues 
to be invoked in Zoroastrian prayers— the hypothetical proper 
name of the god, *Vouruna, cf. Skt. Varuna, having been lost—  
it is Anahita who was regarded among the people as the pre­
eminent divinity of the waters and of fertility. The early 
Achaemenian kings invoked the supreme God, Ahura Mazda, alone
in their inscriptions, but Artaxerxes II (405-369 B.C.) men-
- - - 41tions the triad of Ahura Mazda, Anahita and Mi9ra.
Anahita is invoked for fertility, possessions, and vic­
tory. Although she is principally the goddess of waters— Yt.
V, dedicated to her, is called either by a Mir. form of her
- - - - 42two epithets, Ardvisur, or Aban ’of the waters’ — she is
— valso a hamkar 'fellow-worker’ of the amjsa sp^nta Spdnta
- 43Armaiti, guardian of the earth. As we shall see, the Arm. 
Spandaramet was a deity of fertility, and the association of 
the two yazatas may reflect not only the natural alliance of 
earth and waters, but also the chthonian, fecundative aspects 
of the earth-goddess adopted by the early Western Iranians.
It is recalled also that the Great Mother was queen of waters 
and lands alike.
Anahita1s particular title in MP. was banug ’lady’; the 
title is found in Sasanian inscriptions, in MP. portions of 
the Zoroastrian liturgy where Ardvisur is addressed; and in 
modern Persian usage, both Zoroastrian and Islamic, it has
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been demonstrated that the title banu used in the names of
certain shrines represents Anahita, even where the name of
44tiie Yazata proper has been forgotten. It was noted that
the title 'Lady* was applied to Nana, both in Mesopotamia and
in eastern Iran. The particular sacrifice offered to Anahita,
45m  ancient and modern times alike, is the cow or bull, per­
haps because of the connection of the animal with fertility.
No single Greek goddess could be found as the exact 
equivalent of Anahita. Thus, according to Plutarch 
(Artaxerxes, IV), the Persian king Artaxerxes II visited at 
Pasargadae a temple to a warlike goddess likened to Athena; 
while Clement of Alexandria quotes Berosus to the effect that
the same king sponsored at Babylon and other cities the cult
- . 46 - _of Aphrodite-Anaitis. In the divine triad of the *Fratadara
inscription in Greek from Persepolis (cited in Chs. 5, 6
- 47above), the female deity is called Artemis-Athena, In 
these various cases, it is most likely Anahita who is re­
ferred to; one recalls that Nana was identified mainly with 
Athena. In Asia Minor, the shrine of Zela (Gk. Zelitis: 
Strabo, Geog. XII.3) built on a hill named after Semiramis 
(cf. the legend of Ara and Samiram noted above), was dedicated
by the Achaemenians to the worship of Anahita, called by Taci-
4 8^us (Annales, III.63) the 'Persian Diana*.
There was a great and ornate temple presumably to
Anahita in the Parthian period at Kangavar in Kurdistan,
48described by Isidore of Charax as a temple of Artemis; in
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the Sasanian periodr the principal shrine of the goddess was
the temple of Anahid at Istaxr, where the forebears of
Arde¥ir I had served as priests.^ Both temples probably
contained images of the goddess originally, but a fire was
installed in the place of the idol at Istaxr, according to
Mascudl, generations before Arde^Ir's rise to power.^ It is
likely that the shrine at Kangavar retained its effigy of
Anahita until the end of the Arsacid dynasty; the image was
probably splendidly adorned, and it has been proposed that
the description of the goddess in the Ardvisur Ya¥t is based
52upon an actual cult statue of the late Achaemenian period. 
Although the Sasanians vigorously suppressed the worship of 
images in the Zoroastrian religion, they were not averse to 
depicting the yazatas in bas-reliefs, as we have seen in the 
case of Ohrmazd, and a woman, probably the goddess Anahid,
is shown in the relief of Taq-i Bostan presenting a crown to
- 53Xusro II (late 6th-early 7th century). It has been sug­
gested that female figures on Sasanian silver plates and vases
- - 54may represent Anahita.
References in Arm. texts to the goddess Anahit are 
plentiful, and the principal ones from the major Classical 
sources will be cited forthwith; we shall then discuss the 
significance of the information, in relation both to Ir. 
Anahita and to the Christian Tiramayr 'Mother of the Lord1, 
the Virgin Mary, who absorbed aspects of the goddess in the 
beliefs of Arm. Christians. Towards the beginning of the
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History of Agathangelos, the scene is set thus for the en­
suing conflict between the old faith and Christianity:
Yarajfin amin Trdatay arkcayutceann Hayoc° mecacc, xalaccin 
ekin hasin yEkeleacc gawar, i gewtn Erizay, i meheann 
Anahtakan, zi and zohs matusccen: ew ibrew katareccin zgorcn
anar¥anutcean ijin banakeccan ar apcn getoyn zor GayIn koccen.
c cIbrew ekn emut i xoran andr ew y$nt ris bazmec aw, ew ibrew
and ginis mtin hraman et tcagaworn Grigori, zi psaks ew tcaw
• C “■ costs caroc nuers tare i bagnin Anahtakan patkerin. Ayl na
VC • V c coc afnoyr yanjn pastawnatar linel die n erkrpagut ean.
(Agath. 4 8-49) 'In the first year of the reign of Trdat of
Greater Armenia, they set off, journeyed, and arrived in the
c . —province of Ekeieac , at the village of Erez, at the temple
of Anahit, in order to offer sacrifices there, and when they
had completed the unworthy deed they descended and pitched
camp on the banks of the river called the Lycus. When the
king came into the tent for dinner, and when they had drunk
their wine, he commanded that Grigor take wreaths and leafy
branches of trees as gifts to the shrine of the statue of
Anahit. But he (Gregory) did not undertake to participate
in the worship of the god.1 The enraged king thereupon
C“ VC # c cthreatens Gregory with death, et e oc arnuc us yanjn die n
V c • . v —pastawn matuc anel, manawand aysm meci Anahtay tiknojs, or e
C C C C VC c cp ark azgis meroy ew kec uc ic , zor ew t agawork amenayn
c c —patuen, manawand t agaworn Yunac : or e mayr amenayn
zgastutceancc, barerar amenayn mardkan bnutcean, ew cnund e
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me din ar.in Aramazday 1 if you do not undertake to offer worship 
to the gods, particularly to this great Lady Anahit, who is 
the glory and giver of life of our people; whom all kings 
honour, particularly the king of the Greeks; who is the 
mother of all chastity, the benefactor of all mankind; and 
who is the child of the great, manly Aramazd.' (Agath. 5 3) 
Grigor responds coolly that the one called Anahit tikin 
’Anahit the Lady’ (Agath. 59) may have been a historical 
personage deified in remote ages, but assuredly no divine 
being. The king again reproaches Gregory for scorning the
gods, particularly Aramazd and zmecn Anahit, orov keay ew
c ™ czkendanut iwn kre erkirs Hayoc 'the great Anahit, by whom
this land of Armenia lives and thrives' (Agath. 6 8).
In an address to his nation, Trdat proclaims Oijoyn
haseal ew sinutciwn diccn awgnakanutceamb, liutciwn
c c »parartut ean yaroyn Aramazday, xnamakalut iwn yAnahit
tiknoje, ew kca:futciwn hascce jez i kcajen Vahagne amenayn
C VHayoc asxarhrs 'May health and prosperity come to you and
to all this country of Armenia by the help of the gods, rich
fullness from manly Aramazd, providence from Anahit the Lady,
55and bravery from brave Vahagn' (Agath. 12 7). At the triumph
of Christianity, Grigor travels around Armenia, destroying the
pagan temples. At Artaxata, he levels the temple of Tir and
czbagins Anahtakan die n 'the shrines of the god Anahit' of
5 6the Anahtakan meheann 'temple of Anahit1 (Agath. 778, 779).
The temple at Erez is pillaged next (Agath. 786, see above),
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then the complex of temples at Astisat with its shrines of
the Oskemayr 'Golden Mother1, Astiik and Vahagn (Agath.
57809 ) . It is generally accepted that Oskemayr was a cultic
5 8epithet of Anahit.
Movses Xorenacci refers to Anahit only as Artemis, and 
never by her Ir.-Arm. name, but the identity of the goddess 
is nowhere in doubt. Her statue is said to have been erected 
at Armawir (MX 11.12), moved from there to the holy city of 
Bagaran, and finally to Arta¥at (11.44); the foundation of 
her shrine at Erez is attributed to Tigran (11.14), and the 
dying Arta¥es is portrayed as asking the idols there for 
bzskutciwn ew bazum keans ’healing and much life1 (11.50).
The request of the king corresponds to the life-giving attri­
butes and caring providence ascribed to Anahit in the narra­
tive of Agath.
Other references to Anahit concern her cult and temples. 
The temple at Erez (Gk. Eriza) in Eke±eacc (Gk. Acilisene) 
was particularly well known to Classical writers; Cassius Dio 
(36.48, 5 3.5) calls the entire region of Acilisene Anaitis 
khora,'and Pliny (Nat. Hist., V.34,83) calls it Anaetica, 
indicating that the temple possessed very extensive estates. 
According to Plutarch (Lucullus, 2 4), cattle branded with the 
symbols of the goddess: a torch or half-moon, grazed on the
temple lands, and it may be assumed that these were intended 
for sacrifice. One recalls that cows in particular were 
offered to Anahita, and, according to one Arm. MS., Trdat
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yarajin ami et nuers Anahtay kaputak erinj i geln Eriza 1 On 
the first of the year Trdat gave offerings to Anahit: a blue
_ C Q
heifer in the village of Erez.' Strabo (Geog., XI.14.16), 
who claims that Anahit is the most popular of the Persian 
divinities worshipped by the Armenians, adds that the virgin 
daughters of Arm. noblemen (Gk. epiphanestatoi) become temple 
prostitutes at Eriza. The practice of such ritual prostitu­
tion was widely attested in Asia Minor and elsewhere in the 
ancient world, and such a practice at Eriz may have provoked 
the 7th-century writer Vrtcanes kcertcol 'the Poet' to decry
Anahit ew plcutciwnkc iwr ew patirkc 'Anahit and her lewd-
6 0nesses and falsehoods'. Such practices would be repugnant 
to Zoroastrians and are not mentioned in the Arm. texts, whose 
authors, one may be certain, would have derived the fullest 
possible polemical advantage, had they known of them. It is 
difficult also to reconcile temple prostitution with the cult 
of a goddess called by Agath. 'the mother of all chastity' 
and equated most frequently by Arm. writers (and exclusively,
c
by Xorenac i) with Artemis, that most chaste of Greek 
divinities.^
Several other temples of Anahit may have existed in Ar­
menia. The remnants of the foundation of a monumental stone 
building in the style of the temple at Garni (on which see 
the following Ch.) have been unearthed beneath the great 
church of St Hripcsime at Valarsapat (Ejmiacin). The saint, 
one of the most prominent of the Arm. Church, was a virgin
3 31
nun and companion of St Gregory, and it has been suggested 
that the church bearing her name was erected where the temple 
of a pagan goddess had stood earlier. During the excava­
tions at Satala (Arm. Satai, Tk. Sadag, Saddak) on the Kelkit 
river, north of Erzincan, late in the 19th century, a bronze 
head of the Gk. Aphrodite type was unearthed. The piece, 
dated to the 2nd-lst century B.C., is 36 cm high and 93 cm
in circumference, of very fine workmanship, and was cast per-
6 3haps in western Asia Minor. Alfred Biliotti, who spent nine
days at the site in 1874, reported rough stone walls 18 feet
high, with traces of ashlar facing, and found a sculpture
which he identified as a winged victory. The excavations of
Satala yielded also bronze legs which had belonged to a life-
size sculpture of a horse, and a brick was found stamped
LEG XV i. This is undoubtedly an abbreviation of the name
of the Roman Legion XV Apollinaris, which was stationed in
64Armenia during the campaign of Corbulo in A.D. 62. There
was a large Christian community at Satala in the 4th century;
the bishop of the town attended the ecumenical Council of
Nicaea in 325, and St Basil of Caesarea visited the community 
65m  372. Armenian scholars have sought to identify the
6 6bronze head as having belonged to a cult statue of Anahit, 
and the town appears to have been sufficiently important in 
ancient times to have been a religious centre.
On the slopes of Mt- Ararat there is a spring called 
Anahtakan albiwr 'the spring of Anahit* to this day. The
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origin of the fountain is ascribed in popular tradition to 
St Jacob of Nisibis, who, as we have seen, climbed a Mt. 
Ararat far to the south, in Gordyene. The attribution is 
doubly spurious, in that a spring bearing the name of a Zoro­
astrian yazata cannot have had anything to do with a pious 
Syrian saint, and probably was named before his quest for
the lost Ark of Noah. Arms, believe that the spring cures
6 7barrenness and prevents locusts from eating crops; both 
properties accord well with the characteristics of life- 
giving protection and fecundity ascribed to the goddess in 
texts.
In a mediaeval account of the apostolic mission of Sts
Thaddeus and Bartholomew in Armenia, mention is made of a
place in the district of Anjewaccikc called DarbnacC KCar
'Blacksmiths' Rock' where there was an incessant din, the
sound of blacksmiths striking anvils. St Bartholomew
halaceacc zdarbinsn zgorconeays ccarin, ew zkursn pcsreacc
or yanun Anahtay er 'drove out the blacksmiths, the ministers
of evil, and shattered the idols, which were in the name of 
6 8Anahit.' Blacksmiths, as we shall see, struck their anvils
r
to strengthen the bonds of the wicked Artawazd, imprisoned in
Mt. Ararat, and in Iran and Armenia blacksmiths and the iron
69they forged represented the struggle of good against evil.
* c cIt is possible, therefore, that Darbnac K ar had been the
site of a Zoroastrian shrine of Anahit; the Christian Hogwocc
c 70Vank 'Monastery of All Souls' was founded on the site.
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P awstos mentions a Greek hermit named Epip an (i.e.,
Epiphanios), who lived i meci lerinn i teli diccn zor kocCen 
o *at or Nahatay 'in the great mountain, in the place of the 
gods, which they call the Throne of *Nahat' (PCB V.25). It 
is not known where this mountain was, although at the death 
of St Nerses the Great, we are told by PGawstos that Epiphanios
and a Syrian monk named Saiita^ beheld a vision and hastened
c c —to T il in Ekeleac , where Nerses had just been buried. It
is possible, therefore, that the mountain called Atcor Nahatay
was not far from Erez, the site of the temple of Anahit. The
name *Nahat, gen. Nahatay, is attested only here, but from
the reference of Pcawstos to the gods and the NP. form Nahid
we may assume it is a form of the name Anahit. As was noted
earlier, the NP. form and its Phi. predecessor retain the long
vowel -i- of the hypothetical form *Anahitis. In the Arm.
case, however, the replacement of -i- in (A)nahit by -a-
probably indicates that the name of the goddess was subjected
to internal development in Arm., as evidenced by the intrusive
72-a-, cf. loan-words xora¥et, Sandaramet, Spandaramet et al.
Arm. -i- is a weak vowel in final syllables, cf. Anahit, gen. 
sg. Anahtay, and the form attested in Pcawstos may conceivably 
have evolved from the gen. sg. form or from the adj. anahta­
kan, both of which are attested far more often, as we have 
seen, than the simple nom. sg., in references to the cult of 
the goddess and her temples.
In the ancient Arm. calendar recorded by Anania of 
Sirak, the 7th month and the 19th day of the month were named
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after Anahit; the same writer, in a list of the planets,
c — —
equates Gk. Ap rodrte (Aphrodite, i.e., Venus), Arm. Lusaber
73(lit. 1Light-bringer') and 'Persian1 Anahit. As we have
seen in the previous chapter, the Arms, tended to identify
the planet with Astlik, but the crescent or half-moon on the
heifers of the goddess in Armenia probably reflect the Ir.
identification of the goddess with Venus, the only planet
besides the moon whose phases are visible from Earth with the
naked eye. We shall see that this symbol, the sacrifice of
cows, the title 'Lady', and the characteristic of life-giving
fecundity, were all transferred from Anahit to the Holy
Mother of God, Mary, by Arm. Christians.
The mediaeval cleric Anania vardapet wrote: Awrhneal
es du lusankar aragast, or skcela&3x nazanawkc zawraccar i
veray patkeraccn draw¥elocc, ew hareal xortakeccer zsnoti
paXucans diwanuer ew kcajaper^ pancanacc Anahitn tikno^
'Blessed are you, canopy etched in light, who have triumphed
in magnificent delicacy over graven images, and have stricken
and destroyed the vain, demonolatrous pomp and overweening
74boasts of Anahit the Lady.1 The Arm. Feast of the Trans­
figuration, Vardavar, celebrated on the seventh Sunday after 
Pentecost, is a holiday of the waters, and, as such, retains 
aspects of the cult of Anahit, who, as we have seen, is pre­
eminently the yazata of the waters in Zoroastrianism. In 
Dersim until recent times, calves born with a half-moon or 
star on their foreheads (both, presumably, were regarded as
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symbols of Venus) were sacrificed on Vardavar, and offerings 
of flowers and branches were made to the Holy Mother of God 
(cf. Agath. 48-9, above); it was also believed by the inhabi­
tants of the region that Anahit bathed on Vardavar morning
where two rivers met— a similar legend exists concerning
75Astlik, as was seen in the previous chapter.
In Christian times, the Virgin Mary has been regarded 
by the Arms, as the saint who cures those afflicted with 
venereal disease, who are called Tiramor xeleers 'the poor 
ones of the Lord's mother'. The latter used to go for a cure 
to the Kcagberuneacc Xatcun Tiramor Vankc 'Monastery of the 
Lady Mother of the Lord, of KcaYberunikc [province] 'at the 
village of Aknancc near Arces (on the NE shore of L. Van).
It is seen that the title of Anahit, 'Lady' (Arm. tikin), is
now found as Armeno-Turkish xatcun, applied to the Virgin
77 _Mary. St Barbara (Arm. Vairvare) , too, may have acquired
these ancient characteristics of Anahit: there is a cave
(^
called Calkevank ('Monastery of Flowers') in the side of the 
mountain named after Ara in Soviet Armenia (on Ara, cf. above). 
Until not long ago, women who were barren used to go to the 
cave on Vardavar and pray for fertility as they stood beneath 
the drops of water that trickle down from the roof of the 
cave. If the drops touched them, they believed St Varvafe 
had consented to grant them their desire.
Amongst the Kurdish tribesmen of Dersim are many who 
still mark their loaves with the sign of the Cross and
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remember how their Armenian forebears, harried by their Mus­
lim persecutors, had abandoned their farms, adopted the creed 
of Islam, and fled to join the armed Kurdish clans of the 
mountains. Many of these Kurds recalled traditions still 
more ancient, for they spoke of a Spring of Anahit whose 
water they called 'mother's milk'. When two parties were in 
conflict, they would be brought to drink from the spring,
whereupon they acknowledged that they were brothers of the
7 8same mother, and the dispute was settled. The Mirag clan,
who still remembered the Arm, tongue, offered reverence to a •
79shrine of Ana-yi Pil? the Kurds called Anahit either Anahid 
or Ana, and the word pil is a form of NP. plr 'old man, Is­
lamic saint1. In Iran, various ancient Zoroastrian shrines 
were named similarly after Islamic plrs, in simple ignorance 
or as a camouflage against desecration. The Zor. shrines
did not contain tombs, however, as many of the wholly Islamic
— 80 pir-shrines do. The Mirag clansmen persisted also in
—  81 calling the pir their 'great mother', preserving, as it
seems, a usage even more ancient than the name or cult of
Anahit herself, and one may justly marvel at the remarkable
tenacity of this Zoroastrian cult in Armenia, informed in
part by the ancient worship of the Mother Goddess of Anatolia
in surviving the successive depredations of the two great and
militant faiths, Christianity and Islam. Anahit, the giver
of life, herself lived on amongst her children, as the Great
Mother and as the yazata of the curative and life-giving
waters of the rivers and springs and of Vardavar.
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CHAPTER 8 
MIHR
Of all the yazatas of Zoroastrianism, it is Mithra (Av. 
Mi9ra-, Phi. Mihr) who has attracted the greatest scholarly 
attention, for the religion of Mithraism was a cult of the 
first importance in the Roman Empire during the early cen­
turies of Christianity; many of the spiritual values of the 
two religions are similar, and in the 2nd and early 3rd cen­
turies it was still by no means clear which would prevail 
ultimately over moribund Greco-Roman paganism. Monuments of 
the Mithraic cult have been excavated from Syria to Britain, 
and references to the god Mithra in classical sources are 
also numerous.
As we shall see, it is possible that Roman legionaries 
stationed in Armenia learned of the Zoroastrian yazata, were 
impressed by aspects of his cult, and spread it to the west, 
where it acquired numerous non-Zoroastrian accretions in 
Europe and developed into an independent religion. The im­
pressive performance of the Arm. Arsacid Tiridates I at the 
court of Nero is widely noted by Classical historians, and 
the invocation by the Oriental potentate of Mithra may have 
provided additional impetus to the growth of the new cult at 
Rome.
Aspects of the Arm. cult of Mihr may go back to the 
prototypes which inspired the Roman armies: as we shall see,
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the hero Mher in Armenian epic was led to a cave at Van by a 
crow, and the western Mithra, who had a raven-familiar, was 
worshipped in temples called spelaea 'caves1. The ubiquitous 
theme of Mithraic bas-reliefs, the tauroctony (i.e., slaugh­
ter of a bull), may have been inspired by the Zoroastrian 
tradition of the sacrifice of the bull HaSayans that is to 
take place at Fra¥egird. Arm. worship of Mithra, however, 
including the aspects noted above, appear to have been solidly 
within the framework of Zoroastrianism, and evidence that the 
Mithraic cult existed at all amongst.the native population of 
Anatolia is strikingly meagre. The gomparaj^re- abum'Urt-no -eif ■ 
evidence that the Mithraic cult existed at all amongst the 
native population of Anatolia is s%^±k-iuyly meagre^ The com­
parative abundance of Mithraic remains in regions as remote 
as Britain or Pannonia makes the very paucity of these in 
Anatolia noteworthy and significant, and accordingly, sources
for non-Zoroastrian aspects of Mithraic cult are to be sought
1m  Western Europe, not m  Armenia.
It is proposed, therefore, to consider Arm. Mihr as a 
Zor. yazata, and to examine his cult in the light of the 
Iranian evidence. Artaxerxes II, as we have seen, was the 
first Achaemenian king to invoke a triad of yazatas: Ahura
Mazda, Anahita and Mithra— in inscriptions, rather than Ahura 
Mazda alone. As one of the three ahuras, Ahura Mazda and 
(*Vouruna-)Apam Napat being the other two, Mithra stands at
v
2 3the head of the Zoroastrian pantheon. As a judge of souls,
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4 5a guardian of covenants and a fighter against evil, he
epitomises the Zoroastrian ethic and world-view. Zoroastrian
temples are called ’gates of Mithra' (NP. dar-i Mihr), a term
£
attested, however, only after the Islamic conquest of Iran? 
we shall have occasion to note its use in Arm., as well. It 
is recalled that in Achaemenian times the Arm. vassals of the 
Persian king brought 20,000 horses to him each year on the 
great festival of *Mithrakana; in Sasanian Iran, Mihragan was 
a festival second in importance only to No Roz, which was
7
consecrated to Ohrmazd, and Zor. tradition holds that by
presiding over the second half of the month through the 16th
day which bears his name, Mithra is subordinate only to 
8Ohrmazd, the Creator, of whose creations he is the Protector. 
Mithra appears to have been primordially a god whose function 
it was to be the overseer of contracts, and this function of
9
seer was naturally associated with light. Mithra was identi­
fied with fire, too, at a very early stage, it appears, per­
haps because the administration of justice was so closely 
linked to the ordeal by fire, perennially connected in Iranian 
tradition with oath-taking.^ As we shall see, it is mainly 
as a god of fire, equated with Greek Hephaistos, that the 
yazata was known in Armenia. But in Iran at least by the
Parthian period, Mithra had come to be ritually identified 
11with the Sun, which is at once the greatest of all physical 
fires, and the source of the light by which the god oversees 
the conduct of men.
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In Arm., the name of the god is attested in the Mir. 
form Mihr (in Arm. epic, the yazata appears as a hero called 
Mher). In proper names, Mihr is found alone, or in compounds 
with the forms mirh-, meher-, mrh-, meh- and mir~. The 01r. 
form mi8r- (rendered in Arm, as mitcr-) is found in Arm. 
texts, and in Classical and Arabic sources relating to Ar­
menia. In MX III.17, the Sasanian king Arta¥ir invokes Mihr
mec astuac 1 the great god Mihr', and the Arm. bishops in
their letter to the Sasanian Prime Minister, Mihrnarseh, ca.
A.D. 450, refer to Mihr astuac 'the god Mihr* (E±i¥e, II). 
Parthian Manichaean missionaries identified their Tertius 
Legatus with the yazatas Mithra and Nairyo. sarjha; the two 
divine names are paired also in the case of Mihrnerseh above,
and a Christian monastery in Caucasian Albania was called 
12Ners-Mihr. A seventh-century bishop of the Alans was named
13Mihr, and an Alan.prince was called Zar-Mihr. The eighth
day of the Arm. month was consecrated to Mihr, according to
the list preserved by Anania of Sirak (7th century), and an
Arm. named Mihr-Arta¥ir was the lord of Siwnikc in the mid- 
14
6th century. The following names in Arm. contain mihr-;
Mihran, Mihrdat, Mihriar, Mihriban, Mihr¥apuh and Mihru;^
with meh(e)r-: Mehrab, Mehri, Mehrizad, Mehrimelikc,
Mehri¥at, Meher, Meher(ean), Mehrewan, Mehruni(kc), Mehar 
16and Mher? with the metathesised form mrh- are found Mrhawan, 
a 4th-century Albanian version of the name attested above as 
Mihriban, and Mrhapet, perhaps originally a priestly title.
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V C  GThe latter name is found only once, on an undated xac k ar
c 17’Cross-stone' from Arc ax. We shall discuss shortly also
the form mrhakan mehean ’temple of Mihr' (Agath. 790). The
form meh- is found in Mehendak, from OP. *Mithra-bandaka-
'servant of Mithra', Mehewan (cf. Mrhawan, Mihriban above)
and Mehnuni, the latter being the name of a naxarar family
18(cf. the Vahuni clan in Ch. 6). Mehekan, also attested as
Mehek(i), the name of the 7th month of the Arm. calendar and
a fern, proper name, from OP. *Mithrakana- (see above) may be 
19cited here, as well as the Arm. generic term for a (non-
Christian) temple,' mehean, which we shall discuss at greater
length presently. With the form mir- are attested the name
of the Armeno-Kurdish Mirag clan in Dersim (see Ch. 7), and
20the Arm. and Albanian names Mirhawra and Mirhawrik. The
OIr. miQr- (Arm. mitcr-) is found in Mitcreos, the name of a
Chaldaean (!) king in a list provided by Xorenacci (MX 1.19).
The Arabic version of Agath. refers to Tcordan in Daranaii
21(see Ch. 5) as Mitrodan, but this may be a scribal error.
An inscription at the monastery of Geiard (Ayrivankc)
C c c c cstates that Mit ereanc ein k urmk Parsic 'The priests of
2 2the Persians were of the *Mitcereans.1 The ending -ean is 
commonly used in Arm. as a patronymic suffix in family names, 
and it is possible that this is a reference to the great 
Mihran family of Arsacid Iran, whose residence was probably 
the Khoro-mitrene mentioned by Ptolemy (Geog., VI.2 6). The 
district was near Ganjak, the site from mid-Sasanian times
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of the sacred fire of Gusnasp (Arm. v¥nasp). In Gk. sources, 
the name of the family is attested as ...tou Mirranou 
oikarkhias... demou d1 Arsakidou; the Arm. inscription may 
preserve an earlier form, and the Arms, could easily have re­
garded the great Mihran family as guardians of the sacred
2 3fire of neighbouring Atropatene. In the Arsacid period, 
the fire particularly exalted by the Parthians was Adur 
Burzen-Mihr 'the Fire of Mithra the Lofty1 the name Mrhapet 
in Arm. was cited above, and the element -pet (OIr. -pati)
2 5'chief, ruler1'is commonly found in religious titles in Arm. 
The above evidence would tend to support the supposition that 
the name of the yazata was associated with priestly titles, 
even as it will be seen to be an element of Arm. mehean 
1 temp le1 .
Greek sources preserve a number of names with mithra-
associated with Armenia. An Orontid monarch named Mithranes
is attested, ca. 331 B.C., and the Arms, fought Alexander at
Gaugamela under two generals, Orontes and Mithraustes; it has
been suggested that the name of the latter is to be derived
from OIr. *Mi8ra.vahi^ta- 'Mithra (who is) the best'. An Arm.
named Mithrobuzanes fought Artaxias for the throne of the
2 6country over a century later. Plutarch in his Life of
Lucullus mentions an Arm. general of the 1st century B.C.
- 2 7named Mithrobarzanes who fought under Tigran II.
During his campaign of destruction of the. old temples
of Armenia, St Gregory Gayr hasaner i Mrhakan meheann anuaneal
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ordwoyn Aramazday, i giwln zor Bagayaricn kocCen gst 
c —part, ewaren lezuin 'Came to the temple of Mihr, who is named
0
son of Aramazd, in the village which they call Bagayaric in
2 8the Parthian tongue' (Agath. 790). We have already encoun­
tered the word mehean as 'temple' in a variety of contexts.
It was proposed by Gershevitch that the Arm. word is to be 
derived from an OIr. form *miQra-dana 'place of Mithra’, with
the Arm. ending -ean from MP. -yan, the latter form resulting
29from the normal shift of intervocalic -d- to -y_- in SW Mir.
Earlier, Meillet had proposed that the word be derived from
- 30OIr. *mai9ryana-, also meaning 'place of Mithra1. The
first part of the word, meh-, undoubtedly comes from the name 
of the yazata, but the ending is more of a problem. It was 
proposed above that Mitcer-ean was a native form; the same 
might be true of meh-ean. In all known cases, the OIr. suf­
fix -dana- is attested in Arm. as - (a)ran, via forms borrowed 
from NW MIr., not SW Mir. As we have seen, most borrowings 
from the latter are restricted to the Sasanian period, and in 
cases where both NW and SW Middle Iranian forms of the same 
word are attested in Arm. (e.g., NW pa¥tpan and SW pcustipan), 
the earlier, Arsacid 'Parthian' form generally is the one more 
frequently used. It is unlikely that the Arms, would have 
borrowed from their Sasanian adversaries a religious term of 
such central importance to the ancient Arm. cult, when they 
resisted other innovations of less moment. A derivation from 
Sasanian MP. *mihryan is probably to be ruled out. There is
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another argument against the adoption of the loan-word at 
such a late date, although it is more hypothetical. Had the 
Arms, borrowed the word during the Sasanian period, i.e., at 
a time not remote from that of Agathangelos, they would have 
known its, meaning, 'place of Mithra1, as the foremost signifi­
cation of the word. Why would Agathangelos, with his sensi­
tivity to the 'Parthian' meanings of names, have produced a 
pointless tautology such as mrhakan mehean 'place of Mithra, 
of Mithra1? If the term had become general in Armenia before 
then, when was it introduced? It would have had to have been 
made a part of the religious terminology between A.D. 22 6, the 
date of the Sasanian accession to power and the earliest 
possible time of direct MP. influence in Arm., and the Conver­
sion less than eighty years thereafter. This is not enough 
time for a specialised term to take on such broad meaning.
But if the term had become a general one in Persis, instead, 
then why is it nowhere found there? Surely a word of such 
prominence could not have been lost merely in the great pro­
liferation of religious grades and offices of the early 
Sasanian period.
It is probable that the word mehean is to be assigned 
to the Arsacid period or earlier. The ending -ean could have 
come from the form proposed by Meillet, or else it is an Anri, 
suffix, ultimately of Ir. origin, like Mitcer-ean. The impor­
tance of Mithra in Zor. in Arsacid times has been noted al­
ready, and, as we shall see, the concept of the yazata in Arm.
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seems to have ceased to develop long before the Sasanian 
period.
By Pth. times at least, as we have seen, Mithra had 
come to be associated with the Sun. At Nemrut Dag (1st cen­
tury B.C.), the god is called Mithras-Apollon-Helios-Hermes.
Christian Syriac writers of the Sasanian period emphasise
31the Persian belief that Mihr and the Sun were identical;
* —  y
and to this day, the Zoroastrian litanies (NP niyayes) to 
, y—
Mihr and Xwarsed, the Sun, are recited together daily during
the first watch of the day, the Havan Gah, which is ruled by 
32Mithra. In the 5th century A.D., Eznik of Kolb describes
a Persian myth in which the Sun is a mediator between Ahura
Mazda and Angra Mainyu, and calls the Sun Arm. datawor
'judge1; these references seem to identify the Sun with
Mithra, who is described by Plutarch as a mediator (Gk.
mesites), and who is referred to in the Phi. books as dadwar 
33'judge1. But the Arm. writer here is not describing a be­
lief common amongst those of his own nation. In Armenian
sources, Vahagn, not Mihr, is identified with the Sun. Mihr
• c * c 34is called by Xorenac i Hep estos (Gk. Hephaistos), and al-
c cthough T ovma Arcruni (1.3) identifies Hep estos with the Sun,
he adds that the god has hur vars ’fiery hair1. The latter 
description indicates that the Arm. writer had in mind Vahagn, 
who is often referred to thus, and not Mihr. The Arms, re­
garded Mihr as guardian of covenants as well, preserving 
faithfully the most ancient characteristic of the yazata in
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the adjective vatmirh 'perfidious1, with the initial element
vat 'bad' (Phi. wad). ^
In the ancient Arm. calendar, the 8th day of the month 
3 6was called Mihr, and the 7th month was called Mehekan or
Meheki, a name descended from OP. *Mithrakana (Phi. and NP.
- 37Mihragan). In the Zor. calendar, the festival of Mihragan 
was originally celebrated on Mihr Roz of Mihr Mah (the 16th 
day of the 7th month), but with the first calendar reforms 
of the Sasanians, the date of the festival was shifted to the 
21st (Ram Roz), and since pious Zoroastrians, perplexed by 
the reform, were fearful lest they mark the feast at the wrong
time, it came to be celebrated as a six-day festival, from
— — 3 816-21 Mihr Mah, the last day being called 'Great Mihragan1.
The 21st day of the month of Mihr, one notes, would not have
been connected to the cult of the god before the 3rd century
A.D. In the Arm. Church, 21 Mehekan is the date of the feast
39of St George the Soldier (Arm. Georg); if any connection is
to be sought between yazata and saint on the basis of this 
circumstance, it is to be assumed that the Christian feast 
was established in the Sasanian period to coincide with Great 
Mihragan, and without reference to the ancient Arm. calendar, 
in which the 8th day of the month is consecrated to Mihr.
There are two possible reasons for this. First, the Chris­
tians of Mesopotamia, with their profound influence on devel­
opments in Armenia, lived at the centre of the Sasanian state, 
and they may have equated their feast with the Zoroastrian
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observance; the Arms, would then have followed them. The 
second possibility is that the Arms, themselves set the date 
of the feast, for Great Mihragan was second in importance 
only to No Roz itself in the calendar of the Sasanian state—  
as the older date, the 16th, had been in bygone ages (cf. 
Strabo, above, on the Achaemenian *Mithrakana)— and would 
thus have been recognised in Armenia, at least, as yet an­
other insidious innovation of the Persian enemy which invited 
Christian response.
In Georgia, aspects of the cult of St George bear com­
parison to the cult of Mithra. At the Monastery of Ilori in 
Mingrelia, it was customary to lock a bull in the church over­
night, announce that Mithra had stolen it, and then appoint a
40youth* to slay it. This rite has been linked to the Mithraic 
tauroctony, and in Zoroastrianism sacrifice plays an important 
role at Mihragan. In Armenia, such connections as may be per­
ceived between saint and god are far less explicit. St Georg, 
c —unlike St At angmes or St Karapet, is a comparatively obscure 
figure, and the few legends told of him centre on the Monas­
tery of St Georg of Pcutcki. This sanctuary is called after
C C * v *Mt But (like Bt -aric, see Ch. 14), a volcano whose fiery 
cone made it a place of pre-Christian worship, perhaps of Mihr, 
the lord of fire; according to the mediaeval author of a 'His­
tory of the Image of the Mother of the Lord1, or telin Butc
. c . c . clsi: k anzi anun k "rmapetm But kardayr 'the place is
Q
called But because the [pagan] high priest was called by the
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name of But .' Next to the church are the ruins of a vaulted
hall; according to local popular tradition, this was a mehean
41m  ancient times. The monastery had cocks which were re­
puted to warn travellers in the mountains if a pass"was t o _
42be snowed in. The cock is a bird sacred in Zoroastrianism 
vto Sraosa, a yazata whose function as guardian and overseer
43of men and their deeds linked him with Mithra. Another
  c c cmonastery of St Georg is Devoc a or Devk se Vank , SE of
Sebastia, which was said to have taken its name from the dews
'demons' that lived on the site before it was consecrated to
44Christian worship; that is, there had probably been a Zoro­
astrian shrine there before St Gregory.
The Parthian Arsacids who came to the throne of Armenia 
in the 1st century A.D. were pious Zoroastrians who invoked 
Mithra as the lord of covenants, as is proper. An episode 
which illustrates their observance of the cult is the famous 
journey of Tiridates I to Rome in A.D. 65. Tiridates, the 
first Arsacid king of Armenia, travelled to Nero's capital to
receive his crown, going by land as far as possible in order
45to avoid polluting the sacred creation of water. At the 
coronation ceremony, Tiridates declared, 'I am, my lord, a 
descendant of Arsaces and a brother of the kings Vologaesus 
and Pacorus, and your servant. And I have come before you, 
my god, to do obeisance to you even as unto Mithra, and I
46shall be as you decree, for you are my fate and my fortune.' 
During his stay at Rome, the king initiated Nero into 'Magian'
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4 7banquets. It is not certain what the latter were, for 
Zoroastrians are not supposed to sup with infidels at all; 
perhaps what is meant here is that Tiridates took the baj,
probably with barsom (the Zoroastrian ritual bundle of twigs
• c 4 8used m  religious ceremonies, cf. Arm. barsmunk ). This
routine act of prayer before meals, which are then eaten in
silence, is at once so conspicuous and so common that in one
Judaeo-Persian text the Zoroastrians are distinguished by it
49from adherents of other religions. Tiridates could not have 
neglected this essential ritual, regardless of the circum­
stances. Iranian literature records a number of instances in
which kings in dire distress and great haste still refused to
50take food until they had performed the necessary rituals.
The oath taken by Tiridates is in keeping with orthodox Zoro­
astrianism, and Xenophon depicts the Persian king swearing by
51Mithra m  both the Cyropaedia and the Anabasis.
It has been suggested that soldiers of the Roman
legion XV Apollinaris, which was transferred from Pannonia
to Armenia to fight in Corbulo's ill-fated campaign of A.D. 62,
may have acquired knowledge of the yazata in Armenia and car-
52n e d  his cult back with them. If so, Tiridates was swearing 
by Mithra and impressing by his ritual silence at banquets the 
loquacious deipnosophistai of Rome, at the same time that the 
legionaries were returning west with tales of the Sol Invictus 
'the Invincible Sun', Mithra.
Before his departure to Rome, in about A.D. 64, the 11th 
year of his actual reign in Armenia, Tiridates erected an
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imposing temple of Hellenistic design at the ancient fortress
5 3of Garni (see plate 1, appended to this Ch.). Next to the
temple, mosaics have been found which depict scenes from
Greek mythology and bear the caption meden labontes ergasametha
5 4'we laboured, taking nothing [i.e., no wages].' The palace 
for which the mosaics were made is called by Xorenacci a tun 
hovanocc 'cooling-off house' (MX 11.90), and he attributes it 
to Tiridates III (late 3rd century) and says it was built by 
the latter for his queen, Xosroviduxt. Perhaps the building 
was so called because of its baths and pools; cf. the aquatic 
scenes in the mosaic floor. Garni stands at the edge of a 
wedge-shaped promontory overlooking the deep ravine of the 
river Azat in the Geiam mountains, and in the summer its 
climate is a pleasant relief after the stifling heat of the 
plain of Ararat. As was seen in Ch. 3, the great cities of 
Artaxiad and Arsacid Armenia stood on this plain, and Garni 
was a fortress of enormous strategic importance for the 
defence of the cities of the plain from barbarian marauders 
to the north and east, whose incursions were a perennial 
threat to both the Roman and Iranian empires, for whom Armenia
served as a buffer.
c vXorenac i adds that Tiridates III greal i nma zyisatak
• clwr hellenac i grov 'wrote m  it [i.e., the palace] his memo­
rial in Hellenic script' (MX 11.90). The inscription (see 
pi. 2 at the end of this Ch.) was found in the fortress-wall 
of Garni, not in the r.uins of the palace. It is also apparent,
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on palaeographical grounds, that the inscription was made in
the 1st century, and it has, accordingly, been assigned to
Tiridates I. The inscription, in Greek, was discovered in
1945 on a block of basalt 165 cm long, 50 cm high and 79-80 cm
thick; the letters are about 5 x 5.5 cm in size. The stone
55rests m  the fortress-wall, which stood about 6.5 m high.
Owing to weathering and other damage, there are many 
lacunae in the inscription, and readings have varied con­
siderably.^ The most reasonable rendering seems to be that
57of A. G. Abrahamyan, yet his reading, too, involves the 
restoration of many words where lacunae are too large to 
allow for a completely convincing reconstruction. Without 
attempting to restore the text and leaving most of the
lacunae, a fragmentary translation may b'e attempted: 'The
- 5 8Sun Tiridates/ of Greater Armenia, lord / 'as despot, built
59a temple / for the queen; the invincible.../ in the eleventh 
year of his reign./... Under the protection of the .../ may
/* A  r  I r  ^
the priest to the great cave (?) / i n  vain (??) of the 
witness and thanks.' We may assume that Tiridates, a Parthian 
by birth, refers here to Mihr as the Sun, and associates him­
self thus with the yazata. Mithra receives frequently in 
Mithraic inscriptions the epithet 'invincible' (Latin Invic- 
tus); cf. ton anikiton here. The word litourgos (sic), as 
noted, may refer either to a priest or to the performer of a 
public service; at the dedication of a temple by a king, 
either definition might apply. Who is 'the witness'? This,
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too, may be a reference to Mithra, who is both witness to
6 3men's deeds and judge. Although Arm. scholars such as 
cArak elyan insist that the temple at Garni was dedicated to 
Mithra, there is no evidence to support this save the 
inscription— and one cannot be certain that the inscription 
refers to the temple. The only temple of Mihr in Arm. known 
beyond doubt is the shrine at Bagayari? in the province of 
Der^an, far to the west. From the inscription, we know only 
that Tiridates calls himself the Sun and may mean Mihr, in­
vesting himself with the power of the god.
The importance of Mithra in Zoroastrianism is amply 
attested in both Iran and Armenia; numerous terracotta fig­
ures of a horse and rider found at Artaxata and in the Par­
thian empire may represent Mithra on horseback; we shall see
64the Arm. Mher portrayed thus in the Epic of Sasun. In two 
inscriptions of Artaxerxes II, the triad of Ahura Mazda, 
Anahita and Mithra is invoked. In Agath. 12 7, however, Tiri­
dates invokes Aramazd, Anahit and Vahagn, in that order.
Mithra is conspicuously absent. It is recalled that Mithra 
and Verethraghna are often represented together in Zoroas­
trian texts, in Christian hagiographies, and, apparently, on 
Mithraic bas-reliefs. In Armenia, it was Vahagn, not Mihr, 
who was equated with the Sun (cf. the Classical Arm. commenta­
tor on Genesis, who noted that omankc zaregakn pasteccin ew
Vahagn ko^ceccin 1 some worshipped the Sun and called it 
65Vahagn' ) ; and the hero who fought Alexander and was known
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to the Greeks as Mithraustes, seems to be the same person as
— c ™the Vahe of Xorenac i. The name Vahe is probably a form of
6 6Vahagn. It seems that Vahagn excelled Mihr in importance, 
certainly by the time of the Conversion, when A^tisat became 
the first See of the Arm. Church; Bagayaric, though much 
closer to Ani, Tcordan, Tcil and Erez than Astisat, which was 
also distant from Bagawan, ArtaSat and VatarSapat, became an 
obscure shrine of no importance. The cult of Vahagn absorbed 
the older reverence of the great weather-god, TeSub, and the 
cult of Anahit absorbed, at least in part, that of the Great 
Mother (although two lesser, non-Zoroastrian divinities,
Astlik and Nane, remained).
Mithra, too, seems to have been associated with a pre- 
Zoroastrian mythological figure, but not one likely to become 
popular amongst Zoroastrians. Pseudo-Plutarchus (De Fluviis, 
XXIII.4) relates a curious tale in the course of his descrip­
tion of the Araxes. The river was as symbolic of Armenia as 
the Tiber was of Rome? when Tacitus opined that the Araxes 
tolerated no bridges, his readers did not need to consult a 
map to understand the metaphor. Pseudo-Plutarchus writes: 
'Near it (the Araxes) also is a mountain Diorphus, so called 
from the giant of that name, of which this story is told: 
Mithra, being desirous of a son, and hating the race of women, 
impregnated a certain rock? and the rock, becoming pregnant, 
after the appointed time bore a youth named Diorphos. The 
latter when he had grown to manhood challenged Aris to a
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contest of valour, and was slain. The purpose of the gods
was then fulfilled in his transformation into the mountain
bearing the same name as he.1 M. Schwartz has noted the
similarities between this story and the Hittite legend of 
6 VKumarbi. Kumarbi, the parent of Te¥ub, wished to regain 
the heavenly kingship which he had lost to his son, and im­
pregnated a rock which gave birth to the monster Ullikummi.
With the help of Ea, the god of water, Te^ub succeeded in
6 8destroying the mountain-like giant. Benveniste and Adontz
have noted the similarity of the story also to the rock-birth 
69of Agdistis; this is but a later version of the same ancient
Anatolian legend. Ares must be Te^ub/ Vahagn; Mithra, who
would have been known to Greek-speaking readers by name,
appears in the place of Kumarbi; and the god of the waters,
Ea, may perhaps have been identified by Arms, who knew the
story, with Anahit. As we have seen, the Arm. cults of both
Vahagn and Anahit are strongly informed by the ancient legend.
There is nothing Zoroastrian in the tale, which seems
to have been re-cast in a deliberate attempt to discredit
Mithra. Perhaps the priests of Vahagn had come to regard the
expansion of the cult of Mithra with suspicion as usurping
the various attributes of 'their1 yazata: as Sun god and
weather god, as divinity of victory, and even as dragon-
reaper. St George of Cappadocia, the dragon-slayer; St Georg 
c cof P ut ki, who could control storms, and whose cocks could 
predict snow; both must have absorbed aspects of Mithra, the
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yazata they replaced in the new, Christian faith of the Ar­
menians. Mithra is referred to by Pseudo-Plutarchus as to 
ton gynaikon genos mison 'hating the race of women1, a detail 
not elsewhere attested in recorded versions of the myth, and 
a characteristic which would have been particularly repugnant 
to Zoroastrians. Mihrnarseh (whose name was discussed above) e
in his letter to the noblemen of Christian Armenia heaped
scorn on their priests, who anargen zcnunds mardoy ew goven 
czanordut iwn 'dishonour human birth and praise childlessness*
70through their celibacy. Mithraism is a wholly masculine 
faith, and the Arms, may have regarded this and other non-Zor. 
aspects of the Roman cult with feelings of revulsion which 
the Vahnunis could have used to their advantage. The cult 
of the Zoroastrian yazata was certainly not extirpated, but 
Vahagn seems to have taken his place in royal invocations of 
the third century, __And even before that, Mithra is seen only 
in his ancient and primary aspects as a god of fire and of 
covenants; the development of his cult that is observed else­
where in the Zor. world, did not take place in Armenia.
One locality where the god survives in legend down to 
this day is Van, and Sasun to the west of L. Van. It was a
practice of the Urartean kings to carve into rocks and cliff-
71faces blind portals called 'Gates of God', before which 
sacrifices and other rituals were performed. As Tuspa (Van) 
was the capital of Urartu, the Gate of God in the rock that 
rises over the town must have been of particular importance.
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The Armenians named it Mheri durn, 'the Gate of Mithra1 (see 
pi. 3, appended to this Ch.), substituting the name of the 
yazata in the Urartean title. In Zoroastrianism, the phrase 
dar-i Mihr is attested in Iran only in Islamic times; the Arm 
name, which is identical, is found in the epic of Sasun. The 
main events of the epic commemorate the uprising of the Arms. 
of Xoytc (a particularly wild district of the mountainous 
canton of Sasun) against the Arab Caliphate in A.D. 850; but
many legendary episodes of great antiquity are interwoven.
c c 72The story of P ok r 'Little' Mher is one of these.
Mher is a guileless, rough youth who rides around Ar­
menia on his horse, getting into trouble at the hands of
hostile and crafty men. Eventually, he tires of life, and
VC V vccomplains, Qc zarang kay inji, oc mah unim 'I have neither
offspring nor d e a t h . ' H e  arrives at Ostan, in HayocC Jor,
and carries on from there to Van, but encounters the usual
hostility and cunning. He is about to turn away, but his
mother commands from her grave, Kco tel Agrawu kcarn e,/ Gna 
* cAgrawu k ar 'Raven's Rock is your place./ Go to Raven’s Rock.
His father then speaks from his grave, adding, Kco tel Agrawu
k^arn e/ Asxarkc aweri, mek el sinwi,/ Or getin kco jiu arjew
dimanay,/ Asxarkc kconn e 'Raven's Rock is your place./ The
world will collapse and be rebuilt anew./ When the earth can
74bear your steed,/ Then the world will belong to you.' Mher 
turns around to return to Van and sees that mek akraw ker 
kg xoser 'there was a crow and it spoke.' Mher wounds the 
bird, which flies into a cave; Mher gallops after it, the
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hooves of his mount sink into the ground, and the gates of
the cave close. The rock of the cave (the latter thought to
lie behind an Urartean blind portal) is called Agrawu kcar
’Raven's Rock1, Vanay kCar 'Rock of Van’ or Tospan blur ’Hill
of Tosp1. The cave is called Mheri durn or Z9mpC"Z^mpc
\,
Malara (from Tk. magara 'cave'). The blind portal has a
cuneiform inscription on it, and black water can sometimes be
seen trickling down from above; local people explained that
75this was the urine of Mher's horse. Twice a year, it was
believed, the cave yawns open, on Ascension Day and the Feast
76of the Transfiguration, Arm. Hambarjman tawn and Vardavar.
Mher then.may be seen astride his steed, the carx-i falak
77'wheel of fate' in his hands. According to one account,
Mher emerges from his cave to test the earth, and, seeing
that it is still not firm enough to support his weight, he
returns to his place. Once, a shepherd in the tale asked
Mher when he would come out for good, and the hero replied
that he would return to the world only when a grain of corn
7 8grows bigger than a walnut. The re-emergence of Mher seems
to be connected with an eschatological belief in a time of
fullness and ripeness when all untruth shall have been defeated.
In other versions of the legend of Mher, it is told that
he will destroy the world when the Wheel of Fate he holds
79ceases to turn. Or, it is related that God sent his six 
mounted angels to fight Mher. They defeated him, and he 
pleaded to God for mercy; the Lord confined him thereafter to
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80Raven's Rock. The latter version resembles somewhat the
legend of Kumarbi cited above, in which Diorphos, the son of
Mithra (rather than Mithra himself, as here), is defeated by
the collective efforts of the other gods, Ares (i.e., Vahagn)
in particular, and made into stone (cf. confinement in a rock,
here). Like other Armenian heroes associated with apocalyp-
81tic events, Mher is variously regarded as good or bad. In
one Arm. legend, he appears as similar to Azi Dahaka, who will
rise and cause havoc, but will then be vanquished for good by
Thraetaona: Mher u ur jin ku gan asxar. Nor Mher kotorum
keni, ver^ k0 martirosvi 'Mher and his horse will come into
the world. Mher will slaughter anew, and in the end he will 
82be martyred.1
We have seen that {^her was guided to his cave by a A'V
talking raven (Arm. agraw 'crow, raven'). Gershevitch sug­
gested that the bird is to be identified with Av. KarMiptar,
8 3a name for which he proposes the meaning 'black-winged'.
Kar¥iptar flew through the var of Yima spreading the evangel
84of Zarathustra. In Georgia, it is believed that the hero
Amiran, whose name is a derivative of Mihr, is fed by a crow,
and is confined in Sa-Korne, 'Crow Mountain'. An Arm. 
vc cxac k ar 'Cross-stone1 from Zangezur depicts a crow rescuing 
people from a serpent. In Lori, there is a place called 
Agravi gerezman, 'Raven's Tomb', so named because a raven, 
trying to warn some plowmen that a serpent had slithered into 
their t an (a drink of yoghourt and water), drowned itself in
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the bowl where the beast lay hidden; this alerted the men, 
who made the bird a tomb to show their gratitude. Similar 
stories are told elsewhere of ravens saving people from 
snakes, or from eating food poisoned by snakes, and there is 
an Arm. incantation scroll which mentions an ojnagrawnates 
'serpent seen by a raven1? one imagines that such a serpent
Q C
is afforded scant opportunity to do evil.
Perhaps in Arm. tradition the var of Yima was remembered 
as the cave of Mher, the hero who upholds truth in a world 
polluted by sin, guided to his refuge by a raven, perhaps the 
bird Kar^iptar. Although the cult of the yazata Mihr seems 
to have declined in Armenia, events in that country possibly 
contributed to the rise of Mithraism in the west; the origi­
nal, specific meaning of the word mehean may have been for­
gotten, yet the god is still called by name, by the old men 
who still recite from memory the epic of Sasun. But Mihr, 
brooding in his cave, might well have said, as his name was 
replaced by that of Vahagn, 'If indeed men were to worship me 
by mentioning my name in prayer, as other yazatas are wor­
shipped with prayers that mention their names, I should go
86forth to righteous men.'
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For a list of names containing mihr-, see also Tc. 
Avdalbegyan, 'MihrS Hayocc mef,' Hayagitakan 
hetazotutcyunner, Erevan, 1969, 14-5.
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17. HAnjB , III, 476 .
18. On the Mehnunis, see ZG, 48; this may be an alternate 
form of the name Mehruni, cited above. See also Arm. Gr., 
53-4 and HAnjB, III, 311-12. Mehendak is attested also 
in the forms Merhewandak and Mehrewandak (cf. Arm. Gr.).
19. AHH, 154.
20. Avdalbegyan, op. cit., 14; Kaiankatuacci, op. cit., 103.
The name Mirag is perhaps to be compared to the Sgd. 
inscription incised on a partially gilded Sasanian sil­
ver vase of the 5th-6th century whose weight, however,
is recorded in Pahlavi. The Sgd. proper name is read
by Lukonin as 'Mithrak' (V. G. Lukonin, Persia II, New 
York, 1967, 224 n. 183).
21. N. Marr, Kreshchenie armyan, gruzin, abkhazov i alanov,
St Petersburg, 1905, 119.
22. Avdalbegyan, op. cit., 14.
23. See N. G. Garso’ian, N. Adontz, Armenia in the Period of
Justinian, Lisbon, 1970, 508 n. 22.
24. M. Boyce, Zoroastrians, 88.
25. Examples include mog-pet, kcrm-a-pet and bagna-pet in 
the pre-Christian period, Christian vardapet 'doctor of 
theology, priest* (cf. Phi. vardbad, an office of the 
Sasanian Zor. Church, §KZ 32, cited by E. Benveniste,
'Etudes iraniennes,1 TPS, 1945, 69), and hazarapet, the 
title of the religious leader of the Arm. Arewordikc 
(see Ch. 16). On questions of the Arm. priesthood and 
fire-cult, see Ch. 15.
26. On Mithrobuzanes, see C. Toumanoff, Studies in Christian 
Caucasian History, Georgetown University Press, 1963,
2 89, 293; in Arm. Gr., 50 7, the name is compared to Arm. 
Mehru¥an (above). A more direct parallel is found in 
the Pth. name Mtrbwzn *Mihrbozan 'Mithra the Saviour'
(see I. M. D yakonov, V. A. Livshits, Dokumenty iz Nisy £
I v . do n .e Moscow, 1960, 24). On Orontes and
Mithraustes, see Arrian III.8.5, and L. P. Sahinyan,
'Movses Xorenaccu "Patmutcyan" mej hi¥atakvo± Vahei 
masin,' P-bH, 1973, 4, 174 and Ir. Nam., 216-7.
27* Ir. Nam., 208-9.
28. Cf. Agath. 817, where Tiridates gayr hasaner i
kcalakcageaw4n Bagawan, or anuaneal ko&^i i partcewaren 
lezuSn DicCawan 'arrived at the komopolis of Bagawan,
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which is named from the Parthian language Diccawan.1 In 
both cases, baga- 'god' is regarded as a Parthian word. 
Bagayaric?c is found on Lynch's Map of Armenia as Pekerij, 
west of Erzincan; shortly to the west of the village was 
an Arm. monastery of the sane name, Pekerij Vankc, see 
also AON, 410 and 379-80 on the toponymic suffix -aric, 
-arin'y. On Arm. Btcari<£, anglicised Put Aringe, see 
Ch. 14. In the same province as BagayariX, Derjan, was 
the fortress of Mhrberd^ 'the fortress of Mihr' (G. 
Halajyan, Dersimi Hayerjazgagrutcyun3, Erevan, 19 73, 19) .
29. See I. Gershevitch, 'Die Sonne das Beste,' in J. R, 
Hinnells, ed., Mithraic Studies, Manchester, 19 75, I,
87 n. 8, and II, 35 7.
30. A. Meillet, 'Sur les termes religieux iraniens en 
arm£nien,1 RDEA, 1, 1920, 233-4.
31. Boyce, op. cit. n. 3, 22, 30 n. 102.
32. Ibid., 27; Stronghold, 50; 'Mihragan among the Irani 
Zoroastrians,1 Mithraic Studies, I, 113.
33. R. C. Zaehner, Zurvan, a Zoroastrian Dilemma, Oxford, 
1955, 101.
34. MX III.17.
35. Tcovma Arcruni describes a Nestorian who robbed a church 
at Ostan as vatmirh (TCA II1.27) . We may note, here a 
ceremony of oath-taking attested in Armenia which may be 
related to ancient Zoroastrian custom.
In the final stanza of a love poem, the 14th- 
century Armenian bard Yovhannes T'lkuranc'i admonishes 
himself: Xew Yovhannes Tculkurancci,/ Xist mi haner
zotkcd i crln:/ Alek surat^n erb merani,/ Ccamkci gnay 
gunn eresen 'Crazy Yovhannes Tculkuranc^i,/ Do not take 
sharply your foot out of line./ When the splendid_visage 
dies,/ Colour flees to dry earth from the face' (E. 
Pivazyan, Hovhannes Tclkurancci, Taler, Erevan, 1960,
XI. 17-20). Tc'lkurancci appears to have been a cleric, 
and a frequent theme in his poems is the renunciation 
of holy vows by a priest for the sake of a pretty girl.
The withdrawal of one's foot from a line is an 
idiom which seems to represent the breaking of a vow or 
an oath. The 13th-century writer Mxitcar Goia in his 
Datastanagirkc 'Law Book' warns Christians against the 
ways of other nations: Ew kam orpes aylazgikc
uraccutcean orinakaw tan erdumn: kam yekelecci mtanelov
zloys ¥iyuccanel, ew kam beranov i Jur ew i jetc p'c&cel, 
kam xaS° i getni nkarel ew koxel, kam z;£an zjetoy unel, 
kam oskr i jets arnul, kam i getni erkus cirs afnel ew i
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• . » . cmioy l miwsn mtanel. Zr ayd amenayn ew aydpisik d
urac^ut^ean orinak e zor part yanjn arnul k^ristonei
tciew mah hasang kam tan kcakumn. 'Or the way those of
other nations swear an oath of disavowal: by entering
the church and extinguishing the light, by blowing with
one's mouth on water or on oil, by tracing a Cross in
the ground and then treading on it, by holding a dog by
the tail, by holding a bone in one's hand, or by making
two lines in the earth and stepping out of one into the
other. For all these and their like are an example of
disavowal which a Christian must not undertake even if
death or the destruction of his house threaten' Mxit ar
Go¥, Datastanagirkc, Vaiar¥apat, 1880, 51, cit. by G.
Ter-Poiosean, 'Naxni Hayocc hogepa¥tutcean Mr^anic0,1
Yu¥arj an-Festschrift, Vienna, 1911, 233. A century
later, the poet Yovhannis was warning himself not to
step out of line (Arm. cir) for the love of a girl, so
clearly the practices which Mxit'ar Go¥ condemns as
foreign were widespread enough amongst the Armenians
themselves.
What kind of disavowal was meant? It is immedi­
ately evident that at least certain of the practices 
mentioned by the Armenian lawgiver would be reprehensible 
to Zoroastrians, and, like the breaking of the kusti men­
tioned by T'lkuranc'i in.another poem, might even sym­
bolise apostasy. Extinguishing a fire was a method 
favoured by Iranian Christians of the Sasanian period 
for renunciation of their ancestral faith (see Boyce, 
Zoroastrians, 139); here, the practice seems to have 
been conveyed to a church. Allowing the breath deliber­
ately to pollute water, a sacred element, and oil, which 
was presumably the fuel for a flame, would be considered 
criminal by Zoroastrians in a religious context,* during 
Zoroastrian rituals, the breath is kept away from sacred 
objects by the face-mask (Phi. padam, Arm. pca(n)dam, 
see Arm. Gr., 254). It is known that Zoroastrians re­
gard the dog as a particularly holy creature, and it has 
been suggested that for Zoroastrians who rejected their 
faith for Islam, 'maltreating a dog...was a distinctive 
outward sign of true conversion' Boyce, Zoroastrians,
14 8. It is likely that the specific gesture of apostasy 
in yanking the hapless creature's tail became a general 
formula of disavowal. The Armenians must have learned 
some practices from their Iranian Muslim neighbours, 
particularly the latter, primarily because the mediaeval 
lawgiver considers them foreign, but also because Chris­
tianity has no particular bias against dogs; mistreatment 
of them appears to have been a Muslim custom which was 
evolved as a deliberate offence to the Zoroastrians (loc. 
cit.).
Zoroastrians when taking an oath are required to 
step over a furrow (NP ka¥) which is drawn about_a fire 
with the knife used for cutting the barsom (NP kard-i
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barsom-cin). The process is described in the Sogand 
name 'Book of Oaths': an kas. . .ke sogand mlx5rad. . .bar Tif
pay [emended by_Dhabhar from pall] istadan u. ruy bardata¥ 
kardan u az blrun-i ka¥ pay dar ka¥ nihadan 'He...who is 
taking the oath [lit. 'eating s u l p h u r ( s h o u l d )  stand 
up and turn his face to the fire and from outside the 
furrow place (his) foot within the furrow1 ('Saogand- 
Nama, or the Book of Oaths,' in B. N. Dhabhar, The Per­
sian Rivayats of Hormazyar Framarz, Bombay, 19 32, 47-8; 
text: M. R. Unvala, Darab Hormazyar's Rivayat, I, Bombay,
1922, 51, lines 17-19). The oath is taken, and then the 
advice concerning it is read yet a second time, and a 
second furrow is drawn (Dhabhar, 49). This seems to be 
why Mxit'ar Go¥, with his attention to legal detail, men­
tions two furrows. T'lkuranc'i, who is using a popular 
idiom, has only one. But the meaning is nonetheless 
clear: by stepping over the line, one enters a sacred
precinct, the pavi or 'pure place* (Boyce, Hist. Zor.,
I, 166) where, presumably, one's oath will be heard by 
Mithra himself. To step out meant to break one's oath, 
this much is clear from T'lkuranc'i, and it is indeed 
probable that such a rite was employed by the Armenian 
Zoroastrians.
It is likely, however, that Modern Armenian usage 
reflects contamination by American idiom, as in an edi­
torial in Hayrenikc, Boston, 16 May 1975, 1: Melmaccman
ayn kcalakCJakanut<Jiwn , or kg hetapndui oruan artak^in 
naxararutcean kolme, piti karenay o^u-miyamtutcean ciren 
durs gal 'Will the policy of relaxation pursued by the 
present State Department be able to step out of the line 
of non-interference?1
36. G. B. Petrosyan, A. G. Abrahamyan, ed. and trans.,
Anania §irakacci, Matenagrutcyun, Erevan, 19 79, 257.
37. L. H. Gray, 'On Certain Persian and Armenian Month-Names 
as influenced by the Avesta Calendar,1 JAQS, 28, 1907,
338; Boyce, Stronghold, 84 n. 40.
38. See M. Boyce, 'On the calendar of Zoroastrian feasts,'
BSQAS, 33, 1970, 3, 513 et seq.
39. S. H. Taqizadeh, 'The Iranian Feasts Adopted by the 
Christians and Condemned by the Jews,1 BSOAS, 10,
1940-42, 642.
40. M. Schwartz, 'Cautes and Cautopates, the Mithraic torch- 
bearers,' Mithraic Studies, II, 417; F. Cumont, 'St 
George and Mithra, "the cattle thief,"1 Papers Presented 
to Sir Henry Stuart Jones, London, 19 37, 62-71.
41* AHH, 49, 50 & n. 1 on But ; on the site of the mehean, 
see A. A. Manu^caryan, Kcnnutcyun Hayastani 4-11
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dareri ¥inararakan vkayagreri, Erevan, 1977, 248-9.
42. Ibid., 54.
43. See Boyce, Stronghold, 257; Hist. Zor., I, 60, 203. In 
Armenia, certain of the functions of Sraosa seem to have 
been acquired by Tlry see the following Ch.
44. E. Lalayean, *Vaspurakan,* AH, 1917, 210.
45. Pliny, Nat. Hist., 1.6.
46. Cassius Dio, 63.5. It has been suggested by A. Dieterich,
'Die Weisen aus dem Morgenland,' Zeitschrift fur
neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, 3, 1902, that this 
journey served as the prototype of the Biblical voyage
of the Magi to Bethlehem in Christian writings. The Arm. 
word for the Antichrist, Nern, gen. sg. Nerin, has been 
derived from Gk. Neron, i.e., Nero, whose name was 
numerically equivalent to 666, the number of the Anti­
christ (cf. Revelations XIII.18). John Chrysostom 
likened the Roman emperor to the Antichrist (see HAB,
III, 441). The_Arm. word for 600, ner (from Sumerian 
neru, via Gk. neros '600', see G. B. Dzhaukyan, 'Ob 
akkadskikh zaimstvovaniyakh v armyanskom yazyke,' P-bH,
19 80, 3, 111, citing H. Acarean; see also our note on 
the Arm. Book of the Six Thousand in Ch. 5), would have 
lent further weight to a correspondence already estab­
lished between Nero and the number of the Antichrist, if 
indeed the name of the number in Greek did not influence 
the equation in the first place (on 666, see Ch. 14).
The journey of Tiridates- would have been viewed by
Christians as a demonic parody of the adoration of the 
Magi. In Cappadocian Greek, the word niria, used in 
folksongs, means 'Charon, or Death1 (HAB, op. cit), and 
may be related to Arm. Nefn.
47. Pliny, op. cit. n. 45: magicis etiam cenis initiaverat.
48. See Arm. Gr., 119 and Ch. 15.
49. See M. Boyce and F. Kotwal, 'Zoroastrian baj and dron -
I,' BSOAS, 34, 1971, 1, 56.
50. M. Boyce and F. Kotwal, 'Zoroastrian baj and dron - II,' 
BSOAS, 34, 1971, 2, 300-302.
51. See AHM, 34.
52. C. M. Daniels, 'The Role of the Roman Army in the Spread 
and Practice of Mithraism,* Mithraic Studies, II, 251. 
Evidence was noted in the preceding chapter of the
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legionaries at Satala, where there seems to have been a 
temple of Anahit.
53. The site is attested in Urartean records as Giarniani, 
conquered by king Argi^ti I in 782 B.C.; see N. V. 
Harutcyunyan, Biainili (Urartu), Erevan, 1970, 211, 428.
54. See B. N. Arakcelyan, Aknarkner hin Hayastani arvesti 
patmut yan, Erevan, 19 76, colour pis. 23-27; the scenes 
portray aquatic gods and fish (ibid., 92-5) ,
55. See B. Arakcelyan, ’Excavations at Garni, 1949-19 50 (and) 
1951-1955,1 Contributions to the Archaeology of Armenia 
Vol. 3, No. 3, Russian Translation Series of the Peabody 
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1968, 13-199.
56. The first interpretation to be published was that of
S. D. Lisiccyan in the daily newspaper Sovetakan Hayastan, 
23 Sept. 1945; in 1946, H. Manandyan produced another 
reading (both are published in Arakcelyan, op. cit. 
n. 55). K. V. Trever published a considerably different 
restoration of the text, with translation, in Nadpis> o 
postroenii armyanskoi kreposti Garni, Leningrad, 1949. 
M.-L. Chaumont, following F. Feydit, persisted in read­
ing (AUR)ELIOS TXRIDATES at the head of the inscription 
(Recherches sur l'histoire drArmenie, Paris, 1969, 179), 
comparing the title to another Gk^ inscription, found on 
an altar at Rome, which reads AURELIQS PAKQROS BASILEUS 
MEGALES ARMENIAS 'Aurelius Pacorus, king of Greater Ar­
menia1 (cit. by S . T. Eremyan, ’VaiarX Il-i kcalakcakan 
haraberutcyunners Hromi ev Partcevneri het,' P-bH, 1976,
4, 37, = Corpus inscriptionum graecorum, 6559). As is 
seen in our pi. 2, there is an ample margin to the left 
of the inscribed part of the smooth surface of the stone, 
and_no chance whatsoever of a lacuna; the reading 
AURELIQS is utterly impossible.
57. A. G. Abrahamyan, Hay gri ev gr8cutcyan patmutcyun,
Erevan, 19 59, 30.
58. Restoring Gk. anaks or anaktor from ana...
59. Restoring naidion from nai...
60. Gk. litourgos; the word can also mean one who performs 
a public service, or a minister, cf. the statement in 
the later mosaic that the artist laboured without re­
ceiving wages; perhaps a similar service is referred to 
here. The correct spelling of the Gk. word is 
leitourgos; the form here indicates iotisation.
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61. Restoring spelaion from sp...
62. Gk. metamati.
63. Arm. vkay ’witness' is to be derived from Pth. wigah.
In Pth. Manichaean texts, Mithra is called dadbar ud 
wigah ’judge and witness’, see Boyce, 'On Mithra in the 
Manichaean pantheon,' op. cit., 53, and Yt. X.92.
64. On the equestrian figures, see Ch. 3.
65. AHH, 96.
66. See Sahinyan, op. .cit. n. 26, 173.
67. M. Schwartz, 'Cautes and Cautopates, the Mithraic torch- 
bearers,' op. cit., 416.
68. H. G. Guterbock, 'Hittite Mythology,' in S. N. Kramer, 
ed., Mythologies of the Ancient World, New York, 1961, 
161.
69. N. Adoncc, 'Mi hin pa¥tamunkci hetkcer3 Hayastanum,' 
Hayastani patmutcyun, Erevan, 19 72, 371-2; E. Benveniste, 
L. Renou, Vrtra et Vr©ragna, Paris, 19 34, 77.
V ♦
70. E±i¥e, p. 27 (II).
71. I. M. D/yakonov, Predystoriya armyanskogo naroda, Erevan, 
1968, 130.
72. The name Mher, pronounced M3her, is to be traced to a
Pth. form_attested in the name Meherdotes (i.e.,
Mithradates), the brother of Osroes and father of 
Sanatruces (Arm. Sanatruk), early 2nd century A.D. (see 
N. C. Debevoise, A Political History of Parthia, Chicago, 
1938, 235) .
— o c73. H. Orbeli, intro, and ed., Sasunc i Davit , haykakan
¥olovrdakan epos, 2nd ed., Erevan, 1961, 307; the epi­
sode is translated into English, with commentary, by 
J. A. Boyle, 'Mher in the Carved Rock,1 Journal of 
Mithraic Studies, I, 1976, 2, 107-118.
74. Ibid., 317.
75. MA 1, 351.
76. On the shared Zoroastrian aspects of these two Christian 
feasts, see Ch. 12.
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77. The phrase is a borrowing from NP. Compare to this 
image the tradition, preserved by Porphyrius and Dio 
Chrysostom, that Zoroaster dwelt in a cave adorned to 
represent the world and the various heavenly bodies; 
the cave was located in the side of a mountain (A. V. W. 
Jackson, Zoroaster, The Prophet of Ancient Iran, New 
York, 1899 , repr. 1965, 34 & "n. 3) . One recalls also 
the tradition of the cave in the Mons Victorialis where
the Magi are said to have awaited the Holy Nativity,
which is itself often referred to in Arm. books as
having occurred in a cave (see Ch. 13) .
78. H. Orbeli, Haykakan herosakan eposa, Erevan, 1956, 52-3.
79. G. Sruanjteancc, GrocC u brocc, Constantinople, 1874, 
182-3.
80. St. Kanayeancc, Sasmay crer vepi erekc pcopcoxak, cit.
by Avdalbegyan, op. cit. n. 16, 63.
81. Cf. Artawazd, in Ch. 13.
82. Avdalbegyan, op. cit., 46.
83. Gershevitch, 'Die Sonne das Beste, ' op. cit. , 88. £
84. Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 90.
85. See Avandapaturn, pp. 97, 224, 241, 262, 269; AHH, 154;
and Avdalbegyan, op. cit., 4 8.
86. Yt. X.55.
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PI. Is Temple, Garni, facade (H%P, I, 860).
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PI. 2: Greek inscription of Tiridates I, Garni (A. G.
Abrahamyan, Hayocc gir ev gr£cutcyun, Erevan, 
1973, 36).
Mheri durn, Van (Avandapatum, pi. 2).
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CHAPTER 9 
TIR
Nabu
In the Babylonian pantheon of the 1st millennium B.C., 
Nabu was the son of the god Marduk. During the autumnal 
akitu-festival, the Babylonian king would proceed to the 
nearby cult centre of Nabu, Borsippa, where the image of the 
god was ceremonially removed from its place; for it was 
Nabu's task to journey to the underworld and bring his 
father Marduk from there. The akitu-festival was a celebra­
tion of the rebirth of nature, symbolised by the release of 
Marduk from his captivity beneath the earth. Although the 
principal akitu ritual texts are attested from Seleucid times, 
it seems that the imprisonment of Marduk and his release by 
Nabu are connected with the essential symbolism of the 
festival and are not later accretions. Nabu was thus an
emissary and guide between this world and the next, a func­
tion which will be seen also in the Armenian Tir, and the
Armenian Christian Groi.  ^He was identified with the planet
Mercury, the swiftest of the planets. He was also the sage 
and scribe of the gods, the inventor of script (Babylonian
/ 2
Dim-sar), and his temple generally had a library attached
3 - 4to it. Nabu was also the god who fixed the destiny of man;
as the swiftest luminary in the sky, he could be regarded as
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the messenger of the will of the gods, and as inventor of 
writing, he recorded past and future events. The art of 
writing was learned by the Iranians from Mesopotamia, and
the first element in the word for scribe, OP dipivara-,
, - 5
MP dibir, came from Akkadian dipi 'writing, record.' As we
shall see, the Armenian god Tir, who possessed many of the 
attributes of Nabu, was called the scribe of Ormizd; in 
later centuries, when the name Tir was suppressed or for­
gotten, the god was to be remembered simply as Grol: 'the 
writer.1
As the planet we call Mercury, Nabu was equated with 
Hermes in Hellenistic times, but his main Greek counterpart 
was Apollon, the god of writing and the arts, who was, how­
ever, identified not with Mercury but with the Sun. In the 
temple of Nabu at Palmyra there is a bas-relief of a curly^ , 
youthful god with a rayed nimbus around his head. He is 
flan^d by two eagles in side view, their bodies turned ^
towards him and their heads facing the nimbus crowning his 
head. The same scene is shown as the ornamentation of a 
temple pediment in a graffito found at Khirbet Abu Duhur, 
northwest of Palmyra, dated A.D. 147. The god depicted is 
presumably Nabu-Apollon. A similar scheme, of two eagles 
flanking an eight-rayed star, but without the face of the 
god, was the most common ornament on the tiaras of the 
Artaxiad kings of Armenia on their coins; we shall examine 
the symbolic significance of this scene below.
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The cult of Nabu, or Nebo, survived in Sasanian
Mesopotamia: a martyrology preserved in Syriac relates that
cSabuhr II (A.D. 309-379) commanded a general named Mu ain to
7
abandon Christianity and to worship Nebo and other gods.
* cAs his name indicates, Mu ain was most likely neither an 
Iranian nor a Zoroastrian, and the Sasanian king was there­
fore probably not referring to Tir, the Zoroastrian yazata
v_
he himself worshipped. Sabuhr1s reign coincided with the 
adoption by the Roman Empire of Christianity and with the 
first century of Christianity in Armenia, a country which 
had been deeply steeped in Iranian cultural and religious 
tradition and which was a strategic outpost essential to 
Iran's security against the West. In the heart of western 
Iran, at Susa, Sabuhr suppressed a Christian uprising. The 
spectacle of a general in his own army converted to the 
subversive faith of a hostile power must have been 
unsettling; however un-Zoroastrian the polytheism of Meso­
potamia, it was preferable to Christianity.
In the Christian literature of Sth-century Armenia, 
the name of Nabu in Deuteronomy 32.49 is simply trans­
literated as Nabaw and is not translated into Tir. In an
Armenian MS of the Book of Acts cited by Ananikian and
• — cAcarean, a marginal gloss explains Hermes as Tir dik 'the
g
god Tir', but this addition was probably made several 
hundred years after the translation of the Bible by the
v  Q 4-V» ^
school of Mastoc early in the century. The translators ^
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did render Dionysos as Spandaramet in Maccabees (see Ch. 10, 
Spandaramet-Sandaramet), so they did not always feel con­
strained to transliterate the names of pagan divinities from 
the Greek rather than translate them into terms more familiar 
to the Armenian reader; as we shall see, the Armenians, too, 
identified Tir with Apollon rather than with Hermes.
Iranian Tir(i)
- g
The name Tir is nowhere to be found in the Avesta,
yet this yazata is extremely prominent in Zoroastrianism.
The fourth month and the thirteenth day of each month bear
his name,"^ and theophoric names with Tir- are numerous in 
11Iranian. These names prove that Tir was a divinity of
importance in Achaemenian times: the names Teriyadada and
12Tiridad(d)a are found on Elamite tablets, and a silver
libation bowl found at Tel el-Maskhuta in Egypt, dated ca.
300 B.C., bears the Iranian name TRYPRN, Gk.*Tiriphernes,
13m  Aramaic letters.
It seems that the cult of Nabu was adopted by the
Western Iranians, who assimilated Nabu to their own, probably
minor, stellar divinity Tiri. Gershevitch has suggested that
the name is to be derived from a root tr- meaning 1 to move 
14swiftly,' because of the swift movement of the planet 
Mercury. The aspect of the God Tir as scribe and master of 
destiny is preserved in' modern Persian tradition, which 
assigns epithets to Mercury such as dabir-i falak 'scribe 
of fate' and ahtar-i danis 'star of knowledge'; an Arabic
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name of Mercury, al-Katib 'the writer1 similarly preserves
- 15the memory of Nabu.
In order for Tir(i) to be worshipped by Zoroastrians, 
it was necessary that he be somehow equated with an Avestan 
divinity, Tistrya, apparently because of the slight simi-
16 vlanty of their names. Tistrya is identified with the
star Sirius and is pictured in the Avesta as bringing rain
and fighting Apaosa, the demonic personification of 
17drought; none of these functions are shared by Tir, and
the celebration of the great yearly festival of the latter,
Tirikana-, as a rain festival indicates that it was a cult
18observance of Tistrya.
The elaboration of astrological ideas by the Zoro­
astrians,. probably in Sasanian times but at any rate 
centuries after the adoption of Tir, presented a system in 
which the planets were essentially maleficent in their 
influence in opposition to the beneficent stars. Thus in 
the Greater Bundahisn 57.7.12, we are told that Tir ast Apos
dew, o Tistar mad 'Mercury, which is the demon Apos, came
19 -to (oppose) Sirius.' Several lines later, Tir is described
as doing good to the good and bad to the bad, since his power 
is equal to that of Sirius (Tistar, i.e., Tistrya). In 
another Pahlavi text, Sahriha i Eran, which enumerates the 
provincial capitals of the Iranian empire, Babylon is men­
tioned as having been built by Babel during the reign of 
Yima, u-s Tir abaxtar oy be bast 'and by him the planet Tir
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20was bound.' There is probably a distinction which was 
perceived by Zoroastrians between Tir the planet and Tir the 
yazata in this case, but the association of Tir with Babylon 
suggests some recognition of his place of origin.
Armenian Tir, Tiwr
If Gershevitch is correct in assuming an Iranian 
etymology for Tir, then Arm, Tir is a loan-word. Most of 
the information we have concerning this divinity comes from 
Agathangelos, where we find his name in the genitive singu­
lar, Tri dicC, from Tir dikc 'the god Tir'. In the Venice 
1835 and Tiflis 1883 editions of Agathangelos is found
another form, Tiwr, which is not attested in MSS, however,
21according to Thomson. It seems that Tir is the more 
common form and the primary one, Tiwr being a variant. As
a possible analogy one might adduce the names of the Arm.
c c ~province of Siwnik (P awstos Biwzand, Elise, Lazar
c cP arpec i) and of the dynastic house that ruled it, Sisakan.
The Pth. form of the name Siwnikc is SYKN (§KZ, line 2), and
-  -  22 Lagarde suggested a base si- with Ir. endings -k-an. But
v* 2 3there is also a mountain, Siws, near Artasat, which sug­
gests the possibility of a base Sis-/Siws- in Arm. producing 
c c*Siwsnik > Siwnik and Sis-a-kan. This suggestion is
supported also by the existence of the Armenian proper names
Siws and Sis; the former being the name of a Bishop of the
Mamikonean dynastic house ordained by St. Gregory the 
24Illuminator, the latter attested in the forms Sisis, Sisak
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and Bahram-Sis. The latter is a Sasanian name, while the
first two are names of Armenians attested by Strabo and
— q  25
Movses Xorenac i respectively. It is likely that the form
Siws is an expansion of an Iranian name, Sis, and the form
Tiwr may have developed in a similar way.
The name of Tir is attested also in the name of the
fourth month of the Armenian calendar--as in the Zoroastrian—
Tre. The fourth month is called Teirei in the Cappadocian
0 £
calendar (written in Greek letters). The form Teirei has
been analysed as derived from Tistryehe, the genitive of
v 27Tistrya- in Avestan, but this is unlikely to be true, as
the Zoroastrian and Armenian names are both clearly derived
from Tir, not from Tistrya. The ending -e in Tre may be
—  2 8Iranian, the oblique form of an old ending *-aki, with the 
loss of -i_- in Tir. Less likely is the Classical Arm. 
dative ending -e, as in i tue 'by day,, in the daytime1 , or 
~e as a shortening of gen. sing, -eay, as in the modern Arm.
dialect of Meiri, mrhnore 'Day of death' (gen. sg.); the
- . 29gen. of Tre is m  fact attested as Treay. A folk etymology
provided by Grigor Tatcewacci (14th cent.) in his Girkc 
kcarozutcean, or ko^ci Jmeran hator, published at Constanti­
nople in 1740, confuses the proper name Tir with Arm. ter
'Lord*: Tre zterunakan xorhurdn ase, yorzam tireac Astuac
, c —i veray araracoc 'Tre means the mystery of the Lord, when
30God ruled over the creatures.' Although the error of the 
mediaeval Christian scholar is clear, it is often less
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apparent when one is dealing with proper names whether the
theophoric element is Tir or terf i.e., Zoroastrian or
Christian. In the case of Tiruk, an Armenian priest of
Zarisat in Vanand mentioned by Movses XorenacCi III.65, for
instance, it is not clear whether his name contains Tir or
not, although he lived fairly early, in the first half of
the 5 ^  century.
A case where no doubt exists is that of Tiribazos,
one of the two satraps of Armenia to whom Xenophon refers in
his Anabasis, ca. 401 B.C. The other satrap was Orontes,
father of the Orontid dynasty of Armenia and Commagene.
Tiribazus, we are told, helped the Persian King of Kings
Artaxerxes Mnemori to mount his horse, and was later made
31commander of the royal forces. It was the same Tiribazos
who caused to be minted a number of silver coins in Cilicia
bearing the characteristic Assyrian/Achaemenian winged figure
surmounted by the upper part of a man's body, naked and
32Hellenic in appearance.
The Elamite form Tiridad(d)a was cited above; the same 
name occurs as Tiridates in the Greek inscription at Garni of 
Trdat I, the first Arsacid king of Armenia, ca. A.D. 65-70.33 
About two centuries later, Trdat III led the Armenian people 
to embrace the faith of Christ. His name is found in the 
Greek variants Tiridates, Terdates, Teridates, Teridatios, 
Tiriaatios, Syriac Turadatis and Latin Tiridates.34
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. . C v -Tirit , son of Artases^ son of Tiran II, loved
PCaranjem, wife of Gnel, whom he accused falsely before King
Arsak in a romantic legend preserved by Pcawstos Biwzand 
35IV.5. The other theophoric names with Tir are Tir
. th . —Bagratuni (5 cent.); Tiran (comp. King Teiranes of the
Bosporus, A.D. 276-9), a royal name of the Artaxiads and
Arsacids (MX 1.31, 11.54; PCB 111.5,12); TirocC GrtCuni,
th 36 c10 cent. and Tiroc Arcruni, a companion of St. Gregory
the Illuminator (TCA 1.9,10); Tirikes, son of a kCurm
1(Zoroastrian) priest1 taught by Gregory the Illuminator and
made a Bishop (Agath. 845); Tiranam, a deacon, companion of
Catholicos Nerses the Great, 4 ^  century (PCB IV.6); Tirik,
• th vBishop of Basean, late 4 century; Tirican, mentioned by
c . c thStep anos of Siwnik , 8 century, occurs also in a Georgian
3 7martyrology; Tiraxosrov, mentioned by Stepcanos of
c 38 v th 39 cSiwnik ; Tirot, Abbot of Saiat, 5 cent.; Varaz-tiroc
40and Varaz-trdat.
Several toponyms are known which probably contain the 
name Tir. The Milky Way is called the Tirkan or Tirakan goti
y
'Tir's belt1; Alisan and Hiibschmann mention a village called
*.v , 42
Tiranc in Bagrewand, with the common Pth. toponymical
suffix -aric (see AON, Arm. ed., 274 and our Ch. on Mithra 
for Baga- (y)a ric) ; in our Ch. on Anahit is discussed the 
temple on the mountain of Tirinkatar at which she was wor­
shipped, and it is likely that the word may be analyzed as 
Tirin ’belonging to Tir* (adj.) and katar 'pinnacle, summit';
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there was a village of TretukC in SotCkC, Siwnik0,4  ^the 
name of which probably is formed of Tre- and a suffix from 
Arm. tu- 'give*.
Agathangelos tells us of the decision of King Trdat III 
of Armenia to destroy the Zoroastrian temples of the city of
Artaxata (Arm. ArtaSat) : isk anden vajrvajraki tCagaworn
c , v c c •ink nisxan hramanaw, ew amenec un hawanut eamb, gore i jern
* "V Ctayr eranelwoyn Grigori, zi zyarajagoyn zhayrenakan hnameac n
naxneaccn ew ziwr karceal astuacsn ccastuacs anuaneal
. V V . . V c carnel, jnjel 1 mijoy. Apa ink n isk t agaworn xa^ayr gnayr
C V  C C"“ camenayn zawrawk n handerj i Vaifcarsapat k alak e ert al
v c c —  cyArtasat k alak , awere1 and zbaginsn Anahtakan die n, ew or
yErazamoyn te^isn anuaneal kayr. Nax dipeal i canaparhi
erazacCoycc erazahan pastaman Tric die, dpri gitutcean
kcrmacc, anuaneal Diwan gr^ci Ormzdi, usman i?artarutcean
* * cmehean: nax i na jern arkeal k akeal ayreal awereal
c ck andec in (Agath. 778). 'At that the king, by his auto­
cratic command and with the consent of all, placed the work 
in the hands of the blessed Gregory swiftly, that the latter 
might erase utterly and consign to oblivion (those whom) his 
native ancestors of ancient days and he himself had thought 
gods, calling them false gods. And he, the king himself, 
moved out with all his armies from Vaiarsapat to go to the 
city of ArtaXat, in order to destroy there the bagins (i.e., 
image shrines) of the god Anahit, and also that one which 
stood in the place called Erazamoyn. On the road they first
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came upon the temple (mehean, see Ch. on Mithra) of learning
c cand eloquence, of the dream-displaying (erazac oyc ), dream-
interpreting (erazahan) worship of the god Tir, the scribe
(dpri, gen of dpir) of the wisdom of the priests, called the
Archive of the writer (griHc) of Ormizd. First they set to
44work, smashed it, burned it, ruined it and destroyed it.1
• c cMSS of the text have variants erazanc oyc and erazgndhan
c cfor erazac oyc and erazahan; as was noted above, two
printed editions have the variant tiwr dicc , with the former
word apparently in the nominative, but this form is not
attested by MSS.
This is the only explicit mention of the temple of
Tir in Armenian literature, but Movses Xorenacci (11.12,49)
refers to a statue of Apollon transferred from the Eruandid
(Orontid) capital, Armawir, to the newly-built city of
ArtaMat. This is probably a reference to Tir, and suggests
cthat the cult existed in the Eruandid period. Xorenac i 
also mentions a certain magus in the time of Artales who was 
a erazahan ’dream interpreter1 and may therefore have had 
some connection to the cult of Tir: Arta^es had Eruaz, high
priest and brother of Eruand, put to death, and in the place 
of Eruaz i veray bagnaccn kaccuccane zQntani Arta¥isi, 
a^akert mogi orumn erazahani, or yayn saks ew MogpaMte anun 
kardayin 'over the image-shrines he appointed a relative of 
Arta^es, the pupil of a certain magus who was an interpreter 
of dreams; they called the name (of that pupil) for that
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reason also MogpaXte* (MX 11.48). The word erazahan is
attested in Gen. 41.8,24 and Deut. 13.1,3,5 in the Armenian
translation of the Bible. The meaning of erazamoyn has
never been fully explained, however. In the Greek version
of Agathangelos, where the temple of Tridis (sic., Tri dic°)
is explained in an interpolation as bomos Apollonos * (the)
— 45
altar of Apollon1, erazamoyn is rendered as oneiromousos,
translating eraz 'dream* and interpreting the second part
of the word, -moyn, as having something to do with a Muse,
perhaps because of the slight similarity of the sound of the
two words -moyn and mousos. Eraz is probably an Iranian
46loan-word, as suggested by Patkanean a century ago, from
OP raza- , which occurs in Biblical Aramaic with the meaning
'secret'. The word can be analyzed by analogy to Arm. erani
'blessed' from OIr. *ranya-y^  Arm. erak 'vein', Phi. rag;^
Arm. eralx 'guarantee', from OIr. *raxsi-, comp. Skt. raksa
%
49 c'guarantee'; and the proper name Erazmak (P B IV.15), from
50 cPhi. razm 'war'. There is an Arm. toponym, Erazgawork -
Sirakawan,^ and an unexplained hapax legomenon,
(y)erazgay(icc) (abl.pl.) which may contain the element
*b Vi
eraz 'dream1, in the writings of the 10 century mystic
52Gregory of Narek. Strabo mentions a city in Armenia called 
Anariake where prophecies were made for sleepers, presumably 
by interpretation of their dreams; Marquart connected the 
name of the city with Arm. anur^ f 'dream'. The city was 
apparently located near the country of the Mardoi, i.e., 
near the Median frontier.
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The suffix -moyn is found in Classical and Modern
53Armenian m  the compound covamoyn 'drowned' with cov 'sea*.
In Classical Armenian is found hawramoyn 1eupator' (Agath. 13,
ew kam vasn hawramoyn kcajutceann Trdatay 1 or also about the
bravery of Trdat like his father's1? I Macc. 6.17, II Macc.
10.10 hawramoyn Antiokcay). Moyn alone is translated as
54beauty, flondity, grace', while tmoyn with negating pre­
fix t- and X^aramoyn with £car 'evil' mean 'discolored' and
55'unhappy* respectively. The basic meaning appears to be 
'like1, the concepts of 'like' and 'color' being closely
allied, comp. Arm. pes 'like*, connected to Av. paesa-
56 - -'leprous', and Arm. pes-pes 'multicolored'. The toponym
Erazamoyn probably means something like 'Dream-like' or
'Belonging to Dream'. In numerous cultures, dreams are
regarded as messages from God or as signs of one's destiny,
and to this day many Armenians consult erazahans, books
which interpret the symbols of dreams and assist the reader
to interpret the intimations of his fate that he has been
granted in his sleep. The interpretation of dreams would
have been an activity appropriate to Tir, the scribe of
destiny.
In our chapter on Aramazd, it is noted that most 
Armenian writers draw a careful distinction between the Pth. 
or Middle Atropatenian, NW Middle Iranian form of the name 
of the Creator, Ahura Mazda, Aramazd, and the Middle Persian 
form Ormizd (Phi. Ohrmazd). The former is the name of the
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Zoroastrian God whom their ancestors worshipped; the latter
is the God of the militant, iconoclastic Sasanian church.
Agathangelos uses the name Ormizd once only, in the case of
Tir; when writing of the other Zoroastrian shrines, he uses
the name Aramazd. It is unlikely that he uses the form,
then, because he lived in Sasanian times, or because he was
unaware of the difference between the two forms. Iranian
and Zoroastrian tradition stressed oral recitation and
memorization rather than written records, particularly in
57the case of sacred texts, and mediaeval records indicate
cthat the Arewordik , a surviving remnant of the Armenian
5 8Zoroastrian community, did indeed transmit religious 
learning orally from father to son. But Movses Xorenacci
59refers to temple records in various meheans across Armenia,
and in matters concerning ancient tradition of this kind,
the much maligned patmahayr 'Father of History1 may well be
right, even as archaeological finds of the past two decades
have proven the existence of the inscribed boundary-markers
set up by Arta^es (in Aramaic with Iranian or Armenian names
6 0and words, as it happens) to which he refers. Thus we 
must probably eliminate another possible explanation for the 
use of Ormizd, namely, that the institution of a temple 
archive was an innovation introduced to Armenia by the 
Sasanians.
Yet it is well known that Zoroastrian shrines estab­
lished by the Achaemenian Persians in Asia Minor continued
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to be maintained by the faithful long after Iranian power
had receded from the area; in the Christian centuries, the
rites of these magusaioi were described with horrified dis-
61approval by Byzantine writers. Evidence of a southwestern 
Iranian presence in Armenia exists in political chronicles, 
and, what is perhaps more important to the subject of the 
present investigation, in religious vocabulary and in a 
toponym: the word sandaramet and proper name Spandaramet
have long been recognized as loan-words from SW and NW 
Iranian respectively, and the geography of Claudius 
Ptolemaeus (2 cent. A.D.) cites the name of an Armenian
    g o
town called Magoust'ana The introduction of the word
sandaramet into Armenian cannot be dated with precision, and 
may go back to the Achaemenians. We have referred to the 
boundary-markers inscribed in Aramaic which were erected 
by Arta^es in the mid-2n<^  century B.C.^^ On the boundary- 
stone found at Zangezur in Siwnik , the king's name is
Cl r*
rendered as [*]rtfo¥[Sy], a form corresponding to Lydian 
Artaksassa, ^  Gk. Artaxesses, Artaxias, Artaxas, Artaxes,
and, indeed, to the Armenian form itself. Another boundary
c 67stone found at T e3rut on the river A*£stev north of Erevan
has the name of the king in the forms *rtrksrk[sj s,
68rtsrkssy, apparently a transliteration of the oldest Gk. 
form of OP. Artaxsaflra- : Artaxerxes. Whether this is a
conscious archaism on the part of the scribe, or whether it 
is the survival of a true Greco-Achaemenid form, cannot be
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determined on existing evidence. But it is presented as 
possibly indicating the persistence of such Achaemenian 
Persian tradition in the Armenia of the second century before 
Christ. This hypothesis may seem less farfetched if one con­
siders the pride taken by the Orontids in their Persian 
ancestry. One recalls the boast of Mithridates Kallinikos, 
an Orontid king of Commagene, which was a small state to the 
southwest of Greater Armenia. In his great inscription at 
Arsameia on the river Nymphaios, he calls upon patroious
hapantas theous ek Persidos te kai Maketidos lall (my)
6 9paternal gods, from Persia and from Macedon.1 Artaxias, 
too, must have been proud of his Achaemenian heritage; it 
seems likely that the descendants of Persian colonists would 
have been welcome to reside in his kingdom and to follow the 
ways of their ancestors, even as he exalted his own.
Let us also consider the reference made by Movses 
XorenacGi to Mogpa¥te, a relative of Arta^es whom the king 
made high priest and who had been apprenticed to a certain 
mog 'Magus' who was a erazahan 'interpreter of dreams'. As 
we have seen, the common Armenian word for a priest of the 
pre-Christian religion of the country is kCurm 'priest', 
kcrmapet 'high priest' (with Mir, suffix -pet). The terms
mog and mogpet are used most often with reference to the
* c 70Persians and to their Sasanian mogut iwn 'Magianism'.
Although recording a tradition attributed to Arta^es, Movses
may be using the terminology of the Arsacid period, for the
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word mog is used by Eli¥e to refer to the Sasanian clergy of 
the fifth century A.D., and erazahan in Agathangelos must 
also be the usage of that century, the earliest time at 
which his history could have been written in Armenian, for 
it was early in that century that Ma3tocG invented the 
Armenian script.
It seems probable that the temple of Tir at Arta¥at, 
the place where dreams were interpreted by Magi, was a
sanctuary of the Persians, referred to, therefore, with the
. • cname Ormizd instead of Aramazd, where Armenian k urms, how­
ever, were trained in the scribal art. It was a logical 
place for them to learn it; until the Christian Ma¥tocG ,
Armenia had no script of its own save the Aramaic inherited 
from the chancelleries of the Achaemenian empire. Had the
Armenians not become Christian, this script might have ulti­
mately developed into a system with ideograms for Armenian 
similar to Zoroastrian Pahlavi. In the inscriptions cited
above, Aram, tb may render Mir. nev, Arm. kcaY as an ideo-
71 - -gram, and qtrbr is probably an ideogram of Mir. *taga-bara-,* “
c 72Arm. t agawor 'king1, lit. 1crown-bearer1. But the
Armenian-Aramaic system is attested only to date in a number
of boundary steles, the texts of which are all short and
fairly similar in content, an inscription in Aramaic from
Garni, and a brief inscription incised on the rim of a silver
bowl giving the name of the owner, -^rhszt *Araxszat, and L k  %
* *74
rmbk, perhaps a Mir. word meaning 'bowl1. The proper name
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seems to contain the name of the river Araxes, Arm. erasx, 
and the Mir. suffix -zat ’born (of)’, so it is probably the 
name of an Armenian.
There is no evidence to indicate that the use of this 
Aramaic developed further in Armenia; it seems to have been 
confined to brief inscriptions of a practical or administra­
tive type. But the Armenians did use Pahlavi extensively,
• cand it is reasonable to assume that their k urms went to
the academy attached to the temple of Tir at Arta¥at to
c — clearn dprut iwn, the scribal art. Movses Xorenac i at the
beginning of his history refutes the argument that the
Armenians had few books because they had no writing and
constant wars made literary activity impossible: Ayl o<i?c
ardarew aysokcik karcecceal linin: kcanzi gtanin ew mijPQcckc
c c c C Vleal paterazmac n, ew gir Parsic ew Yunac , orovk ayzm
. C • C C VC cgiwjric ew gawarac ews ew iwrak anc iwr tanc
aranjnakanutceancc , ew hanurcc hakarakutceancc ew da¥ancc
V • c c cayzm ar mez gtanin anbaw zruc ac mateank , manawand or 1
sepChakan azatutceann e payazatutciwn 'But they do not think
this with justification, because there were intervals
between the wars, and (there are) the script(s) of the
Persians and the Greeks, in which there are found now amongst
us innumerable books of tales of villages, provinces, private
families and public controversies and treaties, and particu-
. . 75larly the succession of the nobility.1 Later Movses 
relates that Ma^tocc in the early fifth century was unable
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to find a skilled secretary from amongst the scribes
(i dpracc, abl. pi. of dpir) of the Armenian King Vram¥apuh,
c —k an21 parskakanawn varein grov 'because they used the
Persian script' (MX 111:52). Although Pahlavi and Greek 
were used extensively in Armenia, together with Syriac in 
the century or so between the conversion of the nation to 
Christianity and the invention by Ma¥tocc of the Arm. alpha­
bet, most of the letters devised by Ma¥tocc seem to be based 
on forms of the Aramaic scripts used at Hatra, Palmyra and 
Armazi in Northern Mesopotamia and Georgia and at Garni and 
Sevan in Armenia (Arm. a,b,g,d,XfOfhrt,k,l,m,n,p,kc ,r,¥,tc), 
while a number for which Aramaic equivalents do not exist 
were derived from Pahlavi (Arm. cc , j , j ,¥, c from Phl.^c;
Arm. i from Phi.^3 1/r; and Arm. v,w from Phi . % ,U w).
Several of the remaining letters, including e and p_, were
7 6probably derived from Greek.
The Gro3: 'writer1
In Classical Armenian, the word for writer is either 
the Ir. loan-word dpir or the native Armenian gri¥c (as in 
Agath. 778, supra), which is formed from the native Armenian 
stem gir 'write' with the suffix -i¥c denoting an agent.
The form groi, 'writer' formed with the agent suffix -oi 
(-awi), is not found in Classical Armenian texts, and the 
suffix itself is rare in early texts; the earliest attesta-
0
tion of the word groi is in the early mediaeval Girk 
VastakocC ; Moyt pcakea ew cepcea, or od ¥cmtane, zi iwr
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grojfcn odn e 'Quickly close it and seal it lest the air
77enter, for its gro% is the air1. In modern Armenian, -ot 
is the ending of the present participle active, and the word 
gro3r is the common noun 'writer1; the use of the (now) parti­
cipial form in this way may be influenced by Turkish, in 
which the participial ending -er/-ar forms agent nouns: 
yaz-ar 'writer', yaz-ar-lar 'writers', comp. Arm. groi, nom. 
pi. groiner.
In medieval and modern Armenian texts, we encounter a 
supernatural being called the Groi. A mediaeval interpreter 
of Gregory the Theologian wrote, Sovorutciwn e axtaccelocc
or airibastanen zmahn, zhre¥takn or Gro£ asen: Aniraw e
* c cdatastand, brnut eamb tanik 'It is customary for the sick
to rebuke death, the angel they call Gro£ , (saying): "Your
judgement is unjust. You bear (me) away by force."' And 
. c cm  the mediaeval A£t ark , an astrological book, we receive
this helpful advice: Qv or zGroin tesne, ov zir hogin
arnul lini, ew inkCn i hogevarkc lini i yerazin, yayns£am
metay asel piti 'He who sees in a dream that the Groib is
come to take his soul away and he himself is about to expire,
78 —must say the "I have sinned" (prayer)1. M. Emin, 
c cG. tap anc ean and other Armenian scholars long ago per­
ceived the identity of the Gro3: with the ancient dpir
79'scribe* and yazata of destiny, Tir, the messenger of heaven.
In the region of Mu¥ it was believed that the Groi is 
blind, and that he puts a piece of bread on one's mouth to
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lure the soul away, hence the curse zGroti brduc dnim berand
8 0'I would put the Grot's crust on your mouthi1 In the
Vaspurakan region, there were clairvoyants called Groti 
81gzir who could predict their own deaths and those of
thothers; the late 19 century Armenian ethnographer
E. Lalayan was told of Yoro of Narek, who was working in his
field one day when the Grot arrived and told him his time
was up. He said farewell to his friends, went home, and
82died an hour later.
The Groti gzir may have also incorporated some of
the functions of the ancient erazahan, since our citation 
c cfrom the A3rt ark above mentions the Grot in connection with
dreams. A modern Armenian idiom, grot ^capcel, lit. 'to
measure the grot1 , is explained as stretching out the palm
8 3of one's hand towards the face of another to curse him.
Father Xa¥ak Barsamean, who was born at Arapkir, Turkey 
(Western Armenia) in 1951, told this writer of a man of 
Arapkir named N^an Ta¥5?ean who was a clairvoyant and who 
once caused faces to appear on the palm of the hand of 
Fr. Xalak's mother as though on a screen; he was reputed to
• , Qbe m  possession of a manuscript of the esoteric Vec hazareak
84' (Book) of Six Thousand*, a text containing sections on
angelology, astrology and other subjects.
In Armenian tradition, the role of the Grot has been
assumed by the Angel Gabriel, who is called the Grot out-
v 85right by the inhabitants of Xotorjur. As such, the Grot
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is regarded as a benevolent being; according to one tradi-
, th
tion recorded by Armenian ethnographers late in the 19
century, the Groj? is an angel who sits on one's right
shoulder and inscribes one's good deeds; another angel
seated on the left shoulder records transgressions. One of
these protects the grave; the other conveys the soul to 
8 6Heaven. Because the Gro^ is an angel, it is considered a
8 7sin to curse him. The manuscript illuminator Cerun shows 
an angel labelled Gabriel removing the soul of the Holy 
Mother of God from her dead body and carrying it off to
8 8Heaven, in a Gospel from Ostan, Armenia dated A.D. 1391.
Implicit in the prohibition against cursing the Grot, and in
his identification with one of the most prominent archangels
of Christianity (an equation made also, incidentally, with 
89Vahagn ), is the conviction that the Groj: is not a personi­
fication of death, but rather the servant of God's judgement 
and the being who guides the souls of the newly deceased to 
Heaven.
The play between Gabriel of the Annunciation and 
Gabriel the Groj: becomes the subject of discourse between 
the rose and nightingale of mediaeval Armenian minstrel 
poetry. In the poem Ta4r yArakcel vardapete asacceal i 
veray vardi ew kiwlpiali 'Song said by the priest ArakCel 
[of Ba£e¥, modern Bitlis, 1 5 ^  century] about the rose and 
nightingale1, the nightingale is Gabriel come to proclaim 
the coming of Christ to Mary, who is the rose. But in the .
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Tal vasn vardi ew blbuli 'Song about the rose and nightin­
gale' of MkrtiSc Na£a¥ (15^ century) , where the roles are
reversed, Blbuln i vardn asac , xist ano3:orm es,/Qr zim a run
c c — —k ez halal ku dnes,/Or hanc pekuman du Gabriel es,/Na arek
c . vsa zhogis, k ana, du tanjes ' The nightingale said to the
rose, "You are quite merciless,/ for you make my blood your
own [halal, from Arabic halal 'permissible (i.e., to shed
or to consume)', hence in mediaeval Arm. 'correct', hence
'one's own1];/Undoubtedly you are Gabriel./Come on, take my
90soul then. How much longer will you torment me?"1 The 
1 6 ^  century minstrel Nahapet KcuJ?cak wrote a number of 
short poems called hayrens in which he complains of the Grot, 
who will separate him from his beloved: Ays astanvoris vera
erku ban o3:orm u lali: / Mek or siro ter lini, mek or ga
grofon u tani./Meracn gem ^ce lali, or uni zyur xocCn alani,/ 
Ekekc, zoj:ormuks tesekC, o^c merac e, o£c kendani. 'In this 
world two things are lamentable and to be pitied:/ One is 
when one is a master of love; the other is that the Groj? 
comes and takes one away./ I do not bewail one dead, whose
_wound.' is readily seen./ Come, behold me, the wretched one,
c cneither dead nor quick.' Hogek, t e tayir test ur, or
C C VC  czcoc ikd i yet banayi:/ zcoc ikd pale a anei, test urov i
Q  Q  T T ^ J
ners mtnei:/ Erdvi, erdum tayi, ayn test uric durs c gayi:/
V C  c cAyn inc anhavat groj:, zis i k o coc ud ga tani. 'Little
soul, if you let me open up your breast/ I should make a
garden of it, I should enter if you let me./ I would swear
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not to depart from that liberty./ Faithless is the Gro£, who 
would come and from your breast remove me!1 KCo gunovn gini 
piter, xmei u harbenayi./ KCo cocCd Adama draxt,/ Mtnei
* O f  C y  * q
xnjor k aifcei./ K o erku ccamijin parkei u k !!n linei
zamn es hogi partcj grolin, luk tCol ga tani. 'Would there
were wine of your color; I should drink and get drunk./
Your breast is Adam's paradise; I would enter there and
apples reap./ Between your nipples I would lie and sleep,/
And at that hour consign my soul to the Grol, would he only
91come and take it away.'
Gro^f even if he interrupts our earthly pleasures,
is essentially a protector of man; it is believed by
Armenians that during the seven-day-long journey of the soul
to Heaven, a good angel with a fiery sword, presumably the
Groi, defends it from evil angels so that on the dawn of the
92seventh day it may be judged. In the Zoroastrian religion, 
death is an evil and is attributable to the Evil Spirit,
Angra Mainyu, never to Ahura Mazda, so the yazata which 
removes the soul from the body and transports it to Heaven 
cannot be regarded as responsible for or connected to death 
itself. Christians regard death as dependent on the judge­
ment of God, and again do not therefore rebuke the angel 
which executes judgement.
The yazata SraoSa (Phi. SroJ, NP Saxos) , whose name 
means 'obedience1, is praised in the Ga^as and is regarded 
by Zoroastrians as guardian of prayer, the regent of Ahura
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Mazda on earth and as protector of man. The meaning of
his name and the character of the above functions indicate 
valso that Sraosa records— presumably in memory— the deeds of
men and reports them to Ahura Mazda. Sraosa is also the
94guardian of the hours between midnight and dawn, the time 
when demonic darkness is deepest and the forces of death are 
therefore strongest, requiring a powerful adversary to pro­
tect the creatures of Ahura Mazda from them. Srao¥a is very 
prominent in Zoroastrian funerary rites. In the Zoroastrian
communities near Yazd, the priest performs a service in the 
— v
name of Sros to invoke the protection of the yazata upon a
newly-deceased member of the community, and when the corpse
bearers deposit the body at the dakhma, they commit it to
the protection of the yazatas with these words in archaic NP:
'0 Mihr Ized, Sro¥ Ized, Ra¥n Ized, the pure and just! we
have withdrawn our hands from him, do you take him by the
hand.. . These rites indicate that Srao¥a, who with
Mi Ora and Ra¥nu is one of the three judges of the soul after 
9 6death, has the particular responsibility of guarding the 
soul before its journey to Heaven, having also observed and 
recalled the acts and prayers of the believer in life. These 
roles are similar to those of the Gro3: in Armenia, who, as 
we have seen, is to be identified with Tir/Nabu.
We have noted above that Zoroastrianism has tended to 
assimilate new divinities to the accepted yazatas of the 
Good Religion, as appears to be the case with Tir and Ti¥trya.
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We have seen that the festival of Tirikana reflects aspects 
of the cult of Ti¥trya, but not of Tir. Perhaps certain 
functions of Tir which Ti¥trya did not assimilate were 
attributed to SraoSa, whose character was better suited to 
receive them. If this is so, it is not surprising that 
Soru¥ is equated in Islamic Iran with Gabriel, even as the 
Gro± is Gabriel to Christian Armenians. And even as Tir was 
pre-eminently the scribe of Ormizd, the yazata of learning
in the Religion, so we find Soru^/Gabriel in the works of
th______________________________________________________ _the 12 century Iranian Muslim mystic philosopher Sohravardi
9 7as the Angel of initiation, who imparts gnosis to men.
Before proceeding further, let us summarize the 
complex career of this divinity, the Scribe of Heaven and 
planetary deity Mercury whom we first meet in Babylonia as 
Nabu. The Achaemenians are probably the first Iranians to 
adopt his cult, during their campaigns in Mesopotamia. He 
is given an Iranian name, Tir, and is equated with Ti¥trya. 
But Tir's particular aspects are not reflected in the festi­
val that bears his name, Tirakana-r only those of TiStrya 
are. Meanwhile, in Armenia is found a temple of Tir where 
the original characteristics of Nabu are clearly discernible. 
The temple appears to be a Persian foundation: the scrip­
torium and academy attached to it, and the tradition of 
Achaemenian chancellery Aramaic as the lingua franca of the 
area, suggest that it may be an Achaemenian foundation. . 
Armenian sources attest to the widespread use of Pahlavi in
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Armenia, and certain letters of the alphabet devised by
MaStocc indeed seem to have been based on Pahlavi forms, as
well as on letters adapted from Greek and Northern Mesopo-
9 8tamian Aramaic. When Armenia became Christian, the word 
dpir 'scribe' came to be used as a bureaucratic and 
ecclesiastical title, although echoes of Tir's book of
destiny may be heard perhaps in the ¥arakan 'hymn' said by
• c c 9 9the dpirk 'clerks' at the nawakatik 'Dedication1 of a
c “ c c c c —Church: I patrasteal k o yot ewans srboc k oc <3nkal ew
zmez pcrki^c yordegrutciwn i dprutcean kenacc 'Into thy
resting-places prepared for thy Saints receive us also, 0
Redeemer, for adoption in the Book (dprutCean) of Life.'^^^
Tir was now called the Grot, 'writer*, a native term of
mediaeval origin, and was identified with the angel Gabriel,
who carries the soul protectively to Heaven after death. In
Islamic Iran we find the yazata Saro^ identified with
Gabriel, and an examination of the character of this yazata,
Avestan Srao¥a- , suggests that he may have absorbed many of
the functions of Tir that the cult of Ti^trya did not or
could not absorb.
The Crown of the Artaxiads
It was noted earlier that the motif of two eagles in 
side view flanking a nimbus-crowned god may be seen in a 
relief from the temple of Nabu at Palmyra; a very similar 
image, of two eagles flanking a star or rayed sun, is the 
characteristic adornment of the tiaras of the Arsacid kings
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.uu • • 1 0 1on their coins. At Hatra, an Arabo-Parthian city immedi­
ately south of Armenia, there are shown on the lintel from 
the South liwan two eagles in side view, with rings about 
their heads, flanking the bust of a god with a rayed nimbus. 
At Dura Europos, a fresco shows a god with rayed nimbus; he 
stands on a pedestal, and to either side of his head are
figures bearing rings: an eagle on his right, and a winged
102humanoid being on his left. We propose to analyse this
image with relation to that at Palmyra, where the central 
figure represents Nabu: in Armenia, then, the star or sun
would represent Tir. We shall attempt to demonstrate further 
that the eagles flanking Tir represent the royal xVar^nah- 
' glory', Arm. pcarkc. Tir would personify the baxt 'fortune, 
fate' of the king; the symbol taken as a whole, then, could 
represent the two concepts, which are frequently paired and 
seem to complement one another in meaning, if indeed they 
are not regarded as identical.103 Eznik translates MP.
Zurvan as baxt kam pcarkc 'fortune or glory'; we find 
xwarrah and baxt perhaps associated also in the Denkard: 
ziwi^n ud xwarrah az anoh baxt estad 'life and glory were 
distributed from there', but in the Phi. passage baxt is 
merely a participial form. Still, glory is an attribute 
which is apportioned. The Sasanians are depicted by 
Pcawstos Biwzand (IV.24) as raiding the necropolis of the 
Armenian Arsacids, zi pCarkC tCagaworacCn ew baxtkCn ew 
kca3futc 'iwn a¥xarhis asti gnacceal 3nd oskers tCagaworacCn
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ya¥xarhn mer ekescCen 'so that the glory of the kings and 
(their) fortunes and the valor of this country here, depart­
ing with the bones of the kings may come to our country 
[i.e., Iran].1
Interpreters of the carvings and frescoes from Dura 
Europos, Palmyra and Hatra described above have generally 
assigned to the central figure, the god with rayed nimbus,
the identity of ¥ama¥, the sun-god, equated with Greek 
104Apollon. Yet in Palmyra, we find the figure in the
temple of Nabu, and it is recalled that Agathangelos identi­
fies Tir with Apollon, as probably does Xorenacci as well.
In Armenia, as we have seen, Tir is equated also with Hermes, 
probably because of the role of Tir as psychopompos and 
messenger, a function possessed by Nabu as well, as noted 
above. At Arsameia an inscription in Greek refers to 
Apollon-Mithra and to Helios-Hermes as separate divinities,
but they are also mentioned together at Nemrut Dag as
- - - 105Apollon-Mithras-Helios-Hermes. The Armenian Mihr is not
generally identified with the Sun, however; he is equated
rather with Greek Hephaistos, in accordance with the
earliest Zoroastrian concepts of Mithra. It seems,
therefore, that the central star or Sun on the Armenian
crown represents Tir, as the yazata of baxt 'destiny' (an
Old Iranian p.part, as MIr. loan-word in Arm. from the same
10 7root as bag- 'god', bagin 'image altar', etc. ). The idea 
of fate as represented by a star comes down to us in the
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Armenian Alt,. ark (’Stars') , a genetic title for works on 
astrology. What of the eagles that flank the star of fate, 
though?
Eagles
The eagle is regarded in nearly every culture where 
it is found as a royal and noble creature representing power 
and dominion. Bronze statuettes of eagles perched on pyra­
midal pedestals or on the heads of antelopes have been found 
at Arta^at from the Armenian Arsacid period (A.D. 66-428) 
and on the slopes of nearby Mt. Aragac;^^ a figure of an 
eagle perched on the head of an antelope was found also in 
Iran from the 2nc^ -3r(^  century A.D.;^^^ a partially gilded 
Sasanian silver vase of the 5 ^ - 6 ^  century shows a large
eagle with its wings partially spread, standing on a kneeling 
. _ 110
goat or deer; and numerous figurines similar to the
Armenian examples have been found in Anatolia, particularly
Cappadocia, and have been dated as early as the late second
inmillennium B.C.
Armenian arciw/arcui, gen. arcvoy 'eagle' may be a 
112native word, but if so it is closely cognate to Av. 
Srazifya- in arSzifyoparana- 'with eagle feathers', and 
recent studies suggest that arciw/arcui is a loan-word from 
Iranian, probably borrowed at a very early date. The
word in Iranian was used as a proper name; an Aramaic 
inscription from Lycia informs us that 'Artim son of 
Arzifiy (*rzpy) made this ossuary (astodana).' Artim was
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probably the Artimas who was made Persian governor of Lycia 
in 401 B.C., and because he had his remains interred in an 
ossuary it is assumed that he was a Zoroastrian.114 In 
Armenian, the word arciw used as a proper name is found only 
rarely, amongst the modern inhabitants of the Caucasus. In 
ancient times, however, the eagle appeared on the standard 
carried into battle by Armenian armies (arcuen^ank0 1 eagle- 
standard (s) r , PCB IV.2), and in a fragment of a pre-Christian 
epic preserved by Movses Xorenacci, hecaw ari arkcayn Arta¥is
i seawn geleccik,/ Ew haneal zoskeawS: ^ikapcok parann/ Ew
c — canc eal orpes zarcui srat ew 9nd getn,/ Ew jgeal zoskeaw-b
¥ikapCok parann/ 3nkecC i meYkC awriordin AlanacC 'The manly
king ArtaSes spurred his comely black (steed),/ took out his
red leather lasso adorned with golden rings,/ and, crossing
the river like a swift-winged eagle/ he cast the red leather
lasso adorned with golden rings/ About the waist of the
mistress [Satcenik] of the Alans' (MX 11.50). It is probably
out of desire to flatter his Bagratid patron that XorenacGi
describes the latter1s (probably mythical) ancestor, Smbat
Bagratuni, as defeating Eruand on behalf of Arta^es at a
battle in which the brave commander ibrew zarciw yerams 
c ckak awuc xoyanayr 1 like an eagle upon a flock of partridges
swooped down1 (MX 11.46). Smbat was not the only naxarar
. c .to be linked with the eagle. Xorenac i (MX II.7) cites an
ancient legend containing a popular etymology of the name
of the Arcruni dynastic family from arciw 'eagle'. That it
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is in fact not a true derivation is proven by the attesta­
tion of a pre-Armenian form of the family name, Urartean 
. 115Arcuniuni. The legend related by Movses is probably of
Iranian origin, for even from his sketchy reference the 
basic elements of the story are seen of the rescue of the 
abandoned Zal, son of Sam, by the miraculous simu^bird in 
the Sahname. ZorenacCi relates: Ew zArcrunisd gitem: o<S?c
Arcrunis ayl arciw unis, orkC arcuis ara^i nora krein.
c * C VT ojrum zaraspeleac n balrajans or i Hadamakertin patmin:
mankan nirheloy anjrew ew arew hakarakeal, ew hovani
C VC c ct rc noy patanwoyn t alkac eloy. 'And I know those Arcrunis
are not Arcrunis but arciw unis ["he has an eagle"], who 
carried eagles before him. I leave aside the nonsense of 
those fables told in Hadamakert of a sleeping boy whom rain 
and sun oppressed and a bird shielded the youth as he lay 
swooning.' Hadamakert or Adamakert was the capital of the 
Arcrunis, now called Bas-qalCa, southeast of Lake Van."*-^
The simury, Phi. sen murw, is probably to be identi­
fied with Av. saena- , "comp. _..Skt* syena- 'eagle, falcon', I
c 117Arm- 0 'kite1, plus OIr maraya-, MP mwrw, MPth mwrg,
Ossetic mary ‘bird'. In MS illuminations of the ^ahname 
the simury' is shown with the bright and multicolored plumage 
that one might associate with that of a peacock, not an 
eagle. And indeed in Arm. we find siramarg 'peacock1, with 
modern dialect forms containing also the element sin- , sim- 
and sometimes substituting Arm. haw 'bird' for Iranian
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marg-; these variants make the suggestion by Bailey of a
_ _ 119
base *se- with -na or -ra suffixes preferable to Greppin's
repetition of the folk etymology of sir- from Arm. ser
12 0’love' with Ir. marg- 'bird1 (comp, lor-a-marg 'quail1 ). 
The peacock-like image of the NP simury may have resulted 
from the widespread attribution of magical powers or super­
natural qualities to the peacock. Most notable is the 
reverence shown by the Yezidi Kurds to Malak TaCus, 'the
Peacock Angel', and angels are described in NP as tacus
- _ 121 
parani 'peacock-winged'. In Pahlavi, the peacock is
« 3-22
called fras(a)murw, possibly containing Av. fra¥a-
v c 12 3'wonderful', comp. Arm. hras-k 'wonder, miracle', which
indicates that in Sasanian times marvellous properties may 
have been ascribed to it. The Armenian saint Nerses Klayecci 
(called Snorhali 'the Graceful', died 1173) wrote, Siramarg 
osketip nkar hogi,/ Tatrak ofrjaxoh makCur ajrawni 'The pea­
cock, golden image (of the) soul,/ Turtle-dove, pigeon clean
12 4and whole m  thought', yet Eznik repeats a legend which
he attributes to the Zoroastrian Persians: that Ahriman
created the peacock (siramarg) in order to show that he was
unwilling to create other beautiful creatures, rather than
125unable to do so. The Armenians of mediaeval times often
painted peacocks in MS illuminations, and a bas-relief of a 
peacock from the 5 -6 century was found at Duin.
It is likely that the form of the legend of the
. * corigin of the Arcrunis preserved by Xorenac i is the
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original form of the Iranian tale we have in the §ahname, 
and that the slmurjf was originally an eagle. The eagle thus 
appears in Iranian and Armenian tradition as a noble bird, 
the standard of royalty, which rescues children destined for
lordship and greatness; it is possible to see in these
^ *1,2 7
functions the Av. x ar^nah, Arm. pcarkc of Zoroastrianism
In Yt. XIX,34, the xvar^nah flees from Yima after his sin,
12 8in the form (Av. kdhrpa, comp. Arm. kerp ) of a bird (Av.
mar ^ a -). In verses 35-8 of the same hymn, a composition in
the younger Avestan dialect devoted largely to xVarQnah,
the bird is identified as a yar^na-, which was probably a 
130falcon. A MIr. form of the latter (cf. NP waray 'crow')
may be the origin of the Arm. toponym Varag; the mountain
of that name was once the site of an important monastery,
and towers to the south of Van. In the valley of Varag
stand the ruins of Astlrkan berd 'the fortress of Asttfcik' ,
which, according to local tradition, was a temple of the
goddess, consort of Vahagn, in the centuries before 
131Christianity; it is conceivable that the lofty mountain 
nearby may have acquired its name in those remote ages, and 
that the name may have had religious significance. This 
would be so if our proposed derivation of Varag from a form 
varyyna- were true, for the feathers of the latter bird 
are said to have magical powers in Yt. XIV.35.
Eagles and falcons are birds of prey, similar in 
appearance, and both seem fit symbols of the royal xvarQnah-
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The falcon, called ^ahin 'kingly1 in NP. for its long
association with the royal hunt, was indeed well suited to
share with the eagle the honour of embodying xvardnah.
In a Sogdian fresco from Panjikant, a bird is shown with a
ring in its beak; it flies to the side of a king seated at
a banquet under a canopy. This bird has been compared to
the baz-e dovlat of Central Asian folklore, which alights
on the head of a man destined to be king (on Arm. baze, see
n. 132), and aluh-e suxr 'a red eagle' in the Karnamag saves
ArdeSlr from an attempt to poison him. In the same fresco,
an animal with a similar ring in its mouth flies to the side
133of another king or hero. The latter may be the ram whose
form the xvar3nah- takes in the Pahlavi romance Karnamag i
Arde¥lr i Papakan when it leaves the doomed Parthian King
Ardawan V. The xVar^nah of Tigran II deserted him, too.
The scornful Strabo remarked that Tigran tykhais d'
ekhresato poikilais 'enjoyed chequered fortunes'; Gk. tykhe
may be a translation of the Iranian term xVaronah.134
On the Artaxiad crowns we find not one eagle, but two,
as indeed on the northern Mesopotamian and Syrian monuments.
At the East Terrace of Nemrut Dag, the row of colossal
statues representing the Iranian divinities worshipped by
the Orontid kings was flanked at its northern and southern
135ends by a group of eagle and lion. Such symbolism was
perhaps an attempt to represent the encircling, protective 
quality of xvar£nah: in the Armenian case, the watchful and
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powerful glory (pCarkC) guarding the bright fortune (baxt)
of the king, represented by the luminary of Tir.
In our day, the Groi's name is a curse on the lips of
Armenian Christians, and expressions of ill will often
include his name: Groifc u mah 'The Gro^ and death (upon
you) 1 , Gro3: u ccaw ’The Groi and pain (upon you) f , Groli
ba¥in/pCay darnas/lines 1 May you come to the Groi’ , Groli
cocc mtnes 'May you enter the Groi's breast1, Groi utes
'May you eat the Groi', and Groi kcez/nra het 'The Groi be 
136with you/him'. One recalls the threat on an Assyrian
tablet: 'whosoever steal this tablet, may the god Nabu pour
137out his soul like water.' In Armenia, even outbursts of
temper may have archaic forebears.
The legend of the eagle and child survives in the 
Armenian folktales and in modern tradition, too, albeit in 
very different form. In a folktale, a youth slays a vi¥ap 
('dragon') with his tcur kecake ('sword of lightning', 
wielded by the heroes of the national epic of Sasun) and 
saves the young of an eagle. The eagle shelters the youth 
out of gratitude and returns him from the mutc a§xarh 
('world of darkness') to the lus aMxarh ('world of light').^® 
The modern Armenian writer Vaxtcang Ananyan wrote down a 
tale told him by an aged schoolmaster who had lived before 
the first World War in a little Armenian village near Bin 
golu, Turkey. Most of the villagers were shepherds, and 
their yaylag, the cool upland meadow where they pitched
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their summer tents, lay below a cliff called Arcuakcar,
’Eaglet Rock1. A great eagle would swoop down from there
sometimes to steal a sheep for her young (one recalls the
statuettes mentioned above of an eagle perched on another
animal). Once, the eagle took a child, but the mighty bird
had no time to clarify its motive, for an intrepid shepherd,
fearing the worst, ascended to the nest and slew the eagle
after a fierce battle. He was about to kill the eagle's
young, too, but the mother of the rescued child implored him
139to spare them. 'The poor chicks . . . they are orphans.1 
Had the child been lost, and not merely left out to bask in 
the summer sun, perhaps this episode might have been cast in 
the terms of the ancient epic, preserved by Xorenac°i and 
the jjfahname and the child regarded as the object of divine 
intervention, protected from exposure to the elements by the 
winged embodiment of xVar3nah/pCarkC. Aspects of the tale 
indicate deep layers of tradition: the name Arcuakcar and
the mother's protest on behalf of the eagle's young. They 
had dwelt there since time immemorial, and were not to be 
exterminated.
The various threads of the cult of Tir amongst the 
Armenians stretch far into antiquity, past the presence of 
the Armenians as a unified or even identifiable nation and 
far beyond the confines of their land. Both the cultic and 
iconographical features of Tir were adapted to Zoroastrian 
beliefs, although their origin lay elsewhere, and entered
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the Christian sphere in different garb still. The same 
processes of assimilation, adaptation and transmission, as 
we have seen, took place also in Iran. The Armenian 
Christian polemicists scorned their ancestors as barbarians 
without learning or reason, yet a careful examination of the 
few testimonies left us by hostile writers, and of the 
scanty archaeological remains of but a small corner of 
historical Armenia, presents the picture of a rich and 
complex culture with subtle artistic symbolism and religious 
thought in a stimulating current of ethnic diversity 
stretching from Greece to Sogdia.
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CHAPTER 10 
SPANDARAMET - SANDARAMET
Avestan SpQnta Armaiti and Pahlavi Spandarmad
Spdnta Armaiti, whose name may be translated as ’Boun­
teous Devotion/Obedience,1^  is the Ams^a Sp^nta, or Bounteous 
Immortal, who presides over the earth, and forms a pair with 
x¥a©ra Vairya, 'Desirable Kingdom1, who rules the sky. She, 
Haurvatat 'Wholeness1, and Amdr^tat 'Immortality', are the 
only female Ama¥a Spantas , although by no means the only 
female yazatas, in the Avesta. In later times, Hordad (Av.
Haurvatat) and Amurdad (Av. AmdrStat) were regarded as male,
-  2 but Spandarmad (Av. Spdnta Armaiti) remained female.
Armaiti's hamkars, or supernatural collaborators, are yazatas
3
connected with water, the creation with which the earth is
fertilised, and which rains down from the sky of x¥a0ra
Vairya. Armaiti was since early times regarded as the guard-
4lan of virtuous women, perhaps because of a pre-Zoroastrian 
cult of Mother Earth, the bearer of all things; as we have 
noted, she was in later times the only female am9§a sp^nta. 
Because of her association with the earth, her yearly feast 
celebrated on Roz Spandarmad of Mah Spandarmad (the fifth day 
of the twelfth month of the Zoroastrian calendar) was particu­
larly popular amongst tillers of the soil and women, and was 
called Ya¥n-i barzlgaran 'the feast of husbandmen1.5 In the
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Avestan and Pahlavi books, Armaiti is described as a bountiful 
divinity; in Yt. 17.16, she is called the mother of Asi, the 
yazata whose name means 'fortune', and in Khotanese Saka
Buddhist texts Saka ssandramata 'Spdnta Armaiti' renders
/  —  6Sanskrit sri- 'prosperity and fortune'.
Zoroastrians consider death an unqualified evil, and 
inhumation of a dead body in a grave must therefore defile 
Armaiti, who is both identical with and guardian over the 
earth; according to the Videvdat, 3.8-9, graves and daxmas 
grieve the divinity. Zoroastrianism did not conceive of 
Armaiti as ruler of the underworld, for the proper place for 
the departed soul was either heaven in the sky, purgatory, or 
hell. Armaiti, being wholly good, cannot have had any asso­
ciation with hell, but we do find the grave referred to as
- 7'the darkness of Sp^nta Armaiti'. Yet it seems that most 
classes of society in both Armenia and Iran practised both 
burial and the theologically sanctioned method of exposure 
of a corpse until the end of the Sasanian period, as we shall 
see. It seems that there was connected with the practice of 
burial also the belief that Armaiti was indeed the guardian 
and ruler of the dead; this idea may have originated as a 
fusion of Zoroastrian belief in Sp^nta Armaiti as guardian 
of the earth with ancient beliefs according to which earth 
was the entrance-way to the underworld.
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Armenian Sandaramet
In the Armenian translation of the Bible is attested 
the word sandaramet-kc , meaning 'Hades, the underworld (Gk.
Hades, ge kato)1, and a derivative adjective, sandarametakan.  ^
Agathangelos refers to the dead as sandarametakan nnyecGealkc
g
'those asleep in the underworld'. Grigor Magistros wrote of 
a wind called Liparean which hur in%c e i Sandaramete 'is a 
sort of fire from the u n d e r w o r l d ^  St. Nerses Snorhali 
wrote: Sandarametkc sarseccin/zKapeal ogisn arjakeccin 'The
underworld trembled/(and) released the spirits bound'; Jaynkc
VC c c chnc ec in Sandarametk andndoc 'Voices sounded: the under-
11 cworld of the abysses.' St. Grigor Narekac i in his Matean
Qlbergutcean 'Book of Lamentations', Ch. 65, refers to 
sandarametakanacc merelocc 'the dead (abl. pi.) of the under­
world* , and Ali¥an cited a mediaeval word sandar-kC meaning
12 —'pit, hell, abyss, sometimes also a grave*. Movses
Q
Xorenac i uses a form sandarametapet 'ruler of the under­
world1 , explained by H. W. Bailey as Demeter, the Gk. goddess \
3 T 4of the earth; the need to use a suffix -pet 'ruler' to
define a personality shows that sandaramet is a common noun
in its attested Armenian usage, not the proper name of a
divinity. Xorenacci, in praising Christians, declares: Ew
o%c zohel ^car diwin Serapeay, ayl zKcristosi zariwnn
c VC
m a t u c  anel patarag: ew oc x n drel hraman p a t a s x a n w o y  i
sandarametapeten Prodeiaday ayl usanel zzawrutciwns pes pes
. . c —imastic i nor Platonen 'Neither (do they) sacrifice to the
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evil demon Sarapis, but offer the liturgy of Christ's blood; 
nor (do they) seek oracles from Proteus, ruler of the under­
world, but study the powers of various sciences from the new 
Plato.|15
In the Armenian translation of II Macc. 6.7 are the
expressions spandarametin kakcawel and spandarametakan
paStamuns, rendering Greek pompeuein toi Dionysoi and
Dionysion heortes. The mediaeval historian TCovma Arcruni
identifies Spandaramet as a specific divinity; erkir pandoki
spandaramet astucoy 'the earth, inn of the god[dess]
17Spandaramet1. Meillet long ago recognised that Spandaramet
must be a northwestern Middle Iranian form of the name of the
v — camasa spAnta Sp^nta Armaiti, while sandaramet-k is a loan­
word from southwestern Iranian, possibly Old Persian, Arm
18 c£- reflecting an initial *sw-. The use of sandaramet-k
as a common noun meaning 'underworld' indicates that the
earth was regarded as the abode of the dead at the time when
this form was introduced into Armenian. Although such a
belief was undoubtedly persistent in later ages, such an
explicit statement of it argues an archaic date, and we note
that the Armenian does not have the innocuous meaning of
'earth' which is found in the Pahlavi literature, where,
besides, a derivative of the Avestan form is used and not a
southwestern Iranian form: spandarmad zamig 'Spandarmad,
19the earth'. It is likely that Sandaramet was seen as a 
divinity of the underworld, ruler of the kingdom of the dead,
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through a fusion of Zoroastrian and archaic beliefs as sug­
gested above, and that the name came later to mean ’the 
underworld' generally, without referring to a supernatural 
being.
According to Tcovma Arcruni, Artases II built in
Lesser Albak, Vaspurakan, meheans zHerakleay ew zDioniseay
-  20  —'temples of Herakles and Dionysos'; Herakles is undoubtedly
Vahagn here, and Dionysos is probably Spandaramet. M. Abeiyan
considered the temple of Gisane and Demeter at Innaknean to
21 -be a shrine of Vahagn and Sandaramet. Gisane is to be
derived from Phi. ges 'curls, locks', hence 'the hairy one',
perhaps an epithet of Vahagn, who hur her uner 'had flaming
hair' in the epic song of his birth cited by Xorenacci. 
c c—MountK ark e of the Innaknean range, upon whose southern 
slope the monastery of St. Karapet stood until its destruc­
tion by the Turks in 1915, is called by the Armenians M^o-cam,
'the long hair of Mu¥', and this popular toponym may preserve
-  2 2the memory of Gisane. Demeter is identified as an earth-
• VCgoddess m  the martyrology of St. Ignatios: . . . oc erkir
— * 0 —  0
zor Demetr(e) anuanec ek 'nor the earth whom you call (imp.
2 3pi) Demeter'. One recalls that at A^ti¥at, Vahagn shared 
his temple with a female consort, Astiik. It is perhaps
unwise to follow too closely such Greek equivalents, which
• . care rarely precise, and m  view of the fact that sandaramet-k
was a common noun by the fifth century, it is unlikely that
a divinity of that name had a temple in Armenia only a
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century or two earlier. In the case of Lesser Albak, it 
seems from the text of Arcruni that he is referring to two 
different temples. As to the temple at Innakean, Zenob Glak 
claims that Demeter and Gisane were two brothers from India, 
not gods. This seems to us merely an euhemeristic interpre­
tation of the origins of their cult, for Yovhan Mamikonean,
• • • thm  his History of Tarawn (7 century) refers to both as 
gods, Demeter being the son or brother of Gisane. The his­
torian refers to huge bronze statues of both divinities 
which were destroyed by St. Gregory the Illuminator.^^ Even 
if Gisane may be considered Vahagn, the identity of Demeter 
is uncertain.
The identification of Spandaramet as Dionysos, how­
ever, is puzzling, for the former is female, the latter male. 
Armenian, like Pahlavi, does not have grammatical gender, 
and the change of gender in translation is no more unlikely 
than a change of gender within the same body of tradition as 
with female Haurvatat and AmdrStat to male Hurdad and Amurdad 
above. Dionysos was a god of fertility, and his cult was 
therefore connected with the earth. The particulars of his 
worship were well known to both Parthians and Armenians.
Some of the forty rhytons found in the so-called 1 square 
room1 of Mihrdatkart (Nisa, the early Arsacid capital of 
Parthia) depict scenes of bacchantic revelry; it is possibly 
significant that this particular hall seems to have been
25devoted to the cult of the ancestors of the Arsacid kings.
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We shall examine below the possible funerary significance 
of the cult of Spandaramet. One recalls also the less 
reliable but very dramatic tale related by Plutarch in his 
life of Crassus. In 53 B.C., the latter1s forces were 
slaughtered at Carrhae (Harran) by the Parthians under the 
command of the young nobleman Suren. The Armenian Artaxiad 
king Artawazd had decided before this that the tide of power 
in the region favored the Parthians for the moment, and had 
arranged accordingly to wed his daughter to Pacorus, son of 
the Parthian king of kings, Orodes. The royal wedding party 
was enjoying a performance of the Bacchae of Euripides, we 
are told, when messengers burst in with the head and hand 
of Crassus, which were tossed on to the stage and unhesi­
tatingly raised aloft as the head of Pentheus by a resource­
ful actor. Both the Parthian and Armenian kings would have 
been familiar with the appearance of Bacchus/Dionysus. A 
bronze fragment of a drooping panther skin resembling that 
seen in Greek depictions of Dionysus, was found in the ruins 
of the Parthian temple at Shami. A bronze mask with a ring 
at the top was found in the mediaeval Armenian city of Ani, 
but it is probably very much older. It shows a rather pie­
eyed, shaggy, bearded and moustached Bacchus with a wreath 
of grapes and vine-leaves on his head. The mask probably 
adorned the neck or handle of a metal drinking vessel, and a
2 g
similar mask was found at Begram, Afghanistan.
Our two Biblical references to Spandaramet are found 
in the Book of Maccabees. It has been observed that 'of all
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the Biblical writings, the books of Maccabees have left the
Q
greatest unacknowledged imprint on Moses (Xorenac i's)
24History1; and it was common for other historians as well
to compare the Jewish war against the pagan Seleucids to the
struggle waged by Armenian Christians against the Zoroastrian
Sasanian Empire in the fifth century. Indeed, the Maccabees
fought Hebrew hellenisers as well as foreign oppressors, and 
< thin 5 century Armenia there were still numerous followers 
of the Zoroastrian faith, who sided with the Iranians against 
their own countrymen. The reference in II Maccabees to 
spandarametin kakcawel is echoed by E±i¥e in his description 
of the various ways Vasak Siwni employed to win Armenians
— Q
back to their former faith: ew yerkarer znuags uraxut ean,
maielov zerkaynutciwn gi¥eraccn yergs arbeccutcean ew i
,c,c , , c . c , c ■ c c - c .k ak aws lktut ean, k ale rac uc aner omanc zkargs
era¥¥takans, ew zergs hetCanosakans 1 and he increased melo­
dies of joy, spending all night long in drunken song and 
lewd dance (kak aws, loc. pi: lit. ’'partridge" , a kind of
Armenian dance); for some he sweetened the musical scales
2 8and the heathen songs’. It would seem, from the Biblical 
passage and the citation from Eii¥e, that the kakcaw-dance 
had some religious significance, perhaps as a celebration of 
the fecundity of the earth. To the Christians of that era, 
such earthy levity must have seemed lewd and unseemly, but 
to Zoroastrians it is proper to rejoice in the good creation 
of Ahura Mazda, and for them the abstemious and melancholy
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behavior of the Christians was demonic; Elite's Letter of 
Mihrnerseh to the Armenian nobles (E±iae,II) pours scorn upon 
Christian asceticism, poverty and celibacy.
The Christian Church seems to have succeeded in eradi­
cating the cult of Spandaramet, but the kakCaw-dance was 
still performed, and depictions of Armenian dances in medi­
aeval manuscript illuminations depict the dancer baring his 
genitals, which would have seemed lewd indeed to Christians.
Modern Armenians perform the kakcaw dance with more modesty
29than their forebears. And an Armenian folk tradition of
Naxi^ewan recorded by a Dominican monk travelling through
ththe area in the 15 century may be a survival of beliefs
concerning Sp^nta Armaiti. According to the tradition, the
Armenians of old called the sky Noy, and his wife the earth
they called Aretia. Noy impregnated Aretia, who gave birth
30to all creatures. This is the only attestation known to
us of the name Aretia, but Noy is the Armenian form of Noah,
who is a popular figure in Armenian folklore because of the
Biblical story of the flood, which ends with the mooring of
31the Ark somewhere 'in the mountains of Ararat'. One 
recalls that the first plant Noah cultivated when he de­
scended from the Ark was a grape vine, a potent symbol of 
the earth's bounty and of the cult of Dionysos depicted on 
the Parthian rhytons from Nisa mentioned above. Armenian 
tradition, as we shall see below, also mentions vineyards 
in connection with Dionysos. As for Aretia, it may be
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possible to see in her name a very debased form of Armaiti 
alone without the epithet Sp3nta-. The Armenians probably 
recognised Sp£nta~, Mir. spand, as a separate word; it has.
been suggested that Arm. spand 'rue1, NP sipand, isfand, Phi
- t 39
spandan derives from Mir.; it is possible that Arm. span-
3 3anem 'I kill' is related to Av. spdnta-, but this deriva-
34tion has been disputed. Arm. spand 'sacrifice1, with
spand-aran 'sacrificial altar1 and spand-anocc 'slaughter- 
35house' may be either a derivative of span- 'kill', in
which case the etymology is uncertain, or a MIry loan-word.
There are attested in Armenian also two forms of the Iranian
name *spantadata- (Gk. Sphendadates, Phi. Spandiyad), which
contains the element OIr. spdnta-, Mir. spand-: Spandarat
and Spandiat; the first is the name of a member of the
Armenian kamsarakan naxarardom and is a loan from NW Mir.,
with the change of intervocalic -d- to -r-, while the second
is cited by Sebeos as the name of a Persian hero and shows
3 6the SW Mir. change of intervocalic -d- to -y-. The union 
of x¥a$ra Vairya and SpSnta Armaiti is not sexual, so it is 
unlikely that Noy represents x¥aQra Vairya; on Ascension Day 
when Armenian girls gather in silence bunches of the hawrot-
mawrot flower, named after the amd¥a spSntas Haurvatat and
- 37Am3r^tat, the sky is said to kiss the earth merely. The
importance of Noy, who is not regarded generally in Armenia
as either a supernatural figure or as one connected with the
sky, may lie in the background of the Biblical tale: his
vine-planting.
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The earth, Armaiti, is fertilised with water, and
Zoroastrians pour libations on the ground at their religious
3 8ceremonies as an offering to her. Armenian Christians do
not offer such libations, but they refrain pointedly from
pouring water on the ground at night, in the belief that the
dews 'demons’ are disturbed by it, the night being the time
39which belongs to the dead. For Zoroastrians, the watch of
Aiwisruthra, the period between sunset and midnight, belongs
to the fravasis, the spirits of the departed, and water may
40not be drawn during this time. Both peoples thus preserve 
an archaic belief that the souls of the dead reside beneath 
the earth, in the darkness of Spanta Armaiti. The frava¥is 
may have been replaced by dews in Armenian tradition, perhaps 
because of fear of the souls of the dead. As we shall see, 
Mir. urvan 'soul' becomes Armenian uru 'ghost*. In Armenian 
tradition, it seems that there was a supernatural being 
regarded as the lord of graves and tombs who was probably 
Spandaramet. We shall consider below this divinity, the 
funerary practices of the ancient Armenians, and their 
beliefs concerning spirits and the afterlife.
Arm. ¥ahapet, §vod 
thA 13 century Armenian miscellany called the Oskiberan
contains this note in a commentary on Isaiah: 'Of Dionysos
they say that he is the ¥ahapet of vineyards; and of Athena
vthat she is the sahapet of olive trees; and Maireknas is 
called by them the Sahapet of all the trees.' We note that
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in Trapezus, on the Pontic coast north of the Armenian
cprovinces of Ekeleac and Mananali, Dionysos was worshipped
41 .. vas the protector of vineyards. Hubschmann derived sahapet
from Av. *¥oi(?rapaiti- 'ruler of a homestead1 ,^  a word 
which is unattested, while noting that it is used as an 
explanation of Arm. ¥ahap ' satrap^_in the Armenian transla­
tion of St. Ephrem Syrus. Hubschmann derives ¥ahap from OP 
*xsa9rapa-^^ with the first element clearly Arm. sah- , OIr, 
x¥a0 ra- 'kingdom*. A NW Mir. form of x¥a9ra- is attested in 
Arm. asxarh 'country, world', with metathesis of Mir. x¥- 
and -hr and addition of an initial a-; such an initial vowel 
is a regular feature in Armenian loan-words from Iranian 
(e.g., Arm. isxan 'prince1, from Ir. x¥a(y)- 'to rule',
Pth. *x¥ynd 'prince'; Arm. erani 'blessed' from Ir. *ranya-
44 -'happy'; Arm. azn 'race' and azn-iw 'noble' from Ir. za-
'to give birth', MIr. azad 'free'). If indeed ¥ahapet is a 
synonym of ¥ahap, we should derive the former from OIr. 
*x¥a6rapaiti- 'lord of a kingdom1.
The office of the satrap, Gk. , was an impor­
tant feature of Achaemenian administration. S. T. Eremyan
noted the element ¥ahap- in the toponym ¥ahapiwan, the summer
45residence of the Armenian Orontids, and according to the 
late 1 3 century historian Stepcannos Orbelean, ¥ahapawnicC
berd i ¥ahapay parske ¥ineal 'the fortress of ¥ahapawnkc [in
c v 46Siwnik ] (was) built by Sahap the Persian.' The institu­
tion of the satrap continued into Parthian times: the
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Arsacid King Mithridates II had a bas-relief and Greek 
inscription carved at Behistun shortly before his death in 
8 7 B.C., which mentions 'Gotarzes, Satrap of Satraps'.
Another official mentioned in the inscription is called 
pep [isteumenos] 'entrusted', which may be the Greek transla­
tion of an Iranian title ostikan, found in Armenian as 
47ostikan.
The office of the satrap commanded great respect, and
the title came to be applied to divinity, much as Jews call
their god Adonai 'Lord' and Armenian Christians call their
God Ter(Astuac) 'Lord(God)1. It is noteworthy that the
Armenian Arewordikc 'Children of the Sun' called their
religious leaders by the ancient secular title hazarapet
'chiliarch', another office dating'back to Achaemenian times.
Thus, we find an inscription dedicated Satrapei theoi ’to
the god Satrapes* MaCad, Phoenicia, in A.D. 8; similar
steles devoted to the god have been found dating back to the
4 and 5 centuries B.C. A god called H^trpty is invoked
in the Aramaic part of tri-lingual inscription dated 358 B.C.
from Letoon at Xanthos in Lycia, a province of Asia Minor
49which was a part of the Achaemenian Empire. There is 
little doubt that the Aramaic name is a rendering of an OIr. 
form *x¥aflrapati.^  A form of the word is attested as a
V Vdivine name in Manichaean Sogdian, where xsyspt fly is used
51 Ato translate the name of the Splenditenens; ftv is a generic 
word for 'god1. A Gnostic text in Coptic from before or
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during the latter part of the 4 century, found at Nag
Hammadi, Egypt, called 'The Concept of Our Great Power'
describes how Christ was seized by the Archons and delivered
to Hell, after which Christ revealed His nature in glory and
destroyed the dominion of the ruler of Hades: 'And they
delivered him up to the ruler of Hades. And they handed him
52over to Sasabed for nine bronze coins.1 In this passage,
the ruler of the underworld seems to be identified with
Sasabed, whose name has not been explained. But it could
be a loan-word from a Mir. form of *x¥a'fe:apaiti-• The
change of - Q r- in x¥a6ra- to -s- is seen in Arm. ArtaSes and
53m  other languages.
As we have seen, Arm. lahapet denoted a class of 
supernatural beings: there were ^ahapets of various crea­
tions (olive trees, vineyards, and trees in general in the
citation from the Oskiberan above). There were also ¥ahapets
thof different loci; Eznik refers in his 5 . century Elc
Alandocc to Mahapetk': Ew aynpes janay satanay zi zamenayn
c c — C c “ok i barwok aknkalut ene vripec use e , ew i snoti yoys
kapicce. Mecac^^ane : yaijcs mardkan zvi^aps, zi yorzam
C C C * G Vahagink erewesc in omanc arnuc un znosa i pastawn.
,KarceccucG,ane,tee.ew nhangkc in<Sc iccen getocc, ew §ahapetkc
c c c cvayrac . Ew yet karcec uc aneloy ink n kerparani kam i
vi¥api kerparans kam i nhangi imn ew i ¥ahapeti, zi aynu
*— vc_  C C“zmardn yiwrme ararc en t iwresc e. 'And that way Satan tries 
to divert every man from concentrated attention through good
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(thoughts) and to bind him in false hope. In the eyes of
men he makes serpents (Arm. vi^aps) great, so that when they
appear awesome to some (men), those (men) will make them an
object of worship. He causes (men) to think also that there
are crocodiles^ of the rivers and ¥ahapets of the (culti- 
55vated) lands. And after making (them) think (thus), he
himself takes the form of a serpent, crocodile or ¥ahapet,
so that thereby he may cause man to go astray from his
C r e a t o r . ' A  mediaeval MS lists sidarkc ew ¥ahapetkc ew
vi¥apkG ew kajkc 'Usedars and ¥ahapets and serpents and
57titans', a veritable catalogue of monsters.
During his interrogation of St. Gregory the Illumina­
tor on the nature of the Christian faith, King Tiridates III
c c— c c c casks: Kam ov ayn K ristosn ic e: c oyc inj, zi gitac ic :
o ayn okc icCe hatuccanol vastakocC kcocc , zor koc£ces du
arariffc: mitCe na okc icce ^ahapet gere.zmanacc, orum dun
C G C C C-"c ankas hasanel, kam bandakal kapanac k oc na ic e
arjakic?c? 'And who might this Christ be? Show me, that I
may know, the one who might be the recompenser of your
labours, whom you call Creator. Might he be a Mahapet of
the tombs whom you desire to reach, or is he the releaser of
58your imprisoning bonds?' In the dramatic exchange pre­
sented by Agathangelos, the Illuminator replies to this 
sarcastic challenge by replying that Christ is indeed the
¥ahapet and pahapan ’guardian1 of the tombs, to which He
59descended voluntarily. In the Gnostic narrative cited
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above, Christ was delivered into the hands of Sasabed, who 
can be identified with the ruler of Hades. The ¥ahapet of 
tombs, the ruler of the underworld, would be that divinity 
identified with and dwelling in the earth, with its darkness 
as well as its bounty, at once funereal and Dionysian: 
Spandaramet.
In the passage of Movses Xorenac i cited above, the
Sandarametapet ‘ruler of the underworld1 is placed in
rhetorical apposition to Sarapis, a chthonic deity often
shown on gravestones found along the northern coast of the 
6 0Black Sea. The name of Sarapis sounds' very similar indeed 
to the god whose name is attested in Gk. as Satrapes, and we 
recall that Arm. ¥~ahapet, possibly the equivalent of Coptic 
Sasabed, was used as a synonym of Arm. Mahap ‘satrap* Gk. 
Satrapes. The worship of Sarapis was certainly known through 
the Iranian world as well as in Armenia, for although the 
cult centre of the divinity was the famed Serapeum of 
Alexandria, his image and Bactrian name Sarapo appear on 
several Kulan coins, on the eastern edge of Iran.^1 The 
Iranians and Armenians would have regarded the lahapet of 
tombs, Spandaramet, as female, however. Pre-Christian 
funerary monuments have been found at Duin in Armenia, many 
of which depict women, and glazed ceramic sarcophagi, similar 
in design to those found in Armenia, have been excavated at 
Parthian cemeteries. These were often decorated with the 
figure of a native goddess in relief. Fragments of a round
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ceramic ossuary excavated at Munon-Depe, in the southern
Turkmen S.S.R. (ancient Margiana) show figures of women in
bas-relief in various positions which have been interpreted
as movements of a funerary dance of Dionysian character.
Depictions of Pan and satyrs (the companions of Dionysus)
are common from Central Asia in the Parthian period, and
funerary dances of the type shown on the ossuary, which has
been dated to the Parthian period, are still performed in
6 2Soviet Central Asia. R. Ghirshman's suggestion that the 
woman on the Parthian coffins is the* Goddess Anahita cannot 
be supported, for the yazata, for all her connection with 
fertility and thus the earth in Armenian tradition, was not 
connected with death or the underworld. The images in both 
countries, if indeed they represent divinities, are more 
likely of Arm. Spandaramet, Mir. Spandarmad, than of Anahita.
In modern Armenian folklore, belief persists in a 
supernatural being called the ^vod (another form attested,
but less common, is Ivaz) a shortened form of lahapet. Eznik
V c  ^ cnoted that the sahapets mert mard erewer ew mert awj, orov
ew zawjapa¥tutciwnn hnarecCaw ya^xarh mucanel 1 appeared some­
times as a man, sometimes as a serpent, because of which it
was made possible for serpent-worship to be introduced into 
6 3the country', and the modern Armenian belief in lucky 
snakes which come to dwell in houses may be a survival of 
the snake-worship Eznik described.^ The modern svod is an 
invisible being, however, who lives in the walls of houses
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during the winter. On the last day of February, Armenians 
strike the walls and shout svod durs, Adar ners 1 Out with 
the Jsvod and in with Adar [=March] 11 The evening before this, 
they leave a dish of water on the threshold, presumably to 
tempt the ¥vod outdoors. The door is slammed, and the sign 
of the Cross is made. The ¥vod dislikes having to leave its 
comfortable winter home, and has been heard to complain.
Not all i^ vods lived in houses, it seems, for a rock in the 
western Armenian province of Dersim near a grove of oak 
trees was called ¥vodi kcar 1Mvod1s rock1. One recalls the 
reference of the Oskiberan cited above to ¥ahapets of trees, 
and it is likely that the ¥vod continued to be considered 
in Dersim a being connected with vegetation and fertility 
therefore.^
One recalls the custom cited above of refraining from 
spilling water on the earth during the night; perhaps the 
water which is set out to lure the svod and then spilled onto 
the ground may symbolise the ¥vodfs return to a home beneath 
the earth. The winter months are those of death and cold, 
but with the coming of spring these forces must retreat to 
their own domain, vanquished by the light and warmth of the 
Sun. The month of Adar is that of fire, corresponding to 
Arm. Ahekan,^ when Zoroastrians and Christian Armenians 
light bonfires to banish winter from the world, and it is 
appropriate that the svod be driven from its winter quarters 
then. Originally Atar/Adur was a winter month, corresponding
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to Armenian Ahekan, which we shall discuss in our Chapter 
on the fire-cult. The fires lit in that month were intended 
to strengthen the sun at its lowest and to banish the cold 
and dark of winter. But let us follow it to the netherworld, 
and consider Armenian beliefs and practices concerning death, 
burial and the spirits of the dead.
Q
Spandarmad and Hrotic
The ancient Armenians accorded veneration to the
spirits of their ancestors, for Agathangelos refers with
scorn to urupa¥t (tcerutciwnkc) anzgamutceancc 1 the insensate
6 7(errors) of uru'-worship' . A mediaeval Armenian poet wrote,
probably with reference to his own ancestors, Hetcanoskc
yargin/I jern uruin 1 The heathens are honoured/through the 
6 8uru.' The word uru, which now has degenerated in meaning
to 'ghost1, is a loan-word from Ir. urvan- 'soul', and
appears to have been used with the latter meaning by Classi-
69cal Armenian writers and translators. To the east of
Armenia, the twelfth month was called in Mir. Spandarmad, as
noted above, at the end of which falls the festival of
Fravardigan, Av. HamaspaQmaedaya-, which is dedicated to
7 0the frava¥is, the spirits of the dead. To the west of
Armenia, in Cappadocia, the name of the twelfth month is
attested as Sondara, a word which appears to derive from a
- 71form of the name of Spdnta Armaiti. We have noted the 
close connection between Spandaramet and the underworld 
above, and in Armenia the festival of the frava¥is was of
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such importance that it gave its name to the entire twelfth
month, Hro(r)tic°, the gen. pi. of *hro(r)t(-i-) 1frava¥i1,
72a loan-word from Mir. In Choresmian, the festival seems
to have given its name to the month following it, Rwc? n7,
73instead of to the month at the end of which is occurred.
The distinction between Ir. urvan- and frava¥i- is a fine 
one drawn mainly in theological texts with which most mem­
bers of the Armenian Zoroastrian community probably were not 
familiar, so both Arm. uru and *hro(r)t(-i-) probably refer 
to the same concept.
The Armenians erected monuments to the souls of the 
dead, particularly if the deceased was related to a common 
royal ancestor. King Tiridates alludes clearly to the cult
of the ancestors of the Arsacid house in his famous edict
invoking Aramazd, Anahit and Vahagn (Agath. 127), at the end
q  O C C"“of which he asks that ew i mer diwc axarn Part ewac hasc e
C C *  C . C C  C C v  caye elut lwn, i p arac t agaworac ew i k a] naxneac
’visitation reach us from our Parthians of divine birth
c *(Arm. diwc axarn, lit. "mingled of the gods"), from the 
0 * 0glory (p ark ) of kings and from our brave ancestors.1
Artases had mah-arjans 'death-statues1 raised over the grave
of Eruand, who was of 'Arsacid* blood, and Tiridates I built
75maharjans at Garni. The latter appear to have been monu­
ments devoted to the fravaXi-cult rather than grave-markers, 
for there is no record of any royal tombs at Garni. The 
tradition of erecting huge steles as monuments to the
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*7 C\
departed survived in Christian Armenia and continues to 
this day in the art of the elaborately-carven xa^ckcar
'Cross-stone'. One notable example of such steles is the
•», th
monument at Ojun of the 6 century: a double-arch on a
stepped base enclosing two tall, harrow steles decorated
77with bas-reliefs depicting Biblical scenes. Although the
monument is undoubtedly Christian, the dual columns call to
mind the pair of Sasanian fire-altars that stand together
v 78on an outdoor pedestal at Naqs-i Rustam, or the two
columns, each on its own stepped pedestal, that stand behind
another pedestal at Bishapur; the latter ensemble has been
79interpreted as a votive monument.
Excavations of Parthian sites have uncovered numbers
of statues and figurines of men and women, of various sizes
and of various materials (marble, metal and clay); these
figures have been explained as connected with the fravasfi-
cult, and two rooms excavated at the old Arsacid capital,
Nisa, appear to have contained numerous figurines of royal
8 0ancestors of the Arsacid house. Near these structures
stood the buildings where Arsacid kings and noblemen were 
81buried. It appears the Armenians, too, had images of their
c—ancestors; Agathangelos wrote: Ew t e ziard norun
c c castuacasirut eamb ew K ristosi zawrut eamb nma tuelov, ankan
pC¥recCan unaynutCean pa¥tamunkCn, ew astuacpa¥tutCiwn
c c — v ctaracec aw frnd amenayn erkir.s Hayoc . Ew kam orpes sinec an
ekeleccikc i Hayastan a¥xarhis, ew kcakeccan unaynutcean
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pa¥tamunkcn , ayn or i sovorakan molorutcene naxneacCn : 
3ndvayrako¥kocv , grtcaxalacc kcaranccn ew pcanticcn
n C — V  C C O  C Cyimarut iwnk n ein , ew uruapast t mbrut iwnk n anzgayut eanc 
. . . 'And [they will read of] how by the love of the God of
the same (i.e., St. Gregory) and through the granting of the 
power of Christ to him, the cults of insensibility fell and 
were shattered, and the worship of God spread throughout the 
land of Armenia. And [they will read of] how churches were 
built in this country of Armenia, and the cults of insensi­
bility were smashed, those which were of the customary con­
fusion of our ancestors: idiotic things made for no purpose
and deceptive, of stone and wood, and uru-worshipping
8 2fantasies of insensibility.' St. Gregory refers later in
0
the narrative to the images of the gods (die n) of King
c c c cTiridates: omn p ayteayk en ew omn k areayk : omn en
c c c cplnjik ew omn en arcat Ik ew omn oskik 1 some are wooden
and some are stone; some are of bronze, and some are of
8 3silver, and some are golden.1 The Armenian images must 
have been as varied in material and size as the Parthian 
examples, but the few figures we possess are all of stone 
and rather crude in execution. Most were found at the pre- 
Christian cemetery of Duin and vary in height from ca. 0.1 
to 1 metre. With the exception of a statuette of a man from 
Savarsavan, they show a man's head, usually with the charac­
teristic conical or square headdress familiar to us from
84Armenian coins and from Iranian coins and sculpture.
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Since most of these statuettes were found in a cemetery, it 
is likely that they are to be connected with the frava¥i- 
cult.
Tombs
Isidore of Charax, writing in the last decade of the 
1st century B.C., describes in his Parthian Stations the city 
of Asaak, where the pyr athanaton 'immortal fire1 of the 
Arsacids burned, and continues: Snteuthen Parthyene,
skhoinoi 25, hes aulon: Parthaunisa he polis apo skhoinon
6: entha basilikai taphai 'thence to Parthyene it is 25
skhoinoi [50 parsangs], with its defile. After six skhoinoi
----- 85is Parthaunisa, the city; in it are the royal _graves.1
The 3rd century Latin writer Justin cited Pompeius Trogus,
a historian who flourished ca. A.D. 5 and wrote that the
Persians (i.e. , probably the Iranians generally) exposed
their dead to be devoured by birds or dogs, the bare bones
then being covered with earth.^ Ossuaries of the late
8 7Parthian period have been found in Nisa and Sogdia, and
8 8glazed ceramic sarcophagi have been excavated; a form of
burial in communal tombs were hypogean rooms reached by 
89staircases. Both Achaemenian and Sasaman monarchs were 
buried in tombs, although no archaeological evidence of such
tombs for the latter period has yet come to light, and
* th •Sasaman laws of the 5 century prescribed severe penalties
90for interment of corpses m  the earth.
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In Armenia, there is archaeological evidence for the
burial of the dead in sarcophagi, in hypogean tombs and in
funerary towers. Literary sources refer to several royal
necropoli, and a mediaeval polemicist attacked the Arewordikc
91'Children of the Sun1 for exposing their dead on rooftops.
The scant evidence for exposure, which is the pre-eminently 
Zoroastrian method of disposal of corpses, need not provoke 
scepticism as to the orthodoxy of the Armenians, Parthians, 
or, indeed, the Achaemenians. Exposure by its very nature 
is not intended to leave any traces, and at a time when Zoro­
astrianism was the state religion there was no need to build 
enclosures to protect the creation of Ahura Mazda from defile­
ment by infidels who might move or bury the corpses; the 
erection of dakhmas, and the exposure of corpses on Armenian 
rooftops rather than stony mountainsides, should be viewed 
as responses to persecution rather than as the recrudescence 
of a faith mysteriously absent in the pre-Sasanian centuries.
Coffins of glazed ceramic, shaped like an elongated 
tub, plates fitted side by side over the top, have been found 
at a graveyard of the Hellenistic period northeast of
Valar^apat (Ejmiacin). Similar graves have been found at 
—v th thOsakan from the 7 -6 centuries B.C.; one grave excavated
at AygeSat, near Va±ar¥apat, of a cromlech type characteris­
tic of the Bronze Age, was found to contain a Hellenistic 
92belt-buckle. Various objects were buried with the dead, 
perhaps for their use in the next world. At one side near
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Duin cathedral dated to the latter half of the 1st century
B.C., a body was found interred in a ceramic vessel with
beads of glass, bronze, stone and gold, various ceramic pots
and two seals, one showing a battle between a horseman and a
man on foot, the other depicting a fight between two 
9 3
hoplites. Mass sacrifices were carried out at the funerals
of great men, presumably in accordance with a belief that
dead slaves and animals continued to serve their master in
the next world. Xorenacci relates that at the funeral of
Artases I bazum kotorackc linein 9st awrini hetcanosacc
‘there were many killings, according to the custom of the 
■ th,heathens', as in the 5 century B.C. (on a few, perhaps 
exceptional, occasions) the Achaemenians had buried alive 
or sacrificed youths and maidens to accompany their royal 
master to the next world, or perhaps merely to propitiate 
the lord of the underworld according to pagan c u s t o m . T h e  
grave at Duin reflects the same hope of comfort in the after­
life, on a more modest scale, and both funerals were probably 
accompanied by much wailing and lamentation.95
The Armenian practice of burying dead bodies in 
coffins to protect the surrounding elements from pollution 
may be a practice introduced by Zoroastrians from Iran, for 
the common Armenian word for a sarcophagus is tapan, a loan­
word from Mir. , and a possible Chorg^smian form meaning a
'ossuary', tpnkwk, is found on an ossuary from Toq-Qalca
96dated A.D. 616-711. The two common Armenian words for a
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grave or tomb, gerezman and ¥irim, may also be loan-words of 
. . 97Mir. origin. The former word is attested in the descrip­
tion provided by Agathangelos of the Armenian Arsacid royal
necropolis at Ani in Daranaii, where there was a temple to
c c c cAramazd: t agaworabnak kayeansn hangstoc ac gerezmanac
c c ct agaworac n Hayoc 1[St. Gregory went to the fortress of
Ani, to] the royally-inhabited abodes of the resting places,
9 8of the tombs of the kings of Armenia.1 Although Gregory
destroyed the temple of Aramazd, he dared not touch the
tombs of the Arsacids, for they still stood when Meru^an
Arcruni led the Sasanian king Sabuhr II to despoil them
after an unsuccessful raid on the Orontid necropolis at 
99
Angi. The tombs at Ani must have been strongly built and 
still accorded great reverence, for the Persians were unable 
to pry open the tomb of Sanatruk,1^  and the Armenians has­
tened to ransom back those bones which the Persians had 
taken away, in the apparent belief that the pcarkc 'glory' 
of the nation still inhered in them.^^ The invocation of
King Tiridates I cited above draws a clear connection between
c • c cp ark and the ancestors, and, according to P awstos Biwzand,
it had been indeed the stated intention of the Persians to
rob the Armenians of their xVar3nah- (Av. 'glory') by
102absconding with the bones of their kings.
Christianity, so often implacably hostile to the 
manifestations of Zoroastrian piety, cannot have objected 
on principle to the veneration of human relics, in view of
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its own cultic practices involving reliquaries, which were
conveniently produced and installed by the Illuminator in
various newly-consecrated sanctuaries; the most prominent
example is the provision of relics of St. John the Baptist
and St. Athenogenes to the Christian sanctuary established
on the site of the temple of Vahagn and Astlik at A^ti^at.
And indeed in Christian times the Arsacid kings continued to
. 104be buried at A m ,  whilst St. Gregory and his descendants
Q
were buried at nearby T ordan in Daranaii, the former site
v 10 5 cof the temple of Barsamin; others were interred at T il
cm  Ekeleac a short distance to the east, the former site
of the temple of Nane.^^
The bones of the kings from Ani recovered by the
Armenian naxarars were re-interred in A.D. 364 at Alc°, on
the slopes of Mount Aragac in the present-day Armenian
S.S.R. It is recalled that a figurine of an eagle was found
107on this mountain, and this indicates that some form of
worship may have been offered on the mountain in pre-
Christian times. Mountains such as Azat Masikc (modern
Ararat, Tk. A^ri da§) to the south, which faces Aragac over
the plain of Ararat, had considerable religious significance
10 8to the Armenians, and one remembers also the assertion of
Herodotus that the Persians of Achaemenian times worshipped
- 109Zeus (i.e., Ahura Mazda) on the tops of mountains. The
• vhighest peak of the Bargusat chain in the district of
Zangezur, Armenian S.S.R., still bears the name Aramazd.
It is possible that Aramazd had been worshipped on lofty
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Aragac as at Ani, and the memory of such cultic similarities 
influenced the naxarars in choosing a new site for a royal 
tomb.
The tomb at Ale is a hypogeum, similar in plan to 
another tomb of the 4 ^  century A. D. at Mijleya, Syria, 111 
and to the Parthian tombs mentioned above. A crudely exe- 
cuted bas-relief in the tomb depicts a naked man spearing a 
boar.112 A hunting scene is shown also on a pre-Christian 
funerary monument from Duin,111 and scenes of two animals 
fighting, or of an armed man r probably a hunter, on horse­
back, are shown with other scenes from everyday life on
thtombstones of the 16 century from the Sisian region in 
114
Armenia. The boar was a symbol of the yazata V^r^flra^na-,
Arm. Vahagn, and was represented on the royal seal of the
115Armenian Arsacids; the hunt was the chief joy and skill
116of Iranian and Armenian kings, and its depiction on the 
grave monuments of king and commoner down the long centuries 
probably expresses hope in the pleasures of the afterlife.
At Pcarakcar, a village on the road from Erevan to
—v .
E]miacm, two funerary structures, called 'towers' by the 
archaeologist who excavated them, were found within 1.5 km 
of one another. They are of hard, unmortared tufa blocks, 
and consist of two parts: a ten-sided, convex platform
about 10.5 m. in diameter, with the base of what seems to 
have been a tower, about 6.5 m. in diameter, at its centre. 
One of the structures contained Parthian, Armenian and Roman
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coins of the 1st century B.C., and there is a fragmentary 
inscription in Aramaic. There is a grave in the earth it­
self, at the bottom of the 'tower', which appears to have
117been destroyed in ancient times and clumsily rebuilt.
The original purpose of the structure is not certain, nor 
is it known when the Aramaic inscription was made. But the 
grave seems to be from the 1st century B.C., and it is 
unlikely that another grave was desecrated in the process, 
for as we have seen, the Armenians of that period would have 
been loath to incur the wrath of the frava^is.
Draxt and d¥oxkC; The Next World
The Christian Armenian words for Heaven and Hell,
draxt and d¥oxkc, are both loan-words from Mir.: draxt comes
118from Mir. draxt 'tree' and means 'garden, Paradise', while
d¥oxkc 'hell', with the plurale tanturn -kc comes from Mir.
du¥ax 'the worst existence, hell'.*^^ In Armenian popular
belief, hell is a pit of seven levels where the damned soul
is whipped by Satan with a leaden scourge, worms crawl in
and out of its mouth, and it is roasted on spits. It clomps
121about from one torture to the next in shoes of iron.
The Zoroastrian Arday Wiraz Namag divides hell into
four levels; Dante's Inferno has nine, and both offer a rich
122variety of torments, each of the latter corresponding to 
the sins for which the soul has been condemned. In Ch. 19 
of the Arday Wiraz Namag, a sodomite is shown with a snake 
plunging between his bowels and emerging from his mouth. In
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an Armenian manuscript illumination of A.D. 1601, Dives, the 
rich man, is shown with serpents entwined about his naked
body in hell while Lazarus lies at Abraham's bosom in Para-
12 3 thdise, and in another MS of the 16 century the same
proverbial rich man is shown with two snakes entwined about
his legs, rising with their jaws wide open and their backs
124arched at his shoulders, to either side of his head. The
latter image is reminiscent of the depiction of Nergal at
Hatra and of ?oljtiak in mediaeval Persian MSS of the Sahname,
and may go back to early iconographic conceptions of the
125ruler of the underworld in Armenia. In other Armenian
MSS, hell is shown as a serpent encircling darkness, and the
personification of hell is a serpent which an angel stabs
12 6with a spear on Judgement Day. Demons were believed to
take the form of serpents in Armenia; the Arsacid king Pap
th c(mid-4 century) is described by P awstos Biwzand as having
serpents sprouting from his shoulders, and this image of 
demonic possession accords well with both the Nergal and 
Zohhak figures described above and with the Zoroastrian con­
demnation and punishment in hell of sodomy, for Pap is 
referred to several times as a homosexual, first in his youth
and later as king of Armenia: Snaw ew ac?eacc, ew gorcer
• c c czmels, zpornkut iwn, zplcut iwn aruagitut ean ew
c V c czanasnagitut iwn, ew zazrali garsut iwn: bayc kari
zaruagitutCiwn . . . Isk mayrn nayecceal tesaner a^cawkc
iwrovkC awjkc spitakk0 , zi patealkc ein zgahoyicCn otambkc ,
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ew %apatein i veray patanekin Papay, min^c der ngo-fcmaneal 
er na 'Pap was suckled and weaned, and he committed sins, 
whoring and the filth of homosexuality, and bestiality, and 
repulsive obscenity, but especially homosexuality . . . [His
Q
mother, P aranj^m, entered his room once whilst he was 
engaged in sodomy,] and his mother beheld and saw with her 
own eyes that white snakes had entwined themselves about the
feet of the chairs, and were crawling over the youth Pap as
jL 2 7 c tt —n
he lay in bed.' Ayl t agaworn Pap, zi mine der tlayik,
ayn in£c cneal er.imawre iwrme, yayn¥am jawneacC zna diwacc
^ C • canawren mayrn P aranjem, ew vasn aynorik li er diwawk i
0 ™ 0 —
tlayut ene iwrme. Vasn zi hanapaz zkams diwac arner, vasn
aynorik ew zb¥¥kutciwn isk o^c kamer gtanel: zi hanapaz
—  Q  0 —  Q
varer zanjn iwr diwawk , ew kaxardanawk erewein dewk n l 
nma; ew amenayn mard zdewsn i nma a^cawkc baccawkc tesanein.
Zi yor¥am mardik hanapazawr yaygorel eleal mtanein, tesanein
c — q c
zi yawjic kerparans elanein i coc oyn Papay t agaworin, ew
— c C Cpatein zusawk nora: ew amenek ean oyk tesanein zna,
erkn^?cein i nmane ew hup ertcal. Isk na patasxani tayr 
mardkann aselov, tce mi erknKcikc, zi sokCa im en: ew
amenayn mard yamenayn ¥am tesanein zayspisi in^c kerparans
i nma. 'But [as for] the king, Pap, when he was still a 
child, that is, when he was born of his mother, his lawless 
mother Pcaranjem dedicated him to the demons, and because of 
that he was full of demons from his childhood. Because he 
did the will of the demons every day, because of that he did
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not even desire to find a cure, for daily he guided his soul
by the demons, and the demons appeared in him by witch- 
12 8craft, and every man saw with open eyes the demons in him. 
For when each day men came in to greet him in the morning, 
they saw that the demons in the form of snakes came from the 
breast of king Pap and curled about his shoulders. And all 
those who saw him, feared to approach him. But he used to 
give answer to those men, saying "Do not be afraid, for
these are mine." And all men at all hours saw such forms
. ,129m  him.1
For all the chilling forms of the demons on earth and 
the similar forms they assume in hell, the Armenian concep­
tion of Heaven, or at least of the afterlife, does not seem 
to have been very much brighter in many cases, and reflects
the archaic belief in a dim, chthonian place of shades. Down
thto the end of the 19 century, Armenians put lighted candles
in the hands of the newly departed, for the next world was
dark; if one over the age of ten died, a candle would be
left to burn at the spot of the washing of the corpse for
130eight days to light the soul's path to the next world.
It was believed that the dead lived beneath the earth, and
thon the 7 and 40 days after death, as well as on other 
cmereloc ('of the dead', gen. pi.) days at regular intervals,
. ccakes and drinks called hogehac 'bread of the soul’ and
Q
hoget as 'goblet of the soul1 would be distributed to various 
members of the community, particularly priests and the poor,
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131and also placed on the grave. These meals combined the
fulfillment of religious obligations with charity towards
needy members of the community and may be compared to the
gahambars celebrated for the dead in Zoroastrian communi- ^
132ties. The six gahambars (or seven, including New Year's
Day) are festivals celebrating the chief creations of Ahura
Mazda, and Zoroastrians established pious foundations to
celebrate at a gahambar service rituals in memory of an
ancestor, the offerings of food made during the religious
ceremony to be distributed later to members of the communi- 
133ty. It was probably under the influence of the older
Zoroastrian practice that Armenian Christians developed the
belief that the spirits of the dead return to earth five
times yearly, on the eve of the nawakatikc festivals of the 
134Church, and must be given offerings of candles and 
incense; the candle is called merli &rag 'lamp of the 
deceased* .
The souls of their ancestors, the Armenians believed, 
participated in the affairs of the living, and could take on 
visible form, like the serpent-demons of hell mentioned 
above. The soul was seen as a human form smaller than a 
living body but the same size regardless of the age at which 
a corporeal owner had died. The soul could also appear as a 
ball of light, or an inanimate object, or as the swaddling 
clothes of an infant. It could assume a variety of animal 
forms, appearing as a cat, wolf, bear, donkey, naked man or
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137black dog. Before entering the Crow's Rock at Lake Van,
the Armenian epic hero Mher offered a patarag 'Divine
138 139Liturgy' to his ancestors. Ancestors warn the heroes
of Sasun in their dreams of events to come.^4^
Armenian concepts of the next world for all but 
royalty, who would, presumably, have been assured of good 
hunting, seem so bleak that it is little wonder the ancestors 
required the continuous attentions of the living and enjoyed 
interfering in the affairs of the world they had left. 
Offerings placed upon graves, restrictions against spilling 
water on the ground at night, and, of course, burial itself 
indicate that the belief in a subterranean kingdom of the 
dead persisted through Zoroastrian times into the Christian 
era, despite the teachings of both religions concerning 
Heaven. Yet certain traditions indicate also that Armenians 
saw Heaven much as the Zoroastrians did, that is, as a place 
of pleasure and repose for the soul before the Last Judge­
ment, when corporeal life on earth would resume (a belief in 
which Christianity is in convenient accord with Zoroas­
trianism) . Heaven is seen as an angin kCalakC 'city without
price’ where the car xnkeni 'incense tree' flowers, the
c ■kat nalbiwr 'spring of milk’ splashes and the departed eat 
anu¥ak kerakur 'immortal food'.'*'4  ^ But in Armenia as in 
Iran, archaic, pre-Zoroastrian beliefs and practices con­
cerning death and burial persisted. One of these was the . 
legendry surrounding the dog.
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In Zoroastrianism to this day, the dog is regarded as 
an intermediary between the living and the dead, possessing 
the power to protect the soul from evil, and the presence 
of a dog is necessary at Zoroastrian funerary rites. It 
appears that this belief did not originate with the prophet
142Zarathushtra, however, but goes back to Indo-Iranian times.
In Armenian legend, the dead king Ara is licked back to life 
by creatures called aralez-kC7 the etymology and meaning of 6
this word are unknown, but Eznik explains that the fictional
creature called aralez is a dog which can cure a man wounded e
• ■ ■ 14 3 vm  battle by licking him. The legend of Ara and Samiram
is of the'Same type as the ancient Asianic myths of Attis,
the dying and rising young god, and must be extremely old.
The antiquity of the tale is shown also in the appearance
in it of the Assyrian queen Semiramis (Arm. Samiram), who
orders her 'gods' (astuacoc0 , according to Movses Xorenacci),
, Q____________________________________________________________
i.e., the aralezk , to heal Ara. Noting the Mesopotamian £
associations of the myth, K. Y. BasmaXean suggested that the
belief in aralezkc may be of Assyrian origin, for at Harran
144the god Marduk was called mry dklbww 1 lord of dogs', and
145was regarded as resuscitator of the dead.
In later centuries, both Byzantine and Armenian 
clerics castigated the Armenians for worshipping a dog who
146had been the herald and companion of a priest named Sargis, 
and a modern Armenian legend from Bukovina repeats the 
legend of the birth of Vahagn that we find in XorenacCi,
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adding that the fiery-haired 'man' is accompanied by two 
14 7dogs of fire. The Armenians of Nor-Bayazit believed in
14 8the existence of a race of dog-headed men equal to humans.
In Armenia and the Caucasus, oaths of denial involved
the dog. The mediaeval Armenian writer Mxitcar GoU in his
■ c cDatastanagirk noted various ways in which aylazgik 1 other
peoples' made such oaths, including z^an zjetoy unel 'taking
a dog by the tail1; the modern Ossetes swear by killing a
cat or dog over the graves of the dead, and the Ingush swear
149over the bones of a dog brought to a sacred spot. The
rituals of oath-taking described above seem to have in common
the implied sense that the dog represents the powers of the
next world and will take away the soul of the swearer if he
tell a lie, or else that the dog is an intermediary through
which the souls of the dead may be called as witnesses to
150the oath taken.
Q
Tork and Spandaramet
In Armenia many of the funerary practices we have 
described are identical to those documented in Zoroastrian 
Iran, and pose similar problems. Some seem to predate Zoro­
astrianism in both countries, and are to be viewed as 
originating from the distinct heritages of the two peoples 
rather than reflecting historical ties: the significance
of the dog in both cultures is an example of such a case, 
traceable in Armenia apparently to a Mesopotamian cultural 
milieu before the Median conquest, and in Iran to the remote
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Indo-Iranian past. In other cases, practices which seem but 
uneasily reconcilable with Zoroastrian orthopraxy, such as 
burial, may nonetheless be part of a common culture, for we 
have noted the fact that the Armenians use an Iranian word, 
tapan 'sarcophagus', and the tomb at Alcc bears resemblance 
to a type found in Parthian Iran. In other cases, the 
threads of a common Zoroastrian faith are more evident, as 
in Arm. hro(r)t-icc ’of the frava^is’, and on the strength 
of such evidence we have sought to establish further details 
of the frava;si-cult in Armenia which could otherwise be dis­
missed as coincidental.
Problems found in interpretation of Greek equivalents
of Iranian yazatas, and of the gender ascribed to the yazatas
by Zoroastrians themselves, are encountered in similar form
in both Iran and Armenia. Was Spandaramet considered male,
since the name renders Greek Dionysos in Maccabees? If so,
then is the Demeter of ancient Armenian temples another
yazata? It would seem so, yet the possibility of confusion
or error on the part of an ancient writer must be kept in
mind. After all, Herodotus identifies the unquestionably
male Mithra with the unquestionably feminine Aphrodije in a i L
passage on Persian religion which is otherwise considered a
151reliable description of Achaemenian beliefs and practices.
Because of such problems, both of archaic survivals 
and of uncertainty in the precise identification of a given 
divinity, it is hard to tell whether the cult of Torkc
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Ange±eay as the divinity connected with death and the under­
world was displaced or otherwise affected by the Zoroastrian 
yazata Spandaramet. There is no evidence of the expansion 
of the cult of Torkc beyond its ancient centre at Angel Tun 
at the remote western edge of Armenia, although the Armenian 
translators of the Bible knew enough of TorkC to equate 
Nergal with him. We have noted also the similarity of the 
image of King Pap in Pcawstos Biwzand, cited above, to the 
bas-relief of Nergal at Hatra, and Pcawstos remarks that Pap
had been dedicated at birth to the 'demons' by his mother, ' 
c *P aranjem. It is unlikely that this baleful, hateful image,
connected besides to sodomy, one of the most heinous of all
152crimes m  Zoroastrianism, can have been assimilated into 
the Good Religion. It would appear that the concept of
0
sandaramet-k , the personification of the underworld, was 
introduced into Armenia from SW Ir. in Achaemenian times, 
when the cult of Tork was prominent— for it was at his cult 
centre that the Orontid necropolis was founded— and that the 
yazata Spandaramet was introduced later, the name coming from 
NW MIr. No attempt was made to suppress the cult of Torkc, 
though, and it probably survived in Angl, whilst his temple 
itself would presumably have been dedicated to the cult of 
the frava¥is of the Orontid kings, whom the Arsacids seem to 
have appropriated as their own ancestors. In Iran, too, 
cults varying from the heterodox to the demonic (from a Zoro­
astrian point of view) flourished down to Sasanian times,
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when Kartir took pleasure in repressing them and persecuting 
their followers. One recalls that the naxarar structure of 
Armenian and Parthian society, a flexible and often volatile 
alliance of local dynasts, was not suited to a centralised 
religious bureaucracy capable of the inquisitions carried 
out by the Sasanian Zoroastrian Church. Perhaps, too, the 
ancient Armenians perceived that the fruits of peace and 
trade proceeding from tolerance of human diversity were 
preferable to the strife which often attends policies of 
religious fanaticism.
The Winged Figure
We noted in our discussion of the Orontids the appear­
ance of the winged ring symbol encircling a human figure, on
153certain coins of the Persian satrap Tiribazos. The torso
on these coins is Greek in inspiration, naked and muscular,
unlike the forms of the symbol found at Persepolis or Assyria.
Opinions are divided as to the meaning of the winged figure
in Iran, where scholars have suggested variously that it may
have represented xvar^nah-, Ahura Mazda, or the frava^i-.
The symbol is found in Armenia also on a fragmentary bronze
154throne-leg from Van, probably from the Achaemenian period; 
in this case, the human head and torso are clothed and the 
posture is stiff, as in the examples from Persepolis and 
Assyria.
The coins of an Achaemenian satrap and the throne leg 
are the sole attestations of this puzzling symbol in the
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Armenian area. We have argued that the two eagles and star
on the royal crown of the Artaxiads represent pcarkc 'glory,
v 155x arftnah-1 and baxt 'fortune', and the portrait-like
quality of the coin of Tiribazos would indicate that the
figure is meant to represent either Zeus/Ahura Mazda or the
frava^i- of Tiribazos himself. We have seen the centrality
of the frava¥i-cult in the references by the king of Armenia 
. . cto his naxnik 'ancestors' and in the apparent continuation
of the Zoroastrian gahambars through the Chrisian nawakatikc
feasts and their rites and offerings to the departed. The
daimon of the Persian king is referred to by Classical 
156writers, and by a Parthian king, Phraates (V?), in a
Greek inscription at Susa in which he invokes his own 
15Vdaimon? this may be a Gk. translation of Ir. fravasi-.
Kinship and patrimony were crucial to concepts of social 
status and right in Iran and Armenia, and the establishment 
of genealogy, whether real or spurious, is a continuous 
theme in epigraphy and other sources from the Achaemenian 
era down to the early Christian Armenian historians, who 
were burdened with the task of establishing the antiquity 
and descent of the particular naxarar under whose patronage 
they worked.
It seems, therefore, logical to expect that such 
claims of lineage were to be reflected in iconography, for 
the temporal and social prestige of one's ancestors blended 
well with the supernatural power and religiously ceremonial
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significance of the frava¥is. Depiction of one's frava^i 
on a coin or bas-relief would more directly serve the inter­
ests of hereditary kingship than an image of Ahura Mazda.
The latter is often invoked by Darius~ at Behistun, and the 
Armenian Arsacid necropolis was located at Ani, cult centre 
of Aramazd. Yet He is the creator of all things and god of 
all the world, perhaps too general in His influence and 
state to represent a ruler, albeit the King of Kings, whose 
primary claim to power was that he was an Achaemenian, or an 
Orontid, or an Arsacid. It was, rather, the family daimons 
or personal frava^i that such a ruler might be expected to 
invoke in assertion of his right to rule.
The coin of Tiribazus, if indeed it represents his 
frava¥i, presents us yet again with the curious blend of 
Hellenic and Iranian tradition which pervades our sources on 
ancient Armenian culture: Spandaramet and the Bacchae of
Euripides, and the Hellenistic mask of Bacchus. The naked, 
muscular figure rises from the archaic symbol of AX¥ur in an 
unexpected harmony of Greek art and Iranian religious iconog­
raphy. As Hellenistic art forms went East, the Oriental god
Dionysos, Spandaramet to the Armenians, went West with his
c .kak aw 'partridge' dance:
From the fields of Lydia and Phrygia, fertile in gold,
I travelled first to the sun-smitten Persian plains,
The walled cities of Bactria, the harsh Median country, 
Wealthy Arabia, and the whole tract of the Asian coast 
Where mingled swarms of Greeks and Orientals live 
In vast magnificent cities; and before reaching this,
The first city of Hellas I have visited,
I had already, in all those regions of the east,
Performed my dances . . .
— Euripides, Bacchae, 13-21
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CHAPTER 11 
TORKC ANGEEEAY
Nergal
The Babylonians worshipped a god named Ne-iri-gal
(Sumerian 'Power of the great house'); his was the planet
Mars, and he was the ruler of the underworld (Babyl. Arallu)
together with his consort Nin-ki-gal (pronounced also Eresh-
ki-gal), whose name means Lady of Kigallu ('the great
earth').^ Ne-iri-gal (Nergal) appears to have been at first
a Sun-god? perhaps because the Sun was seen to enter the West
and pass beneath the earth in the evening, or else because of
the deadly power of the Sun's burning rays, Nergal came to be
2
regarded as the ruler of Hell*. Nergal was also a figure of
strength and power, hence his association with warlike Mars
- 3and his later equation with the Greek god Herakles.
Nergal was the patron-deity of the city of Cuthah, 
called in Babylonian magical texts 'the assembly-place of
4
ghosts', presumably because of Nergal's association with the 
world of the dead. In the second book of Kings Ch. 17 is 
recorded the conquest of the Hebrew kingdom of Samaria by 
Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, who brought settlers from Meso­
potamia and Syria to displace the Israelites from their 
cities? amongst them were the men of Cuth or Cuthah, who 
TA^orshipped Nergal (2 Kings 17.30) : Heb. w^-ansey-Kuth casu 
eth-Nergal; LXX 4 Kings 17.30 kai hoi andres Khuth epoiesan
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ten Ergel; Arm. 4 Kings 17.30 arkC KCutCay ararin zAngel. In
the early centuries of the Christian era, Nergal was wor-
5 6shipped at Palmyra, Dura Europos and Hatra. A relief of
Nergal and his consort Atargatis from Hatra of the mid-2nd
century A.D. shows a fearsome and warlike bearded man in
Parthian belted tunic and trousers. In his right hand he
grasps a double-headed axe, and snakes spring from his
shoulders. He has a beard and moustache, and there is a
7
scorpion over his left shoulder. On an altar of a man named 
KNZYW from Hatra, possibly an Iranian, there is shown a figure 
who clutches several serpents in his left hand and a double­
headed axe in his right. It has been suggested that this is
a depiction of Nergal, lord of the underworld, who is bidden
8to remember the soul of KNZYW. On a Sogdian ossuary from 
Biya-Naiman is depicted a figure of a moustached and bearded 
man holding a sword in his left hand and an axe in his right, 
corresponding closely to a similar figure in a graffito from 
Dura Europos. Both fit the description of the figure of a 
Harranian idol identified as Saturn by the 14th century Arab 
writer ad-Dimi¥qi.^
The double-headed axe wielded by the figures described 
above appears to have been a constant iconographic attribute 
of Nergal in all the various cultures where he was known, 
although Nergal is not the only divinity known to have been 
depicted holding an axe. The figure described as Saturn 
probably represents Nergal, although the axe in the
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representations from Sogdia and Dura has only one cutting
edge. It may represent the destructive power of time and age
(hence Saturn, the symbol of the two latter concepts) and the
ultimate dominion of the kingdom of death over all that is
mortal. In Harran, indeed, Nergal, the god of the underworld,
pestilence, plague and war, ruler of the utukkl limnuti (the
seven evil winds), was regarded as the twin and adversary of
11the good moon-god, Sin. Any figure thus regarded as
associated with destruction and death would be considered
demonic by Zoroastrians even more than by adherents of other
faiths, for the cosmic dualism that is central to Zoroastrian
thought rejects utterly all that is not good and life-giving
as serving Angra Mainyu rather than Ahura Mazda. It is
possible, therefore, that the image of Zohhak (Av. Azi Dahaka)+ • *
in mediaeval Persian MSS of the §ahname and the terracotta
12figurine from Sogdia we have discussed with snakes sprouting 
from their shoulders, was adopted from Mesopotamian images of 
Nergal. ^
Angel
One of the chief divinities of the Urarteans was the 
Hurrian god Te¥ub, whom the Urarteans called Teiseba, and 
after whom were named the capital city of Tu^pa (modern Van, 
after Biaina, the Urarteans1 name for their country; the 
district of Van is still called Tosp by the Armenians, how­
ever) and the eastern town of Teisebaini (Karmir Blur, near 
Erevan).
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Tei^eba was a weather god, mighty and heroic, like the
North Syrian (H) adad or the Asianic storm god Tarjiunda to be
discussed below. Zoroastrian Armenians equated TeiSeba with
their yazata Vahagn, Av. V^r?ffra^na-, symbolic of might and
victory, and the exploits of Tei^eba were attributed to 
14Vahagn. By the late 9th century B.C., Urartu's cultic
observances were under the strong influence of the country's
15chief political adversary, Assyria, and it is likely that
the cult of Nergal was introduced into the Armenian highlands
then, for a bronze statuette of Teileba shows the god clutch-
16ing a two-headed ax, symbol of the Mesopotamian god. In
Hellenistic times, the two-headed axe is a constant feature
in images of Jupiter Dolichenus, whose cult spread westwards
from the city of Dolikhe in Commagene, a kingdom on Armenia's
17southwestern border.
It was noted above that the Armenian translators of the
Septuagint rendered Greek Ergel, Heb. Nergal as Arm. zAngel.
Heb. Nergal and Arm. Angel may be connected, through the loss
of initial N- as in the Greek, and the substitution of -r-
by -n- in the Arm. form. But the development of Arm. *Angel
is not certain. The latter name is found in the Armenian
province of Angel Tun, identified by Adoncc with the Hittite
Ingalava. The name of the province means 'House of Angl1,
Angel being the gen. sing. (comp, astl 'star', gen. sing.
18astel, etc. ). Aside from the Biblical acc. sing. zAngel, 
which would imply a nom. sing. Angel, the name is attested
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in the nominative in the so-called 'Primary History1 attributed
— cto the 7th century Armenian historian Sebeos: Ew ordik n
¥ • C V * C C„________ arangec in zzarangut iwns iwreanc i kolmans
c C — VC carewmtic , aysink n e Angel tun: vasn zi koc ec aw Bagarat
■ v . cew Angel, zor 1 zamanakm yaynmik azg barbarosac n astuac
kpy~ 'eccin. 'And the sons of Bagarat inherited their inheri­
tances in the regions of the West, that is, Angel Tun: for
Bagarat was also called Angel, whom at that time the nation
19of the barbarians called a god (astuac).1 The author of
the 'Primary History* claims to have got his information from
20a Syrian writer, Mar Abbas of Mcurn, and we find in Syriac
21two names for the province, Ingilia and Beth Aggela, the 
latter corresponding closely to the Armenian with Syr. 
beth=Arm. tun 'house'. The identification of Angel as a god 
is significant, for it links the Biblical reference to Angel 
Tun. The genealogy, through which the author seeks to 
connect the Bagratid house with the line of King Zariadres 
(Arm. Zareh) of Sophene (Arm. CopGkC), is probably as 
spurious as Movses Xorenacci's attempt to trace the descent 
of his Bagratid patron to King David of Israel. But the 
Bagratids were a dynasty of enormous power and importance, 
and their presumed association with Angel Tun indicates that 
a memory of great prestige and importance still lingered 
about the place.
The fortress of Angl, centre of the province of Angel 
Tun in Sophene, lies on the upper reaches of the Western
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Tigris, north of Amida and south of Arsamosata; it has been
* cidentified with Carcathiocerta (Arm. Arkat iakert), capital
22of the Orontids of Sophene. If indeed we may identify 
Angel with Nergal, the presence of whose cult on the Armenian 
plateau appears to be attested from Urartean times, as seen 
above, and if further Angel Tun was a centre of that cult, 
it seems logical to expect that the Orontid royal necropolis 
would have been located there, for Nergal was a god of power
Q
and also the ruler of the underworld. P awstos Biwzand,
writing probably in the mid-5th century A.D., tells us that
Angel Tun had been a ostan arkCuni . . . val val' 'royal
capital . . . very long ago' (PCB V.18), and relates how the
vArmenian traitor Meruzan Arcruni guided the Sasanian King 
Sabuhr II to the city: . . . ew inkceankc i CopCs mec
arsawecCin. Ew and ein berdkc zor arin: ew er zor oc?G
karaccin arnul. Ew gayin pah arkanein u^rjf zAngel zamur 
berdawn, or e yAngel tann gawarin: zi and ein bazum Hayoc0
tCagaworacCn gerezmankc ¥irmancCn arancC ArsakuneacC : bazum
ganjkc mtcereal mnacceal kayin i naxneaccn i hnocc ¥amanakacc 
hete. Scuan pah arkin zberdawn: apa ibrew o^c karein arnul
G Cvasn amrut ean telwoyn, t oluin ew gnayin. 'And they [the 
Persians] invaded Greater Copckc. And there were fortresses 
there which they took, and there was [one] which they were 
unable to take. And they came and laid siege about the 
strong fortress of Angl, which is in the province of Angel 
Tun, for there were the tombs of the graves of many Armenian
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kings, Arsacid men; there were many treasures stored up
remaining there from the ancestors, since ancient times.
They went and besieged the fortress. Then, when they were
unable to take it because of the impregnability of the place,
2 3they left it and departed.1 The Persians continued,
, Q
according to P awstos, to the province of Daranaii north of 
c cCop k , where they sacked the Arsacid necropolis at Ani, site 
of the sanctuary of Aramazd; his reference to the Arsacids in 
the passage cited above is undoubtedly an anachronism, per- 
haps fostered by the Arsacids themselves (see below). In
Arsacid times, we find a high official with the Iranian name
24 c cof Drastamat as prince of Angei Tun and treasurer of Cop k ;
his seat at the royal banqueting table of King Arsak II was
2 5above that of all the other naxarars: an indication that
although Angei Tun was no longer a royal capital, it still 
enjoyed considerable prestige under the Orontids1 successors, 
the Arsacids.
The ruins of the Armenian monastery of Anglay-VankC lie 
2 km. east of the present-day village of Engil (recently re­
named Donemeg), Turkey, on the Engil or Ho^ap Su (Tk.
'River')- According to a legend recorded by Yovhannes 
Altiparmakean in 1814 and cited by M. Miraxorean in a trave­
logue published in 1884-5, the apostle Thaddeus went to Angl
. < . • cduring his mission to Hayoc Jor, and found a pagan temple
there with idols in it. He tried to build a church on the 
spot, but the demons destroyed by night whatever the saint
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wrought by day. The Virgin Mary then appeared and advised 
him to set up a xac?ckCar (1 Cross-stone*) . He did so, and the
stone with its holy sign banished the demons. There is an
VC c . .old xac k ar m  the rums which is reputed by local tradition
to be that of St. Thaddeus. A MS of the Gospel from the 14th
century bears a dedication to St. Georg of Angl, so perhaps
p £
the church was dedicated to that saint. A bas-relief found
at the site shows Daniel amongst the lions, and is similar in
style and theme to the 4th-century Christian Arsacid tomb at 
c2 7Ale on the slopes of Mt. Aragac, where the ransomed bones 
of the Armenian kings that Sabuhr II had taken from Ani in 
Daranaii were re-interred (cf. PCB IV.24 above, and MX III.27).
It seems likely, then, that the cult of Nergal had been 
adopted by the Urarteans from their Mesopotamian neighbors, 
and had been assimilated into the cult of the prominent 
divinity, Teiseba, whose worship was second only to that of 
the supreme god, Haldi. The cult of the latter may have sur­
vived down to Achaemenian times? King Darius the Great in his
inscription at Behistun mentions an Armenian with the theo-
2 8phoric name of Haldita, and the cult of Haldi was probably
absorbed gradually into that of Aramazd in Achaemenian times 
as the Persians and other Iranians colonised Armenia and the 
Armenians themselves adopted Iranian beliefs and ways. But 
the shrine of Angel stood through Orontid times, and it is 
probable that the tradition concerning St. Thaddeus contains 
at least the grain of truth that the Christian church—  
apparently very ancient, to judge from the similarity of its
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. cdecoration to that of A±c — was built on the site of an older
pagan temple to Nergal, called in Armenian Angel. Our investi­
gation does not end here, though, for the divinity worshipped 
at Angel Tun had another name, too: TorkC.
Torkc
In the same chapter where Movses Xorenacci presents his
spurious Israelite genealogy of the Bagratids referred to
above, King Valarsak, progenitor of the Armenian Arsacids,
is depicted anachronistically as establishing the naxarardoms
29 -of the various regions of Armenia. Movses was a scholar of 
the euhemerist school, and believed that the gods were in 
fact historical personages of the past whom later generations 
had deified. Thus, he refers to the 'sons' of Vahagn as 
being named Vahuni by Valarsak after their father and en- 
trusted with the care of the temples (Arm. zmehenic n).
Movses relates also: isk zayr xo¥oragel ew barjr ew
c c c v c — ctap ak it , xorakn ew dznahayeac , i zawake Pask amay, i
C * C VC cHaykakay t orne, Tork anun koc ec eal: or vasn arawel
v . c — C Vzahadimut eann ]aynem Angeleay, vit xari hasakaw ew uzov,
  -------------—-— Q Q _ VC*"“
hastate kusakal, arewmticc: ew yeresac n anpitanut ene koc e
c c—zanun azgin Angel tun. Bayc et e kamis, stem ew es yalags
nora, anyaj ew pcccun, orpes Parsikkc vasn Rostomay Sagc?ki,
c C C V charewr er k san p loc oyz asen unel. K anzi kari lmn
anyarmar tCueln nma erg banicc vasn uzelutCeann ew srteay
lineloyn: orum ocC Erakleay ew o^c Sagc?kin yarmar en ays
0 c C "• c czroyc k s. K anzi ergein nma burn harkanel zorjak ar vimac
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jerawkC, ur occ goyr gezutCiwn, ew £elkCel ^st kamacC mec ew 2
C C C C —p ok r: ew k erel «>j:^ngambk aw kazmel orpes taxtak, ew grel
— C C JZ-noynpes ^langambk iwrovk arcuis ew ayls ayspisis. Ew yevers
. c v c - vcovun Pondosi dipeal nawac t snameac , dime i veray: ew i *
C — C VC V cxalaln noc a 1 xorn ibrew asparezs ut , ew sa oc zamaneac
c — —
noc a: arnu, asen, vems blrajews, ew jge zkni; ew i sastik
patarmane Y^rcCn ^nklmin nawkc oHc sakawkC , ew ambarjumn
q — v c caleac n, or i patarmane jure n, vare zmnac eal nawsn bazum
■ c cmlons. Oh I kari e araspels, ayl ew araspelac araspel. Bayc
C m* C — Ck ez zi e? K anzi er ardarew sastik hzawr, ew ayspiseac
zrucCacC arzani. 'And he [Vaiar^ak] appointed as ruler 
30[kusakal ] of the West a man of deformed appearance, tall, 
crude and flat-nosed, with deep-set eyes and a fierce expres­
sion, of the offspring of PaskCam, grandson of Haykak [MX 1.23:
c — c —Bayc zAngel tunn ase noyn patmagir i Pask amay umemne i
c —Haykakay t orne linel 'But the same historian (i.e., Mar
Abas, see above) says that the house of Angl comes from a
C Gcertain Pask am, grandson of Haykak'], called Tork by name, 
who on account of his extreme hideousness they called 
Angeieay, mighty in stature and strength, and by reason of 
the ugliness of his face (Valarsak) called the name of that 
people the house of Angi. But if you will, I too, lie con­
cerning him, inappropriately and uselessly, as the Persians 
say about Rostom Sag&Lk that he had the strength of 12 0 
elephants. For the songs of words to him seemed very awkward 
concerning his strength and courage, and these tales
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c c[zroyc k s] to him are not comparable to (those) of Samson, 
Herakles or Sagcik. For they sang to him that with his hands 
he grasped boulders of granite in which there was no fissure, 
and he would crack them into small and large pieces according 
to his desire. And he scraped them with his nails and formed 
them into tablets, and in the same way with his nails he 
wrote (i.e., sketched) eagles and similar things. And when 
enemy ships came to the shores of the sea of Pontus he turned 
on them, and when they had moved about eight stadia out to 
the depths he could not reach them. He took, they say, 
boulders shaped like hills and threw them after (the ships), 
and not a few ships sank because of the cleft of the waters, 
and the waves rising from the splash carried the other ships 
many miles. Oh, this is a fable indeed, but a fable of 
fables. But what is it to you, for in truth he was very 
powerful, and was worthy of such tales' (MX II.8).
Xorenac i resorts to a folk etymology, angel 'ugly1 
(privative an- and gel 'beauty'), in order to explain why
Q
Tork should be the progenitor of the people of Angel Tun;
as we have seen, the etymology is certainly spurious, for
Angel was a god in his own right, and probably Nergal. Torkc
is also linked to the eponymous ancestor of the Armenians,
cHayk, through Haykak, and it is clear that Xorenac i is
Q.
relating fragments of an epic narrative about Tork which 
mentions his ugliness, ferocity and strength. It is unlikely
Q
that Xorenac 1 has derived his story from the Homeric legend
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31of Polyphemus, as Thomson suggests, for the historian 
speaks of his account as an araspel 'legend1, a word he uses 
frequently elsewhere in citing native Armenian traditions 
and epic tales. Xorenacci also contrasts the song (Arm. erg) 
of Torkc to the legends of the Hebrews, Greeks and Persians 
(Samson, Herakles and Rustam, the latter properly called by 
Xorenacci Sagcik 'Saka') as though to stress its Armenian 
origin. The ugliness of Torkc would be apparent to any who 
beheld the horrid images of Nergal described -.above; Torkc
shares also Nergal*s strength and bellicosity.
c c 32Adonc recognised Tork (in some MSS, Turkc ) as the
Armenian form related to the name of the Asianic Tarhunda,
V
weather god of the Luwians, whose name comes from a root tarh-
 sT
33meaning 'to be able (intrans.); to conquer; to dominate.'
The epithet derived from this base, tarhuili 'heroic', is 
found applied to the storm god of the north Syrians, (H)adad, 
in a hymn addressed to his sister, l¥tar.^ The name of a 
king of Melitene (modern Malatya, west of Angel Tun),
Tarhunazi, contains the base tarh-, as does Tarhuna-/Tarhunabe-
 v  v----  v------
the name of a mountain in Nairi (i.e., the southern part of 
35Urartu), so we find forms of the base tarh- used in the
V
region of Armenia and in application to a non-Asianic divinity
as an epithet. The word survives into the Christian period
in the form Trokondes, the name of a general of the Byzantine
3 6forces under the emperor Zenon.
In our chapter on the ethnogenesis of the Armenians, we 
discussed the likelihood that the ancestors of the nation
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were a people of Thraco-Phrygian background who crossed the 
lands of the Hittites on their long migration to the Armenian 
plateau, perhaps adopting even their ethnic name, hay 
'Armenian1 from an older form *hatiyos- 'Hittite'. Contem­
porary records called the invaders MuMki, The Chronicle of 
Eusebius Pamphili (early 4th century) mentions a young 
wrestler named Moskhos Kolophonios; in the Armenian transla­
tion of the work, which was probably completed in the 5th 
century, the same passage has TorkCos substituted for Moskhos
i manktwoy brnamartik kruin Torkcos KolopconacCin miayn i 
C • V  V cmankut ean i srjanakaw martin yalteac 1 of the boys in the
• • c c cwrestling fight, only T ork os of Koiop on in his boyhood was
3 7victorious in the battle with the belt [¥rjanak].1
Wrestling is one of the most ancient athletic arts in
Armenia, and to this day in Armenia and Iran it is through
wrestling that the pahlavan ('athlete1, pahlav=='Parthian')
3 8displays his strength. The Armenian translator may have 
seen in the archaic figure of the powerful athlete the image 
of Tork Angeieay, the legendary god or hero of strength and 
victory, for it is unlikely that such a change was a mere 
scribal error.
The ancestors of the Armenians probably adopted the
Q
cult of Tork from the Asianic peoples through whose lands 
they passed, and applied it, either as epithet or equation, 
to that of Nergal? the prominence of the cult of Angel Tun 
indicates the central importance of Tork as late as Orontid
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times. It is unsafe to suggest but nonetheless tempting to 
imagine that the 5th century Armenian translator remembered 
in Gk. Moskhos a form of the name Mu¥ki by which his ances­
tors had been called, they who brought the cult of Torkc to 
Angel Tun. One recalls also that the name of the Mu¥ki is 
probably preserved in the Moschyian mountains of Kotarzene 
mentioned by Claudius Ptolemy, a writer of the 2nd century 
A.D., in his Geography (V.12).
Aside from the folk legend of St. Thaddeus mentioned 
above, there is no record of any temple at Angel Tun. In 
Agathangelos, the ruler of Angel Tun is twice referred to, as 
isxan 'prince* or mec i¥xan 'great prince',^ but there is no 
expedition by St. Gregory or by King Tiridates III to the 
province to destroy temples and altars, although all the 
major cultic shrines of the country seem to have been visited
and pillaged. Perhaps the reason for this otherwise inex-
* - cplicable exception was that the cult of Tork Angeleay, unlike
those of Bar¥amin and Astlik, had not been assimilated into
Armenian Zoroastrianism. The funerary aspect of Nergal was
probably appropriated at an early date, perhaps in the
Achaemenid period, by Sandaramet, for the name of the latter
. , . . . 40divinity is SW Ir. m  form and probably therefore antedates
the NW Ir. influences which began in the Artaxiad period.
Sandaramet was the yazata of the earth and thus associated
with burial.
As for the aspect of Tork Angeleay as a weather god 
and a symbol of power and victory, it appears that these
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various functions proper to Nergal, TeiXeba and Tarhunda were
appropriated by the yazata Vahagn, whose cult seems to have
41grown to overshadow even that of Mihr. The shift of the 
centre of power in Armenia to the northeast in the Artaxiad 
period must have hastened further the eclipse of the cult of 
Tork Angeleay, and his hideous and sinister appearance, as 
described in the tradition related by XorenacCi and as 
depicted at Hatra, would have been considered by Zoroastrians 
as demonic and antithetical to the Good Religion. The temple 
at Angl probably was allowed by the Arsacids to function, but 
it is likely that it was maintained out of Zoroastrian 
reverence for the souls of departed kings merely, Orontids 
who appear to have been claimed as ancestors by the Arsacids 
in Armenia, much as the Iranian Arsacids falsely claimed 
Achaemenian ancestry (see Pcawstos Biwzand supra). It did 
not become a major centre of Zoroastrian worship, it seems, 
and did not merit a visit from St. Gregory on his mission of 
destruction described by Agathangelos.
Armenian popular tradition appears to have preserved 
the memory of Torkc Angeleay, however. Stepc^n Malxaseancc ,
0
m  a note on Tork in his translation into modern Armenian
of Xorenacci, relates a legend of AxalcCxa (Akhaltsikhe, an
* cArmeno-Georgian town m  the far northern province of Gugark ,
not far from the Pontic coast, now in the Georgian SSR) told
him by his father: there was a man who was a captive in the
island cave of a giant who .had an eye on his forehead that
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c cwas t ap agyoz (we interpret this word as 'sunken-eyed1, from
c c cArm- t ap - 'fall1 and Tk. goz 'eye1, compare Xorenac i,
xorakn lit. 'deep-eyed1 above). The man escaped by covering
himself with a sheepskin and passing between the giant's legs,
after which he made a boat and fled to shore. The wood of
that island was precious, and a Jewish merchant bought the
42planks of the boat for a fortune.
Even had Xorenac i been familiar with the Homeric story 
of Polyphemus, as Thomson suggests, it is unlikely that the
0
Armenians of Axalc xa were, and one notes the persistence in 
the tale of the epithet 'sunken-eyed'— an appropriate feature 
for a god who ruled the underworld and may thus have had a
corpse-like appearance. It is likely that the fragment in
c cXorenac i and the modernised tale told to Malxaseanc by his
0 0
father (the epithet t ap agyoz with Tk. goz, the Jewish 
merchant, and the Turkish kuru^ coins he has, are all modern
features) are probably parts of the same epic.
c cXorenac i relates how Tork flung boulders in the sea,
and how he scratched pictures of eagles on rock with his 
43fingernails. In the Armenian national epic of Sasun which 
describes events of the 9th-10th centuries but contains ele­
ments of great antiquity, the hero Mher casts huge boulders
into the river Jzire, while the mighty DawitC . . . elungn
c carav k arin u krak tvec 'scratched a stone with his (finger)
4 4nail and made a fire'. Soviet Armenian scholars have sug­
gested that their ancestors saw the petroglyphs of the Stone
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Age and the scratches left on rockfaces by the retreating
glaciers of the Ice Age and believed that these mysterious
symbols and marks had been made by TorkC Angeleay1s sharp 
45fingernails; it seems fitting that such relics from the 
dawn of human culture may have been attributed to a god 
worshipped at the dawn of Armenian culture.
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CHAPTER 12
HAWROT AND MAWROT
Amongst the seven Am3§a Sp3ntas of Zoroastrianism (or
six, if one does not include SpQnta Mainyu, the Bounteous
Spirit of the Creator Ahura Mazda himself), there are two who
are constantly paired: Haurvatat 'Wholeness, Health', the
guardian of the waters; and Am^ratat 'Life, Immortality1, the
guardian of plants."**' Dumezil identified the names of the two
in Armenian hawrot-mawrot, a flower used in popular rites on 
2Ascension Day. These rites involve the reading of quatrains 
called viXaks, which are meant to foretell one's fortunes in
C — Q
love. Fr. Ep rem vardapet Polosean of the Armenian Mxit arist
congregation of Vienna wrote a study of these in connection
3with the Ascension Day holiday. We shall examine in this 
chapter both flower and ritual, drawing attention to those 
aspects which appear to retain Zoroastrian features.
The cults of certain trees and plants amongst the Ar­
menians may be traced to pre-Christian times, and frequently 
again reflect Zoroastrian beliefs. We have noted above the 
practice of divination through the rustling of the leaves of 
the saws-i 'Eastern plane tree', and have seen that reverence
4
for this tree lasted well into the mediaeval period; below, 
we shall have occasion to discuss the cults of various helio- 
tropic plants and of the poplar tree (Arm. barti) amongst the
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ArewordikC 'Children of the Sun', non-Christian Armenians who
preserved a multitude of Zoroastrian beliefs and customs, down
5to recent times. In this section we shall discuss certain 
trees and plants of particular interest from the point of view 
of Zoroastrianism; a prodigious amount of material concerning 
Armenian folk beliefs and uses of plants has been collected 
by botanists, both in ethnographical studies of their native 
regions and by consultation of mediaeval medical texts, herb- 
als and astrological or magical works, where numerous plants 
are discussed and recommended in the preparation of medicines 
or potions— indeed, these were often one and the same.
Various descriptions of the rites of Ascension Day are 
recorded. According to M. Abelyan, who observed the ritual 
in his native village of Astapat, Ascension Day is called 
also Calkamor ton 'holiday of the Mother of Flowers', on 
which girls go out to gather bunches of the flower called 
hawrot-mawrot (see below). Other girls go to 'steal' water 
from seven springs. This must be done in silence, and they
must neither turn back nor let their buckets touch the ground.
• V cThe girls of the jri gol 'water thief' and calkahawak
'flower-gathering' parties meet at evening in a garden and
put the water in a vessel called a havgir. They then throw
in seven stones, and petals of flowers. Over the top of the
havgir they place a decorated cross called a vi i^ak (see
below). They guard this under the stars, all night long.
The village boys come and try to steal it, but never succeed.
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The girls sing this song as they stand guard: Gaccekc mec
varpet berekc/ Alvorin xabdan jewaccekc/ Aregakn eres arekc/
• C"“ O V~ q ^  ^
Lusnkan astar jewac ek / Amperov bolor naxsek / Coven abresum 
tGel kcaseccekc/ Astler^ kocak sarekc/ Incc ser kay mejjS
c— c
karec ek . ’Come, bring a great craftsman,/ Design a beauti­
ful dress,/ Make its front the Sun/ And its lining of the 
Moon./ Decorate it all in clouds,/ Draw thread of silk from 
the sea,/ Make its buttons of stars/ And sew all the love 
there is inside it.' On the next, the seventh, or the four­
teenth day after this, men and women gather together, a seven- 
year-old girl wearing a red mask holds the viffak-Cross, and 
flowers are poured into the water. Various individuals be­
fore this place personal amulets or others/objects in the 
havgir; these are now removed, and a qua^train— also called 
a viHak— telling each person's fortune is read as the objects 
are extracted. A similar practice is found amongst the Zoro- 
astrians of Yazd, called moradula 'bead-pot' or ^okadula 'fate- 
pot'. In this game, girls gather water at sunset in a pot,
put a token in it, cover it with a Khordeh Avesta overnight,
and then on the morn draw out the objects and sing songs 
which foretell the 'fate' (presumably in love) of the owners.
Because of the use of water, this practice was connected with
-  -  7the rain festival of Tiragan.
In the calendar of the Armenian Church, the holiday of
Ascension (Arm. Hambarjman ton) falls on the fortieth day of 
cthe Yinanc (lit. 'of the Fifty'), the fifty days which follow 
Easter, the Feast of the Resurrection of Christ. Ascension is
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mentioned twice in Scripture (Mark xvi.19, Luke xxiv.49-51) , 
and in Acts 1.15-26 it is recorded that after the Ascension 
of Christ the eleven Apostles met to consider supplementing 
their number with a twelfth. There were two candidates,
Joseph and Mattathias, so lots were drawn and Mattathias was 
chosen— the word used for 'lot' in the Arm. translation of
v Q
the Bible is vicak. The holiday of the Mother of Flowers 
mentioned above takes place on Holy Thursday, which is Ascen­
sion Day, and it is customary to eat a pudding made with milk, 
called katcnapur, on that day. On the Wednesday before Holy 
Thursday, flowers are collected by parties of girls; other 
girls bring water from seven sources at eventide, in silence, 
and without turning around or letting their buckets touch the 
ground. If they meet a man, they must pour out the water and 
start all over again. Then in each bucket of 'stolen' water 
is dropped a stone or some sand, and seven types of grass 
found growing on a rooftop (Karin/Erzurum) or seven types of 
flowers or twigs (Xarberd). Then some distinctive personal 
belonging is put in, and the tub containing the water is 
placed in an open place under the stars (the location is 
called astlunkc, 'stars') and guarded all night long from the 
boys. Before noon the next day, the viXak-Cross, adorned with 
flowers, is paraded about and vicaki erger 1 vic?ak songs' are 
sung. Then a little girl, called a hars 'bride' is appointed 
and veiled: she removes the objects one by one from the tub
and fortunes are told, in the form of quatrains as above.
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V *t **These are sometimes called jan-gulum (Tk. from NP., 'flower
of my heart*), and are all about love and marriage. On the
night before Ascension Day, it is believed that all the
waters cease to move for an instant and receive great powers
of fertility. Many bathe then, and a bath in water to which
seven flowers or green plants have been added on that day is
believed to cure illness and banish sleep, and to make one's
9
desires come true. In the Armenian epic of Sasun, the lady
Covinar becomes miraculously pregnant on Ascension Day.*^
Easter is a movable feast and can occur on different
Sundays from year to year, so the holiday of Ascension on the
40th day after Easter— Holy Thursday— is also movable, and
11can occur between 30 April and 3 June. In some parts of
Armenia, the ritual described above is performed also on
12Vardavar, the Feast of the Transfiguration. This feast, 
which celebrates the appearance of Jesus as a shining figure 
before Peter, James and John (Matt, xvii, Mark ix; this is 
usually believed to have occurred on Mount Tabor), comes on 
6 August in the calendars of the Catholic and Greek Orthodox 
churches, but according to Arm. tradition St. Gregory the 
Illuminator established it on 11 August, corresponding to the 
first day of the month of Nawasard. In 551, Catholicos
— , q
Movses II Eliwardec i reformed the Arm. calendar, changing 
also the date of the Feast of the Transfiguration in order 
to separate it from the Feast of the Assumption of the Holy 
Mother of God (Arm. Verap oxumn), which had begun to be
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celebrated in August. He fixed the Transfiguration on the 
14th Sunday after Easter, which is the 7th after Pentecost.
Both water and plants play an important role in the
rituals of Ascension Day, and we have seen that the popular
name of this day is Calkamor ton, 'holiday of the Mother of
Flowers’. Vardavar is a festival of the waters. People
drench each other with water outdoors, and the ecclesiastical
procession sprinkles the congregation with rose water in
church. Al-Biruni noted that the Persians, too, splashed
each other with water on No Roz,^ and the sabze (fresh green
shoots) grown for the Persian holiday are later cast into
water, another aspect recalling the Armenian practice of
15putting plants m  a tub of water. Three doves were re­
leased on Vardavar, according to Stepcanos Asoiik (late 10th 
century). ^
Down to the end of the last century, Nawasard was still 
celebrated as the New Year instead of 1 January by the Ar­
menians of Sisian and Zangezur (mountainous, sparsely popu­
lated regions in the southern part of the present-day Armenian 
17
SSR) , so it may be that certain customs of the New Year are 
connected with those of Nawasard. Nawasard itself was cele­
brated, as we have seen, as Vardavar during the first two 
centuries of Christian Armenia, and Vardavar and Ascension 
were celebrated in similar ways. It is important to note at 
this point that the No Roz on which water was splashed was 
the Greater No Roz, celebrated on Roz Hordad; customs
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associated with water may have become blended with the rites 
of No Roz, although they had originally been proper to the 
cult of Hordad. On New Year's Day in Armenia, it is custom­
ary for newlyweds to go to a spring in silence and to say ^ri 
barin, jfri morin/ Andndayin tCagaworin:/ 3~ur kalgnder es?
'Good one of the water, mother of the water,/ Of the king in
18the abyss,/ Will you give a New Year's gift of water?' We 
shall discuss the significance of silence in the ritual pres­
ently; it is sufficient at this point to note that it is 
important also in the Ascension Day ritual, which also in­
volves a spring and at which the vicakahan, the girl who 
takes out of the tub the various objects and reads fortunes, 
is called a hars 'bride1. One recalls also that the fortunes 
all involve love and marriage.
, Q t
Near the village of XSrt m  the region of Xnus, which
lies south of Karin/Erzurum and a few miles east of Bingol 
*19Dag there was a spring which flowed only three months of 
the year, from May to July, Ascension Day falls within this 
time, and it was the custom of the Armenian inhabitants of 
the village to sacrifice a lamb at the spring on the holiday. 
In the 18th century, Anquetil du Perron recorded the Parsi 
practice of sacrificing a sheep on Mihragan; the same prac­
tice survives amongst the Irani Zoroastrians, who thread
pieces of six different organs of the slaughtered animal on
20a piece of the gut, which is tied with seven knots. The 
Armenians, too, tie seven knots in a string to ward off
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evil, and the Armenian terminology of sacrifice is rich in
Mir. loan-words (e.g., zoh 'sacrifice1, patruHak 'sacrificial 
22animal1). It is possible that the Armenian practice of 
placing plants in a tub of water on Ascension Day is also a 
survival of an ancient sacrificial rite. The Zoroastrian 
libation to the waters (Phi. Ab-zohr) is still practised in 
Iran: a priest pours into a stream milk mixed with rose
petals and marjoram or oleaster. This rite, with the appro­
priate recitations of Avestan, is performed on various occa-
23sions, including weddings. In the Armenian case, water is
drawn from seven springs (the number seven perhaps refers to
the AmfcSa SpAntas), and mixed with plants, rather than milk
being poured into a spring, but the custom of eating 
ckat napur ('milk soup', see above) may go back to a time when 
milk was used. We have noted that Vardavar was a festival of 
the waters, and have cited a popular invocation to the jri 
morin 'mother of the water(s)', so it may be that a libation 
to the waters was offered in ancient times. The precise 
meaning and derivation of Arm. Vardavar (attested as a loan­
word in the vernacular Greek of Asia Minor as Vartouvaria,
24Vartouvar and Vertou ) are not known, but the word appears
25to contain Arm. yard 'rose', a loan-word from Iranian; 
roses are used as part of the Arm. church ritual, and they 
may have been at an earlier time, as in the Iranian Ab-zohr.
The connections suggested above between the rituals of 
Ascension Day and Zoroastrianism would remain at best founded
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on circumstantial evidence, were it not for the flower hawrot- 
mawrot itself, which bears the names of two Zoroastrian 
divinities, the Bounteous Immortals Haurvatat and Amdr^tat 
(Phi. Hordad and Amurdad). The two are female in Avestan, 
but with the loss of grammatical gender in Pahlavi they 
appear to have been thought of later as male. In the so- 
called Younger Avestan dialect their names are virtually 
synonymous with the creations over which they preside, waters 
and plants, and these continued to be regarded as female in 
the Pahlavi literature, for according to the Bundahi¥n the 
sky, metals, wind and fire are male, whilst water, earth, 
plants and fish are female. In Armenia, as we have seen, 
both flowers and water are spoken of as having mothers. We 
have also seen how silence is considered vital to the Ascen­
sion Day ritual; according to both the Denkard and the Menog 
i Xrad, Hordad and Amurdad are offended by improper talk and 
by violation of the rule of silence during meals. Such
silence is regarded as an expression of reverence for the two 
27yazatas.
In Sogdian, the names of Hordad and Amurdad are found
as hrwwt mrwwt in a glossary, where they are paired thus
» > 2 8
opposite MP. (mwr)d d hrwd*d; in Enochic writings, Arioch
and Marioch are considered the guardians of the earth; and 
in a’14th-century anti-Muslim treatise of John VI C&ntacouzenus 
there is cited the legend of Arot and Marot, sent to earth by 
God hoste kalos arkhein kai dikaios krinein 'in order to rule
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29well and judge justly,1 . In Islamic tradition, the devils
are said to have revealed sorcery to two angels in Babylon,
Harut and Marut (Qur1 an, Sura 2.96); according to another
tradition, the two are imprisoned and chained in a well in
30Mount Damavand. In the latter case, the two divinities,
transformed by Islam into demons, are cast in the role of a
sort of dual Azi Dahaka— so closely linked were they, it
seems, that both could be substituted for a single fiend in
the legend, as though they were one person.
Henning recognised in the text of Agathangelos the
names of Hordad and Amurdad in 'the Armenian flower-names
31Hauraut Mauraut.1 . The two are found in a list of flowers
in a passage about how the flowers of spring prefigure the
resurrection of men at the end of days: Soynpes ew gunak
C C c —gunak ew erp n erp n calkanc n: orpes manragorn ew vardn ew
susann ew aspazann ew yasmikn ew aniarn ew smnakn ew nergisn 
ew samplitakn ew malrukn, horotn ew morotn ew manisakn: ew
C * C C V  cayIn amenayn hamaspram calkanc n ew caroc n boysk bolbopoc n
3 2garnanwoyn erewesccin yet jmeranwoyn. R. W. Thomson trans­
lated the' above as follows: 'Likewise the various kinds and
colours of flowers, like the mandrake and rose, and lily and 
soldanel, and jasmin and lotus, and sumach and narcissus, and 
arum.and lungwort, AND HYACINTH AND POPPY [emphasis ours] and
violet. And of all the other fragrant flowers and trees, the
33budding shoots will appear in spring after the winter.'
* k * * ^  » nThe Arjern bararan translates horut as Tk. tutya cicegi, ana
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the NBHL translates it as Italian giacinto tuberoso; 
Kouyoumdjian translates morut as 'rose campion', while 
Bedrossian has 'tuberose'. Thomson does not cite the source 
of his translation of mawrot as 'poppy'. It would appear 
that originally these were two separate flowers, and one re­
calls that in Zoroastrianism each of the 33 yazatas has his 
34own flower. Two MSS. of Agathangelos omit the word ew 'and'
between the two names, and the earlier of the two texts dates
from the beginning of the 13th century. It appears that by
that time the hawrot mawrot was therefore already considered
a single flower.
In modern Armenian dialects, the name of the flower is
pronounced horot-morot or xorot-morot, and is attested also
35m  Kurdish as xorud-mordud. The flower is a tuberous hya­
cinth, Latin amomum xanthorriza, according to Karst and 
c 36Malxaseanc . It is not the only flower that can be used
in the Ascension Day ritual— in Arapkir, for instance, the
37Armenians used dandelions — but its connection with plants
and waters through its name accords well with the ritual in
which it is used. One notes also that the sunbul 'hyacinth1
is one of the haft sin 'seven (objects whose names begin with
the Arabic letter) sin1 which every Muslim Persian tries to
have present on the No Ruz table. In Armenian folklore,
Hawrot and Mawrot are two lovers, and one recalls that the
vi£aks read on Ascension Day all have to do with love and
3 8marriage. Poems have been written on the couple, and in
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Erzurum when two people fell in love the Armenians used to
-  39say Xorota morot e gter 1Hawrot has found his Mawrot.1 A
proper name probably to be read as Hortik is attested from
40the 12th century, and the word xorotik means 'beautiful1 in
14th-century Arm. poetry (in modern Arm. dialects, xorotik- 
41morotik), all with the affectionate diminutive ending -ik
42which we have encountered elsewhere.
Armenian mediaeval poets mention the flower hawrot-
mawrot in poems where the various flowers of spring are
allegorical representations of Christ and the Apostles; we
have already seen how St Gregory the Illuminator compared the
season to the coming resurrection of the dead. In a poem
called by its first line Aysor elew paycar garun 'Today it
was a glowing spring1 (attributed variously to the two 14th-
century poets Yovhannes Tclkurancci or Kostandin ErznkacCi;
— c cone MS. of 1336 bears the epigraph Yovanes T urguranc oy
c c c —asac eal vasn yarut ean K ristosi 'Spoken by Yovanes
T°urgurancci [Tclkurancci] on the Resurrection of Christ'),
the flowers go out in search of Christ, the Rose: Ahay ganan
xandir horot morot u juncalkin/ u larken tcez ew jenen
zsusann or i me^ dastin 'Now hyacinth and sunflower depart
for the search/ And despatch the fig and summon the lily in 
43the meadow.' In a mediaeval poem quoted by Gabikean, the
flower is compared to the apostles: En Xorawt Morawt calikn/
c — * c cOr gelec ik en ew sirun,/ Nman e surb Arak eloc n,/ Erkotasan
c 44noc a dasun 'That flower hawrot mawrot/ which is beautiful
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and comely,/ Is like the holy Apostles/ In their rank of 
45twelve.'
Our teacher Miss Vartarpi Tarpinian was born in Karin/
Erzurum at the time of the 1915 Genocide. Her father was
murdered, and her mother and sisters were driven into exile.
The remnants of the family eventually found their way to a
refugee camp in Aleppo. Miss Tarpinianfs mother and sisters
settled in Istanbul, but she herself was sent to France,
first to Marseilles and then to Paris, where she was educated 
c _at the Dproc aser boarding school, an institution founded for 
Armenian refugee children whose staff included many of the 
finest Armenian intellectuals who had managed to escape the 
general slaughter by the Turks. In addition to providing a 
liberal education, the teachers sought to instil in their 
charges a love of the joyful customs of their native land, 
of the childhood that had been so cruelly darkened for them. 
Thus, on the eve of Ascension Day, parties of girls scattered 
through the woods on the outskirts of the French capital, 
gathering water from seven streams and picking seven kinds of 
flowers in the school's gardens. The youngest girl at the 
school served as the liars 'bride' in the assembly hall, and 
the vrcaks were read after church services the next day as 
the personal object cast in by every girl was removed from 
the tub. Miss Tarpinian recalls that fifty to a hundred of 
the quatrains might be read each Ascension Day. She recalled 
a few of them for us: Arewgd or sires ear,/ Arew? ^at mi
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ellar:/ §ukcid getin iynalun/ Im sirt9s cCi dimanar. 'If you 
love your sun [i.e., life], love,/ Do not go out often in the 
sun;/ My heart cannot bear/ Your shadow falling on the
C VC C — VC “.ground.' Qtk 3d kananc c er e ear,/ Kananc arteren ekar:/
C * ~m VCSirts otk id tak gllar,/ Koxeir or kananc nar. 'Your feet 
have become green, love?/ You have come from the green 
meadows./ Were my heart beneath your feet/ You would trample 
it and it would become green [i.e., young, joyful].' Heru 
teler m'ertcar ear,/ Sci koris, mec e asxarh,/ Yetoy kcez
VCgtnolin es/ Asxarhn al tarn et c i tar. 'Do not go to faraway
places, love;/ Do not get lost. The world is wide./ Even if
I gave the world to the one who found you then,/ He would not
C VCgive you back.1 Ver p axe ol amperg ear,/ Anjrew k'gllan ku
c —gan var,/ Dun al i zur mi p axir,/ Ku gas va3:n or hars elar.
'The upward fleeing clouds, love,/ Become rain and come down./ 
Flee not in vain?/ Tomorrow you will come and be a bride.1
The word vicak is attested in the 5th-century Arm. 
translation of the Bible: Arm. arkin vi^aks = LXX Gk.
ebalosan klerous 'they cast lots' (Nehemiah XI.1); from vi£ak
V V c cis formed the verb vicak-rm, as m  Arm. Orov ew vrcakec ak
V C V cyarajagoyn hrawirealk gst yarajadrut eann Astucoy = NT Gk.
en hoi kai eklerothemen prooristhentes kata prothesin [tou
theou] 'in whom also we were chosen as an inheritance, being
predestinated according to the purpose of God' (Ephesians
I.11). The expression vicak arkanel 'to cast lot(s)' is used
in both of the passages referred to above relating to the
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election of a new twelfth Apostle. In a panegyric of Grigor 
C C — V CTat ewac i (14th century), 3nddem Tackac 'Against the Mus-
V C C V GInns' , we read: . . . cartark i sovorut ene nsanac ew
sarzmanc0, isk vicakkc karceokG ew tceakanutceamb, ayl 
vv ccsmartut eamb mrayn Astucoy 1. . . skilled m  the study of
signs and movements [are they], and lots through suggestion
and hypothesis [seem to explain the future], but in truth it
46is to God alone [to see the future].1
The etymology of Arm. vic£ak remains a problem. Acarean 
based his suggestion that it be derived from a Phi. form 
*vaicak on the emendation of a word which is found in a pas­
sage of the Pahlavi Arday Wiraz Namag ('Book of the\ Righteous 
Wiraz'). The book is very popular amongst Zoroastrians, and 
its subject matter is probably very old, although the text we 
now possess was probably written in the 9th-10th century 
A.D. The Book describes how a pious man named Wiraz is 
chosen by lot to drug himself in order to release his spirit 
and discover for the faithful the nature of heaven and hell. 
He returns to the world of the living after seven days and 
relates all he has seen to those who have kept watch over his
body during his absence. These descriptions take up most of 
47the Book. The theme of travel between the lands of the 
living and the dead is found in Armenian tradition in the 
legend of Ara, and the source of Plato's tale of Er in the 
tenth book of the Republic is Armenian. The Armenian legend 
is therefore of considerable antiquity, and various aspects
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of it indicate also that it is of ancient Anatolian, and not
of Iranian, origin. Yet in later Greek and Latin sources the
character of Zoroaster, a priest, becomes involved in the
story. Armenian and Iranian conceptions of the next world
accord closely, indicating Zoroastrian influence upon the
beliefs of the Armenians concerning the matters treated in
the Book. It is likely, then, that the Zoroastrian tradition
of Wiraz, with its similarity to their national legend of Ara,
became known to the Armenians, and the two tales were blended
48together in the accounts of later Classical writers. The
Armenians would have been aware, then, of the casting of the
lots in the Iranian legend. The passage in which Wiraz is
chosen for his momentous journey reads as follows: (Ch.
I.33-4349) (transcription) W *HL CLHs9n hpt GBR* BR9 YTYBWNst
• «
HWHd (34) W MN hpt 3 W MN TLT9k 9ywk wyl*c §M BR9 wcyt (35) W
^YT MNW nxPpwl SM YMRRnd. (36) W 9HL CLH wyl9c cygwns ZK
* •
sxw[n] *snwt MDM CL LGLH YKCYMWN9t (37) W YDH PWN ks krt W• •
gwpt (38) 5YK HTt9n MDMHNyt *DYNm 9k 9mk9wmnd mng *L YHBWNyt
(39) CD LKWM m3zdysn^n W L *n9yck LMYTWNyt (40) W 9T *n9yck
CL L YHMTWNyt k>mkiwmndyh> CZLWNm CL ZK gy9k ZY 9hlwb9n W
dlwnd9n (41) W ZNH pytg9m drwstyh9 YBLWNm W l*styh9 YHYTYWNm.
(42) W *HL CLHs9n m 9zdysn9n W L * n*yck YHYTYWNt (43) pltwm 
* •
b*l PWN hwmt W dtykl b9l PWN hwxt W stykl b9l PWN hwwlst KR9 
TLT9k CL wyl*c Y9TWNt.
(transliteration) Ud pas awesan haft mard nisast hend (34) ud 
az haft 3 ud az se ewag Wiraz nam be wizid (35) ud ast ke
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Newsabuhr nam gowend. (36) Ud pas oy Wiraz ciyon-is an 
saxwan aSnud abar o pay estad (37) ud dast pad ka¥ kard ud 
guft (38) ku agar-tan sahed eg-am akamagomand mang ma dahed 
(39) ta asma mazdesnan ud man *nayizag abganed (40) ud 
agar*nayizag o man rased kamagomandiha sawem o an gyag i 
ahlawan ud druwandan (41) ud en paygam drustiha barem ud 
rastiha awarem. (42) ud pas awasan mazdesnan ud man *nayizag 
awurd (43) fradom bar pad humat ud dudigar bar pad huxt ud 
sidigar bar pad huwarst har se o Wiraz amad.
(translation) 'And afterwards the seven men sat down, (34) and
from the seven, three [were chosen], and from the three, one
by the name of Wiraz was chosen, (35) and some call him by
the name of Nisapur. (36) And afterwards, when he had heard
those words, Wiraz rose to his feet (37) and placed his hands
across his breast and said: (38) "If it seem proper to you,
50then do not give me mang against (my) will, (39) until a 
lot is cast by you, 0 Mazda-worshippers, and by me. (40) And 
if the lot comes to me I shall go willingly to that place of 
the righteous and the sinful, (41) and shall bear this 
message rightly and bring (it) truthfully." (42) And after­
wards a lot was_ brought_ to them, the Mazda^-worshippers , _ 
and to me. (43) All three came to Wiraz— the first time for 
good thoughts, the second time for good words, and the third 
time for good deeds.'
As is seen from the above passage, the lot cast was a ,
transliterated by Jamaspji Asa as nahichak and translated by
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Haug as ’lots’; MacKenzie renders it as nayizag ’small reed,
— ~ 51 v ——v
straw’, comparing NP. nayize. Acarean’s reading, vaicak,
accepted by Meillet with emendation of the text (presumably
to * vecak; Acarean does not specify this), ^  is accepted
53by R. Abrahamyan in his Pahlavi dictionary and in his Ar­
menian translation of the Arday Wiraz Namag, where he trans­
lates the Pahlavi word in question as Arm. vicak ’lot’ without 
54comment.
Neither suggestion is wholly satisfactory. Acarean1s
proposed form with -ai~ (Phi. -A* ) is foreign to Pahlavi
orthography and phonology, where no word to our knowledge is
*spelled and pronounced thus; for Acarean’s suggestion to be
reasonable, the word must be emended. Emendation is often
necessary in the interpretation of Pahlavi 'texts (above, for
instance, sxw is emended to sxwn (saxwan) ’words,
speech’ with the addition of the letter ) — a comparatively
trivial case), yet our word is attested three times in the
above passage, so the possibility of a scribal error seems
slight. We may say, with Dr Johnson, who resisted alterations
to the text of Shakespeare, ’the explanation is very good, but
5 5the text does not require to be amended.’
The explanation is indeed very good, because Acarean 
did note also the use of the verb abgandan ’throw’ in the 
Pahlavi text, corresponding to Arm. viKak arkanel 'to cast 
lots’, an expression found several times in the Bible. The 
argument here is one of sense: lots are cast; straws,
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however, are not— they are drawn. It is unlikely that the
Pahlavi writer used the verb 'to throw1 meaning as the object
'lots' but using a word meaning 'straw', for nayizag is not
an obscure word, but a common diminutive (cf. MP. kan-Izag
'girl') of the word for a reed, nay, also one of the most
5 6popular musical instruments in Iran. Because of the prob­
lems it raises, the passage from the Arday Wiraz Namag cannot 
be cited to explain convincingly the origin of Arm. viXak. 
Another possibility may be suggested. Arm. vec 'dispute1 
(with derivative verb vic?-em 'I dispute') may be derived from 
an Iranian base vaik-: vik-; ^  the word vi^?ak could have been 
formed either with Arm. with the contraction of vec to vic- 
with the ending -ak or in Iranian as 01r. *vaic-aka- and 
borrowed by Arm. with vec (cf. Phi. ewen, ewenag, Arm. awren, 
awrinak). The problem with this hypothesis is the meaning, 
but it may be that the sense of 'lot' developed from an 
original meaning of something won (by fighting), a portion 
gained. Such a sense may be supported by a secondary meaning
of vi^ak in Arm. as an area under one's control (mainly as a
5 8term of ecclesiastical jurisdiction ).
Various trees and plants were and are still venerated 
by Zoroastrians as creations of Amurdad, and in this chapter 
it may be appropriate to discuss certain Armenian practices 
which present interesting parallels. The veneration of trees 
in Armenia is attested in the writings of the 4th-century 
Syrian monk Mar Aha, who found the people of a place called
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(CAusa) on the river Arsenios devoted to the cult of a
tree. He converted the people to Christianity and built a
church and monastery in the village. Mar Quriaqos, the
Metropolitan of Melitene, consecrated the church, and four
59priests were appointed to serve there.
The cypress and other evergreens are respected in many 
countries because they do not shed their leaves as deciduous 
trees do. Because of this they are seen to represent immor­
tality, and are often associated with the immortal spirits of 
the dead. Horace wrote in his Odes (Book 11.14) that all is 
lost with death and the cypress alone attends; in Book X of 
the Metamorphoses of Ovid, the cypress is represented as the 
tree of mourning and the companion of those in distress. In 
China, the pine and cypress were seen to represent constancy, 
for they are always green, while other trees change with the 
seasons. A proverb quoted by Confucius says that only when 
the year grows cold do we see that the pine and cypress are
the last to fade.^^
In Iran, the cypress has since ancient times been the 
object of veneration. Yet it is not associated with death 
or mourning, as these are contrary to the spirit of Zoro­
astrianism. According to the ^ ah-name, Zoroaster brought a
cypress from Paradise to the land of Iran; Gustasp planted 
it at the gate of the great fire-temple of Burzen Mihr, the 
great Parthian fire. The great cypress which stood at the 
village of Ki¥mar was identified with this sacred tree, and
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one of the heroes of the Parthian epic Vis u Ramin (which
survives only in a KP. version) is named K.smyr-yal or K .smyr,
presumably after the village where the cypress of Zoroaster
flourished still. It was cut down by the Abbasid Caliph
61Mutawwakil in A.D. 861. This was a deed a great wickedness,
for Zoroastrians hold cypresses and evergreens generally to
be sacred as representative above other growing things of the
immortality Amurdad represents; Plutarch in his Life of
6 2Artaxerxes mentions that the Persian satrap Teribazus 
allowed his soldiers to cut down even the pine and cypress 
for fuel during a particularly cold winter. The 19th- 
century American individualist Henry David Thoreau was moved 
to quote in Walden the Golestan of the Persian poet Sacdl, 
who explained that the cypress bore the epithet azad ('noble, 
free1) because it was_ ever-blooming and_ not_ seasonally transi­
tory, even as the religious recluses called azadan who lived
in unchanging solitude, their hearts never led astray by the
64transitory aspects of life.
In Armenian, the cypress is called no^-i or saroy, both 
65Iranian loan-words. A copper coin of the Arm. Artaxiad
king Tigran IV, who is best known for the jugate issues struck
6 6with his sister-queen Erato towards the end of his reign,
6 7depicts clearly a graceful, slender cypress, perhaps the 
holy cypress of Kismar revered by the contemporary Parthians.
Another evergreen, the juniper (Arm. gihi) is revered 
by the Armenians. It was often planted near chapels, even as
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the Irani Zoroastrians still plant evergreens— cypress,
6 8myrtle and pine— around their fire-temples. There is a
legend that St Gregory the Illuminator once slept in a hole
in the trunk of a juniper, and it was believed that eating
its needles would relieve those cured of demonic possession
69of the memory of their ordeal. Christ is said to have 
b|£\jjssed the juniper and saws-i with eternal green (a puzzling 
legend in the case of the plane tree, which is deciduous) be­
cause they sheltered him and hid him when the Jews were pur- 
70suing him. Not all Armenians regarded evergreens with such 
reverence; in one mediaeval MS. we are bidden to regard ref­
erences to them in Scripture as metaphors of barrenness, for
71they bear no fruit.
Another tree accorded great reverence amongst the Ar­
menians was the oak. There was a sacred grove of these near
vc —the village of Xac anes in Vaspurakan before the first World
War. A person who left some possession there was not allowed
to touch it again for 2 4 hours, and no other person could ever 
72touch it. It is not explained why this particular prohibi­
tion was observed, but one recalls that personal belongings 
are left in the havgir before Ascension Day and are extracted 
the next day— or later— so that a vicak may be read for each.
The plane grove of Armawir was used also for mantic purposes,
73as we have seen, so perhaps personal belongings left in the 
sacred grove for a time were used later for the divination of 
a particular person's fate. Other sacred groves (Arm. mayri
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'grove, fir tree*, antar 'forest') existed in ancient times.
A mediaeval text refers to mairekan Aramazd 'Aramazd of the 
74grove(s)1, indicating that groves were sacred to him (cf.
the oak of Dodona in Greece, which was sacred to Zeus and was
used for divination). A foreit of firs (Arm. mayri) called 
c •Cnndoc antar (lit. 'forest of generations, Genesis') was
planted by the Orontid king Eruand near the newly-founded
75holy city of Bagaran; firs are evergreens, and the grove
may therefore have been planted in accord with the Zoroas-
trian custom discussed above. The Armenian Arsacid king
Xosrov II Kotak (A.D. 330-8) over five centuries later planted
a grove of oaks (Arm. ka-fcin, kalni) called Tacar mayri 'Palace
grove' and another of firs called Xosrovakert 'Made by 
7 6Xosrov'. Both kings used the forests they had planted as
77game preserves for the royal hunt.
Certain plants, creations of Amurdad, are revered by
Armenians and Zoroastrians alike for their properties. Irani
Zoroastrians employ frequently as a ritual food slr-o-sedow
7 8'garlic and rue', a pungent broth. Rue is also used sepa-
79rately, being scattered at shrines, and is much revered
8 0also by Muslim Iranians, who call it sipand. The Arm. word
81for rue, spand, is a loan-word from Mir., and the Armenians
use the plant as a talisman against evil spirits and the evil
82 83eye. Garlic (Arm. sxtor, xstor, from *IE. ) is also used
84as a talisman against evil spirits by the Armenians; it is 
also threaded with blue beads and an eggshell and left on the
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8 5balcony of the house against the evil eye, and is believed
to protect newlyweds or those with new garments against 
8 6malign powers. Garlic was regarded as efficacious against 
demons in Sasanian Iran, too, where, according to BirunI, the
Sir-sur 1Garlic-feast1 was celebrated yearly on the 14th day
8 7of the month Dai.
Various other plants are believed by the Armenians to 
counteract the powers of evil. A medical MS. advises one to 
smoke the arju yard (lit. 'bear's rose', Latin Paeonia
officinalis) or brew it as a tea against witches, demons and
8 8 ^demonic possession. The bri/brsni (dog elder or water
89elder) is believed to turn away the evil eye, and the sew
soni^/arjndel (black rose campion) is sprinkled on bread
90 ceaten by a pregnant woman to keep Satan from her. Xorenac i 
cites a fragment of the ancient epic of Artases about the Alan
princess Satcinik which was thought by M. Abelyan to refer to
91 vc ca magical plant: Ayl ew tenc ay, asen, Sat inik tikin
vc c . ctenc ans, zartaxur xawart ew ztic xawarci i barjic n
Argawanay. (MX 1.30) '"Also," they say, "the lady Satcinik
had a desire for a crown of greens and the rhubarb plant from
92the feast of Argawan.'
The lo¥tak 'mandrake (root)', called by Armenians the
9 3 94 'king of plants', is held to be a cure for every illness,
95and it is used also as a love potion. But it is dangerous 
to tear the root out of the ground, for it will cry out, and 
its cry kills men. So the Armenians dig carefully around it
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96while reciting a prayer against hearing its voice, and then
bring a chicken or the kid of a goat to pull it out. Most
9 7often, however, a dog. is used. The animals, it is said, 
often die, yet as we shall see in the next chapter, dogs are 
believed to possess supernatural powers most efficacious 
against death, and it is perhaps for that reason that men 
used them in order not to die when extracting the mandrake, 
the voluble creation of a yazata venerated by silence.
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CHAPTER 13
CAPTIVE POWERS: APOCALYPTIC AND
ESCHATOLOGICAL LEGENDS
The legend exists in various cultures around the world 
of a king or hero confined to some cave or mountain until 
some apocalyptic event comes and he is released. In western 
Europe, for example, there is the legend of Frederick Bar- 
barossa, the German king who was drowned in Cilician Armenia 
during the Third Crusade, late in the 12th century, but who 
is believed to be waiting in a cave in the Kyffhauser moun­
tain in Thuringia for the reunification of Germany. In the 
following chapter we shall have occasion to note a popular 
Greek superstition that Alexander the Great still lives and 
reigns. We have already discussed the Iranian legend of the 
imprisonment of Azi Dahaka in Mount Damavand by the hero 
Thraetaona and its treatment in Armenian epic tradition,
where the monster of the Avesta is variously identified as
1foreign tyrant or heresiarch. We have seen also how in Ar­
menian folklore the Zoroastrian yazata Mithra is led by a 
crow to a cave at Van where he waits for the restoration of 
justice to the world: an apocalyptic vision in which Mithra
(Arm. Mher) is an epic historical figure, the leader of the
Armenians of Sasun in their rebellion against foreign 
2
oppressors. It is believed that on Ascension Day the cave
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of Mher yawns open and the god may be seen astride his steed.
The various legends cited above seem to have a single 
common feature, in that at the centre of each stands a hero 
or villain whose powers are seen to be so great that they 
would effect a complete transformation of the world— either 
destruction or redemption— were they left to run their full 
course. But the world is as it was before: the world con­
queror's lands have fallen away; the evil demon has not suc­
ceeded in corrupting all of the creations; the liberating 
hero has not procured everlasting'freedom for his nation.
Yet the central figure retains the awe still of those who 
hoped in him or feared him, and he is granted immortality, 
the completion of his works postponed until the end of days. 
Neither wholly god nor wholly mortal, he is consigned for the 
intervening ages to an earthly place of seclusion endowed 
with supernatural features: mighty Damavand, or the rocky
heights of Van fortress with its blind portals and mysterious 
cuneiform inscriptions. We shall discuss in this chapter two 
epic figures of power made correspondingly captive in Mount 
Ararat, Artawazd and Sidar, and various legends connected 
with them.
Another general theme in the history of human religion
and thought is the relationship of men to animals. Some of
the latter were considered noxious, creatures of evil, and
in both Iran and Armenia there is evidence that certain
4
classes of beasts and insects were regarded thus. Animals
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such as cows and horses were useful, friendly to man, and
often considered sacred? birds like the eagle were endowed
with supernatural powers, and it seems that these miraculous
properties caused the real eagle to be transmuted into a fan-
5tastic creature xn Iranian legendry. In Iran, the dog was 
considered a creature of particular sensitivity to death and 
supernatural phenomena; in Armenia, both the dog and a dog­
like supernatural creature called the aralez are associated ?
with the captive powers mentioned above. The aralez probably 
is an invention of folklore which developed out of the dog—  
like the Persian simury*from the eagle— and it figures promi­
nently in the legend of Ara and Samiram, which we shall dis­
cuss below.
The name Artawazd is a western Mir. form of the name
attested in Av. as A^avazdah-,^ coming probably from an old
7western Iranian form represented xn Elamite as Irdumasda.
If Benveniste's interpretation of the Elamite form is correct,
the name would be thus attested in Iran from the earliest
times that the Armenians were in contact with Zoroastrians.
The name is compared by Jackson to the GaGic Av. phrase 
v — vasahya vazdr^ng (Ys. 46.4), which he translates as ' f ur~
o
therers of righteousness1 and which Insler renders with the 
&
word ga following as 'the draft oxen of truth1, which he
9
explains as 'the earthly community of the faithful'. The 
name is found in various Greek forms (Artaouasdes, Artabasdes, 
Artabasdos, Artabazos, Artabazes) in Iran and Asia Minor from
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the Parthian period.^ The name Artawazd is found with some
11frequency in Armenian history down to the 12th century.
Three kings by the name of Artawazd reigned over Armenia in
the Artaxiad period: Artawazd I, son of Artaxias I;
Artawazd II, son of Tigran II; and Artawazd III, son of 
12Artawazd II. Artawazd II is well known as the Armenian king
taken captive in 33 B.C. by Mark Antony and killed two years
13later by Cleopatra VII of Egypt after the battle of Actium;
and it was at the wedding feast of the sister of Artawazd and
Pacorus, son of the Parthian king Orodes, that the head of
the defeated Crassus was brought in during a recitation from
the Bacchae of Euripides, according to Plutarch. The actor
took up the head of Crassus and sang the lyric passage of the
14bacchante rejoicing at the murder of Pentheus.
— q  ■y—
Movses Xorenac i in his History writes that Artases 
(Artaxias I) died and 'much slaughter took place according to
the custom of the heathens' (bazum kotorackc linein £st
c c 15______ _awnni het anosac ) . Movses adds that Artawazd was dis-
c 16pleased and, according to the singers of Golt n, said to
his father (presumably before the death of the latter), Min^c
c c cdu gnac er, ew zerkirs amenayn 2nd k ez tarar, es awerakac s
* corpes t agaworem ‘Since you have departed and taken all the
country with you, how shall I be king of these ruins?' Where-
c~ cupon his father cursed him and said Et e du yors hecc is
, , , q c c V c c *yazat l ver l Masis, zk ez kale m  k a^k , tare m  yazat i
ver i Masis, and kacccces, ew zloys mi tescces 'If you ride
c C V cto the hunt on Azat Masik [i.e., Greater Ararat] the k ajk
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will take you and carry you up on Azat Masikc: may you re­
main there and not see the light.' (MX 11.61) The kcajkG , 
lit. 'brave ones', were regarded in mediaeval times as super­
natural creatures who lived in the mountains; it has also
been suggested that they were the spirits of the Artaxiad
17 c c —royal ancestors. Xorenac i continues: Zruc en zsmane ew
parawunkc, etce argeleal kay yayri mium kapeal erkatci
sltGayiwkG: ew erku sunkG hanapaz krcelov zsltGaysn, Janay
elanel ew arnel vaxc?an asxarhi: ayl i jayne kranarkutcean
c cdarbnac zawranan, asen, kapank n. Vasn oroy ew ar merov isk
V  c c c .zamanakaw bazumk i darbnac , zhet ert alov araspelin, yawur
, v C V c vc c cmiasabat woj eric s kam c oric s baxen zsaln, zi zawrasc in,
v c casen, sit ayk n Artawazday. 'The old women also tell this 
tale of him [i.e., Artawazd I]: He is confined in a cave and
bound with iron chains, and two dogs daily gnaw at the chains. 
He tries to go out and make an end of the country, but the 
bonds, they say, are strengthened by the sound of the strik­
ing of hammers of blacksmiths. Because of this even in our 
own time many smiths, following the fable, strike their 
anvils three or four times on the first day of the week, so 
that, they say, the bonds of Artawazd may be strengthened.1 
(MX 11.61)
Another version of the above legend is found in the 
c 1Fatmut iwn tiezerakan 'Universal History', a work of the 13th
c 18 ccentury attributed to Vardan Barjrberdc i: Molorut iwn
diwacc xabeacc zkrapastsn Hayocc i jern kcrmaccn, orkc asein
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cj— v c
t e zArtawazd omn visapk argeleal en kendani i Masis learn:
Q — V c C ““ew na elaneloc e ew zasxarhs uneloc : ew omn ayl mtac uner
V c c c — czisxanut iwn Hayoc : zarhureal hare aner zljays diwac ew
c— c
zkaxardsn, t e erb lini Artawazday elaneln i kapanac n. Ew
nokca asen cCna: tce occ kamis zelaneln nora i kapanacc,
v c —hraman tur 3nd amenayn asxarhs darbnac n, or 1 Nawasardi orn
c— . c camenayn darbm kop e kranawn i veray sail iwroy: ew erkat k n
Artawazday andren hastati: ew kataren znoyn hraman ayzm
VCamenayn darbin, or i Nawasardi kranaw harkanen zsaln mine ew
c — c
c aysor 'At the hands of the k urms ['priests'] the idolaters
of Armenia were led astray in the confusion of the dews.
c c 19(The k urms) said that the visapk ['dragons' ] had im-
• cprisoned a certain Artawazd alive m  the mountain Masik , and
he will come out and will have the country. And someone else
thought "(he will have) dominion over Armenia (also)." And
20frightened, he asked also the witches about the desires of
the dews: "When will be the escape of Artawazd from his
bonds?" They said to him, "If you do not desire his escape
from his bonds, command all the smiths of the country that
21on the day of Nawasard [i.e., on New Year's Day ] every 
smith strike his anvil with his hammer; the irons of Artawazd 
will be strengthened by it." And every blacksmith fulfills 
the command now; they strike their anvils with a hammer on 
the day of Nawasard, to this day.1 Eznik Koibacci compared
the legend of Artawazd and the belief in his release to the
2 2 vc c c cmessianic hopes of the Jews: Ew oc zok i t agaworazgeac
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c c cew i diwc azanc unin kapeal ar iwreans kendani: zi kendanik
c c c —i marmnaworac erkun ewet kanf Enok ew Elia. Ayl orpes
zAlekCsandre xabein dewkc tce kendani kaycce, orocc gst
c cegiptakan hnarolut eann kapeal arkeal kaxardanawk zdew 1
sis, karceccuccanein tce Alekcsandros kendani icCe ew mah
C“ c • c — cxndric e: ew galustn K ristosi xaytarakeac zxabeut iwnn,
V c c — cew ebar^ 1 irupoy zgayt aklut iwnn, novnpes ew molorut iwnn
C G C V C Cdiwac xabeac zdiwc apasts Hayoc , et e zomn Artawazd anun
C— C C V cargeleal ic e diwac , or c ayzm kendani kay, ew na elaneloc 
— C V ce ew uneloc zasxarhs; ew i snoti yoys kapeal kan anhawatk ,
— c c corpes ew Hreayk or 1 zur aknkalut iwn kapeal kan, et e
DawitC galoc° e sinel zErusa3:em ew zo3:ovel zHreayS/ ew and
c c V ct agaworel nma noc a. 'Nor have [the visapk ] taken to them­
selves alive and in bondage anyone of royal lineage or of the 
23heroes, for of corporeal beings only two remain alive,
Enoch and Elijah. But just as the dews deceive concerning
Alexander, that he is alive— according to the Egyptian art
they bound and cast a dew by witchcraft into a bottle and
caused one to think it was Alexander, alive and asking for 
24death, but the advent of Christ disgraced deception and 
banished scandal— so also did the confusion of the dews de­
ceive the worshippers of the gods of Armenia: that someone
by the name of Artawazd is imprisoned by the dews, that he is 
alive until now and will come out and will have the country. 
And those without faith are bound by vain hope, even as the 
Jews, who are bound by the vain expectation that David will
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come to build Jerusalem and to gather the Jews and to be
their king there.1
The two dogs that gnaw at the chains of Artawazd may
represent day and night, for according to the mediaeval
25writer Vanakan vardapet they are Seaw ew Spitak, or yar
lezun zkapans nora ’Black and White, which eternally lick
(yar lezun) his bonds.' We shall find Arm. yar ’eternally1
and lez- ’lick’ presented often as a folk etymology of the
name of the mythical creature called the (y)aralez; to the
black and white dogs may be compared the figure of Samanak
'Time' in Armenian folklore, who sits on a high mountain and
rolls alternately a white and a black ball of thread down
2 6the mountainside. Vanakan wrote of the legend, of Artawazd,
— — 2 7
Ays e yaralez araspeln ’This is the fable of the (y)aralez.1
It may be recalled that in the i=fah-name the man who raised
the banner of revolt against the tyrant Zohhak was a black-
smith, Kava, and in both Iran and Armenia objects of iron
(particularly shears) were considered potent talismans 
2 8against evil. Blacksmiths seem to have played a role of 
religious significance in pre-Christian Armenia. According 
to a mediaeval Armenian letter (attributed to Xorenacci, 
probably inaccurately) to the nobleman Sahak Arcruni in which 
is described the mission of the Apostle Bartholomew to the
province of Anjewaccikc in Armenia, the Hogeacc or Hogwocc
c 29Vank (’Monastery of the Souls’) was originally sacred to
. 30 c c 31Anahit and was called Darbnac K ar ’Rock of the Smiths’:
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c c — c —Dewk bazumk bnakeal e m  1 K arn yayn, ew patrein zmardik
telwoyn, tueal yaynm telwo^e dels axtakans ar i katarel
zplcutciwns axticG , kranajayns darbnacC ahawor hrasiwkc
“ V Carhawirs gorcein: yors mardik asxarhin sovorealk , and ar
kcrayin degerein, areal i <£castuacoccn crars tcaraxacors i
C ■patir axtic n, orpes zcrarsn Kiprianosi ar i patir Yustinea
— c ckusin; ew anuanein zanun telwoyn aynorik Darbnac K ar.
* C C "a> vcHarseal surb Arak ealn halaceac zdarbinsn zgorconeays c arin,
• cv c —ew zkursn p sreac or yanun Anahtay er. 'Many dews lived in
that Rock and seduced the men of that place, giving [them]
there potions of passion for the fulfillment of the corrup-
32tion of their passions. They made blows of the hammer,
33terrors by dread wonders. The men of the country became
learned in these and lingered by the crucible, taking from
34the non-gods talismans dripping with corruption for seduc­
tion to the passions, like the talismans of Cyprian for the 
seduction of Justine, and they named the place Rock of the 
Smiths. The Holy Apostle arrived, drove out the smiths— the 
ministers of evil— and smashed the idols, which were in the 
name of Anahit.1
The 11th-century Armenian nobleman and scholar Grigor 
Magistros Pahlawuni wrote a letter on the occasion of the 
consecration of a priest named Grigor Hnjac i at the monas­
tery of Varag, which stands on the slopes of a mountain of
35the same name near Van. Grigor Magistros begins his letter 
Astuac bnakeccuccane zmiakrawns i tan ew hane zkapealsn
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C V ck ajut eamb 1 God causes the faithful to dwell in a house and 
with valour removes those who are bound,1 Later, he dis­
cusses mountains, because Varag is a mountain. Apparently 
in recollection of his first theme, that of dwelling within 
a house and of release from bondage, he adds (in the midst 
of various references to Scripture and to classical mythology):
Gitem ew zBiwraspi i learn Dabawand, or e Kentorosn Priwdeay. 
V C  c cOc moiac aye zSpandiarn i Sabalanin kalov lerin, kam zmer
Artawaz i cayrs Ayrarateay i Masikcohn, *1 know also
Biwraspi [Azdahak] in the mountain Dabawand, who is the
3 6Centaur Piwrid. I will not forget Spandiar who is in the
37mountain of Sabalan, or our Artawaz [sic] in the region of
3 8Ayrarat in Ararat. 1 It appears that in Armenian epic 
Artawazd was connected to A?dahak, perhaps because of the
similarity of the two tales. Movses Xorenacci writes, Ayl
c comank asen ew i cnaneln zsa dipeal pataharac imn: zor
c c c Vhamarec an kaxardeal zsa kananc zarmic n Asdahakay: vasn
vc vc c v— vc coroy znosa bazum c arc areac Artases. Ew zays noyn ergic k n
yaraspelin asen ayspes: etce visapazunkc golaccan zmanukn
c c c c •Artawazd, ew dew p oxanak edin. Bayc m j  ardarac eal t ui
Q  —  —  Q  Q  "VC
lurn ayn, t e i enndenen ewet molorut eamb leal, mine 
V cnovimb ew vaxcanec aw. 'But some say that at his birth cer­
tain misfortunes befell him, which were considered to be the
bewitching of him by women of the race of Azdahak. For this 
v—reason Artases oppressed them greatly. And the same singers
c v[of Goit n] say thus in fable: "The spawn of the visap stole
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the child Artawazd, and put a dew in his place." But the 
rumour seems justified to me, that he was insane from birth 
and finally died because of it.’ (MX 11.61)
It is noteworthy that the Arsacid king Pap, described
cby P awstos Biwzand as having snakes springing from his
breasts similarly to Zohhak in the §ah-name or Nergal at
Hatra, was said to have been devoted to the dews at birth
39and driven insane by them. The belief that a child may be 
kidnapped and a dew put in his place survives in modern Ar­
menian folklore. Patriarch E±ise Durean of Jerusalem writes: 
*A child who has not been christened with miwron [holy oil] 
is never separated from his mother; that is, he is never left 
alone. It is thought that the dews (would) change him. That
• C VCis why they sometimes say to a child P oxuac es, inc es 
("Have you been exchanged— what is the matter with you?").1^
If Artawazd was believed to have been a dew, the legend 
of his imprisonment in lofty, snow-capped Ararat may be re­
garded as parallel to Iranian legends about the imprisonment 
of Azi Dahaka in Damavand.
For many centuries, Armenians have regarded Ararat with 
superstitious awe. This attitude is illustrated by the reac­
tion of the Armenian clergy to the first recorded ascent of
the mountain, in which the pioneer modern Armenian novelist
VC c c *took part. Xac atur Abovean, a native of K anak er (a village
on the outskirts of Erevan) and one of the first graduates of
the Nersisean School at Tiflis— the earliest Armenian
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European-style gymnasium— impended upon his graduation in t
1826 to attend classes at the Armenian Catholic monastery of 
the Mxitcarists on the island of San Lazzaro,. Venice. De­
tained by the Russo-Persian War, Abovean took employment as 
a clerk at Ejmiacin monastery, the Mother See of the Armenian 
Church. After the Russian victory and the annexation of 
Erevan and its environs to the Russian Empire in 182 8,
Professor Friedrich Parrot of Dorpat University (now Tartu, 
in the Estonian SSR) led an expedition to Mount Ararat.
Abovean, as the only Russian-speaking cleric at Ejmiacin, 
was given the reluctant permission of the Catholicos to 
accompany the Western scholar and his party. On 2 8 September 
1829 Parrot and his associates, including Abovean, reached 
the summit of Greater Ararat. Abovean was regarded with deep
hostility from then on by the Armenian clergy, who considered
41him guilty of desecration of the sacred mountain. When St.
James of Nisibis had attempted to scale Mt. Sararad in 
Gordyene in the 4th century, an angel of the Lord had pre­
vented him from reaching the top, but gave him a relic of
42 cthe ark of Noah. This tradition, preserved by P awstos
Biwzand for the Armenians, had been transferred with the
legend of the ark itself to Azat Masik as the Armenians
sought to adorn the mountain— already sanctified in pre-
Christian belief— with added Biblical prestige, to strengthen
the legitimacy and holiness of Valarsapat-Ejmiacin, which
43stands in the shadow of the massive peak. Abovean1s ascent
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was a rejection of Armenian religious tradition which marked
his decisive break with the clerical leadership; hounded and
persecuted thereafter, he disappeared from his home in 
c c *K anak er nineteen years later and was never heard from again.
For the later Soviet Armenian poet Eiise Scarencc, Abovean*s
journey, no less than his pioneering novel in the vernacular
language VerkC Hayastani ’The Wounds of Armenia1 (184 8),
marked the beginning of Armenian modernism. He called his
poem to Abovean Depi lyarn Masis ’Towards Mount Ararat’
yC C(19 33), yet even C arenc seems to have retained some of the
traditional regard for the mountain, for he calls Masis anhas 
c * c. V cp ark i camp a ’a road to unattainable glory’ in a ta±
44(’song1, a mediaeval verse form) written in 1920.
Other Armenians held resolutely to their ancient
beliefs. A British traveller in World War I expressed to
Armenian friends at Igdir, at the foot of the northern slopes
of Ararat, his desire to climb the mountain. Their reaction
was to urge him to abandon his foolhardy plan. They cried,
’’’The mountain is sacred. It is inhabited by evil spirits,
so no one has ever reached the summit— we shall never see you 
45again."' This writer was assured by villagers of Ararat,
Armenian SSR in August 19 73 that Artawazd waits within Mount
Ararat and will rise again to liberate western Armenia from
the Turks. The legend of Artawazd was kept alive in popular
memory, it seems, through dramatic presentations in mediaeval
46times whrch depicted his imprisonment; except for the epic
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fragments from Goltcn preserved by Movses Xorenacci and 
references in other literary sources, these have not survived.
The legend of Artawazd presents problems. We need not 
look for any significance in his name and its meaning, for 
it was a common name in western Iran and neighboring lands. 
Artawazd may have been equated with A?dahak in legend for 
various reasons: his disrespect towards his dying father
could have cast him as a sinner in the popular imagination; 
perhaps he became demented at an early age and, like the 
later king Pap, came to be regarded as a demon. Certainly 
no recorded notice of the historical deeds of Artawazd I sug­
gests that he was either a great national hero or a particu­
larly vile tyrant, but one recalls the tendency of Armenian 
epic to telescope several historical figures with the same 
name into a single epic hero, as appears to have been the 
case in the legend of the struggle of Tigran with Azdahak, 
in which an Orontid Tigran fights the king of the Medes and
is credited with the conquests of the much later Artaxiad 
47Tigran II. Artawazd II was a historical figure of some 
importance. His imprisonment and banishment to Egypt by 
Mark Anthony may have found an echo in Armenian folklore, 
but then the place of his captivity is not in distant Egypt—  
sharing perhaps pseudo-Alexander's unpleasant little ampule—  
but in the very heart of Armenia. The scene of the per­
formance of the Bacchae recorded by Plutarch is not im­
plausible a priori, and its coincidence with the victory
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over Crassus would have etched the drama— both play and 
feast— indelibly upon the minds of all who heard of it at the 
time. One recalls that Dionysos, the god who takes human 
form, is imprisoned by Pentheus, who orders him to be left 
'staring at darkness1 (line 542); Dionysos warns him that 
'Dionysos, who you say is dead,/ will come in swift pursuit 
to avenge this sacrilege1 (548-9). Shortly thereafter the 
prison of the god crumbles away and Dionysos is liberated in 
earthquake, panic, fire and destruction. The scene is apoca­
lyptic; for the worshippers of the god it is salvation, but 
for Pentheus and the settled order he represents it is death. 
The parallel, even to the ambiguity of the central figure as
saviour or destroyer, is there, but one might well ask whether
cthe singers of Golt n would have been likely to cast their
king in an Iranian epic mold because of the events of a Greek
play performed at the moment of a victory.
It is more likely that the legend of Artawazd was a set
piece— like the legend of Pap the demented king or of Mohammed
the accursed heretic— which became contaminated with elements
of an apocalyptic legend from Zoroastrian tradition. For the
dog in Zoroastrianism is considered a holy creature, as we
shall see, and unlikely to gnaw the chains of a demon in an
attempt to free him. The Arm. word ¥idar means 'crazy,
possessed' as an adjective? as a substantive, it is a kind of 
. . 48evil spirit. Derivations have been suggested from a Semitic 
root ¥t r 'to be crazy' attested in Arabic and Syriac,^ but
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it is not explained how Semitic -t- became Armenian -d-.
Originally, the word was a proper name, Sidar, and it is
£
attested as such m  a Yaysmawurk (Menologium) of Grigor 
Cerencc Xlatcecci (A.D. 1 4 4 1 ) Tcagawor mi kayr Hayocc 
Artawazd anun, ew uner ordi mi xelagar, oroy anun er Sidar.
Ew elew yorzam meraw arkcayn Artawazd, hayrn isidaray, occ et 
ztcagaworutciwnn iwr Sidaray, zi xelagar er. Vasn oroy ew 
asxarhs irar dibaw, ew awerumn liner occ sakaw. Ew yawur
mi urn heceal Midarn i ji ew et pCol harkanel, tce kamin
c c ct agaworel: ew el gnac 3ntir hecelawk i zbawsans, ew eleal
i veray kamr^i getoy vasn anccaneloy. Ew anden sarzeal zna
aysoyn plcoy, ankaw i getn ew koreaw. Ew hecelazawrkcn
q 0— VC C V cv chambawec in t e c astuack n Sidaray yap stakec in zna ew edin
* ““ V ci seaw learn, or e awag Masis, ew and kay sit ayac. Ew erku
sunkc minn spitak ew minn seaw ku lizen hanapaz zsltcaysn
V ■ ■ c c— . ~Sidaray; ew 1 tarelic n i mazn gay, or t e ktn, na elane
v c c — c cew zasxarhs anc uc ane. Vasn oroy kargec in kaxardk n
C . C C— — c C —kaxardk n araspel dimawk ew t eatronok t e i taremutn 1 
Nawasardi mekn amenayn gorcawor ziwr zincc ew icCe gorcn
C™ C Vkop e erek angam, darbinn ew ayIn amenayn. Zi kapn Sidaray
or i mek mazn ekeal e i ktril, darjeal hastati ew amranay,
VC — V c c —or oc elne ew zasxars anc uc ane. ’There was a king of Ar­
menia named Artawazd, and he had a demented son whose name 
was Sidar. And when king Artawazd, the father of Sidar, 
died, he did not give his kingdom to Sidar, for the latter 
was insane. Therefore there was strife in the land, and no
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little destruction. One day Sidar mounted his horse and had
the trumpets blown, (saying) "I will be king." He arose and
went with picked horsemen to take diversion, and went up on
51a bridge over a river to cross it. A filthy wind-demon 
pushed him from there and he fell into the river and was lost. 
His horsemen spread the rumour that the non-gods of Sidar had 
seized him and put him in the black mountain, which is Greater 
Ararat, and he stands there chained. Two dogs, one white and 
one black, daily lick the chains of Sidar, and at the full­
ness of a year these are thick as a hair; if they break, he 
will come out and cause the world to pass away. Therefore
the witches ordained the [performance of a] fable with masks 
52and plays : at the start of the year on the first of
Nawasard every workman should strike thrice, whether he be a 
blacksmith or any other (sort). For the bond of Sidar is 
[the thickness of] one hair and is about to break; it is 
again made firm and thickened, that he may not come out and 
cause the world to pass away.' The story of the ays thrust­
ing Sidar from the bridge is an adaptation of a frequent 
device in Armenian epic literature. Anak the Parthian, mur­
derer of the Armenian king Xosrov, is thrown from the bridge 
called Tap erakan to his death in the river Araxes; later, 
Tiridates the Great is cast from his carriage by an ays for 
his punishment of St. Gregory— he goes insane and becomes a
boar until the holy man is released from the pit of Xor 
53Virap. There are evil spirits in Arm. folklore whose
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54particular purpose is to drown people who fall from bridges.
In Zoroastrian doctrine, the bridge is of particular
importance. In Avestan it is the 2invato,p3r3tu-, 'Bridge
of the Separator’, which a man's soul must cross after death.
The soul of a sinner will find the bridge exceedingly narrow,
and will fall from it to hell, in the company of his evil
conscience (Av. daena-), immediately after judgement by Mi0ra,
RaSnu and Sraosa. For a righteous man, the bridge is wide
and the way to heaven easy in the company of the beautiful
55maiden who is his good conscience. To fall from a bridge—  
or to be pushed, as Anak was— may have the symbolic meaning 
of damnation. In Armenian folk belief, Christ passes judge­
ment on the soul of one newly dead, at dawn; the soul must
then cross a bridge made out of one hair (Arm. maze kamurjf) .
If it is righteous, the crossing is easy; if it is evil, the
hair breaks and it plunges into the river of fire which
56separates Heaven and hell. In Zoroastrian belief, the 
rays of the rising sun draw up the soul to Mithra’s judgement
seat at dawn. The Manichaeans of Sogdia, who believed, it
- - 57seems, m  the daena- which meets the soul after death, pre­
served also a scene of the goddess Nanai mourning on a bridge
59with her ladies, probably over the slain Adonis/Attis. Per­
haps here the bridge is an Iranian symbol of transition be­
tween life and death, or simply of death— for the mortal one 
crossing it has already died and it is the soul which crosses 
over from the world of the living. It is important to note
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also that, according to the Videvdat, two dogs await the
59spirits of the dead at the Bridge of the Separator, and of 
course two dogs are found in the Arm. legend which struggle 
to free Sidar— to restore him, that is, to life.
In order to explain those aspects of the Armenian myth 
which have to do with hope in some sort of redemption, it is 
necessary to seek a connection with some eschatological fig­
ure. Manandyan identified iaidar with Asxadar, son of the 
Parthian king Pacorus II (77-110 A.D.), who reigned over Ar­
menia for three years,'from 110 to 113, and was deposed by 
his father's successor, Xosrov, who installed Asxadar's 
younger brother, Parthamasiris, on the Armenian throne; this
was done without consulting Trajan, who reacted by invading
6 0Armenia in 113. There seems to be scant justification for 
such an equation. Asxadar was not the son of Artawazd, or 
even of an Armenian; as a historical figure, he is spectacu­
larly unimportant; and the transformation of Asxadar to Sidar 
is not easily explained in a language like Armenian, which
V Vusually preserves the Iranian consonantal cluster -xs- as -sx- 
It is more likely that the name Sidar comes from Phi. 
Usedar (Av. Ux^yat.£r£ta-), the first Sosyant (Phi.,
'Saviour') of three, born of the seed of Zarathustra, who 
will battle evil in the final centuries before Frai=segird.^
In the age of the second Sosyant, Usedarmah (Av. Uxsyat.njmah-) 
Az Dahak (Av. Azi Dahaka) will burst free of his fetters and
leave his mountain prison, to be defeated once and for all by
v— — 6 2the hero Karsasp (Av. Kfr^saspa-) and his comrades.
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It is possible that the Armenians, recognising a common
element *¥idar in the names of the first and second Sosyants,
proceeded to confuse the second with the arch-fiend whose
terrible liberation is the most important event of his reign.
The myth then was explained by making &idar the 'son' of
Artawazd, while Artawazd was presented as displeased with his
son, who is depicted as insane and accursed (he is thrust
from the bridge— this is probably a symbol of damnation, as
we have seen above). Sidar merely takes the place of
Artawazd in the legend of Artawazd recorded by Movsis
XorenacCi; while Artawazd in the Sidar myth takes on the role 
v—of Artases. It has been seen that Mihr (Arm. Mher) , confined
to his cave at Van, represented for Armenians the hope of re-
6 3demption at the end of the world. A similar belief must 
have attached to Mount Ararat with its majestic beauty, yet
C Vit was also the prison of a demented king of the k aj 'brave' 
dynasty of the Artaxiads, who was equated by the weavers of 
epic song with Azdahak. The myth of redemption and the 
vision of the release of the dragon and the destruction of 
much of the world preceding its renovation were fused to­
gether in a single legend.
The association of apocalyptic events with both destruc­
tion and rebirth lends to other traditions as well as the 
Armenian an ambiguous apprehension that is felt, for instance, 
in the poem 'The Second Coming1 by William Butler Yeats, in 
which''a shape with lion body and the head of a man1— more
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like the leontocephalous Deus Areimanius of the western
Mithraists than the scion of the House of David— 'slouches
64towards Bethlehem to be born'. Which is the Antichrist, 
and which the Christ?
It is a feature of Zoroastrianism that various place- 
names mentioned in the Avesta which may or may not have been 
actual places on earth originally, later came to be asso­
ciated with various locations in Iran. We shall have occa­
sion shortly to discuss, for instance, Av. Lake Kasaoya- 
(Phl. Kayansih), which was later identified by Zoroastrians 
with Lake Hamun in Seistan, on a hill near which called Kuh-i
Khwaja there stood an important Zoroastrian shrine built i n_
65the Arsacid period. According to the Pahlavi texts, the
* V ""Vthree yazatas Mihr, Rasn and Sros pass judgement on the soul
on the 'Peak of Judgement', and the Bridge of the Separator
is on the same peak, which has been identified by some
scholars with Damavand on the evidence of Phi. tradition,
6 6which places the mountain in western Iran. The same moun­
tain, if the above identification is correct, was also
believed to be the place of confinement of Azi Dahaka. Here, 
too, one may perceive a parallelism with Mount Ararat and the 
Arm. story of the bridge. It is not possible to say which 
cave on the mountain is the place of Artawazd1s imprisonment. 
Caves were often regarded in the Iranian world as the abode 
of demons; in the Parthian romance of Vis u Ramin, king Mobad 
locks up Vis in a place called Askaft-i Devan, 'Grotto of
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Devs', identified by Minorsky with one or another of the
artificial grottoes in the hills of the Murghab, which are
—  “ 67still called dev-kan 'carved out by devs1 . Yet one of the
striking features of Mount Ararat is its terrible chasm, the 
Ahora Gorge (Arm. Akori), on the northeast face of the moun­
tain. The bridge of a hair might well have been believed to
stretch across this abyss, and the testimony of Movses 
cXorenac i indicates that Artawazd fell into it, although 
passage over a bridge is mentioned separately: yet sakaw
in^c awurcc tcagaworeloyn iwroy, ancceal zkamrjawn Artasat
c c V V ck a-fcak i orsal kincs ew isavayris zakambk n Ginay, almkeal
. c # c clmn i c none xelagaranac , 9nd vayr yacelov erivarawn, 
ankani i xor imn mec, ew xorasoyz leal anheti (MX 11.61)
'After but a few days of his reign, [Artawazd] passed over
v 6 8the bridge at Artasat to hunt wild boar and wild ass at
the springs of Gen. Startled by some insane phantom he 
whirled his horse round and fell into some great abyss; he 
plunged to the bottom and vanished.' Why does Xorenacci in­
form us that Artawazd crossed a bridge? It is self-evident 
that one must cross the Araxes to reach the slopes of Mount 
Ararat from Artasat, so it is at least a possibility that 
Xorenac i, in an effort to rationalise the narrative he had 
received, separated two incidents which were originally one: 
the passage over a bridge and the fall into an abyss (the 
cCnorkc 'phantom' is to be equated with the ays of the Sidar 
legend). XorenacCi knew that there had never been any bridge
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over the chasm of Mount Ararat, so if such a bridge had been 
referred to, he would not have understood its symbolic mean- 
ing as the Armenian Bridge of the Separator, the maze kamur^ 
discussed above, and would have taken it to be a bridge such 
as the Tapcerakan from which the accursed murderer Anak was 
cast, at Artasat.
It seems likely, therefore, that an Armenian legend 
about Frasegird (Arm. hrasakert) was connected with Mt.
Ararat as the place of the Bridge of the Separator, like 
Damavand. But the mountain was also the prison of Azdahak, 
here equated with the mad king Artawazd, whose release from 
his captivity is one of the great events immediately preced­
ing Fra¥egird. The legend of Artawazd was re-worked for 
§d.dar, who, we have suggested, may be the Arm. rendering of 
the name of one of the first two Sosyants, probably the 
second, for it is in the time of the second that the dragon 
is released. The Sosyant was then equated with the fiend 
whose release would coincide with his reign. This could have 
been a mistake of ignorance— we have seen how eschatological 
events may be viewed as either good or evil, destructive or 
renewing— or an alteration by conscious design. In the lat­
ter case, one might attribute it to the Christians, for whom 
the old gods were demons and the old heroes, villains.
We have not mentioned the third and final Sosyant, 
Astvat.Pr^ta-, yet he is referred to by Eznik, along with his 
two brothers before him, in the refutation of the 'sect of
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the Persians' Darjeal miws ews imn asen, or amenewin cce
hawatali, tce ibrew meraner or ^ di Qr^mzdi^ zsermn iwr 
yalbiwr mi ark: ew mawt i vaxcan yayn sermane koys mi
C — —   ccnaneloc e, ew i nmane ordi eleal harkane zbazums i zawrac n
Arhmeni: ew erku ews noynpisik noyngunak elealk harkanen
znora zawrs ew sparen. 'Again they say yet something else
which is completely unbelievable: when the son of Ormizd was
dying he cast his seed into a fountain, and close to the end
a virgin will give birth by that seed, and a son arising from
71the same (will) strike many of the forces of Arhmn. And 
two more of the same type born the same way (will) strike his 
forces and exhaust (them).' It is curious that Usedar is 
noted as the first of the three Saviours and is accorded the 
most attention, the other two being merely thrown together 
as 'two more1, when in Zoroastrian doctrine the last is the 
most important. Such emphasis would explain, however, why 
Sidar figures in the Armenian legend, rather than another 
with a name derived from Astvat.?r9ta-.
The seed of the Sosyants comes not from any son of Ahura 
Mazda, but from Zarathustra; Eznik's source may, however, be 
the Platonic Alcibiades 1.121, in which reference is made to 
'the Magian lore of Zoroaster son of Horomazes' (i.e.,
Horomazes in the genitive). But the tradition of the preser­
vation of the seed is substantially the same as in the
Pahlavi texts, according to which it is preserved in Lake
- 72 . . .Kayansih, identified with Hamun-i Seistan. The fertilisation
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of a virgin by seed preserved in a lake is a theme found in
the Armenian epic of Sasun. The daughter of king Gagik
(Arcruni, of Vaspurakan) is married to the 'idolatrous*
(krapast) Khalifa of Baghdad. On the eve of the holiday of
the Ascension (Arm. Hambarjum) ^  the daughter, Covinar,^
asks her husband for permission to go on an outing with some
other women at the Milky Spring (KatCnov albiwr), Later they
come to the Blue Sea (Kapot cov). Covinar is thirsty, but
75the water is too salty to drink. Covinar asks God to cause
a fountain to well up so she can drink;' then, Astcu hramanov
C . V — ccovn bac vav,/ Mi sat hamel jur durs ekav./ Nayec , tesay mek—    ^   -------------------------
303 k ar ka covu pruk,/ Siptak^albur mi ed kcaricc k? tcali
'By God's command the sea opened,/ And very delicious water 
came out./ She looked and saw a great stone at the shore of 
the sea,/ And a white spring flowed out of that rock.'
Covinar strips off her clothes, goes into the sea to the 
place where the fountain flows, and drinks one and one half 
handfuls of water. Later, Covinar imaccav, or erexov e:/ 
Akhav, or en covicc e 'Covinar discovered she was pregnant;/ 
She figured out it was from that sea.' She gives birth to 
two heroes, Sanasar and Baldasar. The latter is smaller than 
the former, for he was conceived with only half a handful of 
the liquid of the fountain. The two brothers, who are tradi­
tionally regarded as the progenitors of the Arcruni house, go
on to perform heroic deeds in driving the Arab infidels from
o 76Sasun.
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Although the basis of the historical events in the epic
is the anti-Arab rebellion in Sasun and XoytC which occurred 
77xn A.D. 851,. the motxfs and characters (e.g., Mher, who 
figures towards the end) are much more ancient: the saviours
of Armenia from a foreign infidel are conceived by a virgin 
impregnated in a fountain by the will of God. One recalls 
Eznik's statement that the seed was of the son of Ormizd, and 
that the evil to be opposed by the Sosyant is often seen as 
foreign tyranny (Zohhak the Arab in the ?ah-name? Azdahak• • a “ - - 1 ""
the Mede in Armenian tradition).
We shall now examine another legend of life, death and 
resurrection, in which a prominent part is played by a crea­
ture encountered earlier, the dog. This is the myth of Ara
and ^amiram, preserved by Movses Xorenacci. According to
c cXorenac i, Ara the Beautiful (Arm. gelec ik) was the king of
Armenia, a descendant of Hayk— the eponymous ancestor of the
7 8nation— who was a descendant of Japheth. He was granted
his kingdom, like Aram his father, by Ninos, the king of
Assyria, whose queen was ^amiram (Semiramis). At the death
or flight of Ninos, £>amiram desired Ara, but he refused her
advances. She determined to seize him, and invaded da^tn
Arayi, or ew yanun nora anuaneal Ayrarat 'the plain of Ara,
79whxch is called by his name Ayrarat.' The queen gave 
orders that Ara be captured alive and brought to her unharmed, 
but in the battle he was killed, so she sent despoilers to 
find his corpse and bring it to her. It was placed in an
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upper chamber (Arm. vernatun) of her palace. When the Ar­
menians prepared to fight to avenge their fallen king,
Samiram forestalled them: Hramayecci astuacocCn imocc lezul
zvers nora, ew kendanascci 'I commanded my gods to lick his 
wounds, and he will come to life.1 (MX 1.15) According to 
XorenacCi, Ara did not come to life, but Samiram deceived the 
Armenians by dressing up one of her lovers to look like the 
Armenian king and announced that the gods had licked Ara and
brought him back to life. She then caused to be erected a
statue (Arm. patker) in their honour, and convinced the Ar­
menians that it was all true.
It is unlikely that Ara died in the original version
of the story; XorenacCi probably introduced the pseudo-Ara
to explain the tale in historically credible terms. Ara was
known to Plato as Er the Pamphylian, identified by Classical
writers as Zoroaster and called an Armenian, a figure of
supernatural power who visits the kingdom of the dead and
80returns to the world of the living. The legend is probably 
a variant of the passion of Cybele and the beautiful youth 
Attis, who is both her lover and son; this myth goes back to 
prehistoric Asia Minor, and is attested in Armenia also by 
mother-and-child figurines from Artasat and elsewhere which 
probably represent Nane (= §amiram, the Magna Mater) with the 
boy Ara (= Attis).^
According to an account of the legend preserved by the 
so-called Anonymous Historian (whose brief account of ancient
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Armenia was incorrectly attributed to the 7th-century writer
_ Q 2
Sebeos, of whom he appears to have been a contemporary),
the ' gods' of Samiram were aralez-kC: ayspes hane hambaw
aralezacc tikinn ^amiram ' thus did the lady §amiram acquire
c 83the fame of the aralezk 1 . It is not apparent that
q
Xorenac i's work was one of the sources used by the Anonymous
Historian, so the identification is probably part of tradi-
* ction rather than an embroidering of Xorenac i's narrative.
The aralez is described in any case by 5th-century writers,
although they do not make specific reference to the legend
VC V — VC cof Ara. Eznik argues, oc i sane inc eleal, et e ffnd
C C VC V Canerewoyt zawrut iwns inc kec e, ew yorzam virawor ok
C C C — V c c c—ankeal i paterazmi dnic i t e lizic e ew o-fcjac uc anic e
'nothing has come from the dog which might live with invisible
powers and lick and make healthy someone wounded when he falls
in battle and is laid out,1 and he ridicules those who think
zarlezn i sane '(that) the aflez [is] from a dog'. The
v—5th-century historian E±ise, m  a work on the book of Genesis,
speaks of a creature which yar lizu zmerealsn 'continually
— 85licks the dead' and revives them, and is called a yaralez.
The analysis of the word as yar 'continually' and lez-.'lick' 
is undoubtedly a folk etymology, and none of the other ety­
mologies which have been proposed are conclusive or convinc-
86 c cing. The late 5th-century philosopher Dawit Anyait wrote,
c c c  c c — V CK anzi yirolut eanc n omank angoyk en, orpes eljeruak aln
— VC C VC — cew aralezn, ew ore ap inc mers verastelce mtacut lwn 'For
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certain circumstances are nonexistent, such as the chimaera
and the aralez, and such other things as our cogitation
csynthesizes.1 The structure of Dawit ' s proposition seems 
to derive from a citation of Aristotle by Dionysios Thrax
(whose works were translated into Armenian), but the aralez
c 87is Dawit 's own addition. The 10th-century historian
c cT ovma Arcruni refers to the ’village of Lezk , where they
recite the legend of the healing of the wounds of the dead
c 88Ara, i.e., where the Ara-lezk licked him back to health.
< * cMention of belief m  rescue or resuscitation by aralezk
■ . cis found m  legends about other heroes, as well. Xorenac l
seeks rational explanation for the following Armenian tale
concerning the infant prince Sanatruk, who was caught in a
. csnowstorm m  the mountains of Korduk with his nurse Sanot:
* * C ™" VZorme araspelabanen, et e kendani imn norahras spitak
yastuacocCn afakceal paher zmanukn. Baycc orccapC elakc
— — v cverahasu, ayspes e: sun spitak frnd xndraks leal, pataheac
vc c —mankann ew dayekm. Ard koc ec aw Sanatruk, i dayeken
vc c — c— czanuanakoc ut iwnn areal, orpes t e turk Sanotay. ’They
make a fable about it: a miraculous white animal sent by
the gods guarded the child. But as we have understood it,
it is thus: a white dog was in a search and came upon the
child and (his) nurse. Now [the former] was called Sanatruk,
89taking the name from the nurse, as "gift of Sanot".1
It was apparently believed by Christians in the fourth
ccentury that the aralezk would descend to revive dead heroes.
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Tile sparapet Qf th e  Armenians, Musel Mamikonean (died ca.
375), appears as the principal secular hero of Pcawstos
Biwzand. At his death, ibrew taran zmarminn sparapetin
V * VC cMuseli tun iwr air foitanis iwr, oc hawatayin 3ntanik nora
mahun nora, tcepet ew tesanein zglux norun zat i marmnoyn.
— C V — — — C VC*"Zi asein: Dora yant iw cakat mteal er, ew ver erbek c er
* VC . C — c vc c •areal: oc net mi dipec aw erbek , ew oc ayloc z m u
Q  — — 0 — VC
xoc eal e zda. Isk kesk yarneloy akn unein nma: mine ew
— v c czgluxn anden i koceln kareal kc ec in, ew hanin edin i tanisn
V ~ 0— q y — . C V
astaraki mioy: asein t e vasn zi ayr k aj er, arlezk ljanen
c *ew yaruc anen zda. Pahapan kayin, ew akn unein yarneloy,
• VC C V C  v -mine ew nexec aw marminn. Apa ipuc m  yastarake anti, ew 
lacCin tcaleccin zna orpes awren er. (PCB V.36) 'When they 
took the body of the commander Muse! to his house, to his 
household, the family did not believe in his death, although 
they saw the head separated from the body. For they said,
"He has gone into battle innumerable times, and has never 
been wounded: no arrow has ever touched him, nor has the
weapon of others ever pierced him." And half of them ex­
pected him to rise; as they sewed the head to the trunk, took
and placed it on the roof of a tower, they said, "Because he
9 0 cwas a brave man the arlezk (will) descend and resurrect
him." They stood guard and expected his resurrection, until
the body decayed. Then they took it down from the tower, and
91cried, and buried it as was fitting.' It has been suggested 
that tower-type structures found in Armenia and Asia Minor may
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have been connected with belief in the aralezk0, for one re­
calls that Ara, too, was placed in an upper room (vernatun)
v 92of the palace of Samiram. We have noted that the tower
excavated at PCarak°ar, near Ejmiacin, was also a burial site
of the pre-Christian period, and perhaps Musei's body was
9 3first exposed, then buried.
An Armenian Christian polemicist attacked the 'Pauli-
cians* for their practice of various pagan customs, amongst
94which was the exposure of the dead on rooftops. The 
exposure of the dead is an important aspect of Zoroastrian 
ritual, and it may be assumed that corpses were placed in 
high and rocky places where they would not pollute the earth 
and their presence would not impede traffic. In Bombay, 
where there are not suitable places of this kind, the Zoro- 
astrians have built artificial towers where the bodies of the 
dead are placed. Such towers are general throughout the 
Zoroastrian community in the Islamic period. It is note­
worthy, too, that the Zoroastrians attribute to certain dogs
95the power to banish the corpse-demon, and a dog is brought 
to the side of the newly-deceased to determine whether a man 
is truly dead. The dog is for preference either yellow, with 
a spot over each eye, or white with yellow ears (it is re­
called that the dog which saved Sanatruk was white). In Ar­
menia, too, dogs were believed to be able to sense the 
approach of death. Sruanjtcanc recorded m  the mid-19th
C “century one villager's testimony: Nargiz xat un hiwand er,
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grola iker er deh inor arewf sneracc ornalucc imaccankc ' The
lady Nargiz was ill and the grol ['writer1, i.e., the Angel
of Death] had come to (take away) her sun [i.e., life]; we
9 6learned it from the barking of the dogs.1 It may be that
dogs on occasion found people asleep or comatose and saved
them from interment or exposure; they would thus have been
regarded as having rescued the body from death. It is also
possible that the Armenian aralezkc belong to a tradition
which predated Zoroastrianism but survived with that tenacity
which is seen to characterise archaic funerary beliefs and
practices in various cultures. It has been suggested that
the Arm. tradition may be traced to Assyria, where the god
Marduk, called 1resuscitator of the dead', is found still at
Harran in the first centuries of the Christian era as mry
9 7dklbww 'lord of the dogs'. Thus, while it may be that the
Q
aralezk are not creatures of Zoroastrian belief, and the 
resuscitation of the dead by them certainly has no direct 
parallel in Zoroastrianism, neither the belief in the super­
natural qualities of the dog nor the exposure of a corpse 
contradicts Zoroastrian practice. Indeed, it is interesting 
that while Ara was placed merely in an upper room, MuSel was 
placed on a rooftop; the old Armenian practice may have under­
gone changes introduced by Zoroastrianism, much as the 
Achaemenian kings seem to have adapted the pagan rite of
burial to conform with Zoroastrian laws of purity, by entomb­
ing the corpse in such a manner that it did not pollute by
contact the earth of Sp^nta Armaiti.
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We possess other evidence for the reverence of the dog
by the Armenians. The 14th-century Byzantine ecclesiastical
historian Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos wrote: 'Now if
9 8one asks about the Artzibour fast, some say it is for Adam's 
disobedience or for the repentance of Nineveh. Some say it 
is because the Armenians fasted as they were about to be bap­
tised by St Gregory. Sometimes they say also that it is for 
somebody named Sargis who died a martyr's death amongst them. 
There are yet others who tell the true story of its origin, 
which is the following: There was once a priest amongst them
named Sargis who had a dog which, at Satan's instigation, he 
often made a herald of his arrival, and gave it the name 
Artzibour, which in Armenian means "herald" or "messenger". 
Thus whenever his students and disciples living in towns and 
villages saw his dog preceding him, they came up before their 
teacher and guided him. Now this dog was eaten by wolves.
One day, Sargis sent his dog ahead of him and then went out 
himself, but was very angry when he found no one waiting to 
meet him on the road. When he discovered that his dog had 
been eaten by wolves, he commanded the Armenians to fast,
mourn and lament every year at that time because of the dog's
9 9death, as they had lost such a great boon thereby.' The 
Armenian chronicler Mattceos Urhayecci (Matthew of Edessa), 
who lived in the late llth-early 12th century, recognised 
the existence of the cult of the dog of Sargis amongst the 
Armenians, so one cannot dismiss the testimony of Nikephoros
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as merely another example of Byzantine anti-Armenian calumny.
c—
Matt eos wrote, 'As far as St. Sargis the General, whose 
holiday we celebrate, is concerned,'*'^ then we have in mind 
the true martyr, who in the days of the emperor TCeodos was 
martyred in the province of Bagrewand at the hands of the 
sons of Hagar— the sons of Mahmed— and not the apostate ass- 
herd Sargis, who made people worship a dog.'1^1 In Romania, 
where there is a large Armenian community, the Romanians 
speak of a dog named Artsivurtsi which belonged to an Ar­
menian priest. The priest was once lost in a forest and the 
dog guided him out of it? the Armenians considered the dog
10 2holy and kept a fast on the day of St. Sargis in its honour. 
The latter tale, of popular origin and therefore probably not 
filtered through the mind of a hostile theologian, is similar 
to the others above with one significant difference: the dog
does not merely accompany the priest; it guides him when he
is lost. This detail recalls the legend of the rescue of
Sanatruk and his nurse when they were lost in a snowstorm, 
and suggests that the popular observance may have been con­
nected to the ancient cult of the aralezkc.
It was believed by Armenians in Nor Bayazit (modern 
Kamo, northeast of Erevan near the shore of Lake Sevan) 
around the beginning of this century that there was a race
of dog-headed men who, of all God's creatures, were the only
10 3ones equal to human beings. Dog-headed men are regularly
shown in mediaeval Armenian miniature paintings amongst the
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representatives of the various nations in whose languages the
104Apostles began to speak at Pentecost. In the Armenian
Life of St. Eustathius, the fleeing holy man pays one of the 
v csanaglux-k 'dog-headed ones1, i.e., worshippers of the dog­
headed god Anubis, to ferry him and his family across the sea 
105to Egypt. In Christian art until recent times, a cyno-
cephalic man seems to have been used to represent the Nile;
it is likely therefore that in the Armenian MS illuminations
10 6the dog-headed figure represents the Egyptians.
There are a number of modern Armenian legends which
preserve many essential details of the Samiram story. E. 
cLalayeanc published a variant related to him by a centenar-
10 7lan from Erzurum, Mr Sahak Safarean: Many centuries ago
in Nineveh, which is Mosul, there lived the aged king Aram.
He became blind, and was advised to send one of his three 
sons to Samiram for medicine. He declined to do this, fear­
ing that she desired his youngest boy, Ara, but the latter 
persuaded his father to let him go, Ara, together with his 
two elder brothers, set off for Samiram's capital, Van.^^^
On the way, they conquered three fortresses of dews and freed 
maidens from each; Ara married the third maiden, Zuartc, who 
knew that Samiram would not release- him. But Ara forged 
ahead. He met an old man, who made him pluck forty leaves 
from a great tree. Ara ate one and beheld the whole world, 
his home, and his ailing father. He took another leaf, be­
came invisible, and slipped past Shmiram's four formidable
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guards. Once inside her chamber, Ara .took the medicine 
needed by Aram, but he saw Samiram's beauty and slipped a 
ring with his name on it on her finger as she slept. Then 
he hastened home. When ami ram awoke the next morning, she 
saw Ara's ring, called her army and went after him, furious 
that he had escaped her. Meanwhile, Ara arrived home, cured 
Aram, and told him that Samiram would soon be upon them. He 
added that there was no time to prepare to fight her, and 
asked that he be allowed to go out with thirty men to meet 
her. Aram grudgingly agreed to this plan. Samiram seized 
Ara with little difficulty, and kept him by her for three 
years. At the end of that time, Ara escaped. The army was 
sent in hot pursuit, but killed him by accident. Lamenting, 
S^amiram buried him. Although Ara and Jaamiram figure in this 
legend, it resembles more closely the Greek song of a young 
man held against his will away from his wife by a beautiful 
Armenian witch.
The above legend has no mention of the resurrection of 
the dead, but a reference to that aspect of the tale is found 
in a Kurdish legend cited by X. Lewonean:^1 1^ A king in Pol 
[Arm. Hayocc Jor, the valley of the Hosap, southwest of Van] 
wished to marry the queen of Van. A widow, she was afraid 
to refuse his offer outright, but neither did she wish to 
lose her lands, so she promised to marry him if he would 
bring the water of the Spring of Jfamiram on the Hosap to her 
palace. He constructed a canal as far as Artamet;^^ seeing
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that he would succeed, the queen hurled herself from her 
tower and died. The king ordered his magicians to resurrect 
her with talismans, but they were unable to do so. The king 
of Pol thereupon seized her lands. One notes in this story 
the tower, the talismans mentioned by XorenacCi as belonging 
to Samiram,^*^ and the vain attempt to raise the dead.
In Artamet there is a pit with a boulder at the bottom,
about which this legend is told: some boys found the beads
which ^amiram used to enthrall men. Samiram recognised the 
beads and took them away from the boys. An old man snatched 
them from her and ran off. She made a sling of her long hair 
and with it hurled a huge boulder at him. He escaped and 
cast the enchanted necklace into Lake Van; the boulder fell 
at Artamet.
According to another l e g e n d , t h e r e  was an azdahar 
(NP., 1 d r a g o n c a l l e d  Sahmaran (NP. sah-i maran 'king of
the snakes', probably a folk etymology of the similar sound­
ing name §"amiram) which threatened some villagers and was
killed by a hero. Years later, a witch had a daughter who 
was ugly and unmarried but skilled in magic. This girl went 
into the fields to find betony root. The root was entwined 
about a bone and she could not extract it, so she smashed the 
bone. Sparks flew, and she fell asleep. In her dream, she 
saw a dragon (Arm. vi¥ap) with a shining gem on its head.
Then she awoke and saw the gem lying before her. She began 
to polish it and was granted her wish: that she and her
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mother might have a palace on the spot where the dragon had 
died. The witch gave her daughter the name Sahmaran. Now a 
lovely youth lived in Artamet, and Sahmaran wished to marry 
him; she forced him to come to her with her dragon-gem, but 
he escaped. She ascended to the top of Mount Nemrutc [a 
mountain of this name is found north-northeast of Datvan, 
with a lake in the extinguished volcanic crater at its sum­
mit; Nemrut Dag in Commagene is not meant here], made a 
sling of her hair, and cast a great boulder at Artamet out 
of spite. Then she built the aqueduct at Van, dropped her 
stone into it by accident, and died. Some boys later found 
the stone at Ostan [southwest of Artamet, on the shore of 
Lake Van], but a priest of their religion took it and threw 
it into Lake Van so that no man might take possession of it 
and misuse it. The old man is the cause of the disappearance 
of the stone (or beads) in several legends, and appears as 'a 
priest of their (the boys') religion1 above. One recalls 
that in the narrative of Xorenacci Samiram casts her beads—
used as talismans— into the sea whilst fleeing Zradast, i.e.,
116Zarathustra, who was indeed a priest.
Finally, there is a legend of Xotrjur^^ which unites 
various themes of the legends of captive heroes: the hero
captured and bound, dogs (in this case, they are undoubtedly 
aralezk ) which gnaw at his bonds, his release, and his re­
venge. From the legend, it will become apparent that the 
myth of Artawazd, with its theme of apocalyptic renewal, and
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the myth of Ara, with its theme of renewal of a different 
kind— resurrection from the dead— share common details, par­
ticularly the aralezkc. It is probable that a cult of Ara/ 
Attis preceded by many centuries the introduction to Armenia 
of Zoroastrian eschatological conceptions; the goddess called
the Great Mother, with her divine Son, is attested in Asia
118Minor from the Palaeolithic Age. The images common to
both groups of legends would have been borrowed from the
legend of Ara. Here, then, is the tale from Xotr^ur. A king
119had three sons, and the youngest of them one day saw a 
crowd of gypsies outside the walls of the palace. Amongst 
them he espied a lovely girl, and asked his mother to have 
her brought to the palace. He decided to marry the girl, and 
asked for his inheritance then and there, that he might take 
her to a faraway country. His mother went to the treasury, 
which was guarded by a lion, and fetched lordly garments for 
the young couple, who set off and arrived at the seashore.
The waters churned, and a huge creature with sunlike eyes, 
laughing like a man, swam towards them. It came on shore, 
and resembled a winged lion. It asked them to mount it, and 
bore them across the sea. On the far shore, it asked the 
youth to kill it, dismember it, bury the parts separately and 
exhume them a week later. Reluctantly, the boy performed the 
task. A week later, he exhumed the lion's trunk. A horse of 
fire leapt up, knelt before him, and, flapping great wings, 
took him for a flight through the air. Then he exhumed the
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head: four fire-eyed dogs jumped up and flew about on their
wings. He then exhumed the intestines, which became weapons 
of fire. The youth built a palace in a leafy forest on the 
seashore and often went hunting. One day, while he was away,
C 1 2f)
a P erf in the form of a black man swam towards the shore.
The gypsy girl, who had become bored during the continual
absences of her husband, was persuaded to extend a stick to 
the evil pceri and pull him ashore, despite her fright. With­
out very much trouble the pCeri convinced the girl that her 
husband intended to kill her, and that she should therefore 
slay him first. The girl feigned sickness and asked her hus­
band upon his return to go to fetch her a lyre from an en­
chanted garden where musical instruments grew on trees. The 
youth set off and arrived at a palace near the garden, where 
a girl asked him what he wanted. When he told her, she re­
plied that his wife obviously intended to kill him, because
Q
the garden was surrounded by p eris, and a bear and a bull 
guarded the gates. She gave him meat for the bear and grass 
for the bull. He passed through the gates unharmed, seized
the lyre, and was gone on his winged steed before the p eris
could grab him. He played the lyre for his wife, and she
pretended to get better. Then she feigned illness once more,
and sent him off for a special black ram. Again, the girl at
the distant palace advised the youth, telling him how to
avoid the lions that guarded the ram, and he brought it back 
to his wife. She sent him on a final quest for some golden
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water. The p e n  had nearly exhausted his tricks, and con­
fessed to the wicked girl that if this one did not work, he 
would not know what to do next. Yet again the girl in the 
faraway palace counselled the tired youth, warning him of two 
mountains that closed on anyone who ventured out upon the 
lake, and imprisoned him. The young man escaped the clashing 
walls of rock, but his four dogs were trapped between them. 
Saddened but still faithful, he returned to his wife with the 
golden water. Amazed, she asked the youth what could bind 
him. Nothing, he replied, but the hairs of a pig. She bound 
him with these, and at that moment the foul pceri burst forth 
from his hiding place and cast the young man into a pit. The 
hairs cut into him, his life's blood trickled away, and he 
cried out. The fiery, winged dogs came, severed his bonds, 
and licked his wounds. He emerged from the pit, forced the 
p eri to kill his evil wife, and married the good princess.
The above tale bears some resemblance to the Georgian 
story of Xvtcisavari (the name means 'I am of God'), who is 
tricked and sent on dangerous errands. This hero, it is of 
interest to note, was born of an apple his mother found in
the sea and ate (cf. Covinar above). He has eight dogs, who
c csend a griffin (Geor. p ask undzi) to save him when he is in 
mortal peril.
In the land of Armenia, where the earth's crust is in
continual travail, the ragged cliffs must have seemed to the
122ancients fully capable of giving birth to stony monsters,
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and the restless mountains, rent by earthquake and landslide, 
were likely gateways from which the world's end might some­
day emerge. Surely the stories of the Magi were meant to 
encourage the followers of ancient faiths in the East to 
embrace the Saviour born at Bethlehem; how much more impres­
sive their journey would have seemed to the Armenians, when
the latter were told that the three sages departed to follow
12 3the star from a cave, in the Mons Victorialis. Jesus did
not go to the mountain, but its denizens went to him.
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84. Eznik, op. cit., 454 (para. 122).
v— c c c c85. Elise, Hare munk u patasxanik i girs Cnndoc , ed. by
N. Akinean, Vienna, 1928, 18.
86. See Thomson, MX, 98 n. 7 and HAB, I, 260-1.
87. Dawitc Anyaltc, Sahmankc imastasirutcean, cited by A. N. 
Muradyan, 'Dionisios T°rakaccu kcerakanutcyan tcargmanHci 
ew mekniHci harccP ,' P-bH, 19 80 , 3, 79.
88. The text is corrupt. It reads: Lezwoy geawjn, or 
zawraccn geleccik araspelabanen spianac verayn 
spaneloc°n. The words or zawraccn were emended by 
Patkanean to ur zarayn 'where Ara' (acc. sing.); spianac 
verayn spanelocen wasemended by Abeiyan to spianal 
virac^n spaneloyn 1 the healing of the wounds of the dead 
one' (see Matikean, op. cit. n. 83, 68 and V. Vardanyan, 
ed. & trans., Tcovma Arcruni ew Ananun, Patmutcyun 
Arcrunyacc tan, Erevan, 1978, 225, 366 n. 431-432). A 
picture of the village of Lezkc, with its fortress- 
crowned central rock, is reproduced in S. Lisitsyan, 
Starinnye plyaski i teatral nye predstavleniya 
armyanskogo naroda, I, Erevan, 195 8, pi. 64. The 
connection of Lezkc with the Aralezkc was noted in the 
19th century by G. Sruanjtcanc73 (Erker, I, Erevan, 19 78, 
52) .
89. MX 11.36. Thomson, MX, 177-8, renders the name of the 
nurse, which is attested only here, as Sanota, apparently 
through confusion with the gen. sing. Sanotay; see HAnjB, 
IV, 39 6. The popular etymology of the name Sanatruk pro­
vided is impossible. On the historical king Sanatruk, 
see Fr. M. Van Esbroeck, *Le roi Sanatruk et 1'apotre 
Thaddee,' REArm, N.S. 9, 1972, 241-83, and our Ch. 4.
C V C V90. Arm. ayr k a j. K aj 'brave' was both the epithet of 
kings and the name of supernatural creatures who were 
believed to dwell on Ararat; see above and following Ch.
91. Arm. awren-kc 'rule, custom1 is a loan-word from Mir. 
adwen-ak 'manner, way' (HAB, IV, 617-8); the Arm., from 
an original meaning 'fitting, proper custom1 came to 
mean 'law1, and is used in the latter sense in the
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earliest Arm. literary monument, the 5th-century trans­
lation of the Bible. Catholicos Yovhannes Mandakuni 
(5th century) and later writers used an-awren flawless’ 
in the sense of 'heathen*. But the phrase orpes awren 
er is an expression of the pre-Christian epic; it is 
foun^_in a fragment of the lyric lament of the dying 
Artases (I) cited by Grigor Magistros (op. cit., let­
ter 33): 0 tayr inj zcux cxani/ ew zarawawtn Nawasardi,/
zvazeln elancu ew zvarcreTn eMeruac^ t / Mek^ puox haruak° 
ew t^mbki harkaneakc,/ orpes awren er tcagaworacc. * Who 
would give me the smoke of the chimney/ And the morning 
of Nawasard,/ The running of the hinds and the skipping 
of the stags?/ We blew the trumpet and struck the drum,/ 
As was the custom of kings.1 The sense of custom, 
rather than law£ is primary in the above passage. The 
Ayadgar I Zareran 'Memorial of Zarer*, probably a Pahlavi 
translation of a Parthian narrative poetical work, con­
tains avsimilar description of a scene at the court of 
king Vistasp: . . . tumbag zad ud nay pazdend ud
gawdumb wang kardend 1. i I they struck the drumand 
played the reed flute and made the trumpet call1 (J. M. 
Jamasp-Asana, Pahlavi Texts, Bombay, 1913, 3, lines 26-7). 
As we have remarked above, the manners and activities 
considered proper to the daily lives of Iranian and Ar­
menian kings and noblemen corresponded in many 
particulars— the above is one example; feasting, hunting 
and going to war are others— and were described in the 
■ epics of both countries. The use of awrin by Pcawstos 
reflects a pre-Christian idiom, but the awren itself is 
in this case Christianity.
92. S. S. Mnatskanyan, 'Problemy genezisa i tipologii
memorial'nykh pamyatnikov drevnei i rannesrednevekovoi 
Armenii,1 P-bH, 19 79, 4, 88-9.
9 3. On Pcarakcar and other sites, see Ch. 10.
94. See Ch. 16.
95. On this demon, which assumes the shape of a fly, see 
Ch. 14.
96. See the Ch. 'Death and the Mysteries of the Dog,' in
M. Boyce, A Persian Stronghold of Zoroastrianism, Oxford,
1977. G. Sruanjteancc, op. cit., 1^  145.
97. See K. Y. Basmacean, ?YaralezkC,' Bazmavep, 1897, 525-31
and R. Ajello, 'Sulla divinita armene chiamate arlez,' 
Oriente Mo d e m o , 68, 1978, 7-8, 306.
9 8. In Mediaeval Greek, tz is often used to transcribe the 
foreign sounds ts, dz, ] or c (e.g., the name of the
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Byzantine general John Tzimiskes, rendering Arm. cmskik , 
or Mod. Gk. tzj^eri or tzigeri, rendering the Tk. loan­
word from NPT j“igar 'liver', with the neuter Gk. ending 
-i for Classical Gk. -ion); the letter beta was pro­
nounced v in spoken Greek. It was therefore suggested 
by N. Akinean, HA, 1904, 313, ^hat the word Artzibour 
is a rendering of the Arm. arajaworac0 fast celebrated 
since earliest times by the Armenian Church (see e.g., 
the Canons of St. Epiphanios of Cyprus, in V. Hakobyan, 
ed., Kanonagirkc Hayocc, II, Erevan, 1971, 279).
Arajawor means 'first fruits' or 'predecessor'; the 
fast celebrates early martyrs of the Christian faith.
99. Hist. Eccl., 18.1, in J. P. Migne, Patr. Graec.,
Vol. 147.
100. St. Sargis, a Cappadocian general in the Roman forces, 
fled Julian the Apostate (ca. A.D. 361) , took refuge 
briefly in Arm. under king Tiran, but was forced to 
leave there. He fled to Persia, where he, his son 
Martiros, and fourteen other Christians refused to offer 
sacrifices demanded by the Magi, whom they also insulted, 
whereupon king Sabuhr II ordered that they be executed 
(Tc. Gu¥akean, Surbkc ew tonkc Hayastaneaycc Ekelec^oy, 
Jerusalem, 1957, 143-4). Another St. Sargis, con­
siderably more obscure and too late to be considered an 
early martyr of Christianity or of the Arm. Church, is 
apparently the one referred to by Mattceos, however.
He was an Armenian general who died fighting the Arabs 
at Bagrewand, according to Mattceos, during the reign 
of the Caesar Tceodos (i.e., Theodosius III, 715-17; 
see S. Runciman, Byzantine Civilization, Cleveland,
Ohio, 1970, 242 and HAnjB, IV, 406). The great and ill- 
fated revolt of the Armenian naxarars which culminated 
in the disastrous battle of Bagrewand did not occur, 
though, until at least a generation later (the battle 
occurred in 775, according to A. N. Ter-Gevondyan, 
Armeniya i Arabskii Khalifat, Erevan, 1977, 106-9, or 
25 April 772, according to C. Toumanoff, Studies in 
Christian Caucasian History, Georgetown University 
Press, 1963, 154).
101. Arm. or sann tayr erkir paganel, cited by Matikean, op. 
cit., 159; incorrectly translated as 'who worshipped a 
dog1 by H. Bartcikyan, trans. into Mod. Arm., Mattceos 
Urhayecci, Zamanakagrutcyun, Erevan, 1973, 117.
102. Cited by HAB, I, 252 s.v. araj.
103. Matikean, op. cit., 169; AH, 1908, 93.
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104. See the scenes of the Pentecost (Arm. Hogegalust) in a 
13th-century Gospel (L. A. Durnovo, R. G. Drampyan, ed. 
Haykakan manrankarHcutcyun, Erevan, 1969, pi. 33), in 
the Queen Keran Gospel, painted for the Arm. royal 
family of Cilicia at Sis, A.D. 1272, Jerusalem Arm. MS 
2563, fol. 349 (B. Narkiss, ed., Armenian Art Treasures 
of Jerusalem, New Rochelle, New York, 19 79 , fig. 78) , 
and in a Gospel of A.D. 1575 from Van, Erevan MS 4 831, 
fol. 12 b (H. Hakobyan, ed., Haykakan manrankarScutcyun 
Vaspurakan, Erevan, 1978, pi. 80) .
105. Ew i giseri edeal ztlaysn i maxali gnaccin dimealkc 
yEgiptos: ew ararealk^ erkuc0 awurc0 danaparhi
merjec^an i cov ew pcutc;ayin nawel. Ew gteal nawavar 
yazgen &anaglxac^, ew nawarkeal gnaccin. 'And at night 
they put the children in a knapsack and went towards 
Egypt. And after two days1 journey they arrived by the 
sea and hastened to set sail. Finding a skipper of the 
nation of the Dog-heads (Sanaglxac0), they boarded ship 
and departed1 (Varkc ew vkayabanutuiwnkc srbocc 
hatjndir kcalealkc i ffafpntrace, x, Venice, 1874, 427; 
for an abbreviated Life of the saint, see GuSakean, op. 
cit. , 133) .
10 6. A cynocephalic man astride a flood, with his back to 
the viewer, represents the Nile in an 18th-century 
engraving by the English poet and artist William Blate 
after the painter Fuseli for Erasmus Darwin, Botanic 
Garden, 1791 (see Kathleen Raine, William Blake,
London, 1970, 33 & fig. 18).
107, In AH, 1902, 144-59.
10 8. In MX, ^amiram herself is from Nineveh; the construc­
tion of Van after the death of Ara is attributed to her
109. Gk. 'He Magissa1, at the end of Ch. 14.
110. Vantosp, 1911, 2-4.
111. This is the Urartean aqueduct, whose construction is
attributed by the Armenians to §amiram (MX 1.16).
112. On Arm. yurutc-kc, see Ch. 14.
c c c c113. H. N. Sargisean, Telagrut iwnk i F ok r ew i Mec Hays, 
Venice, 1864, cited by Matikean, op. cit., 72.
114. Ibid., 73.
115. See our Ch. on Vahagn for a discussion of the so-called 
vi'^ ap steles, which are called aMdaha yurts by the 
Kurds.
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116. On the expression ulunk° §amiramay i cov 'the beads of 
Samiram into the sea1, see Ch. 14.
117. Cited by Matikean, op. cit., 32. Xotrjur is a region 
north of Karin/Erzurum and south of the river 2corox.
118. See M. J. Vermaseren, Cybele and Attis, the Myth and 
the Cult, London, 19 77, 13, and our Ch. on Anahit and 
Nane.
119. Presumably this is Ara; cf. the three sons in the tale
recited by Mr Safarean of Erzurum, above. It is per­
haps noteworthy that there are also three So^yants in 
the Zoroastrian eschatological tradition we have dis­
cussed, although three sons are indeed a commonplace 
in folk-tales.
120. NP. peri 'fairy1; on Arm. parik 'an evil spirit1, a 
loan-word from Mir., see Ch. 14.
121. M. Wardrop, Georgian Folk Tales, London, 1894, 25, 32.
Ossetic pcakGundza 'griffin* appears to have been bor­
rowed from another Iranian language via Georgian. Phi. 
b¥kwc and older Ir. pskwc 'griffin' are traced to OIr. 
*pati-skuvaci- 'swooping down upon' (H. W. Bailey, 
'Excursus Iranocaucasicus,1 Monumenturn H . S. Nyberg, I, 
Acta Iranica, 19 75, 34; on the Ossetic form, see also 
It! Ajello, op. cit. , 315) . Arm. paskuc is a loan from 
the older Ir. form cited by Bailey; according to AHH, 
181, it and other birds of prey (including the kcarkcaz, 
an Ir. loan-word, cf. Av. kahrkasa- 'vulture') were 
objects of cult. On eagles, which are listed in this 
category, see n. 5 above.
122. See our discussion of the myth of Kumarbi and Ullikummi 
in the Ch. on Mithra.
12 3. Herzfeld identified the Kuh-i Khwaja with the Mons
Victorialis of the Magi; see K. Schippmann, op. cit.,
58 & n. 126 (also n. 65 above). The oldest reference 
to the mountain, which contained a cave where the Magi 
kept the gifts that it had been prophesied would one 
day be presented to the Messiah, is to be found in the 
Syriac Book of the Cave of Treasures, where it is 
called tur Nud 'Mount Nud' (probably to be emended to 
Nur 'Light1, for in later, Western texts it is called 
the Mountain of Light) or tur negfcane 'the Mountain of 
Victory'. The scene of the Nativity and the Adoration 
of the Magi in the earliest Armenian miniature paint­
ing, a 6th-century work bound with the Ejmiacin Gospel 
of A.D. 9 89, is a sumptuous palace; in later Armenian 
art, as in other Christian painting, the scene is a
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grotto (clearly labelled ayrn 'the cave' in Erevan 
MS. 9 423, A.D. 1332, from Van, in Durnovo & Drampyan, 
op. cit. , £ig» 65; see ibid. , fig. 1, for the Adoration 
from the Ejmiacin Gospel, Erevan MS. 2374). It has 
been suggested that this depiction was influenced by 
the legend of the cave in the Mons Victorialis (see 
Ugo Monneret de ViHard, Le leggende orientali sui Magi 
evangelici (-Studi e Testi, 163), Vatican, 1952, 9, 18, 
62 & n . 07 An Armenian apocryphal text on the Nativity 
in a MS. copied in A.D. 1700 mentions the msur 'manager1 
as within the ayr 'cave' (Fr. Y. Tayecci , ed., Ankanon 
girkc Nor Ktakaranacc, Venice, 1898, 267-77).
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CHAPTER 14
EVIL SPIRITS AND CREATURES
Zoroastrianism differs from the other great religions
principally in its treatment of the presence of evil in our
world. In any system in which there is an omnipotent God,
evil cannot logically be explained except as a power either
willed or permitted by divinity. Zoroastrians regard the 
vDrun 'Lie1 (OP. drauga), the very spirit of all chaos and 
wickedness,^ as utterly alien from A^a (OP. arta), the spirit 
of the right order of the cosmos. According to the Ga0as,
Ahura Mazda 'the Lord Wisdom1 and Angra Mainyu ‘the Destruc­
tive Spirit' were separate and distinct spiritual beings in 
the beginning, i.e., infinitely into the past. Ahura Mazda
chose Ala, while Angra Mainyu chose the Drirf. The two spirits
2 -are opposed m  every way. Ahura Mazda created the universe, 
which was originally good and pure; Angra Mainyu, unable to 
create any material being, invaded it and corrupted certain 
parts of it. All death, disease, hatred and suffering is the 
result of that invasion, against which the asavan 'possessor 
of Asa*, i.e., 'righteous man', is bidden to fight. In Zoro­
astrian theology, Ahura Mazda and the other yazatas he created 
receive reverence; neither Angra Mainyu nor his daevas may be 
worshipped, nor can they be propitiated— they are to be
3
opposed. It should be obvious from the above that Zoroastrian
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dualism is the opposition not of two gods, but of God and a
demon. In that sense it is monotheistic, although Ahura
Mazda is not omnipotent. The world is the scene of a cosmic
struggle in which the forces of Ahura Mazda, the yazatas , 
vasavans and all good creation battle against the powers of
darkness. The latter will be vanquished in the end, we are
assured, but for now Ahura Mazda has not the power to prevent
our death or to stay other disasters that may befall us; we
4must be resolute and brave.
The origins of this ethical and cosmological founda­
tion of Zoroastrian thought may be seen in the early distinc­
tion drawn in the Rg Veda between the supernatural beings 
called asuras (cognate with Av. ahura- 'Lord'), who possessed
maya, a kind of mental power, and the devas (cf. Av. daeva-),
5who exerted their will, it is suggested, by pure strength. 
Zarathustra, who was himself a priest of an old religion which 
presumably paid reverence to both ahuras and daevas, may have 
seen in the mental basis of the power of the ahuras the 
foundation of morality, whereas in the mere force of the 
daevas he perceived the amorality that is the basis of evil: 
the thoughtless exercise of power without regard for the rest 
of the cosmos as ordered by A^a (Vedic rta).
From earliest times to the very end of the Sasanian 
dynasty and later, the worship of the daevas as gods, together 
with the later propitiation of the devs as demons, persisted 
throughout the Iranian world, despite the best efforts of
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kings and clerics to eradicate it. In the Achaemenian period, 
Xerxes boasted in an inscription that he had destroyed a 
daivadana- 'place of the daivas' and had established the cult
—  —  c
of Ahura Mazda where previously men had worshipped the daevas.
His own wife, Amestris, is said to have buried alive fourteen
Persian boys of distinguished family in order to propitiate
the god of the underworld; the Magi performed this rite dur-
7m g  the Persian invasion of Greece. Although Angra Mainyu
— 8receives the epithet khthonios in Hippolytus, it is unlikely
that Amestris or the Magi were performing black magic in a
Zoroastrian context; at this early period, it is probable
that they were practising the rituals of the elder gods. It
seems that the Armenians adopted at around this time from
southwestern Iranian a term sandaramet meaning 'underworld'
generally, without specific reference to the Zoroastrian
- g
yazata Spandaramet (Av. Spflnta Armaiti). It seems that 
there still existed in Achaemenian times the pre-Zoroastrian 
conception of an underworld of shades, to be distinguished 
from the Zoroastrian after-life of rewards and punishments 
(the place of the righteous being called in Av. garo.dSmana- 
'the house of song', cf. Arm. gerezman 'tomb'"^). The ruler 
of the pagan underworld was probably Yima (Skt. Yama), who 
may be the adam-e siw zwln 'person beneath the earth' to whom 
certain Zoroastrians of the community of ^arifabad, near Yazd,
offer the propitiatory sacrifice of a black hen— black being
11 12 the colour of evil. We have suggested that the image of
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Zohhak in the §ah-name may come from an original conception
of Yima based upon the Mesopotamian Nergal; one recalls that
in the Persian epic youths were sacrificed and their brains
devoured by Zohhak. The activities of Amestris and the Magi 
• * •
are probably to be characterised as paganism rather than 
witchcraft.
In the Parthian period, Plutarch states explicitly 
that the Persians (probably to be understood as Iranians gen­
erally) make apotropaic offerings to both Oromazes and 
Areimanios (i.e., Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu). For the 
rites of the latter they pound an herb called omomi, invoke
Hades and darkness, mix the herb with the blood of a slaugh-
13tered wolf and throw it away in a sunless place. This
ritual would seem to be an inversion of the haoma-pounding
- 14ceremony. Benveniste identified omomi as Gk. amomon;
according to Pliny, this plant grew in Media, in Pontus, and
15m  Armeniae parte, quae vocatur Qtene. According to Clement
of Alexandria, the Magi boasted that they could bring demons
16under their power and compel evil spirits to serve them.
This may be compared to the boasting of the youthful monster 
SnaviSka in Yt. 19.43-4, who promises to harness both Angra 
Mainyu and Sp9nta Mainyu to his chariot when he grows up.
One ought to regard with caution Classical references to the 
Magi as practitioners of witchcraft, however, for by Parthian 
times the term carried in the West much the same.implications 
as 'magician' and 'magic' do today, and various kinds of
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sorcery were labelled as Magian which Zoroastrian.priests
would certainly have shunned. Apuleius, a learned student
of Oriental cults and mysteries, sought to defend himself in
A.D. 155-61 against accusations of magic by arguing a literal
definition of the term. ‘Magician1, he insisted, was merely
the Persian word for priest, and meant therefore one skilled
in the performance of religious rites, 'an art acceptable to
the immortal gods, full of all knowledge of worship and
prayer, full of piety and wisdom in things divine, full of
honour and glory since the day when Zoroaster and Oromazes
established it, high-priestess [i.e., magic] of the powers 
17of heaven.1 Despite this clever piece of sophistry, he 
was forced to acquit himself of specific charges concerning 
acts of witchcraft.
T^e Denkard, an encyclopaedic work of the Sasanian 
period on Zoroastrian theology, ritual and tradition, de­
scribes rites of praise and propitiation of Ahriman and the
18demons which were conducted in darkness and secrecy. It 
would appear that in the Sasanian period and later, there 
existed both sorcery for the purpose of power or propitiation, 
based upon a perversion of Zoroastrian doctrine and ritual, 
and also a form of the older, non-Zoroastrian daiva-worship. 
Since an amoral desire for power or wealth from the gods 
would have been a common feature of both paganism and sorcery, 
and since the rites in honour of some underworld divinity 
would have involved revolting and dark practices in both
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cases also, it is difficult to define precisely one from the 
other, and indeed sorcerers and pagans may have been in con­
tact. For their attitudes would have been simple and materi­
alistic, without the desire for moral rectitude and the 
readiness to sacrifice oneself for it that characterises the 
Zoroastrian.^
A heresy of Zoroastrianism which was very widespread
20m  Sasanian Persia, Zurvanism, deprived Ahura Mazda of his 
omniscience— a quality essential to the Zoroastrian belief 
that Ahura Mazda created the world with the fore-knowledge 
that Angra Mainyu would be trapped and defeated ultimately 
in it. This certainty is a great theological consolation, 
bearing the assurance that the tribulations of the righteous 
are not in vain. According to one Zurvanite myth, Ahura 
Mazda acquired the knowledge of how to create light from a 
demon named Mahmi, who learned the secret from the Evil 
Spirit. Syrian and Armenian polemicists of the Sasanian 
period claimed that 'priests of this sect1 (i.e., the Zur­
vanite Zoroastrians) offered sacrifices annually to Mahmi,
and chided Zoroastrians for persecuting worshippers of demons
21when they were no better themselves. The Manichaeans also
22ridiculed the Zurvanites for this practice. No reference 
to Mahmi is known in Zoroastrian literature, and again great 
caution must be exercised in using hostile polemical litera­
ture as a source of information on Zoroastrian practices.
Evidence does exist of pagan or goetic practices in 
relics of material culture, mainly from eastern Iranian lands.
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A number of small ceramic heads of creatures of demonic
appearance of the early post-Sasanian period have been found 
23in Sogdia, i.e., from a time before Islam became firmly
established as the principal faith of the region. There is
in the Hermitage Museum at Leningrad a terracotta figurine, 
possibly of the same period and place of origin as these
objects. It is 61 cm. in height, and depicts a man on a
semi-cylindrical throne which has a low, serrated back.
There is a conical hat on his grotesquely oversized head; it 
is adorned with ridges of bumps, perhaps representing rows 
of pearls or precious stones. His muscular face has a promi­
nent hooked nose, almond-shaped, narrow eyes, and his mouth 
is open to reveal clenched teeth. He has heavy brows, a 
moustache and beard. His left hand is clasped to his breast, 
while his right, also clenched and directly above, carries to 
his mouth the remnants of a staff (?). His robe is tied at 
the waist with a wide belt with round clasp, and he wears
soft boots. Two snakes spring out of his shoulders at the
base of the neck, curl up and around his ears, and descend 
down his cheeks, their heads with jaws open turned towards
his grinning mouth. The base of the figurine appears to have
24been damanged by water. The figure is similar to the bas-
relief of Nergal at Hatra, and may be an apotropaic image of
an infernal being, perhaps Yima or else the demon Azi Dahaka. 
A statue from the Mediterranean west, made in Roman times and 
apparently heavily restored in later centuries to resemble a
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winged, leontocephalous figure on a bas-relief from the same 
site, shows a man's naked trunk adorned with astrological 
symbols; a serpent coils around it. The object has been con­
nected by some scholars with the western cult of Mithraism
—  25and is considered to represent Zurvan or Ahriman. No ob­
ject of similar appearance has been found from Iran, however.
Gray wrote that, '. . . analogies from other religions 
would imply that in Iran as elsewhere maleficent beings re­
ceived an excess, rather than a deficiency, of cult. The 
relative paucity of material concerning the powers of wicked­
ness seems due to a determined and systematic endeVour to
ignore evil as far as possible, and thus to doom it through
2 6oblivion to nothingness.' The Avesta mentions 1. . . thou­
sands and thousands of those daevas . . . their numberless 
27myriads', yet Gray's suggestion seems to reflect the Zoro­
astrian point of view. In the Denkard it is written that the 
dwelling of Ahriman is in the body of men, and when he is
chased out of the body of every man, he will be annihilated
2 8from the whole world. Thought of Ahriman is to be banished 
from the mind, and by careful adherence to the laws of purity 
as defined in the Videvdat 'Law Against the Demons1 all that 
is demonic may be purged from the physical body. We shall 
see that many aspects of Zoroastrian demonology, terminology 
concerning sorcerers, and phenomena and creatures perceived 
as demonic, are to be found in various periods attested also 
amongst the Armenians.
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The most common Arm. word for a witch or warlock is 
kaxard, which translates Biblical Gk. goes, pharmakeus. It
is probably to be derived via a Mir. form from Av. kaxvar3Sa-
v ' 2 9 c  c c(fern, kax arg oi-), found in Yasna 61.2. T ovma Mecop ec i
c * c(15th cent.) wrote of kaxardk or yarmats carac ew i jayns
C VC C C"“t re noc diwt ein 'witches who divined by the roots of trees
30and the voices of birds.' Another more recent clergyman
—  Q  -y-Q q  —
attacked kaxardn or anot inc t ale i hoi, kaps kam mom kam
C — — vv   c
erkat , ew pespes bzzanok yarmaren (sicI) zaruestn 1 the
31witch who buries some vessel in the earth, bonds, or wax,
32or iron; and with divers talismans practises (his) art.'
c c cIn his sermon Vasn arbec olac ew gusanac 1 On drunkards and
33 c-34
minstrels' Simeon the bishop of Aljnik lists various
. vctechniques of witchcraft: Darjeal satanay ayl ews c ars tay
gorcel, or e vnasakar hogwoy, jefnacu, gar£nkec*, Sfami,
aknaxai, erazahan, 3ur orhnel (or e na pile ew hakarak
awazanin), cragamah[r?], krakahan, azbnagol, xmorat al, ew
ayl ew anhamar bzzumn diwakan tay gorcel satanay^  'Again
Satan gives other evils to perform as (are) harmful to the
36 37soul: the witch, the diviner with hops, the pagan, the
38 39caster of the evil eye, the interpreter of dreams, the
blessing of water (which is filthy and contrary to the [bap-
40 41tismal] fount), extinguishing a lamp, the interpreter of
42fire, the one who steals the reed of a loom, one who buries 
leaven— and Satan gives yet other, innumerable evils to do.' 
Another practitioner of the black arts is the vhuk, whose
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name renders Biblical Gk. engastrimythos 'a diviner of 
entrails1, and in the Book of Kings, theletes 'sorcerer, 
necromancer’. The word is probably to be derived from a Mir. 
form of OIr. *vi$uka- from the base vaeO- 'to ascertain for 
legal purposes (through divination)'.4  ^ In Arm. we find also 
ifatuk ’sorcerer', a loan-word from Mir.44 Arm. diwtc 'witch
or warlock, diviner’ is a word of uncertain etymology (note
> c — . c c — —v.t. diwt -ein from diwt -em 'I divine' above); Hiwnk earpeyentean
44suggested a derivation from Arm. ditem 'I observe'. Arm.
get 'seer, witch' is probably to be derived from the native
— 4 5Arm. root git- 'know* (cf. dit- 'observe', det 'observer'),
- - 46rather than from Av. kaeta-, MP. ked.
The charms or spells cast by sorcerers were called
hmay-kc, translating Biblical Gk. oionismos? the word may be
- 47an Ir. loan-word, cf. NP. humay. The word used for a talis­
man or magical instrument was yurutC-kC, a word of uncertain
48 vetymology. In MX 1.18, the Assyrian queen Samiram casts
her 'talismans into the sea' (zyurutCsn i cov), which
c • cXorenac i considers the origin of the expression ulunk
Samiramay i cov 'the beads of Samiram into the sea' The
C VCword is found with the suffix of agent as yurt -ic 'witch'
in the works of Yovhannes Mandakuni, a 5th century Catholicos
50 cof the Armenian Church, and Eznik Kolbac i (5th cent.)
• c c c— VC VC cwrites: Ew ard et e het anos ic e or c ar inc bnut eamb
, c- , C G C C  V Ckar.cic e, yandimanesc i yiwroc aruestakc ac n yawjapastac n : 
or aynccapc zgawnacGucCanel zawjs giten, minccew ko^cel
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C C C “* c cyurt lwk 1 tuns, ew kerakurs matuc anel, orpes Babelac lk n
visapin zor pasteinn: ew span zna Astucoy~sirelin novin
51Sntelakan kerakrovn ’And now if there be a heathen who may 
think a thing evil by nature, let him be opposed by the co­
practitioners of his own art, the worshippers of serpents,
for they know how to tame snakes to such a degree that they
c ccan call them into houses with talismans [yurt iwk ] and
offer them food, as did the Babylonians with the dragon they
worshipped, but the beloved of God killed it with the same
52 caccustomed food.1 P awstos Biwzand (5th cent.) describes 
the divination practised by the traitor and apostate from
Christianity MeruXan Arcruni as he flees from the Armenian
"* csparapet ('commander-in-chief1) Manuel Mamikonean: Ew ink n
C V — c — C c — c —anc eal 3st ulin i^aner i hmays k aldeut ean, zk ues hare aner
ew o£c goyr nma ya^o^ak yurutc kaxardanacCn yor yusayrn^
'And he went on his way; he descended to Chaldaean spells,
54and questioned dice, but the talisman of witchcraft m
which he hoped did not come up in his favour.1 Meruzan, it
55 cis recalled, had accepted Zoroastrianism, but P B portrays 
him in colours as dark as possible, and it cannot be inferred 
that divination necessarily formed a part of his faith. 
Christian writers stigmatised their opponents as adepts of 
black magic and other foul practices; we shall see how they 
were to scorn the Zoroastrian Armenian Children of the Sun
for gathering at night, even as the Denkard condemns the wor-
— c
shippers of the devs— m  the case of the Armenian Arewordik ,
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such secrecy might indeed have been the result of fear of
56persecution by the Christians,
In the several cases we have cited, yurut-kc are beads
or small stones or knuckle-bones. The act of Samiram which
became an idiom, her casting of her beads into the sea, may
have been an act of magic. The Dabistan, a pseudo-Zoroastrian
work of the 17th century, contains a legend according to which
Zarathustra, when stricken by his assassin Turabatur(hash),
castrhis yad afraz 'rosary' or 'worry beads' at the man; the
5 7beads shot forth flame and incinerated the miscreant. While 
the text is wholly unreliable as a source of orthodox Zoro- 
astrian tradition, the tale cited may reflect popular beliefs 
in magic which would appear to be similar to the Armenian 
legend of the yurutckc case by Samiram into the sea.
The Armenian word for a curse is anec (anic-em 'I
_  ^  Q
curse'), which is related etymologically to Av. naismi;
Acarean suggested a direct derivation from IE. *neid- , cf.
59Gk. oneidos. The sum effect of the various demonic acts,
talismans and formulas noted above may be described by Arm.
pcatcerak 'distress, trial, tragedy' with pcatCerakawor 
c ct ult 'a magical scroll, talisman' (lit. 'paper1, presumably 
c c •evil) and p at erak arnum 'I am afflicted by the evil eye', 
from Mir patyarak, a word steeped in meaning for Zoroastrian 
theologians as describing the adverse actions of AJ^L^han's 
evil counter-creation.^
The name of the Destructive Spirit himself is found in 
Armenia in three forms. In the province of Dersim there is a
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61village named Ahriman, but this form is not found in the
texts. The forms Haraman(i) or Xaramani, meaning 'evil
6 2spirit, serpent* and Arhmn (abl. yArhmenay) 1Angra Mainyu, 
Ahriman* are both well attested in the Elc alandocC of Eznik
Kolbacci, where the terms are equated:^ Ayl tCe Ahrmnn ccar
c. c —
karcic i noc a, vasn zXaramani anunn yanjin kreloy ar i yarewe
vc • ■zaregaknatenc iks arkaneloy, usti ew zanunn isk zXaramanoy ar,
— VC C VC cnoynpes ew satanayn anun oc bnut ean m e  anun, ayl baruc ,
— q - C VC VC c — VCorpes i barut ene ok bari koc i, ew i c arut ene c ar, ew
VC C Cayn oc et e bnacin bark en, ayl ekamuts. 'But if Arhmn be
thought by them to be evil, for his bearing the name Xaramani
on account of casting away from the Sun those who desired the
Sun, it is because of that he took the name of Xaramani, just
as one is called good because of goodness, or evil because of
wickedness, and these are not inborn qualities, but are
acquired.1 Hubschmann suggested that the Armenians adopted
the form Arhmn in Sasanian times, while an older form,
Haramani, continued to be used. He explained the initial X-
as a result of transmission via Syriac Hrmn*,^  but it may
■
be accounted for as an internal Armenian change; it is in any 
case unlikely that a Zoroastrian religious term of such impor­
tance would have found its way into Armenian through a Semitic 
6 5intermediary. The intrusive -a- in the first part of the 
name may be explained by analogy with the Arm. loans xoraset 
'sun* or caxarak 'wheel* from Mlr.,^ or by metathesis of 
initial a- from a form ahra- (Av. angra-, ar^ ra 'destructive').
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It is more likely, however, for metathesis of the two conso-
6 7nants to occur, as in Arhmn, from a MP. form Ahrmen, and
the element ahra- is attested in another case also with this
change, Arm. arhawir-k° 1 terrorf, ^  explained by Bailey as a
loan-word from Mir., attested in MMP. 3hryvr *ahrevar, to be
69connected with Av. agra- var-. The Armenians believed that
70the devil (Satan, Arm. satanay, from Syriac) had two daugh-
71ters, Slik and Blik. An Arm. translation of A.D. 1720 of a 
Uniate Catholic work of the 14th cent, says unein tcagawor
V C C VCzhrestakn andndoc , aysink n zsatanay, or koc i azgabon, or
t argmani korust 'they had as king the angel of the abysses,
that is, Satan, who is called azgabon, which is translated as 
72perdition.' The name azgabon is clearly an armenised form
of Heb. abadon 'perdition1. In an Arm. MS. we find: H. Ov e
Bahaln? P. Sancikn Akkaroni or e canckul kam parafu dewn kam
glux diwacC, ays er Sodom pastonn^  'Q(uestion). Who is
Bahaln [i.e., Belial]? A(nswer). The fly of Akkaron [IV
Kings 1.2] who is the fly-swallower or the encompassing demon
or the head of the demons; that was the worship (at) Sodom.1
In the folklore of the Arms, of SawaxkG there is an evil
74angel called Peicewon or Pelceon, obviously the Heb. 
Bacal-zebub 'Lord (of the) Flies', armenised through contami­
nation by Arm. peic, pile 'filthy1. There existed in Arm.
folklore also the ijiraki dew 'Demon of Sirak1, which took the
75shape of a fly and moved in darkness. The latter may be 
related to the Avestan Nasus, 'the most bold, continuously
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polluting, and fraudulent' of all the devs, the demon of the
7 6Corpse, or Decay, who appears as a fly. The Armenian 
representations of Satan as a fly seem to owe more to Bibli­
cal tradition, however, than to Zoroastrian demonology, and 
the various names the arch-fiend is given may be traced, as 
we have seen, to the Old Testament.
The element -mani (Av. mainyu- 'spirit') in the Arm.
. cvXaramani can be found elsewhere; cf. Arm. t s-nami 'enemy',
with the metathesis of -m~ and -n-, Av. du¥-mainyu-, Phi.
7 7du¥men. The base OIr. mainyu- 'spirit' or manah' 'mind1
appears also in the proper names ManaXirh, Manawaz, Manak,
Manen, Manit* and Manec, and in the toponym Mana(z)-kert.
The Am^sa Sp3nta Vohu Manah 'the Good Mind' is not directly
attested in Armenian, however. Strabo, writing at the time
of the birth of Christ, referred to temples of Anaitis and of
Omanos in Cappadocia, just to the west of Armenia; the temples
belonged to the Magi, who served in fire-temples with the felt
cheek-pieces of their tiaras covering their lips so they might
not pollute the sacred fire. They covered their lips also in
the temples of Anaitis and Omanos (it is probable, therefore,
that a fire burned there, too), and an image of the latter
79was carried in procession. It has been suggested that
80Omanos may be Vohu Manah.
One Biblical evil spirit of Iranian origin is Heb. 
A^modai, Gk. Asmodeus, attested in the Arm. translation of 
Tobit III.8, 25 as Azmodews dewn or Azmod dewn, 'the demon
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81 ** ^
Asmodeus*. This is Av. Aesma-, Phi. xesmf the only demon
_ _ g 2
named in the GaOas, and thus perhaps one of the supernatural
figures of pagan Iran, who was the personification of Wrath, 
v 83Arm. *hesm-ak probably is to be derived from the Iranian
rather than the Biblical form of the word; it occurs in the
v vtexts only once, in the compound *hesmakapast 1Wrath-
worshipping* : Ew aynpes o^c etCol erbekc Astuac zaMxarhs
c , .c 84 _ ~ 85 . . .c .aranc vkayut ean:____ Orpes margaren ar hreut eambn aser
• c crbrew yeresac Astucoy t e yamenayn telis arkanen xunks ew
c 86 c c c — cmatuc anen patarags anuan imum. Zi c uc c e t e yamenayn
dars astuacapastkc gtanein, or yandimanein zhesmakapssosn. ^  
*And thus God never left the world without witness. As the 
prophet said to the Jews as from the presence of God, "In all 
places they scatter incense and render offerings to My Name," 
[cf. Malachi I.11] to show that in all ages worshippers of 
God were found, who opposed the worshippers of Wrath.1
Numerous other evil spirits of various kinds are found 
in Armenian texts and folklore, from the 5th century to re­
cent days. The demon Al is believed to be the personification 
of a disease which strikes a woman at childbirth, the * red 
(illnessO1; the name of the demon appears to come from an 
Iranian word al 'red*. Belief in this demon is attested 
throughout the entire Iranian-speaking world and outside it, 
from Kurdistan, Armenia and Georgia in the west to the remote 
Pamir mountains in the east. The demon is called Aik in 
Kurdish and Ali in Georgian. Amongst the Wakhis and the
CoiT
X
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Kirghiz, Al-masde is the demon of the whrilpool, taking the 
form of an old woman with streaming hair, living in gardens, 
canals and rivers. She seizes men's throats at night to pro­
duce snores and nightmares. Such manifestations of sleep are 
treated in both Iranian and Armenian demonology, and are
Q Q Tf
found, of course, in many human cultures. The Su^ni Almasti 
is a demon with one eye and enormous breasts. In Afghanistan, 
Almasti is a female demon with claws, spiky hair, and long
breasts which she tosses over her shoulders; she lives in
- - - 89waste places. In the Kabul area, the al, xal, hal or
madar-e Al is described as a woman of about twenty with long
teeth and nails, eyes curving down the sides of the nose,
feet turned heel foremost; she feeds on corpses. The Zoro-
astrians of Yazd consider Al a demon which attacks women with
i
child and carries away children.
In Armenia, a pair of scissors is placed under a
woman’s pillow as a talisman against Al, recalling the Zoro-
90astrian belief that iron shears ward off evil. Grigor
Tatcewacci ^  wrote that orkc i ^urs ew i cnund kananccn alkc
vc c — vkoc ec an, zi gej axtiwn zhogis korusanen, ew i cnunds
zmarmins ew zhogis 'those who are in the waters and in the
childbirth of women were called ads, because through the wet
disease they bring the soul to perdition, and in childbirth
92(they destroy) both body and soul.’ Arm. axt is a loan-
9 3 —vword from Ir., cf. Av. axti- 'disease1; the ge;j axt is
v 9 4masturbation (cf. Arm. v.i. gij-anam ), a sin for which the 
Videvdat (8.5) allows no expiation.
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The aid of St Cyprian and St Sisianos was invoked in 
Armenian talismanic scrolls against Al which contained illus­
trations of saints and demons, usually rather crude in execu­
tion. The amulets are also found as tiny books, the size of 
one's palm, and were obviously meant to be carried about. A 
great many are known, and several have been published, in 
whole or in part.^ Ali¥an recorded a fragment of such a 
talismanic scroll, with a picture of Al, a thin black imp 
holding the esophagus and bronchial tubes of his victim:
— VC
Surbn Sisianos gayr i lerne i vayr, ew tesaw pelc mi c ar, ew
— vc c — c c cuner ac k hrelen, ew i jeirin erkat i ktroc , ew handipec aw
. — • ci tell awazoy: ase S. Sisianos, Ur ert as, nzovac pelc?
Patasxani et nma ew ase: Ertcam zmankuns kananccn
. c . c c  . . c , c c vc c c _t aramec uc anem, zkat n pakasec uc anem, zac sn xawarec uc anem,
zQleln ccem, ew hamr arnem, ew arnem ztlayn anzamanak i
yorovayni ’St Sisianos came down from the mountain and saw a
96 .filthy evil one who had fiery eyes and iron shears m  his
hand, and who sat in a sandy spot. St Sisianos said, "Where
97are you going, accursed filthy one?" He answered him and
said, "I am going to wither the babes of women, to dry up
their milk, to darken their eyes, to suck out their brains
and to make them dumb, and I shall take the child in the womb 
98untimely."1 Another scroll introduces a mayrn Alin 'mother
— — 9 9 v .of Al’, recalling the madar-e Al of Kabul. Alisan provides
another description of Al from a scroll: Ayr mi nsteal i
veray awazu, ew magn nora ibrew zoji, ew Slunkn nora plnji,
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c — cew atamunk n nora orpes varaz xozi: Nstim i veray tlac kani,
V C C C Vzakanjn xorovec uc anem, zlasapn k arsem, ew xeldem zmayr ew
C — C ” Gzmanukn: mer kerakurk n morn tlayoc n misn e ew tlac kani
lasapn, ew eot n amsoy manukn golanamk i moren, xul ew munc
0 * 0  ctanimk ar t agaworn mer yandunds. Ew mer bnakut iwn yankiwns
— Q
tann e ew yaxoruns anasnoc . 'A man sat on the sand, and his
hair^"^ was like a serpent, his nails were brazen, and his
teeth were like those of a boar pig."^^ (He said,) "I sit on
children and roast their ears and pull out their livers and
strangle both mother and child. Our food is the flesh of
mothers' children and their liver, and deaf and dumb we bring
102them to our king xn the abysses. And our habitation is in
the corners of the house^^ and the stables of animals." '
105An entire scroll against Al, who is called in it Abiahu, 
was published in English translation from the Arm. by Wingate; 
it contains two miniature paintings of Al being subdued by St 
Peter and St Sisianus, as well as a few lines of magical 
curlicues and gibberish. The talisman is written on paper, 
about 3-1/2" wide and over 12 feet long. It contains an 
invocation also against the tCbla.
The tcpla (or tcepla, tcepl) is depicted on a talis­
manic scroll as a hairy humanoid creature with a bushy tail 
107and horns. Alilan declared that the name sounds foreign
to the Armenian ear, and no satisfactory derivation of the
10 8name has been proposed. The 64th dew of the 72 questioned
by Solomon in an Arm. MS. facsimile published by Macler is
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called T apalay, and has four eyes and four hands; it carries
• 109 ca lance m  each hand. The demon may be the Arm. t pla,
although the MS., dated A.D. 1616, appears to be a transla­
tion from Persian, and deals with a theme popular in Persian 
literature: Solomon interrogating d e m o n s . A n o t h e r  demon
in this text, p¥oxkc 'Hell1, is certainly Armenian, though,'^'*' 
and the incantatory scribbles and gibberish contain excerpts 
of both Armenian Christian prayers and Muslim incantations.
Although the Iranian origin of Al is beyond question, 
the demon found his way into Armenian Christian folklore. 
According to one legend, God created Al as the original com­
panion of Adam, but Adam did not like Al; God tried again,
and came up with Eve. Al, angry and jealous, has been a
112misogynist ever since. In most Iranian descriptions, Al
is a female. In a primitive, patriarchal society, certain
feminine processes such as parturition and menstruation arouse
great superstition and fear, and are associated with evil.
The menstrual cycle is an object of particular concern to
Zoroastrians, as is the delivery of a still-born child; both
are ritually unclean and require the careful isolation of the
woman from the community until she becomes ritually pure 
113
again. Armenian has inherited from MIr. the word da¥tan-ik
114'menstruant*, and although the belief (shared by the Arms.) 
that a woman in menses is impure exists in other societies 
remote from any possibility of Iranian influence, the fact 
that a foreign word is used by Armenians for such a common
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function suggests that specific Zoroastrian beliefs about it 
may have entered Armenia.
A number of Zoroastrian demons are female, e.g.: Az,
the demon of Greed; and S'eh, the primal Whore; and an entire
- - 115class of maleficent beings, Av. pairikas (Phi. parik).
In certain districts of Armenia, all evil demons are con-
116sidered female, and Eznik condemns those who believe in
the female spirits called hambaru, parik and yu¥ka-parik, of
117which the latter two are obviously Iranian. The menstrual
cycle of a woman was regarded, it seems, as an unclean afflic­
tion, and in Armenia it was believed that any person with a
118physical deformity is dangerous, as evil has entered him; 
this belief is in accord with the Zoroastrian doctrine that 
all pain and injury comes from Ahriman or the demons, but 
never from God.
Various other demons are attested in Armenian litera­
ture, in more or less detail. Some are figures from pre- 
Christian epic or cult which were taken by Christians later 
to denote classes of evil beings. 5>idar, an epic figure,
becomes sidar-k . (pi.), a kind of demon or an adjective used
120meaning 'demented1; he is one of a horde of demons ex­
tracted from the exploding womb of a vi¥ap 'dragon' by Simon
121 cMagus. The word sandaramet-k is similarly found in
mediaeval texts as a class of demons, in the plural, although
in the old religion the word was a term in the singular mean-
122ing 'underworld1. Similarly, the pre-Christian term
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¥ahapet is found in the plural, as a hind of evil spirit,
shortened also to ¥vod in modern Armenian d i a l e c t s . W e
have discussed Arm. hra¥-kc, hra¥a-kert as loan-words from
Iranian, cf. Av. frasa- . Arm. hres or hras 'monster'
(with hra^acin 'born with the shape of a hres') may also be
derived from the Iranian form with the sense of something
prodigious made manifest; a term associated by Zoroastrians
with sacred phenomena is thereby inverted by the adherents
12 sof a later, hostile faith.
There is a Zoroastrian yazata, Vata-, who represents
12 6the good wind which brings rain and scatters clouds, but
there is a more general and more powerful wind-god, Vayu-,
127 -who is both good and evil; the evil Vayu- (Phi. Vay) is
identified with Asto.vi^otu-, the demon which brings death 
128to men. In the Classical Arm. texts, there are evil wind-
demons called ays-kC; an ays struck ^idar from his horse and
12 9Trdat III from his chariot and made both mad. In the Arm.
translation of the Bible, the ays appears frequently, usually
with the epithet pile 'foul, filthy1 or ^car ’evil'; the
forms aysabek linim 'I become broken by an ays1, aysakir
'bearing an ays' and aysahare1 'to be stricken by an ays' are
130also found m  Scripture, rendering Gk. pneuma 'spirit' 
(with poneron, 'evil', etc.), which also has the sense of 
'wind'. Eznik writes, I mer lezu aysahar asemkc , orpes i
xtranacc harcc merocc Jst sovorutcean i mez kargeloy: ayl
• c c — v cgitemk et e aysn holm e, ew holm, ogi . . . yorzam asemk
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, c .. c v vc. . , c v vc-131 ,t e srk snc 1, storneayk asen ays snc e ' In our language
we say ays-stricken, observing the superstition of our fathers
that has become established amongst us as well, according to
custom. But we know that ays means "wind" [holm] and "wind"
means "spirit" [ogi] . . . When we say "A breeze is blowing,"
132those below [i.e., to the south] say "An ays is blowing.111
A^arean cites a proposed derivation from NP. saya, 'spirit,
133demon', but one would expect to find in the 5th century a
- 134derivative of the Mir. form sayag ('shade, shadow'). In
any case, the Iranian word does not mean 'wind', the primary
meaning of the Arm. form, so the etymology must be discarded.
Arm. ays may be cognate with Skt. asu 'spirit', the source of
135physical vitality for animals and men. The term ays is
used in the Bible with a qualifying adjective meaning 'evil', 
and the word on its own possessed probably a neutral meaning, 
even as Av. Vayu- can be either vohu- 'good' or aka- 'evil', 
depending on the adjective .qualifying it.
Ayskc were believed to exist of either sex, and to 
marry each other or men. They could become beasts to frighten 
dreamers, and they had a king. In the daytime, they could 
appear as men or serpents. They could also behave in a kindly 
manner, we are told by one 11th-century writer: a woman died,
leaving a husband and children. Another woman, an ays, 
appeared and took care of the family for a time, then dis­
appeared. In order to catch an ays, we are told, one must
stick a needle in her clothes (on the talismanic properties
136of iron, see above).
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c vThe Arm. word k a] means 'brave' and is used only in
this sense in the Bible. It was apparently also an epithet
applied to the Artaxiad -ings of Armenia. The kCa~Y-kC were
also considered in ancient epic a race of supernatural
creatures who captured and imprisoned the Artaxiad king
138Artawazd in Mount Ararat, the place of their dwelling.
The legend may have arisen from another belief: that the
k i n g  at death j oined his deified, k a;j a n c estors of the royal
. 139clan.
The philosopher Dawit° called Anyaltc ('the Invincible') 
or Efraraec (1Trismegistos'), who flourished in the late 5th 
century and was inclined towards a rationalistic explanation 
of supernatural phenomena, insisted that kCa:f e ogi baccarjak
# — Q  c V
l holelen marmnoy, 3st ink ean golov bari 1 the k aj is a com­
pletely earthly and corporeal spirit which is good by
140 c v cnature.' Some Armenians believed that k ajk held Alexan­
der the Great captive in a mountain in 'Rome', but this would
seem to be a mere extension of the myth of Artawazd to the
141numerous legends wrought in the East about Alexander.
Grigor of Tatcew (see above) wrote, Qrkc i vems i^xen kcaYkc
vc c c v c 142koc ec an 'They who rule in the rocks were called k ajk ,1
also apparently in reference to the legend of Artawazd, in
which the kcajkc are said to dwell in Ararat. The kca^kc
were thought of as male p eris 'fairies' (a loan-word from
NP. peri, cf. Phi. parig, Arm. parik above), and in mediaeval
< C V c V
times the w o r d  k ajunak 'having the k a ] ' was u s e d  of
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% 4 3 c* \r c*lunatics. One mediaeval writer linked the k a^k to
Biblical tradition: 'Some say that they [the yawerzaharsunkc ,
'nymphs'] are kcajkc, and add that after the flood Noah had
c 144a son Manxton and a daughter Astiik , And when God asked
Noah, "Do you have another son or daughter?" and he was 
ashamed and answered "No," then both son and daughter turned 
into kcaokc and became invisible. Because of this, they say 
that they are mortal: they are born, and then they die. And
he who sees them sees also that they have weddings and cym­
bals and gusans ['minstrels', see above] every day.' In
145another version of the tale, God commanded Noah and his 
sons to observe marital continence on the Ark, but Ham (Arm,
K am) had a son and daughter. When the flood abated, these
two remained in the Ark, ashamed, and became pceri and c£arkc
r i • -j , 146 t ['evxl one1 ].
KcaYkc are reputed to live in tacarkc 'palaces’ in the
mountains, or in deep, thickly forested valleys called
kcajkcajorkc 'valleys of the kcaYkc'. They enjoy roast beef,
xavic (hasty pudding), halvah and cakes at their feasts, at
which they are entertained by human musicians. Once one of
the latter, a sazandar (saz-player) stole a bone of the
spitted cow in order to convince himself the morning after
that he had not been dreaming. Towards daybreak, the kcaykc
put skin over the bones of the cow. It came back to life and
returned to its home; But one bone was missing, so it was
147lame? this is why cows can become lame overnight. In the
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Armenian epic of Sasun, the clan of Dawit and the other
heroes is called kcapancc or ^o^anc0 tun Chouse1); pop
means 'giant1. The 14th-century Armenian poet Yovhannes of
Tclkuran sings to his beloved, Kca^ancc tanen berac du inj
xilay es 'You are a kingly robe brought to me from the
kcaYancc tun,' and marvels Hrelen es, holejten, tce mardadim
kCa^ 'Are you of fire, or earthly, or a kca:f with human 
,148face?
c v *
The k api was defined by Saba Orbeliani, a Georgian
lexicographer of the 17th century, as a diabolical creature
'like the Ccimkca [see Arm. cmak, below], the Ali [Arm. Al,
149above] and others.' In the 12th-century Georgian epic
'The Man in the Panther's Skin' of §otca Rustcaveli, a kca^i 
can raise storms, and one of the creatures holds captive the 
lady beloved of Tariel, Nestcan.15  ^ The kcaj is found appar­
ently also to the west of Armenia; in Cappadocian Greek the 
word kats£ra means 'nightmare, evil spirit'.151 An etymology
of kcaY was proposed by Szemerenyi, who cited Sgd. krj, kj ^
■ c v'miracle' and Ossetic karz 'strong', comparing Arm. k ap and
c vcsk anc eli 'wonderful' (the latter to be analysed as 
c vcs-k anc -eli, with the Iranian preverb uz-/ us- and Arm.
152suffix -eli 'able'). If the above suggestion is correct,
c vcthe forms attested in Arm. as -k anc - and in Ossetic as karz 
may be compared to the bases *sera- and sena- with alterna­
tion of -n- and -r- in Arm. siramarg 'peacock' (cf. Phi.
5 3senmurw). In Armenian, the alternation of /nX/ or /np/
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V Vand /c/ or /j/ is observed at an early stage in the pronuncia­
tion of the toponymical suffix -aric as /ari%/ or /arinj/,
C V*C ----------- ■ "   - - .     - - —  - ■-- --
so anc - and kcaj may be variant forms of the same^wo.rd____
There is a place in the region of AnjewacCikC called
c 155 — 'But , which was, according to the historian of the mission
of the Apostle Bartholomew, tun kraki, anyag hroy, andadar
Q
ayrman astuacoc n 'a house of fire, of insatiable combustion,
“I c £
of unceasing burning for the gods.1 The History of the
Icon of the Mother of the Lord, another mediaeval Armenian
text, explains that telin Butc lsi, kcanzi anun kcrmapetin
c cBut kardayr 'the place is known as But because the name of
c 157the high priest was called But .1 There is another town
0 ^ ^ Q
to the north, Bt aric, 14 km. northeast of Erznka (Erzincan)
in the province of Eke±eacc (Gk. Akilisene); the town had
about 150 families at the beginning of this century, of whom
159about a third were Armenians. During the Turkish genocide
of 1915 the little community was destroyed. One of the sur­
vivors was Leon Serabian Herald, who had left the town in 
1912 to join his brother in Detroit, Michigan. Serabian en­
joyed a period of considerable popularity as a poet in the 
late 1920's, and in the 1930's he was active in the Writers'
Project of the W.P.A., an important artistic undertaking
160sponsored by the U.S. Government. Serabian spelled the
name of his village Put-Aringe in the poem 'Memories From My 
Village': 'The name of our village was Put-Aringe,/The name
of a once mighty god./Put-Aringe has lost a lover,/And
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somewhere there is a dreamer.//God Aringe has lost his power,/ 
And our village has been annihilated./Some day I might be 
found, still dreaming somewhere;/But who will tell me, tell
i r *|
of your whereabouts?" It is apparent that Bt aiic was
named after Butc and was still associated in the minds of its
Armenian inhabitants on the eve of World War I with a divinity
of pre-Christian times. Bailey has suggested that a form of
the name of the Buddha, *Buti, was incorporated into the
Videvdat ca. the 2nd century B.C. as the demon Buiti, Phi.
162But. NP. bot means 'idol', and perhaps the Armenian Butc
C Vand Bt -aiic were so named because temples containing images—  
as well as the fire referred to above— had stood there. In 
Phi., But is a demon, but it is not possible to determine
whether the Arm. word bears any relationship to the Iranian.
c 163Arm- but means ' stupid* , and perhaps this derogatory epi­
thet was applied by the Christians to a Zoroastrian kcrmapet.
In Armenian folklore there was another kcurm called 1Kal1 
c cKudrut --Kudrut the Lame— whom St Gregory forced to pour the
sacred ash of the fire temple into the Tigris, at the place
* c cwhere the Christian Hogwoc Vank (Monastery of Souls) was
• c c 16 4 cbuilt, m  the district of Anjewac ik . Arm. Kudrut is
probably a Syriac translation of Aim. kal 'lame', from the
165root KDR 'to become weak, to enfeeble'. The name may be
a tautology; it is unlikely in any case that a historical
c ck urm bore it, as it is unlikely one was named But — demon,
idol, or fool. The appellation must be of a later century,
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when Zoroastrian temples were regarded as the abodes of
demons and idols, and those who had served in them were
scorned as cripples and idiots.
Another demon whose name is found in the Videvdat is 
166Zdmaka-, the personification of the evil power of winter, 
a spirit whose origin would have been in the demonic north, 
whence the cold wind and snow came. The primary meaning of 
Arm. cmak is 'north', and the word may be a loan from Iranian. 
Eznik wrote, agrawucc i cmakacC valagoyn i ^erin telis gnaloy
'(it is the instinct) of crows to go early from the north to
16 7 v 168places of warmth.1 Alisan also defines cmak as 'north1,
v .and Acarean, proposing the etymology from Iranian, defines
cmak further as 'a shaded place in a valley where the sun
• c c 169does not shine', citing the verb cmakec uc anel 'to darken.
A village in the region of Dersim, south of the Aracani river
and southeast of Sapai^ur (Tk. Colik, Cevlik) is called Cmak
by the Armenians.
There is a demon called by the Armenians S^mbodik,
which dwells in the dark corners of a house. If somebody is
found sitting in a corner holding a candle, one asks him
Sgmbodikn i, c?ragn kg vares dem 'Are you burning the lamp
- 171against the Sdmbodik?1 The word may be connected with
Pth. zmbwdyg *zambudig 'world' (from Skt. jambudvipa), with 
the meaning of 'chthonic (spirit)', or it may be from Ir.^_ 
cf. Lithuanian ?emininkas, a chthonic spirit both these
suggestions are wholly speculative, however.
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Large though Armenia's debt to Zoroastrianism in
beliefs about evil beings seems to be, there are some which
do not appear to have any link with Iran, for instance the
3ng3:ay, ^iwalkc and xpilik. Arm. 3nglay translates Gk.
erinys 'Fury' in the Commentary of John Chrysostom on
Matthew, 11.15, and is explained by A^arean as 'a mythical 
173sea monster' . AliSan derived the name from Arm. jbiglmem
174 c c'I sink (v.t.)'. Lap anc yan derived the word from
175Sumerian nin-gal 'great lady', but this suggestion is 
unlikely, for the Armenians worshipped the Sumerian goddess 
as Nane and the two forms are not similar. More likely, the 
Arm. is a caique on a Semitic name for a demon of sinking or 
drowning. Armenia is not a maritime country, but for millen­
nia it maintained economic and cultural contacts with the 
seafaring peoples of the north Syrian and Cilician coast, who 
believed that ships did not sink because a god of floating,
Saphon, supported them. This word became the Hebrew word for 
•
'north1, perhaps because the peoples who worshipped the god—
and the waters they crossed— were north of the Land of 
176Israel. It is possible that the Armenians knew of a demon
opposed to Saphon and called him by an Arm. name. In Arm. 
folklore there are found evil spirits called hnar-kc which 
lie in wait under bridges and pull hapless travellers into 
the water, while the river gurgles Anlol^ gay lolanay, lolworn 
im xorakna 'May the one not swimming come and swim; may the 
swimmer go down in my depths. Hrelen aljikner 'girls of
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fire' and ^ramardik 'watermen' are believed to dwell under­
water, but the former are benevolent: they marry earthborn
178men and grant sound sleep.
V  • cArm. crwa3:-k 'monster (s) ' are found in the Bible, in
Agathangelos and Koriwn (5th cent.}; TCovma Arcruni uses the
v . 179p. part, ciwaB-eal 'old, decrepit', and in Arm. idiom a
thin, weak man is called c^wc^wel. Bap anc yan derived
the word c£iwa3: from Hittite zawall-is, minor demons who are
181hideous to behold and who bring evil to men. The Arm.
word was borrowed by the Gypsies, and Dowsett has proposed an
etymology on the basis of IE. *gei- 'sing, call, shout*, the
%iwal being specifically a creature which makes loud noises.
We have referred above (in a note) to Mrapc, the demon
of sleep. Various other demons may be mentioned which haunt
the hours of night. In Mus, it was believed that there was
183a demon called the Gabos which strangled sleepers. There
184was also a demon called Xp(i)lik which caused nightmares.
The name may come from Arm. xabel 'to deceive', for certain 
plants are called xpilik which are considered deceptively to 
resemble other plants, while presumably not having the bene­
ficial properties of the latter; the Turkish term used in 
describing such plants is oynas, from the verb oynamak 'to 
play1. Amirdovlatc Amasiacci, the 15th-century author of a 
medicinal and herbal work entitled Angitacc anpet ('Useless 
to the Ignorant'), explained sut matitel ('false matitel', a 
kind of rhizome) as matitelin xpfllik, oynas 'the oynas or
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185xpdlik of the matitej:1. A hat which made the man who wore
it invisible was the xp&kli kcolos of Mus. A demon called
the Druz— the principle of evil itself, the ’Lie*— is said to
187reproduce by tempting men in their dreams. Such tempta­
tion probably was probably seen as the cause of nocturnal
emission, which was believed to create female demons and was
c .called satanaxabut iwn ('satanic deception'; cf. xab- ’deceive'
and Xpilik a b o v e ) . T h e  antCaram-flower (helichrysum, lit.
’unwilting') can protect one from this sin, however; it was
believed to have been brought by the csmarit crag ’true lamp'
189from the Paradise of Elijah.
Certain Armenian beliefs concerning purity of the body 
and of creation may be cited here, as they seem to bear some 
resemblance to Zoroastrian practices, the latter founded on 
the belief that death is evil and dead matter is therefore 
contaminated by evil. The presence of a corpse is a source 
of contamination: one does not bathe while a corpse lies in
the house unburied, lest one fall ill with a disease called
v * chrestakakox, groli zarkac or mereli vaxec ac ('angel-trodden',
190 191'grol-stricken’, ’frightened by the dead1). Fire is
not allowed to burn where a corpse is lying, and water that
is used to wash the dead must be heated with a fire kindled
with flint, under the sun, but not fire taken from the hearth.
192The fire thus used is impure, and must be purified. The
custom appears to be a curious reversal of Zoroastrian prac­
tice, according to which a fire is kept burning near the
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corpse. The fire is believed by Zoroastrians to protect the
soul, which lingers in the vicinity of its earthly home for
three days after death. It is noteworthy that the fire must
be placed three paces away from the corpse; were it any
193nearer, it would be polluted. It would seem that amongst
the Armenians the danger of pollution of the fire by the 
corpse outweighed considerations of comfort for the soul of 
the deceased. Such a calculation would have been influenced 
no doubt by the Christian belief that the soul does not re­
main, but leaves the body immediately after death.
Not only the corpse, but also dead matter from the 
living body such as hair-combings and fingernail-clippings is 
regarded by Zoroastrians as polluted by evil. Nail-pairings
and hair-trimmings are disposed of with care in a special
194building or m  the desert. The Armenians collect parings,
trimmings, and teeth which have fallen out, and deposit them 
in holy spots, such as cracks in the wall of the church. 
Cracks in walls are remote from the creations sanctified by 
Zoroastrians (principally earth and water in this case) and 
the sullying matter would be thus safely disposed of. Other 
beliefs and practices do not seem to be connected with Zoro­
astrianism, however: it is considered, for instance, that on
Judgement Day all parts of the body will come together, and 
nails and hairs, if not originally buried, must be sought 
the world over. If one cannot bury nail-clippings, it is 
therefore best to cast them over one's shoulder, repeating
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thrice Ur el gnam, inj het gas 'Wherever I go, come with me.1
Sometimes parings, clippings and teeth are buried in the
195 . cstove, with an invocation to an ancestor (api ): Ar k ez,
api ¥an atam, /Tu inj oske atarn 1Api, take this dog's tooth/ 
and give me a golden tooth.1 For fingernails, one says Bung, 
lung, edi kacc,/Atcam, dun vkay kacc 'NaYL, nail, stay there:/
A
Adam, you be a witness.
It is believed by the Zoroastrians that the world we
live in is in a state of mixture (Phi. gumezisn) of good and
evil. Such demons as afflict us represent supernatural evil?
disease and menstruation are the onslaught of evil against
the living body; corpses and other dead matter are wholly in
the grip of evil. Evil thoughts, words and deeds represent
the surrender by man of his free will to Ahriman. Those
creatures which appear hideous or harmful to man are assigned
by Zoroastrians to a particular class which it is meritorious
for men to destroy, as they represent the perversion by
Ahriman of the matter and life made by Ahura Mazda. Aspects
of this Zoroastrian attitude towards such 'noxious creatures'
(Av. xrafstra-, Phi. xrafstar) are found amongst the Armenians.
The frog is generally considered by Zoroastrians to be
19 7the most evil earthly creature, and in late Zoroastrian 
texts the Av. word, xrafstra- was, it seems, 'a narrow spe­
cialised term for one subdivision of fauna, the serpent and
19 8scorpion being the chief in the list.' In Armenia, the
frog (gort) causes warts (gortnuk) and makes one's teeth fall
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out. It also steals them, so upon beholding the frog one must
spit upon the hands and feet (to prevent warts) and then shut
19 9one's mouth tightly (lest the frog steal a fallen tooth).
A wedding song laments the fate of St Gregory, who was cast 
into the pit of Xor Virap at ArtaSat: Ayn ov er or.dflrin
Q -i
hor^,/ Vran l£c in ojn u gortd 'Who is he whom they put in a
pit,/over whom snakes and frogs p o u r e d ? ' S t  Gregory of
V c c c cNarek wrote, taltkatesak garsut iwn gortoc n melac awrmakk n
c czis zazrac uc anen 'disgusting frogs, repellent to behold, the
exemplars of sin,- revolt me.
The snake and scorpion are the chief representatives
of the noxious creatures, reptilian and insect, which bite
and sting. Both biting and stinging are expressed by the
single Iranian base gaz-; from the adjective *gazana- formed
therewith may be derived the Arm. generic term for a wild 
202beast, gazan. Arm. kariff 'scorpion' is to be connected
with Zoroastrian Phi. karffang 'crab' as a loan-word from 
203Mir. Another form of the word is Arm. kor 'scorpion*. A
c c vc 204talismanic scroll (Arm. erdmnec uc ic ) against 666 kinds
of snakes, creeping and crawling things, wasps and bees,
kari% and kor, declares: Korn or elani i tciwnicc satanayi,
C C “ # c •ew ink n t .agawor e amenayn pile zefnoc or zeran i veray
erkri ew harkanen zmardik 'The scorpion is he who comes from
the poison of Satan, and is himself the king of all the
205filthy crawlers that creep over the earth and strike men.' 
Eznik refuted the notion advanced by the Persians that certain
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gazan-k are evil, and attacked also the idea that one born
V VC VC c —under the sign Karic 'Scorpio1 c ar ew melanc akan lineloc e 
'will become evil and sinful'.
It was believed in mediaeval Europe that Satan occa­
sionally manifested himself as a great cat, and in 130 7 the
Knights Templars were accused, among other acts of sorcery,
20 7 -of cat-worship (most of them denied the charge). Yovhannes
of Awjun accused the 'Paulicians' of katuapa¥tutciwn 'cat- 
208worship', and there is evidence that the Armenians may
have revered cats because they killed mice. Catholicos Bazar
v c ■ 209 c cJahkec l (early 18th century ) wrote, Anmtagoynk omank i
• . VCtarxn mi or kiraki pahen, ew marmnakan gore bnawin oc kataren,
— — — c™ VC * c
aselov: Aysor Mknton e: et e marmnakan gores inc arnemk
gan Mkunkc ew ktraten zhanderjs mer^^  'Certain of the most
mindless keep one Sunday a year and do no physical labour
(then), saying: "Today is the Holiday of Mice. If we do any
physical labour the Mice will come and cut up our clothes.11'
Such a holiday .was probably kept for fear of mice, and
Armenian farmers would indeed have prized the cat, called by
Yovhannes of Awjun a mknorsak 'mouse-hunter' in his attack on
the Paulicians (mknorsakacc linelov pa§tawnamatoycc 'for they
211make offerings to mouse-hunters' ). According to one modern
Armenian superstition, a person who kills a cat must build
v cseven churches with his little finger (ckoyt ); otherwise his
212soul will go to hell. The cats of the Van area do not ex­
hibit the virtues that might make them the object of cult,
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however. A 19th-century English traveller wrote, 'The best 
cats are Van cats, which are not really Persian; these, if 
well bred, are deaf, and also have eyes of different colours—  
a pink and a yellow eye, or a blue on one side and yellow on 
the other. They will not catch mice, show no affection what­
ever, their hair sticks to everything in spring, and they are
213xn every way objectionable.1 The 20th-century Armenian
poet Gurgen Mahari, a native of Van, addressed a poem to one
of the ferocious creatures, a beloved family pet lost during
the 1915 Genocide.
Zoroastrians regard the cat as a xrafstra-, however,
perhaps because it is a nocturnal creature and had not been
domesticated in the times when the Iranian nomads first formu-
215lated the concept of the pure and noxious creations. Dis­
like of cats was a conspicuous feature of Zoroastrianism in 
Muslim Iran. The 10th-century Samanid wazir Abu-CAbdillah
Muhammad ibn-Ahmad Jayhani 'was suspected of dualism, and some 
• »
peculiarities of his personal life were connected, in the
minds of the people, with his religious opinions: he would
not touch a man otherwise than through cloth or paper, and
216could not suffer the presence of cats.1 The Armenians of
Vaspurakan told of a demonic spirit called the P°ampcusik 
c(from p usik 'pussy cat') which grew to giant size and suffo­
cated sleepers, or assumed the form of a cat and strangled
217them. It also caused nxghtmares.
The wolf, too, is regarded by Zoroastrians as a demonic 
218creature. Armenians believe that the wolf (gayl) eats evil
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219itself, which would otherwise overwhelm the world. It
walks on two legs, with its feet turned backwards. Prayers
against it, called gaylakap ('wolf-binding’) are repeated
thrice. A talisman against wolves is made as follows: one
hangs a ladle from a house-pillar, on black thread. Then one
bends a knife or makes seven knots in a shoestring, and ties
these between the teeth of a comb; an axe is placed on top
of these things. It is believed that the gaylakap makes the
wolf dumb, causes its teeth to fall out, blinds it and con-
220fuses it. The power of the spell lasts seven days. One
gaylakap reads, ’The Mother of God is in the mountains,/the
221Son of God m  her embrace, /a column of light in his heart/
and three nails in his hands:/one for the heart of Satan,/one
for the mouth of the wolf-beast/that wanders in the night,/
v v 2 2 2and one for the tdzmin-bSzmin /that twists over my head./I
bound the wolf to the mountain;/I bound Satan to the rock./I
223riveted the bonds with nails.’ God punishes evil women,
it is believed, by making them werewolves (mardagayl). The
ordeal lasts only seven years, but the woman retains her
224wolf's tail even after she becomes fully human again.
The snake is considered a xrafstra- by Zoroastrians, 
and the special stick used by Irani Zoroastrians to smite
noxious creatures of various kinds was called a mar-gan
225 c'snake-killer1. In the 5th-century History of P awstos
Biwzand, serpents are associated with heresy, sodomy, and
cmadness. The mother of king Pap, P aranjem, once beheld white
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snakes entwining themselves about the legs of her son's couch
r
as he engaged in unnatural intercourse.
It would appear, however, that ophiolatry was practised 
in Kurdistan, Armenia and Iran. The Yezidis revere a carven 
snake the height of a man, painted black, on the wall to one
side of the entrance to their holiest shrine, Sheikh cAdi,
. 2 2 7 vnear Mosul m  northern Iraq. Alisan lists the following
toponyms containing the element awj 'serpent': Awjtel in
Baberd, Awjaberd in Geia(r)kGuni, the river Awji near the
latter, Awjun in JorapCor, Awjin in Apahunik0, Awjjor in
Marand, Awjni in Karin, and Awj-kCa£akC or Vi¥ap-kcaiakc in
22g
Tarawn. Alihan identifies the latter with the site of the
•v c 229temple of Vahagn visapak al ('dragon-reaper' ) , and it is
possible that the other place names refer to the slaying of
a serpent rather than to the worship of one; cf. Kirman in
Iran, where Ardasir I was reputed to have ^l^in a dragon (Phi.
kirm). Yet in both Armenia and Iran, house-snakes are revered.
Gurgen Mahari (see above) wrote that a snake with a golden
spot on its head lived in a pile of brushwood at his family's
home in Van. It was the guardian of their luck, and when his
cousin killed it Mahari's sister went insane and other mis-
230fortunes as well beset the family. C. J. Wills wrote in
the last century, 'The Persians do not like to destroy house-
snakes, for two reasons: first, because they say they do no
harm; and secondly, because they suppose them to be tenanted
231by the spirit of the late master of the house.'
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Zoroastrian beliefs concerning evil spirits and
creatures exerted considerable influence on Armenia, as we
have seen, although in the many centuries that have elapsed
since the conversion of the Armenian state to Christianity
certain of these traditions were obscured, and others mofi-
232fied; Christ repels the dews, and the souls of the damned 
now go down to a Christian hell, although it still bears its 
Iranian name; dzox-k°. W e s t e r n  influences, too, may be 
perceived in the development of Armenian demonism and witch­
craft. It is interesting finally to note a reference to the 
black arts in Armenia as seen by foreigners.
A Greek folksong from Thrace called 'The Witch' was
c 2 34transcribed and translated by M. Bart ikyan:
My black swallows of the desert 
And white pigeons of my shores,
Who fly so high to my homeland,
I have an apple tree in my garden-nest there 
And tell my good wife
To be a nun if she wishes, or to marry,
Or, if she wishes, to dye her clothes black.
Let her not persevere or wait for me.
Here in Armenia they have married me 
To an Armenian girl, daughter of a witch.
She bewitches the stars and the sky;
She bewitches the birds and they cease to fly;
She bewitches the rivers and they flow no more;
She bewitches the sea and it is becalmed;
She bewitches the ships and they do not sail;
She bewitches me and I cannot return.
I set out on the road and snow comes down;
I turn back and the stars shine, the sun rises;
I saddle my horse and the saddle falls down;
I tie my sword and it breaks and falls from my side;
I sit, compose a letter, and the paper turns white.
Two more songs were found from the Greek island of Simi, north
of Rhodes. Since Armenia is reached by sea in both,
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c .,H. Bart ikyan has suggested that they were composed in the 
14th century, when the Armenian maritime kingdom of Cilicia 
had come to be known as Armenia generally to the Byzantine 
Greeks. Folk poetry need not observe the rules of physical 
geography, of course; there were few places in the Greek mind 
that could not be sailed to, and it may be thought that the 
place of the Odysseus's last journey, where the use of the 
oar was not known, lay indeed outside the lands of the living. 
The two variants from Simi read:
I.
The ship with silver rudder and keys 
Is endangered in the deeps.
The gold in the hold lies in heaps.
The helmsman is a prince's son
Who cares nought for the ship or gold
And is stirred only by his little Clove-tree.
"Who wants to take my wife,
To marry her as his own,
To kiss her sweetly at sunrise,
And to embrace her at midnight?"
A voice called from another ship:
"I wish to take your wife,
To marry her as my own,
To kiss her sweetly at sunrise 
And to embrace her at midnight."
He sends her no letter, no news,
A mere two words in his handkerchief:
"Take a man, my girl, if you wish,
Or dress in black and be a nun.
I have gone to Armenia, my lady,
And will take an Armenian girl, a witch-girl 
Who bewitches ships and charms the seas,
Who enchants the skies that the stars not rise 
And enchants the seas, and no waves vex them.
She hexed me, too, and I cannot come to you."
The girl heard, arose and put on black;
The lovely woman became a nun 
And went to Armenia to find him.
"Greetings, Armenian woman. Where is your husband?"
"He has gone to feast with the nobles."
"Greetings, Armenian woman. Tell him
That the vine of his garden is dry and withered,
His arch has cracked and fallen in,
Another picks the apples of his tree,
And the two doves have flown away.
Greetings, Armenian woman. Tell him my words."
"A nun told me to tell you
(Christ God, may you see and not eat;
Christ God, may you see and not drink)
That the vine of your garden is dry and withered, 
Your arch has cracked and fallen in,
Another picks the apples of your tree,
And the two doves have flown away."
"The vine of my garden is my mother true,
The arch of my house is my own father 
apple-tree is my gentle wife,
And the two doves are my beloved sons.
Greetings, Armenian woman. I will not return." 
Before she bewitched him he flew outside.
Before she charmed him he took horse and sped away
II.
The seas are calm and peaceful today.
Our sparrow became a wanderer and flew away.
He sends me no letter and does not explain:
Just three letters in a handkerchief.
Read them and lament and cry.
"If you wish, girl, take a man.
If you wish, put on black and become a nun.
They married me off in Armenia
To the daughter of a witch and warlock.
She bewitches ships and seas
And bewitched me; I'll not return."
She put on black, she went down to the shore,
And a ship set sail for Armenia.
She saw the Armenian girl and said to her 
"Greetings, Armenian woman. Where is your husband 
"He has gone to the hunt with the nobles." 
"Greetings, Armenian woman. Tell him for sure 
What I now will say:
"A good nun came from your land,
From your parents, from your father's house,
And said the pillar of your house has fallen in,
The vine of your garden has withered dry.
Another plucks the apples of your tree 
And the two doves have flown away.
Greetings, Armenian woman. Relate it thus 
As I have said. Farewell."
When the man came back with the nobles 
He went alone into his house;
His wife came to him and told him
All that the nun had said.
"My father is the fallen pillar of my house.
The apple-tree is my gentle wife,
And the two doves are my beloved sons.
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You will see me no more. Armenian woman, good-bye."
Before she bewitched him he fled far away.
Before she hexed him, he entered his home.
"Where shall I find a two-bladed scissor
To cut out the tongue of the one who says it to me?"
When Odysseus languished on Circe's enchanted isle, Penelope 
could but sit and wait for his return. With the coming of 
Christianity redoubtable Greek nuns in black went to Armenia—  
to spread the new faith there, like Hripcsime and her com­
panions, or to get back their men. It appears they learnt 
of the scissors that protected Armenians and Zoroastrian 
Iranians against evil, and found a practical use for them in 
silencing the spells of a witch.
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1- Dru^ is defined thus by L. H. Gray, 'The foundations of 
the Iranian religions,* JCOI, 15, 1929, 204. On 
Achaemenian conceptions, see our Ch. 2? on Arm. Druz, 
see below.
2. See Y. 30.1, 45.2; Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 201.
3. In the Zoroastrian confession, the Fravarane (Y. 12.1-9), 
the worshipper begins with the words naisml daevo *I 
curse the demons* (on naisml and Arm. anec, anic-em see 
below), professes himself vxdaevo * against the demons1, 
and continues with a condemnation of the demons and 
their servants, the witches (Av. yatu¥, Y. 12.4; on Phi. 
jading and Arm. loan-word jatuk see below) In a Zoro-_ 
astrian_catechism of Sasanian times, the Cidag andarz i 
poryotkesan ’Select counsels of the ancient sages1 or 
Pand-namag t Zardux&t ’Book of counsel of Zarathustra1 
(J. M. Jamasp-Asa, Pahlavi Texts, Bombay, 1913, 41-50, 
trans. by R. C. Zaehner, The Teachings of the Magi, New 
York, 19 76, 20-2 8), the member of the Good Religion is 
bidden to declare and remember that he belongs to 
Ohrmazd, not to Ahriman or the demons.
4. The cosmic struggle is described in the Bundahi¥n, a 
Phi. text in which is recorded much archaic tradition 
of the faith. See especially GBdh, I, III and XXVIII, 
ed. and trans. by R. C. Zaehner as an appendix to 
Zurvan, A Zoroastrian Dilemma, Oxford, 1955, repr. New 
York, 1972, 278-338.
5. A. Christensen, Essai sur la demonologie iranienne, 
Copenhagen, 19 41, 3.
6. Cited by Zaehner, op. cit., 16.
7. Herodotus, Hist., VII.115.
8. Hippolytus, Refutationes, 1.2.13, cited by Gray, op, 
cit., 178.
9. See our Ch. 10.
10. Loc. cit.
11. M. Boyce, A Persian Stronghold of Zoroastrianism, Oxford, 
1977, 62. "
12. See our Chs. 2, 11, and the discussion below of a terra­
cotta figurine from the Hermitage.
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13. Plutarch, Delside, 45-7.
14. E. Benveniste, 1Un rite Zervanite chez Plutarche,' JA, 
1929, 287-92.
15. Pliny, Nat. Hist., XII.28. On Otene (Arm. Uti-kc) see 
AON, 271-2 and the Otene Regio of Claud. Ptol. (2nd 
century A.D.).
16. Clem. Alex., Protrep., 39c, cited by A. V. W. Jackson, 
Zoroastrian Studies, New York, 19 28, 83.
17. Apuleius, Apologia, cit. by Charles Williams, Witchcraft, 
Cleveland, Ohio, 19 65, 24-5. Apuleius is best known for 
his Transformations of Lucius, a novel which depicts the 
various Oriental cults and rites of sorcery practised in 
the Roman Empire in the 2nd century A.D.
18. DkM. 182.6 ff. , 893.10 and 634.14. discussed with text 
and trans. by Zaehner, op. cit. n. 4, 14-16, 30-31.
19. See also Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 252.
20. For discussion of_this heresy as attested in the works 
of Eznik and Elise (5th century), see Ch. 4.
21. L. Maries, Ch. Mercier, Eznik de Kolb: De Deo [= Elc
Alandocc ('Refutation of Sects'), Patrologia Qrientalis, 
28, fasc. 4], Paris, 1959, 187; Zaehner, op. cit., 148, 
438-9.
22. Ibid., 148, citing W. B. Henning, Zoroaster, Oxford,
1951, 50. Prof. H. W. Bailey suggested (verbal communi­
cation, 21 March 19 79) that Mahmi is to be identified 
with Mahawai, the'messenger of the giants in Mani's 
'Book of Giants' (see J. T. Milik, The Book of Enoch: 
Aramaic Fragments of Qumran Cave 4, Oxford, 19 76, 29 8, 
314) .
2 3. See V. A. Meshkeris, Koroplastika Sogda, Dushanbe, Tajik 
S.S.R., 1977, 94 & pis. 21, 22.
24. N. V. D'yakonova, 'Terrakotovaya figurka Zakhaka,' Trudy 
otdela Vostoka gosudarstvennogo Ermitazha, Leningrad, 3, 
1940, 195-205 & fig. 1.
25. F. Cumont, The Mysteries of Mithra, New York, 1956,
104-11 & figs. 20-22; see also J. Hinnells, Persian 
Mythology, New York, 19 73, 7 8 & fig. facing page.
26. Gray, op. cit., 175.
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27. Yt. 4.2, trans. by J. Darmesteter, The Zend-Avesta, 2 
(= SBE, 23), 49.
28. See S. Shaked, ed. and trans., The Wisdom of the Sasanian 
Sages (Denkard VI) [= E. Yarshater, ed., Persian Heritage 
Series, 34], Boulder, Colorado, 1979, 103.
29. This etymology was proposed originally by P. de Lagarde 
(Beitrage zur baktrischen Lexicographie, 1868, 40); it 
is discussed by M. Schwartz, 'Miscellanea Iranica,'
W. B. Henning Memorial Volume, London, 1970, 389-90.
30. AHH, 392.
31. Armenian kap 'bond' can also mean paralysis by magic; 
see our discussion of the gaylakap below.
32. AHH, 391.
33. Arm. gusan 'minstrel' is a loan-word from Pth. gosan 
(see H. W. Bailey, 'Iranica II," JRAS, July 1934, 514). 
Mediaeval Armenian clerics frequently and vituperatively 
attacked minstrels (called in later centuries a¥u±s, 
from Arabic casuq 'lover', Tk. loan-word (asrk), who 
sang the pre-Christian epics frequently cited by Movses 
Xorenacci and others (see our_Ch. on Vahagn for instance, 
and M. Boyce, 'The Parthian gosan and Iranian minstrel 
tradition,' JRAS., 1957, 13-15) , and who encouraged 
carnal love, feasting, drinking and other activities 
considered unseemly by the Church.
34. Suggestions about his dates vary from the 7th to the 
13th centuries, see AHH, 379 and HAnjB, IV, 49 6-7.
35. E. Durean, Hayocc hin kron3, Jerusalem, 19 33, 126 s.v. 
kaxard.
36. Arm. jernacu is explained as kaxard 'witch' (NBHL, 517).
37. Arm. arami is a hapax. Compare to MMP. ramganlg - Gk.
ethnikos (cit. in HAB, IV, 140, s.v. ramik), 'gentile' 
in the sense here, perhaps of non-Christian.
38. Arm. aknaxal, literally '(one who) moves (xa±-) the eye 
(akn)'. According to MX 11.42, Eruand had the evil eye 
(d^neay akan hayeccuacov 'with the look of the burning 
eye') and stones were placed before him at daybreak for 
his glance to shatter— presumably releasing thus the 
baneful energy accumulated overnight. Armenians still 
make plaques with a blue eye (xa¥-akn) or wear jewellery
with a turquoise or other blue stone to ward off evil.
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39. On Arm. erazahan, see our Ch. on Tir.
40. Perhaps the Zoroastrian ab zohr 'libation to the waters' 
was regarded by Christians as demonic? but it is more 
likely that the ritual resembled the one described by 
Stepcanos Orbelean (late 13th century): kazmeal anotc 
inffc li Yrov, ew niwtceal... anccuccane zSurbn (Ericcak) 
i veray nora '(the witch) prepares some vessel full of 
water, and making it ready [or, 'winding' (niwtceal) or 
'divining' (with emendation to diwtceal)3 passes the 
Holy (?) [thrice (?)] over it' (cit. by E. Durean, op. 
cit., 147 s.v. jrahmayutciWn).
41. Arm. ragamah, apparently composed of £rag 'lamp' (a
Mir. loan-word, see Arm. Gr., 190) and mah 'death'
(emended by Durean to mar- 'extinguish'). Armenians 
still regard fire as holy, and in the last century in 
parts of Armenia it was customary for one to say when 
extinguishing a candle, krak9 mareccaw/ ffcara xapcaneccaw 
'the fire was extinguished/ and evil was confounded' (E. 
Lalayean, Jawaxkci burmunk0, Tiflis, 1892, 9). It was 
also considered a sin to tell someone to extinguish a 
flame; the euphemism krakn orhnir 'bless the fire I' was 
employed (AH, 1897, 194). See also the following Ch.
42. Arm. azbnagol (from azbn 'reed, tassel' and go-fc- 'steal') 
is 'One who performs magic with the reed of a loom'
(Ar jeirn) .
43. E. Benveniste, 'Etudes iraniennes,' TPS, 1945, 75.
Ac?arean in HAB noted a form vohuk and suggested a deri­
vation of vhuk as a euphemism from Av. vohu- 'good', but 
this seems implausible, as the Ir. word from a Mir. form- 
the form we should expect to see for the period when the 
loan was probably made— is attested in Arm. as veh 
'good' (Arm. Gr., 246).
44. HAB, I, 671; on the possible Mir. origin of dit- see 
Arm. Gr ., 141, s.v. det. Mir. dit 'seen' is found in 
Arm. Mmarit ‘true1, lit. 'seen by the eye (Mir. casm)' 
(with change of intervocalic -d- to -r-; see R. Godel,
An Introduction to the Study of Classical Armenian, 
Wiesbaden, 1975, 3.1).
45. HAB, I, 551-2; compare Russian ved'ma 'witch1, from 
Proto-Slavonic *vede 'I know' (M. Vasmer, Russisches 
etymologisches WOrterbuch, Heidelberg, 1953, I, 178).
Q
46. An etymology from Iranian was suggested_by_Yarut lwn 
Tcireakcean in his Arm. trans. of the Karnamag (cit. by 
Acarean, HAB, I, 551-2), followed by Bailey (TPS, 19 55, 
64) and Gershevitch (AHM, 156-7). It is not explained 
how Ir. k- became Arm. g-.
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47. See Arm. Gr. , 181, 513; a brother of St Vardan Mamikonean 
(5th century) was named Hmayeak, cf. Av. Humayaka-
(Yt. 5.113, cit. by ibid., 47).
48. See HAB, III, 410-11.
49. On Ara and Samiram, see our Chs. 7 and 13.
50. See Thomson, MX, 103 n. 2.
51. Eznik, op. cit., 440 (para. 65).
52. Eznik is referring to the apocryphal book of the Old 
Testament Bel and the Dragon, in which Daniel feeds lumps 
of pitch, fat and hair to a dragon worshipped at Babylon 
and causes it to burst. On Arm. vi¥ap, see our Ch. on 
Vahagn.
53. PCB V.43.
54. Arm. kcue(ay). See HAB, IV, 590 and Bedrossian, 752; in 
Modern Arm., the word means 'ballot’.
55. See Ch. 4.
56. See Ch. 16.
57. Cited by A. V. W. Jackson, Zoroaster, the Prophet of 
Ancient Iran, New York, 1899, repr. 1965, 131.
58. E. Benveniste, 'Que signifie Videvdat?" Henning Mem.
Vol,, 40 n. 16.
59. HAB, I, 19 3. The Arm. word of opposite meaning, too, 
awrhn-em ’I bless', is to be derived from Mir., cf. Av. 
afrlnami (see Godel, op. cit., 2.345 and A. Meillet, 
Esguisse d'une Grammaire Comparee de l'Armenien Classique, 
Vienna, 1936, 31-2.
60. HAB, IV, 469; Jackson, op. cit. n. 57, 76; Arm. Gr., 254.
V c61. See G. Halajyan, Dersimi Hayeri azgagrut yung (= Hay
azgagrutcyun ev banahyusut^yun, 5), Erevan, T973, 87.
The village is two hours' journey west of Esrik, on the 
border of the Carsancak region. It belonged to the 
agiret of the SahtiyStis and had 240 Armenians and 700 
Kurds. It is not explained why the village had been 
given such a name, nor indeed does Halajyan seem to 
recognise what the name means.
62. See Bedrossian, s.v. and Durean, op. cit., 121.
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63. Eznik, op. cit., 473 (para. 198), in the refutation of
the teachings of the Persians.
64. See Arm. Gr., 26-7.
65. The letter x is used frequently instead of h by Tcovma 
Arcruni (10th century), e.g., xoc (Arm. hoc ’thick1), 
cax (cah ’proper’), tcanjraxoc (tcanjrahoc ’dense’, cf. 
hoc above) , anxeded (ahheded 1absurd’) , VaxriX (Vahri?, 
a proper name from Mir., see Arm. Gr., 78) , daxliH 
(dahliS ’hall’, from_MIr., ibid., 133) and Xraxat 
(Hrahat, Gk. Aphraates, ibid., 48), cited by V. 
Arakcelyan, Grigor Narekaccu lezun ev o&3 , Erevan, 1975,
16.
66. See H. W. Bailey, 'Saka ssandramata.’ Festschrift fur
Wilhelm Eilers, Wiesbaden, 1967, 139.
67. The form Ahrmen is found in MMP. texts, see F. C.
Andreas, W. B. Henning, 1Mitteliranische Manichaica aus
Chinesisch-Turkestan, II,1 SPAW, 1933, 307-8, cited by 
J. P. Asmussen, Manichaean Literature, Delmar, New York, 
3.9 75 , 10 .
68. Arm. arhawir-kc is parallel to Gk. orama in the Gk.
Agath. (AHH, 342, 343 n. 1), and is analysed by Acarean,
HAB, I, 323, with arh- as a variant of Arm. ah 'fear'.
One should expect_an -r- in the Ir. base? ah is to be 
derived from Av. a9i- (E. Benveniste, op. cit. n. 43,
6 8) . Arm. mah, marh 'death' is an example of -h-/-rh- 
variation with loss of -r-, with the proposed OIr. base 
mgrgeyu- containing -r- (see Godel, op. cit., 4.122 and 
H. W. Bailey, 'A Range of Iranica,1 Henning Mem. Vol.,
31 n. 50) .
69. See H. W. Bailey, 1*Spanta-1 in Die Diskussion um das
'Heilige', Darmstadt, 19 77 (= 'Iranian StudiesIII,1 
BSOS, 7, 1933-5, 276-96), 170-1, 176. Arm. z-arh-urem 
'I am terrified' and arh-ur-eli 'frightful' are probably 
to be derived from a MIr. base ahra- (for alternative 
forms in Arm. with z - , cf. armanam/zarmanam 'I am 
astonished').
70. Arm. Gr., 316.
71. Durean, op. cit., 112, 149.
72. Cited by HAB, I, 85; no explanation of azgabon is 
offered.
73. Durean, 146, citing Jerusalem Arm. MS. 1288, fol. 134 b.
74. See AH, I, 324.
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75. Durean, 143.
76. Videvdat, 7.1-4 (trans. by West, SBE, 4, 74-80); see 
also Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 86-7.
77. Arm. Gr., 154.
78. Ibid., 50-51; E. Benveniste, Titres et Noms Propres en 
Iranien Ancien, Paris, 1966, 116; G~ Bap°anc^yan 
(Kapantsyan), Istoriko-lingvisticheskie raboty, Erevan, 
1956, 215. Qn the suffix -itu, see our discussion of 
Tir-itc in Ch. 9.
79. Strabo, Geog., XV.3.15, cited by E. J. Thomas, 'Strabo 
and the Ameshaspands,' in J. J. Modi, ed., Sir J. J. 
Madressa Jubilee Volume, Bombay, 1914, 173; the yazata 
is called in Gk. theos eunoias 'the god of the good 
mind' by Plutarch7 cit. by A. J. Carnoy, 'The Character 
of.Vohu Manah and its evolution in Zoroastrianism,' in
T. W. Arnold & R. A. Nicholson, ed., A Volume of Oriental 
Studies presented to E. G. Browne, Cambridge, 1922, 95.
80. M. Boyce, 'Iconoclasm amongst the Zoroastrians,1 in J. 
Neusner, ed., Studies for Morton Smith at Sixty, IV, 
Leiden, 1975, 100 & n. 35.
81. Durean, op. cit., 130.
82. Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 87.
83. Hubschmann did not discuss the word. See HAB, III,
79-80, where Georgian hesmak-i 'Satan' is cited,
84. On the Mir. etymology of Arm. vkay 'witness', see our 
Ch. on Mihr.
85. Arm. margare 'prophet' appears to contain Mir. mahr-
'word, manQra-1 [i.e., a word possessing spiritual
power, cf. Skt. mantra], cf. Pth. m^rygr *maregar, Sgd. 
m rkr 'sorcerer' (see H. W. Bailey, Zor. Probs., 162
n. 1). It is interesting to note that in Arm. Christian 
literature in this case the word 'possessor of the 
man9ra- 'retained the positive, holy meaning it had 
possessed for Zoroastrians, whilst in the non-Zoroastrian 
writings of the Iranian peoples above the meaning was 
apparently inverted to refer to sorcery and the recita­
tion of spells.
86. Arm. patarag 'offering' (later, the Divine Liturgy of 
the Church) appears to be a Mir. loan-word with the pre­
verb pat- (OIr. pati-), but a conclusive derivation has 
not been proposed (see HAB, IV, 37) .
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87. Eznik, op. cit., 510 (para. 343). Maries emends to 
zhe¥makapatsn (acc. pi. of *he¥mak-apat 'encompassed by 
wrath', but explained by the Arjern, 491, as 'worshipper 
of demons, idolater1); Acarean, op. cit., emends toV V v — - ■ —zhesmakapastsn with -past 'worshipper' (on the Mir. 
etymology of Arm. pa¥t-em 'I worship', see G. Bolognesi,
Le fonti dialettali degli i'mprestiti iranici in Armeno, 
Milano, 1960, 35). The form zheSmakapsSosn is meaning- 
less and obviously a scribal error— the word is a hapax 
and was probably obscure to the copyist. A. Abrahamyan 
in his Modern Arm. translation (Eznik Kolbacci , Elc 
Alandocc, Erevan, 19 70, 146 & n. 422) renders the word 
as krapa^t 'idolater1, which does not do justice to the 
meaning of *he¥mak 'wrath'.
88. E. Benveniste, 'Le dieu Ohrmazd et le d^mon Albasti,'
JA, 24 8, 1960, 65-74, discusses the etymology of al and 
its attestation in various Iranian and non-Iranian cul­
tures; all references to the al outside Armenia are 
cited from this article. Physical functions such as 
sneezing (Arm. pcnffceln) were attributed by supersti­
tious Armenians, according to Eznik, to the ays, a demon 
to be discussed below; see C. Dowsett, 'Cause, and some 
linguistically allied concepts, in Armenian,' BSOAS, 33, 
1970, who discusses also yawning (Arm. horan^e!). 
Drowsiness is attributed by Zoroastrians to the demon
of Sloth, Av. Bu¥yasta-. The Armenians also regard 
sleep as imp rope r to man, and regard it as the work of 
a demon called Mrapc (MA 7, 33), cf. Gk. Morpheus, the 
god of dreams, with which the Arm. is probably cognate. 
Morpheus is the son of Hypnos, god of sleep and brother 
of Thanatos— Death— so the Greeks, too, must have looked 
upon sleep as associated with death and therefore evil 
(see the New Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology, London, 
1978, 166)"^  Mrapu is called the a£ukueri paron 'master 
of eyes' (MA 7, 33), presumably because he causes them 
to close. On other Arm. demons associated with sleep 
and dreams, see below.
89. Cf. Arm. Haramani, Xaramani above and Arm. variant forms 
in -h- and -x-.
90. See Boyce, Stronghold, op. cit., 152. One recalls also 
the use of iron as a talisman in another context; Arm. 
blacksmiths strike their anvils to strengthen the bonds 
of the imprisoned Artawazd (see Ch. 13). In Akn, Armenia, 
scissors were placed in the bath of a new-born baby for 
good luck; see Y. K. Canikean, Hnutciwnkc Aknay, Tiflis, 
1895, 109).
91. 14th century, see HAnjB, I, 599-605 and N. Tcovmasyan, 
Grigor Tatcevaccu soccial-tntesakan hayacckcner3, Erevan, 
1966 .
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92. Cit. by AHH, 240.
93. Arm. Gr., 93.
94. Arjern, 216.
95. One scroll was translated and published by J. S.
Wingate, 'The Scroll of Cyprian: An Armenian Family
Amulet,' Folk-Lore, 40, 1930; a booklet-talisman from 
the MS. collection of Columbia University is described 
with a discussion of legends concerning St Cyprian, in 
J. R. Russell, 'St. Cyprian in Armenia,' The Armenian 
Church, Vol. 23, No. 1 (Winter, 1980), 10-11. The 
mediaeval Arm. Life of St Cyprian is still popular, and 
the text of Darj Kiprianosi hayrapetin 'The Conversion 
of Cyprian the Bishop' is published in Girkc al5tcicc 
or kocci Kiprianos ('Book of Prayers which is called 
Cyprian1), Jerusalem, 1966, 56-75. The Life was often 
read in earlier centuries, and is found in one of the 
earliest Arm. printed books, the Urbatcagi'rkc ('Friday 
Book', Venice, 1512-13, reprinted in facsimile by the 
Mxitcarist congregation of San Lazzaro, Venice, 19 75), 
which also contains prayers for one who is awjahar 
'stricken by serpents'; on the awj 'serpent', see below.
96. The description of the demon may have been contaminated
here by a notice of the talisman most effective against
him.
97. Arm. nzov-ac, nzov-em 'anathematise': probably from a 
Mir. form with preverb ni- 'down' and the base zav-
'call'.
98. AHH, 241. A picture of the Al is reproduced also in 
Ananikian, pi. V, VI.
99. AHH, 242; see Benveniste, op. cit. n. 88.
10Q. We emend magn, a meaningless word, to mazn 'hair
( to ) . One recalls that Medusa, the Gorgon killed
by Perseus, had snakes for hair,
101. On the boar (Arm. varaz) and its symbolism, see our Ch. 
on Vahagn.
102. This 'king in the abysses' is presumably Satan, dis­
cussed above.
10 3. These are purified with embers from the bonfire kindled 
on the Arm. Christian feast of the Presentation of the 
Lord to the Temple (Arm. Te arn9 n dara j, pre-Christian 
Ahekan); see our Ch. on the Fire-cult.
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104. AHH, 242.
105. Abiahu is probably a Hebraism, perhaps with abi ’my 
father1 and the ending hu, cf. Ellyahu ’Elijah'); see 
refs, to Belial and Beelzebub above.
106. See Wingate, op. cit. n. 95.
107. AHH, 239 (pi.).
■ c c10 8. Loc. cit.; Bap anc van, op. cit., 30 3, cites a form
t^apli found in Mus, Adana and Marsovan, and connects 
it with the name of the Hittite demon Telipi, Ac?arean 
derived the name from NP. taba 'maleficent, destructive1 
(HAB, II, 213); Wingate proposed that tcpla be connected 
to English 'devil' (op. cit., 175 n. 5).
109. See F. Macler, L'enluminure arm^nienne profane, Paris, 
1928.
110. Christensen, op. cit. n. 5, 73-4.
111. On the resemblance of Arm. dzoxkc to the Zoroastrian
vision in the Arday Wiraz Namag, in structure and in 
the punishments meted out, see our Ch. on Spandaramet- 
sandaramet.
112. MA 7, 95; AH I, 344; Avandapaturn, 788 a.
113. See Videvdat 5.8, 7.9 and Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 308,
on still-born children; on menstruation, see Boyce, 
Stronghold, 100-107. If the Zoroastrian attitude about 
the impurity of women who have given birth to dead chil­
dren seems primitive, one might recall that until recent 
times Christian Europeans often accused midwives of 
using sorcery to kill children in the womb. Where the 
Zoroastrians concern themselves with the ritual purifi­
cation of the living; Christians sought to place blame 
(see C. Williams, op. cit. n. 17, 134-5).
114. See J. Hambroer, Armenischer Damonenglaube in 
religionswissenschaftlicher Sicht, Vienna, 1^62, 68.
115. Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 85.
116. MA 7, 35; T. Nawasardean, Hay zoiovrdakan hekciatcner 
(Vols. I-X, ValarSapat & Tiflis, 1882-1903), VII, 25.
117. Eznik, 454 (para. 122); on yu^kaparik, see Arm. Gr., 
199-200.
118. MA 7, 102.
119. See the Ch. Captive Powers.
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c ■ c120. T . Avdalbekyan, Hayagitakan hetazotut yunner, Erevan,
1969, 54-7, cites E^miacin Matenadaran MS. 5*82, 
fol. 125 a, ¥idarkc" ew ¥ahapetkc ew, yi¥apkc ew kca3fkc 
and Grigor Magistros, sandarametk^, ^idark^ concatena 
tions of demons.
121. Amongst the others are demons with strange names such 
as Gat ron, ZrnXcan, Zsuik0, Zsbin and Zsurdn; see 
Durean, op. cit., 143.
122. See n. 120 above and our Ch. 10.
123. Loc. cit.
124. See Ch. 2.
125. The form hras is found in the Arm. version of the 
Alexander-romance of Pseudo-Callisthenes (HAB, XII,
135). Acarean suggests (loc. cit.) that hre¥ is to be
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CHAPTER 15 
THE FIRE-CULT
The Zoroastrian faith, as we have seen, regards Ahura
Mazda as the lord of the universe and creator of all that is
good, of all yazatas and men. Reverence is shown to the
Creator, both directly and through veneration of his various
creations and their supernatural guardians. Fire, which is
under the protection of the AmdSa Sp^nta A^a Vahista, is held
to pervade the other six principal creations, and is always
present at Zoroastrian rites? the faithful turn during their
prayers towards a fire, or else towards the Sun or Moon,
which are regarded as heavenly fires."*' In the early period
of the religion, it seems that the hearth-fire of each family
was used; later, probably ca. the 4th century B.C., temples
called bagins were instituted which contained images of the
2
yazatas; other temples had consecrated fires. In Sasanian 
times, the cult of images was suppressed, and shrines vj^ re 
images had stood were converted into fire-temples, left empty, 
or destroyed. Representations of the yazatas continued to be
3
made, but these, it seems, were not objects of worship, and
it appears that at this time also a systematic terminology
was developed for fires of varying grades of permanence and
sanctity.- Fire, a living source of light, warmth and energy,
- 4is called 'son of Ahura Mazda', and is the most potent of
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all the icons of the faith in its opposition to the cold, 
darkness and death of Angra Mainyu. Zoroastrianism is far 
too varied and profoundly complex to be called 'fire-worship—  
or, indeed, ’Zoroastrianism*— and Zoroastrians never call 
themselves 'fire-worshippers'. Only relatively ignorant 
foreigners and malicious polemicists came to use the former 
appellation for the religion of Mazda, at a time when fire- 
temples were the most conspicuous centres of public 
observance.^
However superficial and incomplete the characterisation 
of Mazdeans as 'fire-worshippers' may be, the importance of 
the cult of fire warrants its careful examination in Armenia.
As one might expect, the Iranian loan-words in Arm. relating 
to the cult are pre-Sasanian, as are the institutions and 
offices they describe. There are attested various other 
terms relating to image-shrines, sacrifices and instruments 
used in ritual which will also be discussed. The ancient 
Iranian feast of fire, *Athrakana-, whose name is found in 
Arm. as Ahekan, continues to be celebrated as a Christian 
holiday by the Armenians; their observance parallels in most 
particulars the feast of Sade amongst Irani Zoroastrians.
As was noted above, Zoroastrians probably did not have 
temples until the reign of Artaxerxes II Mnemon (404-359 B.C.), 
but performed their sacrifices and other rituals as described 
by Herodotus (1.131): in high places and in the open, or else
by their own hearth-fires. The first Persian temples were
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perhaps inspired by the great cultic centres of Elam, or of 
Mesopotamia to the west. In a famous passage, Strabo de­
scribes the shrines of the Magi in Cappadocia in the 1st 
century B.C.; these shrines were probably founded, however, 
under the earlier Achaemenian rulers of the province. The 
Magi, he says, were also called Pyraithoi; they performed 
their rites in temples of the Persian gods (ton persikon 
theon hiera). In sacred enclosures (or buildings, Gk. sekoi) 
called pyraitheia were altars (bomos) heaped with ash (spodos), 
where the Magi guarded a fire which was never extinguished.
They carried bunches of sticks and wore tiaras with chin- 
pieces that covered their mouths (paragnathidas) (Geog.,
XV.3.15). In connection with one such Persian shrine, Strabo 
mentions also a wooden image.6 There is no doubt that a Zoro­
astrian temple is described; the bunch of sticks is the 
barsom used in rituals (on Arm. barsmunkc, see below), and
the function of the protective covering worn over the mouth
c 7is the same as that of the padam (cf. Arm. p andam below).
The bomos with its heap of ash is the fire-altar.
In Arsacid times, it has been suggested, the Parthians 
called fire-temples *atarosan 'place of burning fire1; 
shrines to yazatas, in which the principal object of worship 
was an image, would have been called *bagin 1(a place) belong­
ing to the gods'. The former word is attested only in Arm. 
atruSan, to be discussed below; the latter is found in the 
title of the priest of such a shrine, MP bsnbyd *baSnbed,
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Sgd. j i y npt *faghnpat, Arm. bagnapet, and in Sgd. M l  , Arm.
g
bagin. In the 3rd century A.D., the Sasanian high priest
Kirder launched a vigorous campaign against the image-shrines,
called in Phi. uzdescars, but references to them are found
still in the 6th century Madiyan I Hazar Dadistan 'Book of a
Thousand Judgements', a digest of cases of law, so it may be
assumed that the reforms of the Sasanians encountered stubborn
resistance locally from the devotees of the old 'places of the 
9
gods'; in Islamic times, the shrines, now empty of images, 
continued to be revered as plrs.^  *
In Y. 37.11, five 'spiritual' fires are mentioned, 
whose particular functions are elaborated in the Greater 
Bundahi^n. They are B3r£zisavah, which burns before Ahura
Mazda; Vohufryana, which burns in the bodies of men and ani-
— v - vmals; Urvazista, which burns in plants; Vazista, which fights
the demon Sp^njayra in the clouds; and Spdni¥ta, 'that in the
11world is used for work.' The Phi. text continues by listing
the Bahram fire— a grade of physical sacred fire, as we shall
see presently— and three particular fires of the latter, and
highest, grade: Adur Gu¥nasp, Adur Farnbag, and Adur Burzen
Mihr. The latter, relegated by the Sasanian author to the
position of least importance of the three in the list, was,
as we have seen, the great sacred fire of the Parthian king- 
12 -dom. Adur Fambag, whose name means 'prospering through
™  13x^ardnah', was the fire particularly revered in Pars; and 
Adur Gusnasp, enthroned at the site called in Islamic times
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. - . 14Taxt-i Suleiman, was the fire of Media. The latter is re-
15 ♦ferred to in Arm. texts, and Hubschmann proposed that Arm. 
Hurbak, the name of a bagin of pre-Christian Armenia men­
tioned by the 10th-century writer Anania, may be a form of 
Farnbag. Pagliaro repeated the suggestion, but it seems un­
likely? hurbak seems to be a native Arm. word for a fire- 
temple.
The highest grade of sacred fire, requiring elaborate 
rituals of purification of fires from 16 different sources, 
lasting 1001 days, is the atas-i Bahram 'fire of Verethraghna1, 
which must be kept burning night and day. This fire is in­
voked in the name of Ohrmazd, so it is perhaps this same 
grade that is referred to by Arm. writers when they mention
the ormzdakan krak ’fire of Ormizd1 as well as the vramakan
- 17krak 'fire of Vram' (i.e., Bahram). Such an equation is
borne out by Xorenac i, who describes how the Sasanian king
V- c VArdesir invaded Armenia and zmehenic n pastamuns arawel ews
yordore: ayl ew zhurn ormzdakan, i veray bagnin or i Bagawan,
v—v — c C Vansej hramaye luc anel. Bayc zandrisn zor arar Valarsak
c cpatker iwroc naxneac n handerj aregakamb ew lusniw yArmawir,
C C V cv —ew p oxec aw i Bagaran ew darjeal yArtasat, zaynosik p sre
'increased religious services in the temples, but ordered
that the fire of Ormizd be kept perpetually burning on the
altar at Bagawan. However, he smashed the statues that
Valar¥ak had made in the image of his ancestors with the Sun
and Moon at Armawir, which had been transferred to Bagaran
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and then to Arta^at.1 (MX 11.77) A more common type of fire,
requiring considerably less fuel and attention, is the Adaran
fire, which is made to blaze up for religious services but
allowed to smoulder for the rest of the time under its own 
18bed of ashes. When rituals were not being performed, the 
altar would have appeared to hold merely a mound of ashes.
It is perhaps for this reason that uninformed or malicious 
Arm. writers of the Christian period were to scorn their an­
cestors as moxrapast 'ash-worshipping1, as we shall see 
presently.
The third and lowest grade of sacred fire is the dadgah
type, which similarly is allowed to 'sleep' under its ashes
and is re-kindled for prayer. Zoroastrians sometimes have
19fire altars of this type in their homes,- in temples, a 
single piece of wood is usually used in re-kindling the fire 
on ordinary occasions, but at high festivals a 'throne' is
made for the fire of four pieces of wood upon which two more
■ 20 cpieces are placed crosswise. According to P awstos Biwzand,
the naxarar Meru¥an Arcruni after his apostasy from Chris­
tianity built an atrusan in his house; this was probably an 
atas-i dadgah (see PCB IV.23, 59 below). Zoroastrian temple
fires are installed by priests who carry weapons: swords,
21maces, shields and daggers. These are symbolic of the 
militant character of the faith and the victorious aspect of 
the fire itself, whose most sacred type, it is recalled, is 
called after the name of the yazata of victory, Verethraghna.
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The weapons have been used to defend temples from desecration
22m  Armenia and amongst the Parsis of India, as we have seen.
In the pre-Zoroastrian religion of the ancient Iranians,
offerings were made to fire and water, and in Zoroastrianism
ak-zohr and atas-zohr (Arm. loan-word zoh) are still
closely associated; the ancient offering of fat to the fire
23has been replaced by incense, whilst a mixture of milk and
two different plants is ceremonially poured into streams of
, . . . - - 24living water m  performance of the ab-zohr. In ancient
times, fire was considered male by the Iranians, whilst water 
25was female. The Arms, and Syrians associated water and
fire closely, but regarded fire as the sister and water as
V  cthe brother. St Mesrop Mastoc attacked 'pagan’ Armenians 
for deifying fire and water together; he argued that neither
is immortal, for water trickles away,, and fire dies when its
2 6 _ _
fuel is gone. In the Syriac Acts of Mar Abda, the Chris-
— v —
tian convert Hasu declares to his Sasanian persecutors: ’fire
is no daughter of god, but a servant and a handmaid for kings
and men of low estate', and calls fire 'a goddess of the 
27Magians'. According to a MS. of the mediaeval History of
the Icon of the Mother of the Lord cited by Alihan, there was
c 28a place in Armenia called Seaw K ar 'Black Rock' or Butc
where there was a spring, ew zi asein zkrakn kcoyr ew zalbiwrn
. vc — — c —elbayr, yerkir oc arkanein zmoxirn, ayl artasuok elborn
jn^ein 'and because they called fire sister and the spring 
brother, they did not cast the ash upon the earth, but
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2 9smothered it with the tears of the brother.1 According to
an Arm. folk-tale, ’once Brother Water came down from the
mountain, Sister Fire said to him, "Come and warm yourself a
bit.” Water answered, "Come and drink a bit, and take a 
30breather."1 The Arms, of Akn and Diarbekir used to give
the sick water mixed with the ashes of an oak-fire to drink;
31the ashes were believed to possess curative properties.
The belief that fire is the sister of water is attributed by
c 32Bazar of P arpi to the Persians; this testimony, together
with that of the martyr Ha¥u and the Arm. folk tradition 
cited above, indicates that the identification was not a con­
fusion of Christian writers, but a Zoroastrian popular belief 
not attested in the written, orthodox teachings of the faith.
The altar on which the fire is enthroned varies accord­
ing to the grade of fire, in size and shape. The earliest 
altars were of stone, or of mud brick coated with plaster.
One Phi. term for a fire-altar is I , read adi¥t
3 3(*tyst‘) by MacKenzie; the type of fire-holder now in 
general use is a metal goblet called an afrinagan, whose name 
appears to derive from the Zor. ceremony of praise. The 
vessel seems to have been adapted around the late 15th cen­
tury by the Parsis as a portable receptacle of the sacred 
fire, and Irani Zoroastrians adopted the small type, whilst
retaining also mud-brick pillar-altars of the older type,
C v 34called aooxs or kalak, in the hall of the fire-temple. The
chalices containing temple fires stand nearly the height of a
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man, and are filled with ash. Smaller afrinagans, about a 
foot in height and width, are also to be found in Zoroastrian 
homes. The goblet itself is often left empty, but a metal 
plate on top contains a shallow bed of ash on which fires can 
be kindled. Zoroastrian fire-altars must have come in various 
sizes according to purpose, though, long before the introduc­
tion into Iran of the small Parsi afrinagan. There is de­
picted on a terracotta ossuary of the 5th-7th centuries from 
Bia-Naiman in Central Asia is a bare-headed figure holding a 
small fire-altar about the size of his head. The altar has 
a large base and smaller top, both rectangular in shape. The
top rests on a squat pillar, and flames rise from a pyramidal
35cone of fuel on the altar. Both the provenance of the
piece and its function suggest that it is Zoroastrian.
The Arm. word for an altar in pre-Christian times was
bagin, used to translate Gk. bomos; if there was a word for a
fire-altar specifically, it is not attested. In the religious
terminology of the Arm. Church, the pulpit is called bem and
the altar is called selan; both of these are loan-words from
3 6Hebrew or Syriac. Several types of altar are attested in
Armenia from the pre-Christian period. Two were unearthed
during the archaeological excavations made at the sites of
the Christian sanctuaries of Duin and Vaiarsapat, where
meheans are known to have stood; the third is depicted in a
mediaeval manuscript of the Bible.
According to PCawstos Biwzand (III.8), Xosrov II Kotak 
37('the Little' ) transferred the Arm. capital to Duin, whose
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38 vname means 'hill' in MP. , from Artasat, which had become
an unhealthy place in which to live because of the stagnant
waters and swamps on the banks of the Araxes. During the
reign of Catholicos Giwt (461-78), the Mother See of the
vChurch was transferred from Vaiarsapat to Dum, to the church
of St Gregory built by Vardan Mamikonean. According to
— c c cYovhannes of Drasxanakert, omank i meroc naxararac
dawacanealkG i ccaren uraccan zhawats kcristoneutcean
hetcanosakan awrinacc hnazandealkc. Isk awagagoynkc erkukc i
c — V  . C c~"noc ane bawasp Arcruni ew Vndoy i D y m  k alak e, hramayen
V V c csmel zmeheann Ormzdakan ew ztun hrapastut ean. Ew k rmapet
karger Vndoyn zordi iwr zSeroy, ew dner awrins i Parsik 
matene bazum 1 certain of our naxarars, led astray by evil, 
apostasised the faith of Christianity and submitted to heathen 
ways. And two of the most prominent of them, §awasp Arcruni 
and Vndoy from the city of Duin, commanded that the temple of 
Ormizd and the house of fire-worship be built. And Vndoy or­
dained as high priest his son Seroy, and established many laws 
fromTThe^bbok of the~PeraXans . * *~Vardan Mamikonean (II— 6 th 
cent.) and his forces conquered the place, seized the miscreants 
burned Vndoy yatru¥ani krakin 'in the fire of the_ _fire _temple
hanged §eroy over the bagin 'altar', and on the site of the
39latter built a church. Remains of two structures were 
found which have been identified as pagan temples. The first 
is a three-naved Christian basilica of dressed stone, which, 
Bafadaryan suggests, was a pagan temple converted to Christian
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use. There is no support for this supposition, though, in 
either the texts or in architectural tradition. To the side 
of the church foundations, however, the excavators discovered 
a pit full of clean wood-ashes. This find is of interest, 
because a similar pit was found also on the summit of the 
fortress-rock of the city, near the ruins of a smaller build­
ing of unmortared stone, and a strikingly similar method is 
employed by Zoroastrians of Yazd to deposit embers from their 
household fires at fire-temples. Elise may allude to similar 
'donations* of ashes (see below). The building faces east, 
at an angle of 45° to the rest of the fortress, indicating
that it was deliberately positioned towards the place of the 
. . 40rising Sun. Remains of weapons were found in the building,
as well as other objects, including a number of clay tablets
41adorned with sinewy linear decorations incised with cuts.
A stone altar was found in Duin which may have been used for
. . . 42sacrifices m  a b a g m . The altar, of rectangular shape,
consists of a base, pillar and top? each side of the middle
pillar has a symbol in relief, and the whole is 55 cm. high.
The pillar is 17.5 x 17.5 cm on the sides, and the base and
43top are 25 x 15 cm and 25 x 11 respectively. The symbols 
appear to represent a ring, a bird atop the summit of a hill, 
the head of a bull, and a scorpion (?) with a round object in 
its pincers. The altar is of a type very common in the Roman 
period, and it is impossible to determine whether it belonged 
to the temple on the fortress hill or to the mehean destroyed
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Vardan. More likely it belonged to a private individual or 
to a bagin. The altar was made in Armenia, for a chemical 
analysis of the g&nite of which it is carven revealed that
it comes from the same local quarry as the granite used in
* 44the temple of Garni.
The second altar was found in a square room with walls
of smooth, dressed tufa directly beneath the main altar of
“V . . 45Ejmiacm Cathedral, the very heart of the Armenian Church.
The altar is a cone of cemented rubble. At the top is a 
circular hole which extends to the base of the altar, which 
stands about 3-1/2 feet high. The hole is lined with smooth, 
grooved ceramic plates. Some ash was found at the site, and 
the altar could have accommodated amply a sacred fire. The 
location of the altar indicates that the cult practised there 
was of very considerable importance, and it is likely that 
the rude core of rubble was faced with plaster, dressed stone, 
or the same reddish ceramic shards that were used to line the 
central hole. The date of the altar has not been conclusively 
established. It was found with a large, table-like slab of 
stone on top of it which does not seem to have belonged there 
originally, and it was suggested that the altar had been con­
structed by the Persians and their Armenian naxarar allies 
during their brief occupation of Va±ar¥apat in 451. The altar 
would then have been built in haste, in a building converted 
from church to mehean. When Vardan reconquered the city, he 
would have caused the slab of stone to be placed on the altar
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so it could serve temporarily for Christian worship, before 
a new church was built and properly consecrated. Another 
possible explanation is that the slab was put there by St 
Gregory; the altar would then have been part of the ancient 
cult of the Armenians, and not a Sasanian foundation. Even 
if the first explanation is true, the Persians probably did
leave such matters in the hands of Arm. Zoroastrians, once 
direct efforts at proselytisation had shown little success.
The third type of altar attested in Armenia is shown in
a manuscript illumination of the scene of the sacrifice of
Isaac from a Bible of A.D. 1305, from the province of
Vaspurakan. The Armenian illustrator seems to have followed
national traditions as well as canons of painting common to
Eastern Christian cultures, for the ram caught in the thicket
is shown hanging there, following the Arm. translation, where
the ram kaxecCaw 'hung' (cf. LXX Gk. katekhomenos 'caught',
Gen. XXII.13). Above the altar where Abraham is preparing
to sacrifice his son there is shown a fire-goblet strikingly
- - - 46similar to the afrinagan. The tongues of flame shooting 
up out of the bowl leave no doubt about the function of the 
object, but the source of the artist's inspiration is a 
mystery. It is, of course, possible that the painter simply
combined the images of goblet and altar-fire.
In his 'Paean to the Cross'1, the 10th-century writer
VC * V V c Anania vardapet praises the korcanic krapast tacarac n,
as we have seen, they were content to
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moxrapast ew moxralicc atrusanaccn sovorutceancc zancc
* V c carnelov zormzdakan ew zvramakan hrapastut eanc , hogekorust
VC c * c c ctoe ormanc n hrakrzut eanc , zor i merum Hayastaneayc azins
'destroyer of the temples of the idolaters, of the customs of
the ash-worshipping and ash-filled fire-temples, causing to
pass away the fire-worship of Ormizd and Vram, the flaming
holocausts of the perdition of the soul that are in the Ar-
47menian nation.' St Gregory referred with scorn to the 
moxrapastutcean naxneacc merocc 'ash-worship of our ancestors' 
(Agath. 89), indicating that the fire-cult in Arm,, with its 
attendant careful reverence for the ashes of the fire, ex­
isted before the Sasanians introduced terms such as the 
'Ormizd' and 'Vram' fires. The Arms, may have had various 
grades of sacred fire, as did the Parthians— for the Adur 
Burzen Mihr was presumably kept blazing continuously, whilst 
temple fires less illustrious were allowed to smoulder under 
a mound of ash. The various types of altar which may be ad­
duced for Armenia (with the reservations noted above) would 
be suitable for different grades of fire. Different terms 
for these have not come down to us, however, only the word 
atru^an in Armenian (and nothing in Parthian directly!) mean­
ing, it seems, both *fire-temple1 and 'fire-altar'. The word 
continued to be used, as we have seen in several cases above, 
to refer to fire-temples in the Sasanian period, although the 
Persians themselves did not have a word related to atru¥an.
q
The fire-temple was called also moxra-noc 'a place (or,
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receptacle) of ashes'. The naxarar Varazvalan of Siwnik°,
according to Bazar Pcarpecci apostasised the Christian faith
c cthus: mteal i tun moxranoc in zkrakn asac gol astuac 'en­
tering into the house of moxranoc0, he declared the fire to
be god.' Later, bazum tuns moxranocCs sineal yasxarhin
* c cSiwneac 'he built many moxranoc -houses in the country of
. c 48Siwnik .1 The fire-temples were described as full of ash, 
although various methods of disposal were employed, as we 
have seen. Ash was also proof that a fire had been kindled, 
and a provision of the decree of Yazdagird II to the Arms, 
as reported by Elise requires that every household produce a 
measure of ash to prove that the hearth-fire had been properly 
maintained. We reproduce the text here in full, as we shall 
have occasion later to refer to other terms found in it: 
Minc?°ew i nawasarde i nawasard, (ase,) yamenayn telis or icGen 
9nd i^xanut°eamb t°agaworin meci, barjc°in kargk° ekelec°woy,
pcakesccin ew knk°esccin drunk0 surb ta^arac°n, grov hamarov
. c c c c c carc in nuireal spask n yark unis, lresc en jaynk salmosac n
ew dadaresc°en 3ntcerccuack° (an)sut margareic°n. K°ahanayk°
mi isxesc°en i tuns iwreanc0 usuc°anel z^olovurds, ew
hawatac°ealkch i K°ristos ark° ew kanayk°, or bnakeal en
yiwrak°anc?ciwr menanoc°s, pcoxesc°en zhanderjs iwreanc0 pst
a^xarhakan kargac°. Darjeal ew kanayk° naxararac°n kalc°in
zusumn vardapetut°ean mogac°n. Usterk° ew dsterk° azatac° ew
iinakanac0 krtcesc°in i hrahangs noc°un mogac°. Kar^esc°in
ew argelc°in awrenk° surb amusnut°ean, zor unein i naxneac0
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C C C V
9st kargi k ristoneut eann: ayl p oxanak £nd kno^ mioy bazum
kanays arasccen: zi acec°eal bazmasccin azgkc Hayoc°.
Dsterkc harancc linic°in, ew kcorkc elbarc°: mark0 mi elccen
yordwoc ° ayl ew t°orunkc elc°en yankoiins hawuc0 . Patrucakk0
• • C C— c C— Q — 0 0 _
mi mere in anyaz, et e yawdeac ic e ew et e yayceac ew et e
V • C 0— 0 c— c c • cyarjaroc ew et e i hawuc ew et e i xozac . Haysk aranc
p°andami mi zangc°in: ciwk° ew kcakork° i krak mi ekesc°en:
jerk° aranc° gumizoy mi luasc°in: ¥n^rik° ew aluesk° ew
napastakk0 mi merc°in. Awjk° ew molesk0, gortk° ew mr:fmunkc,
c w  c cew or ayl ews xarnap ndor bazmaccik en, mi kayc en, ayl val
t°uov hamarov i me 3 berc°en 0st ark°uni ^cap°oyn. Ew or ayl
* VC c • c c cews m e  spask ic en, kam zohic kam spandic , gst tawnakan
kargin tarewor t°uakanin, ew d st kap^at°iw moxra^°apc kargin.
Zays amenayn zor asac°ak° af ¥amanak mi minc?°ew i glux tarwoy
kataresc°en amenek°ean: ew zayln amenayn af yapa patrastesc°en.
49'Between this New Year and the coming one, (it says,) in
50all the places that are under the rule of the great king,
let the orders of the Church be removed. Let the gates of
the holy temples be shut and sealed, and the holy utensils
be listed, numbered, and delivered to the court. Let the
voices of the Psalms be still, and may they cease the read-
51m g s  from the (un-) lying Prophets. May the priests not 
dare to instruct the people in their houses. May the be­
lievers in Christ, both men and women, who dwell in hermi­
tages, change into secular garments. Also, may the wives of 
t^ le naxarars learn the teachings of the Magi, and may the
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sons and daughters of freedmen and peasants be instructed in 
52the learning of the same Magi. May the laws of holy matri­
mony be severed and restricted, that they had according to 
the orders of Christianity from their forebears. But instead
of one wife, may they take many wives, that the nation of Ar-
5 3m e m a  may be fruitful and multiply. May daughters come to 
their fathers, and sisters to their brothers; may mothers de­
part not from sons, nor grandchildren from the couches of
grandparents. May sacrificial beasts [patrucak-kc, see below]
54not be killed without prayer, whether it be a sheep, goat,
bullock, fowl or swine. May they not knead dough without a
face-mask [pcandam, see below]. Let no rags or excrement
55approach the fire. Let them not wash their hands without 
56gumez. Let them not 'kill otters, foxes or hares. May
snakes, lizardsants and other swarms of maggots not be f L
allowed to live, but may they bring them in haste, numbered
57and listed, according to the royal measure. And whatever 
other services there be, either sacrifices or slaughters,
[let them be performed] according to the order of the number
 ^Q
of kapics and the measure of ash. Let everyone fulfill
what we have said, until the beginning of the year, ah let cuX
59them prepare everything else for the future.*
In the above passage, it is seen that the Armenians
were required to kill a certain number of noxious creatures,
in keeping with the custom of Zoroastrianism, and to present 
them as proof that the command had been carried out; similarly,
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they had to present a measure of ash from the hearth fires
tended at their homes. Pcawstos writes of a fourth-century
naxarar, Meru¥an^^ Arcruni, that xostovan^ elew vasn anjin
iwroy tce ccem kcristoneay: ew kalaw zawrens mazdezanccn ,
. c caysrnk n zmoguc n: epag erkir aregakan ew krakr, ew xostovan
c — 0 c c v —elew t e astuack ayn en zor t agaworn Parsic paste. Ed
uxt^ and ^aphoy arkcayin Parsicc yaynm hete: Tce icce ew
karascce yaltCel ^fapuh Hayocc, ew unel zasxarhn, ew inj darj
licci yim asxarhn ew yim tunn, nax es ase sineccicc atruian
yimum tann sephakanin, ays inkcn tun krakin pa^teloy. 'He
made confession for his soul: "I am not a Christian." And
he adopted the laws of the Mazdeans, i.e., the Magi: He made
obeisance to the Sun and fire, and confessed: "The gods are
those whom the king of Persia worships." He swore to isabuhr,
the king of Persia, after that: "If it happen that Sabuhr is
able to conquer Armenia and to hold the country, and I return
to my country and my house, first," he said, "I shall build
an atru^an in my private house," i.e., a house of the worship
of fire,1 (PCB IV.23) Later, he and another naxarar, Vahan
Manikonean, atrusans sinein i bazum telis, ew zmardik
— > c c . chnazandern awnnac n mazdezanc : ew bazum yiwreanc
sepchakansn ¥inein atru¥ans, ew zordis ew zazgayins iwreancc
tayin yusumn mazdezanccn ’built atru¥ans in many places, and
made men subject to the laws of the Mazdeans; and many built
atrulans in their own houses, and gave over their sons and
relatives to the learning of the Mazdeans.' (P B IV.59) In
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addition to the consecration of new fires, many old fire- 
temples must have been renovated, some in places where 
churches had since been constructed. There is no reference 
made to the image-shrines of pre-Christian Armenia, where, 
as we have seen in preceding chapters, statues of the yazatas 
had stood.
Although the Sasanians justified their destruction of
these shrines by arguing that demons infested graven images,
we are not constrained to accept the cherished myths of that
bureaucratic state, whose very centralised structure indicates
what the actual motive of their campaign may have been. It
has been noted above how the position of the Adur Burzen Mihr,
a much-beloved sacred fire of the Parthians, was degraded on
pseudo-theological grounds in order to give first place to
the Fires of Persia and Media, the western centres of Sasanian
Iran. In the 'Letter of Tansar', a document preserved from
the Islamic period in NP. but purporting to be the work of a
Sasanian high priest of the 3rd century, a local Iranian king
named Gu^nasp refuses to submit to Ardesir, accusing the King
of Kings of having 'taken away fires from the fire-temples,
extinguished them and blotted them out'. Tansar replies that
the fires were not extinguished but removed from the temples
'to their place of origin', and adds that the temples had
been built without the authority of the kings of old (by which
6 3the Achaemenians are meant). The kindest observation that 
can be made about this reply is that it is disingenuous. The
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same Achaemenians who established fire-temples also built 
image-shrines; their only claim to greater orthodoxy than 
the Parthians is their Persian origin, which is no claim at 
all. Then, had the kings of ancient days not permitted the 
fires to be consecrated, what stricture in the eyes of the 
Sasanians would have prevented the latter from simply allow­
ing them to go out (in the presence of a properly consecrated
temple fire)? Combining fires is allowed in Zoroastrianism
64when necessity dictates it, but it is ■unlikely that the
devotees of a local sacred fire should have regarded with
6 5equanimity its removal to a remote province. It is certain
that the Sasanian campaign in Armenia did not encourage the
6 6re-establishment of the bagins of the country; and it is 
possible that the atrusans built in the Sasanian period in 
many respects did not resemble the atru¥ans of Pth. times—  
the Sasanian names of the yazatas in the highest grade of 
fire, noted above, strongly suggest that these new foundations 
were separate from Armenian tradition.
Two later notices of sites of fire-temples in Armenia 
may be cited here. The 14th-century Persian geographer and 
historian Hamd-Allah Mustufi of Qazvin, in his cosmography 
Nuzhat al-Qulub reports: 'In Little Armenia there is a fire-
temple, the roof of which is plastered over with cement, and 
below the gutter from the roof is a tank in which the water 
is collected that falls on the roof. The people are wont to 
drink of this, and if but little rain should fall, then with
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some of the water that is left they wash the roof of this
fire-temple, and forthwith rain again falls, and so the tank 
6 7is refilled.1 By Little Armenia is meant the western part
of the country; we have not found any reference to the temple
in Armenian sources. In the southwest of Armenia, near the
6 8Khabur ^ay and south of Viran Sehr (between Diyarbakir and 
Urfa), there is a town called Tel Ateshan, i.e., 'Hill of 
Fires' (NP atas-an). The modern form of the name gives no 
clue as to the age of the atru¥an(s) that may have been there 
Before considering'modern survivals of the Zoroastrian 
cult of fire in Christian Armenian ritual, we propose to dis­
cuss briefly aspects of the temple cult alluded to or de­
scribed at length in earlier chapters: temples, priesthood,
sacrifices, and ritual implements. Temples were called
v vmehean or tacar generally, whilst the terms bagin and athusan
refer specifically to image-shrines and fire-temples. The
most common term for a priest is a Semitic loan-word, kcurm
(with Ir. suffix, kcrma-pet 'high-priest'), but other terms
are attested: bagnapet, mogpet and aranccn mogucc (gen. pi.)
and mitcerean/mihrpet, the latter associated perhaps with the
cult of Mihr from which the word mehean itself is to be 
69derived. Mogpet is a NW Mir. loan, OIr. *magu-pati- , MP. 
c cmowbed; aranc moguc appears to be a caique on Sasanian MP.
- 70 -mog mard(an) 'Magi-men*. The priestly title herbad, de-
- 71rived from Av. aethrapaiti-, is not found in Arm.
In the Arm. Church, the Sasanian title vardbad is found
as the ecclesiastical rank of vardapet, whilst the parallel
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form from Pth., varzapet, is retained only with the general
72meaning of 'teacher'. The MP. form indicates that the 
title was adopted on the model a Sasanian office, rather 
than an earlier, pagan Arm. one; in the earliest period of 
Arm. Christianity, the Syriac loan-word kcahanay was the 
general word for 'priest'; the word vardapet seems to have 
been used only later. Now, the kcahanay may be a married 
priest, subordinate to the vardapet, who is celibate. The 
Ir.. loan-word dpir, which became an ecclesiastical title, has 
been discussed in connection with Tir, above. It is note­
worthy that the Arm. word for an Old Testament prophet is
- 73margare, a loan-word from Mir.
The names of a number of Arm. ecclesiastical vestments
are to be derived from Mir.; some of them are Zoroastrian
religious terms. The name of the Zor. sacred undershirt, Phi.
¥abig, modern sudra, sedra, is found in Arm. Ifapik, rendering
Gk. khiton (Matt. V.40) and in sutra 'a kind of clothing'
74(Grigor Magistros Pahlawuni, 11th century); the Arm. word
for the Christian sacerdotal vestment, patmu^an, is derived
75from Pth. pdmwcn 'garment'. The Zor. sudra has a small 
pouch at the throat, called in NP. giriban, which symboli­
cally receives one's good deeds; originally, the word meant 
'neck-protector', and the term may be regarded as a religious
adaptation of a military term. In Arm., the word is attested 
7 6as grapan. The cincture (Arm. gawti) worn by priests over 
the ¥apik as part of their sacred vestments, is called by the
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14th-century poet Yovhannes Tclkurancci kcustik; both the ob­
ject and the word for it seem to be a direct survival of the
77Zoroastrian sacred girdle, Phi. kustig. The tiara worn by
7 8Arm. priests is called xoyr, a loan from NW Mir. Other 
survivals of Zoroastrian terms in the Christian Arm. vocabu­
lary have been noted in this work.
Benveniste observed that the tiaras, desmen ton rhabdon 
and paragnathidas of the Magi of Cappadocia mentioned by
Strabo are attested in Arm. as xoyr (also arta-xoyr, artaxurak
79 c c 8 0 _and psak ) , barsmunk and p an dam, cf. Phi. barsom, padam.
The rite of offering was called patarag, now the Arm.
81Christian Divine Liturgy, and the act of sacrifice was
called zoh (cf. Phi. zohr, Av. zao9ra-); the ritual words
accompanying the sacrifice formed the yast, cf. an-yaz in the
passage from EliSe above, and the sacrificial offering was an
animal, called patrucak, a loan from Pth., cf. Phi. padrozag;
the general word for a temple-offering was rocik, cf. Phi.
rozig. The Phi. words mean 'fasting* and 'daily bread'
respectively, but the basic element of both words is rwc jroz]
'day', which implies that the sacrificial offerings were made
82on a regular basis. As in Iran, different animals were
sacrificed: rams, sheep, horses, pigs and oxen might be
8 3slaughtered. According to Strabo (Geog. XV.3.15), the Magi 
in Armenia stunned the animal with a log before killing it; 
this was done also by Zoroastrians in the Sasanian period, 
and in the Denkard it is explained that this was done to
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spare the animal pain at the moment of death, an attitude in
keeping with the kindly and reverential attitude of the
— “ — 84religion of Mazda towards gospandan, 'holy creatures'. To
this day, Armenian Christians perform blood sacrifices,
mainly of chickens, although the slaughter of sheep is not
uncommon. The ritual, called matal 'young* after the young
animal which is killed, is performed on major festivals of
Q C
the Church, and when a member of a family is ill. Zoroas­
trians do not sacrifice immature creatures, so the matal rite 
probably comes from the Judaeo-Christian tradition.
Reverence for fire is another aspect of the ancient 
religion which has become enshrined in Armenian Christianity. 
We have noted how it is considered a sin to tell someone to
extinguish a flame; the euphemism krakn orhnir 'Bless the
8 6fire!' is used. As in other societies, the hearth fire 
must not go out at all, however, and a woman who let the 
smouldering coals die out was regarded by Arm. villagers at
O  *7
the turn of this century as possessed by evil. The hearth 
is regarded as the centre and life of a household, and is 
called krak-aran 'place of fire1, t onir 'furnace' or 03ax.
Of a good son, the Arms, would say he was hor krakarana 
paholn 'guardian of his father's fire-place1, and of one 
dead it was said nra cuxg maraw 'his smoke was extinguished.1 
Curses often involved fire: TCo3: kco krakarani (kco ertCiki)
cux8 ktrui 'Let the smoke of your fire-place (your chimney)
C C VCbe cut off ; t ol k o tan9 krak c gtnui 'may no fire be found
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G Vin your house* ; ant eld ]ur ktri 'may water put out your 
lamp1.^ Sahak of R¥tunikc boasted to a horrified Den¥apuh 
in the 5th century of his mistreatment of Sasanian Magi dis-
V C  V C  cpatched to Armenia, sakawik mi c arc arelov ganiw noc in isk
etu zkrakn i jurn gnkenul *1 tortured them for a while with a
9 0whip and made them cast the fire into the water.1 But for 
the countrymen of Sahak, over 140 0 years later, such an act 
was the substance of a curse.
The ninth month of the Zoroastrian year bears the name 
of the yazata Atar; the ninth month of the ancient Arm. year 
is called Ahekan, a Mir. derivative of OP. *A9rakana-, the
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feast of Fire. The ancient Iranian celebration survives,
as we shall see, amongst Irani Zoroastrians as the feast of
Sade, '(the feast of) the Hundred Days', and in Armenia as 
•
Tearn 9nd ara^, the Presentation of the Lord to the Temple, 
the Western** Christian Candlemas. In Zoroastrianism, it is 
believed that Rapi©win is the lord or ratu of noonday heat
and of the seven months of summer, which begins the first day
- _ - 92
after the gahambar of HamaspaQmaedaya and ends on the last
day of that of AyaOrima, the beginning of the five months of 
winter. Of those months, the three middle ones, Atar, Dadvah 
and Vohu Manah (Phi. Adar, Dai and Bahman), are considered 
the coldest. The yazatas Asa Vahista and Atar— the Amg¥a 
Spanta who is the guardian of fire, and the yazata Fire per­
sonified— are both invoked with RapiSwin in the watch of the 
day (NP. gah) ruled by him, and in the Yasna when the latter
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is mentioned. The connection of the ratu of summer with the 
warmth, heat and light of fire is a logical and natural one, 
and during the winter the Zoroastrians have since ancient 
times celebrated a festival of fire, the purpose of which is 
to drive away darkness and cold, and to assist Rapi9win in 
his task of warming the roots of plants and the springs of 
the waters.^ In the Greater Bundahi^n, it is mentioned that 
fires are lit everywhere on the day Adar of the month Dai 
(XXV.14), and Biruni mentioned two feasts of fire in winter, 
the Adar ja¥n regularly celebrated on the day and month named 
after the yazata (Adar roz of Adar mah), and the jasn-i sade,
1 hundredth-(day) feast1, on Aban roz of Bahman mah. The 
latter, still celebrated in this century by the Zoroastrians 
of Kerman, falls’ exactly 100 days after the beginning of the 
five-month Zor. winter; in the Zor. villages of Yazd, how­
ever, the jasn-i sade, called Hiromba (a word whose meaning ^ Tn
is no longer remembered), is celebrated instead on Astad roz
of Adar mah, 100 days before the return of Rapi©win, i.e.,
No Ruz. It is proposed that this date was the original one
of the feast.^
Due to the recession of the Zoroastrian calendar, the
feast of Sade was celebrated at Yazd in 1964 in late April,
»
but the rituals themselves reflect the original significance 
of the holiday. On the eve of the holiday, a great bonfire 
of bone-dry brushwood is kindled in the court of the shrine 
of Mihr, with a torch (although fire from the fire-temple
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was probably used in ancient times) over an underground 
irrigation canal (NP. ganat). As the fire flares up, the 
names of the great men of the faith— both the frava¥is of 
ancient heroes and those of the community recently deceased—  
are recited, and after each name the boys of the community 
shout 'Hirombol1 and 1Xoda be-amurzadesI 1 ('May the Lord have 
mercy upon himl'— the first expression is the same incompre­
hensible name of the festival itself). In the morning, the 
women gather the dying embers of the fire, which are distrib­
uted among the households of the faithful, so that other fires
95may be kindled from them.
In Armenian communities around the world, the Feast of 
the Presentation of the Lord to the Temple is celebrated on 
the night of 13th February, and on the following day; the 
date is fixed as the fortieth day after Epiphany. On the eve 
of the feast, all the grooms married during the past year, or, 
in some communities, since the autumn, gather in the church 
and put on the ¥apiks (sacred shirts; see above) of the choir. 
Their mothers distribute candles, sugar, dates and almonds 
amongst the congregants. The grooms do not sing, but walk 
round together in a circle, lighted candles in their hands, 
during the andastan service, an Armenian Christian rite of 
invocation of blessing upon the fields. Then they go home 
and are entertained by relatives. Later, the people re­
assemble in the courtyard of the church. Branches from trees 
in the gardens of the families of the grooms, cane, straw and
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nettles are piled up and ignited with a candle brought from
9 6within the church. No other fuel may be used, perhaps be­
cause dross stuff would be thought to pollute the fire, or 
might contain moisture. The bonfire is called melet,
merelet, or mereloc , the latter meaning 'of the dead' (gen.
9 7pi.) and the festival itself is sometimes called by the
* * Vsame name, although terntaz, drdorin^, terntes and terntas 
are also common; the latter four seem to be corruptions of 
Arm. Tearn gnd ara^ (lit. 'of the Lord, before1; the three 
words are often run together, even in canonical calendars,
but the Arm. name is probably a caique on the Gk. name of the
— 98Church feast, Hypapante tou Kyriou).
When the fire is kindled, the men leap over it and
VC C VCwomen walk round it, singing Qc k orotim, oc borotim 'May 
I not have itches or skin disease.' Sometimes people singe 
the hems of their garments or cast bits of clothing into the 
fire; the intention here seems to be to burn away impurity, 
although one notes that, paradoxically, an effort is made 
also to keep impure forms of fuel from being used to kindle 
the fire initially. The fire is also considered a source of 
omens. If it flares up towards the east, this means the 
coming year will be good. Ashes from the fire are taken 
home by the celebrants and scattered in the four corners of 
every house and farm building, or are mixed with the ashes 
of the hearth fire, or put in the soil of the field, or in 
the oven where bread is baked (cf. the prohibition mentioned
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* v~* 9 9by Eiise against baking without wearing a face-mask, above).
In the district of Moks (Clas. Arm. Mokkc), torches are 
kindled from the fire and taken to the graveyard to bring 
light to the souls of family ancestors; this custom re­
calls the reverence paid by the Yazdis to the frava^is at 
the bonfire of Hlromba.
Such an act of reverence for the dead may explain the 
word merelet, of which melet appears to be an abbreviated 
form: the base would be mereal (past part.) 'dead', with
the ending -ed 'from thou' (abl. sing, with pronominal suf­
fix) , pronounced -et in Western Arm. The word seems to mean 
'from thee, 0 dead one,1 and was perhaps part of an ancient 
invocation to the souls of the dead, or else a corruption of
/■'i
the form mereloc cited above. The sanctity of the fire is 
evident, as well as the power attributed to it to purify 
people and houses, and to give light to the dead; out of the 
dead winter, fire helped to bring forth life.
The Arm. celebration provoked the hostility of Muslim
neighbours. In 1808, Fr. Movsis of 2cnkcus wrote, Maew yayt
c c c c clrni ant ere olac d, zi yaysm ami eris p orjut iwns ekn i
C * Vveray azgis Hayoc : skizbn tarwoys Tearnandara^ i a^wrn ays
C C C VC c *giwlak alak is otarazgik ... oc etun t oyl varel meletn
* c • czhravarut iwnn yaytni, vasn oroy elew mec xrovut iwn... ’Also
let it be known to you, 0 readers, that in this year tribula­
tions thrice befell this Armenian people: at the beginning
of the year, on Tearnandara^ the foreigners of this town...
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did not permit the melet, the well-known conflagration, to be
101kindled, because of which there was a great disturbance....'
In the town of Arapkir in the 1950's Armenians lit melet-fires
on the flat rooftops of their houses; their church, with its
yard, had been confiscated by the Turkish authorities, and on
the roofs they were relatively safe from harrassment by gangs
of troublemakers.
The Arm. feast is calibrated, as we have seen, forty
days after Epiphany, i.e., roughly in mid-winter. The ninth
month, Ahekan, corresponds to the ninth Iranian month, Atar,
and a feast of fire celebrated in Ahekan— the month named
after fire— would fall about 100 days before Nawasard, like
the Yazdi Zoroastrian ^asn-i sade. But with Nawasard falling
•
in late summer, Ahekan comes in April, and Adontz noted that
Ahekan corresponds to Greek Xanthikos in the Arm. translation
of II Maccabees XI,30, 33, and argues that the two would have
102coincided in the month of April in A.D. 468. But according
to Eiise, the Book of Maccabees was read to the Arm. troops on 
the eve of the Battle of Avarayr, 17 years earlier, and it is 
likely that the Biblical tale, of such immense symbolic impor­
tance to Arm. Christians in their struggle with the Sasanians, 
had been one of the first parts of Scripture to be translated
into Arm. by the disciples of Ma¥tocc . The date 468, there-
10 3fore, seems to be of no relevance. It is noteworthy that
the translators rendered Xanthikos as Ahekan, whilst trans-
c V cliterating the names of other months (e.g., t s±i, k aslew;
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* tisre, kislew) ; it is likely that the month was one of 
particular importance to Arms., and such a supposition is 
borne out by the remarkable survival of the feast of fire.
That feast is celebrated in February, however, and the 
mediaeval scholar Yovhannes the Philosopher (Arm. Imastaser), 
11th century, in his calendrical tables equated Gk. Kcsantcikos 
(Xanthikos) with the Roman February.^ ^  It is possible that 
the mediaeval scholar preserved an equation used by the an­
cient translators in their reckonings. This equation is not 
the one that was used when the months were finally fixed, how­
ever, in relation to the solar year, for February corresponds 
to Mehekan, the month of Mihr; it would seem that the Ar­
menians preferred to keep their feast in mid-winter, anchored 
to its proper season, than in Ahekan, its proper month; the 
common sense of enshrined popular tradition prevailed in Ar­
menia, and only the hypothetical link between Ahekan,
Xanthikos and February proposed above hints at the original 
correspondence of name to feast. In Iran, where the feast of 
fire was linked to No Ruz, and the scholastic tradition was 
never broken, the Zoroastrians followed their calendar faith­
fully, only to perform their ritual in April, when it is 
quite pointless— the world has been warmed by then without 
bonfires.
Why, however, was the ceremony of the old festival of 
fire transferred by the Armenians to the Christian holiday 
of the Presentation of the Lord to the Temple? An explanation
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is suggested by the depiction of the scene in Armenian manu­
script paintings, which vary little in their basic elements: 
the Virgin is shown offering the 40-day-old Christ Child to 
Simeon, as Joseph and Anna look on. There is often an altar 
in the scene, and the figures stand to either side of it, 
seeming about to pass the Child over it, or carry him around 
it. In ancient Greece, it was the custom when a child was 
weaned for his parents to carry him around the hearth-fire a 
few times and then pass him over it. This ceremony of dedica­
tion and purification, called amphidromia, corresponds in 
purpose, and, apparently, in the manner of its performance, 
to the Presentation as visualised by Armenian artists, as 
well as to the ceremony of the melet-fire, around which the 
women walked and over which the newly-wedded young men jumped. 
No Zoroastrian would jump over the Hiromba fire, though, and 
it is likely that this aspect of the ritual antedated the 
Zoroastrian elements and nomenclature which are present in 
Armenia and so obviously parallel to Irani practices.
In Christendom, the feast is seen first in 4th-century 
Jerusalem? Pope Sergius I (6 87-701), a Syrian, established a 
procession in honor of the feast, and in the West, it was 
only in the 11th century that the custom came into being of 
blessing all the candles to be used over the coming year.
There was considerable opposition amongst the Fathers of the 
Church to aspects of the Candlemas rite which involved fire, 
for it seems that as the feast spread westwards, local aspects
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of pre-Christian fire-worship were incorporated into it by
105the various communities of Europe. It was in the eastern
lands, under the aegis of the Sasanian Empire, that the feast 
first attained to prominence in the Church, however: a Syrian
pope promoted it in the West, and the Arm. observance retains 
many aspects of the older Zoroastrian *AQrakana-, Arm. Ahekan. 
It was the prestige and importance of the Zoroastrian festival 
that would have given such impetus to its Christian re­
incarnation, and transformed a relatively unimportant way 
station in the great cycle of the Church calendar into a 
bright and joyous celebration of the Armenian people.
The temples, priesthood and fire-cult of pre-Christian 
Armenia were eradicated or absorbed by the Church, yet one 
small band of the faithful seem to have clung to the old 
religion still (see the following Ch.), their standard being 
the Sun, the greatest of all physical fires, and one which 
St Sahak and St Vardan could not reach to extinguish or defile.
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ships, but one recalls that ancient mariners, lacking 
precise instruments and techniques of navigation, tended 
to sail along the shore. Zoroastrians would have had 
ample opportunities to dispose of waste with the proper 
precautions on shore.
57. On the slaughter of xrafstaran 'noxious creatures', see 
the preceding Ch. and Herodotus, Hist., I, 142. The 
killing of the otter and other animals is expressly for­
bidden in Zoroastrianism, see Hist. Zor., I, 298-300; on 
the otter, or 'water-dog', considered the holiest of the 
dog species, see Videvdat, XIV.
58. 'A measure of grain', a loan-word from NW Mir., see Arm. 
Gr., 165 and S. Shaked, 'Mihr the Judge,' Jerusalem 
Studies in Arabic and Islam, II, 19 80, 1, where is cited 
Phi. kapiz from Arday Wlraz Namag, 67 on the punishment 
of one who cheats in weights and measures.
59. Eiise, pp. 52-3.
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60. On theophoric names with forms of Mithra-, see ch. 8.
61. In Phi., astuvanih is used as a technical term for con­
fession of the Zor. faith; the Arm. form, from Pth., is
used in the translation of formulae of Christian_confes- 
sion from Syriac (in which the word used is tawdita); 
see J. P. Asmussen, Xuastvanift, Copenhagen, 19 65, 46.
62. An Ir. loan-word, cf. Av. uxti (Arm. Gr., 216}, with the
sense of a religious oath or pact; in later centuries, 
the Arm. word is used also to mean a pilgrimage to a 
Christian holy site. E. Benveniste and L. Renou, Vrtra 
et VrOragna, Paris, 19 34, 8, define Av. uxogm as 'formule 
protectrice1.
63. M. Boyce, The Letter of Tansar, Rome, 1968, 16.
64. See Stronghold, 6.
65. To imagine what the reaction may have been, one is in­
vited to consider how the residents of Rome might react 
to the removal of the Basilica of St Peter on some simi­
lar pretext of illegitimacy to Salt Lake City, Utah, 
there to be grafted onto the Mormon Tabernacle.
66. The word bagin occurs in the toponym Bagnayr in Sirak, 
the site of a monastery (AON, 411; A. A. Manuccaryan, 
Kcnnutcyun Hayastani IV-XI dareri ¥inararakan vkayagreri, 
Erevan, 1977); the name seems to contain Arm. ayr 'cave' 
(cf. the cave of Mher, Ch. 8, and Ch. 13). In the dis­
trict of Uti, in the borderlands of Armenia and Caucasian 
Albania, was Bagnacc gwe± ’Village of the Altars' (AON, 
411) .
67. The English trans. of the passage was published in JCOI,
19 37, 3, 180. The Persian text, ed. by G. Le Strange, 
Leiden, 1913, 29 3, reads as follows: Dar Arminlya al-
asyar ata¥xane-Ist ke bam-a¥ be-garu^ andude u dar zir-i 
navedan-a& hauz-i saxte. biran ke az an bam dar an
kauzfjfam^ &avad xora¥-i i&an az an ba^ad. Cun ab be- 
andak be-oftad bedun-i ab bam-i ata^xane-ra be-Muyand; 
baz baran ayad u hauz purr ^avad.
68. NP. Viran sahr 'City of ruins'; cf. toponyms Aweraki, 
Awerk*2 ' ruins ' (AON, 410) .
69. See Ch. 8.
70* Arm. Gr., 195; Eznikx para. 2; see also Ch. 9 on the
proper name Mog-pa¥te and the toponym Magu-stana in Arm.
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71. On the equivalence of these terms, see for instance
SKZ MP. 1.34 krtyr ZY *yhrpt Pth. krtyr *hrpty Gk.
Karteir magu; Boyce, The Letter of Tansar, op. cit., 9, 
and Zoroastrians, 97-8.
72. ^KZ NP. 33 wrdpt ZY plstkpt Pth. wrdpt pr¥tkpty Gk.
goulbad tou epi tes hyperesias 'over the service'.
Bailey interprets the word as a proper name here 
(Dictionary of Khotan Saka, 66), but Benveniste sug­
gested (TPS, 1945, 691 that it was a Mazdean ecclesiasti­
cal office.
73. See Bailey, Zor. Probs., 162 n. 1, and Dictionary of 
Khotan Saka, 32 8; N. Marr and J. Smirnov, Les Vichaps, 
Leningrad, 1931, 41-2, note Georgian memarge 'prophet1, 
also an Ir. loan-word.
74. See MacKenzie, op. cit. n. 33, 78; E. W. West, Pahlavi 
Texts, I (Sacred Books of the East, 5), 286 n; 7; Arm Gr., 
211; G. B. ffahukyan, Ocherki po istorii dopis>mennogo 
perioda armyanskogo yazyka, Erevan, 196 7, 12.
75* Arm. Gr., 224; M. Boyce, The Manichaean Hymn Cycles in
Parthian, Oxford, 1954, 193.
76. Hist. Zor., I, 258; Arm. Gr., 132; on MP. *griv-pan 
'neck-guard', see A. D. H. Bivar, 'Cavalry Equipment 
and Tactics on the Euphrates Frontier,1 Dumbarton Oaks
Papers, 26, 1972, 277 n. 28.
77. See J. R. Russell, 'The word kcustik in Armenian,1 in 
J. Greppin, ed., First International Conference on Ar- 
menian Linguistics: Proceedings, Caravan Books, Delmar,
New York, 1980, 107-114.
78. Arm. Gr., 160.
79. Arm, psak means 'wreath' or 'diadem' rather than the 
Pth. headdress, the latter like the modern Turkic baslik.
It is an Ir. loan-word, cf. Phi. pusag, Sgd. Jps^_k— 1---
(Arm. Gr., 232; W. B. Henning, 'A Sogdian Fragment of
the Manichaean Cosmogony,' BSOAS, 1948, 307 line 16).
80. E. Benveniste, op. cit. n, 7, 54,
81. The etymology of this word is uncertain, see ibid., 4 8 and
n. 4; from the preverb pat- (OIr. pati-), however, it
seems likely that it is a loan from Pth.
82. Benveniste, op. cit., 52 ff.
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83. E. Durean, Hayocc hin krond, Jerusalem, 1933, 117. The 
act of slaughtering in Arm. is called spand (probably 
from span-anem 'I kill1) or zen-umn. The former is to 
be distinguished from spand 'wild rue1, a Mir. loan (cf. 
NP. sipand); Acarean (HAB, II, 91) cites a Sgd. form 
ozyan 'sacrifice', comparing Phi. zyan 'damage, harm, 
loss' and an Arm. hapax legomenon, zenakar 'harmful*,
Phi. zyan-gar.
84. Hist. Zor., I, 149-50 n.; R. C. Zaehner, Zurvan, A Zoro­
astrian Dilemma, 52, citing Dkm. 466.12.
“V85. HAB, III, 267. At Ejmiacin, it is common to see Sunday 
worshippers in the Cathedral clutching doves to be 
blessed and sacrificed. In Armerican cities, matal at 
an Armenian church is often a leg of roast lamb, bought 
at the butcher's and cooked at the church kitchen (it is 
very rare for an Armenian church to be without this 
facility). The meat, served with a sweet pudding of 
toasted wheat (bulghur), is blessed by the priest and 
served up to parishioners and guests on plates.
86. AH, 189 7, 19 4. Similarly, Zoroastrians of our acquaint­
ance never extinguish the fire in an afrlnagan, nor do 
they say they would let it go out, but use a euphemism, 
'to put the fire to sleep1.
vr a
87. A fcltc ean, 'Hay hin irawunk 3,' AH, 1912, 75.
88. A loan-word from Tk. ocak; in Turkey, this is also the
name of the coldest month, January, when no farming can
be done and families are gathered at the hearth to keep
warm.
89. Ibid., 70-1.
90. Cit. in AHH, 57.
91. See Arm. Gr., 95; L. H. Gray, 'On Certain Persian and 
Armenian Month-Names as influenced by the Avesta Calen- 
dar,* JAOS, 28, 1907, 339.
92. Arm. HroticC; see Ch. 10.
93. Stronghold, 176; M. Boyce, 'Rapithwin, No Ruz, and the 
Feast of Sade,' in J. C. Heesterman et al., ed., 
Pratidanam: Indian, Iranian and Indo-European Studies 
Presented to F. B. J. Kuiper on his Sixtieth Birthday, 
The Hague, 1969, 201-13.
94. See M. Boyce, 'The two dates of the feast of Sada,' 
Yadgar name-yi Pur-Davud (Farhang-i Iran Zamln, 21), 
Tehran, 1976, 26-40., See also Boyce, Pratidanam, op. 
cit., 214.
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95. See Stronghold, 176 et seq. , for a description of the 
Yazdl observance.
96. A number of descriptions of this popular ritual have 
been published. The earliest is provided by Garegin 
Srvanjtyancc (Erker, I, Erevan, 19 78, 159), the mid- 
19th-century Arm. cleric and ethnographer, followed by 
Manuk Abeiyan (MA VII, 62), Y. K. Canikean (Hnutciwnkc 
Aknay, Tiflis, 1895, 105) and Eruand Lalayean
(rVaspurakan,' AH, 1917, 202). Later, accounts were 
provided by AnanTkian (p. 58) and Garnik Georgean 
(C nkcu¥apatum, Jerusalem, 1970, 371, 437). Different 
writers stress different aspects of the holiday, but 
it seems it was celebrated much the same way everywhere, 
except when adaptations had to be made because of Muslim 
oppression (see below).
97. Georgean cites melet, 'campfire, bonfire'; Fr. Khajag 
Barsamian, a native of Arapkir, Turkey, born in 1951, 
reported to us that people chanted 'merelet1 around the 
bonfire; the variant merelttcc, also from Arapkir, was 
noted for us by Dr. Krikor Maksoudian of Columbia Uni­
versity, New York.
9 8. It is suggested by some scholars that forms such as
temtaz are closer to the original name, a Persian form 
tlr-andaz 'arrow-shooting', and that Arm. Tearn and 
arajf is merely a rationalisation of the foreign words.
In an Iranian context, one is reminded naturally of the 
archer 3rdx¥a (Phi. Ari¥), cf. Yt. VIII.6; but no such 
reference seems justified by the Arm. ritual.
99. A. A. Martirosyan, 'Idoly iz raskopok Karmir-Blura,'
P-bH, 1958, 2, 130.
100. Loc. cit.
101. Georgean, op. cit., 371.
102. N. Adoncc, 'Darjeal Koriwni sur]9,' HA, 1928, 94;
H. Amalyan, 'Makabayetcvocc grkci hayeren tcargmanutcyan 
¥amanaki ev helinaki masin,' E^miacin, 19 80, 1, 46.
103. Cf. Elise, p. 105.
104. A. G. Abrahamyan, ed., Hovhannes Imastaseri 
matenagrutcyung, Erevan, 19 56, 81.
105. See E. W. Hopkins, 'The Cult of Fire in Christianity,1 
in J. Pavry, ed., Oriental Studies in honour of C. E. 
Pavry, Oxford, 1933, 142-50.
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CHAPTER 16 
CHILDREN OF THE SUN
We have in the preceding chapters seen many instances 
of the survival of individual Zoroastrian customs and beliefs 
in Armenia, but in the light of instances from elsewhere of 
the stubborn survival of Zoroastrianism as a faith, even in 
adverse circumstances, one might reasonably look for some­
thing more, and indeed with the coming of Christianity to 
Armenia in the first century, and the adoption of the new 
faith as a state cult in the fourth century, the old religion 
did not disappear? in certain mountainous regions of Armenia 
Zoroastrianism seems to have held out until our own day.
In A.D. 377, St. Basil of Caesarea, Cappadocia wrote of 
the magousaion ethnos, 'nation of the Magousaioi,1 in a letter 
to Bishop Epiphanius of Salamis, Cyprus. As we have seen, it 
was not unusual to refer to Zoroastrians by the name of their 
priests, the Magi. There were many of them in Cappadocia, he 
wrote. They had come long ago from Babylonia, and kept to 
their own customs, disdaining to mingle with other people.
They had neither books nor teachers of doctrine, but passed 
down their traditions from father to son by word of mouth.
They would not perform sacrifices, and had others kill animals 
for their needs. They practiced 'unlawful' marriages (Gk. 
gamois epimainontai paranomois) and called fire God. They
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traced their descent not from Abraham, but from one called 
1Zarnouas. In this description we recognise certain dis­
tinctly Zoroastrian practices and beliefs such as the deifi­
cation of fire, the practice of ‘unlawful1 marriages (most 
likely Av. xvaetvadafla- 'next-of-kin marriage1), and the oral 
transmission of doctrine. In Zarnouas one may discern the 
Iranian Zurvan, 'Time', who was held by some western Zoro­
astrians to be the origin of all things. Babylonia was at 
the time of St. Basil's writing the administrative centre of 
the Sasanian Empire, and had been so for hundreds of years 
under the Arsacids, so one need not conclude automatically 
that the _Ma go u s ai oi”we re n oh - Irarii an s. ^Indeed, Itls more likely
that the Magousaioi were descendants of Persian settlers of __
Achaemenian times, whose temples in Asia Minor Kartir rededi­
cated during the campaigns of Sabuhr I a century before the 
time of St. Basil.
Zoroastrianism survived in Armenia after the Arab con­
quest of Sasanian Iran in the mid-7th century, for we find 
the conqueror of Dvin (Arabic Marj Dabil) in A.D. 654-5
issuing an edict of toleration to the Christians, Magians
2
(Arabic majusi) and Jews of the city.
In the mid-llth century, the Armenian nobleman and
scholar Grigor Magistros Pahlavuni wrote a letter to the
Syrian Catholicos of Amida. The letter is mainly concerned
cwith Paulicians and T ondrakites, heretical Christian sects. 
Grigor distinguishes carefully from these 1 some others
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infected by the mage Zrada¥t [i.e., Zara9u¥tra], the Persian
Magi, and the sun-worshippers infected by them, who are
called ArewordikC [Arm. 'children of the Sun']. In that
region [Amida] there are many of them, and they publicly call
themselves Christians. But we know that you are acquainted
3with their confused and dissipated way of life.1 This 
passage contains the earliest mention of the Arewordikc we 
possess, and links them, even if indirectly, with Zara0u¥tra. 
We shall meet the term in various other writings and in popu­
lar usage, although it is not possible to establish when it 
was coined.
The term Arewordik is a compound of the Arm. words 
arew 'Sun' and ordi 'son', with the nom. pi. ending -kc. The 
form arewapa¥t 'Sun-worshipper' (with reference to the 
Persians) is attested from the works of the 5th-century writer 
Eznik of Kolb and the 5th-century Armenian translation of the 
Hexameron of St. Basil of Caesarea, while St. Nerses the 
Graceful uses a form arewpast in his Epistle to Samosata.
The forms aregnapast and aregaknapa¥t, with the same meaning, 
are attested only from the 11th century and later. In his
commentary on Matthew, the 13th-century writer Yovhannes of
• c cErznka explains that God xawarec oyc zelakan loysn, zi mi
c V CAstuac karcic i yaregaknapastic n 'blotted out the created
4light so that the Sun-worshippers might not think it God.1 
The word aregakn has been analysed as a compound of areg, an 
old genitive of arew, and akn 'eye', so one would expect a
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compound meaning 'Children of the Sun1 to be *aregordikc or
• c c*aregakanordik ; the form which survives, Arswordik , is
probably from ca. the 11th century, although it may be an
older form based on an imprecise analogy with arewapa¥t (for
the latter word has no genitive sense). Another possible
argument for the early origin of the name is the assertion
by St. Nerses that the name of the ArewordikC was handed down
to them by their ancestors.
About a century after Grigor1s letter, the Arewordik0 
were mentioned again by St. Nerses KlayecCi (called Snorhali, 
'The Graceful' d. A.D. 1173) in a letter to the people of 
Samosata on the treatment of Arewordikc who wished to become
g
Christian. We learn from this document (translated in the 
appendix to this chapter) that the Arewordikc are Armenians 
who were not converted to Christianity by St. Gregory the 
Illuminator in the 4th century. St. Nerses speaks of their 
reverence for the Sun and the poplar, and notes that their 
religion had been widespread at one time: 'this confusion
[i.e., the religion of the Arewordik ] was by the grace of 
God rooted out from amongst other peoples living on the 
earth.' They are accused of ignoring Christian fasts, and of 
enjoying rich food and intoxicating drink. Their indulgence 
in good food and drink, their abhorrence of fasting, and 
their recognition of their own righteousness and piety are 
qualities frowned upon by Christianity, but fundamental to 
Zoroastrianism, The Zoroastrian perceives himself as one of
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the good creations of Ahura Mazda, a soldier in the cosmic
battle against evil. His body deserves good treatment, both
as a holy creation and as a weapon in the struggle. Indeed,
the word used by St. Nerses for rich food, Arm. parart
'fattening, nourishing', corresponds exactly to the liutciwn 
cparartut ean yaroyn Aramazday 'fullness of richness from 
manly Aramazd1 that Tiridates III asks for the nobles and 
kingdom of Armenia (Agath. 12 7), and parart may correspond 
to the Pahlavi epithet of Ohrmazd, rayomand 'the rich', used 
in the ubiquitous invocation pad nam i Dadar Ohrmazd I 
rayomand i xwarrahomand 'in the name of the Creator Ohrmazd, 
the rich and the glorious.' The total rejection by the Zoro­
astrians of asceticism and renunciation of worldly pleasures 
is one of the most strikingly obvious differences between the 
Good Religion and Christianity. Far from being a creature 
crippled by original sin, man in the Zoroastrian view is 
intrinsically good, and recognition of this, through pious 
thoughts, words and deeds, is his highest joy.
In the 12th century, DawitC of Alawik termed the
. • c 7Paulicians and Messalians Arewordik . The 8th-century
Armenian philosopher Yovhannes of Awjun accused the Paulicians
of consorting with sun-worshippers, of worshipping the Sun and
Q
Moon, and of exposing the dead on rooftops. His contemporary,
9
Pawlos of Tarawn, wrote of the 'worshippers of the Sun.
These do not admit the resurrection of the dead, and are true 
worshippers of Satan. They believe not in the Holy Scriptures,
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nor do they accept them; and they say that He who died under­
went corruption and perished. They liken this life to herbs 
and to trees, and say that it is as the herb, which when 
destroyed does not come to life again, whereas its root does 
so come to life.'*^ It would seem that orthodox Christian 
writers seem to have lumped Christian heretics and unbelievers 
loosely together, perhaps because the former may had adopted 
certain of the practices of the latter. As we shall see 
shortly, mediaeval Armenian poets were apt to regard even 
members of faiths as obviously distinct as Islam and Judaism 
as simply infidels; polemicists against far less defined 
teachings which were, furthermore, practised covertly, were 
unlikely to be fine in their distinctions.
Q
In the 14th century, Mxit ar of Aparan wrote, 'There are
some Armenians, who speak Armenian, worship the Sun, and are
ccalled Arewordik . They have no literature or writing, but 
fathers teach their children according to traditions their 
ancestors learned from the mage Zradast, the chief of the 
fire-temple. They worship the Sun, turning their faces to 
it, they revere the poplar tree, and of the flowers they wor­
ship the lily, the sunflower and others whose faces are always 
turned toward the Sun. They consider themselves similar to 
these in faith and in lofty and fragrant deeds, they offer 
sacrifices for the dead and bring all offerings to an Armenian 
elder. Their leader is called hazfrrpet, and twice or more 
times a year all of them, men and women, sons and daughters,
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gather at a very dark time in a pit and strip naked, and the
11haz9rpet reads to them and rings a bell. 1
The Arewordi title of hazfrrpet is found as OP. hazara-
pati, equivalent to Gk. chiliarchos. In the 5th century
Armenian translation of the Bible, Arm. hazarapet is used to
translate LXX Gk. oikonomos, and in the usage of the Armenian
historians the title hazarapet dran Areac° 1hazarapet of the
Iranian court1 corresponds to the Sasanian Pahlavi wuzurg-
framadar 'Prime Minister1. The Armenian usage is a survival
of Parthian, and although as late as A.D. 29 7 the Persian
King ;of Kings Narseh negotiated with Diocletian in the company
of Apharban, his arkhapetes (it has been suggested that this
is a Gk. rendering of hazarbad), by the time of Xusro I
Anosarvan hazarbad was used only in its original, military
12sense and never as Prime Minister. The meliks of Eastern
Armenia in about the mid-15th century commanded their 
c csep akan zawrk 'private forces' through their hariwrapet
13'centurion', hazarapetner (pi.I) and zorawar 'general'.
(On OP. hazarapati¥- MP (h)arkapat- OP. *azarapati¥ (Arm. 
hazarapet-hazarawuxt), see 0. Szemerenyi, 'Iranica V 
(nos. 59-70)', Acta Iranica, II serie, vol. II, 1975, 354-66.) 
T^e preserved the sense of hazarapet as a military
title (cf. Mark 6,21-2; Acts 21,31-2) rather than as civilian 
'steward' (I Cor. 4, 1-2, Luke 8,3; Galat. 4,2). The OP. 
title of hazarapatis was applied to the ten leaders of the 
10,000 Immortals, but also to the leader of the melophoroi
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or doryphoroi regiment of the Achaemenian army. In later
centuries, the hazarbad was recognised by Classical writers
as second only to the King of Kings; Cornelius Nepos Conon
wrote of the ... Chiliarchum qui secundum gradum imperii
tenebat ‘the chiliarch [i.e., the hazarbad], who held the
second position of the (Persian) empire', and Hesychius,
noting that the hazarbad reported daily to the King, describes
azarapateis hoi eisangeleis para Persais 'the azarpateis, the
14announcers-at-court of the Persians.1
In Armenia, the office of hazarapet existed during the 
period of the Sasanian marzpanate following the end of the 
Armenian Arsacid dynasty in A.D. 42 8; the hazarapet collected
taxes and was responsible for the maintenance of order
. . 15generally m  Armenian cities and villages. The Aramaic
title RB TKBS rabb tarbasu 'chief of the court(?) ', (comp, s?
mediaeval Arm. darpas 'palace') in an Aramaic inscription at
Mtskheta, the ancient capital of Georgia, has been equated
with Arm. hazarapet, for the Georgian title ezoys mozgvari,
used to translate Arm. hazarapet in Christian texts (post-5th
16century), means 'chief of the court'. The Aramaic title
has also been compared to Gk. pitiaxes, Arm. bde¥x, and to
17Sasanian Pers. framadar.
Yovhannes of Awjun notes that the 'Paulicians' gather 
in darkness, there to perform intercourse with their mothers 
like the Persians: a clear reference to xvaetvadaQa-. As to
the gathering of the Arewordik in darkness, this may have
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been a response to persecution, as we shall see below. In
discussing their oaths, Yovhannes mentions that they swear by 
c • cthe glory (p ark , comp. Av. xvargnah-) of the one to whom
Jesus consigned his Spirit (ogi); such an oath may reflect 
v ,both the fravasi- cult and the Zoroastrian concept of
xvar9nah-, the former connected to the sacrifices offered to
the dead which Mxitcar cites.
In the late 14th century light is shed on the continuing
threat to the Arewordi community by the record of Tcovma 
c c .Mecop ec 1 of the destruction by Tamerlane of four Arewordi
• c cvillages near Merdin; T ovma notes that the Arewordik multi-
18plied in Merdin and Amida when peace returned. In the life 
of the martyr Putax of Amida (d. 152 4), we learn that he was 
a blacksmith by trade, son of an Arewordi father and a mother
from Maraia whose father had been a priest of the Armenian
19 c cChurch. Mxit ar Catholicos noted the presence of Arewordik . W
*
appear in mediaeval Armenian poetry; Dawitc of Salnajor wrote
this couplet on them: ^
Shepherd's clock, wild camomile, Egyptian willow 
wait upon the Arewordi.
Their flock is separate indeed: all day long
they turn with the Sun. /
These lines recall a fable of MxitCar Go¥ (d. 1214): ’The
flowers of the bulrush and those like it were accused of
worshipping the Sun. But they, raising their hands towards
22the Sun, swore by the Sun, "We are nor Sun-worshippers 1111
“ cThe poet Yovhannes of T lkuran (a town near Amida, modern
cDiarbekir), 14th century, mentions the Arewordik in a
23misogynous poem:
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Woman is repelled not by Arewordi,
Nor by Jew, nor by Turk.
The one she loves: he is her faith.
God save us from her evilI
• cThe Arewordik are regarded as infidels comparable to Jews 
and Muslims.
Down to the 19th century, there were members of a sect 
called in Arabic ¥ams'xyya 'those of the Sun1 living in Meso­
potamia; Armenian horsemen belonging to the sect took part 
in the murder of Bazwag, isfahsalar of the emir of Damascus, 
in April, 113 8. It has been suggested that these were 
Arewordik0 who had fled persecution by the Armenian Church.^ 
The latter suggestion is unlikely, for the samsiyya were a 
recognised order of the Xalwati dervises of Siwas since circa 
160 0, and, therefore, considered Muslims; it is unlikely that 
the Arewordik would have been. It seems this is another 
instance of the confusion of heretics and unbelievers, as was 
noted above in the case of the Paulicians and Messalians.
It was noted above that Zoroastrians still resided at 
Duin in the 7th century, and it appears that many Armenians 
resisted conversion to Christianity. It may be recalled that 
many others returned in the 4th century to their older customs 
whenever the opportunity presented itself. We are told by the
Q
5th century historian P awstos Biwzand that non-Christian
Armenians performed their rites in secret, under cover of 
25darkness, and this accords well with the description of the 
Arewordik0 provided by Mxit°ar of Aparan above. Such secret 
gatherings are characteristic of the rites of any religion
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whose members fear persecution, and do not necessarily indi­
cate that the members of the faith are partial to darkness, 
which Zoroastrians certainly are not. Sephardic Jews who 
practised their religion in secret during the Inquisition 
often held their rites in cellars or other dark places of 
concealment; and some of the Mexican descendants of these 
conversos, forced converts to Catholicism, continued until 
recent times to retire to their cellars every Friday evening
at the beginning of the Sabbath, although they no longer
2 6understood or remembered why they did so. It is not 
unusual, either, for a polemicist of a persecuting religion 
to call scornful attention to the furtiveness of those who 
practice forbidden faiths, even if the cause of their secrecy 
is the intolerance of his own creed.- Thus, the Zoroastrian 
Denkard scorns ' dev-worshippers1 for their 'movement in dark­
ness' (Phi. nihanigtom dwari¥nih), using the pejorative 
daevic verb dwar-, which perhaps is best translated as 
'scuttle, creep'. By the mid-fourth century, some non- 
Christian Armenians felt it necessary that they practice in 
concealment their religious observances; the necessity of 
such precautions would have grown greater with time, as 
Christianity gained a firmer foothold in the country. Yet we 
are also told by Yovhannes of Awjun that a 'demon' commanded 
the 'Paulicians' to sacrifice (zohel, cf. Av. zaoflra) on hill­
tops and mountaintops, indeed as the Achaemenian worshippers
2 7of Ahura Mazda had proudly and openly done.
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In our day, to be Armenian but not Christian is popu­
larly regarded as a logical impossibility, yet our sources 
speak of followers of Zrada¥t— i.e., Zarafiustra— who were 
Armenian and who spoke Armenian, and who transmitted the
teaching of their prophet orally, like the Magusaioi of St.
2 8Basil and in accordance with Zoroastrian tradition. Follow-
ing the Zoroastrian injunction to expose corpses to the Sun
(Phi. xwar¥ed niglriMn), the Arewordik0 faithfully laid out
2 9their dead on rooftops, just as the pre-Christian Armenians
had exposed the bodies of the Hrip simean virgins (Agath.2 01):
C V c c cEw k arseal i bac 9nkec in zmarmins noc a ar i ker linel
sancC kCa±akCin ew gazanacG erkri ew tcr?c nocc erknicc 'They
dragged out their bodies and threw them away to be the ^ ood
of the dogs of the city and the beasts of the country and the
birds of the skies.1 But none of these, we are told, molested
the virgins' bodies, nor did they decay until Gregory was
brought to them on the ninth day after their death (Agath.223).
The veneration of trees was practised by the ancient Urartean
inhabitants of the Armenian highland, and so may not be a
specifically Zoroastrian custom, although certain trees were
venerated in Iran, from Achaemenian times down to the present 
30day.
The Arewordis1 refusal to recognise the resurrection 
of Christ is in keeping with Zoroastrian doctrine, which 
allows for the restoration of the physical body (Phi. tan T 
pasen) only at Judgement Day (Phi. frasegird 'the making
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wonderful1, Arm. hra^akert) and the Arewordi belief concerning 
the root which will eventually sprout anew may reflect this 
doctrine. In accordance with Zoroastrian custom, the 
Arewordik0 made regular offerings for the souls of the 
deceased.
Of all the beliefs and practices attributed to the 
cArewordik , the most prominent is reverence for the Sun, which
is central to Zoroastrianism. Every orthodox Zoroastrian
should recite a hymn to the Sun, the xwar¥ed niyayes, thrice
daily, together with the Mihr niyayes, the yazata MiSra being
closely associated with the Sun, during the morning, noon,
31and afternoon watches of the day. Several writers have
Q
noted how the Arewordik actually turn with the Sun when 
praying, and this too is an observable practice of the Zoro-
astrians, who turn east in the morning and west in the after-
_ c 32noon when tying the sacred girdle (Phi. k'ustig, Arm. k ustik) .
St. Nerses Snorhali himself composed hymns to be recited
before the rising Sun; it is the turning of the worshipper
with the course of the Sun that marked the Zoroastrian and
which is specifically anathematised by the Greek Orthodox
33 cChurch. It was said that the Arewordik worshipped the moon
as well as the sun, and this statement is presumably to be
linked with the Zoroastrian usage whereby the worshipper
faces the moon when tying the sacred girdle at night if he has
no lamp, and recites the Mah niyayes, a hymn to the moon,
34thrice monthly. The cult of the Sun, prominent as it
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remains in Zoroastrianism, was probably even more important 
in the centuries preceding the Islamic conquest of Iran. 
Following the subjugation of that nation, certain scholars 
have suggested, Zoroastrian theologians sought to diminish
the role of reverence for the Sun as detracting from the
- 35
worship of the supreme God, Ohrmazd.
Reverence for the Sun was a prominent feature of the
pre-Christian faith of the Armenians, who associated the
greatest of heavenly fires with the yazatas Mihr and Vahagn
at various times, and Tiridates I (1st century A.D.) in his
Greek inscription at Garni identified himself with the epi-
— 36thet helios 'the Sun'. The name of the eighth month of the
Armenian year was Areg, 'of the Sun', and the great gate of
the city of Arta^at was called Areg durn, 'Gate of the Sun'.
In Christian Armenian iconography, a sunburst is often found
at the centre of the Cross, and in some early Christian
Armenian ornamentation the Sun even replaces the Cross 
37entirely. The image of Christ as the sun of righteousness
Q
(Arm. aregakn ardarut ean) is found frequently in Christian 
texts, and in one hymn (Arm. larakan) the Christians fight
fire, the substance of the sun, with fire in the most literal
c c c csense: Pancali surb zawakawk hoviwk n zwart unk , hrov
hogwoyn sioucCin zbocCn zkrakapaKt parsicCn 'The wakeful
shepherds through their glorious, holy children extinguished
with the fire of the soul the flame of the fire-worshipping 
3 8Persians.' The 10th century mystical poet St. Gregory of
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3 C Qnd elic arewun, Ardarut ean aregaknd i 
yanjkutCiwn srtis mtcCe ’At the sunrise, may that Sun of 
righteousness enter my straitened heart.1
Certain other practices and beliefs of the Arewordikc 
beside those cited above seem to be part of Zoroastrian tradi­
tion. Grigor Magistros speaks darkly of an 'angel-like race 
of demons' revered by the 1Paulicians'. These 'demons' were
perhaps the yazatas, about whom the Armenian heresiarch Smbat
c c v 3 9T ondrakec i learned from 'the Persian, Majusik'. One of
them may be the yazata Anahit, for Yovhannis of Awjun mentions
cakes which were offered to the Lady of Heaven (tikno^
erknicC); the title Lady (Arm. tikin, Mir. loan-word bambi^n,
Phi. banug) is among the most common appellations of the
yazata in both Armenia and Iran. It was noted above that the
title Magus, from which was derived Arabic ma^usi, came to be
applied to Zoroastrians generally, so that Grigor's Majusik
is more likely to mean 'Zoroastrian' than to be a personal
name. The ending -ik is Armenian, however, a diminutive
mainly denoting affection. It is often used with priests;
in the early years of this century, Catholicos MkrtiJ?c Xrimean
was called Xrimean hayrik 'little father'. According to
Yovhannes of Awjun, the Tcondrakite heretics zaregakn ala^cel
kamec eal asen, arewik lusik 'when they wish to beseech the
Sun, say "Little sun, little light"', and the Oskeberan (a
mediaeval miscellany containing texts of various periods)
c c • cinforms us that Manik ec ik erdnun yaregakn, ew asen: lusik,
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* C C » i *" carewik k ale rik, li es tiezerok 'the Manichaeans swear by
the sun and say "Little light, sweet little sun, you are full
40of the heavens."' The pre-Christian Armenians also wor-
41shipped a goddess Astlik, 'Little Star1. As we have seen,
there were Zoroastrians, referred to as mayusis by the Arabs,
who resided at Dvin in the mid-7th century. The 17th century
Ottoman traveller Evliya Efendi mentions in the narrative of
his travels that he saw rich moghs in Genje (Arm. Ganjak)
and Zindiks (Manichaeans, called Zandiks by Eznik) in 
• v 42Naxrjewan. There were Manichaeans in Armenia, it seems,
from the very earliest years of that faith, for according to
the 10th-century Arab bibliophile and scholar An-Nadim, Mani
43addressed an Epistle to Armenia.
Not far from Ganjak, on the Apseron Peninsula, was the
ata¥gah 1fire-temple1 of Baku, whose fires were fed by
natural gases. The present building was built probably no
earlier than the 18th century, and inscriptions in Indian
scripts on its walls indicate it was a place of pilgrimage
44for Parsi travellers in recent times. The fires are now
extinguished, but it is likely that the Baku temple was a
centre of Zoroastrian worship in the Caucasus before the
simple shrine now standing on the site was constructed. It
may be stated with reasonable certainty, then, that both
Zoroastrians and Manichaeans continued to reside in Armenia
and neighboring areas until recent times, Eznik's remark
45that both were Sun-worshippers is borne out by later
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Armenian writers in their citations of invocations to the 
Sun. But the liking of the Arewordik0 for good food and 
drink is definitely contrary to the ascetic and world-denying 
teachings of Manichaeism, nor was any man called a Magus 
likely to be a Manichaean. We cannot tell for certain 
whether Majusik was a Persian or an Armenian, but it is 
possible that he was identified as the former because of his 
adherence to a religion which had once been practised by 
many peoples (cf. the Epistle of St. Nerses) but was by the 
11th century considered Iranian, and certainly non-Armenian. 
Zoroastrians and Manichaeans would not have intermingled, 
for however considerable the superficial and visible simi­
larities between them that may have led Christian writers 
maliciously or ingenuously to confuse them, their philoso­
phies are in diametric opposition to one another and wholly 
irreconcilable.
Armenian and Persian Zoroastrians living in the hostile
Moslem and Christian environment of mediaeval Armenia may
well have overcome the differences that had separated them
46m  early Sasanian times, however, for there would have been 
no irreconcilable contradictions between their views. The 
man who was called Majusik could have been 'Persian' in 
nationality as well as religion.
In his enumeration of Arewordi customs, St. Nerses 
refers to the addition of substances repulsive to Christians 
to food and enjoins the Arewordik0 to cease this practice.
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The substance alluded to is possibly consecrated bulls' 
urine (nirang), the ritual consumption of which is crucial 
in Zoroastrian laws of purity.
Like the Magusaioi of Cappadocia and the Zoroastrians 
of other countries, the Arewordik0 appear to have shunned 
very much contact with the dangerous and unclean infidel, 
living, as T°ovma Mecopcec°i wrote, in villages of their own. 
The mountainous isolation of their homeland no doubt assisted 
greatly their chances of survival and the protection of their 
ancient faith, although it is this same isolation that makes
any information concerning them so precious and scarce.
c . cT ovma Arcruni wrote of the Armenians of Xut that 'half of
them have lost the use of their mother tongue through the
remoteness of their homes . . . they know and are forever
repeating Psalms translated by the ancient Armenian
translators. ' ^
A certain survival of the ancient Zoroastrian faith of 
the Armenians of particular relevance to the Arewordik0, the 
image of shadowless light, may be noted here, however. Stu­
dents of religion have often remarked upon the uniquely Zoro­
astrian solution to the problem of evil, whose existence 
continues to perplex the followers of monist faiths such as 
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. For the Zoroastrian, Ahura 
Mazda is all light, all good and all warmth. Disease, death, 
darkness and the other scourges of our lives are a result of 
the invasion of the world by Angra Mainyu and are wholly
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separate from and inimical to Ahura Mazda. Evil is a quality
apart from God, rather than a mysterious aspect of His
inscrutable ways before which men can only bow their heads
in humble perplexity. To a Zoroastrian, there is no darkness
in God, and all evil is to be fought. Zoroastrian philosophy
must sacrifice the concept of an omnipotent divinity in order
to achieve this solution, of course, for the wholly good
Ahura Mazda would have destroyed evil long ago, had he been
able to do so. Man is therefore an ally of Ahura Mazda in
battle against Angra Mainyu, his minions, and the creations
he has perverted; the Armenians preserve the names of many
of these, as well as Zoroastrian concepts such as that of a
4 8class of Ahnmanic creatures.
Christian theologians have divided the unified Zoro­
astrian concept of evil into two parts, in an effort to solve 
the problem. External manifestations of evil, such as 
plagues or floods, are part of God's plan, and conceal some 
greater good, or are retribution for our sins, or are sent 
to test us. Inner manifestations of evil, such as violent 
or sinful thoughts, desires and impulses, are an absense of 
God (and therefore have nothing to do with Him or His will), 
a test sent by Him ‘(either to strengthen us or for other 
reasons known to God but not immediately to us), or a result 
of original sin (itself an evil impulse coming either from 
an absence of God or as a test which our father Adam failed). 
In both cases, however, an all-powerful God would be
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competent to fill whatever was void of Him, to make us pass 
His tests, and to pursue His plans without the inexplicable 
and unbearable pain which is visited daily upon His creatures. 
For what is omnipotence if not this? God seems to be the 
source of both good and evil, of light and darkness (cf. 
Yovhannes of Erznka, cited above) in our world.
The fine poetical and polemical distinctions drawn 
between manifest and eternal light make such an image diffi­
cult to treat of with precision, particularly since the 
cosmological views of Christianity and Zoroastrianism are 
totally different: to the Zoroastrian, the getig 'earthly,
material1 state is a completion and fulfillment of the menog 
'spiritual' creation; to the Christian, the material world 
is to be seen as an image informed by an unchanging and 
superior spiritual reality. We have seen how Armenian 
Christians appropriated the images of the Sun and of Light 
and turned them to their own purposes. Yet it is still 
striking to observe the insistence with which various 
Armenian writers assert that God is all light and totally 
free of evil. St. Nerses, Grigor Magistros and St. Gregory
of Narek and other writers compare God to a light that casts 
49no shadow; this image is thoroughly Zoroastrian in charac­
ter, for it was Angra Mainyu who was said to have added to
50fire its smoke and its shadow. Before the onslaught of 
evil, fire neither released smoke nor cast any shadow.
Although the Epistle of St. Nerses was written to 
direct the mass conversion of Arewordis to Christianity,
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members of the sect are mentioned by writers of later cen­
turies, and it seems that some of them may have survived
down to the time of the 1915 Armenian Genocide. On 4 July
• c c19 79, Mrs. M ane a Metak sean of Epinay-sur-Seine, France 
responded to a query by this writer which had been published 
in the Mitkc ew Aruest ('Thought and Art1) supplement of the 
Armenian-language Parisian journal Haratch (i.e., yaraj 
'forward') on 1 July 19 79. Mrs. Metakcsean was born in 
Marsovan, Turkey of parents from Sebastia (Tk. Sivas). The 
ancestors of most of the Armenians of Marsovan, she wrote, 
came from Ani, the mediaeval Bagratid capital of Armenia on 
the Araxes, far to the east. The area of Marsovan around the 
hill which was the Armenian quarter, and particularly that 
part of the district at the foot of the hill where Armenians 
had settled, was called Arewordi, according to Mrs.
Q
Metak sean, and a cemetery in the gardens outside town was
called Arewordii grezman (i.e., gerezman),.1Arewordi1s 
51tomb1. She recalled a song from Marsovan she had heard 
with the word arewordi in it, and the surname of the owner 
of one of the vineyards of the town was Arewordean. The
fate of this man is unknown to us.
/f t
In 1898, Nathan Soderblom wrfcte, 'One of the proofs J
that Mazdeism in the beginning was not peculiar to one
people, but had universal pretensions like those of Hellenism,
is that Armenia remained entirely Mazdean until the time of
the Sasanians, when the relations between the Armenian
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nobility and the Arsacid court broke down. Only then could
Hellenism, thanks to Christianity, undermine Mazdeism in 
52Armenia,1 Zoroastrianism, which was introduced into 
Armenia at least as early as Achaemenian times, survived 
Christian oppression and Muslim massacre; remnants of the 
early community of the faith seem to have survived as the 
Children of the Sun down to the final devastation of the 
western Armenian lands in our century, Armenian Christianity 
and folk custom retain many traces of the old religion too, 
and it may fairly be said that some Armenians retained with 
tenacity the religion of Ahura Mazda beyond the frontiers of 
Iran, as the world faith Zarathushtra intended it to be, 
while others, although embracing Christianity, still retained 
certain Zoroastrian concepts and practices. Despite succes­
sive waves of obliteration, the filtering of Armenian Zoro­
astrian doctrine through hostile Christian polemics and the 
ruthless destruction by time and invasion of much of the 
ancient material culture, one can reconstruct the saga of a 
coherent faith, rich, dearly held, and a worthy chapter in 
the annals of the Good Religion.
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of houses for the spirits of the dead to enjoy (cf.
Boyce, Hist. Zor., I, 12 3).
30. According to Herodotus (VIII:31), Xerxes offered golden 
ornaments to a sacred plane tree; Xenophon (Hellenica,
VII.1.38) noted that the Achaemenian royal court had an 
artificial plane tree of gold which was a cult object 
(cf. Boyce, op. cit., p. 143). See also our Chs. on 
Hawrot and Mawrot and Spandaramet-sandaramet, and the 
appendix to this Ch.
31. E. Dhabhar, ed., The Persian Rivayats of Hormazyar 
Framarz, Bombay, 1932, pp. 304-5; see also Boyce,
Hist., I, op. cit., 271 & n. 86.
32. J. J. Modi, The Naojote Ceremony of the Parsees, Bombay,
1936, 6, 14; on kcustik see our Ch. on the Fire-cult.
33. App. monumentum ad recognitiones Clementinas in Migne, 
Patrologia Graeca, I, col. 1465 : TtvS W
S i .
Strict "Vf "w+er**
34. Dhabhar, op. cit., 28.
35. Christensen, op. cit., 432: 1[9th-century Zoro­
astrianism] effaca 1*adoration du Soleil pour accentuer 
le monotheisms dif culte d'Ohrmazd, et I1 on determina la 
position de Mi8ra (Mihr) dans le syst^me en concordance 
avec le Mihr Ya¥t ancien.1
36. See our Chs. on Vahagn and Mihr; on the month of Areg, 
see G. B. Petrosyan, ed. & trans., Anania ¥irakacci, 
Matenagitutcyun, Erevan, 19 79, 256; on the gate of 
A¥ti&at7 see Agath. 19 2.
37. S. T. Eremyan, ed., Kul*tura rannefeodal*noi Armenii 
(IV-yil vv.) , Erevan, 19 807 39 0.
V c c * c38. sarakan hogewor ergoc surb ew ullap ar ekelec woys
Hayastaneaycc ySrineal i srboce tcargman&Gac°n meroc* 
ew i srbocG ¥norhalwoyn ew yaylocc srbocc Harcc ew 
Vardapetac0, Jerusalem, 19 36, 763; St. Gregory of Narek, 
Matean olbergutcean ('Book of Lamentations'), LXXXIV 
(Buenos Aires ed., 1948, 213) .
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39. Conybeare, op. cit. , pp. lxvii, 144; Garso'ian, op. cit. ,
148; see the appendix to this Ch. on the 'Lady of
Heaven1 and our Ch. on Anahit and Nane.
40. NBHL, s.v. arewik.
41. See our Ch. on Vahagn.
42. Joseph von Hammer, trans. Narratives of Travels in
Europe, Asia and Africa in the 17th Century, by Evliya 
Efendi, London, 1834, Vol. II, 127, 154.
43. P. Alfaric, Les ecritures manicheenes, Paris, 1918-19,
I, 70; B. Dodge, ed. and trans., The Fihrist of al-Nadim,
New York, 1970, II, 799.
44. L. Bretanitskii, Baku; arkhitekturno-khudozhestvennye 
pamyatniki, Leningrad-Moscow, 1965, 131-8 & pis. opp.
132, 134.
45. See n. 41 above.
46. On these differences, see our Ch. on Armenia under the 
Parthians and Sasanians and our Chs. on Aramazd, Mihr 
and Vahagn.
47. Garso'ian, op. cit. , 227.
48. See our Ch. on Evil Spirits and Creatures.
Q
49. See J. R. Russell, Grigor Narekats i: Matean Oghber-
gutcean (Book of Lamentations), Caravan Books, Delmar,
N. Y., 1981 (Classical Armenian Text Reprint Series,
III),#xvi-xvii; in his 89th meditation, St. Grigor calls 
God arancc xawari ffaragaytc 'beam without darkness'.
A mediaeval text in which each letter is assigned a 
meaning and a list of words beginning with the letter 
and associated with the particular concept is given, 
begins wi.th A, Arm. Astuac 'God', who receives the 
epithets anstuer 'shadowless' and anstuer lapter 
'shadowless lamp', among others (Erevan Matenadaran 
MS 599, fol. 8b-9b, cited by P. M. Poiosyan, 1"Eotcna- 
greanj£n-i afelcvacd ev Davitc Anhaltc ,' in H. h.
Mirzoyan, ed., Davitc Anhaltc 150 0, hodvacneri ¥olo- 
vacu, Erevan, 19 80, 189.
50. GrBd. IV. 12 'Then (Ahriman) came upon the fire and he 
mingled it' with darkness and smoke.' Cit. and trans. 
by R. C. Zaehner, The Teachings of the Magi, New York,
19 76, 48. The darkness may be understood as the shadow 
cast by a flame.
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51. On the Iranian origin of Arm. gerezman ’tomb', see our 
Ch. on Spandaramet-sandaramet.
52. In Revue de l'histoire des Religions, Vol. 38, 189 8, 
101, cited by Patriarch Elise Durean, Hayocc hin kron$ 
kam haykakan diccabanutciwn, Jerusalem, 1933, 23.
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Appendix to Chapter 16
1. Translation of the ’Letter of Lord Nerses Catholicos to 
the city of Samostia [Samosatalconcerning the conversion 
of the ArewordikCt, from Nerses Snorhali, Bndhanrakan 
tcultckc, Jerusalem, 1871, 223-9. A translation of the 
text into Russian forms the appendix to Bartikyan's 
article cited above; Biblical citations in it were 
identified by him. A French translation of his article, 
'Les Arewordi (Fils du Soleil) en Armenie et Mesopotamie 
et l'epitre du Catholicos Nerses le Gracieux1, was pub­
lished in REArm, N.S. 5, 1968, 271-288.
* * *
We, Nerses, servant of God and by His grace Catholicos 
of the Armenians, send greeting to you,, noble priests of the 
city of Samosata, Bishop Tcoros and your fellow priests, and 
to you, Godfearing lay men, Bazan, and to all the householders 
of our spiritual children, a greeting full of love and 
blessing from my sacred, God-given office, from the right 
hand of the holy Illuminator and from this throne— may the 
Lord keep it whole in soul and body.
Let it be known to you that we received long ago your 
epistle concerning the Arewordik0 who dwell in your city and 
their desire and petition to be commingled with the Christian 
flock, concerning also the fact that, as they are by nation 
[azgaw] and language of the Armenian clan [i tohme], they 
desire to be made equal as one with it in faith and soul. 
Several of them came to us, top, with this request. We 
acquainted them with that which we had read in books [i groc I 
concerning their demon-worshipping cult [diwapa¥t alandoy] 
and with that also which we had heard by word of mouth con­
cerning various wicked concepts and deeds of their fellows.
For even as in the tribe of the Romans [i.e., the Byzantines] 
the so-called Bogomils [Po3:omeloskcn3 remained obscured from 
the light of the glory of the Gospel of Christ, secretly 
retaining in their hearts the cult of Satan and disobeying 
the teaching of the Apostles, so in our nation the Arewordikc, 
lingering in Satanic darkness, did not desire to be illumi­
nated with divine light by the hand of our Illuminator, the 
holy Gregory, and love not light, but darkness to this day. 
(224) And as in our days, in which good is scanty, God has 
pardoned them and opened the benighted eyes of their souls, 
and they, having departed from Satan, appealed to God, not 
by deception but in truth, then we must thank God for this 
mercy. Certain others like them who had come to us, having 
taken a great vow, departed from this evil heresy and by 
their own tongues anathematised [nzoveccin] those who conceal 
in themselves like godlessness. And they resolved to fulfill 
all the demands that we set before them. In regard to them
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we fulfill thereby the Lord's command: "I shall not chase 
away the one who comes to Me" [John VI, 37], for God "desires 
that all men be saved and attain to .recognition of truth"
[I Timothy II,4], as the Apostle says. If their turning to 
God be done in truth, then such salvation of the souls of so 
many people is a joy to God and the heavenly angels, and to 
us on earth. But if their conversion is a lie, as many think 
concerning them, and they return again to their nonsense 
[Proverbs XXVI, 11; II Peter 11,22], then there will be no 
harm in it for us, as we according to the command of Christ 
desire and strive to catch them, but if it will be possible 
for all peoples to be in the skein of His Evangel, to separate 
and collect the good in a good vessel and to throw away the 
bad, according to the words of the Evangelical parable [Matt. 
XIII,48], this is the deed of the just Judge when He sits on 
the throne of His glory and dispenses to each according to 
his faith and his deeds.
So, by God's command we have found it fitting _to deal 
with them this way. Let all priests together with our notable 
disciples come to the great church which is in your "city, and 
let them collect at the gates o‘f the church all those named 
Arewordik0, men, women and children. And first they will ask 
them: "Do you desire with all your heart, your mind and all
your soul to cast off the first confusion of your fathers 
[zara5in molorut°iwn harc° jeroc0] and to come to the truth­
ful recognition of God of our Christian faith?" And when 
they undertake this and say (225) "voluntarily and with 
heartfelt eagerness we renounce the satanic deceits of our 
fathers and do appeal to Christ," then ask them anew thrice, 
as with children at their baptism, "Do you renounce Satan 
and all his designs, words and deeds?" And when they under­
take this and say "We renounce them," then turn their faces 
towards the West and say, "Spit thrice in the face of Satan, 
revile him as one who is filthy, lying and unjust." When 
they have done this, teach them not to consider the Sun as 
anything other than a luminous body in the firmament, created 
by God the creator and set in heaven by him, like the moon 
and stars, as a lamp to the earth [Hrag a¥xarhi]. Nor must 
they revere the aspen [zbarti earn, also translated as 
'poplar'] any more than the willow [zurin] the poplar 
[zkalamaxin] or other trees, nor should they think the wood 
of Christ's cross was aspen-wood; this is a lie and Satanic 
deceit, that has led them into confusion and has turned them 
from God. For this tree called the aspen was for them an 
object of worship [pa¥ton] in the times of idolatry 
[krapa¥tutcean], and demons used to settle in it and accept 
the obeisance of men. And although this confusion was by 
the grace of God rooted out from amongst other peoples living 
on the earth, amongst you Satan hid and cherished it as a 
leaven of evil, and if you wish to come to the truth of 
Christ, then pull out the wicked custom from amongst you.
Not only must you not revere the aspen over other trees, but
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you consider it less honourable than other trees, for thus 
will Satan be brought low. If some one of you knows of their 
other demonic talismans [diwakan inffc b¥¥ankc], tell them of 
those too; tell them to renounce them and to get rid of them.
Then turn their faces to the East and ask "Do you 
believe in the most Holy Trinity; the Father, the Son and 
the Holy Spirit, who are three persons [anjnaworutciwn3 and 
one divinity, one nature and (226) one power, one dominion 
and one creative principle [ararffcutciwn3, from which by His 
word there came forth out of nothing all creations visible 
and invisible, the sky and the earth and all that is in the 
heavens and the earth, angels and rational men, the sun and 
moon and stars, the luminaries of the firmament, earthly 
creatures of air and sea, all grasses and trees, the motion­
less and the moving, and there is no creation that has come 
into being, incorporeal or corporeal, that was not created 
by the true God. Do you believe in the incarnation of Christ, 
(who is) one of three persons, the Son of God, who desired by 
the benevolence of the Father and the Holy Spirit to become 
the Son of man, born of the perpetually virgin Mary for the 
salvation of mankind, who accepted baptism in the Jordan from 
John, was witnessed to by Father and Spirit, who was tempted 
by Satan and was victorious over the tempter; that He banished 
demons, and that he who asked of Him in faith was healed of 
psychic and bodily ills. Do you believe that He gave light 
to the blind, that he cured the lame, that he raised the dead
and walked on the sea as on dry land, that like the Creator .
he reined in wind and sea and they were calm, that he sated 
a great crowd with a few loaves? Do you believe that after 
He had created a multitude of divine signs and wonders, he 
took willingly upon himself the passions of salvation, which 
he suffered in our nature, that he was crucified on the cross 
and redeemed the sins of Adam and his progeny? Do you believe 
that he died in body and by his soul granted life to men, that
he went down into the grave and saved souls in Hell, that He
rose from the dead on the third day and gave men hope in 
resurrection by his appearance at the second coming, that in 
the presence of his disciples in our body he rose to Heaven 
and sat on the right of His Father in the highest, that he 
will come again for the righteous judgement over all men, 
granting good (227) to those who have done good and have 
abided in the true Christian faith, whilst preparing for 
infidels and unrepentant sinners eternal punishment m  the 
hands of Satan and his devils, (and) that he with His saints 
and righteous ones will reign eternally and unto ages of ages?
And after they accept this and begin to profess the true 
faith of Christianity which we have set forth, gather them 
into the church, and whosoever of them is unbaptised, teach 
him the mysteries of the faith, preach to adults and impose 
a penance upon them for a short time; then, after a while, 
baptise them. Baptise minors and infants at once. As for 
those who have been baptised before, merely command them and,
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laying a penance upon them, mark their brows and sense-organs 
with holy oil, saying "In the name of the Father and the Son 
and the Holy Spirit", and then join them to the Christian 
flock. And as Christ commanded His disciples, that after 
baptism of heathen disciples "teach them to follow all that 
I have commanded you" [Matt. XXVII: 20]: so do you do the
same with them, commanding them not to murder or to commit 
adultery or to fornicate or to steal or to bear false witness
against their friends or to be drunk or to do any other evils
of Satan, which God hates, but instead of these to love their 
brother, to do good and not only to desist from stealing that 
which belongs to others, but to give to the needy that which 
one has acquired through honest labour according to Christ's 
command, and not to follow that example of a few early Chris­
tians who fearlessly violated God's law. Even if amongst
the priests there may be one whom they detest, who is lawless
and fearless, let them not be tempted by the meanness of the 
few in regard to true Christian law, but rather let them 
direct their gaze to the good and the chose$\, and let them 
receive from those a worthy example, for the law of God does 
not command the dullwitted to be so, but it is their own 
sloth and imprudence that does this. Satan, who is opposed 
to good (22 8), suggests to them for the destruction of their 
souls that they scorn the laws of God. In a fitting way, 
then, command also the women to be far from witchcraft, 
administering of potions [i kaxardutcene ew i delatuutcene] 
and all manner of demonic cult [diwakan alandaworutcenej, for 
whosoever practises witchcraft, he is one who worships and 
bows down to demons. He who does this and he who causes 
others to do it deserves neither last rites nor Christian 
burial. Teach them similarly that if anyone for demonic love 
mixes with food or drink some filth or rubbish [pile ew 
zalteli irs] and gives it to a Christian, that one is sepa­
rated from God and is deprived of last rites and is worthy 
of real hatred, so warn them against the preparation of any 
such talismans [b¥¥agorcutcene].
In addition to that which I have said, of which we 
write in short and in passing, let it be a general rule for 
them, men and women. Let them twice or thrice or more every 
year confess to the priests their sins, let them accept the 
penance which the priest lays upon them for the forgiveness 
of sins: this is the observance of fasts, prayers, charity,
thanks to which they become worthy of forgiveness by God of 
the sins to which they have confessed. And at all hours of 
prayer let them come with other Christians to pray with the 
priests and bown down before God, the creator of all. And 
let them pray to Him and ask for the atonement of sins in 
order that they may attain the Kingdom of Heaven and be saved 
from the tortures of Gehenna, to keep soul and body in this 
world pure and untainted by all Satan's wiles, temptations 
and dangers. Those fixed fasts which other Christians in 
the world observe— let them follow them and keep from eating
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rich food and intoxicating drink [i parart kerakrocc ew i 
t mbreccucci¥c 8mpeleaccj. Teach them also this: to be
heedful of and obedient to the Gospel and other sacred 
writings. Learned priests, explain to them as you can the 
esoteric words of the writings. Take their children for the 
study of Scripture. We asked this of them (229) when they 
came to us, and they agreed with love to give them to us, so 
that perhaps their children too might be worthy to enter the 
priesthood, just as St. Gregory taught the children of the 
(heathen) priests [kcurmkcj and made them priests and bishops 
[cf. Agath. 845 and our Ch. on Armenia under the Parthians 
and Sasanians]. And God will reward you a hundred-fold for 
teaching them, as He said through the mouth of the prophet:
"He who extracts the precious from the base shall be called 
as my mouth" [Jeremiah XV: 19. Finally, let them at last 
change the name Arewordi that they inherit from their ances­
tors [zor unin i naxneacc iwreancc] and be called by the 
great and wonderful name of Christ— Christians. This is the 
name that the holy apostles, believers in Christ in great 
Antioch called themselves. And we shall pray to God to bind 
them to the rock of faith, so that the gates of Hell [drunkc 
d¥oxocgl— Satan and his minions--cannot turn them from the 
true faith and law of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom with 
Father and Holy Spirit glory and power unto ages of ages, Amen!
When by God's grace they are commingled with the Chris­
tian flock by those rules we noted above, let them become the 
wards of wise, learned and Godfearing priests, that these 
might be able to teach and instruct them in Scripture. It 
is not necessary to scandalise them by insisting that they 
bring gifts to church for baptism, confession, last rites, 
burial or anything else. Be content with voluntary contribu­
tions. Teach them gently rather than harshly, that God may 
reward you for your kindness rather than punishing you as is 
meet for tempters, who are cast into the sea with a millstone 
on their necks [Matt. XVIII: 6],
2. Yovhannes of Awjun, f3nddem Paw£ikeancC| ('Against the 
Paulicians'), MatenagrutciwnkG, Venice, 1834, 34-47 
(excerpts).
(35) For there are some of them [the Heathens, hetcanoskc] 
who were deceived by their eyes. Whatever of the elements 
of heaven and earth appeared once pleasant to behold, they 
called gods: stars, mountains, hills, trees and rocks. And
they, too, frightened and terrified by the power or ferocity 
of animals, turned to worship of them, as a serpent [vi¥ap] 
was honoured amongst the Babylonians, or crocodiles amongst 
the Egyptians. . . . Others chose and deified elements useful 
and necessary to the purposes of everyday life, as the 
Persians and Medes,(who deified) fire, water and earth [orpes 
Parsikkc ew Markc zhur ew zjur ew zerkir]; while it seemed
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more pleasing to them at death to give their bodies to be 
consumed by wild^ beasts and birds than to conceal them 
beneath the earth and by putrefaction to dishonour the one 
stupidly honoured.
(37) Now, since we have unveiled, denuded and made 
manifest the stupidity of the idolaters [zkrapa¥ticcn], 
there is no point in calling those others, about whom the 
present discussion is concerned, by any other epithet [o¥c 
in¥G en petkG deranunutceamb zaynosik, yalags orocc bans 
gnt^anayr, n^anakelj~ for they are identical in the-matter 
of their deeds and require no separate name. They bow to 
the Sun and cohabit with fellow worshippers of it. They make 
offerings to mouse-hunters[i.e. , cats], and, thrust forward by 
them, they fall into the pit, they who chose the horse and 
dog as gods, or they drown in the Egyptian river that fosters 
beasts. In the darkness they perform dark copulations: by 
their Persian copulation with their mothers they are thrust, 
imperilled, into depravity. (For the Arm. text of the pre­
ceding lines, see Ch. 16, n. 11}
(38) Falling (upon their faces) they worship even the 
repulsive idols [kursn] of Chamos and Astarte^[Arm. 
zkcamovsayn ew zAstartayn, LXX Khamos, Astarte, cf. Ill Kings 
XI.7], As ones who praise the leapings of the fire of 
Gehenna of the lightning-producing demon they prostrate them­
selves with Jannes and Jambres [cf. II Tim. III.8] before the 
demon that on Mt. Olympus sprawls on the ground and foams at 
the mouth.
(38) They also conceal their own corpses in the eaves, 
on rooftops, looking upwards, facing heaven. They swear in 
their confusion "The one on high knows." And when they wish 
to beseech the Sun, they say "Little Sun, Little Light."
(3 8) They are perverse in every oath they utter, 
saying, "(I am) sworn by the sole-begotten Son', or again, 'I 
have as witness to you the glory [zpcars] of that one to whose 
hands the Sole-begotten son consigned his spirit [zogi].'
(41) The demon of passion for the (material) elements 
forces his subjects to bow down to pleasant forms or lovely 
images of the elements: thus they learned to make cakes for
the Lady of Heaven and to give offerings to the Sun [orpes ew 
usan isk arnel karkandaks tikno¥ erknicc , ew nuirel nuers 
aregakan]. He also taught them to make noise before trees on 
earth, (saying) 'You are my father,' and to rock (saying) 'You 
gave birth to us,' and he commanded them to sacrifice on 
mountains and hills, beneath oaks and poplars and leafy trees 
[Noynpes yerkri ar pcaytn alalakel vardapeter: hayr im es tu,
ew k^arin: kco isk cneal e mez, ew i veray leranc^ ew blrocc
hramayer zohel, i nerkcoy ka±neacc ew kalamaxeacc ew varsawor
caroc0.'
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c c3. Grigor Magistros, Letter 57, rPatasxani t it oyn
katuiikosin Asorwocf i Xamanakin, yorYam er dukcs i 
Vaspurakan ew i Taron, zkni barnaloyn zManikceccisn 
ya¥xarher Yunacc, ew i Tcondrakacc mnaccealsn nocca 
korcaneal azgn: 5^cogan air katcuiikosn Asorwocc i kaiakcn
Amitc, zi tcerews xabeuteamb hawaneccusccen zna: zor
nora tcu±tc i Grigor Magistrosn yAr&akunin. Ew ays e 
"patasxanin 1
[Answer to the letter of the Catholicos of the 
Assyrians at the time when he was Duke of Vaspurakan and 
Tarawn. After the expulsion of the Manichaeans from the 
country of the Greeks, those remaining of the Tcondrakites 
their obliterated nation, went to the Catholicos of the 
Assyrians in the city of Amida that perhaps they might 
persuade him by trickery; he wrote a letter to Grigor 
Magistros, the Arsacid, and here is the reply to it], _ 
in K. Kostaneancc, ed., Grigor Magistrosi tcitcer, Aiek - 
sandrapol, 1910, 148-164 (excerpts):
(153) But you, holy archpriest and all constant, manly 
followers of Jesus, come and read that you may find in that 
province the writings of the holy and thrice blessed priest 
Anania by the request of Lord Anania, Catholicos of the 
Armenians, and Lord Yovhannes, overseer [veraditol] of the 
Armenians, whose names we have written in that letter on how 
that bloodthirsty evil beast, the homosexual [arnamolin] and 
lascivious maniac, the lover of slime [borboritj , the filthy, 
accursed Smbat appeared in the days of Lord Yovhannes and 
Smbat Bagratuni, who [i.e., the former Smbat, the heresi- 
arch] had studied his evil confusion from a certain Persian 
physician and stargazing magus whom you call Ma^iisik [useal 
ar molutciwn yumemne parskakan b¥ske ew yastelaba^xe moge, 
zor Ma^usikd ko^ek0!"^
(161) [Grigor describes several sects who believe the 
universe was created by an evil spirit. He then adds:] But 
there are certain others also, from ZradaMt the magus, Magian 
Persians. And now the sun-worshippers have been poisoned by 
them, (the former) whom they call Arewordik0. And in that 
province there are many, and openly they call themselves 
Christians. But we know that you are not uninformed concern­
ing the confusion and corruption of their behaviour. [Aha 
ew ayl omankc i Zrada^t moge: mogparskakankc : ew ay¥m i
noc^uncc deleal aregaknapaStkc, zorarewordisn anuanen. Ew 
aha en yaydm gawari bazumkc ew inkceank^ kcristoneaykc 
zink°eans yaytnapBs ko^cen. Baycc etce orpisi molorutceamb 
ew anarakut^eamb varin, gitemkc, zi o^c es anteleak.]
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ABBREVIATIONS
This list contains abbreviations of both terms and works
used in the text and footnotes, including many basic texts;
the full bibliographical references to the latter given be­
low are not repeated in the select bibliography which follows.
Agath. - Agathangelos (Arm. Agatcange±os): G. Ter-Mkrtccean,
St. Kanayeancc, ed., Agatcangelay Patmutciwn Hayocc ,
Tiflis, 1909, reprinted with introduction by R. W. Thomson, 
Agathangelos, History of the Armenians, Caravan Books, 
Delmar, New York, 1980 (in J. Greppin, general ed., 
Classical Armenian Text Reprint Series). Paragraphs 1-25 8, 
716-900 and Appendix are translated into English, with 
Classical Armenian text facing, introduction and notes by 
R. W. Thomson, State University of New York Press, Albany, 
New York, 1976; paras. 259-715 trans. into English by 
R. W. Thomson, The Teaching of St. Gregory: An Early
Armenian Catechism, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 19 70 (pub­
lished 19 71). Cited by paragraph number.
AH - Azgagrakan Handes ('Ethnographical Journal'), Susi and 
Tiflis, 1895-1917. Cited by year and volume number.
AHH - Fr. Bewond AliSan, Hin hawatkc kam hetcanosakan kronk° 
Hayocc ('The Ancient Faith or Heathen Religion of the 
Armenians'), Venice, 1910 ed.
AHM - I. Gershevitch, The Avestan Hymn to Mithra, Cambridge, 
1967.
AI - Acta Iranica, Leiden and Tehran. Cited by vol. no.
AirWb. - C. Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, Strassburg, 
1904 (repr. Berlin, 1961).
AMI - Archaologische Mitteilungen aus Iran.
AON - Heinrich Hubschmann, Die Altarmenischen Ortsnamen, in 
Indogermanische Forschungen, Bd. XVI, Strassburg, 1904, 
197-490; repr. Amsterdam, 1969. Arm. trans. by H. B. 
Pilezikcean, Vienna, 1907.
Arjern - Arjern bararan haykazean lezui ('Handy Dictionary of 
the Armenian Language'), 2nd ed., Venice, 1865; contains 
all the lexical items in the NBHL, but without citations 
from texts or Greek and Latin equivalents.
Arm. - Armenian.
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Arm. Gr. - H. Hubschmann, Armenische Grammatik, Leipzig, 189 7 
(repr. Hildesheim, 1972) .
Ananikian - Martiros H. Ananikian, Armenian Mythology, in 
J. A. MacCulloch, ed., The Mythology of All Races, VII,
New York, 1925, repr. 1964.
Av. - Avestan.
Avandapatum - A. feanalanyan, Avandapatum (Russian title:
Armyanskie predaniya) , Erevan-, 1969 Ta collection of Arm. 
traditions culled from literary, ethnographic, and origi­
nal oral sources). A Russian translation was published 
in 19 80.
Bailey, Zor. Probs. - H. W. Bailey, Zoroastrian Problems in 
the Ninth-Century Books, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1971.
BASOR - Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research 
(Jerusalem and Baghdad).
BBB - W. B. Henning, Ein manichaisches Bet- und Beichtbuch, 
repr. in AI_, 14, 417-557,
Bedrossian - M. Bedrossian, New Dictionary, Armenian-English, 
Venice, 1879, repr. Beirut, no date.
Benveniste, Titres et noms - E. Benveniste, Titres et noms 
propres en iranien ancien, Paris, 1966.
Boyce, Hist. Zor. - M. Boyce, A History of Zoroastrianism,
Vol. I, in Handbuch der Orientalistik, 1 Abt., 8 3d.,
1 Absch., Lief. 2, Heft 2 A, Leiden, 1975.
Boyce, Stronghold - M. Boyce, A Persian Stronghold of Zoro­
astrianism (based on the Ratanbai Katrak Lectures, 1975), 
Oxford, 19 77.
Boyce, Zoroastrians (or Zors.) - M. Boyce, Zoroastrians, Their 
Religious.Beliefs and-'Practices, London, 19 79.
BSLP - Bulletin de la Societe Linguistique de Paris.
BSQAS, BSOS - Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London.
DB - The Old Persian inscription of Darius at Behistun, in 
R. Kent, Old Persian, Grammar, Texts, Lexicon, 2nd ed,., 
American Oriental Society, New Haven, Connecticut, 19 53.
DkM - D. M. Mad an, ed., D'inkard, Bombay, 1911.
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Elise - E. Ter-Minasean, ed. , Eli¥ei Vasn Vardanay ew Hayocc 
Paterazmin ('On Vardan and the Armenian War1), Classical 
Arm. text, Erevan, 1957 (Modern Arm. trans., Erevan, 1971).
Eznik - L. Maries, Ch. Mercier, Eznik de Kolb, De Deo, Arm. 
text in Patrologia Orientalis, Vol. 28, Fasc. 3, Paris,
1959 (French trans., Fasc. 4). Mod. Arm. trans. and notes 
by A. A. Abrahamyan, Eznik Kolbacci, Elc alandocc ('Refu­
tation of Sects'), Erevan, 1970.
Garso’lan, 'Prolegomena' - N. G. Garsolan, 'Prolegomena to a 
study of the Iranian aspects in Arsacid Armenia,' HA,
1976, 177-234.
GBd - The Greater (or Iranian) Bundahi^n ('Creation'). English 
trans. by B. T. Anklesaria, Zand-Akaslh, Bombay, 19 56; 
facsimile of Pahlavi MS. TD2 published by T. D. Anklesaria, 
Bombay, 1908? facsimiles of MSS. TDl__and DH published by 
the Iranian Culture Foundation, Tehran, Vols. 88, 89.
Gk. - Greek.
Gray, 'Foundations' - L. H. Gray, 'The Foundations of the 
Iranian religions,* JCOI, 15, 1929, 1-22 8.
HA - Handes Amsoreay (Journal of the Armenian Mekhitharist 
Congregation, Vienna).
HAB - H. Acarean, Hayeren armatakan bararan ('Armenian Ety­
mological Dictionary'), 4 vols., Erevan, 1971-79 (repr. 
of the 7-vol. ed., Erevan, 1926-35).
HAnjB - H. Acarean, Hayoc0 anjnanunneri bararan ('Dictionary 
of Armenian Proper Names'), 5 vols., Beirut, 1972 (repr. 
of the Erevan ed., 1942-62).
H%P - Hay ¥olovrdi patmutcyun ('History of the Armenian 
People'), Vol. I, Erevan, 19 71.
IE - Indo-European.
Ir. Nam. - F. Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, Marburg, 189 5 
(repr. Hildesheim, 1963).
JA - Journal Asiatigue (Paris).
JAOS - Journal of the American Oriental Society (New Haven, 
Connecticut).
JCOI - Journal of the K. R. Cama Oriental Institute (Bombay).
JRAS - Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (London).
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KKZ, §KZ - M. Sprengling, Third Century Iran: Sapor and
Kartir, Chicago, 195 3: text, transcriptionyand transla­
tion of the inscriptions of Kirder (K) and Sabuhr I (S) on 
the Kacaba-yi Zardu¥t (KZ) in Middle Persian, Greek and 
Parthian.
KZ - Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung auf dem 
Gebiete der Indogermanischen Sprachen.
BP° - Bazaray Pcarpeccwoy Patmutciwn Hayocc ew Tcultc ar
Vahan Mamikonean ('History of the Armenians and Letter to 
Vahan Mamikonean of Bazar of Pcarpi'), Arm. text, Venice, 
1933.
LXX - Septuagint (Bagster ed., London, 1851).
MA - Manuk Abeiyan, Erkeri zoiovacu ('Collected Works'),
Vols. I-VII, Erevan, 19 66-75. Cited by volume and page 
nos.
Mir. - Middle Iranian.
MP. - Middle Persian.
MX - Movses Xorenacci, Patmutciwn Hayocc ('History of the Ar­
menians'), Venice, 1955, cited by book and chapter in 
Roman and Arabic numerals. The critical ed. by M. Abeiean 
and S. Yarutciwnean, Tiflis, 1913, was repr. with an intro, 
by R. W. Thomson, Caravan Books, Delmar, N.Y., 1981; an 
English trans. with a long intro, essay and notes was pub­
lished by Thomson, Moses Khorenatsci, History of the Ar­
menians , Cambridge, Mass., 1978; trans. into Mod. Arm. 
with intro, and notes by St. Malxasyancc, Erevan, 19 61, 
repr. with alterations, 19 81.
NBHL - G. Awedikcean, X. Siwrmelean, M. Awgerean, Nor Bargirkc 
Haykazean Lezui, 2 vols., Venice, 1836-7 ('New Dictionary 
of the Armenian Language': a dictionary of Classical Arm.
with trans. of entries into Gk. and Latin, and citations 
from texts of the 5th century and later; see Arjern).
NP. - New Persian.
OIr. - Old Iranian.
OP. - Old Persian.
PCB - Pcawstos Biwzand, Patmutciwn Hayocc ('History of the 
Armenians 1, or Biwzandaran, a word of undetermined mean­
ing) , Venice, 19 33. Only Books III-VI survive; cit. by 
book and ch. Mod. Arm. trans. and intro, by St. Malxasyancc, 
Erevan, 196 8.
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F-bH - Patma-banasirakan Handes (Russian title: Istoriko-
filologicheskii zhurnal), Erevan.
Phi. - Pahlavl.
Pth. - Parthian.
/ / / ,
RDEA, RE Arm - Revue des Etudes Armenlennes, Paris, 1920-32
(RDEA); Nouvelle Serie (N.S.: REArm), 1964-.
SBE - F. Max Muller, ed., Sacred Books of the East (Vols. IV, 
XXIII, XXXI = J. Darmesteter, L. H. Mills, trans., The 
Zend-Avesta, Vols. I-III; Vols. V, XVIII, XXI, XXXVII,
XLVII = E. W. West, trans., Pahlavi Texts, Vols. I-V).
Sgd. - Sogdian.
SPAW - Sitzungsberichte der philologisch-historische Classe 
der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften (Vienna).
TCA - Tcovmay Arcrunwoy Patmutciwn, Classical Arm. text, St 
Petersburg, 1887; Mod. Arm. trans. and notes by V.
Vardanyan, Tcovma Arcruni, Patmutcyun Arcrunyacc tan 
('History of the Arcruni House'), Erevan, 19 78.
Telekagir - Haykakan SSR Gitutcyunneri Akademiayi Telekagir,
E re van (Russian title: Izvestiyaakademii Nauk Armyanskai
SSR); title since 19 56: Lraber.
Tk. - Turkish.
TMMM - F. Cumont, Textes et monuments figures relatifs aux 
mysteres de Mithra, 2 vols., Brussels, 1899.
TPS - Transactions of the Philological Society (London).
VDI - Vestnik Prevnei Istorii (Moscow-Leningrad).
VM - Koriwn, Varkc Mastocci ('Life of Mastocc'): intro.,
Classical Arm. text facing Mod. Arm. trans., English trans., 
Russian trans., and notes by M. Abelyan, Erevan, 1941, 
repr. 1981.
WZKM - Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes.
Y. - Yasna.
_ Q t —
YM - Yovhannes Mamikonean, Patmut lwn Taronoy ('History of 
Tarawn'), Venice, 1889. Cit. by page no.
Yt. - Ya¥t.
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ZDMG - Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.
ZG - Zenob Glak Asori, Patmutciwn Taronoy, Venice, 1889. Cit. 
by page no.
%HLBB - Haitianakakicc hayocc lezvi baccatrakan bararan
(’Explanatory Dictionary of the Contemporary Armenian 
Language'), 4 vols., Erevan, 1969-81.
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_TKANS LITERATIONS_
For Armenian, the system of transliteration used in 
this thesis is that of the REArm, the so-called Hubschmann- 
Meillet system:
u, Ul a C c  a I) k k n U  u S + f- kc
p- b (V tc < 4  h t  2- ¥ ' L ' L V 0  0 o
9> f g d- ±  I  o U  j 0  • o s  ***
t %> f
7* f- d ^ f i P r r Ob* u
( r tr e L L i &  K X P 5  3
c * c l u ew
% i . z A  t
V
1 h - «■ w
k  * e ^  i r c 3 j  y. fb  «- r $  ^
c
p
The original alphabet of St Mesrop MastocC consisted of 36 
letters; o renders Classical Armenian aw, and was added in 
the 12th century with f. The diphthong'**- u, corresponding to 
Gk O il , is transliterated by some writers as ow or ou.
For the transliteration of Pahlavi and New Persian, we 
have conformed in most cases to MacKenzie's system (D. N. 
MacKenzie, A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary, London, 19 71, x-xv); 
for Parthian and Manichaean Middle Persian, we have used most 
often Boyce's system (M. Boyce, A Reader in Manichaean Middle 
Persian and Parthian, Acta Iranica 9, Leiden, 1975, 14-19). 
For Avestan and Old Persian we have preferred the system of 
Christian Bartholomae, AirWb. The transcription of other 
foreign languages requires no particular comment.
A discrepancy may be noted between the transliterations 
of Armenian words in certain cases. This is due to the
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orthographical reforms introduced by the Soviet Government, 
which have not been adopted by Armenians abroad. We have 
followed the Soviet orthography for materials printed in 
Soviet Armenia, using the Classical Armenian orthography only 
where clarity would otherwise be impaired. In Western Ar­
menian dialects the voiceless consonants are voiced and the
voiced consonants are pronounced as voiceless; the form of a
/
Western Armenian word or name is transcribed according to 
the H^ibschmann-Meillet system above, and the word as it is 
pronounced is given in brackets only where the sense of the 
argument requires it.
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MAPS
The two small sketch-maps appended to this work are in­
tended to provide a general orientation of Armenia with 
respect to its neighbours and to indicate principal sites of 
religious importance in Greater Armenia (Arm. Mec Haykc, Ar­
menia Maior) ca. the 1st century A.D. A map showing the 
eight main meheans referred to by Agath. and MX is appended 
to Fr. Y. Ta^ean's Arm. trans. of A. Carriere, Les huit 
sanctuaires de l*Armenie pa'ienne d*apres Agathange et Mo'ise 
de Khoren, Paris, 1899 (= Hetcanos Hayastani utc meheannern, 
Azgayin Matenadaran Vol. 35, Vienna, 1899, 44); but it is 
seen that the number of shrines attested is much larger, and 
reference must be made at least to detailed maps and works 
of historical geography which we have consulted.
Dulaurier published in JA, 1869, a translation of 
'Topographie de la Grande Armenie,1 by Fr. £. AliSan of 
Venice, a pioneer in this field as in the study of ancient 
Arm. religion (cf. AHH). In 19 04, H. Hubschmann published in 
Indogermanische Forschungen, Vol. 16, 197-490, his unsurpassed 
work Die Altarmenischen Ortsnamen (repr. Amsterdam, 1969; Arm. 
ed. trans. by H. B. Pilezikcean, Hin Hayocc Telwoy Anunner3, 
Azgayin Matenadaran Vol. 53, Vienna, 19 0 7), a gazeteer and 
historico-linguistic study to which is appended a detailed 
map of Armenia ca. A.D. 600. The English traveller and 
scholar H. F. B. Lynch, together with F. Oswald, published 
at London in 1901 a Map of Armenia and Adjacent Countries, 
appended to his two-volume work Armenia: Travels and Studies
(Arm. ed. trans. by Lewon Larencc, Constantinople, 1913), en­
abling one to compare ancient and modern locations. Lynch's 
map also provides topographical information not found in 
Hubschmann1s work.
The advance of research and scientific method in subse­
quent decades made new studies necessary. S. T. Eremyan*s
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Hayastan ast 1Asxarhaccoycc '-i, Erevan, 19 63, is an analysis 
of Arm. historical geography based upon the 'Geography' at­
tributed to Anania of §irak (7th century), but probably later. 
Prof. N. G. Garsoian, in Appendix V ('Toponymy', pp. *137-*246) 
to her translation of N. Adontz, Armenia in the Period of 
Justinian, Louvain, 19 70, presents a table of toponyms and 
locations in historical Armenia based upon Classical and Arm. 
sources, studies such as that of Eremyan, and coordinates 
based upon the Aeronautical Approach Chart of the United 
States Air Force? the table takes into account also the 
changes in the toponymy of Turkey since Lynch's time.
A great deal of research has been done in Soviet Armenia
to bring geographical information up to date. A general work
on Arm. historical geography is Tc. X. Hakobyan, Hayastani 
v cpatmakan asxarhagrut yun, Erevan, 1968; A. M. Oskanyan pub­
lished a topographical study and detailed map of physical 
features of Greater Armenia, Haykakan lernasxarh ev harevan 
erkrner, Erevan, 1976. Haykakan SSR Atlas, Erevan-Moscow,
19 61, is devoted mainly to the geography of Soviet Armenia, 
but there are also detailed maps of historical Greater Ar­
menia from ancient times to the first World War. One notes 
also Z. Khanzadian, Atlas de cartographie historique 
d'Armenie, Paris, 1960.
Separate historical maps for different periods have 
also been published. W. Kleiss, H. Hauptmann et al. produced 
a Topographische Karte von Urartu, in AMI, Erganzungsband 3, 
Berlin, 19 76 (see also S. T. Eremyan's map of Urartu,
870-590 B.C., in H%P, I). In H%P, I also is a reconstruc­
tion of Ptolemy's map of Armenia (2nd century A.D.) and a 
map of Armenia, 66 B.C.-A.D. 224, by Eremyan. For the geog­
raphy of Asia Minor in the Roman period, we have referred to
D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, Princeton University 
Press, 1950, 2 vols., with a detailed map. A map of Artaxiad 
Armenia is published in the Haykakan Sovetakan Hanragitaran,
II, opp. p. 40. A convenient general map of Arm. in the
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. cArtaxrad and Arsacid periods is T . X. Hakobyan, Hayastan 
(II d.m.tc.a.-V d.m.tc. sahmannerov), Erevan, 19 70.
C. Toumanoff, 'An Introduction to Christian Caucasian 
History,' Traditio, 15, 1959, 105-6, published maps of the 
Armenian naxarar domains, and of the provinces of the country 
(see also R. H. Hewsen, 'An Introduction to Armenian Histori­
cal Geography,1 REArm, N.S. 13, 1979-80). A huge and exhaus­
tively detailed map of Arsacid Armenia was published by S . T.
c c cEremyan, Mec Hayk i t agaworut yun3 IV darum (29 8-3 85),
Erevan, 19 79.
After the Arab conquest in the 7th century, the adminis-
V
trative unit of Arminiyya embraced historical Armenia and 
large regions of adjacent countries; a map is provi'ded in 
S.T. Melikc-BaxSyan, Hay as tans VII-IX darerum, Erevan, 1968. 
Following the Seljuk conquest, the political and cultural 
centres of Armenia shifted to the independent Arm. kingdoms 
in Cilicia, on the Mediterranean coast to the southwest of 
the central Arm. plateau; for the geography of this area, we
have referred to M. H. Sevahiryan's map in A. G. Sukciasyan,
c c cKilikiayi Haykakan petut yan ev iravunk i patmut yun (XI-XIV
darer), Erevan, 19 78.
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